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An algorithmic method is presented to determine the irreducible representations that engender 
the irreducible representations associated with phase transitions involving a change of symmetry 
to a subgroup of index n. This method is based on the work of Ascher and Kobayashi [E. Ascher 
and J. Kobayashi, J. Phys. C 10, 1349 (1977)] and the derivation of faithful irreducible 
representations contained in the permutation representation of transitive subgroups of 
permutation groups Sn. Character tables of all such irreducible representations, and their 
epikernels, associated with a change in symmetry to a subgroup of index n = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 
given explicitly. The relationship to exomorphic types of phase transitions is then discussed. The 
irreducible representations associated with the phase transitions 0 ~ to C lv in BaTi03 and D:h to 
D ~~ infJ-K2S04 are derived and it is shown that these two phase transitions belong to the same 
exomorphic type. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of group-theoretical methods to investigate 
structural phase transitions was introduced by Landau l over 
forty years ago. In the Landau method of determining the 
change of symmetry accompanying a phase transition, the 
lower symmetry phase is described by a density function, 
which is expanded in terms of basis functions of the irreduci
ble representations of the higher symmetry phase. With the 
coefficients of the density function expansion as variational 
order parameters, a thermodynamic potential is constructed 
and minimized to determine the form of the density function 
and subsequently the symmetry of the lower symmetry 
phase.2,3 The most extensive tabulations of changes in sym
metry accompanying phase transitions derived using this 
method have been given by Toledano and Toledano.4 

A number of necessary group-theoretical criteria have 
also been derived for use in determining the change in sym
metry accompanying a phase transition.3,5-9 These include 
the subduction criterion, chain subduction criteria, also 
called the chain criterion,8 the Landau criterion for contin
uous phase transitions, and the Lifshitz homogeneity crite
rion. Using some or all of these criteria, tabulations of possi
ble lower-phase symmetries have been derived for some 
phase transitions in crystals. For cases where the higher
phase symmetry group is a cubic space group, such tabula
tions have been given for 0 l by Goldrich and Birman3 and 
Vinberg et ai., 10 for 0 ~ by Jaric,9 and for 0 ~ by Sutton and 
Armstrong11 and Ghozlen and Mlik. 12 Recently a computer 
program has been developed by Hatch and Stokes 13 and all 
the above mentioned criteria have been applied to all 230 
space groups. 

In parallel with the application of the Landau method 
with minimization, and the development and application of 
group-theoretical criteria, investigations into general theo
rems that apply to the change in symmetry accompanying a 

phase transition have also been developed. Such general 
theorems date back to the original papers of Landau. 1 It was 
shown by Landau that the irreducible representation asso
ciated with a phase transition, where the lower-phase sym
metry group is a subgroup of index 2 of the higher-phase 
symmetry group, is a one-dimensional alternating irreduci
ble representation. It was also conjectured that no phase 
transition between a higher-phase symmetry group and a 
lower-phase symmetry subgroup of index 3 is continuous. 
This so-called subgroup of index 3 theorem was shown to be 
valid for special cases by Anderson and Bloutl4 and Boc
cara. 15 General proofs were subsequently given by Meisel, 
Gray, and Brown 16 and Brown and Meisel. 17 It has also been 
shown that the Landau subgroup of index 3 theorem cannot 
be extended to a subgroup of index n theorem with n:;63. 18 

Continuing the investigation into the group-theoretical 
aspects of phase transitions, Ascher and Kobayashi 19 have 
introduced the so-called "inverse Landau problem," This 
problem is to determine the irreducible representation asso
ciated with a phase transition between a given higher-phase 
symmetry group and a given lower-phase symmetry group. 
Following the work of Gufan and Sakhnenk020 and Ascher 
and Kobayashi,19 Kopsky has introduced the concept of 
"exomorphic" types of phase transitions.21-24 For example, 
all phase transitions between a higher-phase symmetry 
group and lower-phase symmetry subgroup of index 2 be
long to a single exomorphic type. Such a concept stresses the 
mathematical similarity among phase transitions and can be 
used in the study of the general properties of phase transi
tions. Two phase transitions belonging to the same exomor
phic type have, for example, the same set of order parameters 
and the same mathematical form of the thermodynamic po
tential. The transitions can, however, di1fer in the physical 
interpretation of the order parameters and corresponding 
terms in the potential can be of di1ferent physical impor
tance.22 The concept of exomorphic types of phase transi-
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tions can also be used as a basis of proofs of general theorems 
concerning phase transitions as, for example, in the alternate 
proof of the subgroup of index 3 theorem. 24 

In this paper we continue the study of exomorphic types 
of phase transitions. In Sec. II we briefly review the method 
of Ascher and Kobayashi and its connection to the subduc
tion criterion.3 We give an algorithmic method to determine 
the irreducible representations associated with a phase tran
sition between a higher-phase symmetry group and a lower
phase symmetry subgroup of index n. We then determine 
and tabulate the irreducible representations that engender 
all irreducible representations associated with phase transi
tions where the subgroup index n = 2, 3,4, 5, and 6. For each 
irreducible representation we also determine the epikernels, 
i.e., the isotropy groups, the subgroups that satisfy the sub
duction and chain-subduction criteria. 

In Sec. III, we apply the results of Sec. II, to determine 
the irreducible representation associated with each of the 
two phase transitions 0 l to C!v and D ~ to D ~:. We also 
determine the epikernels associated with each of these phase 
transitions. In Sec. IV we show that these two phase transi
tions belong to the same exomorphic type. We then derive 
additional phase transitions, which also belong to this exo
morphic type. 

II. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS ASSOCIATED 
WITH A PHASE TRANSITION 

We consider a phase transition between a higher-phase 
symmetry group G and a lower-phase symmetry F, where F 
is a subgroup of G of index n. LetD a (G) denote the irreduci
ble representation of G associated with this phase transition. 
Given the groups G and F we considerthe inverse Landau 
problem, to determine the possible irreducible representa
tions associated with the phase transition. 

We apply the subduction criterion 

(Da(GHFID I(F»)#O. (1) 

That is, the subduced representation D a (G) ~F, the irreduci
ble representation D a (G) restricted to the elements of the 
subgroup F, must contain the identity representation D I (F) 
of F a nonzero number of times. Using the Frobenius Reci
procity Theorem,2S Eq. (1) can be replaced by 

(D 1(F)tG IDa(G»#O. (2a) 

The irreducible representation D a( G) must be contained a 
nonzero number of times in the induced representation 
D 1(F)tG. 

We shall use the symbol D! (A) to denote the induced 
representationD I(B) tAo Equation (2a) can then be rewrit
ten as 

(2b) 

We shall also use the symbol DG = DGIH t tG to denote the 
representation DG of G "engendered by the representation 
DGIH of its factor group G IH. Engenderini6 is defined as 
follows: LetHbeanormalsubgroupofG. Thecosetsg{H of 
the coset decomposition of G with respect to H are elements 
of the factor group G I H. If DG IH is a representation of G I H 
then to every cosetg{H of the factor group G I H corresponds 
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a matrix DGIH (g{H). To define the engendered representa
tion DG = DdlH f fG, we set all matrices DG (gkh), for all h 
of H, equal to the matrix DGIH (gkH). 

It has been shown 27.28 that 

D~ =D~j1f,(GIH)ttG. (3) 

The induced representation D ~ (G) is engendered by the 
induced representationD ~j1f, (G I H) of the factor group G I 
H, where 

H=CoreF= n gFg-I. 
geG 

(4) 

From Eqs. (2b) and (3), it follows that an irreducible 
representation D a( G) associated with a phase transition 
between the group G and subgroup F of G is such that 

(5) 

and 

(D ~j1f, (G IH) ID a( G IH) )#0. (6) 

That is, the irreducible representation D" (G) is engendered 
by an irreducible representation D"(G IH) of the factor 
group G IH, and D a( G IH) must be contained in the in
duced representation D ~j1f, (G I H) a nonzero number of 
times. In addition, since the kernel of D"( G) is equal to the 
subgroupH (see Refs. 19 and 27), i.e., 

kerDa(G) =H=CoreF, (7) 

the irreducible representation D a (G I H), which engenders 
D a (G), is a faithful representation of G I H. 

A matrixD! (a) of an induced representationD! (A) is 
also the matrix representing the permutation of the cosets of 
B in A under multiplication of the cosets by the element a of 
A (see Refs. 28 and 29). The group of matrices is called a 
"permutation representation" and represents a group of per
mutations that is transitive on the cosets of Bin A. The di
mension of this permutation representation is equal to the 
number of cosets of B inA. Consequently, the representation 
D ~j1f,. (G I H) is a permutation representation of a transitive 
subgroup T", isomorphic to G I H, of the symmetric group 
S", where n is the index of Fin G. 

A method to determine all possible irreducible represen
tations D a( G) associated with a phase transition between a 
group G and subgroupFofindex n in G is based onEqs. (5)
( 7). Such irreducible representations satisfy the subduction 
criterion and, of course, are further restricted by the use of 
the chain subduction criterion, Landau criterion, and Lif
shitz criterion. We have that an irreducible representation 
D a (G) is engendered by a faithful irreducible representation 
D a (G I H), which is contained in the permutation represen
tation of a transitive subgroup T", isomorphic to G I H, of the 
symmetric group S". A method to determine the irreducible 
representations D"( G) is as follows. 

( I ) Given the group G and subgroup F of index n, deter
mine the subgroup H, Eq. (4), and the factor group G I H. 

(2) Determine the transitive subgroup T", isomorphic 
to G I H, of the symmetric groupS", and the faithful irreduci
ble representations in the permutation representation of T" . 

(3) Each faithful irreducible representation of the per
mutation representation determines an irreducible represen-
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TABLE I. Character table of the faithful irreducible representation contained in the permutation representation of the transitive subgroup 6/6 of S6' Above 
each character is the number and cyclic notation of the elements in each class. The diagram shows the epikernels of the irreducible representation. The 
generators of each epikernel are listed below the diagram. 

6/6(48)C~ X0 2(O l2» 
6 I 3 8 

(6) 
6 

(2,4) (12,4) (23 ) (14,2) 

3 -1 o -1 

0(2) 

b~ 

\ 

3D(1) (1) 
8 4 

4D(l ') (1) 
3 

4 

o~: (3456), (154236) 

3D~I): (3456), (36)(45); (1426), (16)(24); (1523), (15)(23). 

-3 o -1 (LA) 

4D~I'): (134)(256), (13)(25); (136)(254), (16)(24); (145)(263), (15)(23); (156)(234), (16)(24). 

6D~!): (12), (36) (45); (12), (34)(56); (46), (15)(23); (46), (13)(25); (35), (16)(24); (35), (14)(26). 

6Cg): (16)(24); (15)(23); (36)(45); (34)(56); (13)(25); (14)(26). 

3qlJ: (12); (46); (35). 

tation D a (G / H), which in tum engenders, Eq. (5), a possi
ble irreducible representation D a (G) associated with the 
phase transition between G and subgroup F. 

To implement this procedure requires the knowledge of 
all transitive subgroups T" of the symmetric groupsSn' and 
all faithful irreducible representations contained in the per
mutation representation of each transitive subgroup. We 
have tabulated all transitive subgroups of the symmetric 
groups S" for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and the faithful irreducible 
representations contained in the permutation representation 
of each transitive subgroup.30 In Table I, we give an example 
from this tabulation. The table contains the following infor
mation. 

(1) A symbol n/m ( p), where n is the degree of the 
symmetric group S", m is a serial number given to a transi
tive subgroup T", and p is the order of the transitive sub
group Tn' This is followed by a symbol or symbols, which 
denote the group Tn. 

(2) The character table of the faithful irreducible repre
sentations contained in the permutation representation of 
Tn is given. The classes of elements are given in cycle length 
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notation with the number of elements in each class given 
above the class symbol. The symbol" (LA) " is written to the 
right of the character table if the irreducible representation 
satisfies the Landau criterion. 

(3) Using the lattices of the symmetric groups,31 we 
have derived and tabulated the epikemels24 for each faithful 
irreducible representation of the transitive subgroup Tn' The 
subgroup index of the epikemel is given along the line con
nected each pair of groups and the subduction frequency is 
given in parenthesis following the subgroup symbol. If there 
is more than one subgroup of a specific class, the number of 
such subgroups is given preceding the subgroup symbol. 

( 4) The generators of at least one epikemel of each class 
of epikemels is given. When the number of epikemels is not 
large, as in Table I, the generators of all epikemels in each 
class are given. 

III. EXAMPLES 

We shall consider two phase transitions: (1) the equi
translational transition from 0 l to C lv in BaTi03 and (2) 
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H= Core C!V =C~, the nonequitranslational transition from D t. to D~: in p
K2S04• We sball determine the irreducible representations 
associated with these phase transitions and show that the 
respective irreducible representations are both engendered 
by the same faithful irreducible representation. 

We first consider the phase transition from G = 0 ~ to 
F = C !u, the equitranslationaI subgroup of 0 l with the 
point group C4u = {E, C4z , C2z ' C 4; 1, m", my, m"y' m"y}; 
C!v is a subgroup of index n = 6inO l. The core ofF = C!u, 
see Eq. (4), is 

where C ~ is the translational subgroup of 0 l. It follows that 
G IH = 0 lIC ~ and is isomorphic to the point group 0" of 
order 48. Then D :;j~ is a permutation representation of a 
transitive.subgroup of order 48 of S6' There is only one such 
transitive subgroup of S6> the group denoted by 6/6 ( 48) giv
en in Table I. This permutation r~presentation contains a 
single, Landau active, faithful irreducible representation 
whose character table is given in Table I. This character 

TABLE II. Character table of the faithful irreducible representation contained in the permutation representation of the transitive subgroup 6/6 of S6. In the 
first and second column are the number and cyclic notation of the elements of each class whose character is given in the third column. In the fourth column, 
we list in cyclic notation all elements of the transitive subgroup belonging to each class. Below each element we list the cosets of the factor groups 0 l/C: and 
D:hIC~ isomorphic to this transitive subgroup of S6' 

(16) 3 (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) 
(E 1(00) 

{(E IOOO),(C22I00~)} 

3 ( 11,22) -I (35)(46) (12)(46) (12)(35) 

<C:l>< 1(00) (C 2,.1(00) (C 221(00) 
{(E IOIO),(C2.10I~)} {(E IIlO),(C22IIlP} {(E 11OO),(C2211~)} 

8 (32) 0 (145)(263) ( 136)(254) (134)(256) (156)(234) 

(C 3~", 1(00) (Cn.", 1(00) (C3xJa 1(00) ( C3J<j1I(00) 

{(C31010),(C 6- II01~)} {(C 3-IIOIO),(C6101P} {(C 3-IIOOO),(C61~)} {(C ;-llllO),(C6111P} 

(154)(236) (163)(245) (143)(265) (165)(243) 

(C 3~~ 1(00) (C 3i~ 1(00) (C 3~;;!'IOOO) (C 3~~ 1(00) 

{(C 311100),(C6IlOp} {( C31110),(C 6- Illlp} {(C31000),(C 6-11~)} {(C31100),(C 6-111~)} 

6 (23) -1 (15)(23)(46) (14)(26)(35) (12)( 36)( 45) 

(C l><,. ) 1(00) (C 2D 1(00) 
{(C l>< IOOO),(C221~)} {(C b,.lllO),(C23111!)} 

(C 2",1(00) 
{(C 2Y IOOO),(C211~)} 

(13)(25)(46) (16)(24)(35) (12)(34)(56) 
(Cny 1(00) ( Cn. 1(00) ( C2,.IOOO) 

{(Cb 1100),(C22110~)} {( C b,.IOOO)( C23I00P} {(Cly IOIO),(C21101P} 

6 (12,4) (3456) (1426) (1325) 
(C 4x 1(00) (C .,.1(00) (C •• 1(00) 

{(C2,.ll00),(C21llO~)} {(Cl><,.11OO),(C23110~)} {(Cl>< IllO),(C22111P} 
(3654) (1624) (1523) 

(C.;; 11(00) (C.; 11(00) (C.; 11(00) 

{(C 2y IllO),(C21111~)} {(Cl><,.IOI0),(C23101~)} {(Cb IOI0),(C22101P} 

(23) -3 (12)(35)(46) 
(TIOOO) 

{(TIOOO),(m.IOOp} 

3 (14,2) (12) (35) (46) 
(m~ 1(00) 

{(TIOIO),(m.I01~)} 
(my 1(00) 

{(TlllO),(m.lllp} 
(m.IOOO) 

{(Tll00),(m.llOp} 

8 (6) 0 (134256) (143265) (163245) (145263) 

(S ~'" 1(00) (S~", 1(00) (S~p 1(00) (S~.,.IOOO) 

{(S 3-IIIOP,(S61IOO)} {(S3111P,(S 6- 1I1lO)} {(S31~).(S 6- J IOOO)} {(S31 10!).(S i 111OO)} 
(165243) (156234) (154236) (136254) 

(S ~ 1(00) (S oii~ 1(00) (S .;;;!.IOOO) (S ~ 1(00) 

{(S3101P,(S 6- IIOlO)} {(S 3- II01!),(S61010)} {(S 3-11~),(S61000)} {(S 31111!).(S61110)} 

6 (e,22 ) (13)(25) (16)(24) (34)(56) 
(m"" 1(00) (mu 1(00) (m", 1(00) 

{(m2100~),(m~ IOOO)} {(m3111~),(m~,.lllO)} {(mIIOOp,(my IOOO)} 
(15)(23) (14)(26) (36)(45) 
(m:vy 1(00) (m .. IOOO) (m,.IOOO ) 

{(m2110!),(m~ 11OO)} {(m3100!),(m"" IOOO)} {(mIIOl!),(m,.IOlO)} 

6 (2,4) -1 (12)(3456) (1426)(35) (1325)(46) 
(S 4x 1(00) (S .,.1(00) (S 4z 1(00) 

{(mllllp,(m,.lllO)} {(m3101p,(m..., IOlO)} {(m2101!),(m~ IOlO)} 
(12)(3654) (1624)(35) (1523)(46) 
(S.;; 11(00) (S .; 11(00) (S.; 11(00) 

{(mlllO!).(my 11OO)} {(m3110!).(m~,.llOO)} {(m2111!),(m~ IllO)} 
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FIG. I. Epikemels of the irreducible representation D k- (0,0,0),4- (0 l), 

table is given in detail in Table II. In the first three columns 
~e duplicate the first three rows of the character table given 
10 6/6(48) of Table I. To the right of each character we list 
explicitly in cyclic notation the elements of each class of this 
transitive subgroup of S6' 

The factor group G /H = 0 lIC: is isomorphic to this 
transitive subgroup of S6 denoted by 6/6 ( 48). The isomor
phism is between elements P; of 6/6(48) and cosets 
(R j IOOO)C: ofG /H. In Table II we have denoted the coset 
(R; IOOO)C: isomorphic to P; by listing below the element 
PI the coset representative (R; 1(00). This isomorphism and 
the faithful irreducible representation of the transitive sub
group 6/6 ( 48) of S6 determines the irreducible representa
tionD a(o lIC: ), see Eq. (6), which in tum engenders, Eq. 
( 5 ), the irreducible representation D a (0 1 ) associated with 
the phase transition between Oland C lv' This irreducible 
representationDa(O 1) is denoted by D (k=O,O,QJ,4- (01) in 
the notation of Cracknell et al.32 

Using the epikemels and generators of the epikemels 
given in Table I along with the isomorphism between the 
elements of6/6(48) and cosets of 0 lIC: given in Table II, 
we can derive the subgroups of 01, which satisfy the chain
subduction criterion for phase transitions from 0 1 associat
ed with the irreducible representation D (k = 0,0,0),4 - (01 ). 
These epikeme1s are given in Fig. 1. 

The second example is the phase transition from hexag
onal G' = D:h to orthorhombic F' = D ~~. The subgroup 
D ~~ has the translation subgroup generated by the hexagon
al translations (E 11,0,0), (E 11,2,0), and (E 10,0,1). Thee1e
ments of D:h , which are the coset representations of D 16 . h 2h 
WIt respect to its translational subgroup, are 

(EIO,O,O), c111,1,0), 

(C:u 10,0,!), 

(C2x 11,1,0), 

(C22 II,!,!), 

(m2 11,Q), 
(mx 10,0,0), 

(m2 10,0,!). 

Now D ~~ is a subgroup of index n = 6 of D:h • The core of 
F' =D~~, see Eq. (4), is 
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H' = CoreD~~ = C~. 
The group C ~ has the translational subgroup generated by 
the hexagonal translations (E 12,0,0), (E 10,2,0), and 
(E 10,0,1). The elements of D:h , which are the coset repre
sentatives of C ~ with respect to its translational subgroup, 
are (EIO,O,O) and (C:uIO,O,P. The factor group G'/ 
H' = D:h/Ci is isomorphic to the point group Oh of order 

48. It follows that D ~0!'. is then a permutation representa
tion of a transitive subgroup of order 48 of S6' This is the 
same transitive group, 6/6(48) given in Table I, as that 
which arose in the first example given above. 

The isomorphism between the elements Pi of 6/6 ( 48) 
and the cosets (Ri 11'; ) C i of G' / H' is given in Table II. Two 
lines below each element PI of 6/6 ( 48) given in Table II we 
have denoted the isomorphic coset (R;ll';)C~ of G'/ 
H' = D:h/Ci. Since 

(R;ll';)Ci = (R;ll';)C: + (R;ll';)(C2z IO,O,PC:, 

where C: is the translational subgroup of C i, we list the two 
elements (R; 11';) and (R l ll'l) (C2z 10,0,~). This isomorphism 
and the faithful irreducible representation of the transitive 
subgroup 6/6 ( 48) of S6 determines the irreducible represen
tationDa(D:h/Ci), Eq. (6), which in turn engenders, Eq. 
( 5 ), the irreducible representation D a (D:h ) associated 
with the phase transition between D:h and D ~~ . This irredu
cible representation D a(D:h ) is denoted by 
D k = (~,O,O),2 - (D:h ) in the notation of Cracknell et al.32 

Using the epikemels and generators of the epikemels 
given in Table I along with the isomorphism between ele
ments of 6/6(48) and cosets of D:h/Ci given in Table II, 
we can derive the subgroups that satisfy the chain-subduc
tion criterion for phase transitions from D:h associated with 
the irreducible representation D k = (~,O,O),2 - (D:

h 
). These 

epikemels are given in Fig. 2. 
The above two examples are at first glance quite differ

ent, one being an equitranslational phase transition while the 
second is nonequitranslational. However, as we have seen, 
these two transitions are mathematically similar; the asso
ciated irreducible representations are engendered by the 

6D
I8

(1) 
2h 

4 

D

6

\' ------------.. •• (') 
2h 

4C!v(1) 

\, 
"lh(~ /':;(2) 

C~(J) 

FIG. 2. Epikemels of the irreducible representation D k - (1,0.0),2 - (D:h ). 
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TABLE III. Phase transitions 0 ~ to C Lv and 0 ~ to D tt that belong to the 
exomorphic type of phase transition characterized by the pennutation rep
resentation of the transitive subgroup 6/6 of S6. Here, H = Core F = C I 
for all cases. 

G=O~ F=CL. F=Dtt 
j k 

1 1 5 
2 6 8 
3 7 5 
4 4 8 
5 9 11 
6 10 11 
7 11 12 
8 12 12 
9 9 9 

10 12 10 

same faithful irreducible representation. This mathematical 
similarity of different phase transitions has been codified by 
the concept of exomorphic types of phase transitions.21

-
24 

IV. EXOMORPHIC TYPES OF PHASE TRANSITIONS 

Two phase transitions, between a higher-phase symme
try group G and lower-phase symmetry F and between a 
higher-phase symmetry G' and lower-phase symmetry F', 
are said to be of the same exomorphic types if and only if 21 

( 1) the factor groups G I H, where H = Core F, and G' I H', 
whereH' = Core F', are isomorphic; and (2) there exists an 
isomorphism that maps the factor group F I H into F' I H'. 

Alrematively,24 we can state that two phase transitions 
are of the same exomorphic type if and orily if a suitable 
labeling of the cosets glF and gjF' in the coset decomposi
tions Gwith respect toF, and G ' with respect toF' exists such 
that the permutation representations D ~ % (G I H) and 

D~'!;!: (G'IH') are identical groups of permutations. 
In the examples of Sec. III, both the transitions G = 0 ~ 

toF= C!v and G' =D:h toF' =D~~ are of the same exo
morphic type. The factor groups G I H = 0 lIC: and G' I 
H' = D:h IC ~ are isomorphic with the isomorphism given 
in Table II, where we find that F IH = C !vIC: is isomor
phic to F' IH' = D ~~ IC ~. The permutation representations 

D~j~(G IH) andD~0!·. (G'IH') are identical groups of 
permutations isomorphic to the transitive subgroup 61 
6(48) ofS6 • 

It follows from the above and Eqs. (1 )-( 6) that if the 
phase transitions from G to F and G' to F' are of the same 
exomorphic type, then the irreducible representations 
D a( G) and D a (G '), which can be associated with the re
spective phase transitions, are each engendered by faithful 
irreducible representations contained in a single permuta
tion representation. This is the permutation representation 

denoted by D~j~(GIH) and D~'!!ft·.(G'IH'), and is a 
permutation representation of a transitive subgroup, iso
morphic to G I Hand G 'I H', of the symmetric group S" . 

If the permutation representation contains a single 
faithful irreducible representation then this faithful irreduci
ble representation engenders the irreducible representations 
associated with all phase transitions belonging to the exo-

TABLE IV. Phase transitions D ~h to Db. that belong to the exomorphic type of phase transition characterized by the pennutation representation of the 
transitive subgroup 6/6 of S6. Here Ch. I and Ch. 2 refer to the alternative choice of origins as given in the International Tables/or Crystallography.33 The shift 
in origin, with respect to the translational subgroup of D ~ is also given. Here, H = Core F is given to the right on the same row as F. 

G F H 

D!h D~~(pb.;',! ) Ch.l D;h(P.!.!.!) (~,~,O)Ch.1 C~ mmn ban 
Dih(p21.!.!) D~h(P.!~.!) C I 

I b m n man 
D~h(r-I.!.!) cam (~,~,O) D~h(P.!;''!) bmm C~ 

D~h D~~(r-I 21.!) (~,~,O) 2( 222) (0,0,1) Ch.1 C I D2h P--- 2 
C C n n n n 

D;h(r-I.!.!) D;h(P.!~.!) C) 
n c n c n n 

D~(p21.!.!) (~,~,O) D~h(P.!~.!) (~,~,Q) C! c n m n c m 

D:h D~(p21 ~21) 
m n b (M,O) D;h(P.!.!~) b n n (~,~,O) C~ 

D~!(r-I.!~) D~~(P.!~ 21) C1 
I ben m n n 

Dll(r-I.!~) (HO)Ch.2 DU(P.!;' 21) C1 , mnm b c m 

D:h D~(p21~~) 
C m n (!,~,O) D;h(P.!.! 21) nan (~,!,O) C2 2 

D~~(r-I.!;') Dl~(P.! 2121) C: n m n can 
DU(p21.! 21) D~~(P.!~ 21) (O,!,O) Ch. 2 C1 . cam nmm 
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morphic type. In the examples of the previous sections the 
irreducible representations D k = (0,0,0),4 - (01) and 
D k = (~,O,O),2 - (D:h ) are associated with the phase transi
tions from G = 01 to F = C!v and G I = D:h to F I = D ~~, 
respectively. These two phase transitions belong to the same 
exomorphic type, and both irreducible representations are 
engendered by the same faithful irreducible representation, 
denoted by Da(o VC~) andDa(D:h/C~), the only faith
ful irreducible representation contained in the permutation 
representation of the transitive subgroup 6/6 ( 48) of S6' 

The two phase transitions G = 01 to F = C!v and 
G I = D:h to F I = D ~~ belong to the same exomorphic type 
whose permutation representation is the permutation repre
sentation of the transitive subgroup 6/6 ( 48) of S6' Addi
tional equitranslational phase transitions belonging to this 
exomorphic type with G = 0 ~ and F = C iv and F = D ~ as 
given in Table III. In Table IV we give the phase transitions 
between G = D ~h and F = D 4h that belong to this exomor
phic type. 
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Complete bases are constructed for all finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the simple 
Lie algebras over C of the types A" (n> 1), B" and Cn (2<n<6),D" (4<n<6), and G2• Each basis 
vector is given as an explicit sequence of weight-lowering generators of the algebra acting on the 
highest weight vector of the representation space. A similar constnwtion (due to D-N. Verma) for 
the highest weight representations of all Kac-Moody algebras of rank 2 is presented as well. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The present article contains an exploitation of a new 
method due to D-N. Verma for construction of bases in irre
ducible representation spaces of simple Lie algebras. As far 
as we know no final account of the method has been pre
pared, not to mention published. In the first place, a proof 
for the construction requires the Demazure character for
mula that has only recently been proved to be correct for the 
sem.isimple Lie algebras and is still only conjectured in the 
Kac-Moody situation. In the $ecOnd place, we have found 
that there is a further unsolved problem regarding a right 
choice of expressing the opposite involution of the Weyl 
group as a product of reflections. The problem occurs only 
forrank >3. The choice can be made in many different ways, 
some of which are fatal for the algorithm. Unfortunately 
there seems to be no proof at present that a successful choice 
can always be made. However, the numerous examples be
low attest that a suitable choice is often possible. 

In this paper the method is applied to a series of particu
lar cases, namely the simple Lie algebras of rank < 6 and of 
all types except F4 and E6 • For algebras An the results are 
given for all ranks. It is also clear that an extension of our 
results to algebras of types B" Cn and Dn and ranks >6 is 
straightforward. Once the difficulties are avoided, the result 
of the method is a set of basis -defining inequalities which, in 
our opinion, is a striking development for the theory of semi
simple Lie algebras and their finite-dimensional representa
tions. Let us point out the following features of the inequal
ities. 

( 1) The inequalities define a set of linearly independent 
vectors that span the whole representation space. 

(2) A given set of the inequalities refers to a Lie algebra of 
a specific type and applies to any irreducible finite-dimen
sional representation of the Lie algebra. 

(3) The number of inequalities for a given algebra is 
equal to the number of positive roots of the algebra. For 

many particular representations, the number of inequalities 
required is often much smaller. 

(4) Bases provided in this way are of a particularly con
venient kind fol' applications: They consist of eigenvectors of 
the Cartan subalgebra and thus each basis vector is labeled 
by "additive quantum numbers" that are the components of 
a weight of the representation. 

(5) The bases are not related to any fixed subalgebra(s) in 
general. This allows a relatively versatile further adaptation 
to a particular subalgebra of importance at any time. 

(6) Matrix elements of suitably chosen generators of the 
algebra relative to a Verma basis can be easily calculated, but 
no general closed formulas can be given. 

Once the inequalities were derived for a given algebra, 
they were checked by counting the number of basis vectors 
and comparing it with the dimension of the representation. 
In addition the dimensions of dominant weight subspaces 
were compared with an independent computation of the 
dominant weight multiplicities. I 

Section II contains the two simplest examples: the Lie 
algebras Al and A2• The first of them is elementary. How
ever, the second one is quite nontrivial in spite of its simpli
city. In Sec. III our results are presented. An account of the 
derivation is contained in Sec. IV together with some exam
ples and an illustration of the difficulties of the procedure. In 
Sec. V we sketch some of the theory behind the construction. 
The purpose of this section is to bring to the readers' atten
tion the beautiful ideas ofD-N. Verma and to provide some 
insight into what otherwise seems like a magical prescrip
tion.The last section contains conclusions, comments, and 
the basis-defining inequalities for all rank 2 Lie and Kac
Moody algebras in a uniform form as found by Verma. 2 

The principle involved in the construction is heavily de
pendent on the use of Schubert submodules and the theory of 
SL2-induced modules. Although we have had no luck in the 
cases of.f4 andE6f there are many choices of opposite involu
tion and it is far from clear that the method will not work for 
all simple Lie algebras. 
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II. TWO EXAMPLES 

The simplest case is the Venna basis for the Lie algebra 
of rank 1. We choose the commutation relations as 

[e,f] = h, [h,e] = 2e, [h,/] = - 2f (1) 

An irreducible representation is denoted by its highest 
weight A = (L), where L = 0,1,2, ... is an integer equal to 
twice the "angular momentum." In this case it is well known 
that the irreducible representation space VIA) is of dimen
sion L + 1 and that it is spanned by the vectors 

ILM) =rILL), (2) 

where 

O<a<L (3) 

and 

M=L-2a, eILL) =0. (4) 

The vectors ILM ) are pairwise orthogonal. They can be nor
malized using the relations 

eILM) =!~(L-M)(L+M-2)ILM+2), (5) 

IILM) = !~(L +M)(L -M + 2)ILM - 2), (6) 

h ILM) =MILM). (7) 

A=(O,I): 10,1), 1110,1), IzfIIO,I); 

A =(2,0): 12,0), 1112,0), I'i 12,0), 

I~ 12,0), 
h/~ 12,0), 

I~/~ 12,0); 

A=(I,I): 11,1) 

(000) 
Id I,I) 

(001) 

I 

In this simple case Eq. (3) is the basis-defining inequality of 
Verma. 

Our second example is the Lie algebraA2' This time one 
hasej /;, hi> i = 1 and 2, satisfying (1) for each simpleroota j • 

We make no use of the remaining generators of A 2• The 
Verma basis of an irreducible representation space VIA), 
where A = (m l,m2) is the highest weight, consists of all vec
tors 

1'tf~i~11 m l,m2), 

such that 

O<al<ml, 

0<a2<m2 + ai' 

0<a3<min[m2,az). 

(8) 

(9) 

Let us consider some particular representations. Thus 
for the representation A = (10), which is of dimension 3, the 
inequalities (9) allow exactly three sets of values for the expo
nents ai' a2, and a3 in (8): 

A = (1,0): 11,0), 1111,0), Izflll,O). (10) 

Similarly one finds the bases for the representations (0 1), 
(20), and (11). Namely, 

(11) 

(12) 

hll,1) 
(010) 

IzfIII,1) Ilhl1,1) 
(011) (110) 

I~/III,I) 
(021) 

Id~/dI,I) 

(121) 

In the last example the basis vectors are arranged into levels 
of successive applications of /; 's, and under each one we 
show the values of al> a2, and a3 as (a la2a3). Clearly no other 
values of the parameters a l• a2, a3 are alowed by (9) for 
ml = m 2 = 1. The two vectors 12/111,1) and 12/211,1) of 
zero weight are linearly independent since/lh=l=12/1' 

III. BASIS-DEFINING INEQUALITIES 

A. The Ue algebras An 

In this case the basis-defining inequalities can be written 
in a form that applies to any rank ;;. 1. Any basis vector for 
VIA), A = (ml' m2"'" m,,), is then 

669 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.3, March 1986 

(13) 

Ilh/lll,l) 

(111) 

N = n(n + 1)/2. (14) 

Brackets are used in (14) only to indicate the regularities of 
the sequence off's. The basis-defining ineqUalities are found 
in Table I. 

B. The Lie algebras Bn and em 2<n<6 

The basis-defining inequalities for B" and en are closely 
related due to the duality of their simple roots. Thus for each 
rank they have to be calculated for only one of the two alge
bras. For the other one they are obtained by renumbering of 
the roots and by a substitution of aj 'So Nevertheless, we write 
them out for both types. 
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TABLE I. Basis vectors and defining inequalities of an irreducible An representation (ml> m2 ..... mn). A dotted line with A, indicates the last inequality for 
A,. 

If':'i?-''' :i.N-o+')lf':N-" .. :i.~-t'O+l) .. ·!f'!:/,W!'IA). N= n(n + 1)/2 
O<;al <;m l .................................................................................................................................................................................................. A I 
O<;a2<;m2 +al 
O<;a3<;min[m2.a2] ..................................................................................................................................................................................... A2 
O<;a4<;m3+ a2 
O<;a,<;min[m3 + a3.a.] 
O<;a6<;min[m3.a,] ..................................................................................................................................................................................... A3 
O<;a7<;m4 +a4 

O<;as<;min[m. + a,.a7] 

O<;a9<;min[m. + a&as1 
O<;a IO<;min[m4.a9] ......................................................................................................................................................................... ........... A. 
O<;au<;m, + a7 
O<;aI2<;min[m, + as.au] 
O<;al3<;min[m, + a9.a12] 

O<;al.<;min[m, + ato.a13] 

O<;al,<;min[m,.aI4] ........................................................................................................................................... ....................................... A, 
O<;aI6<;m6 + au 
O<;a17<;min[m6 + a12.aIJ 
O<;a IS<;min[m6 + a13.a17] 

O<;aI9<;min[m6 + awals] 
O<;a2o<;min[m6 + alS.al9] 

O<;a21 <;min[m6.a201 ........... ···· .. ····· .... ····· .. ···· .... ······ .. · ................................................................................................................................ A6 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. An-I 
O<;aN_n+l<;mn +aN_ 2n +2 
O<;aN_ n_2 <;min[mn + aN_2n+3>aN_ n+ I] 
O<;aN_n+3 <;min[mn + aN-2n+4.aN-n+2] 

O<;aN_I<;min[mn + aN_n+ l.aN-2] 
O<;aN <;min[mn .aN _ I] .................................................................................................................................... ......................................... An 

Somewhat special is the lowest case of B2 or C2• Al
though the two algebras are isomorphic, it is sometimes con
venient to distinguish two forms of the algebra by using op
posite numbering of the simple roots. Our results are shown 
in Table II. The two sets of inequalities shown in the table 
correspond to different numberings of the simple roots and 
both refer to the basis vectors of the same form as given 
there. Consequently, Table II defines two quite different 
bases for each irreducible space. 

The basis-defining inequalities are given in Tables III, V, 
VII, and IX for Bn (3<n<6) and in Tables IV, VI, VIII, and 
X for Cn (3<n<6). The transition Bn-Cn is done by the 
following transformation: 

For Bn (Cn) the root an is the short (long) one among the 
simple roots. A generic basis vector is of the form 

(J':n' ... t:nl.n-II+ I ... (J':,n .. ·/:n+I)J':n ... /:' 

(15) 

TABLE II. Basis vectors and defining inequalities of an irreducible repre
sentation (m l .m2 ) of B2 or C2• The two cases differ by numbering of the 
simple roots. 

a:::=-
1 2 

O<;a l<;m2 
O<;;a2 <;;m, +a, 
O<;a3<;min[m, + a2.2a,] 
O<;a4<;min[ml.~a3] 

£:I) 
1 2 

O<;a,<;m2 
O<;;a2<;;m, + 2a, 
O<;a3 <;minU(m, + a2).a2] 
O<;a4 <;min[m,.a3] 

670 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 27, No.3, March 1986 

mn -2mn , 

Q,-2a" for all r = 1 mod n. 

c. The Lie algebras Dn> 4<n<6 

The basis vectors are taken of the form 

(J':n(n-'I ••• /:n(n-'I+') ... (/~'n ... (/:n+I)(J':n ... /:') 

X Im.,m2, ... , m n ) 

(16) 

(17) 

TABLE III. Basis-defining inequalities for any irreducible representation 
(m,.m2.m3) of B3. 

O<;a l<;m3 
O<;a,<;;m, +a, 
O<;a3<;;m, +a2 
O<;a.<;min[m2 + a,.2a,] 
O<;a,<;min[m2 + a3.m, + a •• a3 + !a.] 
O<;a6 <;min[m2.~a •• a,] 
O<;;a7 <;;min[m, + a,.2a3.2a, - 2aJ 
O<;a7<;min[m, + a6.~a7] 
O<;a9<;;min[m,.as1 
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TABLE IV. Basis-defining inequalities for any irreducible representation 
(m.,m2,m3) of C3. 

e--c::::o 
1 2 J 

0<0.<m3 
0<02<m2 + 20. 
0<03<m. +02 
0<0.<min[02,!(m2 + O2 )] 

0<0~<min[03 + o.,m. + 2o.,m2 + 0 3] 

0<06 <min[m2,a.,a~] 
0<O,<min[03'0~ - 06,!(m. + o~)] 
0<08<min[o"m. + oJ 
0<09<min[08,m.] 

for all ranks. The basis defining inequalities are given in Ta
bles XI-XIII. 

D. The Lie algebra Gz 
Here a2 is the short root. A generic vector is written as 

1"",/",/"1'''i''i'''1 m m ) 2 I 2 I 2 I I' 2 (18) 

and the basis-defining inequalities are found in Table XIV. 

IV. DERIVATION OF BASIS-DEFINING INEQUALITIES 

In order to set up a generic form of basis vectors for an 
Lie algebra g relative to a Cartan subalgebra ~ one has to 
choose a form of the opposite involution, which we denote by 
inv. That is, the element of the Weyl group of g that trans
forms every positive root into a negative root or, equivalent
ly, every highest weight of a representation into the lowest 
one. The involution can be written as a sequence of N reflec
tions r i , 1 <.i<n, in planes orthogonal to simple roots ai of g, 
where N is the number of positive roots of g. The actual 
expression of inv in terms of reflections r, is far from unique. 
Thus,forinstance, we took inv = rl r2rl forA 2, butthechoice 
inv i = r2rl r2 would have been equally admissible. Once inv 
is fixed, say 

(19) 

TABLE V. Basis-defining inequalities for any irreducible representation 
(m.,m2,m3,m.) of B •. 

O<o.<m. 
0<02<m3 +0. 
0<03<m2 +02 
O<o.<m. +03 
0<0~<min[m3 + 02,2o:J 
0<06<min[m3 + 03,m2 + 0~,03 + !o~] 
0<o,<min[m3 + o.,m. + 06,0. + 06,0. + !o~] 
0<08<min[m3,!0~,06'O,] 
0<09<min[m2 + 0 6 ,203,20. - 20, + 206,206 - 20.] 
0<01O<min[m2 + o,.m. + 09.0. + !09'O, - o. + !09] 
0<0 11 <min[m2 + 0 •• !09.01O] 
0<012<min[m2.0 •• ] 
O<ol3<min[m. + 01O.2o •• 2or 2o •• 201O - 20 11] 
O<o •• vmin[m. + ow!OI3] 
O<o.~<min[m. + 0.2.0 •• ] 
0<0.6<min[m.,0.~] 
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TABLE VI. Basis-defining inequalities for any irreducible representation 
(m •• m2.m3,m.) of C •. 

O<o.<m. 
0<02<m3 + 20. 
0<03<m2 + O2 
O<o.<m. +03 
0<0~<min£!(m3 + O2).02] 

0<06<min[m2 + 2o~.m3 + 0 3.03 + o~] 
O<o,<min[m. + 06.m3 + 0 •• 0. + 0s.o. + oJ 
0<0.<min[m3,0~.06.o,] 
0<09<min£!(m2 + 06).03.06 - 0 •• 0. + 06 - 0,] 
O<olO<min[m. + 209.m2 + 0,.0. + 09.0, - o. + 09] 

0<0 11 <min[m2 + 0 •• 0g.01O] 
0<0.2<min[m2.0 •• ] 
O<ol3<min£!(m. + 0 10).0 •• 0, - 0 •• 0 10 - 011] 
0<0.4<min[m. + 0 11.013] 
O<o.s<min[m. + 0.2.0 •• ] 

0<0.6<min[m •• o u] 

then the general form of a basis vector is chosen to be 

I~N •• '/~/'!'IA2)' 
'N '2 '. (20) 

where J. is the generator corresponding to the simple root 
a q • Fo/definiteness we assume that/q, eq , and hq satisfy the 
commutation relations (1) for every q, l<q<n. 

The derivation of the basis defining inequalities pro
ceeds recursively. Suppose that the first k - 1 inequalities 
are already known and that ik = P in (20), 1 <k<N. The up
per limit L (k) of ak is then found from the product of 
h = 2a /(a ,a ) with the weight It of the vector (20) with p p p p 
ak = ak + 1 = ... = aN = 0: 

<J.L,hp) = (A - :t:arair,hp) = mp - :t:ar (air,hp), (21) 

where (ai,h ) is the elementAiP of the Cartan matrix A of 
the Lie algebra g. Next we split out of (21) the terms with a's 
corresponding to the same generator 1;, : 

<J.L,hp) = mpCt:(1 - t5p;Jara ir + :t:t5Pirarair,hp). 

(22) 

Here t5pq is the Kronecker symbol. Then 
k-l k-I 

L (k ) = mp - 2: (1 - t5pir )ar (air,hp) - 2: t5Pir br (air,hp), 
r= I r= I 

(23) 

where br is the average value of ar' 

br = !(max ar + min ar). (24) 

It is calculated from the first k - 1 inequalities assuming 
that all the parameters ar that occur in the first sum of (23) 
are fixed, i.e., those corresponding tolr in (20) with r#p. 

Consider an example of the Lie algebra C3 with the stan
dard numbering of its three simple roots, where a3' is the 
long root, and let us illustrate a derivation of the inequal~ties 
of Table IV. An irreducible representation space of the hIgh
est weight A = (m l ,m2,m3 ) decomposes into the direct sum 
V(A) = ED!'V(A;It) of subspaces V(A;It) labeled by the 
weights It of the weight system O(A) of A. We choose the 
opposite involution of C3 as follows: 
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TABLE VII. Basis-defining inequalities for an irreducible representation (m"m
"

ml ,ll4) of B,. 

Oo;;;a,o;;;m, 
Oo;;;az<m. + a, 
0o;;;a1 o;;;m3 + a2 

O<a.<m2 + a3 
Oo;;;a,<m, + a. 
Oo;;;a6<min[2a2,m4 + a21 
0<a,<min(a3 + !a6>m3 + a6,m4 + a l ] 

O<a8<min[mZ + a
"

m. + a.,a. + 07,a4 + ~aJ 
O<og<min(m, + a8,m. + a"o, + o"a, + as,a, + ~aJ 
O<alo<minUa6>a"aa,ag,m.J 
O<all <min(2a3,m3 + a7,2a. + 2a, - 2aa,2a, + 207 - 2a9,2a, - 2alOJ 
O<aI2<min[mZ + a",m] + aa,a. + !a",a, + aa - ag + !a",a8 - alO + ~all] 
O<al3<min[m, + a'2,m] + a9Oa, + ~a",a, + a'2,a9 - a,o + ~a",ag - alO + ad 
O<al.<min[a'2,a'3,m3 + alO,iall] 
O<au<min[oWm]J 
O<aI6<min[2a",m2 + 0'2,20, + 208 - 2a902aa - 2010,20, + 20'2 - 2au ,2ag + 20'2 - 2010 - 2013,20'2 - 2a,J 
O<al1<min[m, + 0'6,m2 + a13,a, + ~a'6,a9 - alO + ~aI6,al] - a,. + ~a,J 
0<ala<min[m2 + a,.,am!a,J 
0<alg<min[m2 + au,a,al 
O<a2O<min[m

"
a,g] 

O<a2,<min[m, + a",2a,,2ag - 2a1O,2au - 2014'20", - lo,J 
O<a22<min[m, + a,a,~a2l] 
O<a23<min[m, + a,9,a22] 
O<a,4<min[m, + a2O,a2]] 
O<a"<min[m,,azJ 

(25) 

Successive application of individual reflections from inv 
transform A = (m I,m2,m3) into the lowest weight, 
inv A = - A = ( - m l' - m2, - m3) of fi(A). For details of 
the action of the Weyl group on weights see, for instance, 
Ref. 1 or3. A Verma basis of V(A) consists then of the vectors 
II'> given by (15) with n = 3. The weight I' is then 

I' = A - (a l + a4 + a7)a3 

- (a2 + as + as)a2 - {a3 + a6 + a9)a l' (26) 

O<a,<m, 
O<a2,m4 + 20, 
0<0]<m3 +a2 
O<a.<m2+a] 
O<a,<m, +a4 
O<a6o;;;min[a2,!(m. + a21 
O<a7<min[m3 + lo6>m4 + a3,a] + aJ 
O<aa<min[m2 + a

"
m4 + a.,a. + a6,a4 + a,J 

O<ag<min[m, + as,m4 + a"a, + a6,a, + a"a, + a8] 
O<a,0<min[m4,a6>a"aa,Og] 
O<a,,<min[a3,!(m3 + a7),a7 - alO,a4 + a, - as,a, + a7 - a9] 
O<al2<min[m2 + 2a1l,m3 + as,a. + a",o, + a8 - ag + a",as - a,o + a"J 
O<a13<min[m, + a'2,m3 + Og,a, + a",a, + a12,a9 - alO + a",ag - alO + al21 
Oo;;;a'4<min[m3 + a'0,a",a'2,a13] 
O<a,,<min[m3,o,J 

Expressing A, aI' a2' and a3 in the basis of fundamental 
weights ("omega basis" of Table 2 of Ref. 1), one has 

I' = (mI - (a3 + a6 + a9) - a2 - as - a9, 

m2 - 2(a2 + a3 + as + a6 + as + a9) - a 1 - as - a7' 

(27) 

The first three inequalities of Table IV are a direct conse
quence of the weight algorithm. The upper limitL (4) of a4 is 
then calculated according to (23): 

O<a'6>min[a.,!(m2 + a,2),oa - a,o.a, + as - a9Oa, + a'2 - a13,a,z - a'4,a.,-410 + al2 - a13] 
O<al1<min[m, + 2a'6>m2 + al3,a, + a'6>Og - alO + a'6>a13 - a'4 + a,J 
Oo;;;a'8<min[m2 + a,.,o,~d 
O<a1g<min[m2 + a",a,s] 
O<a2O<min[ml,a'9] 
O<a2,<min[a,,~(m, + al1),ag - alO,a13 - a'4,o'7 - a,J 
O<a22<min[m, + a'8,a2,] 
O<a23<min[m, + a'9Oa,J 
O<a24<min[m, + azo,023] 
O<a., <min(m "azJ 
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0<01<m6 
0<02<m, +01 
0<03<m4 +02 
0<04<m3+03 
0<o,<m2 +04 
0<06<ml +0, 
0<07<min[202,m, + OJ 
0<OS<min[m4 + 07,m, + ° 3,°3 + ¥'7] 
0<09<min[m3 + 0S,m, + ° 4,04 + 0S,04 + !07] 
0<01O<min[m2 + 09>m, + 0,,0, + 09>0, + 0S,O, + ¥'7] 
0<011 < min[ml + 0lo>m, + 06>06 + ° 10,06 + °9,06 + 0S,06 + ¥'7] 
0<012<min[m"OII,OI0>°9,OS,!07] 
0<013<min[203,m4 + os,204 + los - 209>2~ + los - 2010,206 + los ..:.. 2ow 20s - 2o.:z1 
0<014<min[m3 + a13,m4 + 09,04 + !OI3'~ + 0S - 010 + !013,09 + 06 - 0Il + !013,09 - 012 + !013] 
0<0I,<min[m2 + 0l4>m4 + ° 10,0, + !OI3'OS + ° 14,06 + 010 - 0Il + !013,06 + 010 - 0Il + ° 14,°10 - a l2 + ¥'I3,OIO - a l2 + 014] 
0<aI6<min[ml + 0I"m4 + 0W06 + !013,06 + a l4,06 + ° 15,0 11 - 012 + !al3,OIl - 012 + 014>011 - a12 + 015] 
0<017<min[m4 + °12,!013,aI4,a IS,OIJ 
0<0IS<min[m4,onJ 
0<019<min[m3 + ° 14>204,205 + 209 - 2010,206 + 209 - 2ow 20, + 2014 - 2015,206 + 2014 - 201, 

206 + 2010 - 2011 + 2014 - 2015,2010 - 2012 + 2014 - 201,,2011 - 2012 + 2014 - 2016,209 - 2012,2014 - 2017] 
0<020<min[m2 + 019,m3 + 0IS,aS + !019,06 + 010 - all + ¥'19>a6 + ai, - 016 + ¥'19>010 - 012 + !al9> 

0Il - a12 + al$ - 016 + ¥'19>0IS - 017 + !019] 
0<021<min[ml + 020,m3 + ° 16,06 + !019,06 + 020>011 - 012 + ¥'I~II - a l2 + ° 20,°16 - a 17 + !a19,a16 - 017 + a201 
0<022<min[m3 + °m!019,a20>°21] 
0<023<min[m3 + °ls,od 
0<024<min[m3,023] 
0<~<min[m2 + 020>20,,206 + 2010 - 2ow 206 + 2015 - 2016,206 + 2020 - 2021, 

2011 - 2012 + 2015 - 2016,2011 - 2012 + 2020 - 2021,2016 - 2017 + 2020 - 2021,2010 - 2012,2015 - 2017,2020 - 2022 ] 
0<026<min[ml + 02"m2 + 021>06 + !02S,OIl -012 + !02S,aI6 - a l7 + ¥'2S,021 - a22 + !02'] 
0<027<min[m2 + 022,026>!02S] 
0<02S<min[m2 + 023,027] 
0<029<min[m2 + 024,028] 

0<030<min[m2,029] 
0<031<min[ml + 026>206>20 11 - 2012,2016 - 2017,2021 - 2022,2026 - 2027] 
O<032<min[ml + °27,!a31] 
0<033<min[ml + °2S,032] 
O<034<min[ml + 029,033] 
0<03,<min[ml + a30,a34] 
0<036<min[ml,03'] 

L(4) =m3-a3(al,h3) -a2(a2,h3) -hl(a3,h3), (28) 

where hi is found from (24). Namely, using the first three 
inequalities one has 

maxal =m3, 

min a l = max[0,!(a2 - m2 )] = min[0,!(m2 - a2 )] 

= a2 + min [a2,!(m2 + a2)]. (29) 

Substituting (29) into (24) and using that in (28) together 
with the matrix elements 

(a l,h3) = 0, (a2,h3) = - 1, (a3,h3) = 2 (30) 

of the C3-Cartan matrix, one getsL (4) = min[a2,~(m2 + a2 )]. 

The upper limits L (k) of Table IV with 5 <k<9 are found in 
exactly the same way. 

Finally let us illustrate a failure of the method. Let us 
choose again the Lie algebra C3 but this time put 

(31) 

instead of (25). It is a perfectly valid expression of the oppo
site involution, because inv A = - A. Furthermore it im
plies that the basis vectors are of the form 
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f':'l;i3i;i~131'~;i;'lm l,m2,m3) (32) 

rather than (15). Derivation of the first five inequalities pro
ceeds without problem according to the procedure described 
above. One gets 

0<al<m2' 

0<a2<m3 + ai' 

0<a3 <min[2a2,m3 + a2 ], 

0<a4 <min [m3'¥Z3]' 

O<as<m l + a l + a3· 

(33) 

At the next step when L(6) = (A - (hi + h3 )a2 

- asal - (a2 + a4 )a3,h2), one needs to find the average 
hi + h3 of a l + a3• However, it is not clear how to proceed 
because the variables a I and a3 are not independent in (33) 
so that (24) does not apply. A numerical evaluation is un
doubtedly all but useless. 

V. COMPLETENESS OF THE VERMA BASES 

The choice of positive roots for g (relative to a Cartan 
subalgebra ij) determines a decomposition 
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0<0,<m6 

0<02<mS + 20, 
0<03<m4 +02 

0<04<m3 + 0 3 

0<OS<m2 +04 

0<06<m, +OS 

0<O,<min[02,!(mS + OJ 
O<OS<min[m. + 2o"ms + 03'03 + 0,] 

0<~<min[m3 + 0S,mS + 0.,0. + 0S,O. + 0,] 

0<0'0<min[m2 + 090mS + 0S,OS + 0900S + 0S,OS + 0,] 

O<Oll<min[ml + 0IOOmS + 0",06 + ° 100° 6 + 09'06 + 0S,06 + 0,] 

0<012<min[mS,o"OS~010,01I] 
0<013<min[03,!(m4 + 0S),OS - ° 12,°. + Os - 0900 S + Os - ° 100°6 + Os - all] 

0<014<min[m3 + 2013,m4 + ° 90°. + 013'OS + Og - 010 + °13,°6 + Og - all + 013,Og - 012 + 013] 
0<0.,<min[m2 + 01.,m4 + 0IOOOS + 013'OS + ° 1.,°6 + 010 - all + 013,06 + 0'0 - all + 014'010 - 0'2 + 013' 

0'0 - 012 + 0'4] 

0<016<min[m, + o,s,m. + 0W0 6 + 013'06 + 014006 + 0IS,OIl - 012 + 013,01l - 012 + 014'011 - 012 + 0IS] 

O<017<min[m. + 012,o13,014Oals,aIJ 
O<a,s<min[m.,017] 
0<0Ig<min[o.,!(m3 + 014),oS + Og - 010'06 + Og - 0wOs + 014 - 0IS,06 + 0'4 - 0'6' 

0 6 + 010 - all + 0,. - 0IS'OIO - 012 + 014 - 0IS,Oll - 012 + 0'4 - 016,09 - 012'014 - 017] 
0<020<min[m2 + 20190m3 + o."Os + 019006 + 010 - 0Il + °'90°6 + a'S - 016 + O,g,OIO - 012 + 019' 

all - 0'2 + 0IS - 0'6 + 0'9'0,S - 017 + 0 19 ] 

0<021<min[ml + 020,m3 + ° 1",°6 + 019'06 + 020,01l - 012 + 019'011 - 012 + ° 200° 16 - 017 + 019' 

016 - 017 + 020] 

0<022<min[m3 + 0",0,9,°200°21] 

0<023<min[m3 + °ls,od 
0<024 <minE m 3,023] 

0<02S<min[oS,!(m2 + 020)'06 + 010 - 0W0 6 + a,s - ° 1",°6 + 020 - 021'011 - 012 + 0IS - 016' 

0Il - 0'2 + 020 - ° 21 ,°'6 - 017 + 020 - 021'010 - 012'0,S - 0",020 - 022] 

0<026<min[m l + 202s,m2 + 021'06 + 02S,01l - 012 + 02S,016 - 017 + 02S,021 - 022 + 02S] 

0<a2,<min[m2 + 022,02S,02J 

0<02S<min[m2 + ° 23,02,] 

0<029<min[m2 + °24,02S] 

0<030<min[m2'029] 
0<03,<min[06,!(ml + 026)'011 - 0'2,0'6 - 0",021 - 022'026 - 02'] 

O<o32<min[ml + °2,,°31] 

0<033<min[m, + 02s,od 

0<034<min[m l + 0290033] 

0<03S<min[m l + °30,03J 
0<036<min[m l + ° 3,,°351 

TABLE XII. Basis-defining inequalities for an irreducible representation 
(m"m2,m3,m4,mS) of Ds. 

TABLE XI. Basis-defining inequalities for an irreducible representation 
(m l,m2,m3,m4) of D 4• 

0<0,<m4 

0<02<m3 

0<03<m2 + 0, + 02 

O<o.<m, +03 

0<os<min[a3,m2 + oJ 
0<06<min[03,m2 + 0"m2 + 0 3 --0s] 

0<a,<min[04 + 0",°4 + 0s,m l + Os + 0",m2 + a.] 

O<Os<min[Os,o",o"mJ 

0<~<min[04,ml + 0",0, - oJ 
O<O,o<min[o, - aa.04>m, + 0s,m l + 0, - 09] 

0<01l<min[09001O,ml + asJ 
0<012<min[all ,ml] 
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O<o,<mS 
0<02<m4 

0<03<m3 + 01 + 02 

0<0.<m2 +03 

O<os<m, +04 

0<06<min[03,m3 + 0 21 
0<o,<min[03,m3 + 0"m3 + 0 3 - oJ 
O<os<min[o. + 06,0. + o"m2 + 0 6 + o"m3 + 0.1 
O<~<min[ml + 08,m3 + 05'05 + 06'05 + 0,,05 + oJ 
0<0,0<min[m3,06,o"OS,Og] 

0<01l<min[o.,m2 + O"Os - O,ooOs + 0 8 - 0 91 
0<012<min[o.,m2 + 0",m2 + Os - 0wos + Os - 0900S - o,al 

O<ol3<[minm l + 0" + 012'09 + 0Il - 010'09 + 012 - 01O,m2 + 090 

0s + 0wos + 012] 

0<0'4<min[01l,0'2'013,m2 + °lal 

O<o.,<min[o,.,mJ 

0<016<min[OS,m l + 01~,013-a14009 - 010] 

O<017<min[OS,m l + 0wml + 013 - ° 1",°9 - 010'013 - 0IJ 
O<OIS<min[O'",017,m, + o,J 
0<0'9<min{OWml + OIS] 

0<020<min[O 190m ,] 
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O<al<m6 
O<a2<m~ 
O<a3<m4 + a l + a2 
O<a.<m3+ a3 
O<a~<m2+a4 
O<a6<m l +as 
O<a7<min[m4 + a2,a3] 

O<aS<min[a3,m4 + al,m4 + a3 - a7] 
O<a9<min[m4 + a4,m3 + a7 + as,a4 + a7,a4 + as] 
O<alO<min[m. + as,m2 + a9,aS + a7,aS + as,a~ + a9] 
O<aU <min[m4 + a,;,ml + alO,a6 + a7,a6 + as,a6 + a9,a6 + a lO] 
O<aI2<min[m4,a7,aS,a9,aIO,all] 
O<a13<min[a4,m3 + as,a9 + a~ - a lO,a9 + a6 - au,a9 - a12] 
O<aI4<min[a.,m3 + a7,m3 + a9 - a13,a9 + as - alO,a9 + a6 - aW a9 - a12] 
O<al~<min[m3 + alO,m2 + a13 + al.,as + a13,aS + al4,a lO - al2 + al3,a lO - a12 + aw 

a6 + a lO - au + a13,a6 + a lO - au + a14] 
O<aI6<min[m3 + au,m l + alS,a6 + a13,a6 + aW a6 + al~,au - a12 + a13,aU - al2 + al4,al1 - a12 + als] 
O<a17<min[aI3,aI4,al~,al,;,m3 + a12] 
O<aI8<min[m3,a I7] 
O<aI9<min[a~,m2 + awalO - al2,a lS - a17,a6 + alO - aW a6 + als - a l6,aU - a l2 + al~ - alJ 
O<a20<min[aS,m2 + a13,m2 + als - a l9,a lO - al2,alS - a17,a6 + a lO - al1 ,a6 + a ls-ll16, 

all - a l2 + a ls - a 16] 
O<a21<min[m2 + a l6,m l + al9 + a20,aU - a l2 + al9,all - a l2 + a20,a16 - a17 + a19, 

al6 - a17 + a20,a6 + a19,a6 + a20] 
O<a22<min[m2 + aI7,aI9,a20,a21] 
O<a23<min[a22,m2 + alJ 
O<a24<min[m2,a23] 
O<a2s<min[a6,m l + a20,a ll - a 12,a16 - a17,a21 - a22] 
O<a26<min[a6,m l + aI9,m, + a 21 - a2~,aU - a'2,aI6 - a17,a21 - a2J 
O<a27<min[a2S,a26,ml + a2J 
O<a28<min[~7,ml + ~3] 
O<~9<min[a28,ml + a24] 
O<a30<min[ml,a29] 

g = g_ al1)alg+. 

Then Ii = 1) al g+ is a maximal solvable subalgebra (Borel 
subalgebra) of g. Let VA be the representation space for the 
representation of the highest weight A and let IA) be a high
est weight vector. For each W E W, we denote by wlA) some 
nonzero vector in the (one-dimensional) weight space vwA of 
VA and define the Schubert submodule VA (w) as the Ii-mod
ule generated by wIA). Thus VA (w) is obtained by applying 
to wlA) the raising operators ei and operators from the Car
tan subalgebra 1). Evidently, 

VAll) = c(IA») and VA (inv) = V(A). 

Thus we have the filtration 

VA(1)CVA(rll)CVA(ri2ril)C ••• CV(inv) = VA· 

TABLE XIV. Basis vectors and defining inequalities for an irreducible rep
resentation (m l .m2) ofG2. 

c:E:. 
1 2 

O<al<m l 
O<a2<m2 + 3a, 
O<a3<min[a2,!(m2 + 2a2)] 

O<a4<min[2a3,~(m2 + 3a3)] 
O<a~<min[~a4.!(m2 + a4)] 

O<a6<min[a~,mJ 
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Each Schubert submodule VA (w) is a sum of weight 
spaces and hence has a character CharA(w). An important 
fact is the Demazure character recursion formula: if a is a 
simple root, then 

CharA (raw) = aa(CharA (w)) 

CharA (w) - {ra CharA (w)}e- a 

provided that raW is a longer word in the Weyl group than w. 
The relevance of this to the Verma basis construction is 

that after the k th step we have a basis of VA (rik ••• ril ). To 
understand what is happening as we pass from VA (w) to 
VA (raW) it is necessary to look at what Verma calls SL2 

induction. 
Let e,f,h be the basis (1) of {ll2(C) over C and let 

Ii = Ch + Ce. LetMbe a Ii-module of dim M < 00, whichisa 
sum of1)-weight spaces. Let U ({ll2 (C)) and U(Ii) be the uni
versal enveloping algebras of {ll2(C) and 1), respectively. If 
we induce M to an {ll2(C) module, we obtain 

M' = U({lI2 (C)) ® u(b)M. 

Here, M' has a unique minimal submodule J of finite codi
mension. We define 

IndIl12(c) (M) = M' / J. 

Thus IndIl12(c) (M) is the maximal finite-dimensional quo-
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tientofM'. GivenD,UeCsuch that (U -D)/eN, there is a 
unique b-module 

VD,u = ex + Cex + ... + Ce I/2(U-DlX , 

such that 

(i) he/x = (D + 2j)e/x, j = 0, I, ... ,! ( U - D); 

(ii)e/x=O, ifj>!(U-D); 

(iii) dim VD,u = !( U - D) + 1. 

Every indecomposable finite dimensional b-module is of this 
form. We let 1.4 denote the one-dimensional module V A.,A 
and V L, LeN, the familiar V - L,L which is even an il2 (C)
module. Note that 

VD,u ®c1R S!!E VD+R,U+R. 

In particular, 

V D,uS!!EVL®lA.' where L=!(U-D), A=!(U+D). 

One shows that 

Ind'l,(cl (VD,u) 

{

VL® VA., where L =!(U -D), A =!(U +D), 

= if !( U + D) eN and !( U - D) eN; 

0, otherwise. 
(34) 

In the case that this induced module is not 0, it has the char
acter 

Char(ind( VD,u») 

= (Char(VD,u) - {ra Char(VD,u)}e- a}l(1_e- a) 

= aa(Char( VD,u». 

aere a is the simple root of iI2 (C) corresponding to e. It 
follows that Char(lnd,I(Cl (M») = aa (Char(M») for any fin
ite dimensional b-module in which all the indecomposable 
submodules satisfy the condition (34). 

If we have a tensor productM = VD,u, ® ... ® VD",Uk of 
indecomposable modules, each satisfying the nonvanishing 
condition (34), then 

Ms.VD,® ... ® V Dk ® lA., 

where Dj = ! (~ - Dj ) and A = !l: (~ + Dj ). Thus 

Ind.1.(Cl (M) = V D, ® ... ® V Dk ® VA.. 

Notice that if U.'''''UN is some basis of M then 
{fkuj 10~k<A, 1 <j~N} is a basis for Ind.1.(ci (M). 

Now we return to the ascending sequence of Schubert 
modules. When we pass from VA (w) to VA (raw) it is not 
hard to see that VA (raw) is the il~al( = Cfa 
+C(eaJa] + Cea)-module in VA generated by VA(w). 

Comparing the induction character formula and the Dema
zure formula shows that 

VA (raw) = Ind.1.(cl (VA (w». 

Suppose that VA (w) has a basis of the form (20), where 
O~aj~~ (j = 1, ... ,N) and each ~ is a function of 
a., ... ,aj _ 1 (precisely as we have obtained in the Verma con
struction). Choose somejixed set of values for all a/s for 
whichfj #fa. The remaining a/s-say, aj, , ... ,aj,-may still 
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vary but they now have some lower constraints, just as in the 
examples of Sec. IV. Suppose that we find 

(35) 

D,~aj,~U" 

where D., ... ,D" U ..... ,U, are independent of aj., ... ,aj,' As 
aj , , ... ,aj , vary, the corresponding basis vectors determine a 
basis for a subspace which apparently is a ha

( = Cha 

+ Cea )-module, Ma, at least modulo some submodule K. 
Furthermore Ma/K has the structure VD"u,® ... ® VD"u, 
® 1 R' where R is set to get the ha -weight correct. When we 
induce Ma, we arrive at 

Ind(Ma) = V II2(U,-D,l 

with basis 

f~f~:" 'f::t~'IA), O~a~R + ~ L(Uj + D j ). 

This gives some credence to the Verma construction. The 
conditions (35) are exactly what we have seen are necessary 
to continue the construction. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS 

The inequalities calculated in this work allow one to 
write down a complete basis in any finite-dimensional space 
V(A), irreducible with respect to a representation A of any of 
the Lie algebra/grollP of types A" , 1 ~n, B" and e", 2~n<6, 
D", 4~n~6, and G2• There apparently is no difficulty in 
computing the inequalities for ranks n > 6 of any of the series 
of Lie algebras. However, we have failed so far in our at
tempts to derive the inequalities for F4 and E6• 

A truly efficient construction ofbases in large represen
tation spaces irreducible with respect to a Lie algebra of high 
rank cannot follow the prescription above as it is. Indeed it 
would be impractical to write down thousands of basis vec
tors. Fortunately, it is hardly ever necessary as we have 
pointed out elsewhere.3 It is advantageous to build the 
Verma basis in subspaces V(A; Il) withll dominant and then 
to transform it if necessary to other subspaces with weights 
on the same Weyl group orbit using the "charge conjugation 
operators" of Ref. 3. The result is a major economy of ef
forts. 

Finally let us compare the bases of Verma with the or
thonormal bases of Gelfand and Zeitlin.4,s In the case of 
g = A", a basis vector (pattern) of Gelfand-Zeitlin coincides 
(up to a normalization) with that of Verma in the same space 
V(A) only as long as the corresponding weight subspace 
V(A; Il) is one dimensional. When dim V(A; Il) > 1, the two 
bases are in general different. The Gelfand-Zeitlin basess for 
representations of the algebras B" and D" are different from 
those described here. There is no correspondence between 
any single basis vectors. The basis consists of vector patterns 
that are not eigenvectors of any Cartan subalgebra while 
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those of this article are in the same way as in the case of An. 
That also is the reason why Gelfand-Zeitlin bases for repre
sentations of the Lie algebras of the orthogonal group have 
so far found only limited use in applications. 

For completeness we present also the following beauti
ful (unpublished) result ofVerma;2 namely a uniform way of 
writing the basis-defining inequalities for a rank 2 Lie and 
Kac-Moody algebra of any type. Such an algebra is specified 
by its Cartan matrix 

[ 
2 -A] 

2
' A,Be {1,2,,,.j. 

-B 
(36) 

We ignore the elementary case A = B = 0 of the nonsimple 
algebra A I XA I' Cartan matrices of the algebras of rank 2 of 
this article are the particular cases of (34): A2 (A = B = 1), B2 
or C2 (A = 2, B = 1), and G2 (A = 3, B = 1). The cases 
A = B = 2 and A = 1, B = 4 correspond to the affine Kac
Moody algebras. The rest are the Kac-Moody algebras of 
hyperbolic types; there are infinitely many of them of rank 2. 

Given an irreducible representation (m l ,m2) of g, a gen
eric basis vector of the representation space is of the form 

I"'kr'k-I fa..rafa,fa'im m > ... J 2J I ... 2 I 2 I I' 2' (37) 

where the exponents 0i take all the values within the follow
ing inequalities: 

O<OI<m l , 

0<02<m2 +Aol , 

O . [ ~B/Api_312 °2i-2Pi-1 +m2] 
<021_ I <mtn 02i - 2 , , 

Pi-2 ~A IBpl_312 

i>2, (38) 

0<02/ 

. [ PI_I 021_I~AIBpl_1/2 +m2] <mtn °21 _ 1 , , 

~B/Apl_3/2 PI-I 

The coefficients PI depend on the off-diagonal elements of 

the Cartan matrix (34). Putting C = ~AB , one has 
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Po= 

PI/2 = C 

PI= -1 +c2 

P3/2= -2c +c3 

P2= + 3c2 +c4 

PS/2 = 3c -42 +cs 

P3= -1 +6c2 - 5c4 +c6
• 

etc. 

(39) 
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It is explained. using only Lie algebraic means. how the modified~KdV -like equations arise. As an 
example. the modified-KdV equation is treated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Some years ago. the Kyoto school (Date. Jimbo. 
Kashiwara. Miwa. and others) explained how KdV-like 
equations arise. in the context of infinite-dimensional Lie 
algebras (see. for example. Refs. 1 and 2). 

However. some aspects are not very transparent. in par
ticular the construction of the equations. Kac3 explained 
how these arise by considering the $/ -module 
L(An) ®L(An). In the case of the KdV.?- =A pl. In this 
paper is explained. extending Kac's method. how one finds 
the modified equations by taking a?-'-moduleL (A) ®L(A). 
where. in general. A =I- A. 

II. THE ,...FUNCTIONS AND EQUATIONS 

Let us start with two integrable irreducible highest 
weight modules L (A) and L (A) over a Kac-Moody algebra 
?-'(A). We assume that A is a symmetrizable 
(n + 1) X (n + 1)-matrixand?-'(A) is generated by eo ..... en 

andfo .... .fn. Wedefineai
v = [e/.ftl· 

The modules L(A) and L(A) are completely deter
mined by their labelss/ = (A.an andsi = (A.an· 

Moreover. integrability requires that sjos/eZ+ (see 
Kac.3 Lemma 10.1). The highest weight vector of L (A) 
[resp. L(A)] is denoted by VI (resp. v2 ). 

The principal gradation ~ of ?-' (A) is defined by 
~(ei) = - ~(f/) = 1. and the gradation ~L of L(A) or 
L(A) by ~dg· v/) = - ~(g) [i = 1.2. ge?-'(A)]. 

From these two modules we form the ?-' (A )-module 
L(A) ®L(A). The ?-'(A)-action is defined by 

x(v®w) = (xv) ®w + v® (xw). 

xE?-'(A). veL(A). weL(A). (2.1 ) 

In general this module is not irreducible any more. But we 
know that it is completely reducible (Kac. 3 Corollary 
10.7b

). Because of this. the submodule generated by VI ® V2 is 
irreducible. We ~enote this module by L hish and we see that 
Lhish g(,L(A + A). 

Further we introduce the following contravariant non
degenerate Hermitian form H: 

H(v ® w. v' ® w') = HI (v.v') • H 2(w,w') • (2.2) 

where HI and H2 are the unique contravariant nondegener
ate Hermitian forms in L(A) and L(A). satisfying 
H/ (vuv/) = 1. Here H is (taken) linear in the second argu
ment. antilinear in the first argument. and satisfies the con
travariance condition 

H(x • u.u') = - H (u.ti>o(x) • u') • (2.3) 

whereXE?-'(A). u.u'eL(A) ®L(A). and ti>o is the antilinear 
Cartan involution of p' (A) (cf. Kac,3 § 11.5). 

We define L low = L ~. that is, L low is the orthocom
plementofL hiah w.r.t.H. Thecontravariance (2.3) implies 
thatL low is a submodule ofL (A) ® L (A) under the action of 
?-' (A). We clearly have the direct sum of submodules: 

L(A) ®L(A) =Lhiah fBL low • (2.4) 

Next,ve introduce the 1'-functions. Denote by G the group of 
automorphisms of L(A) [or L (A)] generated by exp(t f i ) 

and exp(te/) (i = O ..... n. tee). The G-action defined by 
g(v®w) = (gv) ® (gw) is well defined inL(A) ®L(A). Of 
great importance is thefactthatg(v i ®V2)eL hiah (geG). We 
denote1'/(g) =g·v/ (i= 1.2). Thus we find 

(2.5) 

The following consequence is our central equation. 
Theorem 1: 

H(U.1'I(g)®1'2(g»)=0 (for all ueLlow and geG). 

(2.6) 

III. HIROTA POLYNOMIALS 

We assume that we have a realization of L(A) and 
L (A) as polynomials. where the conditions 

L(A)g(,C[XJOl.jeE+1. L(A) g(,C[xJl).jeE+1 (3.1) 

are satisfied. such that there exist Pi' qj' CE?-'(A) (ijeE+) 
with [p/.qj] = ~iI • c (all others zero) and 

(3.2a) 

qj . v(/) = ax}/) • v(/) • (3.2b) 

c· v(/) = av(i) and Vi = l(EC[X(I)]) . (3.2c) 

Here v(i) eC[x(I)] (arbitrary). aeZ+ \ {O}.E+ CZ+ \ {O}. 
We denote the subalgebra <Pi' qj' c> (i. LeE +) by Y. and 
we see that the Y -modules L (A) and L (A) remain irredu
cible; applying q's to 1 generates any element ofC[x(1) ]. and 
applyingp's brings any polynomial back to leC[x(il ]. 

In practice. we proceed from the other side.4 Picking an 
Y. we investigate when the highest weight module L (A) is 
irreducible as an Y-module. Considering C[x(/)] as a 
?-' (A) -module. the elements of?-' (A) are represented by dif
ferential operators of infinite order. 

We make some more assumptions on Y. We require 

~(pi) = - ~(qi) = i and ti>o(qj) = - (llj)pj' (3.3) 
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Clearly HI and H2 are then given by 

HI (P(xJi) ,Q(xJi)) 

=p(~~) Q(x~i) I (i=0,1). (3.4) 
j ax?) J xJI) =0 

So the monomials form an orthogonal basis ofC[x(i) ] with 
square length given by 

S 

H(x~I ... x~',x~I ... x~') = IV-kJ(kj !) • 
j=1 

In order to derive the Hirota polynomials, we introduce a 
new set of variables by 

2xj = x;o) + x?) , (3.5a) 

2Yj = xJO) - x?) . (3.5b) 

One easily computes the action of.Y on L(A) ®L(A): 

a 
Pj =-, (3.6a) 

aXj 

qJ = 2axj , 

c=2a·l, 

The space of Hirota polynomials is now defined by 

Hir: =LlownC[y] . 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.7) 

Now (3.6b) implies L low :JHir® C[x] and (3.6a) implies 
L low CHir®C[x], so L low = Hir®C[x]. 

Hence we deduce for Q free and PeHir: 

H (Q(xj )P(Yj), 1'1 (x(O);g) • 1'2 (x(1);g) ) = O. 

Using (3.4) and (3.5) this can be rewritten as 

Q(~~)p(~~) 
j aXj j iJyj 

X (1'1 (Xj + Yj;g) . 1'2(Xj - Yj;g») I x=O = 0 . 
y=O 

As Q is arbitrary we find the following theorem. 
Theorem 2: 

p(~~) (1'I(Xj + Yj;g) '1'2(Xj - YJ;g») I = 0, 
J iJyj y=O 

(3.8) 

for all PEHir and geG. We remark that 1'i also might be an 
element of some completion G of G; from an analytic point of 
view, these 1'i tum out to be more interesting. 

IV. SOME EXAMPLES 

One can wonder if there is anything left after the con
straints (3.1)-(3.3). The answer is yes. Kac3 describes the 
following classes. 

Class 1: Let .Y be the principal Heisenberg subalgebra 
of an affine matrix X ~), which is symmetric if k = 1. Then 
L(Ao) satisfies our requirements, so we can look at 
L(Ao) ®L(Ao). (See Kac,3 Chap. 14.) (In general, Ai is 
given by (Ai,a/> = 6ij') 

Class 2: Because of the symmetry of A Jl), D Jl), E ~ I), 
E i I), and D ~~ I , we expect to remain irreducible as principal 
Heisenberg algebra module: 
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A JI) - L(Ai ) (i = O, ... ,/) , 

D P) - L(Ao), L(AI ), L(A1_ I ), L(A1 ) , 

E~I) - L(Ao), L(A1), L(As) , 

Eil) - L(Ao), L(A6 ) , 

D J~ I - L(Ao), L(A1 )· 

(Here we have enumeration like Kac,3 Chap. 4.) Equations 
corresponding to L (A) ® L (A), with A =F A are called modi
fied equations. In the next sections we investigate A pl. 

V. DESCRIPTION OF A~1) 

In fact we describe a realization of the derived algebra 

A P)' a:sl(2,C) ® C[t,t -I] ED C . c, 

with generators eo=/®t, el =e®t, /o=e®t-t, 
/ I =/® t -I. Heree,J, h formaChevalleybasisforsl(2,C). 

We fix the bilinear nondegenerate invariant symmetric 
form ( ·1 . ) 0081(2,C) by (h Ih) = 2,anddefinethebracket 
onA P)'by 

[gl ®PI (t),g2 ®P2(t)] 

= [gl,g2] ® PI (t)P2(t) ED ~ Res (dPI • P2) (gllg2)C 
2 dt 

(5.1) 

and 

[C,gI®PI(t)] =0, 

for gl,g2Esl(2,C), PI (t),P2(t)EC[t,t -I] . 

Note that the principal gradation is given by 6 (g ® t ) = k. 
The principal Heisenberg subalgebra .Y is defined by 

Pj = (e + /) ® tj, 

qj = (l/j)(e+/) ®t -j; c (jeZ+,jodd). (5.2) 

One immediately checks [Pi ,qj] = 6ij . c and 
fl)o(qj) = - (l/j)PJ.InthiscaseE+ = {;eZ+ljodd}. 

For future use we define 

A(z) = Lz-i<Ai ®ti) = LAit , 
ieZ ieZ 

. - {h, WIth A. = 
I I-e, 

i even, 

i odd. 
(5.3 ) 

The homogenous components Ai are elements of A \ I), with 
6(Ai) = - i. Moreover Ai (ieZ) and Pi,qj' and c form a 
basis for the vector space A \ I) '. A short calculation shows 

[Pj,A(z)] = 2zJA(z), [qj,A(z)] = 2(z-J/j)A(z). 

(5.4) 

VI. IRREDUCIBLE .Y -MODULES 

We investigate for which A L(A) remains irreducible 
considered as an .Y -module. This can be determined by 
counting dimensions. Let ~ ( 1) denote all elements of 
L(A)oftheformg,vA with6(g) = -jandvA the highest 
weight vector, and let 51'; (r) den~te all elements <;?f 51" (A) of 
degree j in the gradation 6, given by 6(ei) = r l , 

r = (ro, ... ,r,,). By 1 we denote the vector (1, ... ,1). The fol
lowing formula is valid: 
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dimq L(A) = L dim fj(l)ql 
]>0 

= II (1 - ql) cUm' Pj(S + I> - dim PjU > (6.1) 
]>1 

Here t,p (A) is the Kac-Moody algebra belonging to 
t A: t ,peA) = ,peA). In the case of A P> we have t,p(A P» 
= ,p(A P», as A P> is symmetric. Further S = (SO, ... ,sn), 

where Sj = (A,aI
V

) as before. Formula (6.1) is Proposition 
1O.100fK.ac.3 

A 

The irreducible Y -module L (A), isomorphic to poly-
nomials in the variables xl UeE +) has q-dimension: 

L dim Pi(I) • qI = II (1- qI) -cUmYjU> (6.2) 
]>0 ]>1 

(cf. K.ac/ ProROSition 14.5). Requiring irreducibility we 
need fj(l) = fj(l): 

dim t,pl(s + I) = dim ,pj(l) - dim Y 1 (1) U>1). 
(6.3) 

In our case 

tA P> =A P>, 
. {2, j odd, 

dun ,pj ( I) = 1, j even, 
dim Y

j 
(I) = {I, ~ odd, 

0, J even. 

That is, we need dim,pl (s + I) = 1 U> 1 ). In particular 
dim,pl (s + 1) = 1. We have two cases: 

1: {So> 0 , 2: {so = 0 , 
SI = 0, SI >0. 

Applying to dim ,p2(S + I) = 1, we find So = 1 (resp. 
SI = 1). These values satisfy (6.3). They correspond to Ao 
and AI' respectively. We can describe these representations 
completely. First by (5.4) we find 

O"j(A(z») = aj exp(2 Lzlx]/))exp( - 2 L ~z-j -4), 
1>1 1>1 J ax] > 

(6.4) 

whereO"j istherepresentationonL(Aj ) andaj is determined 
by AI (i = 0,1). We have 

ari = - h ® 1 +!e, a~ = h ® 1 +!e (6.5) 

or 

e=ari+a~, Ao=h®l=!(a~-ari). (6.6) 

So we find 0"1 (e) . 1 = (AI,e) . 1 = 1 (i = 0 or 1) and 
O"j (Ao) . 1 = (AjJ!a~ - !ari) = a j • 1. Therefore, 

0"1 (e) = Id (a = 1) and ao = -!, a l = ! . 
(6.7) 

VII. THE KdV HIERARCHIES 

K.ac3 shows that the Hirota polynomials belonging to 
L(Ao) ®L(Ao) lead to the KdV hierarchy. It is clear (for 
example, by taking Al,new = - Aj, which simply leads to 
a l = - p, that L(A I ) ®L(A I ) has the same Hirota poly
nomials. There are two cases left, L(Ao) ®L(A I ) and 
L(A I ) ®L(Ao), which are also essentially the same. We 
pickL(Ao) ®L(A I ), and start to count the q-dimension of 
Hir: 
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dimq Hir= LdimHj.qI (7.1) 
]>0 

(where Hj consist of the elements ofHir of degreej). More
over we have 

=II(1-~-I)-2, (7.2) 
]>1 

dimq Lbiah = dimq L(Ao + AI) 

= II (1- ~-1)-2. II (1- q4J-2) , (7.3) 
]>1 ]>1 

so 

dimq L 10w = n (1- i J -
1
)-2 • {I -n (1- q4J- 2

)} • 

(7.4) 

By L 10w = Hir®C[x], we have 

so 

dimq L10w = dimq Hir· II (1- ~-l)-I, 
J>l 

(7.5) 

dimq Hir = n (1- ij-I)-I{ 1 - n (1- q41-2)} . 

(7.6) 

The q-dimension of the modified-KdV hierarchy has been 
calculated also by Sato and Mori. S 

From (7.3) one calculates the q-dimension of 

Constraint: = L biJh nC [y] , 

dimq Constraint = II (1 - q21-1)-1 • II (1 _ q41-2) , 
J>l ]>1 

(7.7) 

and one finds Table I. 
or course Hir and Constraint are for each degree com

plementary orthogonal subspaces of C [y]. 
The easiest way to calculate Hir seems to be to calculate 

Constraint first and then to take the orthocomplement. This 
is explained, and done in the Appendix for degree <:;5. 

We consider Hir2 and Hir 3' the subspaces of Hir of de
gree 2 and 3. They give rise to the following equations: 

Df(1't(x+Y)1'2(X-y»)ly_o =0, (7.8) 

(D~ - 4D3 )(1'I(x + Y)1'2 (x - y»)ly=o = O. (7.9) 

Remember that 1'1 and 1'2 both satisfy the KdV hierarchy. 
We put 

a 2 a a 
u=2--log1'1 and v=-log1'2--log1'l' 

axfaxI aXI 

TABLE I. Dimensions ofCIY], Hir, and Constraint. 

Degree 

CIY] 
Hir 
Constraint 

o 

1 
o 
1 

1 
o 
1 

2 

1 
1 
o 

3 

2 
1 
1 

4 

2 
1 
1 

s 

3 
2 
1 
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4 
3 
1 

(7.10) 

7 

S 
4 
1 
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Writing out (7.S) and dividing by 1"1 . 1"2 yields 

--2-·-+-=0 where '=-=- . rt' 1"; 1"2 1"~ ( a a ) 
1" 1"1 1"2 1"2 aX1 ax 

Using 

2 (1"2 )2 1"2 1"2 (1"; )2 
V = - -2-·-+ -

1"2 1"2 1"1 1"1 
and 

a2 1 1"~ (1"2)2 1 
Vx = a~ log 1"2 - "2 u = 1"2 - 1"2 -"2 u , 

we find 

!u + v2 + (vx + !u) = u + Vx + v2 = 0, (7.11 ) 

the Miura transformation. 
With the same kind of manipulations, and with the use 

of (7.11), Eq. (7.9) leads to the modified KdV: 

4vt = Vxxx - 6vx v
2 

, 

where t = X3 and x = Xl' 

(7.12) 

APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF HIROTA POLYNOMIALS 

Calculations can be done by using the definition of L low 

and Hir: 

Hir={P(y)IH(g.I,P(y»)=O, for all gEU(~/(A»)}. 

(Al) 

We choose the following basis for U (p' (A»): 

..PI JJ A at A a A a Yl lJl .. ····'fl l
• 1

3

3 
••• 2 2

• 11 -P1
2

l 

... nY' • A a -t' ... A a_I • A ao • cY • 
1'1 -I. -1 0 

Then we find that 

(A2) 

r/!t .. . q'f'A :,m ... A ~2A f" 1 spanL(Ao) ®L(A1) . 

(A3) 

We carelessly do not write the representation. 
Working in this "basis," (AI) reads 

Hir = {P(Y)IH(r/!t ... q'f'.A :,m ... A f" I,P(y») = O}. 

(A4) 

Moreover we know lVo(qi) = - (1/i)pj, butp;(P(y») = 0, 
so in (A4) we can takeP1 = ... = PI = 0, and there remains 

Hir = {P(y) IH(A :,m ... A f" I,P(y») = O}. (A5) 

From now on we take homogenous polynomials P(y) of 
principal degree lIall = a1 + 2a2 + ... + m· am' all other 
constraints in (A5) already being satisfied. 

Using (6.4) and (6.7) the action of Aj on 
L(Ao) ®L(A 1 ) is given by 

1 } { (1) ( a ) Ai ="2 ~ PI + j (2x )PI - 2 ax(1) 

_PI+I(2x(O»PI ( -2 a;O»)} ' (A6) 

wherepk (x) denotes the Schur polynomial fixed by 

LPk (x).i' = eXP(Lx2i_Iz'J-I) (A7) 
J;;.I 
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and 

a;o = (a:\I) ,~ a~i) 'f a~o , .. -) . 
We are only interested in the components in ely] of L high 

and L low' which we called Constraint and Hir. But, in gen
eral, 

A :,m ... A f' . 1 = L xPQp (Y), xP = x';,.m ... x'f.. (AS) 
p 

generates components outside Constraint, namely these 
parts of (AS) withP #0. 

But 

L high = Constraint ® C[x] 

so that all polynomials Qp (y) are in Constraint. We are only 
interested in the Qp (y) with degree lIa II, this is Qo (y). We 
write 

where Qo is found by the following substitutions in (A6): 

2x(1) ---+ - 2y , 2x(O) ---+ 2y , 

a a a a 
-2-----+- -2-----+--ax(1) ay , ax(O) ay , 

which exactly cancel all terms containing x. 
We calculate the Hirota polynomials of degree <5: de

gree 0 and degree 1, 

Hiro = Hir1 = {O} ; 

degree 2, 

Hir2=Cly]2= <.vi), Di(1"I'1"2) =0; 

degree 3, 

2A 3 • I-P3( - 2y) - P3(2y) = - Jy~ - 4Y3 , 

Hir3 = (y~ - 12Y3) , (D ~ - 4D3) (1"1' 1"2) = 0; 

degree 4, 

A3 .A I ·l = - 2A3 'YI- -P3( - 2Y)Y1 -P4( - 2y) 

+P3(2Y)Y1 +P4(2y) =~yi -4Y1Y3' 

Hir4 = (Yi + 24Y1Y3) . (Di + SD1D3)(1"1 '1"2) = 0; 

degree 5, 

2As' I-ps( - 2y) - Ps(2y) = - fv'~ - SYiY3 - 4ys, 

Hirs = (y~ + 24YiY3 ,y~ + SOYs) , 

(Di + SDiD3)(1"1 '1"2) = 0, 

(Di + 16Ds )(1"1 '1"2) = O. 

IE. Date, M. Kashiwara, M. Jimbo, and T. Miwa, "Transfonnation groups 
for soliton equations," in Proceedings of RIMS Symposium on Non-Linear 
Integrable Systems-Classical Theory and Quantum Theory (World Scien
tific, Singapore, 1983). 

2M. Jimbo and T. Miwa, "Solitons and infinite dimensional Lie algebras," 
RIMS, Kyoto University 439 (1983). 

3V. O. Kac, Infinite Dimensional Lie Algebras (Birkhiiuser, Boston, 1983). 
4J. Lepowskyand R. L. Wilson, "Construction of the affine Lie algebra 
A ll)," Cornm. Math. Phys. 62, 43 (1978). 
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The integrals SO' t I +1'11' (at)Kv (bt)Kv (ct)dt andSO't I - vIv (at)Kv (bt)Kv (ct)dt areca1culated 
with the help of the factorization properties of the Appell function F4• Results are given for real 
parameters a, b, c, both when they are and are not in a triangle configuration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Few results exist for integrals of products of three .Bessel 
functions. A formal expression is the well-known formula I 

L"" t). - IJI' (at)Jv (bt)Kp (ct)dt 

al'b v 
=2).-2--:-__ 

~+I'+v 

x r«A + I" + v + p)/2)r«A + I" + v - p)/2) 
r{1" + 1)r{v + 1) 

XF(A+I"+v+p A+I"+V-P 
4 2 ' 2 ' 

a
2 

b
2

) I" + 1, v+ 1; -2"' --2 ' 
c c 

(1.1 ) 

for a complex a, b, c (parameters) and ,1,,1", v, P (indices) 
provided that 

Re(A + I" + v ± p) > 0, 

Re(c ± ia ± ib) >0. 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

Here F4 is the Appell function2 that is defined as a double 
series inside the domain la I + Ib I < Icl. Other integrals may 
be obtained using linear combinations of Bessel functions. 

The practical interest of (1.1) is small as the double 
series is difficult to handle. Moreover, condition (1.3) is of
ten too restrictive; for example, integrals like 

L"" t). - IJI' (at)Jv (bt)Jp (ct)dt (1.4) 

or 

( 1.5) 

exist for any real (positive) a, b, c, (and real A, 1", v, p) but 
the result cannot be reached easily by (1.1) as very little is 
known about the analytical continuation of F4 (see Ref. 3), 
in particular when a, b, c may be considered as the sides of a 
triangle. 

In two recent papers,4,5 we showed that/or real (positive) 
a, b, c, and real ,1,,1", v, p, integrals of the form (1.4) may be 
calculated by analytical continuation of ( 1.1 ) when the func
tion ~ factorizes into products of hypergeometric functions 
2~ of one variable only; the nonanalyticity of zli'l is easily 
controlled as it reduces at most to a cut along the real axis. In 
this article, we extend the method to some integrals involv
ing two K functions and an I function (and consequently to 

a) Cbercheur Centre National de 18 Recherche Scientifique. 

some integrals with three K functions). Again 
a, b, c, ,1,,1", v, p are real. 

Factorization possibilities for F4 are listed in Refs. 1 and 
4. Two factorizations are required for each integral; the inte
grals that can be calculated reduce to four. 

(i) L"" t l +I'II'(at)Kv(bt)Kv (ct)dt (1.6) 

(a<b+c, 1 +1" -lvl>O). 

(ii) L"" tl-VIv(at)Kv(bt)Kv(ct)dt (1.7) 

(a<b+c,lvl<1)· 

(iii) Settingl" = - v in (1.6), we deduce 

L"" t I - vKv (at)Kv (bt)Kv (ct)dt, (1.8) 

any real a, b, c> 0, - 1 < v < 1, 
an integral that appears in the calculation of universal 
numbers in polymer theory.6 Its calculation was our first 
motivation for this work. 

(iv) L"" II' (at)Kv (bt)Kp (ct)dt, ( 1.9) 

a<b+c, 

for any realI", v,p (here A = 1). 
Integrals (1.6) and (1.9) were obtained by Bailey7 for 

c>a + b. We give here the complete results for (1.6)-( 1.8) 
both in nontriangle and triangle configurations. As to inte
gral (1.9), it is also possible to reduce it to a sum of products 
of hyper geometric functions zli'1' but the expressions are sim
ple only when I" = ± v and a = b. Calculations dift'er in 
detail but are similar to those of Ref. 5 and will be given in a 
forthcoming paper. 8 

This article is organized as follows. In the main section 
(Sec. II), we derive (1.6) in the nontriangle and triangle 
configurations. Integrals (1.7) and (1.8) are more briefly 
calculated in Sec. III. Results are collected in Tables I and II. 

II. CALCULATION OF INTEGRAL (1.6) 

We use the definitions 

K" = (1r/2 sin 1rV)(I -" - I,,), vis not an integer, 
(2.1 ) 

I" (x) = e- ivtr J,,(eifT/2X), 

to rewrite the integral 

.!f I' = L"" t I +1'11' (at)K" (bt)K" (ct)dt 
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as 

.!L' = 11" Loo t I + I"e - il"1T/2 J (el1T/2 at) 
I" 2 sin 1T'V 0 I" 

X [eivrr/2 J _ v (el1T12 btl - e - iV1T/2 Jv (e
i1T12 bt)] 

XKv(et)dt, 

or, from ( 1.1 ) and provided that separately each integral has 
a meaning (Le., a + b<e), 

.!L' = 11" 21"aI" {(!....)Vr(1 + It - v) 
I" 2 sin 1T'V e2+ 2p. b r(l - v) 

XF4(1 +It, 1 +It -v; 1 +It, I-v; 

a
2
, .!i:...); _ (.!!...)V r(l + It + v) 

~ e2 e r(l + v) 

XF4(1 +It, 1 +It + V; 1 +It, 1 + v; ::, ~: )} 

_ 11" 21"aI" {r(1 + It - v) 
2 sin 1T'V ~ + 2p. r(l - v) 

x(~r(l-X)I+I"-V 

X~{I+It-V,I+It;I-V; _Y\I~:») 

_(.!!...)Vr(l+It+v) (1_X)I+I"+v 
e r(1 + v) 

X 2F{ 1 + It + v, 1 + It; 1 + v; _ Y\1 ~ :) )}, 

(2.2) 

where we took into account the factorization of F4 (see Ref. 
l) 

F4 a, /3; 1 + a - /3, /3; , ----<----(
-x -Y) 

(1-x)(1-y) (1-x)(l-y) 

= (1- y)U ~1(a,/3; 1 + a -/3; _ x(1- y»). 
I-x 

(2.3) 

Parameters x, y are given by the transformation 

x a2 

- (l-y)(l-x) = ~' 
Y b 2 

(1-x)(l-y) =7 
(2.4a) 

or 

b 2 + a2 _ e2 _ 4~ b 2 + a2 - ~ - 4~ 
X= 2b 2 ,y= ~ , 

where 

4~ = ~1/2 

~ = [(b + a)2 - e2] [(b - a)2 _ e2 ], 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

and ~1/2 is the positive determination of the square root so 
that x, y go to zero for large e. 

A. NONTRIANGLE CONFIGURATION: C>B + b 

~ = a2 + b 2 + 2ab cosh uc ' 

a2 = b 2 + e2 - 2be cosh Ua , 

b 2 = e2 + a2 
- 2ae cosh U b , 

~ = ! ab sinh Uc =! be sinh U a =! ea sinh ub • 

Then, 

I-x = (e/b)e- u., 

1-y= (e/a)e- u., 

-x(1-y)/(1-x) =e- 2U., 

-y(1-x)!(l-y) =e- 2U., 

and expression (2.2) is rewritten as 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

.!£' = 11" 21"al" {r(1 +It-v) e-u.o+I"-V) 
I" 2 sin 1T'V (be)l"+ I r(1- v) 

X 2F I (l +It - v, I +It; 1- v; e- 2U.) 

r(l + It + v) - U.o +1"+ v) - e 
r(l + v) 

X~I((l +It + v,"1 +It; 1 + v; e-
2U

.)}. (2.6) 

The main point is now to reduce the hypergeometric ~I to 
Legendre functions-outside the cut. Formulas may be found 
in Ref. 9. We use successively 

e- u(I+I"=F v) r(l +1t=F v ) F (1 +IIOv 1 +11· 
r(l=F v ) 2 I /""'0' /""', 

1 =Fv; e- 2u ) 

= (e - i1T(1" + 112) /..{ii)2 - 112 -I"(sinh u) - 112-1" 

XQI"_"'iX~v(cosh u), (2.7a) 

QI"_"'iX~v(cosh u) 

11" ei1T(1" + 112) [ 
= - pI" + 112 (cosh u) 

2 sin 11"(1t + 112) v-1I2 

_ r(1t T v + 1) P -I" - 112(cosh U)] (2.7b) 
r( -It=F v ) v-l/2 , 

and, after some manipulations, 

.!£' = ~ E(!!..)I" r(l + It + v)r(l + It - v) 
I" 2\/2 be be 

X (sinh ua ) -1"- 1I2p ;-~i/2112(cosh ua ), 

to be compared to a similar result for f t I +1" JI"KvKv in Ref. 
10. In a more symmetric way, using (2.5c), we get 

.!£' = 2 -2p.-2 E (abe)1" 
I" \/ 2 ~2p.+ I 

X r( 1 + It + v) r( 1 + It - v) (sinh ua )1" + 112 

(2.8) 

We introduce the hyperbolic "angles" U
a

, Ub' Uc and [ ~ = ! be sinh Ua , see Eq. (2.5c)]. 

the "area" ~ such that For It = - v, Eq. (2.8) becomes 
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!f = 22v - 2 _ ---(
11' )112 K2v- I 

- v 2 (abc)V 

xr(1- 2v)( sinhua)lll-vp~= l~(coshua)' 
(2.9) 

Both results (2.8) and (2.9) are written in Table I, lines I 
and 2. 

Result (2.8) seems very far from that of Bailey,7 which 
is written with the help of artificial angles lP, ;, and r/J. Setting 

a = e' sinh lP' b = e' sinh ;, e = e' cosh lP cosh ;, 

we get 

cosh Ua = 1Itanh r/J, sinh Ua = 1Isinh r/J. 
TheP Legendre function is turned into a Q function, with the 
help of the Whipple formula,9 

P-I-'_I12( __ I_)= i e-i1r(v+1I2) 
- v-Ill tanh r/J fO + p + v) 

x~! sinh r/JQ; (cosh r/J), 

and we get the final expression 

!f = 21-'(sinh )I-'( cosh
2 r/J/2 )1-' + I r(1 + p - v) 

I-' lP cosh2 ; e,2 + I-' 

(2.10) 

It differs from result (3.5) of Ref. 7, where e - I ..... is replaced 
by sin p11'/sin(p + v)11'. The result of Ref. 7 corresponds to a 
nonstandard definition of the QI-' (Barnes notation, See Ref. 
11 ). 

Notice that results (2.8 )-(2.10) hold when going to the 
limit where v is an integer. 

B. TRIANGLE CONFIGURATION: la - bl <c<a + b 

Now, the integrals S t I +1-'11-'1 ±I-'Kv do not separately 
converge, but their difference does. As the result is an analy
tical function of parameters a, b, e, the expression (2.2) has 
an analytical continuation in the region la - b 1 < e < a + b, 
which can be obtained from that of the hypergeometric se
ries. In other words, the two hypergeometric 

~{I + P =+= v, 1 + p; I =+= v; - y i! := ;~) 
still exist although they no longer correspond to any integral 
S t I +1-'11-'1 ±vKv. They are now complex quantities but their 
difference, which remains proportional to integral (1.6), is 
real. 

Parameters x, y defined by (2.4a) are now complex 
numbers 

x = (b 2 + a2 _ e2 _ 4i!:J..)/2b 2, 

Y = (b 2 + a2 
- ~ - 4i!:J..)/~, 

where 

4!:J.. = ~ -6 

is the positive determination of the square root. 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

Introducing the angles lPa' lPb' lPc and the area!:J.. of the 
triangle, 

a2 = b 2 + e2 - 2be cos lPa' 

b 2 = e2 + a2 
- 2ae cos lPb' 

~ = a2 + b 2 
- 2ab coSlPc' 

11' = lPa + lPb + lPc' 
!:J.. =! ab sin lPc =! be sin lPa =! ea sin lPb' 

we have now 

I-x= (e/b)e-i~., I-y= (e/a)e-~b, 

_-_x...:..(1_-~y~) - 2~b - y(1 - x) _ e - 2~. =e, -, 
I-x l-y 

and the analytical continuation of (2.2) is 

!f = 11' 21-'fI" (.£.)1 +1-'{r(1 + /J - v) 
I-' 2 sin 1T'V e2 + 2p. b r(1 - v) 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 
(2.12c) 

(2.12d) 

xe-~·(l +I-'-V) ~1(1 +p - v,1 +p;1 - V; e -~.) 

r(l+p+v) -i~.(l+I-'+V) 
- e 

r(1 + v) 

+~1(1 +/J +v, I +p; I +v;e-2~.)}. (2.13) 

TABLE I. List ofthe integrals calculated in thepaperforc> a + b. TheP v-!'i/.I12(cosh u) are the Legendre functions outside the cut; a, b, c, A, p., v,pareall 
real. 

i~ t l +"1" (at)Kv(bt)Kv(ct)dt = 2 -2!'-.~ reI +p. + ;~~(/ +p. - v) (abc)"(sinh u.)"+ 1/2p ;!'lnl12(cosh u.), I +p. -Ivl >0; 

i~ tl-VI (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt=22v- 2 ~r(l-2v) 32v
-

1 
(sinhu )1/2-vpv-I12(coshu) V<l. 

I -v v v \J 2 (abc) V • v-l12 • , 2' 

tl-VI (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt=22v - 2 ~r(I-2v)~(sinhu )112-vpv-I12(coshu )-(sinhu )112-vpv-I12(coshu)} Ivl < I,' i~ ~ 32v
-

1 

o v ... v 2 (abc)" c 11'- 1/2 c b v-l/2 b t 

i~ t 1-VKv (at)Kv (bt)Kv (ct)dt 

= _'1T_22v-3 ~r(l-2v) 32v
-

1 

sin 'lTV \J 2 (abc)V 

x {(sinh u. )112- vp~=:~ (cosh u.) + (sinh Ub )112-.p;=:~ (cosh ub ) - (sinh Ue)I12- vp;=:~ (cosh ue )}, 

v#O, - I <v<!; 

c?- = a' + b 2 + 2ab ooshue, b 2 =0' + c?- - 2acooshub' a' = b 2 + c?- - 2bcooshu", ue = U. + ub, A = !absinhue =! be sinhu" = !ca sinh Ub. 
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The following proceeds as in Sec. II A, with some sup
plementary care as we deal with complex numbers. We indi
cate some intermediate steps for 
e-if'(\+P-1'):zFl(1 +JL-V; I-v;e- 2i9'), which we in
tend to express in terms of the Legendre function on the cut. 
Again, all formulas are in Ref. 9. We have successively 

e - if'( 1 + P - v) :zFl (1 + JL - v, 1 + JL; 1 - v; e - 219') 

= [eif'(1+ p 
-v) :zFl (1 + JL - v, 1 + JL; 1 - v; e2if')] *, 

(2.14 ) 

where * denotes the complex conjugate, then9 

:zFl (1 + JL - v, 1 + JL; 1 - v; e2if') 

= r( 1 - v)elVf'( 1 - e2if') -l-PP'"'--l_p (i cot rp), 

where the argument of (1 - e2if') is rp - 1T/2, then12 

P=1-p(icotrp) 

F el1TPel1T/4 
= - sin rp Q =~= ::;(cos rp - ;0) 

1T r( -JL - v) 

and9 

Q =~=::; (cos rp - iO) 

= e- (/'1T12)Pe -11T/4[Q =~= :~i (cos rp) 

+ (i1T/2)P =~=::;(cosrp>], 

where the last two functions are Legendre functions on the 
cut. We have the intermediate result 
r(1 + JL =F v) e - if'(\ +P=F1') 

r(1 =Fv) 

X:zFl (1 + JL =F v, 1 + JL; 1 =F V; e - 2if') 

r(1 +JL=F v ) (2' ) -I-P~' e-I1T{JJ+I/2) = smrp -smrp 
r( -JL=Fv) 1T 

X [Q ~~= :~i (cos rp) - (i1T/2)P ~~= ::;(cos rp)]. 
(2.15) 

The difference (2.13) may be rewritten only in terms of 
P 1'-!:i-;F2 by using all the relations9 between P ~~ = :~~ and 
Q ~~= I:;. As expected, the imaginary part disappears and 
we finally get 

.!L' = ~ E r(1 + JL - v)r(1 + JL + v) (!!...)P 
P 2"2 be be 

X (sin rpa) -1I2-l'p ;-!:i/2112 (COS rpa) 

.!L' =2- 21'-2 E r (1+JL-v)r(1+JL+V) (abe)P 
P " 2 a2J<+1 

xP ;-!:1/2112
(COS rpa) X (sin rpa) 112 + P, (2.16) 

and, for JL = - v, 

.!L' _ v = 221'- 2(!!...) 112 r( 1 _ 2v) a2,,- I 
2 (abc)" 

XP~= :~~ (cos rpa) X (sin rpa) 112 - ". (2.17) 

These formulas are very similar to the ones obtained for the 
nontriangle configuration [Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)] and are 
reported on lines I and 2 in Table II. 

Result (2.17) can be checked in a different way. Ex
panding 1_" (at), we have 

.!L' = i: _I 1 
I'm=om!r(1+m-v) 

xL'" (~ t ym-" tl-"K,,(bt)K,,(et)dt 

1 co 1 1 ( be )"( a )2m 
= '2 m~ 0 m! r(1 + m - v) Z;; ~ 

X r(1 + m)r2(l + m - v)r(l + m - 2v) 

r(2 + 2m - 2v) 

X:zF{ 1 + m, I + m - v; 2 + 2m - 2v; 1 - ~:) 
(see Ref. 9, p. WI). Now, with duplication formulas 13 

r(2m - 2v+2) 

= (l/{1T)22m
-

2,,+ Ir(m - v + l)r(m + ~ - v) 

and 

2F{ 1 + m, 1 + m - v; 2 + 2m - 2v; 1 - ~:) 

TABLE II. The same as in Table I for a triangle configuration (Ia - b I <c<a + b). The P ;--"1/2112(008 u) are the Legendre functions on the cut. 

i~ t I +"/" (at)Kv (bt)Kv (ct)dt = 2 -21-'-2 ~r(l + I' + v)r(l + I' - v) (abc)" (sin q1. )"+ 1/2 P ;--"1///2 (cos q1.), 1 + I' -Ivl >0; 
o \/2 ~2I-'+1 

i~ t 1- vL. (at)K. (bt)Kv (ct)dt = 22.-2~ r(l - 2v) ~::)~ (sin q1. )1/2- vP~= t~~ (cos q1.), v<!; 

i~ t I-v/ (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt = (.!!...)3/2ZV _ I/2 r(ln - v) ~2.-1 _ 22v - 2 ~r(l- 2v) ~2v-1 
o v v v 2 1r (abc)V \/ 2 (abc) v 

X{(sin q1b) 1/2 - vP~= t~~ (cos q1b) + (sin q1c )1/2 - vP~= t~ (cos q1c )}, Ivl < I; 

i~ tl-VKv(at)Kv(bt)Kv(ct)dt = _(.!!...)5/2ZV - 1I2 r(l~2-v) ~2v-1 
o 2 1rSln1rV (abc)V 

+ _1r_ 22v- 3 .!!...r(I-2v) --{(sinm )1/2-vpv=I/2(COS m ) ~ 
~2v-1 

sin 1rV 2 (abc)V T. • 1/2 T. 

+ (sinq1b)I/2-vp~=t~(COSq1b) + (sinq1c)I/2-vp~=t~(COSq1c)}' v#O, -I <v<!; 

a2 = b 2 + c2 - 2bccosq1., b
2 = c2 + a2 

- Zoe COSq1b' c2 = a2 + b 2 
- 2abcos q1c' 

1r = q1. + q1b + q1c' ~ =! ab sin q1c =! bc sin q1. =! ca sin q1b' 
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(
b + c)-2-2m ( 1 

= ~ ~I m+1,v+"'2; 

3 (b C)2) 
"'2+ m

-V; b+c ' 

we get 

~ - -fi2" (be)" 
IS - (b+C)2 a 

X f r(1 + m)r(1 + 2m - 2v) (_a_)2m 
m=O mlr(m+~-v) b+c 

X~I(l+m,v+ ~; ~ +m-v;(:~~r) 
fi2" (be)" r(1 - 2v) 

= (b + C)2 -; r(3/2 - v) 

III. CALCULATION OF INTEGRAL (1.7) 

(
13 

XFI l'1-2v v+-'--v' , , 2' 2 ' 

(b~C)2, (:~~)2), 
where FI is the first Appell function.2 For these peculiar 
values of indices, FI reduces to a hypergeometric2-7,9--14 

FI(l' 1 _ 2v v +~. ~ _ v' (_a )2 (~)2) 
, , 2' 2 ' b+c ' b+c 

= (b+C)2 "'(I 1-2v'~-v' a2
_ (b-C)2) 

4bc ~I' , 2 ' 4bc 

_ (b + C)2 '" (1 1 _ 2 . ~ _ 1 - cos f/Ja ) 
- ~·I' v, V; , 

4bc 2 2 

and the link with P ~ = :~~ (cos f/J a ) is now straightforward. 

The proof follows the same scheme as above. Splitting K" (bt) into two terms I ±" (bt) for c> a + b, we get 

..,//" = Loo t 1-"I,,(at)K,,(bt)K,,(ct)dt = .1T' :-" [( a
b 

)" r 1 1 F4 (1, 1- v; 1- v, 1 + V; ~, b:) 
o 2sln1T'VC -" (v+ ) (; C 

-(~r r(v~1) F4(1,1+V;1+V,1+V;~' ~:)] 
= 1T' 2-" 1 [(.!!-.)"~I(l,l_V;l+v;_X(1-y») 

2sin1T'Vc2
-" r(v+ 1) b I-x 

- ( ~ r(1 - x) (1 - Y)~I (1,1 - v; 1 + v; Xy )], 

where x,y are again given by (2.4)-(2.11). 

where x, yare again given by (2.4 )-( 2.11). 

A. When C>II + b 

We have 

..,// = 1T' 2-" {lJac)"e-llb 
" 2sin1T'V r(v+ 1) ~b 

X~I(1, 1- v; 1 + v; e- 2Ilb ) 

- a~ (a: )"e-
Ilc ~1(1, 1- v; 1 + v; e-

2Ilc
)}, 

(3.1 ) 

where the Ua , Ub, Uc are again the hyperbolic angles defined 
in Eqs. (2.5). The hypergeometric are rewritten by means of 
relations (2.7) for JL = - v (and the lower sign). Whence, 
after some easy calculations 

..,// =!!.. 22,,-2r(1- 2v)--( )
1/2 K2,,-1 

" 2 (abe)" 

X {(sinh Uc ) 1/2- "P~= :~~ (cosh uc ) 

- (sinhub)1I2-vP:=:~(coshub)}' (3.2) 

which is reported in Table I, line 3. 
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B. When 111- bl <C<II + b 

We have 

..,// = 1T' 2-" 
v 2sin1T'V r(v+ 1) 

X {:c(~)"e-/f'b ~1(1, 1- v; 1 + v; e-
2
/f'b) 

+ If !!!!...)" [e -/f'c 
~c 

X~I(1, 1- v; 1 + v; e- 2/f'c) ]*}, (3.3) 

where [ ] • means the complex conjugate and f/J a , f/J b' f/J c are 
the triangle angles, Eqs. (2.12). Setting JL = - v in Eq. 
(2.15) (with lower sign) and expressing Q ~ = :~ in terms of 
P !-(rii 112) only, we get 

- 1'1' 
e '" (1 1 _ V' 1 + v: e - 2/'1') r(v+l) ~I' , , 

= - --(sin f/J)v-I !!.. sin f/J P:= lfi(cos f/J) 2,,-1 F 
cos V1T' 2 

_...!... el""fi (sin f/J)2V- 1 

2 cos V1T' r(v + 112) 
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and 

.,/I = - 2- 112 - v __ _ 
(

'IT')3/Z r(1/2-'II) tl2v
-

1 

v 2 'IT' (abc)V 

- - 2Zv
-

2r(1_ 2'11) ---( 
'IT')IIZ tl2v- I 

2 (abc)V 

X{(sin fPb )112- vP~=:~ (cos fPb) 

+ (sin fPc) 112 - vP~=:~ (cos fPc)} 

(see Table II, line 3). 

C. We end with some remarks 

(3.4) 

(i) Results (3.2)-(3.4) hold too when'll goes to an in
teger value (actually'll = 0). 

(ii) For'll = 0, So t1o(at)Ko(bt)Ko(ct)dt may be cal
culated either with !L' 0 or .,/10' which gives a consistency 
test. Setting'll = 0 in (2.9) and (3.2), we have to verify that 

~sinh uaP = :~i (cosh ua) = ~sinh ucP = :~~ (cosh uc) 

- ~sinh ubP = l~ (cosh ub). 

As in Ref. 9 P = l~ (cosh u) = ,j2/'IT' (u/,jsinh u), we get 
Ua = Uc - Ub' which is precisely Eq. (2.5b). Similarly, set
ting'll = 0 in (2.17) and (3.4), we have to check the relation 

~sin fPa P =:~ (cos fPa) 

= - ~sin fPbP = l~~ (cos fPb) 

- ~sin fPcP = :~~ (cos fPc) + /iii. 
As 

P -1I2( ) ~ fP -112 cosfP = - , 
'IT' ,jsin fP 

we get condition (2.12), i.e., fPa + fPb + fPc = 'IT'. 
(iii) Collecting results of equations (2.9), (2.17), 
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(3.2), and (3.4), we get the last integral (1.8), which is 
reported in Tables I and II, lines 4. Formulas do not hold for 
'II = 0 as we introduce a singular factor (sin 'V1T') -1, but it is 
easy to verify that the numerator vanishes too (see above), 
so the result is finite. We should get the linear term in powers 
of 'II and with this method, we need the derivative of P: 
relative to indices for q = 0, -!. The calculation is possible 
but is complicated. It will be given elsewhere.8 
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Some Integrals Involving three modified Bessel functions. II 
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The integrals SO' ZI' (at)Ky (bt)Kp (et)dt, whereZI' = II" KI" are calculated, with the helpofthe 
factorization properties of the function F4• Results are given for real parameters a, b, e both when 
they are and are not in a triangle configuration. Some generalizations using derivation with 
respect to the parameters are considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a companion paper, I using the formal result2 

fO tA. -Ill' (at)/y (bt)Kp (et)dt 

= 2A.-2 al'b y r«A. + I-' + v + p)/2) 
cA+l'+y r( I-' + 1) 

X r«A. + I-' + v -p)/2) 
r(v+ 1) 

XF(A.+I-'+v+p A.+I-'+v-p 
4 2 ' 2 ' 

a
2 

b
2

) I-' + 1, v + 1;"2' -2 ' 
e e 

with 

(1.1) 

integrals SO'tA.-I/l'/yKp dt and SO'tA.-IJI'JyH~l) dt coin
cide when they exist. 

The factorization cases for F4 (see Refs. 2-4) can be 
divided into two classes: (i) A. = 2 ± p" v = ± p, which 
leads to the calculation of 

fa"" dt t 1-I'II'KyKy, fa"" t 1- YI _ yKyKy dt, 

fa "" tl-YK K K dt 
y y y 

o 

(see Ref. 1); and (ii) ..t = 1, any 1-', v, p, as 

F4(a,/3; r, y;X(l- y), Y(l-X») 

= ~I (a, /3, r; X)~I (a, /3, y, Y) ( 1.5a) 

whenever 

Re(..t + I-' + v ±p) >0, (1.2) a+/3 + 1 =r+Y. ( I.Sb) 

Re(e - a - b) >0, (1.3 ) 

we showed that some integrals of the form 

fa"" tA. - lZI' (at)Ky (bt)Kp (et)dt, 

(1.4 ) 

can be explicitly calculated when the Appell function F4 (see 
Ref. 3) factorizes into functions of one variable only, actual
ly hypergeometrics ~I' The purpose of this paper is to com
plete this study. 

The main remark is the following: when F4 factorizes 
into hypergeometrics ~I' it is possible to perform its analyti
cal continuation outside region (1.3 )-expect at most for a 
cut along the real axis-to calculate integrals derived from 
( 1.1 ), even if ( 1.1) itself does not converge. Such consider
ations were used in the calculation of integrals of the form 
SO' dt tA.-IJI'JJp dt, whenIm( ± a ± b ± e) >0 (see Ref. 
4) and were used in Ref. 1 to get SO' dt t I +I'II'KyKy in the 
regione>a + b and (a - b) <e<a + b, though separately 
each integral SO't 1+1'11'1 ± yKy dt does not exist. The most 
interesting situation for applications corresponds to the case 
when a, b, e are real and may be considered as the sides of a 
triangle, i.e., la - b 1 < e < a + b. Notice too, that, up to a 
proportionality factor (2/i1T)exp( (i1T/2) (A. + p, + v - p»), 

oj Chercheur Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. 

This formula derives from the finite summation by 
Burchnall and ChaundyS, 

F4(a,/3; r, y;X(1- y), Y(1-X») 

=i (a),(/3), (a+/3+1-r-Y), 

,=0 (r),(y), r! 

X Y'X' ~I(a + r,/3 + r, r + r, X) 

X~I(a + r,/3 + r, r' + r, y), ( 1.6a) 

when 

a + /3 + 1 = r + Y - n, n integer, ( 1.6b) 

and the same considerations may apply. 
In the present paper, we study factorization of class (ii) 

[Eqs. (1.5)]. We assume that the parameters a, b, e and 
indices p" v, p are real though this restriction is probably 
not necessary. In Sec. II, we study the transformation (a2

/ 

e2
, b 2/c

2
) -+ (X, Y) on the parameters and give the expres

sion for the general integral (1.4). 
In Sec. III, we derive formulas for special values of in

dices (I-' = ± v or v = p) following Ref. 4, with comple
mentary results when a = b or b = c ("isosceles" case). In 
Sec. IV, we use derivation with respect to the parameters to 
get integrals where a + /3 + 1 - r - Y is increased by 
1,2, ... ,n units, generalizing formula (1.6b) to positive and 
negative integers. We indicate some other results coming 
from derivation with the integrals of Ref. 1. 

Results are collected in Tables I-III. The cases when 
two lengths are equal (a = b or b = e), which are of some 
interest in physical situations, are given in the Appendix 
[formulas (A1)-(A3)]. 
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II. GENERAL FORMULAS 

From Kv = (17/2 sin 1TV)(I _ v - Iv) and using (1.1), we get 

(CO I (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt = 11" ~ 1 {(':")V r((1 + p - v + p)/2)r((1 + p - v - p)/2) 
Jo I' v p 4 sin 1TV c l +1' r(1 + p) b r(1 - v) 

XF ( 
1 + p - v + P 1 + p - v - P 1 + I _ a2~) 

4 2 ' 2 ,I-', V; c2 ' c2 

_ (.:..)-V r((1 + I-' + v + p)/2)r((1 + I-' + v - p)/2) 
b r(1 + v) 

X F( l+l-'+v+p l+l-'+v-p a
2 

b
2

)} 
4 2 ' 2 ' 1 + 1-', 1 + V; c2 ' 7 ' 

providedc>a + b, 1 +1-' -lvi-pi >0 
The factorization property (1.5a) reads 

F( 1 +p+v+p 1 +I-'+v-p 1 + 1" a
2 ~) 

4 2 ' 2 ,1-'" v, c2 ' c2 

= 11 ( 1 + p + v + P 1 + I-' + v - P 1 + . x) F ( 1 + p + v + P 1 + p + v - PI' V' y) 
2'" 1 2 ' 2 ,I-', 2 1 2 ' 2 ' " , 

where X, Yare such that 

X(1- Y) =,a2/~, Y(1-X) =b 2/c2, 

with the asymptotic condition 

X, Y-+O, whenc-+ + 00. 

Rewriting 

11( 1 +I-'+v+p 1 +I-'+v-p 1 + .x) 
2'" 1 2 ' 2 ,I-', 

as 

(1 _ X) ± v 11 ( 1 + I-' ± v + p 1 + P ± v - P 1 + /I. X) 
2"'·1 2 ' 2 ' ,..., , 

and after some transformations, we get the final expression 

(CO I (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt = al'b
v 

r((1+I-'+v+p)/2)r((1+I-'+v-p)12) 
Jo I' v P CI'+v+1 4r2(p+1) 

X r( 1 + I-' ~ v + p ) r( 1 + I-' ~ v - p ) 

X 11 ( I + I-' + v + p 1 + I-' + v - P 1 + . X) 
2'" 1 2 ' 2 ,I-', 

X 11 ( 1 + P + v + P I + I-' + v - P 1 + . 1 _ y). 
2"'1 2 ' 2 ,I-', 

I 

(2.la) 

(2.1b) 

(2.2) 

This result was already obtained by Bailey,6 for 
c > a + b again, with the correspondence a = c sin <p sin t/J, 
b = c cos <p cos t/J (and X = sin2 t/J, 1 - Y = sin 2<p). 

The main point is that this result is still true when 
c < a + b, actually when 

integral is obtained by analytical continuation of the func
tion~!I which exists everywhere but (at most) on a cut. In 
the same way we can get So' KI'KvKp dt for any real positive 
a, b, c, though Sal ±I'KvKp dt does not exist when 
c<la-bl· 

la-bl<c<a+b, (2.3) 

i.e., when a, b, c may be considered as the sides of a triangle 
("triangle configuration") as So' II'KvKp dt is an analytical 
function of variables a, b, c and exists when (2.3) is fulfilled, 
although separately Sa 11'1 ± vKp dt does not converge. The 
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It remains to give explicit expressions for X, Y, both for 
c>a+b and la-bl<c<a+b. The case c<la-bl, 
which appears for the calculation of So' KI'KvKp dt, is not 
necessary because of the symmetry ofthe roles of a, b, c and 
1-', v, p. 

Equations (2.1) are rewritten as 
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x = (a2 + C2 - b 2 _ ~)/2c2, 

Y= (b2+c2_a2_~)/2c2, 
(2.4a) 

~a + ~b + ~c = 1r, (2.6b) 

and ~ - ~ 14 = fJ.. is the true area of the triangle 

~ = a4 + b 4 + C4 _ a2b 2 _ b 2C2 _ c2a2, (2.4b) fJ.. = ~ab sin ~c = ~bc sin ~a = ~ca sin ~b' (2.6c) 

The corresponding expressions for the variables are 

X= (a!c)e- itpb, Y= (blc)e-Itp·, 

where ~ denotes the positive square root when c> a + b 

and ~ = i~ - ~ in the triangle configuration. We rewrite 
(2.4) using angle variables. 

If c>a + b, we set 
1-X= (b!c)e1tp., 1- Y= (a!c)eltpb. (2.6d) 

c2 = a2 + b 2 + 2ab cosh Uc ' a2 = b 2 + c2 - 2bc cosh Ua , 
Notice that 

b 2 = a2 + c2 
- 2accosh U b , (2.Sa) 

1- Y=X·, 1-X= Y·, (2.6e) 

where Ua , Ub , Uc are hyperbolic angles 
where X • denotes the complex conjugate of X, which insures 
the reality of integral (2.2) in that case. 

(2.Sb) All formulas (2.2)-(2.6) are collected in Table I. 

and ~ I 4 = ~ may be thought as a measure of a pseudoarea 

(2.5c) III. SPECIAL CASES ~ = ~ab sinh Uc = ~bc sinh Ua = ~ca sinh Ub • 

Then, 

X= (a!c)e- Ub
, Y= (b!c)e- u

., 

1 - X = (b !c)e
u
., 1 - Y = (a!c)eUb

, 

and 

O<X, Y<l, -1<1-2X, 1-2Y<1. 

(2.Sd) 

(2.Se) 

Expression (2.2) simplifies when the indices take pecu
liar values, as the hypergeometric -zFl reduces to Legendre 
functions. We examine successively cases I" = ± v, 
I" = ± p, and get the limits when 1", v, P go to zero. The 
results are reported in Tables I and II. All formulas concern
ing Legendre functions may be found in Ref. 7. 

If la - b 1 < c < a + b, we define true angles ~a' ~b' ~c' 

a2 = b 2 + c2 - 2bc cos ~a' 

b 2 = c2 + a2 - 2ac cos ~b' 

c2 = a2 + b 2 - 2ba cos ~c' 

with 

(2.6a) 

A.Case J.L= ±v 
We start with the relations 

-zF1C ; p + v, 1 ~ P + v, 1 + v; x) 

= (1 - x) -v/2X -v/2P;_1 (1 - 2x), (3.1a) 

TABLE I. Some formulas with general (real) a, b, c. Cases Jl = ± v, P = v are explicitly written in terms of the Legendre functions on the cut (real 
argument with modulus less than I) or outside the cut. 

i" I (at)K (bt)K (ct)dt = a"b v rI( f' + I + v +p)/2)rI( Jl + I + v -p)/2)r« Jl + I - v + p)/2)r« Jl + I - v - p)/2) 
0" v P 4c1+,.+v r 2 (Jl+1) 

X 1?(I+Jl+V+P I+Jl+v-p I+II"X) l?(l+Jl+V+ P I+Jl+v-p 1+ 'I-Y) 2"·1 2 ' 2 ,,..., 2"1 2 ' 2 ' Jl, , 

I +Jl> Ivl + Ipl, a<h+c; r Iv (at)Kv(bt)Kp(ct)dt = ~ rC ;p + v)rC ;P + v)rC ;p)rC ;p)p (~~ 1)/2 (1- 2X)P (~~ 1)/2 (2Y - I), 

I pi <1 + 2 inf(O, v), a<b + c; 

i" I,. (at)Kp (bt)Kp (ct)dt = 1. Q1,.-I)/2(.! - I)Q (-:_1)/2(_2_ - I); 
o a X I-Y r Kv(at)Kv (bt)Kp (ct)dt = 8cS: 1T'V rC ;p)rC ;p){rC ;P - v)rC ;P - v)P('P_I)/2 (1- 2X)P('p_l)/2 (2Y-1) 

-rC ;P + v)rC ;P +v)p (~~I)/2(1- 2X)P (~~I)/2(2Y -I)} 
= 2a:r {Q I'. (,.+ 1)/2 (1- 2Y)Q =1',.+ 1)/2 (2X - I) - Q (-:-1)/2 (1 - 2Y)Q 1',.-1)/2 (2X - I)}. 

sm1Tp 

c>a+b, X=(a/c)e-"', Y=(b!c)e-"', I-X=(b!c)e"', I-Y=(a!c)e"·. 

a2 = b 2 + c2 - 2bccosh U., b 2 = c2 + a2 
- 2ac cosh Ub, c2 =a2 + b 2 + 2abcoshuc, Uc = U. + Ub' 

Correspondence with Bailey's result a = c sin fP sin;, b = c cos fP cos ;, 

X= sin2
;, 1- Y= sin2 fP, 1 - 2X= cos 2;, 2Y - I = coslrp. 

la-bl<a<a+b, X=(alc)e-If>·, Y=(blc)e-If>·, I-X=Y*=(b!c)e'''\ I-Y=X*=(a!c)elf>·, fP.+fPb+fPc=1T, 

a2 = b 2 + c2 - 2bc cos fP.' b 2 = c2 + a2 
- 2ac cos fPb' c2 =a2 + b 2 

- 2abcos fPc' 
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TABLE II. The same when one of the indices is zero. K denotes the elliptic function. 

:zFIC ;P +v, 1 ~P +v, 1 +v;z) 

= (1 - z) - Y/2( - z) - Y/2p(, p _ 1)12 (1 - 2z), 
(3.1b) 

which hold on and outside the cut, respectively. 
Fore>a + b, asO<X, Y < 1, we take expression (3.1a) 

and, with the help of definitions (2.5), Eq. (2.2) becomes 

100 

Iy (at)Ky (bt)Kp (et)dt 

= ~ r( 1 ; P + v)r( 1 ~ P + v) 

xrC ;p)rC ~p) 
Xp(~~I)I2(1-2X)P(~~1)12(2Y-1), 

provided I pi < 1 + 2 inf (0, v). 

(3.2) 

Forla - b I < e < a + b, we start with expression (3.1 b) 
and definitions (2.6). Taking some care in the determination 
of the powers, we get finally the same expression (3.2). The 
integral fa I _yKyKp dt is derived by replacing vby - v (as 
Ky = K _ y) and we finally get the result for the product of 
three Ka functions: 

100 

Ky (at)Ky (bt)Kp (et)dt 

= 11" ~ r(1 +p)r(1 -p) 
2sin1rV4c 2 2 

x {r( 1 ; p _ v)r( 1 ~ P - v) 
XP('p-l)/2 (1- 2X)P(,p_1)/2 (2Y - 1) 

_ r( 1 ; p + v)r( 1 ~ P + v) 
xP (~~ 1)12 (1 - 2X)P (~~ 1)/2 (2Y - 1)}. (3.3) 

Results are reported in Table I, lines 2 and 4. 

B. Case v = ± p 

In both triangle and nontriangle configurations, we use 
the identity 7 
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2(,..-1)12 n(1 + p)/2)n(1 + p)/2 - p) 
rep + 1) 

X(z+ 1)-o+,..+P)/2(z_lyl2 

(
I+ P l+p ) X:zFl -2-+ P'-2-,1 +p;Z 

= ei1fPQ~,.._1)12 (z), 

where Q is the Legendre function outside the cut and z 
= 2/Z - 1. We get the unique formula (see Table I, line 3) 

100 

I,.. (at)Kp (bt)K p (et)dt 

=~~,..-1)/2(~ -1)Q(-;~1)/2C ~ y-l) (3.4) 

and, for fa K,..KpKp dt, another expression 

100 

K,.. (at)Kp (bt)Kp (et) 

11" 1 
= 

2 sin 11"P a 

X {QP_ (,..+ 1)12(~ - I)Q =~,..+ 1)/2e ~ Y - 1) 

-Q~,..-I)I2(~ -1)Q(-;~1)/2C ~ y-l)}. 
(3.5) 

This expression looks different from (3.3). To check 
that they are actually the same, we make in Eq. (3.5) the 
substitution p--v, p-+p, e+-+<l, 2/x - 1=>1 - 2Y, 
2/(1- Y) - 1=>2X - 1, and then rewrite the Q~ in terms 
of the P!U (Table I, line 5). 

C.Case .... =v=p=O 

Expressions for fa IoKoKo dt are easy to get, when using 
(3.2) or (3.5) and going to the limit. We have 

100 

Io(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

= (rl4c)pO_ 1I2 (1 - 2X)pO- 1I2 (2Y - 1). 

The function p o_ 1/2 can be expressed in terms of the elliptic 
function K but the definition differs depending on whether 
the argument is on or outside the cut. 
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For - 1 <x< 1, 

pO_ 112 (x) = (211r)K (~ (1 - x)/2), 

and for any other z, 

PO_1I2(Z) =~~ 2 K(~Z-l). 
1T z + 1 ~z + 1 

We shall need, too, 

We get then 

Loo Io(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

= ! K(~e-UV2)K(~eUV2), e>a + b, 

(3.6a) 

= ! K(~e~/2)K(~e-~/2), 
la-bl<e<a+b, (3.6b) 

the second formula being symmetrical by exchange of b and 
e. 

The derivation of Sa KoKoKo dt is more subtle, as we 
need the behavior of p~_ 112 for 0":::;0 or 1":::;0, depending on 
whether we start from (3.3) or (3.5). For instance, we set 
p = 0 in Eq. (3.5). We have 

Lao KI' (at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

1T 1 
= 

2 sin 1Tf-t a 

X {Qo_ (1'+ 1)/2 (~ - l)QO_ (1'+ 1)/2 C ~ Y - 1) 
- Q~I'- 1)12(~ - 1 )Q~I'- I)12C ~ Y - I)}. 

As7 

7-Qa
a ~- 112 (z) I = - r

2 
po_ 112 (z), 

0" u=O 

the indetermination is removed and 

LOO Ko(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

_~{po (~_l)QO (_2 -1) - 4a -112 X -1I2 1 _ y 

+pO-t12C ~ y-l)QO_t12(~ -I)}, 
where the Legendre functions are outside the cut. In terms of 
the elliptic function, we have finally 

Lao Ko(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

=(1T/~)JY~l-Y{K(~l-X)K(~l-Y) 

+ K (JY)K (.jY)} 
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= ~{K(~U/2)K(~eUV2) 

+ K (~e - UV2)K (~e - U/2)} , e>a + b, 

(3.7a) 

= ~{K($e~/2)K(~i~V2) 

+ K (~-i~V2)K (~e - i~/2)}, 
la -b 1 <e<a +b. (3.7b) 

All these results are reported in Table II. 

IV. DERIVATION 

New integrals may be calculated using the derivation 
with respect to the parameters. From 

Loo tA.ZI'± tK"Kp dt 

=Ez(~+.!!:...) rOOtA.-tZI'K"Kp dt 
aa a Jo (4.1 ) 

or 

Loo tA.ZI'K"Kp± t dt 

= _ (!.... + p-) roo tA.-tz K K dt 
ae eJo I'''p' 

(4.2) 

it is easy to reach any integral where the indices may be 
lowered or raised by one or more units (provided it con
verges); the power term is always raised. This was already 
used in Ref. 4 for getting new integrals of three J functions. 

Each of the operations above corresponds to increasing 
by one unit the quantity 

a +/3 + 1- y- y', 

where a, /3, y, y' are the indices of the F4 function [Eq. 
( 1.1) ]. In the frame of the present paper, starting with 
a + /3 + 1 = Y + y', we get integrals such that 

a + /3 + 1 = Y + y' + n, n positive integer, (4.3) 

which is the opposite situation of that proposed by Burchnall 
and Chaundy,5 reported here in Eqs. (1.6). 

As an illustration, we calculate 

Lao tZI' (at)K" (bt)KI' ±" (et) dt, ZI' = 11',1(1'" 

A similar integral, but with three J functions, was calculated 
differently elsewhere,8 but using a basic formula,9 which is 
not adequate here. We consider only the + sign (the 
sign amounts to changing v into - v). We have 

lao tIl' (dt)K" (bt)KI' +" (et) dt 

= (f-t + v-I _!....) roo II' (at)K" (bt)K" (et) dt. 
e ae Jo 

This calculation was already performed in Ref. 8. We 
get the functional relation 
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TABLE III. Some integrals obtained by derivation with respect to the parameters. 

r~ tIl' (at)Ky(bt)K,,±y(ct)dt = a"b ±y r( JL ± v)r(1 += v) Y, 2 +JL> Ivl + IJL ± vi, 
Jo c"±Y 4r(1 +JL) 

y =2~ {~I(JL±V,I;JL+I;: e
U·)-2FI(JL±V,I;JL+I;: e-

U

.)} , c>a+b 

1 ( a .) =~Im~1 JL±v, I;JL+ l;~e'''·, la-bl<c<a+b; 

tIo(at)Ky(bt)Ky(ct)dt= _ smh(vu.), c>a+blvl<1 i
~ r(v)r(1- v) . 

o 4~ 

r(v)r(1- v) . ( ) 
= 4~ sm vlfJ. , la-bl<c<a+b; 

tIo(at)Ko(bt)Ko(ct)dt = ~, c>a + b, i
~ U 

o 4~ 

i~ 1 { (a) (a)n+
1

sinh[(n+l)ub1} tKo(at)Ko(bt)Ko(ct)dt = - -=- u. In - - L - 2 
o 4~ c n_O C (n+l) 

_ 1 { (a) ~ (a)n+lsin[(n+l)lfJb1} -- -lfJ. In - + ~ - 2· 
4~ c n_O C (n+l) 

(i) c>a + b, c2 = a2 + b 2 + 2abcosh Ue' a2 = b 2 +c2 
- 2bccosh U., b 2 = a2 + c2 

- 2accosh Ub, 

Ue = U. + Ub, ii = ~ab sinh Ue = ~bc sinh U. = ~ca sinh U b. 

(ii) la - b I <a<a + b, a2 = b 2 + c2 
- 2bccoslfJ., b 2 = c2 +a2 

- 2aCCOSlfJb' c2 =a2 + b 2 
- 2ab cos lfJc> 

lfJ. + lfJb + lfJe = 1T, ~ = ~ab sin lfJe = ~bc sin lfJ. = ~ac sin lfJb· 

(Il + v)F4(1l + v,I;1l + I,v + 1; X(1 - Y),Y(1 - X») 

= (e2/4~)[1l ~1(1l + v,I,v + I;Y) 

+v~l(ll+v,I,I+Il;X)], e>a+b 

by replacing bothll and v by the opposite -Il, - v in Eq. 
(4.4). We get then the integral 

= (c2/4a) 1m [1l~l(Il+V,I,v+ I;Y) 

+ v ~1(1l + v,I,I + 1l;X)], la - b 1 <e<a + b, 

whence 

100 

tIft (at)Kv (bt)K" + v (et) dt 

a"b v r(1l + v)r(1 - v) 
=--=---"----'----'-----'-

S~e"+v r(1 +Il) 

X{~l(1l + v,I,I + Il;I - Y) 

-~l(ll+v,I,I +1l;X)}, ife>a+b, 

a"b v r(p + v)r(1 - v) 

Sae"+v r(1 +Il) 

X{[~l(1l + v,I,I +1l;X) 

- ~1(1l + v,I,I +1l;X*)]li}, 

ifla-bl<e<a+b, 

where~, a are the areas (2.5c) and (2.6c). 

(4.4) 

The associate integral Sot I _"KvK" + v dt is obtained 
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100 

tK"KvK" + v dt. 

Again, we may be interested by some limit cases when 
one of the indices Il or v goes to zero. 

For example, 

100 

tlo(at)Kv (bt)Kv (et) dt 

r(v)r(1 - v) . h = - SIn VUa 4a 
r(v)r(1 - v) . 

= 4a sm Vf/Ja 

and 

100 

tlo(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) dt 

= ua/4~ (e>a + b) 

(e>a + b) 

(Ia-bl<e<a+b) 

(4.5) 

= f/Ja/4a (Ia - b 1 <e<a + b), (4.6) 

results formally very similar to that of Ref. S. For v = 0, we 
have 
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1"" tIl' (at)Ko(bt)KI' (et) dt 

(a)1' 1 { (1 - Y)1l+ 1 
= - - L-'------'--

e S~ ,,;;.0 P, + n + 1 

X,,+I } - L ' e>a+b, 
,,;;.0 p, + n + 1 

.(a)1' 1 { (1- y),,+1 X"+I} 
= - I -; Sa ~ p, + n + 1 - ~ P, + n + 1 ' 

(4.7) 

la - b 1 < e < a + b, 

which reduces to (4.6) whenp, = O. 
Starting with (4.7), we derive 

1"" tKo(at)Ko(bt)Ko(et) 

= - 4~ {UQ In ( : ) 

_ f (!!....)" + 1 sinh(n + l;Ub }, e>a + b, 
,,=0 e (n+l) 

= _l_{ _ rpQ In (!!....) + f (!!....)Il+ 1 sin(n + 1 )tb }, 
4a e n = 0 e (n + 1) 

la - b 1 <e<a + b. (4.S) 

We notice that the summation on the right-hand side 
may be written as the integral 

I
(Qlc)e"b dz 

In (1-z)-
(a!c)e -"b Z 

or 
-Itpb 

i(QIC)e (1 - z) 
In dz, 

(alC)eif'b Z 

respectively, as Iz 1 < 1 (e is the largest length). These results 
are summarized in Table III. 

In case a = e (b < 2a), the last formula ( 4. S) reduces to 

L"" 1 sin (n + 1 )rpb 
t [Ko(at) ]2KO(bt) dt = -L 2' (4.9) 

o 4a,,;;.0 (n + 1) 

and the series is Lobachevski's function. 10 

As a last remark, we want to emphasize that the deriva
tion method explained in Sec. IV increases considerably the 
number of integrals that can be calculated and consequently 
the number of F4 functions that are the sum of products of 
functions in one variable. It may be used to get other inte
grals that those corresponding to a + f3 + 1 = r + r' ± n. 
As an example, we list some integrals related to the first class 
of factorization of the Appell function and the integral 
fo t 1 - "Z"K"K" dt, which was studied in Ref. 1: 

L"" dt t 3 - "Z" (at)K" (bt)K" (et) 

=(~_~)(~+2:.) 
aa a aa a 

X L"" t 1-"Z" (at)K" (bt)K" (et) dt 

and more generally 
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x 1"" t 1 - 1'Z" (at)K1' (bt)K" (et) dt. 

Other possibilities are 

L"" t 3 - 1'Z1':P (at)K,,± 1 (bt)K1' (et) dt 

=Ez(! + ;) (! ± :) 

xL"" t 1 - 1'Z1' (at)K1' (bt)K1' (et) dt, 

1"" t 3 - 1'Z,,:p (at)K,,+, 1 (bt)K" (et) dt 

= Ez(~ ± 2:.) (~± 2:.) 
aa a ab b 

xl"" t 1- "Z1' (at)K1' (bt)K" (et) dt, 

where Z1' =11" K1' and Ez = ± 1 depending on whether 
ZI' is II' or KI'; we do not intend to carry out a more com
plete investigation. 
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APPENDIX: CASE v = ..... pi b = II, C 

We derive briefly here some formulas where two of the 
three parameters a, b, e are equal. 

1. Cas. J.I. = v andll=b 

Whene>2a, 1-2X= 1-2Y=~1-4oz/?andEq. 
(3.3) simplifies into 

L"" I" (at)K" (at)Kp (et) dt 

= r((1 +p)/2)r((1-p)/2) 
4c 

xr(1 ;p + v)r(1 ;p + v) 
xP (-;~ 1)/2 (~ 1 -c2 40

2

) 

xP (-;~ 1)/2 ( - ~ 1 _ ~2). (Al) 

When e < 2a (triangle configuration) 1 - 2X 

= 1 - 2Y = i~402/e2 - 1 is pure imaginary. The Legendre 

functions P (-;~ 1)/2 (± i~402/? - 1) may be rewritten in 
terms of real quantities. Let define rp = rpJ2, with 

sin rp = e/2a, cos rp = ~1 - CZ/4oz. Then, from the Whipple 
formula,7 
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P'(p-1)/2 ( ±; cot fP ) 

II e
ifr(p/2+1> 

= \j 17" r( - v - (p - 1 )/2) 

x~sin fP Q =~~21/2 (cos fP +;0), 
or, in terms of the Legendre function on the cut, 

Q =~~1/2 (cos fP +iO) 

= [Q =~~1/2 (cos fP) ± i(1T/2)P =~~1/2 (cos fP)] 
Xe-;( 1r14)Pe-;(1r14)p(l ± I), 

which finally leads to 

100 
Iy (at)Ky (at)Kp (ct) dt 

1 r((1 +p)/2)r((1-p)/2)r((1-p)/2 - v) 
41ra r(1 +p)/2 - v) 

X 1 Q y-~{J2 (~ 1 - ~2) 

+ i; P ~~(J2(~ 1- ~2 )1
2

• (A2) 

Corresponding expressions for SO' 1_ yKyKp dt and 
SO' [Ky ]2Kp dt are straightforward and we do not indicate 
them here. 

2. Case v = pandb =c 
For the sake of convergence, we are in a triangle config

uration and a <2c. From (3.5), we get 

100111 (at) [Kp (ct)] 2 dt = !Q~II_1)/2(;~~2 -1) 
XQ(;~1)/2( _i~~2 -1). 

Using again Whipple's formula,7 we transform Q (~~ 1)/2 
into Legendre functions P ;;!'(A on the cut. We have 
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Q (~~ 1)/2 ( ± i cot fP) 

= $-r(J.L; 1 ±p )e± ;1r(p-1/4) 

xP P-!'(J2 (cos fP + ;O)~sin fP 

~ $rr ~ 1 ±p)e .,ort, -u"e ±;("'" 

xP p-!'(A (cos fP)~sin fP , 

where fP = fPa/2, sin fP = a/2c. Whence 

leo III (at) [Kp (ct)] 2dt 

= ~ r(J.L ; 1 + P )r(J.L ; 1 _ p) 

X[Pp-~i;2(~1- ~)r 
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On the linearization problem for ultraspherlcal polynomials 
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A direct proofofa fonnula established by Bressoud in 1981 [D. M. Bressoud, SIAM J. Math. 
Anal. 12, 161 (1981)], equivalent to the linearization fonnula for the ultraspherical polynomials, 
is given. Some related results are briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The linearization problem for a family of polynomials 
{A" (x)}, orthogonal with respect to the weight W(x) on 
the interval ( - 1,1), amounts, as is well known, to the eval
uation ofthe integrals 

f~ I dx W(x) Am (x) A" (x) Ar(x). 

Apart from their mathematical interest, integrals of this type 
are very useful in physical applications. The most common 
example occurs in the quantum theory of angular momen
tum,l where A" (x) is the nth Legendre polynomial P" (x). 
More generally one can consider the case in which the 
{A" (x)} are ultraspherical or Gegenbauer polynomials.2

•
3 

In recent years many investigations have been devoted 
to the properties of the so-called q-hypergeometric func
tions; a discussion on the subject, including physical applica
tions, can be found in a survey paper by Andrews.4 

In the present note we want to give a direct proof of the 
following result obtained by Bressouds as the limiting case 
(q -+ 1) of the linearization fonnula for q-ultraspherical 
polynomials: 

(l - 2sx + r) -A(l - 2tx + t 2 )-A 

= i: (m+n) r(A+m)r(A+n) 
m.,,=O n r(A)r(A + m + n) 

Xs"'t" 2FI (A,U + m + n; 

A + m + n + 1;St) C!.+" (x), 

whence one easily obtains 

f~ I dx (1- x2)A-1I2(1 - 2sx +S2)-A 

X (l - 2tx + t 2
) -AC;(X) 

1T21- u r (U+r) (U)r r 
= ----t 

r!(A + r) [r(A)]2 (A)r 

X zFI (A,U + r;A. + r + 1;St) 

XzFI( - r,A;U;I-slt). 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

Equation (1.2) is a rather unusual version of the lineariza
tion fonnula for the ultraspherical polynomials: 

C!, (x) C~ (x) 

= min.f''') m + n +,t - 2r (m + n - 2r)! 

r=O m + n +,t - r (U)m+n-2r 

(1.3) 

as can be checked by expanding both sides as a double series 
ins and t. 

Although Eq. (1.3) is a standard result, whose history is 
presented, for instance, in a book by Askey,6 we believe that 
a simple derivation of the more compact equation [( 1.2) ] is 
of some interest. This is done in Sec. II. Section III is devoted 
to a brief discussion of some related results. 

II. THE PROOF OF EQ. (1.2) 

The crucial remark is that the two functions zFI can be 
rewritten in terms of suitable Legendr~ functions, whose 
product is essentially the Laplace transform of a product of 
two Bessel functions. These, in tum, arise in a quite natural 
way when one expands the exponential in Gegenbauer poly
nomials. 

Having this in mind we first transform the left-hand side 
of Eq. (1.2) in the following way: 

G;(s,t)= f~ I dx (1 - X2)A-1I2(1 - 2sx + r)-A 

X (1 - 2tx + t 2
) -A C; (x) 

= [rcA)] -2 LOO dssA-Ie-(I+s')s 

X Loo d1J if-Ie- (I +t 2
)TJ 

X f~1 dx(1_X2)A-I12e2(SS+fTJ)XC; (x), 

whence, by integrating7 over x, we arrive at 

GA (s t) = 1T21-Ur(U + r) 
r' r![r(A)]3 

X Loo ds Loo d1J (ss + t1J) - A(S1J)A - I 

Xe- [(\ +r) s+ (\ + t
2

)TJ1IA + r(2(sS + t1J». 

(2.1) 

Next we perform the change of variables 

S = a -I[ (l + t 2)a - t,8], 1J = a -1[s,8 - (1 +r)a], 

where 

a = s (1 + t 2) - t (1 + r) = (s - t) (l - st). 
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Without loss of generality we assume 0 < 1< s < 1 so that 
!1 > O. Equation (2.1) now reads 

GA. (s I) = 1T2
1

-
U r (U + r) (SI)A.-I!1I-U 

" r! [r (A) P 

Sa
"" i[(1+t2)ltla 

X da a-A. /A.+,(2a) dfJ 
o [(1 +s')1s1 a 

(
1+1 2 )A.-I( l+r )A-I_ p 

X --a-fJ fJ---a e. 
I S 

(2.2) 

The inner integral is simply Poisson's integral representation 
for Bessel functions,8 and we get 

GA. (s I) = "r/221-Ur(U + r) (St)-1/2!1112-A 
, , r! [r (A)]2 

where 

X So"" da a- I
/

2
/ A +,(2a) /A-1I2(~1 a) e- Aa

, 

(2.3) 

A = (s + I) (1 +sl)/2s1. 

By evaluating the Laplace transform9 we have 

GA (s,t) = "r/22
1

-
U 

[r (U + r) ]2 !1112-A(St)-1/2
C

I/2 
, r! [r (A)]2 

where 

xP A-.!1 +,) (cosh 1') P A-':!= lj~) (cosh 1"), 
(2.4) 

sinh l' = 2c, sinh 1" = (!1/2s1) c, 

cosh l' cosh 1" = Ac, 

or, equivalently, 

r::;- 1 + Sl 
c = "SI I( 1 - SI), cosh l' = --, cosh 1"= S+I. 

l-sl 2.jSi 
Finally, reCalling that lO 

P _ (A +') (1 + SI) 
A-I I-S1 

(SI) (A + ,)/2 ( sl ) = Ji'l l-A,A;A + r+ 1; ---
r (A + r + 1) 1 - SI 

(st) (A + ,)/2 
-.-:;c--.:.. ___ (1 - SI)A 
r (A + r+ 1) 

X 2F I (A,U + r,A + r + 1;St) 

and 

P _ (A _ 1/2) (S + I ) 
A+,-I12 r::;-

2"SI 

= 2-(A-1I2) (;~r-1I2 (;t2 

X 1 Ji'l (- r,A;U;1 - ~), 
r (A +!) I 

Eq. (1.2) follows at once. 

III. SOME OTHER RESULTS 

We first observe that the rhs ofEq. (2.1) can be handled 
in a different way. By performing the change of variable 
1'/ = SCtJ in the inner integral, and then integrating over S, we 
have 

r"" dCtJ CtJA- I (s + ICtJ)' Ji' (u + r,A + r+ !.u + 2r + 1. 4 (s + ICtJ) ) Jo [(1+S)2+(1+t)2CtJ ]U+, I "(1+S)2+(1+t)2CtJ 

= B (A,A) I' Ji'l (A,U + r,A + r + 1;St) Ji'l ( - r ,A;U; 1 - sll). (3.1 ) 

Next let us consider the case S = I of Eq. (1.2): 

f~l dx (1_X2)A-1I2(1_2IX+12)-UC; (x) 

1T21
-

U r (U +r) (U), 
= " r! (A + r) [r (A) ]2(A), 

X Ji'l (A,U + r;A + r + 1;(2), 

or, equivalently 

(1-2IX+12)-U 

(3.2) 

"" (U) 
= L --' I' 2FI (A,U + r,A + r + 1;(2) C; (x). 

,=0 (A), 
(3.3) 

It is interesting to derive this formula in a direct way. 
To this aim we note that 

f~ I dx (1 - X2)A+ ,-112 C~+' (x) 

=1TI /2 (A)n(U+r)n r(A+r+p 

nl r (A + r + n + 1)' 
(3.4) 
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I as one can verify by expanding C ~ + , in powers of x2 , inte
grating term by term, and then summing the resulting Ji'2 by 
Watson's theorem. 11 The integral 

f~ I dx (1 - X2)A - 112C;-t+ 2n (x) C; (x) 

1T21
-

U r (U + r) (U), (A)n (U + r)n = , 
r!(A + r) [r (A) ]2(A), (A + r + l) nn! 

(3.5) 

needed to arrive at Eq. (3.2), follows by expressing C; 
through Rodrigues' formula, then integrating r times by 
parts, and finally using Eq. (3.4). 

As a final remark we point out that Eq. (3.2), multiply
ing both sides by s' and then summing over r, yields 

f~ I dx (1 - X2)A.-1I2(1 - 21x + (2) -U(1 - 2sx + r)-A 

=21
-

U sin(1TA) f du 
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xuU - I(1- u)..t(1 - t 2U) -..t(1 _ stU)-U 

=B (!,A. +!) FI(U,A.,U;,i + l;t 2,st). 
(3.6) 

The second line of this equation has been obtained by em
ploying, for the ~I appearing in Eq. (3.2), Euler's integral 
representation; in the last line, use has been made of Pi
card'sl2 single integral representation for the first Appell 
function Fl' 
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Fractional approximation to the vacuum-vacuum amplitude of a cf»4·potential 
theory in zero dimensions 
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Here, the vacuum-vacuum amplitude with a t/>4 -potential in terms of the fractional 
approximation to the partition function of a zero-dimensional field theory is presented. This 
fractional approximation has been obtained from both the power series and the asymptotic 
expansion. The power series diverges, nonetheless the fractional approximations are excellent. All 
the approximations from first to seventh degree are presented, with maximum errors from 0.6% 
to 1.6x 10-5%, respectively. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper,1 it has been shown that the Green's 
function for U(N) invariant-matrix (r-theories in zero 
space-time dimensions can be expressed in terms of a class of 
orthogonal polynomials PIt (t/», which are orthogonal on the 
interval (- 00,00) with respect to the weight function 
exp( - m2t/>2 - }.,t/>4). These polynomials are obtained in 
terms ofthe function 1.0 (a) and derivatives [see Eq. (3.7), 
Ref. 1] 

(1) 

This function is the partition function of a zero-dimensional 
field theory, and it is used in instanton techniques.2 It is 
related to the modified Bessel function K 1/ 4; its calculation, 
as well as that of its derivatives, is cumbersome.3 For this 
reason, in field theory calculations we are often restricted to 
its asymptotic form.4 Recently a method of obtaining frac
tional approximations to Coulomb and Bessel functions has 
been published,5-7 which allows an easy calculation of the 
functions with great accuracy. We have applied this method 
to the function 1.0 (a), and we have arranged the solution in 
such a way that the computation of its derivatives is also 
easily obtained. This is the first time that this method of 
obtaining fractional approximations has been applied to a 
function whose power series has a zero radius of conver
gence. 

The procedure and determination of the coefficients of 
the approximation is described in Sec. II, where we also 
show explicitly how to obtain the derivatives. The results are 
discussed in Sec. III, and we conclude this paper with a short 
summary in Sec. IV. 

II. DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
APPROXIMATION 

Here for convenience we change the notation in Ref. 1, 
and, making a trivial change of variables, we define 

f
+ 00 

lex) = _ 00 exp( - r - xs4)ds. (2) 

The power series for this function is given by 

co ( _ 1)" (4n + 1) 
Ip (x) = L a"x", a" = --- r --- . 

,,=0 n! 2 
(3) 

The radius of convergence of this series is zero, and for that 
reason the following asymptotic expansion is more often 
used: 

B" = [(4n - 1 )j(16n2 + 8n) ]B,,_l> 

Bo = - ~r(~). 

(4a) 

(4c) 

However, from the point of view of the fractional approxi
J)lation, the coefficients of the power series are as important 
as those of the asymptotic expansion. In spite of the zero 
radius of convergence of the power series, if a fractional ap
proximation is determined with the asymptotic expansion 
only, its accuracy is very poor. 

Because of the form ofEqs. (3) and (4), we will consid
er approximations of the form 

Y() [ bo ~. Bo ~ .] 
x = (1 + x) 1/4 /=-0 Pjx' + (1 + x)3/4 i.ftO PiX' 

(5) 

where all the polynomials are monic. This fractional approx
imation presents the following important features. 

(i) Forlarge x we obtain the factors X- I / 4 and X- 3 / 4 as 
in the asymptotic expansion. 

(ii) For small x, because of the unity in the radical, the 
approximation is regular at x = 0, and an increasing number 
of terms of the power series, Eq. (3), can be obtained using 
polynomials of higher degree. 

(iii) Since the parameters of the denominator of both 
terms of our approximation are the same, the parameters of 
our fractional approximation are given in a unique way by 
simple linear algebraic equations. 

This third feature is an improvement on our previous 
work on the Coulomb function,5 where a free parameter had 
to be obtained by trial and error. To obtain the parameters of 
our approximation, we proceed as in Refs. 5 and 6. By using 
the Taylor expansion of our approximating form, Eq. (5), 
and equating the coefficients of equal powers of x with the 
power series, Eq. (3), we get a number of equations relating 
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TABLE I. P, and P, parameters of the polynomial numerators, and q, pa
rameters of the polynomial denominator of Y(x). 

n=1 
qo = 0.251 Po = 0.626 Po= 1.126 

n=2 
qo = 0.0764 Po = 0.2980 Po = 0.660 7 
ql =0.7229 PI = 1.0979 PI = 1.5979 

n=3 
qo = 0.009 76 Po = 0.085 84 Po = 0.225 74 
ql =0.198 32 PI =0.49360 PI = 1.013 70 
q2 =0.919 37 P2 = 1.29437 P2 = 1.79437 

n=4 
qo = 0.002 6757 Po = 0.040 4574 Po = 0.111 9601 
ql = 0.079 6896 PI = 0.285 7118 PI = 0.674 6508 
q2 = 0.619 9074 P2 = 1.128 5700 P2 = 1.933 1757 
q3 = 1.4883780 P3 = 1.8633780 P3 = 2.363 3780 

Pj' Po and qk with the known a". Similarly, by using the 
asymptotic expansion of Eq. (5) and equating the coeffi
cients of equal powers of l/x with the asymptotic expansion, 
Eq. (4), we get two sets of equations: one set relatingpj and 
q k to the known bl , and another set relating PI and q k to the 
known Bj' As usual, we have to choose the same number of 
equations as the number of parameters to be determined. 
There are several possibilities, so we have to develop criteria 
for choosing the best set of equations. In order to obtain 
optimum accuracy, we have found that the following criteria 
gives the best results for approximations of order n (n> 1): 
We take n + 1 equations from the power set and 2n - 1 
equations from ~e asymptotic expansion, n of these from 
the bi set and n - 1 from the Bj set. 

For the first-order approximation we have three param
eters to determine, qat Po, and Po, so the best results are ob
tained if we take one equation from the power set, and two 
from the asymtotic set, one from the bi set and one from the 
Bi set. In this case the set of linear equations can be simply 
solved symbolically, and we obtain 

qo = (3bo + 7Bo)/S(ao - bo - Bo), 

Po = (3ao + 4Bo)/S(ao - bo - Bo), 

Po = (7ao - 4bo)/8(ao - bo - Bo). 

(6a) 

(6b) 
(6c) 

For higher orders, the expressions become too cumbersome 
to be solved symbolically, and it is best to solve numerically. 
The results are presented in Sec. III. Also, since the b I expan
sion dominates over the Bj expansion, for orders higher than 
1, we take one more equation from the bl set than from the Bj 

set, as stated above. 
In order to obtain the derivatives of our function to any 

order, it is best to cast it in a pole-residue form 

b ( " C ) Y(x) = 0 1 + L I 
(1+X)1/4 i=l(X+dl ) 

+ Bo (1 + ~ C;) (7) 
(1 + X)3/4 1~1 (x + d;) , 

Y(x) = bOYI (x) + BOY2(x). (7') 

The Leibnitz formula for the mth-order derivative of Y1 (x) 
[and a corresponding expression for Y2 (x)], 

DmY1(x) = /~o (7)Dm-{(1 +IX)I/4) 

(
"c' ) XD/ 1 + L ' , 

1=1 (x + di ) 

(S) 

can then be used straightforwardly to obtain the derivatives 
of any order in terms of the pole-residue parameters CI , CI , 

anddj • 

III. RESULTS 
We have computed all approximations from first to se

venth degree. The fractional parameters for the approxima
tions of order 1 to 4 are listed in Table I, and the fractional 
parameters for the approximations of order 5 to 7 in Table II. 
The pole-residue parameters for these approximations are 

TABLE II. P, andpi parameters ofthe polynomial numerators, and q, parameters of the polynomial denominator of Y(x). 

n=5 
qo = 2.277141 9X 10-4 

ql = 0.010 695 668 
q2 = 0.151313 739 
q3 = 0.794 704 645 
q .. = l.S80 728 79 

n=6 
qo = 5.408 356 6X 10-' 
ql = 3.270007 Ox 10-3 

q2 = 0.062 857 400 8 
q3 = 0.482 123 701 
q .. = l.S68 420 29 
q, = 2.135 393 74 

n=7 
qo = 3.855027 53X 10-6 

ql = 3.211 630 63X 10-4 

q2 = 9.132 658 99X 10-3 

q3 = 0.112 933141 
q .. = 0.652 895 540 
q, = 1.790 897 02 
q6 = 2.224 836 83 

Po = 8.318063 39X 10-3 

PI = 0.071046 612 7 
P2 = 0.418315358 
P3 = 1.337 998 77 
P4 = 1.955728 78 

Po = 3.536 767 43 X 10-3 

PI = 0.033 499 909 5 
P2 = 0.235159751 
P3 = 1.011 824 33 
P4 = 2.319713 77 
p, = 2.510 393 74 

Po = 6.184076 76X 10-4 

P, = 6.695 523 71 X 10-3 

P2 = 0.057 358 635 2 
P3 = 0.342 488 726 
P4 = 1.261 59934 
p, = 2.575 731 66 
P6 = 2.599 836 83 
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Po = 0.023 951711 5 
PI = 0.191568447 
P2 = 0.900 232 545 
P3 = 2.188 779 83 
P4 = 2.455 728 78 

Po = 0.010 307 6919 
P, = 0.094 887 8859 
P2 = 0.561 765 239 
P3 = 1.914 11034 
P4 = 3.447 827 31 
P, = 3.010 393 74 

Po = 1.81851551 X 10-3 

P, = 0.019 795 6468 
P2 = 0.152 933 401 
P3 = 0.766 943 155 
p .. = 2.280 527 57 
P, = 3.748 56674 
P6 = 3.099 836 82 
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TABLE III. d i poles and c"C, residues of Y(x). 

11=1 
d l = 0.251 c1 = 0.375 CI= 0.875 

11=2 
d l =0.128 5 c1 = 0.3722 C1 = 1.0128 
d2 = 0.594 5 c 2 = 0.0028 C2 = -0.1378 

11=3 
d l =0.07051 c1 = 0.68342 C1 = 1.94806 
d2 = 0.220 29 C2 = - 0.478 00 C2 = - 1.288 84 
d3 =0.62857 c 3 = 0.16958 C3 = 0.21578 

11=4 
d l = 0.052 229 55 c1 = 1.068190 4 C1 = 3.0765367 
d2 =0.1417449 c2 = - 1.000 195 3 C2 = - 2.755 335 6 
d3 = 0.407 520 4 c 3 = 0.2854140 C3 = 0.5678868 
d. = 0.886 883 2 C4 = 0.02159093 C4 = - 0.014 087 88 

given in Table III and Table IV, respectively. 
For the first-degree approximation we took one equa

tion from the power series and two from the asymptotic ex
pansion (one each from the hi andBi expansions). This ap
proximation was compared to the exact function, and this 
choice of parameters was found to be the best. The maxi
mum error occurs at x = 0.5 and is 0.6%. The error de
creases rapidly with increasing x, and is already less than 
0.03% at x = 10. For the n = 2 approximation we took, ac
cording to our prescription, three equations from the power 
set and three from the asymptotic expansion: two from the hi 
set and one from the Bj set. The accuracy improves, as com
pared to the first degree approximation, and the maximum 
error occurs also at x = 0.5, but is only 0.16%. The error 
also rapidly decreases with increasing x, and at x = 10 it is 
less than 0.003%. The third-degree approximation has nine 
fractional parameters and here, as in all approximations of 
degree greater than 1, we followed our prescription to choose 
the equations, described in Sec. II. The maximum error now 
occurs at x = 0.2, and it is only 0.01 %. As above, the error 

TABLE IV. di poles and c"Ci residues of Y(x). 

11=5 
d l = 0.037 735 3546 
d2 = 0.083 684 422 0 
d3 = 0.197 455 000 
d4 = 0.449 624 886 
d~ = 0.812 229 122 

11=6 
d l = 0.0312497080 
d2 = 0.064 090 291 9 
d3 = 0.140 927 593 
d. = 0.319739026 
d, = 0.633718755 
d6 = 0.945 668 365 

11=7 
d l = 0.025 1923772 
d2 = 0.046 583 931 6 
d3 = 0.089 752 292 4 
d. = 0.181416130 
d~ = 0.359 216 912 
d6 = 0.627124695 
d7 = 0.895 550485 

C1 = 2.633 18771 
C2 = - 3.30752774 
c 3 = 1.05472998 
C4 = - 0.063 484 111 7 
c~ = 0.0580941627 

C1 = 4.700 49383 
c 2 = - 6.562131 30 
C3 = 2.40531269 
C4= - 0.276355019 
c,= 0.093 873 509 0 
c 6 = 0.013 806 289 0 

d l = 12.7437217 
d2 = - 20.941 238 3 
d3 = 10.067 1120 
d4 = - 1.768204 12 
d~ = 0.214222566 
d6 = 0.333 109 499 
d7 = 0.0260751578 
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also decreases rapidly with increasing x, and at x = 10 is 
only 0.0001 %. The fourth-degree approximation has a max
imum error of 0.005% at x = 0.3, and by x = 5, it repro
duces exactly six decimals. 

The maximum errors of the approximations of fifth, 
sixth, and seventh order occur at x = 0.2, x = 0.25, and 
x = 0.2, respectively, and are 3.3 X 10-4%, 2 X 10-4%, and 
1.6 X 1O-S%, respectively. The error in all these approxima
tions decreases from the maximum error by more than an 
order of magnitude for x < 0.05 and for x> 1. We should 
point out that as we increase the order of our approximation 
from n to n + 1, the maximum error always decreases, but it 
decreases by roughly a factor of2 if n is odd, and by roughly a 
factor of 10 if n is even. 

It is important to point out that though the power series 
diverges, it contains very valuable information for the frac
tional approximation. We have found that if we take fewer 
equations from the set of equations obtained from the power 
series than the optimum number described above (n + 1 for 
n> 1), the accuracy of the approximation markedly de
creases. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have presented a fractional approximation to the 
function Ip (a) of Ref. 1, which permits the computation of 
the vacuum-vacuum amplitude with a t,b4-potential. Since 
for this computation the function and its derivatives are em
ployed, we have cast the approximation in a pole-residue 
form, from which derivatives of any order can be easily ob
tained in terms of these parameters. The parameters of all 
approximations from first to seventh degree have been pre
sented, and their maximum error of 0.6%, 0.16%, 0.01 %, 
0.005%, 3.3 X 10-4%, 2 X 10-4%, and 1.6 X 1O-s%, re
spectively, indicate that the amplitude can be obtained with 
great precision. We have also indicated the procedure to fol
low if we desire higher-degree approximations and have in-

C1 = 7.64231600 
C2 = - 9.369 519 76 
C3 = 2.771 25494 
C4 = - 0.206 478512 
C~ = 0.037427 337 1 

C1 = 13.688 206 3 
C2 = - 18.783 326 4 
C3 = 6.585435 12 
C4 = - 0.723359755 
C~ = 0.108410 934 
C6 = - 3.661 936 90X 10-4 

C1 = 37.226 569 1 
C2 = - 60.498 062 9 
C3 = 28.415060 8 
C4 = - 4.74990858 
C~ = 0.461293036 
C6 = 0.010 398 363 9 
C7 = 9.650 161 20x 10-3 
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dieated roughly how the accuracy increases with n. In this 
paper we have extended the method of fractional approxima
tions to the case where the power series has zero radius of 
convergence. 
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On a particular transcendent solution of the Ernst system generalized on n 
fields 
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A particular solution, a function of a particular form of the fifth Painleve transcendent, of the 
Ernst system generalized to n fields is determined, which characterizes both the stationary axially 
symmetric fields, the solution of the Einstein (n - 1) Maxwell equations, and one class of axially 
symmetric static self-dual SU(n + 1) Yang-Mills fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, Gorses has shown that the system of 
the Einstein-(n - 1 )-Maxwell equations, valid for the case 
of stationary axially symmetric metrics, can also be under
stood as describing a particular class of static axially sym
metric SU(n + 1) self-dual Yang-Mills fields. 1 The system 
of nonlinear partial differential equations, which plays a 
prominent part here, may be reformulated by means of some 
changes of unknown functions under a particularly compact 
form that constitutes a generalization to n complex fields r: 
of the well-known Ernst system.2

,3 

We have investigated this generalized system and ob
tained a first form of solutions: t a = t a (v), the n fields being 
determined as functions of one arbitrary harmonic function 
v. This solution covers, in particular, the vacuum gravita
tional case, when the metric is that ofPapapetrou.4 

The purpose of this article is to present another form of 
the solution that will be found by means of the method of 
separation of variables p and z. This procedure, which we 
have already used in previous papers on the Ernst equation,S 

will be fully developed here. 
To start with we would like to briefly recall some aspects 

of Gorses' article, in particular the initial Einstein-( n - 1)
Maxwell system and the Ernst n fields formulation, which is 
the object of our study. The intermediate stages will be omit
ted here because they have already been explained.3 We will 
then develop the arguments and computations that lead to 
our new solution. The latter can be written under the form of 
a hyperspherica1 representation of the n complex fields t a 

parametrized by a particular form of the fifth Painleve tran
scendental function. Finally some particular solutions corre
sponding to the specific choices of the integration constants 
will be given. 

II. RECALL OF THE FORMULATION OF THE BASIC 
SYSTEM 

The coupled Einstein-Abelian gauge fields equations 
are given by 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where rab is a diagonal matrix, which, by a suitable choice of 
the basis to the potential A ;, can be taken as the Kronecker 

symbol ~ab; a, b, ... = 1, 2, ... (n - 1) (n > 0). A semicolon 
denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to the Rie
mannian connection. The considered space-time is station
ary and axially symmetric; its metric can therefore be writ
ten under the form 

dr =/(dt + (d dtp)2 - /-1 [e-tY(dp2 + dr) + p2 dr], 
(4) 

where the functions/, (d, r depend only on thep andz coordi
nates. It is again assumed the gauge potential one-form A a 

has the two components 

A a=A; drs =A ~ dt +A; dtp, (5) 

which also depend only on p and z. 
The system of field equations ( 1 )-( 3) is explicitly writ

ten by taking into account the assumptions made about the 
metric (4) and the gauge fields (5). In our work3 we have 
described how, following Ref. 1, the system obtained could 
be analyzed and reformulated in a manner similar to that of 
Ernst in the Einstein-Maxell case.2 We shall not repeat all 
the details of the analysis here, but limit ourselves to relating 
the result, namely, that it is possible to introduce a set of n 
complex functions t a (a: from 1 to n) of variables p and z 
governed by the equations 

AVAta = 2tb*Vt~ta, (6) 

with 

A-tbtb* -1, 

where V, V2 denote, respectively, the gradient and Laplacian 
operators in cylindrical coordinates (p, z) and relatively to 
the flat tridimensional metric; the symbol * denotes the com
plex conjugation. The summation on the repeated indices is 
applied to numeration indices a, b, ... ofthe fields. 

This system is basic in researching the solutions of the 
field equations (1 )-( 3); a simple examination shows that it 
is a generalization to n fields t a of the well-known Ernst 
system. 

III. PARTICULAR TRANSCENDENTAL SOLUTION 

We intend to research a particular solution of the system 
( 6) by using the method of separation of variables. Conse
quently, we put 

(7) 

By inserting this expression in (6) we see that we have neces
sarily 
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A,a(z) =eia~, (8) 

where {aa} denotes a set of n real constants. Taking into 
account of this result, the system (6) can be explicitly writ~ 
ten as 

A(x"" + (lIp)x'" -a;x)=2(Xb ·Xb 'x'" 

- aaabxb·xbx"), (9) 

with A x"x". - 1 and '= d . 
tip 

By then multiplying the two members, in a contracted man

ner, by, ~ and by taking the imaginary part of the result, we 
find a differential equation that can be integrated and we 
thus obtain the first integral 

x"'x". - x"x".' = 2iaA2, (10) 

a being a first real constant of integration. By again multiply

ing the two members of (9) by ~ but without summation on 
the repeated index a and by taking the imaginary part of the 
result and with the help of the relation (10), we arrive again 
at a differential equation that can be integrated to obtain a set 
of n first integrals: 

~'~. - ~~.' = 2iA(a~~· + bq ). (11) 

To indicate the nonsummation we underline the repeated 
index a. We have a set n real constants of integration {b a} 
that are satisfactory, given (10): 

(12) 

To pursue the calculation it is advisable to take into account 
the relation (11) in the system (9). But it is possible to pro
gress only by adding the assumption that all constants aa' 
introduced in (8), are equal: aa = a, with a from 1 to n. 

In order to find a system where each equation governs 
only, in fact, one of the unknown functions, we are led to 
make the following change of functions: 

Xl = 0 cos (i)leill
., 

X2 = 0 sin (i)1 cos (i)2elll., (13) 

,,-I n" ill. I 
X = u sm (i)1 sm (i)2"'COS (i)" _ Ie -, 

x" = .0 sin (i)1 sin lV2"'Sin lV" _ I i"' . 
We thus define 2n real functions {O; (i)1'''',(i)" _ I; UI,""U,,} 

of the variablep. The first integrals (11) now may be written 

u;=A(a+ bl ) 
P (0 COSlVI)2 ' 

, A( b2 ) U2 = - a + ---~--...,.. 
p (.oSinlVlCOS(i)2)2' 

(14) 

u~ = A(a+ . b... 2)' 
P (.osmlVI· .. sm(i)"_I) 

with A:=02 - 1. 
By taking these expressions into account, Eq. (9) can be 

reformulated in terms off unctions (0; (i)i) only. In so doing, 
we obtain a system of n differential equations that then can 
be combined linearly so as to obtain another equivalent of 
equations where each of these contains only one function 
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twice derived. Hence by straightforward calculation it is 
possible to determine successively n - 1 first integrals. To 
observe this fact let us consider, for example, n = 3. We then 
find the following equations: 

AO(W2 + 2 c~s (i)1 w; wi + ..!..wi) - 2.o'wi 
sm WI p 

+ A 
3 (b ~ sin (i)2 _ b ~ cos (2) = 0 (15 ) 

p 2.o3 sin4 (i)1 cos3 (i)2 sin3 W ' 

A n (". ,2 1 ,) 2n " A
3 

~, (i)1 - sm WI cos WIW2 + - (i)1 - ~. (i)1 + -2-
P P 0 3 

X b i sm WI _ cos WI __ 2_ + __ 3_ = 0 
[

. ( b 2 b 2 )] 

cos3 (i)1 sin3 WI cos2 W2 sin2 
(i)2 ' 

(16) 

A[.o" + (1lp).o' - 0(W;2 + sin2 (i)1(i)i2 )] - 2.00,2 

+ a2 (1 + 0 2 )0 + __ a20 4 ___ I _ A3 [ b
2 

p203 cos2 WI 

__ 1_(~+~)] =0. 
sin2 (i)1 cos2 

(i)2 sin2 W2 
(17) 

By investigating Eq. (15) we verify that it admits the first 
integral 

,2 A 
2 (2 b ~ b ~ ) 

lV2 = k2 -------- • 
p2 (.0 sin WI) 4 cos2 

(i)2 sin2 W2 
(18) 

Inserting this quantity in (16) we show also that the result
ing equation admits the first integral 

,2 _ A 
2 (2 b i k ~ ) 

WI --- kl -------- . 
p 2.o4 cos2 WI sin2 WI 

(19) 

It is clear that, without further demonstration, this process 
can be easily generalized from 3 to n fields; the sequence of 
n - 1 first integrals then being 

( 

b2 k 2
) k 2 ,,-2 ,,-I 

X ,,-2 - 2 -. 2 ' 
cos Wn _ 2 sm W,. _ 2 

(20) 

,2 A 
2 (2 b i k ~ ) 

(i)2 = k2 - ----
p2 (.0 sin (i) I) 4 COS2 (i)2 sin2 (i)2 ' 

,2 _ A2 (2 b i k ~ ) 
(i)1 --- kl -------- . 

p204 COS2 WI sin2 (i)1 

In these expressions there are n - 1 constants of integration 
that must all be chosen positive, from which we derive the 
notation (k io ... ,k ; _ I ). The insertion of results (18) and 
(19) in (17) gives 
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as the equation governing the function 0. (p ). We can easily 
establish that this equation, proved formally for three fields, 
is, in fact, independent of the number n of fields. The n - 1 
first integrals (20) arise only from the last integration con
stant k i in (21). By the change 

Y = 0.2, (22) 

we finally obtain the equation 

Y" +~Y' _ (_I_+_I_)YI2 
P 2Y Y-l 

+ 2.(Y _ 1)2(a2Y _~) + 2a2Y + ly= 0, (23) p2 Y Y _ 1 

in which we identify a particular form of the differential 
equation that defines the fifth Painleve transcendent with the 
parameters ~ = - 202

, I! = 2 k i. r=0' ~ = - 2a2 non
identically zer06

•
7 (see commentary in the last paragraph). 

The functions (lUl, ... ,lUn _ I ) and (u 1>""Un ), character
ized by the first integrals (20) and (14), are then connected 
functionally to the Painleve transcendent Y(p). For exam
ple, we thus have, for CUI (p), 

. ElP
Y-ldP arCSin UI =- ---, 

kl Po Y p 
with E= ± 1, (24) 

and 

UI = (1/V)(COS2CUI -fL), 

ki +bi -k~ V=( 2_!1)1I2 
fL 2k 2 ' fL k 2 

I I 

Thus at the end of this development it appears that the n 
complex fields; a governed by the generalized Ernst system 
(6), by assumption of the form; a (p,z) = Xa (p ) eiaz

, are de

termined as functionals of Y = ; a; a* defined, by Eq. (23), 
as the fifth transcendental function of Painleve. 

IV. ON SOME PARTICULAR CASES-COMMENTARY 

The consideration of first integrals (14) and (20) and 
Eq. (21) leads us to examine the possibility of various parti
cular cases corresponding to specific choices of various con
stants (b i ), (k J), and a. Let us look at some eventualities. 

(i) When a particular constant bi is made equal to zero 
it is without significant effect on the nature of solutions. But 
if all the constants bi are made equal to zero and a also, in 
virtue of (12), the functions (u i) are then constants; as a 
consequence of (7) all the fields; a have the same phase u, 
which is a linear function of p. 

Another notable eventuality: a choice of (b i ) such as 
a = - ~7 = 1 bi = 0. In this situation, as in the previous one, 
the Painleve transcendent defined by (22), has only two 
nonzero parameters. 

(ii) The equations governing the functions (CUi) admit 
particular constant solutions; we can see that in the example 
of (15) and (16). Equation (15) admits the particular solu
tion CU2 = const defined by 

(25) 

This imposes, of course, the same sign for b2 and b3• If this 
particular solution is used, we also have the possibility of 
CUI = const, with 
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(26) 

where b2 + b3 and bl have the same sign. This process can 
naturally be extended to the general case with n fields, 
where, beginning by CUn _ I' it is possible to find successively 
a sequence of constant solutions (CUi) characterized by rela
tions of the same type as the previous ones [ (25) and (26) ] . 

(iii) We finally envisage the situation when the constant 
a is taken equal to zero. In this case all the fields; a depend 
only on the radial coordinatep. Instead of this variablep we 
introduce v, defined by v = log p, which is a harmonic func
tion; consequently we have to refer back to our previous 
study.3 Let us point out, however, some elements of the inte
gration process in the formalism used here. Equation (23), 
with a = 0, can be written in terms of the variable v: 

d
2
y (1 1 )(dY)2 

dv2 - 2Y + Y - 1 Tv 

+2(Y-1)2(a2y_ k;)=o. (27) 

We recognize here a particular form ofEq. 38 of the classifi
cation of Painleve and Gambier.6

•
7 Thus the following first 

integral can immediately be written as 

(~~r =4(Y_l)2( -a2y 2+2KY- k r), (28) 

where K is an integration constant. The calculation is pur
sued using several ways based on the sign of trinom: 
a2 + 2K +ki. 

If a2 + 2K + k i > 0, we have 

{ 
(a2 + K) (Y - 1) - A 2} U (v - v ) = arcsin --'--:-,--~--:-:-"----

o (K2-a2ki)1/2IY_ll ' 

EU with A =(a2 + 2K + kn1/2. 

If a2 + 2K + k i < 0, we have 

(29) 

{
rY + D+ (-a2Y+2KY-ki)1/2} 

UI(v - vo) = log , 
IY-ll 

with AI= [ - (a2 + 2K + k i) ] 1/
2

, 

{=(a2 +K)IA I, D==AI + r, 
and Vo an integration constant. 

(30) 

There are again other more particular cases that we 
omit. Taking into account (27), we can also give a more 
explicit form for the expression (24): 

(31) 

or 

. U E { • ( k i - KY) } arCSin I = - arCSin I + const . 
2kl (K 2 _ kia2)1 2y 

(32) 

The calculation of the phases UI""'U n also could be per
formed but we think the above statement will suffice. 

The values n = 1 and n = 2 correspond, respectively, to 
the vacuum Einstein and Einstein-Maxwell cases. The sep
arable solutions of Ernst' equations (6) connected with 
these situations are known thanks to the inveStigations of 
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Morris and Dodd (n = 1) and Laksbmanan and K.aliappan 
(n = 2), whicb have proved the functional dependence of 
these solutions on the fifth Painleve transcendent.8

•
9 
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To the complete integrability of long-wave-short-wave interaction equations 
A. Roy Chowdhurys) 
International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy 

Pranab K. Chanda 
High Energy Physics Division, Department of Physics, Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India 
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It is shown that the nonlinear partial differential equations governing the interaction oflong and 
short waves are completely integrable. The methodology used is that of Ablowitz et 01. [M. J. 
Ablowitz, A. Ramani, and A. Segur, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 23,333 (1980); M. J. Ablowitz, A. 
Ramani, and H. Segur, J. Math. Phys. 21, 715, 1006 (1980)], though in the last section of our 
paper the problem also has been discussed in the light of the procedure due to Weiss et 01. [J. 
Weiss, M. Tabor, and G. Carnevale, J. Math. Phys. 24, 522 (1983) 1 and a Backliind trans
formation has been obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION (2b) 

(2c) 
In recent years there have been extensive studies for the 

understanding of the complete integrability of nonlinear 
partial differential equations. Oflate two methods have been 
advocated-one is the technique of Ablowitz et 01. 12 and the 
other is that of Weiss et 01.3 Although these methods differ in 
the actual mode of calculation, and sometimes in the finer 
details of the results, in principle, both of these methods are 
the same. So here we initially apply the former approach and 
show how the "resonances" are formed and the arbitrariness 
of the expansion coefficients together with that of the wave 
front are deduced. We then discuss how our results fit in the 
formalism of Weiss et 01. 

To determine the dominant behavior we initially assume 

II. THEORY 

The nonlinear equations under consideration read 
(Newe1l4•s) 

At = 2S(BC)x' 

B t = 2iBxx =K3Ax B +K3ABx + iK4A 2B - 2iSB 2C, 
(1) 

Ct = 2iCxx = K3AxC - K4ACx - iK4A 2C + 2iSBC 2
• 

The third of this set is really the complex conjugate of the 
second; that is B • = C, and here we have followed the nota
tion of Ablowitz and Segur. 6 

Following the procedure of Ablowitz et al. 1,2 

(2a) 

A-trao, B-t/JPbo, C-t/Jyco' 

So matching the most singular terms in (1) for t/J(x,t) = 0 
we get a = - 2, {3 = r = - 1. Then corresponding coeffi
cients are related as: 

t/JtaO = 4t/J!, 
(3) 

SboCo = 2t/J~. 

Now to determine the next-to-leading order terms we 
set 

A-aot/J-2+ ar t/Jr-2, 

B-bot/J-l+br t/Jr-t, 

C-COt/J-l +cr t/Jr-l 

in the "reduced" set of equations and obtain 

2[(r-l)(r-2)t/J~ -2SboCo]br -2Sb~cr =0, 

+2[(r-l)(r-2)t/J~ -2SboCo]cr -2S~br =0. 

(4) 

(5) 

This set of homogeneous equation can have a nonvanishing solution only ifthe determinant is zero, that is, 

(r- 2)t/Jt 

o 
- 2S(r - 2)co t/Jx - 2S(r - 2)bo t/Jx 

- 2iSbo =0. 
o 

2i[ (r - l)(r - 2) - 2SboCol 

- 2iSCo 2i[ (r - l)(r - 2)t/J~ - 2Sboco] 

Using Eqs. (3) we reduce this to the two equations 

(r-l)(r-2)-4= ±2, 

0) Pennanent address: High Energy Physics Division, Department of Phys
ics, Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India. 
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so either r(r - 3) = 0 or (r - 4) (r + 1) = O. That is, r = 0, 3,4, and - 1. As has been elaborately discussed in the papers by 
Ablowitz et al. I

,2 the resonance at r = - 1 corresponds to the arbitrariness of the wave front. 
We now proceed to determine the coefficients at the resonance positions. With no loss of generality we assume that 

;(x,t) = x - f (t) and all the coefficients aj' bj , and cj are functions of t only. We then have 

ao= - (4//,), bo arbitrary, Co = 2/Sbo' (6) 

For j> 1 we now consider the recurrence relation obtained by linearization with respect to the nonleading terms 

2S(j - 2)co 

-2~b~ ~ = 2i[ (j - l)(j - 2) - 2SboCol 

- 2iSCo 

2S(j - 2)b
o 

)( a
j

) ( 

2i[(j-l)(j-2) -2SboCol Cj 

- (j-~)bJ_'!.) , 
-(j-2)cj _ l /' 

whenj = 1 we have 

-2Sco 

- 4iSboCo 

- 2iSc~ 
(8) 

which easily yields 

a l = - 2i/3(const); b l = i/,bo/I2; CI = i/,/6Sbo. 
(9) 

Now for the first resonancej = 2, we have 

( 
~ ~8i 
o 8i/Sb~ 

This leads to 

a2 = arbitrary function of t, b2 = C2 = O. ( 11 ) 

At the second resonance for j = 3, 

4/bo 

-4i 

8i/Sb~ 

which yields 

2Sibo 

- 2iSb~ 

4i 

a3 = 0, b3 = arbitrary function of t, C3 = 2b3/Sb ~. 
(13 ) 

For the third resonance atj = 4 we get 

8/bo 

4i 

8i/Sb~ 

(14) 

(7) 

An interesting result that follows from (14) is that we again 
get 

C3 = 2b3/Sb~ 
as from the previous set. 

We also deduce that 

C4= (1/2iSb~)(4ib4+2b3/')' 
a4 = 8b~/,bo + 2ib3/bo, 

b4 = arbitrary function of time. 

(15) 

At this point it is perhaps not out of place to discuss the 
formation ofthe "resonance coefficients," if the form of the 
wave front;(x,t) had been different. Actually we also re
peated the whole calculation with;(x,t) = t + g(x) an.dob
served the following results: 

CI = (bo+ 12ibox gx -18ibogxx)/6iSb~, 

bl = (bo-12igxbax + 18ibogxx)/6iSb~, (16) 

a l = (2i/3) gx - 4gx gxx. 

a2 = arbitrary function of x, 

b2 = (Sb ~coxx + 4baxx g; )/12g!. (17) 

C2 = (Sb ~coxx - boxx g; )/3Sb ~ g;, 

together with Co = 2g;/Sbo. We will not quote further re
sults about other aj ,bj , and cj 's because they are quite cum
bersome. 

In our above calculations we have clearly demonstrated 
that the set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equa
tions describing the interaction of long and short waves are 
actually completely integrable and conform to the Painleve 
test. 

Before concluding we show that it is also possible to 
consider these equations following the procedure suggested 
by Weiss etaC Substituting the full series (2a)-(2c) in (1) 
we get 

IAj, ;j-2 + I (j - 2)Aj ;j-3;, = 2S I I BjCmx ;J+m-2 
j m 

+ 2SI I BjxCm ;J+m-2 + 2SII (m +j - 2)Bj Cm ;J+m-3;x, (18) 
Fm 
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and a similar equation for C. Assuming rfJ(x,t) =/(x) + t, 
we obtain from the leading terms a = - 2, {3 = r = - 1, 
Ao = 4f;, and Co = 2rfJ!/SBo; Bo is arbitrary. Then coeffi
cient rfJ-2 yields 

AOt - A I rfJt = 2SBoCox + 2SBox Co 

- 2SBoCI rfJx - 2SBICo rfJx' 

together with 

- Bo rfJt + 4iBOx rfJx + 2iBo rfJxx 

= - 4iSBoCoBi - 2iSB~CI' 

- Co rfJt - 4iCox rfJx - 2iCo rfJxx 

= - 4iSBoCoCI - 2iSBIC~, 

(20) 

So the first Eq. of (20) yields that A I cannot be determined, 
that is, it is arbitrary. But if we assume that A I = A2 = ... = 0 
for i> 0, then it reduces to 

AOt = 2S(BoCo)x, 

the original nonlinear equation if we also have BoC I 
= -BICo• 

Equating now coefficients of rfJ -I we get 

Alt = 2SBICOx + 2SBoClx 

+ 2SBOx C I + 2SB Ix Co, 

Bot = 2iBaxx - 2iSB ;Co 

- 4iSBoBICI - 2iSB~C2 - 4iSB~oCo, (21) 

COt = - 2iCoxx + 2iSC~Bo 
+ 4iSCoCIB I + 2iSC~B2' 

which clearly indicate the indeterminacy of the coefficients 
B2, C2, etc. So if together with the assumption that A i = 0 for 
i> 1 we also consider Bj = 0, Cj = 0 for j>2 then from the 
second and third equations of (20) we get 

709 

- Bo rfJt + 4iBOx rfJx + 2iBo rfJxx = - 2iSBoCoBl, 
(22a) 
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(19) 

- Co rfJt - 4iCox rfJx - 2iCo rfJxx = 2iSBoCoCI· (22b) 

From (22a) and (22b) we deduce that rfJ satisfies 

- rfJt + 2irfJxx = O. (23) 

Up till now the form of rfJ has been quite general or arbitrary. 
The second and third equations of those obtained by equat
ing rfJ° in Eq. (19) yields 

Bit = 2iBlxx = - 2iSB~CI' 

Cit = 2iClxx = 2iSC~BI' 

the original nonlinear equations. So we have actually dem
onstrated that it is possible to truncate the series (2a)-(2c) 
only with a few number of terms, and can really have7 

A = rfJ- 2Ao, 

B=rfJ-I[Bo+BlrfJ], 

C = rfJ-I[CO + CI rfJ], 

which is nothing but equations connecting two sets of solu
tions (A,B,C) and (Ao.BI'CI) of the same equation and so 
can be thought of as a Backlund transformation. 
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Integration on supermanifolds, using contours and the covariant differential forms of Kostant [B. 
Kostant, "Graded manifolds, graded Lie theory and prequantisation," in Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics, Vol. 570 (Springer, Berlin, 1977)], is described; the good properties that these 
integrals naturally acquire are considered. It is then shown that the formal process ofintegration 
over even and odd variables introduced by Berezin [F. A. Berezin, The Method a/Second 
Quantization (Academic, New York, 1966)] using partly covariant and partly contravariant 
forms can be regarded as a special case of these contour integrals over covariant forms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The standard rule for integration over anticommuting 
variables 

J f) (If) = 1, J (If) = 0 , (1.1 ) 

was introduced by Berezin 1 as a formal process in his work 
on the quantization of Fermi fields, and is widely and suc
cessfully used in the path integral approach to field quantiza
tion. With the advent of supersymmetry, much greater de
mands have been put on this form of integration than 
originally envisaged, and the formalism stretched beyond its 
limits. The aim of this paper is to show that, by realizing the 
abstract Berezin integral as a contour integral in supers pace, 
one extends the possibilities of "odd" integration because the 
good properties of conventional integration can be used. 
Some steps in this direction have been taken by Rabin2

; these 
are described in detail in Sec. II. A very early work by Fairlie 
and Martin3 describes the Berezin integral as an integral 
around a closed loop with "measure" (1/f) 2) df). Although 
1/ f) 2 is undefined, the approach taken in this paper owes 
much to the spirit of Ref. 3. 

The symbol "(If)" in (1.1) does not represent a coordi
nate differential; indeed in order to obtain the rule (1.1) in 
all coordinate systems, (If) must transform contravariantly 
(like a vector). The formal integration process can be ex
tended to the case of several anticommuting variables, and 
even combined with conventional integration over real var
iables in cases where both odd and even variables are present. 
The key definition and theorem, due to Berezin and his co
workers, and clearly presented by Leites,4 is the following. 
Suppose U is an open set in Rm and f) I, ••• ,f)" are n anticum
muting "variables." Also, given xeU, 

lex, 8): =/(0) (x) + I/(j) (x)8(j) 

+···+/o ... ,,)(x)81 ... 8". (1.2) 

Here a "function" /ofthe rea1x's and anticommuting 8 's is a 
formal Taylor series in the 8 's with coefficients that are func
tions ofthe x's. Then 

J/ mx (1"8 I(x, 8): = !ulo ... It) (x )dx , ( 1.3 ) 

where the second integral is simply the usual Riemann inte-

gral. Now, if one allows formal change of variables 

y = hex, f), (J = "l(x, f) , 

with 

" . I ~. k I y' = h 0 (x) + h ie.1 (x)f) f) +"', i = 1, ... ,m , 
k. =1 

k<l (1.4) 

" (Ji= I "li(X)f)k+ ... , j= 1, ... ,n, (1.5) 
k=1 

then the key result, establishing good behavior under change 
of variables,3 is 

r dmy(l"(J/(y, (J) 
Jho(U) 

= L d mx (I "f) / [hex, f),"l(x, f)] I(x, f) , (1.6) 

where I (x, 8) is the superdeterminant of the matrix M Ij 
(x, f) with 

M lk=ah
l 

1· k 
axk ' <;1, <;m, 

M1j+m = ah ~ 1 <;i<;m, 1~<;n, 
af)' 

Mlk = ~I 1 <;l<;n 1 <;k<;m , 
axk ' 

Mli+m= ~l 1<;IJ.<;m. 
af) i' , 

0.7) 

The result (1.6) is only true if each of the coefficient func
tions in the Taylor expansion (1.2) of/is COO with compact 
support. A valid transformation rule is of course quite essen
tial to any coordinate-independent definition of superinte
gration. 

In the application of superspace integration to super
symmetric quantum field theories, one rapidly finds the for
malism described above too limited. In the first place super
symmetry involves changes of variable of the form 

8 J1 =8 j +EJ , (1.8) 

where Ei is an odd Grassmann element independent of the 
f) 'So Thus a more general form of transformation than (1.4) 
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and ( 1.5) is required, and instead of the abstract f) variables 
a specific Grassmann algebra is needed. Thus one uses the 
type of superspace proposed by Volkov and Akulov5 and 
Salam and Strathdee,6 where the x's are even Grassmann 
variables, the f) 's are odd Grassmann variables, and/(x, f) 
denotes a function mapping superspace into The Grassmann 
algebra. Such a superspace has been extensively discussed in 
the literature,7-9 together with supermanifolds made by 
patching bits of superspace together. The necessary adjust
ment to the proof of the transformation result ( 1.6) has been 
worked out by Fung. His proof is quoted in Ref. 10. But 
other difficulties remain, in particular the following. 

(a) A much wider class of function is considered in 
quantum physics than the C= functions with compact sup
port that the transformation rule ( 1.6) requires for its valid
ity. 

(b) Although the formalism allows one to integrate 
over supers pace, there is no consistent rule for integration 
over subspaces when the odd dimension of the subspace is 
lower than that of the full superspace. By analogy with the 
method for integrating a p-form over a p-dimensional sub
manifold of a conventional real manifold, one might expect 
to be able to integrate a "( p, q) -form" over a ( p, q) -dimen
sional subspace of superspace. However, this will not work 
for the d mx (i nf) type of form because the contravariantly 
transforming df) part will not "pull back." Now, being 
forced to integrate over the full superspace of the theory puts 
severe restrictions on the dimensions of invariants one can 
obtain by superspace integration; particularly in N-extended 
supersymmetry this has prevented the construction of ac
tions as superspace integrals because the high dimension of 
the superspace volume element d 4X (i 4N f) means that very 
negative-dimensional pre-pre-pre ... potentials are required. 
A coherent theory of subspace integration should open up an 
enormous number of new possibilities. 

(c) The mathematical theory of integration on conven
tional manifolds is very elegant; from the fundamental defin
ition 

( 1.9) 

for integrating an m-form £i) over an m-simplex on some 
manifold, nice functorial behavior (that is, good behavior 
under change of variable) and Stokes' theorem follow al
most automatically. 11 Also integration provides a link 
between the topological and differentiable structure of a 
manifold, and is the key to the "topological" aspects of quan
tum field theory. It is thus clearly highly desirable to extend 
the Berezin formalism to a full theory or integration of "su
performs" over "superchains" with similarly nice and useful 
properties. 

Many of the difficulties with Berezin integration stem 
from the fact that a "funny" differential from (if) is used. 
Now there do exist ordinary differential forms on superspace 
(and more general supermanifolds), that is to say covariant 
graded-antisymmetric forms. They are described very fully 
by Kostant12 and have the useful pullback properties; 
further details are given in Sec. II. (Other authors have con-
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sidered these objects, but Kostant's treatment is the most 
detailed, and the most far reaching. ) 

The aim of this paper is to express the Berezin integral as 
a contour integral over this kind of form, because such inte
grals automatically have nice transformation properties; 
thus difficulty (a) can be tackled. A further paper is planned 
where the contour approach will be extended to overcome 
difficulty (b) and to develop a formalism of the kind envis
aged in (c). 

The outline of this paper is that in Sec. II the general 
formalism for contour integrals in superspace is introduced; 
here the point of view that supers pace is a Banach space 
(with additional structure) 9 is essential. In Sec. III it is 
shown how the rule (1.1) for integration over a single odd 
variable, and its higher-dimensional analogs, can be ob
tained by suitable choice of contours. Section IV extends the 
approach to mixed odd and even superspace. 

II. CONTOUR INTEGRALS IN SUPERSPACE 

Contour integrals are a means of "pulling back" an inte
gral in a space that is algebraically (as well as possibly geo
metrically) more complicated than am. A familiar example, 
of course, is complex contour integration; if r: [0, 1] -C is 
piecewise C1 and! C-C, one has the one-dimensional con
tour integral 

l/(Z)dZ= f/[r(t)]y'(t)dt. (2.1) 

This involves the algebraic structure of C because the right
hand side of (2.1) includes multiplication of complex 
numbers. 

The key point of this section is that a similar approach to 
contour integration-which leads automatically to nice 
properties-can be applied to superspace and supermani
folds, provided an approach is taken where these spaces are 
Banach spaces with additional structure. Such an approach 
is provided by the "G= supermanifolds" of Ref. 9. (A re
view of various approaches to supermanifolds is in Ref. 7.) 
The Banach space structure is essential for the notion of a C 1 

map from 1 m (the unit cube in am) into superspace. Addi
tionally the Banach space and Grassmann algebra structure 
must interplay in such a way that the chain rules (2.7) and 
(2.8) are obeyed, which enables differential forms on super
space to be pulled back to Rm. The important ideas and nota
tion for supermanifolds needed in this paper are the follow
ing. 

(i) The see2 M = . This is the set of finite sequences of 
positive integers f-L = (f-Ll,· .. ,f-Lk) with 1 <f-Ll <f-L2 < ... <f-Lk , 
If-L I: = k. The empty sequence !l is included in M = . 

(ii) The "Grassmann" algebra9 B =' This is the Banach 
space 11 of infinite sequences of real numbers (for conve
nience labeled by elements of M = rather than straightfor
wardly with Z) 

x = (xn , x(l)' X(2)' X(l,2) , ... ) , 

such that 
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If, for given p in M co' PI' denotes the sequence in II with 
xI' = 1 and all other terms zero, then one can extend the 
multiplication rules 

130131' =131'130 =131" V peM .. , (2.2) 

P(i)PU) = - PU)P(ll' V integers i,j, (2.3) 

PI' =13(1'1)13(1'2) ···P(p.kl' V peM .. , (2.4) 

to give II the structure of a Banach algebra, denoted B ... 
(Full details are in Ref. 9.) 

(iii) The (m, n)-dimensional superspace B:' n is the 
Cartesian product of m copies of the even part of B.. and n 
copies of the odd part. A typical element is denoted 
(x, 0) = (Xl , ... ,xm; 0 1 , ... , on). 

(iv) E: B .. __ R denotes the unique algebra homo
morphism that sets the generators 131,132"" to zero; 
Em.n: B:·n __ Rm is defined by 

Em. n (Xl, ... , Xm; 01, ... , 0 n) = [E(X I ) , ... , E(Xm )] • (2.5) 

(V) A notion of differentiation of B .. -valued functions 
of B:' n can be defined. [For instance, if m = 0, n = 1, one 
has al / ao defined by 

1(0 + E) =1(0) + E ~~ (0) + O( II Ell 2) . (2.6) 

Again, full details are in Ref. 9.] Infinitely differentiable 
functions are called G .. and have terminating Taylor series 
in the odd variables. Two important chain rules are (a) giv
en U open in am, V open in B:,n, and r: U __ B:,n with 
r( U) e V, leG co ( V), then if r is piecewise C I, lor is 
piecewise C I and 

m+n 

a/(/or) = L a/('1)Gk lor, i= 1, ... ,p (2.7) 
k=1 

(here Gk denotes differentiation with respect to the k th 
Grassmann variable); and (b) given VeB ~q, h: V __ B:,n, 
Wopen in B :' n with h ( V) e W, andfeG co ( W), then 

m+n 

GI (Ioh) = L GI(h)oG.,J'oh, 1= 1, ... ,p + q. (2.8) 
k=1 

[One can define a topology on B :' n and then define super
manifolds by a suitable patching of open sets in B :' n (see 
Refs. 7-9).] 

(vi) Following Kostant,12 if G co (V) denotes the B co 

module of G" functions on an open set V in superspace, a 
vector field is an endomorphism X of G co (V) such that 

XIg= (XI)g+ (_1) Ix 11f!tXg, (2.9) 

for allf, g in G co (V) and 

(2.10) 

for all a in B co , I in G co ( V). (Here I I I denotes the Grass
mann degree off, and so on.) In the following der (V) de
notes the set of vector fields on V. 

(vii) Of great importance to the theory of integration 
are the differential forms on V. Again following Kostant, 12 a 
p-form on V is a p-linear mapping tl) on der (V) such that 

(SI"",f SI""'Sp Itl) 
(2.11) 

and 
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(SI , ... , Si' Si+ 1 , .. ·,S p Itl) 
= ( - 1)1 + ISIllsI+11(Sl>"',Si+ IfS/f""SP Itl) • (2.12) 

In the following, ,{} p (V) denotes the set of p-forms on V, 

nO(V):=G"(V), and ,{}(V):= ; ,{}P(V). 
p=o 

(2.13) 

An exterior product 1\ and exterior derivative d can be de
fined on n (V) (see Ref. 12). The exterior derivative satisfies 
dd=O. 

A p-form 13 can be expanded in local coordinates 
Zk = (Xi, 0 1) as 

(2.14) 

The exterior product and derivative take the expected form 
in local coordinates. The forms on superspace (and more 
generally on supermanifolds) form a bigraded algebra 
( there is the "super" Z2 grading, as well as the usual Z grad
ing of differential forms), which is bigraded commutative. 
In particular 

dxi 1\ dx' = - dx'1\ dxi 
, 

dO k I\dx1 = _ dx1 1\ dO k , (2.15) 

dO k 1\ dO I = + dOll\dO k
• 

[Among other things, this means that (dO i)2 may be non
zero, and there is no upper limit on the degree of a differen
tial form on a supermanifold.] Under G co maps between 
supermanifolds these forms have a well behaved pullback. 
Also, if one has a C co map from a real manifold into a G co 

supermanifold (a possibility, since a G co supermanifold is a 
lortiori a C co manifold), then ap-form on the G co manifold 
will pull back to ap-form on the C co manifold. Thus one may 
define contour integration of p-forms on an (m, n )-dimen
sional supermanifold in the following manner: Let r: I P __ Y 
be piecewise C I, and tl) be a p-form on Y. Then 

r tl): = r r*(tl). (2.16) Jr Jp 
In particular, for a one-dimensional contour r: I--B ~ 1 and 
I:B~I--B .. , 

i dOI(O) = f r'(t)dtl[r(t)]· (2.17) 

The Banach space property of B co is crucial in giving (2.16) 
and (2.17) well-defined meaning. As well as reparametriza
tion invariance of such integrals, one has the transformation 
rule 

r = r h *tl), 
Jhor Jr 

(2.18 ) 

if h: Y __ Z is a G co map of supermanifolds, and tl) is a p-form 
on Z. Also one has Stokes' theorem 

(2.19) 

if tl) is a (p - 1 )-form on Y. These are proved exactly as the 
analogous classical theorems are proved, using the fact that 

(hor)*tl) = y*h *tl), (2.20) 
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and 

d(y*/3) = r* d/3. (2.21) 

In a previous paper,13 contour integrals in even superspace 
(first considered by De Witts) have been described, and a 
Cauchy theorem proved showing that the integral of the 
function round a closed curve (bounding a region where the 
function is G "') is zero. The following example of a contour 
integral in odd superspace shows that the Cauchy theorem is 
not true for odd superspace. (In fact it is easy to see where 
the proof in Ref. 13 breaks down for anticommuting varia
bles.) 

Example 2.1: Let r: I---+B?;, 1 be the curve 

r(t) = (sin 217't)/31 + (cos 217't)/32 . (2.22) 

(Recall that/31 and/32 are anticommuting generators in the 
algebra B", .) Then 

L dO=O, (2.23 ) 

but 

L 0 dO = 217' f -/3tf32 dt = - 217'/3tf32 . (2.24) 

This breakdown of the Cauchy theorem means that one can
not express the integral of an arbitrary function along a 
curve simply in terms of functions evaluated at its end 
points; this of course is related to the fact that one cannot 
antidifferentiate the functionfwithf(O) = O. As already 
mentioned, Rabin2 made the very appealing observation that 
the results 

L dO = 0 (by Stokes' theorem) , (2.25) 

L dO 0 #0, in general, (2.26) 

for any closed curve r is very suggestive of the Berezin rule 
( 1.11 ). There are three apparent difficulties with this ap
proach. 

(i) Although S ydO 0 is not in general zero, one is bound 
to have S dO 0 = c, where C is a noninvertible element of B '" 
[E(C) = 0]. Thus one cannot simply normalize by dividing 
by c. Rabin proposed to avoid this difficulty by defining, for a 
given closed contour r, 

A(r) = L dO dO, (2.27) 

and then defining JBerezin f (O)dO to be the quantity uniquely 

defined by 

L dOf(O) =A(r) ierezinf(O)dO, (2.28) 

for all r. 
(ii) A second difficulty with Rabin's approach is that it 

does not immediately extend to cases where there is more 
than one odd variable. For instance, S yO 1 dO 1 dO 2 is not 
zero for an arbitrary closed contour r, since 0 1 dO 1 dO 2 is not 
an exact form. 
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(iii) Also the one-form dO transforms covariantly, and 
thus does not correspond to the ao of the Berezin integral. 

In Sec. III it is shown how Rabin's approach can be 
adapted and applied to integration of several odd variables. 
Difficulty (i) is overcome by using the existence of elements 
C of B '" , which, although having E( c) = 0, do not annihilate 
any nonzero elements of B", , so that division by c, where 
possible, is unique. Difficulty (ii) is overcome by a careful 
choice of contour and (iii) is overcome by brute force. 

III. A CONTOUR REPRESENTATION OF THE BEREZIN 
INTEGRAL 

The work in Sec. II describes a natural way to integrate 
on supermanifolds in a consistent manner; the good proper
ties of the pullback map allow one to harness the good prop
erties of standard integration on JRm

• It is highly desirable to 
include the Berezin integral in this general formalism, so 
that results can be proved by appeal to general properties of 
integrals, and the difficulties (described in the Introduc
tion), which are encountered when treating the Berezin inte
gral as a purely formal process, can be circumvented. A pre
liminary lemma is required. 

Lemma 3.1: For each integer n = 1,2, ... let the element 
Cn of the infinite-dimensional algebra B '" be defined by 

'" 
Cn = L as• n , 

s= 1 

where 

as•n = (1/21.
)/3(1.-I)n+I/3(1._l)n+2"'/31.n (3.1) 

(recall that/3I' i = 1,2, ... denote generators of Boo)' Then, 
for each n = 1, 2, ... and for all a in Boo , 

aCn = 0 if and only if a = 0 . (3.2) 
Outline of proof The full proof is too long to include 

here. The first step is to suppose that a = l:J<EM~ ti'/3Jl satis
fies 

aCn = O. (3.3) 

It is easily shown that, if the sequence p does not contain 
any subsequence of the form [ (2s - l)n + 1, 
(2s - l)n + 2, ... ,2sn] (where s is some integer) then 
ti' = O. Also, by induction over the number of subsequences 
in p, one can prove that all aJl must be zero. 

Corollary 3.2: If x = acn , then one can set 

a: = (1len )x (3.4) 

unambiguously, and thus give a partial meaning to division 
bycn • 

Now the first example of a contour representation of a 
Berezin integral, that of Berezin integration on B?;, I, will be 
described. To do this one first specifies the contour (or more 
accurately, a sum of contours, that is, a chain) r, and then, 
for an arbitrary coordinate system 0 defines the one-form ao, 
(Definition 3.3). Theorem 3.4 then establishes that the inte
gral 

~ r aO(r)f(O) 
C1 Jy 
has all the properties of the Berezin integral. 
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Definition 3.3: Let p: Bo.:, I-+Bo.:, 1 be a coordinate sys
tem on B 0.:, I. For each s = 1,2, ... , letr,: I-+Bo.:, I be the con
tour such that 

por.(t) = (1/2')(,828_1 sin t +,828 cost). (3.5) 

Also, let 
co 

r= L r,· (3.6) 
s= 1 

Now suppose f) is some other, quite arbitrary, coordinate 
system on B 0.:, I. That is, 

f)=ap+b, 

with a an invertible even element of B co and b an odd ele
ment. (a) Setaf)(r): = (l/a)dp. (b).Let 

r af)f(f) = .laf)(r)f(f) . (3.7) 
JBerezin c i 

The following theorem establishes that the differential 
af) transforms in the required manner, that is, evaluation of 
the Berezin integral gives the required result (and thus is 
independent of the choice of coordinatep, relative to which r 
is defined). And also that the integral (3.7) is invariant un
der change of the coordinate f). 

Theorem 3.4: 

(a) .liaf)(r)(f)p+q)=p (3.8) 
CI y 

(if p, q are arbitrary elements of B co ). 

(b) Suppose cjJ: Bo.:, I-+Bo.:, I is a further coordinate on 
B 0.:, I. Then 

'i1cjJ = af) af) . (3.9) 
acjJ 

(c) If f) = hocjJ, 

r 'i1f)(r)f(f) = r 'i1cjJ(r) _1_fOh(cjJ) . (3.10) 
Jy Jy af) /acjJ 
Proof; (a) One has 

1 co r 
= ~ '~I J

y
, af)(r)(f) p + q) 

1 co Sal { '. 1 = - L dt (,828-1 cos t -,828 sm t) x-
CIs=IO a 

X [a(,828_1 sin t +,828 cos t) P + q]} 
=p. (3.11) 

(b) There exist c, d in B co such that cjJ = cf) + d. Thus 

acjJ=.l..cip = af) 'i1f). (3.12) 
ca acjJ 

(c) This follows immediately from (b). 
This completes the description of the contour approach 

to Berezin integration over one variable. For several varia
bles the approach is similar but inevitably more complicated. 
Again the first step is to specify a chain r = l:;,,= Irs onB 0.;, n, 

and then to define 'i1 no with reference to the coordinate sys
tem in which r has a simple form. 
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Definition 3.5: Letp = (pl, ... ,pn), withp:Bo.:,n-+Bo.:,n, 
be a coordinate system on Bo.:,". For each s = 1,2, ... , let 
rs: I"-+Bo.:, I be the map such that, for k = 1 •... ,n, 

pkor,(tl, ...• ~) =,8(28-lln+2k-1 sint k 

+,8(2S_1l,,+2kcostk. (3.13) 

Then. if f) = (0 \ ...• f) n) is another (arbitrary) coordinate 
system on B 0.;, n 

(a) dnf)(r) = l/Jdpn· .. dpl, 

where 

(
af) .) 

J=det -: ; 
apJ 

(b) i anf)f(f)I •...• f)n) 
Berezin 

(3.14) 

: =.l1af)n(r)f(f)I, ...• f)"). (3.1S) 
cn y 

Again, a theorem is proved to establish that evaluation 
of the intep-al defined in (3.15) gives the required result 
(independently of the choice of coordinate systemp in which 
r takes a simple form). and also that the "volume form" 
d"f)··,<Jf) I transforms correctly and that the integral (3.15) 
is invariant under a change of coordinate. 

Theorem 3.6: (a) Iff;.Bo.:,"-+Bco with 

f (f) \ ... ,f) ") = f) If) 2 .. ·0 np + lower-order terms. 
(3.16) 

then 

.l1 a "f)(r)f(f) I .... ,f),,) =p. 
C" y 

(3.17) 

(b) If cjJ = (cjJ\ .... cjJ") is a further coordinate system on 
Bo.:," then 

a"cjJ(r) = a "f)(r) xdet(af)i) . (3.18) 
acjJJ 

(c) Iff) = hocjJ. andg: Bo.;,"-+Bco , 

fBereZin a nf)( r)g( f) 

= r a "cjJ(r) \. [goh(cjJ)]. (3.19) 
JBerezin det(af) /acjJJ) 

Proof; (a) In the particular coordinate systemp 

.l1anp(r)f(pl, ... ,pn) =p, (3.20) 
Cn y 

by direct calculation. Thus to establish (3.17) in an arbitrary 
coordinate system. it is sufficient to prove that 

ol ... onX I.. =pl ... p"+lower-orderterms, 
det(aO '/a pJ) 

(3.21) 

and that when 

f)i1f)i2 ... f)lkX 1 (withk<n) 
det(af) i/a pi) 

is expanded in terms of the pi. there is no term containing 
pi ... p" . The facts are essentially proved most elegantly by 
Fung (quoted by Van Niewenhuizenlo) in the course of his 
proof of the transformation rule of the Berezin integral. 
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(Other proofs in the literature do not include all necessary 
cases, because they omit the possibility of translations of the 
pi.) 

(b) anrp(y) 

= dnp ... dplX 1 
det(arpi/a pi) 

d n d 1 1 1 = P ••. P X X-----
det(arpiaO k) det(aO k /a pi) 

= anO(y) xdet(aO
k

). 

arp' 

(C) The result follows immediately from (b). 

IV. COMBINING THE BEREZIN INTEGRAL WITH 
INTEGRATION OVER EVEN VARIABLES 

(3.22) 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the Berezin transfor
mation rule (1.6) is not always valid if the coefficient func
tions in the O-expansion of the integrand do not have com
pact support. In a previous paper,13 the author has shown 
how some of the difficulty can be alleviated by treating the 
even part of the integral as a contour integral in even super
space (as suggested by De Witt8

) rather than simply ignor
ing transformations in nilpotent even directions. The theory 
presented in Ref. 13 is an uncomfortable hybrid of contour 
integration over even variables and formal integration over 
odd variables, and the hope was expressed that the odd inte
gration could be incorporated into the contour approach and 
thus odd and even integration more happily married. Clearly 
with the approach outlined in Sec. III this should now be 
possible. Vladimirov and Volovich 14 have also considered 
integrals on even superspace; they express the Berezin inte
gral in odd superspace as an integral on an, but not explicitly 
as a contour integral. 

First, two examples are presented showing how the Ber
ezin transformation rule breaks down when the integrand 
does not have compact support. 

Example 4.1. Integration on B i I: 

(a) r 0 dyarpy=O. 
Berezin 

(4.1 ) 

Set 

(4.2) 

Then, [according to the rule (1.6)], the integral (4.1) be
comes 

flo dx ao(x + Oa) = a;i:O. 
Berezin 

(4.3) 

(b) f l 1 
dy arp y2rp = - . 

o 3 
Herezin 

(4.4) 

Set 

y=x+Oa (a;i:O), rp=/3x+O(/3;i:O). (4.5) 

Then, [according to the rule (1.7)], the integral (4.4) be
comes 
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(4.6) 

These examples show that the contour approach (which cer
tainly will provide a good transformation rule) must alter 
either the rule for calculating dx dO in terms of dy drp or the 
rule (1.3) for evaluating the integral. Really the difficulty 
stems from the fact that there are already ambiguities pres
ent in purely even superspace integration 13; this is because 
different contours in B :.0 may project down onto the same 
region in am. This ambiguity also shows up in the following 
definition of integration over a "region" in superspace. 

Definition 4.2: (a) A mapping us: Im+n_B:·n is 
called a Berezin s-contour with fiducial coordinate system 
X = (r,p) if 

(i) Xous = 1'XYs , (4.7) 

where 1': I m_B :.0 with 

€01'(t I, ... ,tm) = €01'(t't, ... ,(m) , 

only if 

(4.8) 

(t I, ... ,t m) = (t't, ... ,(m) (4.9) 

[a typical element of 1 m + n is denoted (t t, ... ,tm; ul, ... ,un)]; 
and 

(ii) Ys: p_B?;,n 

is as defined in Definition 3.5. 
(b) The formal sum 

u = L Us (4.10) 

is called a Berezin chain with fiducial coordinate system X. 
(c) Given any other coordinate system t/J = (x, 0) on 

B:,n, 

[d mx a no ]( u):d mr d n p X J, 

where J = superdeterminant (Mii) with 

(4.11) 

Mii = at/Ji . (4.12) 
aXi 

[In the future J will be denoted superdet (at/Ji / aX). Equa
tion (4.12) makes it clear which is the row index and which 
is the column index.] 

(d) Given UERm and! €';'! (U)-Boo , 

f u dmx dnO f(x, 0) 
Berezin 

: = L [d mx a no ](u) f(x, 0) , 

where u is as above, and additionally 

( 4.13) 

€m.n0t/J0us(lm+n) = U, (4.14) 

for eachs = 1,2, .... [The notationf(x, 0) really meansf°t/J; 
it seems preferable to use the accepted notation.] Note that 
by setting n = 0, one has a definition of integration in the 
purely even superspace B :' 0, coinciding with that of Ref. 13. 

The following theorem proves the transformation rule 
for the Berezin integral. (Once again, in this formalism, this 
is almost trivial.) It also shows how near the value of an 
integral defined by (4.13) comes to the Berezin value ( 1.3); 
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and to what extent the integral depends on the choice of 
coordinates systems X = (r,p), in which the contours u, 
take the simple form (4.7). (The lack of complete coordi
nate independence might seem fatal, making it impossible to 
define an intqral on a general supermanifold. In fact an 
equivalent difficulty applies to the standard Berezin inte
gral15,16; it is not such a difticulty as it might appear, for 
reasons that are explained below.) 

Theorem 4.3: The notation of Definition 4.2 is used. 
(a) Suppose that "" = (y, ;) are a further set of coordi

nates on B :' ". Then 

a",'k 
[dmya";](u) = [dmx a "8 ](u) Xsuperdet atfI . 

(b) Ifh: B':;"_B'::", 

h = "'0'" -1 , 
r [-1 ] dmx a"8/(x, 8) 

} .... " ...... (U) 

Berezin 

= 5 u dmyall;superdet(d';)foh(Y,;). 
Berezin 

(c) If the coordinates '" = (x, 8) satisfy 

axi 
--=0, ;= 1, ... ,m; j= 1, ... ,n, 
ap} 

and 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

fix, 8) =/(II)(x)8 1 ... 8" + lower-order terms, 
(4.19) 

then 

f u dmx a"8/(x, 8) = L dmx/ (II)(X) , (4.20) 
Berezin 

where the second integral is to be regarded as an integral on 
Bm,o 

... (d) Iff has a 8 expansion (with each coefficient func
tion of compact support contained in U), 

f u d mxa"8!(x, 8) = L d mx!(Il)(x). (4.21) 
Berezin 

Proof: (a) and (b) are immediate. 
(c) Choosing u as in Definition 4.2, 

f u d ma"8!(x,8) 
Berezin 

= r d mr d II P superdet (atfI)!(X, 8) (4.22) 
JeT aX} 

= r u*(dmr)u*(d" p)u* 
J1,"+1I 

= r dt1 ... dtmdet(aIOu)(tI, ... ,tm) J.. at} 

Xdet (ax~)(rou(t I, ... ,t m)j<") [x(t ..... ,t m)] 
ar} 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

where this last integral is an integral on B:' ° with 
x0u'(t ..... ,t m) = k01'(t ..... ,t m), where l' is a factor of Xou 
[Eq. (4.7)] andk: B:,o_B:'O is defined by 

x = kor. (4.26) 

The result follows. 
(d) Choose intermediate coordinates "" = (y,;) such 

that 

x=y and ;=p. (4.27) 

Then 

f u dmx a"8/(x, 8) 
Berezin 

= f u d mya";/("){y);" ... ;l 
Berezin 

+ lower-order terms 

= L dmy d l;[/(I){y);" ... ;1 + lower-order terms] 

= f r dt 1 ... dt m dU" ... du l 

s= 1 J/,"+II 

X [j<"){y(U. (t, U») X pIOU. (U) ... p"OU, (U) 

+ lower-order terms J 

(81) a p"OU. a plou. 
xdet - X ... . 

at i au" au· 
(4.28) 

Now for each t in I" it is possible to replace this integral by 

r dt • ... dt m du· ... du"[/ (II) [h(t)] Xp"(U) (4.29) 
)1,"+11 

+ lower-order terms J X det -(t) (
ah

l 
) 

at' 

ap"ou. 
X --=--..:.. 

au" 
where 

ap·ou. 

au· 

y[u(t, u) J = yoX-· [rou(t),pOu(u) J 

= h(t) + terms involving u . 

This is because the change from (4.28) to (4.29) involves 
changing the even part of the contour. Because the Cauchy 
theorem holds for even contour integrals,13 this change is 
equivalent to integration over an interpolating contour. 
Since! has compact support contained in U, the value of this 
interpolating integral will be zero. 0 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

( 4.23) What has been achieved? The main result is the expres-
sion of the Berezin integration as a particular case of a much 
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wider type of integration, the incorporation of the formal 
Berezin integration process into the most natural type of 
integration on superspace. By putting even and odd integra
tion on an equal footing, results such as Theorem 4.3 are 
much more easily proved than formerly. 

But, as explained in the Introduction, the aim of this 
paper was to lay down foundations for a much broader the
ory of integration on supermanifolds. Future papers will 
consider applying the contour integration methods of this 
paper to general supermanifolds and subsupermanifolds, 
and investigating the relation between integration and topol
ogy. The lack of full coordinate-independence ofthe defini
tion of integration (Definition 4.2) does not preclude inte
gration on as wide a class of supermanifolds as one might 
have thought, because in practice many supermanifolds ad
mit subatlases where the transition functions have the new 
even coordinates independent of the old odd coordinates. 16 

A full investigation of this matter is underway. Obviously 
the contour approach here can handle integration over sub
supermanifolds as easily as full supermanifolds; a p-form on 
a supermanifold can always be integrated over a mapping 
from I P into the supermanifold. The interesting question is 
whether any Berezin-type theory of integration on subsuper
manifolds can be developed as a special case. Finally, the 
question of the topological aspect is most intriguing. The 
lack of a Cauchy theorem for odd superspace integration 
certainly destroys any hope of the usual homotopy-based 
results, but this should not matter since many supermani
folds are homotopic to the underlying manifold, being effec
tively vector bundles over this manifold; it remains to be seen 
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if integration can probe the vector bundle structure, and also 
the topology of supermanifolds that are not simply vector 
bundles over some conventional manifold, but have patch
ing in the odd directions.9 
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A method is described for unfolding the singularities of superspace, .:? = 1/ g, the space of 
Riemannian geometries of a manifold M. This extended, or unfolded superspace, is described 1:?y 
the projection.:? F(M) = ~XF(M»)/ g~/ g = .:?, where F(M) is the frame bundle of M. 

The unfolded space .:? F(M) is an infinite-dimensional manifold without singularities. Moreover, 
as expected, the 1,lnfolding of':? F(M) at each geometry [go]e':? is parametrized by the isometry 
group Ig" (M) of go. The construction is completely natural, gives complete control and 
knowledge of the unfolding at each geometry necessary to make':? F(M) a manifold, and is 
generally covariant with respect to all coordinate transformations. A similar program is outlined, 
based on the methods of this paper, of desingularizing the moduli space of connections on a 
principal fiber bundle. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Let Moo a C'" compact connected n-dimensional mani
fold, ~ = Di1f(M), the ILH (inverse limit Hilbert) Lie 
group of C'" diffeomorphisms of M, and vii = Riem(M), 
the ILH manifold of C'" Riemannian metrics on M. Then ~ 
acts naturally on the right on vii by pullback 

'fI: vii X ~---..vII, ( g,j)fo-+ f*g . 

The resulting orbit space 

f1 =vII/~ 

of isometry classes of Riemannian metrics is the space of 
Riemannian geometries of M. 

The space f1 has been of considerable interest both to 
physicists and mathematicians for some time. For n = 3, f1 

is Wheeler'S superspace,l the natural configuration space for 
a possible quantum theory of gravity. On the mathematical 
side, Palais2 and Ebin3 gave a detailed analysis of the action 
of 'fI, culminating in the Ebin-Palais Slice Theorem. These 
results were used in investigations by Fischer,4 who showed 
that f1 is stratified by manifolds with the strata being labeled 
by the conjugacy classes in ~ ofthe isometry groups Ig (M). 
Later, BourguignonS gave further mathematical details of 
these results. 

Unfortunately, the space f1 is not in general a manifold, 
inasmuch as Riemannian metrics may have isometry groups 
with different dimensions or different numbers of connected 
components. Since the isometry groups are the isotropy 
groups of the action 'fI, these differences cause the orbit 
space f1 to have singularities, complicating its structure. 

In this paper, we resolve the singularities in f1 by con
structing a manifold f1 FM that covers f1 by a projection 

'lT1: f1 FM---..f1 

that is continuous and open, and such that for each [ g] ef1 , 
'IT 1- 1 ( [ g]) is a finite-dimensional closed submanifold of 
f1 FM' The pair (f1 F(M) , 'IT 1) is a resolution of the singulari
ties of f1, and f1 FM is the resolution space. In this resolution, 
the "fibers" 'IT 1- 1 ( [ g] ) are a measure of the singularities in 
f1. Our construction is completely natural, as we now briefly 
describe. 

Let F(M) denote the frame bundle of M. Then fJ FM is 
constructed by enlarging vii to the product space 
vii XF(M) and considering the right action of ~ on the 
enlarged space 

(vIIXF(M»)X~---..vIIXF(M) , 

( g,u),f) fo-+( f*g,f*u) , 

wheref*u =f- 1(u) and/:F(M)---..F(M) is the natural lift 
of a diffeomorphism f e~ to the frame bundle F(M). The 
advantage of introducing the action of ~ on vii X F(M) is 
that this action is now free, for if (f*g, f*u) = ( g,u), then 
f e Ig (M) is an isometry of g andf fixes the frame u. But by a 
classical theorem of Riemannian geometry, an isometry of a 
connected manifold that fixes a frame must be the identity 
(see, e.g., Helgason,6 p. 62). Thusf = idM and the action is 
free. 

In Sec. III we show that the resulting orbit space 

f1 FM = (vIIXF(M»)I~ 

is an ILH manifold which naturally projects onto f1, 

'lT1: f1 FM-f1, [( g,u) ]fo-+[ g] . 

Moreover, for [go]ef1, the "fiber" 'lTi 1
( [go]) ~ f1 FM is 

diffeomorphic to the (n2 + n - k)-dimensional orbit mani
fold 

Igo (M) \F(M) , 

where k = dim Ig" (M) andlgo (M) acts onF(M) on the left 
by push-foward of frames 

Ig" (M) XF(M)---..F(M) , (u,f)fo-+ feu) . 

Note that if fJ = vii / Pfl were a manifold, then vII_f1 

would be a Pfl-principal fiber bundle (PFB) and 

f1 FM = (vii XF(M»)/ ~---..f1 = vii / Pfl 

would be the associated fiber bundle with standard fiber 
F(M) over the base space f1. Although vII---..f1 is not in 
general a principal fiber bundle, this point of view is useful in 
motivating our construction (see discussion preceding Pro
position 3.6 and the discussion following Theorem 6.1). 

Our construction of f1 FM is related to the following 
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construction (see Sec. IV and also Ebin,3 Fischer,4 and 
Bourguignons). For a point xoeM, let 

g;,. = {/egl!(xo) =Xo and TXo/=Ix) 

denote the subgroup of g that fixes the point Xo and whose 
derivative at xo, Txo / T XoM---+T XoM, is the identity Ixo iso
morphism of the tangent space T Xo M. Then g ~o is a closed 
ILH Lie subgroup of g and acts on vii by pullback, 

vIIxg~o ---+vII, (g,J)~/*g. 

This action is free (for the reasons stated above) and the 
orbit space 

Y x = vii /gx' o 0 

is a manifold which naturally projects onto Y, 

11": YXo---+Y, (g)~ [g]. 

If [ go]eY, then the "fiber" 11"-1 ( [ go]) can be canonically 
identified with the double coset manifold 

Igo (M) \g/ g~o = {Igo (M)o /0 g;"//eg}. 

Moreover, if a frame uoe F(M) is chosen, then there is a 
diffeomorphism 

d u-
I
: YFM---+Y x , 

o 0 

which maps fibers of Y FM to fibers of Y Xo diffeomorphical
ly [Proposition 6.2; if M is nonreversible, F(M) must be 
replaced by F u~ (M); see Sec. II]. 

Thus the resolution Y FM---+Y may be thought of as a 
canonical resolution, and for each xeM, there is a particular 
resolution Y x ---+Y. If a frame u at x is chosen, then u in
duces a "representation" d u-

I
: Y FM---+Y x of the canonical 

resolution space Y FM onto the particular resolution space 
Y x ' 

Although Y FM and Y x are diffeomorphic (not canoni
cally), the construction of Y FM is more geometrical and 
natural than the construction of Y x inasmuch as we do not 
need to fix a point, thereby giving such a point a preferred 
status, and we do not need to restrict to diffeomorphisms in 
g ~. Thus the construction of Y FM is generally covariant, 
i.e., is covariant with respect to all diffeomorphisms, where
as the construction of Y x is covariant only with respect to 
the subgroup g ~. These considerations are of importance in 
applications in general relativity. 

We also consider other relationships between Y FM and 
Y x' In particular, we show that Y FM is the base space of a 
g-PFB (principal fiber bundle) vIIXF(M)---+Y FM (Sec. 
III) and that Y x is the base space of a g ~ -PFB vII---+Y x 
(Sec. V). Moreover, for each frame u at x there is a reduction 
of the g -PFB to the g ~ -PFB. These relationships are sum
marized by the commuting pentagon (see Sec. VI) 

vii -d(XF(M) 

t I 
f§x - Y FM 
~/ 

Lastly, we construct a fiber bundle (see Sec. VI) 

E=E(M, YFM,GL(n),F(M») 

= (F(M) X Y FM)/GL(n) 

over M with standard fiber Y FM' with projection 
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11"E:E---+M, 

and which is associated to the frame bundle F(M). Each 
fiber 11"i I(X) in this bundle can be canonically identified 
with Y x so that 

E= u Y x ' 
xeM 

Moreover, for a frame u at x, the usual identification in the 
construction of an associated fiber bundle of the standard 
fiber with the fiber at x 

Y FM---+Y x -:::;11"i I(X) 

is given by d ;; 1. Thus we have constructed a bundle E---+M 
whose standard fiber is the canonical resolution space Y FM' 
and whose fiber at x is the particular resolution space Y X' 

Thus E provides a bundle point of view for tying together the 
canonical resolution space Y FM with all of the particular 
resolution spaces Y x' xeM. Inasmuch as E is the totality of 
all the particular spaces, E may properly be deemed to be the 
grand resolution space 0/ Y . 

Throughout this paper we shall be dealing with infinite
dimensional manifolds of COO maps such as vii, g, and g ~, 
submanifolds of these spaces, and maps and diffeomor
phisms between these spaces. When considering such mani
folds and maps between such manifolds, we shall always take 
"manifold," "submanifold," "map," and "diffeomorphism" 
in the ILH sense (see Omori,7 Ebin,3 and Ebin and Marsden8 

for further details regarding these spaces). 

II. SOME GEOMETRY OF THE FRAME BUNDLE 

Throughout this section, M will denote a Coo connected 
n-dimensional manifold, but not necessarily compact. Let 

11"FM: F(M)---+M 

denote its frame bundle, a GL(n) = GL(n, R) principal fi
ber bundle (PFB) over M. By differentiation, a diffeomor
phism/ M---+M has a natural lift to an automorphism/: 
F(M)---+F(M) , where/maps the frame u = (VI"'" vn ) at x, 
v;eTxM, 1 <;i<n'A to the frame/(u) = T J-Vl>"" T xfvn ) at 
lex). The lift / covers f, i.e., 11"FM o/=jb11"FM' and if 
AeGL(n), /(u.A) =/(u).A, or /oRA. = RA. of, where RA.: 
F(M)---+F(M) is the diffeomorphism of the frame bundle 
corresponding to A. We let AUT(FM) denote the group of 
automorphisms of the frame bundle, so that/e AUT(FM). 
Then the natural lift induces a group monomorphism 

g---+AUT(FM) , /~/, 
~ A A 

since if/I,heg,fIoh =/t0h. 
Similarly, ifXe~(M) isa vectorfieldonM, the natural 

A 

lift 0/ X is a vector field X: F(M)---+ T ( F(M») on F(M), de-
fined by 

A d A 

X(u) = dA /; .. (u)/..t=oeTu F(M) , 

where ueF(M), x = 11"F(M) (u)eM, and/..t is the local one
parameter flow of X oflocal diffeomorphisms in a neighbor-

A A 

hood of x. The natural lift satisfies (RA.). X = X, i.e., 
A 

Xe~ GL(n) (FM) , the Lie algebraofGL(n)-invariant vector 
fields on F(M). Moreover, with respect to the Lie bracket of 
vector fields on M and onF(M) , the natural lift induces a Lie 
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algebra monomorphism 
A 

~(M)_~ GL(n) (FM) , XI--+-X: F(M)_T(F(M»). 

The group monomorphismf I--+-linduces a left action of 
~ on F(M) , 

~ XF(M)_F(M) , (j,u)1--+-I(u) , 

the action of push-forward offrames. Ifwe pretend that ~ is 
a Lie group with Lie algebra ~(M), then the Lie algebra 

A 

monomorphism X I--+- X can be interpreted as the infinitesi-
mal generator of this action. Note that the Lie algebra struc
ture on ~ (M) given by the usual bracket of vector fields 
corresponds to the right Lie algebra structure of ~. 

For a frame UE F(M) , let 

~u ={fe~ll(u) =u} 

denote the isotropy group at U of the action of ~ on F(M) , 
the subgroup of diffeomorphisms that fix the frame u. If 
f E~ u , thenfmust fix the base point x = 11'FM (u), and since 
U = (VI'"'' Vn ) are linearly independent, T J: T"M_T"M 
must be the identity I" ofT"M. Thus if x = 11'FM(U), 

~ .. =~; = {fE~lf(x) =X and Tx/=I,,}. 

If Mis orientable, then the frame bundle consists of two 
GLo(n)-principal fiber bundles, say F+(M) and F- (M), 
where GL o(n) is the connected component of the identity of 
GL(n). Let ~+ ~~ denote the group of orientation-pre
serving difi'eomorphisms of M. Then ~ + acts transitively 
on both F + (M) andF-(M). Thus if there exists an orienta
tion-reversing diffeomorphism of M, then ~ acts transitive
lyon F(M) , and thus if ueF(M) is a frame at x, then 

~/~ .. = ~/~;_F(M), fO~;_I(u) 

is a bijection. If there does not exist an orientation-reversing 
diffeomorphism, then ~ = ~ + and ~ is transitive on 
F + (M) and F - (M) separately, but is not transitive on 
F(M). In this case let F :- (M) denote the bundle of oriented 
frames that have the same orientation as u [Le., the bundle 
F + (M) such that UE F + (M) ]. Then 

~/~ .. = ~/~;-F .. +(M), fo~;-Itu) 
is a bijection. We shall say that M is reversible if Mis orienta
ble and there exists an orientation-reversing diffeomor
phism, and M is nonreversible if M is orientable and there 
does not exist an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism (see 
Fried9 for examples of nonreversible manifolds). 

If M is not orientable, then F(M) is connected, and so 
~ is transitive on F(M). In this case, 

~/~ .. =~/~;_F(M), fO~;-I(u) 

is a bijection. 
The above bijections are interesting inasmuch as they 

represent the frame bundle as a homogeneous space. In Sec. 
IV, we shall show that if M is compact, then the coset spaces 
~ / ~; are manifolds, and that they are diffeomorphic to 
F(M) [or F .. + (M)]. 

Now let g be a Riemannian metric on M, let r denote its 
associated Levi-Civita connection on F(M), and let (r) de
note the corresponding 9'ltn) = 9'ltn; R)-valued connec
tion one-form on F(M). Let 

r: 9'ltn) X9'ltn)-R, (C, D)_tr(C toD) 
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denote the "Euclidean" inner product on ?ltn). Here C t 

denotes the transpose of C with respect to the Euclidean 
metric on Rn. In coordinates, 

n 

r(C,D) = L qD;. 
i,j=\ 

The metric g, its Levi-Civita connection one-form (r), 
and the inner product r induce a natural Riemannian metric 
g on F(M), defined by 

g= (11'FM)*g+r·«(r)@(r), 

so that if UE F(M) and Zlo Z2ETu F(M) , g is given by 

g(u ),(ZI' Z2) = g(T .. 11'FM,ZI' Tu 11'FM,Z2) 

+ r'((r)(Z\), (r)(Z2»)' 

Note that ifAEO(n), R~g =g, but thatg is not invar
iant by GL(n). Also, the projection 11'FM: F(M)_M is a 
Riemannian submersion with respect to the Riemannian 
metrics g on F(M) and g on M. 

Let 

Ig(M) ={fE~lf*g=g} 

denote the Lie group of isometries of (M, g), and let 

fg (M) = Te(Ig (M») 

= {XE~(M) ILxg = 0 and X 

is a complete vector field} 

denote its Lie algebra of complete Killing vector fields (or 
complete infinitesimal isometries), taken with the Lie alge
bra structure given by the usual bracket ofvector fields. This 
Lie algebra structure correponds to the Lie algebra of right 
invariant vector fields on Ig (M). 

Ig (M) acts on M on the left as a Lie transformation 
group, 

Ig (M) XM_M, (j, x) I--+- f(x) , 

and the action can be lifted to a left action of Ig (M) on 
F(M) , 

Ig (M) X F(M)_F(M) , (j,u)l--+-l(u) 

(see Fig. 1). The infinitesimal generator of this lifted action 
is given by 

A 

fg (M)_~ GL(n) (FM) , XI--+-X. 

For ueF(M) , let 

Xu:Ig(M)-F(M), f-I(u) 

denote the orbit map through u, and let 

Ig(u) = {1(u)lfelg(M)}~F(M) 
denote the orbit through u. Then X .. is a smooth map with 
derivative at the identity e = idMelg (M) given by 

A 

TeX .. : fg (M)_T .. F(M), X_X(u). 

Let 
A 

fg (u) = range TeX .. 

= {X(u)ET .. F(M)IXe..JPg (M)}~TuF(M). 

The following computation will be of use. 
Lemma 2.1: LetfE~. Then 
A A A "'" 

fU-')*g (f (u») = T .J.(fg (u» . 
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Proof The isometry group of 
I(/-I).g (M) =/oIg(M)O/-t, and so 
=/.(fg (M»). Thus ifXe2"(M) , 

(/-I)*g is 
f(/-I).g (M) 

A A A. A 

/.X(f(u») = (/.X) (f(u») 
,. A. A A AA 

= Tu /oXo /-I(f(U») = Tu fX(u) . 

Thus 

f(/-I).g (/(u») =/.(fg(M») 
""""""' A A ........ 

= {/.X(/(u») = TufX(u) IXefg (M)} 

o 
Concerning the action of Ig (M) on F(M), we have the 

following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2: The action 

Ig (M) X F(M)--+F(M) , (J,u)--+/(u) 

of push-forward of frames is smooth, free, and proper. For 
uEF(M) , the orbit 

A A 

Ig (u) = {/(u)I/Elg (M)}~F(M) 

is a closed submanifold of F(M) with tangent space at 
U1 = I(u)elg (u) given by 

fg (u 1 ) = {X(u 1 ) IXefg (M)} = Tu J:(fg (u»). 

The orbit map 
A 

Xu: Ig (M)--+Ig (u) ~F(M) 

is a diffeomorphism' onto its image. 
With respect to the metric g = 111M g + y. (liJ ® liJ ) , 

Ig (M) acts on F(M) as a group ofisometries. 
Proof The smoothness of the action is a consequence of 

the smoothn~ss of the action of Ig (M) on M. The action is 
free, since if/(u) = u, then/(xo) = xo' where Xo = 1TF (u), 
and T Xo / = I"o . Since/is an isometry (and M is connected), 
lis the identity. 

To show properness, we must show that the map 

Ig (M) XF(M)--+F(M) XF(M), (J,u)~(u,J(u») 

is a proper mapping, i.e., that the inverse image of a compact 
set is compact. Equivalently, if (un,fn (un »)--+(UO'u 1 ) con
verges, then/n has a convergent subsequence in Ig (M). But 
un--+UO implies Xn = 1TFM(Un )--+xo = 1TFM(UO), and 
In (Un )--+U 1 implies/n (xn )--+Xl = 1TFM(U1 )· Then, by the 
properness of the action of Ig (M) on M,fn has a convergent 
subsequence in Ig (M). 

Since the action is free, the orbit map Xu: 
Ig (M)--+F(M) is an injective immersion, and so the orbit 
A 

Ig (u) is an immersed submanifold. Since the action is prop
er, the orbit mapping is a closed mapping, and !!.ence is a 
homeomorphism onto its image. Hence the orbit Ig (Jt) is a 
closed s~bmanjfold and Xu is a diffeomorp~sm onto Ig (u). 
At U 1 =/(ff)Elg (u), theAt~gent space TUI (Ig (u») = range-
T eXu

1 
=fg(Ul) = Tuf(fg(u»), where the last equality 

follows from Lemma 2.1 (since /*g = g). 
Lastly, for any diffeomorphism/efP, 

I*g =1*(1I1M g + Y·(liJ ®liJ») 

= 111M (/*g) +y·(/*liJ®l*liJ). 

Thus if/Elg (M),f*g =g and/*liJ = liJ, so/*g =g. Thus 
Ig (M) acts as a group ofisometries on F(M) with respect to 
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the Riemannian metric g. 0 
Since the action of Ig (M) on F(M) is smooth, free, and 

proper, and is a group of isometries with respect to the Rie
mannian metric g, a standard construction asserts the exis
tence oflocal cross sections that are orthogonal to the orbits, 
and that are equivariant with respect to the action (see, e.g., 
Palais,IO p. 108). These local cross sections are constructed 
as follows. Let exp, (u) denote the exponential map of g on 
F(M) at uEF(M), and let Nu ~ TuF(M) denote a normal 
neighborhood of the origin of TuF(M). Thus 

expg(u): Nu--+F(M) 

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of u. Now 
A :E g (u) ~ Tu F(M) is the tangent space at u to the orbit 
Ig (u). Let:f! (u) ~ TuF(M) denote the orthogonal com
plement to f g (u) with respect to the inner productg( u) on 
Tu F(M). Thus we have the orthogonal direct sum 

A A 

TuF(M) = fg (u) ®f; (u) 

(see Fig. 1). Then a local cross-section at u for the action of 
Ig (M) on F(M) is given by 

Cu =exp,(u) (Nunf!(u»)~F(M). 
The following properties of these local cross sections are 
standard. 

Proposition 2.3: The subspace Cu given above is a closed 
submanifold of F(M) containing u, and Cu h~ the following 
properties: (1) Cu is orthogonal to the orbit Ig (u), i.e., 

-:>1 TuCu =J g(u); 

(2) Cu is equivariant with respect to the action of Ig (M) on 
F(M), i.e., if/Elg (M), 

Cf(u) =/(Cu ) ; 

and (3) C u is a local cross section for the action, i.e., (3a) if 
/Elg (M) and/(Cu )nCu #0, then/= idM , and (3b) when 
restricted to Cu ' the action 

Ig (M) XCu--+F(M), (J,u')~/(u') 

is a diffeomorphism onto an open invariant neighborhood of 
A 

the orbit Ig(u) . 0 

~ i; (u) = orbit through u 

FIG. 1. The action of Ig (M) on F (M). 
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Remarks: (1) The usual properties of a slice for a group 
action (see, e.g., PalaislO

) are restricted to properties (3) 
and (4) above when the action is free, i.e., when the slice is a 
cross section. 

(2) We shall also need to know the behavior of the cross 
section C" under the action of ~. For this purpose, let 
C" (g) = C" denote the cross section with its dependence on 
g explicitly displayed. For f E~, the exponential map eXPg 
satisfies 

exp(j-I).g tt'(u») =/expg (u)-(T )")-1, 

so that the cross section satisfies 

Cft,,) (f-I)*g) =/(C" (g». 

Note that property (2) above follows whenfElg (M). 0 

The following assemblage of results is a corollary of the 
existence of the local equivariant cross sections constructed 
above (see, e.g., Abrabam and Marsden, 11 pp. 266 and 276). 

Theorem 2.4: For the action of Ig (M) on F(M), 

Ig (M) X F(M)-+F(M), (f,u)~ I( u) , 

the orbit space 

Ig(M)\F(M) 

has a smooth manifold structure such that the orbit projec
tionmap 

1r: F(M)-+Ig (M)\F(M), u ~ [u] 

is a submersion. Moreover, for uE F(M), 
A A 

ker T,,1r= T,,(/g(u» =fg(u) 

and 

range T" 1r = T[" 1 (/g (M) \F(M») 

'd- 'd-l 
::::;.r g (u)\T"F(M)::::;.r g (u) . 

The submersion 1r: F(M)-+Ig (M) \F(M) has the 
structure of a smooth (left) principal fiber bundle with total 
spaceF(M), base space/g (M) \F(M), and structure group 
Ig(M). 0 

III. RESOLVING THE SINGULARITIES IN f§ 

Throughout the rest of this paper, M will denote a COO 
compact connected n-dimensional manifold. We now com
bine the action of ~ on vii with the action of ~ on F(M). 
The resulting orbit space will resolve the singularities in 
vii lIP. 

Dual to the left action of IP on F(M), we have the right 
action of pull-back of frames by diffeomorphisms, 

F(M) X IP-+F(M) , (u,j)~f*u=(h-I(U). 

On the product manifold vii XF(M), IP then acts on the 
right by pull-back, 

<1>: (vIIXF(M»)XIP-+vIIXF(M), 

(g,u),f~ (f*g,f*u) . 

With respect to the ILH manifold structures of vii and IP , 
this action is ILH smooth (see Ebin3 ). 

For ( g,u) EvIl XF(M), let 

<I>(g.U): IP-+vIIXF(M), f~ (f*g,f*u) 

denote the orbit map at (g,u), and let 
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~(g.U) = <I>(g,,,) (~) = {(f*g,f*u)lfEIP}~vIIXF(M) 

denote the orbit through (g,u). For f E~, let 

<1>, =f*: vIIXF(M)-+vIIXF(M), (g,u)~ (f*g,f*u) 

denote the diffeomorphism of vii XF(M) corresponding to 

f. 
Let 

S2(M) = COO (T*M®.ymT*M) 

denote the space of smooth two-covariant symmetric tensor 
fields of M. Since vii is open in S2 (M), the tangent space of 
vii atg is 

Tgvll = {g}XS2(M)::::;S2(M), 

which we identify with S2 (M). Thus the tangent space of 
vIIXF(M) at (g, u)EvIIXF(M) is taken to be 

T(g,u) (vIIXF(M») = TgvllX T"F(M) 

= S2(M) X T"F(M) 

= S2(M) (J) T"F(M) , 

where we take the tangent space with its direct sum struc
ture. 

The orbit map <I>(g,,,) is smooth with derivative at the 
identity eE~ given by 

Te<l>(g,,,): ~(M)-+T(g,u) (vIIXF(M» 

= S2(M) X TuF(M), 
A 

X~Lxg -X(u) , 
A 

where X is the natural lift of the vector field X. Thus the 
infinitesimal generator of the action is given by 

~ (M)-+~(vII XF(M»), 

X~X*: vIIXF(M)--+T(vIIXF(M», 

where 

X*(g,u) = Te<l>(g,u)'X 

A 

= Lxg - X(u)ES2(M) (J) T"F(M) . 

On vIIXF(M), we introduce the following weak L 2-
Riemannian metric A. For (g, u)evIIXF(M), 
hi' h2ES2(M), and Zit Z2ETu F(M),let 

A(g,u)·(h l , ZI)' (h2, Z2») 

= (fM (hi, h2)g dUg) + g(u)-(ZI' Z2) , 

where (hi' h2)g denotes the pointwise metric on T*M 
® sym T * M induced by g, dUg is the volume element associat
ed withg (a measure, not an n form, unless M is orientable), 
and g = 1T*FM g + r·(£i) ® £i» is the metric on F(M) intro
duced in Sec. II. 

For s > n12, we let viiS denote the Hilbert manifold of 
H" Riemannian metrics, S: (M) the space of H" two-covar
iant symmetric tensor fields, and IPs + I the group of H' + I 

diffeomorphisms of M (see Omori,7 Ebin,3 and Ebin and 
Marsden8 for more information about these spaces). Then 
IP' + I is a topological group and acts continuously on vii" . 
Let 

<1>": (vii" XF(M»)XIPs+ l--+vII' XF(M), 
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( g,u),f~(f*g,f*u) 

denote the corresponding CO action on viis XF(M). 

The action cP has the following properties. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 

CP: (vIIXF(M») X§--vII XF(M), 

(g,u ),f)~( f*g,f*u) 

be the action described above. Then cP is a smooth, free, and 
proper action, and § acts as a group of isometries with re
spect to the weak Riemannian metric A on vii xF(M). 

Proof As in Ebin,3 the COaction 

cps + I : (viiS XF(M») X §s + l __ vIIs XF(M) 

induces an ILH-smooth action of § on vIIXF(M). The 
action is free, since if (f*g,f*u) = (g,u), f*g=g and 
leu) = u, sofis an isometry fixing a frame and so must be 
the identity. To show the action is proper, we must show that 
the map 

(vIIXF(M»)X§--(vIIXF(M»)X(vIIXF(M»), 

(g,u),f)- (g,u), (f*g,f*u» 

is proper. Thus let (gn' un )--(go, uo) and if: gn' 
f: Un )--( gl' u l ) converge in (vIIXF(M»)X(vIIXF(M»). 
Then gn --go andf: gn --g I' so by the properness ofthe ac
tion of § on vii [see remark (3) below l,fn has a convergent 
subsequencefn. in §. Thus the action of § on vii X F(M) is 
proper. 

To show that A is invariant by §, let fE§, 
(g,u)EvIIXF(M), hi' h2ES2 (M) , and ZI' Z2ETuF(M). 
Then 

(f*)*A( g,u»)·(h l, ZI)' (h2, Z2» 

= A(f*g,f*u)·(f*hl, T J*,ZI)' (f*h2, T J*,Z2» 

= (J (f*h l,f*h2) f*g dUf*g) 

+ f*g(f*u).(TJ*h 2·ZI, TJ*,Z2) 

=(J «h l,h2)gOf)f*(dug ») 
+ (f)*g(f-l(u»).(Tuf-I,ZI' Tu f- I,Z2) 

= (J f*( (hto h2)g dUg») + g(u)-(ZI' Z2) 

= (J (hi' h2)gdUg) + g(u)-(ZI' Z2) 

= A( g,u)·(h l, ZI), (h2, Z2»)' o 

Remarks: (1) It is interesting that the action of § on 
vIIXF(M) is free although it is not free on either of the 
factors. 

(2) Generally, if M\xG--M is a proper action, and 
M2 X G--M2 is any other action, then the action on the pro
duct space (MI XM2) X G--MI XM2 is proper. 

(3) Ebin (Ref. 3, Proposition 6.13) shows that if gl' 
g2Ev11S, s> n12, and In E§s + I is a sequence such that 
f: gl--g2' thenfn has a convergent subseqence in §S+ I. 
Using the strong H S metric pS on §s, it then follows that 
the action of §s+1 on viis is proper (seePalais I2

). 0 
Since we are working with infinite-dimensional mani-
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folds, we cannot immediately conclude (as we can for finite
dimensional manifolds) that the orbits are embedded sub
manifolds, or that the quotient space (vIIXF(M»)/§ is a 
manifold. To get the first of these results, we must show that 
the orbit map is an immersion, and to get the second, we 
must construct local equivariant cross sections for the action 
(see Palais I2

). For these results, we shall need a direct sum 
decomposition of S2(M) ED TuF(M). 

First we recall some results of Ebin. 3 Let 

IJI: vIIX§--vII, (g,f)~ f*g 

denote the usual pull-back action of § on vii. For gEvll, let 

IJIg: § __ vII, f~f*g 

denote the orbit map at g. Then IJI g is a smooth map with 
derivative at the identity ee§ given by 

a g = Te IJIg: !it'(M)--S2(M), Xt--+Lxg. 

where Lx gES2 (M) is the Lie derivative of g with respect to 
the vector field X. Then range ag is closed in S2 (M) and has 
closed L2-orthogonal complement 

52 ( g) = {hES2 (M)18g h = O}, 

the space of cao divergence free two-covariant symmetric 
tensor fields on M. In local coordinates. the divergence is 
given by (8 g h ) i = - g jk h ijl k' where the vertical bar de
notes covariant differentiation. Thus S2(M) splits L 2-or
thogonally as 

S2(M) = 52 ( g) ED range a g, h = j, + Lxg. 

The pieces j, and Lx g are uniquely determined, but the vec
tor field X is determined only up to a Killing vector field. We 
shall refer to this splitting as the canonical splitting OfS2 (M). 

Let 

tJg = {f*glfE§}~lJIg (§) ~vII 

denote the orbit through g. Then tJ g is a smooth closed sub
manifold of vii with tangent space at g given by 

Tg tJ g = range a g . 

Orthogonal to tJ g there exists a slice Sg ~ vii, also a smooth 
closed manifold of vii, with tangent space atg given by 

TgSg = 52 ( g) . 

Thus the canonical splitting can be written as 

Tgvll = TgSg ED Tg tJ g ; 

We now construct a similar splitting for 
S2(M) ED TuF(M). Recall that for gEvil and uEF(M). 
/g (u) ~F(M) is the orbit Qf 19 (M) lhrough u with tangent 
s.£ace at u given by Tu(1g(u»)~fg(u)~Tul'(M). Let 
f; (u) denote the orthogonal complement of fg (u) with 
respect to g(u), so that we have the g(u)-orthogonal split
ting of TuF(M), 

A A 

TuF(M) =fg(u) EDf; (u) 

(see Fig. 2). 
Theorem 3.2: For (g,u) EvIIXF(M), let 

a(g.u) = Tecl>( g,u): !it'(M)--S2(M) ED TuF(M), 
A 

X~X*(g,u) =Lxg-X(u) 

be the derivative of the orbit map 
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.p( g, .. ): g-JlXF(M), j~(j*g,j*u) 

at the identity eeg, Then a( g,,,) has closed range and 
S2 ( g) $ fi (u) is a closed complement of range a (g,") in 
S2(M) $ T"F(M) , Thus there is a direct sum decomposition 

o "d-l 
S2(M) $ T"F(M) =S2( g) $ ..r g(u) $ range a(g,,,) 

If h + ZueS2(M) $ T"F(M), then 

h+Z"=h+W;+a(g,,,) (X+Y) 
o A A 

= h + W; + (L(x+ Y)g - (X(u) + Y(u») , 

where h = h + Lx g is the canonical splitting of h, 
A A 

Wu = Z" +X(u), and W" = W~ + Wlle.F! (u),i~ the 
splitting of W" according to the g( u) -orthogonal splittmg of 
T"F(M), and ~e.Fg (M) is the unique Killing vector field 
on Msuch that Y(u) = - wll. 

Each of the above summands is equivalent with respect 
to g, i.e., ifjeg, then 

S2(j*g) =j*(S2( g»), 
A ,.. 1 'jrl ) 
.F~.g (f*u) = Tu j- (..r g (u) , 

and 

range a(rg,r" 

= T( g,") j*(range a( g,") ) 

= {T( g,") j*.(h + Z .. ) 

=j*h + T" )-l.Z" Ih + Z"e range a( g,,,)} , 

where the" 1" on the left-hand side of the second equation is 
A A 

the (j.g) (j*u)-orthogonal complement of .F
f

•
g 
(j*u). 

Proop A a(g,u) is injective, since if ~(g,,,) (X) 
=Lxg-X(u) =0, then Lxg=O and X(u) =0. 
ThusX(xo) = O,xo = 1TFM(u),and T"",X = O. But it is clas
sical that a Killing vector field on a connected manifold that 
vanishes at a point and whose derivative vanishes at that 
point must be identically zero. Note that if X(xo) = 0, 
T XoX = 0 is equivalent to VX(xo) = O. 

Since ker a( g,") = 0, it follows by an elementary argu
ment that a necessary and sufficient condition for a( g,.,) to 
have closed range is that if X"e~(M) is a sequence ofvec-
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FIG. 2. The direct sum decomposition 

T(g,u) (...RxF (M») 

= S2(M) Ell TuF (M) 

=S2(g) Ell J;(u) Ell rangea(&".) 

with 

T= T(g .• )C(g,.) =S2(g) Ell fg(u). 

tor fields such thata( g,") (X" )-0, then there exists a subse
quence "X",-o. So assume a(g,,,) (XII) 
=Lx g-XII (u)-o. Then ag(XII ) = Lx.g-D and 

XII (u)-o. Since a g has closed range (Ebin,3 Proposition 
6.10), XII has a convergent subsequencx X",-X Athat con
verges to an element X€fg (M). Thus XII, (u)-X(u) = o. 
Thus from the above X = O. Thus range a( g,,,) is closed in 
S2(M) $ T"F(M), and a( g, ,,) is an isomorphism onto its 
range. 

Now S2( g) = ker 6g is closed in }2(M), and since f: (u) is finite dimensional, S2 ( g) $.F! (u) is closed in 
S2(M) $ T.,F(M). Thus both range a( g, ,,) and 
S2( g) $ T"F(M) are closed in S2(M) e TuF(M). Since al
gebraically complementary closed subspaces of a Frechet 
space are topologically complementary (Wilansky,13 p. 62), 

it is sufficient to show that S2( g) $f! (u) is an algebraic 
complement to range a ( /l,U): A 

Thus let h+ZuE(S2(g)e.F!(u»)nrange a(g,,,)' 
Thus 6g h = 0, Z"ef!(u), and there exists an XE~(M) 
such that h +Z" =Lxg-X(u). Thush =Lxg=Obythe 
L2-orthogonality of the canonical sp!!tting,.....and so X is a 
killing vector field. Thus X(u)EJ"g (u). But 
A A A 

X(u) = -Z"EJ"!(u), so X(u) =0. Hence, as above, 
X = 0, and so h + Zu = O. 

Now let h + Z"eS2(M) e TuF(M). Let h = h +Lxg 
be the canonical splitting of h, soX is de~tmined only up to a 
Killing vector field. Let W" = Zu + X(u)eT"F(M), and 
let W" = W~ + W!efg (u) ef! (u) denote the splitting 
of W" according to the splitting of T"F(M). 

Let Ye.F g (M) be the unique Killing vector field on M 
such that Y( u) = - W ~ .. Such a Yexists by the definition 
of :;-g (u), and it is unique since a Killing vector field is 
determined by its value and the values of its derivative at a 
single point. Then 

o ~ ~ 

h+Z" =h+Lxg-X(u)+(Z" +X(u») 
o A 

=h + W~ + W~ +Lxg-X(u) 
o A A 

= (h + W~) +Lxg-X(u) - Y(u) 
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where 
A A 

a(g,U) (X + Y) =L(x+ Y) g -X(U) - Y(U) 
A A 

=Lxg-X(u) - Y(u) 

since Ly g = O. Thus S2(M) e TuF(M) is a sum of 
S2 ( g) e f! (u) and range a ( g,u) , and thus from the above is 
a direct sum. 

Now we consider the equivariance of each summand. 
First, if heS2(f·g) = {heS2(M) I~rgh = O}, then 
(f-I)·(~rgh) = ~g(f-I)·h) = 0 so (f- I)·heS2( g) 
and hef·(S2(g»). Hence S2(f·g)~f·(S2(g»). 
Since this inclusion is true for all J, 
S2( g) = S2( (f-I). (f·g») ~ (f- I )·S2( f·g), which gives 
the reverse inclusion f·(S2(g»)~S2(f·g) and hence equa
lity. 

For the second summand, recall from Lemma 2.1 (with 
f- I replacing f) that frg (f·u) = Tu i-I.(fg (u»). 
Thus for ZI' Z2eTruF (M) , 

(i·g)(f·uHZI, Z2) 
A. A A_I A A 

=gOf(f (u»). (TrufZI' TrufZ2) 

=g(u) . (Truf.ZI' Truf.Z2)' 

Thus 

T!"u /: TruF(M)-TuF(M) 

is an is~m~try of the inner A product spaces 
(TruF(M),f·g(f·u}) and (TuF(M),g(u»), and so maps 
orthogonal subspaces to orthogonal subspaces. 

The equivariance of the third summand follows from 

T( g,u) f·(S2(M) e TuF(M») 

= S2(M) e Tu i-I.(Tu (F(M») 

and the equivariance of the first two summands, where 

f·: vIIXF(M)-vIIXF(M), (g,u) ......... (f·g,f·u) 

is the diffeomorphism of vii XF(M) corresponding to je9J. 
Alternately, by direct computation, for je 9J and 

XefiC'(M) , 

aU-g,!"u) (f-I).X) 

= Lu-').x f·g ~ (f-I).X(f·u ) 
A A 

= f·(Lxg) - Tuf-I.X(u) 

(see the proof of Lemma 2.1) 
A 

= T( g,u) f·(Lx g - X(u») 

= T( g,u) f·(a( g,u) (X»). 

Thus 

aU-g,!"u) «f- I). fiC'(M») = T( g,u) f·(a( g,u) ( fiC'(M))), 

and since (f- I). fiC'(M) = fiC'(M), 

range aU-g,!"u) = T( g,u) f·(range a( g,u) ). 0 

Remarks: (1) Note that the summands are direct sum com
plements but not L 2-orthogonal complements with respect 
to A. Indeed 

A( g,u) .(h + w!,Lxg-X(u}) = -g(u)(w!,X(u»), 

which is not zero in general. In fact the L 2-adjoint of a (g,u) is 
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arg,U): S2(M) e TuF(M)-fiC'(M) , h + Zu ......... Ugh, 

so the L2-o~Og0na1 complement of range a( g,u) is 
ker ar g,u) = S2( g) e {O}. Thus the usual Fredholm alter
native approach to splittings does not work in this case, so we 
must construct closed linear complements directly. 

(2) In the canonical splitting of h = h + Lx g, X is de
termined only up to a Killing vector field. In the splitting of 
S2(M) e TuF(M), however, W; and the sum X + Yare 
uniquely determined. Indeed, if Xle fg (M) and 
Xnew = X + XI replaces X, then (Wu )new 

A A A A 

=Zu +X(u) +XI(u). But since XI(u)efg(u), 
A A 

xt (u) = 0, and so (Wu )!ew = (Zu +X(uW = w;. Simi-
larly, Ynew is now chosen so that 

A A A 

Ynew(U) = - (Wu)llew = - (Zu +X(u»)II_XI(u), 

since X~ (u) =XI(u). Thus Ynew = Y -XI' so that 
Xnew + Ynew = (X + XI) + Y - XI = X + Y. In short, the 
ambiguity in the choice of X in the canonical splitting of h is 
reflected solely in an ambiguity in the choice of Y. The sum 
X + Y, however, is uniquely determined. 0 

Using the above splitting, we can now show that the 
orbits are closed submanifolds of vii XF(M) (see Fig. 2). 

Proposition 3.3: For (g,u)EJlXF(M), the orbit 

tf(g,U) = {(f·g,f·u)lfe9J} 

through (g,u) is a closed submanifold of vii XF(M) , with 
tangent space at (f·g,f·u) given by 

T(!"g,!"u) tf (g,u) = range a(!"g,!"u) 

= T(g,uJ··(rangea(g,U»' 

and where 

range a( g,u) 

= {Lx g'-X(u)eS2(M) + TuF(M) IXefiC' (M)}. 

The orbit map 

.p(g,U): 9J-tf (g,u) ~vIIXF(M) 

is a diffeomorphism onto tf ( g,u) . 
Proof.' For s > n12, consider the action 

.ps+ I: (vIISXF(M»)x9JS+ l_vIISXF(M), 

( g,u),f~(f·g,f·u). 

By standard composition properties of Sobolev spaces, if 
( g,u )EJls + k XF(M), k>O, the orbit map 

.p(~~): 9Js+ l_vIISXF(M) 

is of class C'< (see Fischer and Marsden I4
). Also .p(~~) is 

injective. For k> 1, its derivative at the identity is 

a(~~) = Te.p(~~): fiC'S+ I(M)-S~ (g) e TuF(M), 

X ......... Lxg-X(u). 

Since kera(~,~) = {O}, and since a(~~) h~ a clo~ range 
with a closed direct sum complement S~ (g) efg (u), 

.pc ~~) is an injective immersion at the identity. 
For fe9J s+ I, let 

f·: vIISXF(M)_vIISXF(M) , (g,u) ......... (f·g,f·u) 

denote the diffeomorphism of viiS XF(M) corresponding to 
je9J s+ I , and let 
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R,: 9)'+1_9)'+1, h_hol 

denote right translation by I. Then 

Te R,: Te9H 1= flrH I (M)_T,9S + I, X ....... Xo f, 

so that 

or 

T,R'_I (T,9H I) = T,9H 10 I-I = firS + I(M). 

Since CI>'" + I is an action, we have the identity 

41>'+ I oR - I.o~+ I 
(g ... ) ,- (g ... ) 

..... + I _ 1.04l>s+ I oR 
'*'( g.,,) - (g ... ) ,-" 

and so 

T,4I>'(;:~) = T(g ... ) l·oTeel>(~.~) oT,R,-, 

= T(g ... ) I·oa'(;:~) oT,Rr ,. 
Thus 

range T, eI>( ~.~) 
= T,eI>(;:~) (T,9 s+ I) 

= T( g.,,) I·0a'( ;:~) (flrH • (M») 

= T( g ... ) I· (range a'(;:~) ) = range a'(jo~.,o .. ), 

so that 
o A 0 A 

S~ (/·g) $.Fjog(/·u) = T(g ... ) 1·(S2( g) $.F;(u») 

is a closed linear complement of range T,eI>( ;:~) in 
S2(M) $ Tr .. F(M). Thus eI>(;:~) is an injective immersion 
and so the orbit is an immersed submanifold. 

Moreover, since the action is proper, the orbit map 
eI>( ;:~) is a proper map. Since a proper map between metriza
ble spaces is closed, the orbit &'(g ... ) = eI>(;:~) (9H 

I) is 
closed in viiS X F(M) , and since eI>( ;:~) is a continuous injec
tion, cI>( ;:~) is a homeomorphism onto its image. By the im
plicit function theorem, &( g ... ) is then a closed C'< submani-

fold oUs XF(M) and cI>(;:~) is a C'< diffeomorphism onto 
&( g ... ) (see Abraham and Marsden,l1 Example 1.6.F.a, 
which is easily generalized to Hilbert manifolds). Moreover, 
the tangent space of &( g ... ) at (/·g,f·u) is given by range 
Teel>(jo~.!" .. ) = T(g ... ) I· (range Te4l>(;:~) ),theequalityfol
lowing by Theorem 3.2 That & (g.") is an ILH submanifold 
and that 41>( g.,,) is anILH diffeomorphism onto & (g ... ) is 
now checked in a standard manner. 0 

We now construct local equivariant cross sections for 
the action 41>. For gEJI, we letSg!;vII denote Ebin's slice at 
gforthe action of 'I' of 9 on vii, and for ( g,u)eJI XF(M), 
we let C .. ( g) !;F(M) denote the local cross section at 
ueF(M) for the action of Ig (M) on F(M). 

Theorem 3.4: Let 

41>: (vIIXF(M»)xg_vIIXF(M), 

( g,u),/J.......(f*u,l·u) 

be the action of pullback on vIIXF(M). For 
(g,u)eJlXF(M), there exists a submanifold 

C(g ... ) =Sg XCu (g) !;vIIXF(M) (see Fig. 2) 

containing (g,u) and which satisfies the following condi
tions. 

(1) At (g,u), 
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o ~l 
T(g.u)C(g.U) =S2( g) $.)" g(U), 

SO that C( g.u) is transversal to the orbit & (g.u) through 
( g,u). 

(2) C(g.U) is equivariant with respect to 9, i.e., if je9, 

CUog.!"U) =1·(C(g.U»· 

(3) If feD and 1·(C(g.U) )nC(g.U) #0, then 1= idM • 

(4) The action 41>, restricted to C( g.u) , 

41> t: C(g.U) x9-vIIXF(M), 

( g., u.),f) ....... (/·g.,f·u.), 

is a diffeomorphism onto an open invariant neighborhood 
U!;vIIXF(M) of the orbit & (g.u)' 

Proof: From Ebin's Slice Theorem, Sg is a submanifold 
containing g. Thus Sg XC .. (g) is a submanifold of 
vIIXF(M) containing (g,u). 

(1) T(g.u) (Sg XCu (g») = TgSg $ TuCu (g) 
o ~l =S2( g) $.)" g (u). 

(2) In Ebin's construction pf the slice Sg, he exponen
tiates an open neighborhood of S2 ( g) using the exponential 
map of the 9-invariant L 2-Riemannian metric on vii. It is 
easily deduced from his construction [using the equivar
iance of 52 ( g) and of the exponential map] that the slice so 
constructed is equivariant with respect to 9, i.e., for je9, 
Srg =1· (Sg ). Thisequivariance, together with theequivar
ianceofthelocalcrosssectionsCu (g) [seeremark2follow
ing Proposition 2.2, taking 1-· instead of I] implies 

Cuog,JOU) = Srg XC,o .. (/·g) = 1·(Sg) x/·(C .. (g») 

= 1·(Sg XCu (g») = 1·(C(g.U»· 

(3) If for le9, (g., u.)eSg XCu (g) and 
(/·g.,f·u.)eSg XCu C,), then g., l·g.eSg and u., 
l·u.eC .. (g). By property' 2 of Ebin's Slice Theorem, 
I·Sgr'Sg #0 implies leIg (M). Thus leIg (M), and since 
C .. (g) is a local cross section for the action of Ig (M) on 
F(M), u.,f·u.eCu (g) with leIg (M) implies 1= idM • 

( 4) Since the action 41> is smooth and proper, 41> is 
smooth and proper, and hence a closed map. By property 
(3), 41> is an injection and hence is a homeomorphism onto its 
image. 

The derivative of 41> at ( g.,u.),f)eC( g.u) X 9 is given 
by 
1( g,.u,),,) 41>: 

T( g,.u,) C( g.u) X T,9-S2(M) $ Tr .. , F(M) , 

(h + Zu, X,) ....... T(g, ... ,) I··(h + Zu + a( g,.u,) (X»), 

where X = X,o 1-·eflr(M). Since C( g.u) is transversal to 
11 ( g.u) , by the openness oftransversality, if C( g.u) is chosen 
small enough, C( g.u) will be transversal to all the orbits it 
meets. The transversality of C( g.u) together with the injecti
vity ofa(g,.u,) = Te4l>(g,.u,) implies that 1(g"U,)./l4l> is an 
isomorphism at every ( g .,u.) ,f)eC( g, .. ) X 9. From this it 
follows that 41> is a diffeomorphism onto an open invariant 
neighborhood of 11 (g.u) (see Ebin,3 pp. 32-34). 0 

Remarks: (1) Again we remark that the usual proper
ties of a slice restrict to properties (3) and (4) when the 
action is free. 

(2) Since 
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o '" 1 
T(g,U)S(g,U) =S2( g) EDfg(u) 

and 

T( g,u) tJ (g,u) = range a( g,u) 
o A 

(Proposition 3.3), the splitting S2(M) =S2( g) EDf;(u) 
ED range a( g.u) can be written as 

T( g,u) (1 XF(M») = T( g,u) C( g,") ED T( g,u) tJ ( g,u) , 

which gives a geometric interpretation of the first two sum
mands as the tangent space to the local cross section C( g,u) 
at ( g,u) and the third summand as the tangent space to the 
orbit tJ (g,u) through ( g,u), 0 

The existence of equivariant local cross sections now 
implies the following. 

let 

Theorem 3.5: For the action 

cI>: (1XF(M»)xg--+1XF(M), 

( g,u),f) f-+(f*g,f*u), 

~ FM = (1XF(M»)/g 

denote the orbit space, and let 

'IT: 1 X F(M)--+~ FM' ( g,u)f-+ [ ( g,u) ] 

denote the orbit projection map. Then ~ FM has a smooth 
manifold structure such that 'IT is a submersion with 

ker T( g,u) 'IT = T( g,u) tJ (g,u) = range a( g,u) 

and 

range T( g,u) 'IT = T[( g,") 1 ~ FM 

S2(M) ED TuF(M) SO 'd-l 
::= :::: 2( g) EDtT g(U). 

range a(g,u) 

Moreover, 'IT: 1 XF(M)--+~ FM has the structure of a 
principal fiber bundle with total space 1 XF(M), base 
space ~ FM' and structure group g. This principal fiber 
bundle has a natural connection given by the direct sum de
composition 

S2(M) ED TuF(M) = H( g.u) ED V( g.u» 

where 

V( g.u) = ker T( g,u) 'IT = range a( g,u) = T( g,u) tJ (g,") 

is the vertical subspace at ( g,u) and 
o "d-l 

H(g,u) =S2( g) EDV'" g(u) 

is the horizontal subspace at ( g,u). 
Proof: The proof proceeds as in the finite-dimensional 

case (see, e.g., Abraham and Marsden,l1 p. 262). The main 
idea is to use the local equivariant cross sections C( g,u) as 
charts for the orbit space ~ FM = (1XF(M»)/g. Thus a 
chart for ~ FM at [( g,u)] is constructed as follows. For 
(g,u)EJlXF(M), let 

'IT t : C( g,u) --+~ FM 

denote the restriction of 'IT: 1XF(M)--+~ FM to the local 
cross section C( g,u) at ( g,u). Then 'IT t is a bijection onto its 
image. Since C( g,u) is a submanifold, there exists a chart 
(U, tp) at (g,u), U<;;.1XF(M), that has the submanifold 
property, i.e., 

tp: U--+E XF, 
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Let 

'ITt I: 'IT( UnC( g,u) )--+UnC( g,u) 

denote the inverse of 'IT t restricted to UnC( g,u)' If 
[( gl' UI )]E1T(UnC(g,U», then 

'IT-
I
([( gl' u l )]) = C(g,U)ntJ(g"U,) 

= {( g2' u2)}<;;. unC( g,u)' 

Thus 

tp0'ITt I: 'IT( UnC( g,u) )_E X {O}, 

l ( gl'u I ) ]f-+tp( g2'U2) 

is a bijection onto its image. Now take ('IT( UnC( g,u) ), 
tp0'IT t I) as a chart for ~ FM at [( g,u) ]. From the smooth
ness of the action and the equivariance of the local cross 
sections, a routine check then shows that the overlap maps 
between any two charts of [ ( g,u)] are ILH smooth, and 
thus ~ FM is a smooth ILH manifold. 

Now let (U, tp) be a chart at (g,u)EJlXF(M) and let 
('IT( UnC( g,u) ), tp0'IT- I

) be a chart at 'IT( g,u) 
= [( g,u) ] e~ FM' Shrink U if necessary so that 'IT( U) 
= 'IT( UnC( g,u) ). In these charts 

(tp0'IT't I )0'IT0tp -I: tp( U) <;;.E XF--+E X {O}, 

(e,f )f-+(e, 0) 

is a smooth submersion, which implies that 'IT: 

1 XF(M)--+~ FM is a smooth submersion. As any submer
sion admits smooth local cross-sections, 'IT is a g -PFB over 
~FM' 

Thattheassignment (g,u)f-+H(g,u) = S2( g) EDf; (u) 
defines a connection on the PFB 'IT: 1 XF(M)--+~ FM fol
lows from the equivariance of the splitting 

S2(M) ED TuF(M) = H( g,U) ED V( g,u) 

(Theorem 3.2), since if feg 
o A 

H<J.g,ru) =S2(f*g) EDfj.g(f*u) 
o A 

= T( g,U) f*(S2( g) EDf; (u». 

That H( g,u) depends smoothly on (g,u) follows by argu
ments as in Ebin and Marsden,8 Appendix A, and Fischer et 
d~ 0 

We have now constructed a manifold ~ FM which is the 
basespaceofag-PFB'IT:1XF(M)--+~ FM' In turn, ~ FM 
covers the space ~ = 1 I g of Riemannian geometries by 
the projection 

'lT1: (1XF(M»)/g--+1Ig, [( g,u) ]f-+[g] 

so that we have the sequence of mappings 
W ~ 

1XF(M)--+(1XF(M»)lg = ~FM--+1Ig =~, 

(g,u)f-+[ (g,u) ]f-+[g]. 

This sequence is analogous to the sequence of maps 
W WE 

P xF--+(P xF)IG = E--+P IG = M 

used in the construction of a fiber bundle 

E = E(M, F, G, P) = (P xF)IG 
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over M, with standard fiber F, and which is associated with a 
G-PFB 'Frp: P~M. In this construction, the first map 'Fr: 
P XF~E is also a G-PFB with total space P XF and base 
space E, and the second map 'FrE: E~M is the fiber bundle 
associated withP~M. The.@-PFB'Fr:vIIXF(M)~Y FM is 
analogous to this first map, and the covering 'Fr I: Y FM~Y is 
analogous to the second map, with .@ playing the role of G, 
vii the role of P, and F(M) the role ofF. Thus if vii ~vII I.@ 
were a .@-PFB, then 'Frl: Y FM~Y would be the associated 
fiber bundle with standard fiber F(M). 

Interestingly; even though vii ~vII I.@ is not in general 
a PFB, so that the second map of the construction 'Fr I: 
Y FM~Y is not a fiber bundle, the first step of the construc
tion 'Fr: vIIXF(M)~Y FM is a .@-PFB, completely analo
gous to the G-PFB 'Fr: P XF~E. 

We will return to this analogy in Sec. VI (see also the 
remark following. Proposition 3.6 below). 

Since 'Frl: Y FM~Y is not a fiber bundle, the fibers 
'Frl-

I( [g])!;;;; Y FM are not diffeomorphic to each other. In
deed, if we think of Y as a singular manifold covered by the 
manifold Y FM' then the deviation of the fibers 'Fr i l ( [ g] ) 
from the standard fiber F(M) is a measure of the degree of 
these singularities. We now compute these fibers. 

Proposition 3.6: Let 
1T 1T, 

vIIXF(M)~Y FM~Y' (g,u) ....... [( g,u) ] ....... [ g] 

be the sequence of mappings described above. Then for 
[go]eY, the fiber 'Fril([gO]) is a closed submanifold of 
Y FM and is given by 

'Frl-
I( [go]) = 1T(~ Ilo XF(M») 

= (~Ilo XF(M»)I.@::::Jgo(M)IF(M), 

where ~ Ilo = {f*golfe.@}!;;;;vII is the .@-orbit of goevll, 
and where 

1Tgo: 19o (M}\F(M)~I-I( [go]), [u] ....... [ (go,u)] 

is a diffeomorphism. At [( go,u) ]E1rI- \[ go]), the tangent 
space to the fiber 'Frl-

I( [ go]) is 
o ~l 

-I Sz( go) ED., Ilo (u) A 1 
T[(/lo. .. »)('Fr1 ([go]»:::::. :::::fgo(u). 

Sz( go) 

Prooj:'FrI- I( [go]) = ([ (g,u) ]e~ FM I [g] = [go] and 
ueF(M)}, so that (gl,u l )e[(g,u)]E1rI-

I([go])iff[g.] 
= [go] iff g I = f*go for some fe~. Thus 

'Fr2- I( [go]) 

= {[ (f*go,u) ] e~ FM I fe~ and ueF(M)} 

= 1T(~ go XF(M»). 

Alternatively, 'Fr10'Fr( go,u) = [go], and so 

('FrI0'Fr) -I( [go]) = 17'- IO'FrI- I( [ go)] = ~ go XF(M) . 

Thus 'Fril( [go]) = 1T(~ go XF(M»). 
Since ~ go XF(M) is a closed .@-invariant submanifold 

of vIIXF(M), its orbit space 

(~go XF(M»)I.@ = 1T(~ Ilo XF(M») = 17'2- 1
( [go]) 

is a closed submanifold of ~ FM' 

If fe~ and ueF(M), [(f*go,u)] = [(go,(f-I)*u)], 
and so 
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17';I( [go]) = ([ (go'u) ]eY FMlueF(M)} 

= 17'({go}XF(M». 

For goe[ go], let 

17' Ilo: F(M)~Y FM' u ....... 'Fr( go,u) = [( go,u)], 

so that 17'go is surjective onto the fiber 17';I([gO])' If 
17'go(uI) = 17'go(uz), then [(go,uI)] = [(go,uz)], and so 
there exists an fe.@ such that f*go = go and f*u I = uz, so 
that fe/go (M). Conversely, if fe/Ilo (M), 
17' go (f*u) = 17' Ilo (u) so that 17' Ilo is invariant by the action of 
l/lo (M) on F(M) , and hence passes to the quotient manifold 
19o (M) '\F(M) , where, by the previous statement, it is injec
tive. Hence 

if'go: 19o (M) '\F(M)~2- 1([ go] ) !;;;; Y FM' 

[u] ....... [(go,u)], 

is a bijection. 
Now 'Fr Ilo : F(M)~Y FM is a smooth map with derivative 

at ueF(M) given by 
(A 0 ~l 

T .. 17'go: T .. F(M)~T[( /lo."»).:7 FM :::::Sz( go) ED., go (u), 

Z ......... Z!. 
Similarly, if' Ilo is smooth with derivative at 
[u]e/go (M}\F(M) given by 

_ A A1 0 ""1 
T .. 17'1lo: T .. F(M)/fgo (u) :::::fgo (u)---+Sz( go) EDf Ilo (u), 

Z! ....... Z!. 
Hence if'go is an injective immersion onto the closed subman
ifold 17'1-1([gO])' and is thus a diffeomorphism of 
19o (M) '\F(M) and 'Frl- I( [ go])' Also, the tangent space of 
17' i l 

( [ go]) at [ (u,go) ] is then given by range 
_ A1 

T" 'Frgo :::::fgo (u). 0 
Remarks: The above proposition continues our previous 

analogy with the construction of the associated fiber bundle 
E = (P xF)IG and the sequence of maps 

PXF~E~M. 

Thus ifxeM andpoE1rp-
l (x), then 

17'i I(X) = {[ (p,f)]eE 117'p (p) = x and feF} 

= 17'( tJ Po XF) 

= (tJ p~ XF)IG = {[ (Po,f)]eE IfeF} 

= 17'({Po}XF) 

where ~Po = Po·G!;;;;P is the G-orbit through Po. The fibers 
17'1-1( [go]) of Proposition 3.6 are given by the same formu
las. 

Moreover, each PoeP induces a diffeomorphism of the 
standard fiber F onto the fiber 17'i I (xo) 

17'Po: F~il(XO)!;;;;E, .fi--yrr(Po,f) = [(Po,f)], 

where Xo = 17'p ( Po). The map 'Fr Ilo of the proposition plays 
the role of the map 17' Po in the standard construction. How
ever, since vII~vII I.@ is not a bonafide PFB, 'Frgo is only 
injective when we pass to the quotient manifold 
lllo(M}\F(M), and thus the fibers 17'il([gO]) are not in 
general diffeomorphic to the "standard fiber" F(M). 0 
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In summary, 1Tl: f1 FM-f1 is an infinite-dimensional 
manifold that covers f1, and whose "fiber" 1T 1- 1 ( [ g J ) at the 
geometry [ g J ef1 is diffeomorphic to the finite-dimensional 
manifold Ig (M) \F(M). Thus f1 FM unfolds the singulari
ties of f1, and the degree of this unfolding at [g J (or the 
degree of the singularity of f1 at [g J) is measured by the 
deviation of the fiber 1T 1- 1 ( [ g J) from the "standard fiber" 
F(M). Thus as expected, Ig (M) parametrizes the degree of 
the singularity of f1 at [ g J . 

IV. THE FRAME BUNDLE AS A HOMOGENEOUS 
MANIFOLD 

In this section, we construct a principal fiber bundle 

1T: g-F(M) 

with total space g, structure group g ~o' and base space 
F(M) [if M is nonreversible, replace F(M) with F';:: (M), 
where Uo is a frame at xoJ. We also consider an interesting 
double coset manifold 

Igo(M) \glg~o ={Jgo(M)O/og~l/eg}. 

We shall use these results in Secs. V and VI. 
For xoeM, let 

~~ (M) = {Xe~ (M) IX(xo) = 0 and TX(xo) = a}. 

Then ~~ is a closed subspace of ~(M). A finite-dimen
sional complement can be constructed as follows. 

Let {Y;, Ya}~~(M), 1 <;;i<n, 1 <a<n2
, be n2 + n 

vector fields on M such that {Y; (xo)}, l<i<n, span T""M, 
and such that for 1<a<n2

, {Ya (xo) = o} and {TYa (xo)} 
span To(TM). Note that 

TYa(XO): TXoM-TYa("") (TM) = To(TM), 

so that it makes sense to require that the set {TYa (xo)} span 
To(TM). 

Let ~(M) denote the (n 2 + n)-dimensional subspace 
of ~ (M) spanned by {Y;, Ya }. Since ~ (M) is finite di
mensional, it is closed in ~ (M). Moreover, we have the 
following. 

Proposition 4.1: The subspaces ~ (M) and ~~o (M) are 
closed complementary subspaces of ~ (M), and so ~ (M) 
has the direct sum decomposition 

~(M) = ~~o(M) al~(M), X=X' + Y. 
ProotSince ~(M) and ~~ (M) are closed in ~(M), 

it is sufficient to show that the above direct sum is true in the 
algebraic sense. 

Since {Y; (x), TYa (x)} is a basis for TxMal To(TM), 
for each Xe~(M), there is a unique solution {A.~, A.~} to 
the n2 + n equations 

A. ;Y; (xo) = X(xo), 

A. ;TY; (xo) + A. aTYa (xo) = TX(xo). 

Let Y=A.~Y; +A.~Yae~(M). Then X' =X 
- Ye~~(M) andX=X' + Y. Thus ~(M) = ~~(M) 
+ ~(M). 

Conversely, since {Y;, ya} is a basis for ~(M), if 
Xe~~ (M)n~ (M), then X = A. ~ Y; + A. ~ Ya for a unique 
set of coefficients {A.~, A. g}. But since Xe~~ (M), these 
coefficients all vanish, and so X = o. Thus the above sum is 
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an algebraic direct sum, and hence a topological one also. D 
Remarks: (1) Let ~(M)/~~(M) denote the quo

tientspaceof ~(M) by the closed subspace ~~ (M). Then 

~(M)_~(M)/~~(M), Y.-Y+~~(M) 

is an isomorphism of~(M) and ~(M)/~~ (M). 
(2) The space ~~ (M) is invariant by g~, i.e., if 

feg~, then I.(~~(M») = ~~(M). However, 
I.(~(M») is not in general equal to ~(M), although 
I. (~(M») will be another closed complement of ~~ (M). 

D 
Theorem 4.2: Let xoeM. Then g ~ is a closed ILH Lie 

subgroup of g with Lie algebra ~~ (M). The quotient 
space gig ~ has a smooth manifold structure such that the 
projection 

1T: g_glg~, I'-/og~ 

is a submersion with 

ker Tf 1T = ~~o (M)o I 
and 

range Tp= TfO!$' (glg~)z~(M)/~~(M). 
"0 

The submersion 1T has the structure of a principal fiber bun
dle with total space g, base space gig ~ and structure 
group g~. 0 

IfuoeF(M) is a frame atxo = 1TFM (uo) andMisreversi
ble or nonorientable, then 

ifuo: glg~ -F(M) , log~'-f(uo) 

is a diffeomorphism. If M is nonreversible then ifUo is a dif
feomorphism ontoF u~ (M) c;;,F(M). 

If~(M) c;;, ~(M) is a closed complement of ~~o (M), 
then a smooth connection on the bundle 1T: g _g I g ~ is 
given by the direct sum decomposition 0 

Tfg = £IC?(M)OI = £IC?~o(M)O/al~(M)OI 

= VfalHf , 

where Vf = ker Tf 1T = £IC?~o (M)o I is the vertical subspace 
at I and Hf = ~ (M) °lz £IC? (M)I ~~o (M) is the hori
zontal subspace at f 

Proot For s > n/2 + 1 and uoeF(M) , let 

tfluo: gS_F(M) , I.-/(uo) 

denote the orbit map at uo. Then tfluo is smooth with deriva
tive at legs given by 

A A 

Tftfluo: Tfgs-T/(Uo) (F(M»), Xf.-X(j(UO»)' 

where X = Xfo l-le£lC?(M). Since Tftfluo is clearly surjec
tive, 1/IUo is a smooth submersion and so by the implicit func
tion theorem 

(tfIu)-I(UO) =g~o = (gS)~o 

= {/egsl/(xo) =xo and T""I=I",,} 

is a smooth closed submanifold of gs with tangent space at 
leg:.. given by 

ker Tftflu = ~~o (M)So f 
It is also a subgroup, and so it is a topological group whose 
group operations have the same smoothness properties as 
those of g S • Therefore 
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P}~ = n (P}S)~ 
$>,,/2+1 

is a closed ILH Lie subgroup of D with Lie algebra 

f£'?(M) = n f£'?~ (M),. 
$>,,/2+1 

Now P}:.., acts on p}s on the right by composition 

P}$XP}~o-'P}', (f, h)~fbh, 

and this action is a free COaction. The orbit map r/I ... : 
p}s-.F(M) is invariant by this action, since if fep}s and 
heP}~, 

~ "It. ,.. 
rfluo (foh) = jbh(uo) = foh(uo) = f(uo) = r/I ... (f), 

and so passes to the quotient space 

¢:.o: p}s/P}:'" -.F(M) , f°p}:"'~)(uo), 

where it is an injective map. Since rflu
o 

is a submersion, iIt ... is 
an open map, and hence a homeomorphism onto its image. If 
M is reversible or nonorientable, this image is all of F(M). If 
M is nonreversible, this image is F u+ (M). In either case we 
induce a smooth structure on p}' / g ~o by declaring ¢:.O to 
be a diffeomorphism onto F(M) [or F.! (M) ]. With this 
differential structure, 1T": P} S -.P}' / P}:.., is a smooth sub
mersion because r/I ... : P}~-.F(M) is. Since any submersion 
admits smooth local sections, 1T" becomes a PFB with struc
ture group P} ~o' The bundle structure is only CO because 
P}:.., acts only continuously on p}s. However, it does give a 
smooth ILH bundle structure to 1T': P} -.P} / P} .... 

If '?J/ (M) ~ f£'? (M) is a closed complement of f£'?~o (M), 
then the direct sum decomposition 

f£'? (M) = f£'?~ (M) $ '?J/ (M) 

can be right translated to TfP} = f£'? (M) 0 f by 

TeRf : TeP} = f£'?(M)-.TfP}, x~Xo f 
Thus 

TfP} = TeRf·f£'?(M) = TeRrf£'?~ (M) $ TeRf·'?J/(M), 

or 

f£'?(M) 0 f = (f£'?~ (M)o f) $ ('?J/ (M)o f), 

is a right equivariant direct sum decomposition of TfP} by 
closed complementary subspaces. In particular, if heP}, 
then 

TfRh ('?J/(M)o f) = '?J/(M) 0 fbh, 

so that the horizontal spaces H f = '?J/ (M) 0 f 
= TeRf''?J/ (M) satisfy 

TfRh .Hf = HjlJh' 

Moreover, from the smoothness of the group operations in 
P}, and by using arguments as in Ebin and Marsden,8 Ap
pendix A, it follows that the distribution 
f ~Hf = '?J/ (M) 0 f is smooth in f, thereby defining a 
smooth connection on the P}~ -PEB 1T': P}-.P} /P}~. D 

Remark' Thus choosing a direct sum complement 
'?J/ (M) ~ f£'? (M) to f£'?~ (M) is equivalent to giving a con
nection on the PFB 1T': P}~P} / P} ~. D 

For goEvR, the isometry group 19o (M) acts on ~ on the 
left, 
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Since 160 (M) is compact and acts freely, the quotient space 

160 (M) \p} = {/6o (M)o flfeP)} 

is a manifold (see Ebin,3 p. 22). Also, 160 (M) acts naturally 
on the left on the quotient manifold, ~ / P} ~, 

160 (M) X (p) /P}~ )-.P} /P}~, 

(k,fbP)~ )~kof°P}~· 

This action is free, for if ko fO P} ~ = fbP} ~, then 
f-Ioko feP}~o' and since (f-Ioko f)·(f·go) = f·go, 

(f-Ioko f)eIf*go (M)nP}~.Hencef-loko f = idMandso 
k = idM • Since Igo (M) is compact, the resulting quotient 
space 

Igo(M)\(~/~~) = {Igo(M)O(fb~~)lfeP}} 
is a manifold, since P} / ~ ~ is a finite-dimensional manifold. 

Similarly, ~~ acts naturally on the right on the quo
tient manifold 160 (M) \p}, 

(l6o (M) \~) X P} ~o -.Igo (M) \p}, 

(/go (M)o f, h) ~/6o (M)o fOh. 

This action is also free, for if 160 (M)o fbh = 160 (M)o f, 
then Igo (M)o foh o f-I = Igo (M), and so 
foh o f-Ielgo (M). Thus heIu -') *60 (M)nP)~ = {idM }. A 
slight modification of Theorem 4.2 then shows that the quo
tient space 

(lgo (M)\P})/ P} ~ = {(/6o (M)o f)oP)~ I feP}} 

is a manifold. Clearly the quotient manifolds Ig (M) \ (P) / 

P} ~) and (lgo (M) \ P) ) / P} ~o are canonically identifiable 
with each other, and we can remove the parentheses 

19o (M) \ (P) / P} ~o) zlgo (M) \P} / P} ~o 

z (igo (M)\P})/P}~o' 

The double coset manifold 160 (M)\P}/P)~ has two 
interesting interpretations. For goeJi, the P) orbit of go in 
vii, tJ go = {f·golfeP}}, is a closed submanifold of vii and 
is P} ~ invariant, and so P} ~ acts on tJ go on the right, 

tJ go X P} ~ -.tJ go' ( g,h )~h .g. 

This action is free, and since tJ go is a closed invariant sub
manifold of vii, the resulting quotient space 

tJ g.l P) ~o ~ vii / P} ~o 

is a closed submanifold of vii / P} ~o (see Theorem S.2). Let 
(g) =g.P}~etJ 6o/P}~ denote elements in the orbit space. 

Proposition 4.3: Let goeJi, uoeF(M) , and 
Xo = 1T'FM (uo)eM. First assume that M is reversible or non
orientable. Then the diagram 

where 

711: 19o (M) 0 fOP) ~o ~(f·go) = f·go·P} ~ etJ g.l ~ ~, 
A A 

712: 19o (M)o fo~~~[f(u)] = Igo (u)eI6o (M}\F(M) , 

713: (f·go)~[)(uo)], 
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is a commuting diagram of diffeomorphisms. 
If M is nonreversible, the above remains true if F(M) is 

replaced by F u~ (M). 

Proof: The proof follows by noting that the quotient 
manifold Ig. (M) \!P is naturally di1feomorphic to the !P
orbit tJ g., by the diffeomorphism 

Ig., (M) \!P_tJ g.' Ig. (M)o /1--+ /*go. 

Similarly, for uoeF(M), Xo = 1TFM (uo), the quotient mani
fold !P /!P;" is naturally diffeomorphic to F(M) [ or 
F;:;' (M) if M is nonreversible] by the map 

Ipu.: !P /~;., -F(M) , /o~;"1--+ f(uo). 

Then the identifications Ig. (M)\!P z tJ g. and !P /!P;" 
zF(M) imply the chain of identifications 

tJg./~;. z (lg. (M) \~)/~;o zIg. (M)\~ /~;." 

zIg. (M) \ (~/ ~;.,) zIg., (M) \F(M) 

[or in the last step, Ig. (M) \F ;:;, (M) if M is nonreversible], 
which we diagram as 

(f*go) = f*go'~;" +-i Ig. (M) 0 f 0 ~;. 

I--+lg.(MHf(u» = [f(u)]. 0 

v. ANOTHER RESOLUTION OF ~ 

As mentioned in the Introduction, for xoeM, the group 
~;., acts freely on vII'. In this section we show that the orbit 
space vii' / ~;. is a manifold that resolves the singularities of 
vii' / ~. This result follows easily from the methods used in 
Sec. III, together with a modification of the canonical split
ting of S2(M). We begin with this modified splitting. 

Proposition 5.1: Let xoeM, and let 

fE(M) = fE;. (M) Ell C!!!(M) 

be the direct sum decomposition of fE (M) according to 
Proposition 4.1. Let gEJI. Then C!!! (M) can always be cho
sen so that 

f g (M) !:;;; C!!! (M). 

IfC!!! (M) is so chosen, then we have the direct sum decompo
sition 

S2(M) = S( g) Ell ag(C!!!(M») EIlag(fE;. (M»), 

h=h+Lyg+Lx,g, 

where each of the summands is a closed subspace of S2 (M). 

Proof Since dim fg (M),qn(n + 1) <dim ~ (M) 
= n2 + n, and since a Killing vector field X is determined by 

X(xo) and TX(xo), it follows that C!!! (M) can be chosen so 
that fg (M)!:;;; C!!! (M). 

From the canonical splitting, S2(M) splits as 

S2(M) = S2(g) Ell range ag, 

where S2(g) and ag(fE (M») are closed subspaces of 
S2 (M). Thus it is sufficient to show the direct sum decompo
sition 

ag{fE (M») = ag(C!!! (M») Ell ag(fE;' (M») 

for the closed subspace range ag = ag(fE (M». Now 
ag(C!!! (M») is finite dimensional, and hence closed in 
ag(~ (M»). Also, ag(fE;" (M») is closed in ag(fE (M»), 
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sinceag(fE (M») is closed inS2 (M), and fE;" (M) is closed 
in ~ (M). Thus if X"e~;" (M) is a sequence of vector 
fields such that LXng - 0, 

X" - XEfg (M)n~;" (M) = ker agnfE;. (M) = {O}, 

and so X = O. Thus ag(~;" (M» is closed in ag(~(M»). 
Thus we must only show that the above direct sum is an 
algebraic direct sum. 

Since fE(M) =~;., (M) Ell C!!! (M), clearly 

ag(fE (M» = ag(av;. (M» Ell ag(C!!! (M»). 

So let heag(fE;.(M»)nag(C!!! (M»). Then h=Lxg=Lyg 
for some XefE;" (M) and YeC!!!(M), and so Lx_ yg = O. 
Thus X - YEfg (M)!:;;; C!!! (M) [since we are assuming 
fg(M)!:;;;C!!!(M)], and so XeY+C!!!(M)=C!!!(M). 

ThusXe~;" (M) n C!!!(M) = {O}, and soX = O. 0 
Remarks: (1) We shall refer to the above splitting of 

S2(M) as the modified canonical splitting. Thus if heS2(M) 
and h = h + Lx g is its canonical splitting, and 

X=X' + YefE;.(M) Ell C!!! (M), fg(M)!:;;;C!!! (M), 

is the splitting of X, then h = h + Lyg + Lx,g is the modi
fied canonical splitting of h, where each of the pieces is 
uniquely determined. Moreover, even though X is deter
mined only up to a Killing vector field, X' is uniquely deter
mined, for if X is replaced by X + XI with 
XIEfg(M)!:;;; C!!!(M),then(X+X1)'=X'sinceX; =0. 
Thus X +XI splits as 

X +XI =X' + (Y +XI ), X'EfE;.cM), 

(Y +XI)eC!!!(M), 

where Y + XI is determined only up to a Killing vector field. 
Of course, the piece Lyg = L(y+x,)g is uniquely deter
mined. 

(2) The summands in the modified canonical splitting 
are not L 2-orthogonal. Indeed, if Lygeag(C!!! (M») and 
Lx,geag(fE;. (M»), 

f (Lyg, Lx,g)g dUg 

is not zero in general. 
(3) When ag is restricted to fE;. (M) it is injective and 

hence is an isomorphism onto its image. Thus 
ag(~;. (M»)z fE;" (M). When ag is restricted to C!!! (M), 
then ker a g = f g (M) !:;;; C!!! (M), and so 

ag(C!!!(M»)zC!!!(M)/fg (M). 

Thus 

range ag = ag{~;. (M») Ell ag{C!!! (M») 

zfE;.<M) Ell (C!!! (M)/fg(M». 

(4) If uoeF(M) is a frame at xo' then C!!! (M) can be 
identified with Tu.F(M) by the map 

'" C!!! (M) - T"F (M), YI--+ Y (uo), 

'" and fg (M)!:;;; C!!! (M) gets mapped to fg (uo). Thus the 
following spaces are isomorphic: 

ag(C!!! (M»)zC!!! (M)/fg (M) zT"F (M)/Fg (uo) 
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In particular, 
A A 

ag(~ (M») _f!(u), Lygl-+ yl(U) 

is an isomorphism. 
For fixed xoeM, let 

V": vii X Pfi ~o - vii, (g,J) 1-+ f*g 

be the right action of Pfi ~o on vii. For geJI, let 

"'~: Pfi~ _vii, fl-+f*g 

denote the orbit map through g, and let 

~~ = ",~(Pfi~) = {f*glfE9J~)~vII 

denote the orbit through g. 

o 

From the modified canonical splitting, together with the 
methods of Sec. III, we now have all of the ingredients neces
sary for the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2: The action of 9J ~ on vii described above 
is smooth, free, and proper. TheL2 metric on vii is invariant 
under this action. 

For geJI, the orbit ~ ~ is a closed submanifold of vii 
and the orbit map 

"'~: Pfi~ _ ~~ ~vII 
is a diffeomorphism. The tangent space to ~ ~ at 
gl =f*ge~~ is 

Tg, ~~ = a g, (~~ (M») =f*(ag(~~o (M»)). 

The orbit space vii I Pfi ~ has the structure of a smooth 
manifold such that the orbit projection map 

1r: vii-vii IPfi~, gl-+ (g) 

is a smooth submersion. Moreover the projection 1r has the 
structure of a principal fiber bundle with total space vii, base 
space vii I Pfi ~, and structure group Pfi ~o' For geJI, 

ker Tg1r= Tg~~ =ag(~~(M»), 

and 

range Tg1r = T(g) (vii 19J~) zS2(M)/ag(~~o (M»). 

Proof: Since 9J ~ is a closed ILH Lie subgroup of Pfi, 
smoothness and properness of the action follow from 
smoothness and properness of the action of 9J on vii. The 
action is free, since iff*g = g,fe9J ~, thenf = idM • The in
variance of the L2 metric is inherited for the action of any 
subgroup of 9J on vii. 

For s>nl2, k> I, and geJI' + k, the orbit map 

"'~: (9J,+ I)~ _vii', fl-+f*g 

is a Ck map with derivative atfe(9JS+ I)~o given by 

Tf"'~: Tf(Pfis+ I)~o - Tf*gvllSzSi (g), Xfl-+ f*(Lxg), 

where X = Xf 0 f-IE~~ (M)S+ I. Thus Tf ",; is an injection 
with closed range Tf"'~ =f*(ag(~~ (MY+ 1).Now let 
~s + I (M) ~ ~s + 1 (M) be chosen so that 

f;+ I(M) = {XE~S+ I(M) ILxg = o} ~ ~'+ I(M). 

Then Si (g) ~ ag(~S+ I(M») is a closed complement of 
ag(~~ (MY+ I) and f*(Si (g) ~ ag(~S+ I(M»)) is a 
closed complement of range Tf"'~' Thus "'; is an injective 
immersion and so (~~)S is an immersed C" submanifold. 
Since the action is proper, (~~) S is a closed C" submanifold 
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and "'~ is a Ck diffeomorphism onto (~~ )s. The Coo case 
then follows. 

Using the exponential map of the L2 metric on vii' , a 
local cross section C; ~vII' atgeJls+ k, k> I, is construct
ed by exponentiating a sufficiently small ball in 
Si (g) ~ ag(~S+ l(M») onto viis. The resulting cross sec
tion contains the Ebin slice S ~ as well as small pieces of the 
orbits corresponding toag(~S+ I(M»)z~ (M)lfg(M). 

At f*g, fe(PfiS+ I)~, f*(S2(g) ~ ag(~S+ 1(M») 

is a closed complement of range Tf ",; 

=f*(ag(~~ (M)'+ I» = af.g(~~ (M)S+ I), the last 
equality following since f.(~~ (M)S+ I) = ~~ (MY+ I. 
Thus if we exponentiatef* (Si (g) ~ ag(~S+ I(M») along 
the orbit (~;) s, then by equivariance of the exponential 
map, the local cross sections are equivariant, 

Cj.g =f*(C;) 

along the orbit. The remainder of the theorem then follows 
from the existence of these equivariant local cross sections as 
in Theorem 3.5. 0 

Remarks: (1 ) The modified canonical splitting of 
S2(M), 

S2(M) =S2(g) ~ ag(~ (M» ~ ag(~~(M»), 
can be written as 

Tgvll=T(g)(vIIIPfi~o) ~ Tg(~;). 

(2) The modified canonical splitting does not in and of 
itself define a connection on the PFB 1r: vii - vii I 9J ~. In
deed, if g2 =f*g1' fePfi~, and ~ I(M) and ~2(M) are 
closed complements of ~~o (M) such that fg, (M) 
~ ~ 1 (M) and f g, (M) ~ ~ 2(M), then 

S2(g2) ~ ag,(~2(M»)#f*(S2(g1) ~ ag,(~1(M))) 
unless ~2(M) = (f-I).(~1(M»). However, a connection 
on 1r is defined by a smooth distribution g 1-+ ~ g (M) such 
that for each g, 

(1) ~ g (M) is a closed complement of ~~ (M), 

(2) fg(M)~~g(M), 

(3) ~f*g(M) = (f-I).(~g(M»), for fE9J~. 

Note that if condition (2) holds at g, then, from (3), 

ff*g(M) = (f-I).(fg(M» ~ (f-I).(~g(M» 

= ~f*g(M), 

so that (2) is then automatically true along the orbit ~ ; . 0 
The manifold vii I Pfi ~ covers vii I 9J by the projection 

1r1: vii IPfi~o -vii IPfi, (g) 1-+ [g), 

i.e., 1r 1 takes the 9J ~ -orbits of vii to the 9J -orbits of vii. As 
in Sec. III the "fiber" 1r 11 ( [g) ) over [g) is a measure of the 
degree of the singularity of vii I 9J at [g). 

Proposition 5.3: Let xoeM and consider the sequence of 
projections 

fT fT, 

vii_vii 19J~ _vii 19J, gl-+ (g) 1-+ [g). 

Then for [go]e..L 19J, 1r1-I([go]) is an embedded subman
ifold of vii I 9J ~ and 
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g 

(tT 
'f 

(g) 

17'1- I ([go]) = (ti' gJ = ti' gJ iiJ:." ';::::1go (M) \ iiJ / iiJ:.", 

where the last identification is given by the diffeomorphism 
I (M) 0 fo iiJ' f-+ (j*go)' go I Xo 

Proot 17'1- I ([go]) = {(g)e..ff / iiJ:." I [g] = [go]). Thus 
if (g)E1TI-

I([go]), and gle(g), then [gd = [go] and so 
gl = f*go for somefeiiJ. Hence 

17'1-1( [go]) = {(j*go)e..ff /iiJ~o lfeiiJ} = 17'(ti'gJ. 

Alternately, 17'1 0 17': g __ [g], and so 

(17'1 017') -I ([go]) = 17'-1(17'1 -I ([go]) = ti' go' 

Thus 17'1 1 ( [go]) = 17'( ti' go)' The identification 
ti' g"/iiJ:.,, 'ZIgo (M)\iiJ /iiJ~o has been shown in Proposi
tion 4.3. 

Since iiJ:." acts freely on the closed submanifold ti' go' it 
follows, as in Theorem 5.2, that ti' a / iiJx' = 17'( ti' ) is a 

eoO 0 go 

closed submanifold of vii / iiJ ~o . 0 
Thus vii / iiJ:." -- vii / iiJ is an unfolding of the singular

ities of vii / iiJ . 
As in Theorem 5.2, the projection 

17': ti' go -- ti'gJiiJ:"', gf-+ (g) 

is a iiJ:." -PFB with total space ti' g,,' base space ti' go / 
iiJ:." 'ZIgo (M)\ iiJ /iiJ:.", and with fiber at (g)eti' gJiiJ~o 
given by 17'-I(g») = ti'; (see Fig. 3). Thus each iiJ-orbit 
ti' go is the total space of a PFB over Igo (M) \ iiJ / iiJ ~o and 
whose fibers are the iiJ:." -orbits ti'; of ti' go' Thus, roughly 
speaking, the orbit ti' go is a Igo (M) \ iiJ / iiJ ~o -thickening of 
the orbit ti';o' 

VI. REDUCTION OF THE BUNDLE vii XJ={M) -- fJ FM 

We have now constructed two principal fiber bundles, 
which we diagram in Fig. 4, where uoeF(M) is a frame at 
xoeM, and where the four projection maps have been de-
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FIG. 3. The .@~" -principal fiber 
bundle over 

tl gJ.@~ ;::;;1 .. (M) \PJ) /PJ)~, 

with fiber at (g)EtlgJ.@~ given 
by tl; =g.PJ)~. 

scribed previously, but are here relabeled. In Fig. 4, 

iUo: vII--vIIXF(M), gf-+ (g,u), 

and 

duo: vii /iiJ~o -- (vIIXF(M»)liiJ, (g) f-+ [(g, uo)]' 

Here dUo is well defined, since if gle(g), gl = h *g for some 
heiiJ~o' so [(gl' uo)] = [(h *g, uo)] = [(g, uo)] since 
h *uo = uo. 

The base spaces vii /iiJ~o and (vIIXF(M»)/iiJ in each 
of the above principal fiber bundles are resolutions of the 
singularities in vii / iiJ. Here we complete our analysis by 
showing that these base spaces are diffeomorphic [with the 
possible replacing of F(M) by (F u~ (M»)], and that the pair 
(iuo' dUo ) is a reduction of the iiJ -PFB 
17'1: vIIXF(M)--Y FM to the iiJ~o-PFB 17'3: vII __ Y . 
Our definition of a reduced subbundle is slightly more ge~
eral than that of Kobayashi and Nomizu,16 p. 53, inasmuch 
as we only require the base spaces to be diffeomorphic and 
not identical. 

We also construct a fiber bundle over M associated with 

i .. " 
JI -----_. JlxF{M) 

<, \ 

JllfP =;§ 

FIG. 4. A commuting pentagon showing the relationships between the two 
principal fiber bundles 1........t1 /.@~, 1 X F(M)-+~ FM, and the space of 
Riemannian geometries ~. 
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the frame bundle, with standard fiber [1 FM, and whose fiber 
at x is [1 ,,' This bundle will represent the grand resolution of 
the singularities of [1. 

Theorem 6.1: Let xoeM, and let 1T'1: vK - vK I ~ ~ and 
1T'2: vKXF(M) - (vKXF(M»)/~ be the two principal fi
ber bundles described previously. For a frame uoeF(M) over 
xo, 1T'FM (uo) = xo, let 

iuo: vK -vKXF(M), g~ (g,uo)' 

Then with respect to the inclusion mapping i: ~ ~ - ~, iuo 
is an embedding of the ~~o -PFB 1T'1 intothe~-PFB 1T'2' so 
that 1T'1 is a subbundle of 1T'2' The induced map on the base 
spaces is 

dUo: vK I~~o - (vKXF(M»/~, (g) ~ [(g,uo)], 

so that the upper square of Fig. 4 commutes. Moreover, dUo 
is a diffeomorphism onto its image which is either 
(vKXF(M»)/~ if M is reversible or nonorientable, or 
vK X F .! (M»)I ~ if M is nonreversible. Thus in the former 
case the pair (iuo' dUo ) is a reduction ofthe structure group 
~ of 1T' 2 to the structure group ~ ~ of 1T'1' and the subbundle 
1T'1 is a reduced subbundle of 1T'2' In the latter case, 1T'1 is a 
reduced subbundle of 

1T't: vKXF:' (M) - (vKXF:' (M»/~. 

The lower triangle of Fig. 4 commutes. 
Proof.' Let. he~ ~, and let Uo be a frame at Xo' Then 

h *uo = Uo' so that 

iuo (h *g,u) = h *(g,u) = h *(i"o (g»). 

Thus with respect to the inclusion i: ~ ~ - ~, iUo is a PFB 
homomorphism. It is clearly an embedding, so that 1T' 3 is a 
subbundle of 1T'1' Let dUo denote the induced mapping of the 
base spaces, defined so the square in Fig. 4 commutes. Thus 
d"o (1T'3(g») = d ... «g» = 1T'l(iUo (g») = [(g,uo)], as given 
previously. Since iUo is an embedding, the induced map dUo is 
also an embedding. Thus we must show that dUo is a submer
sion. 

The derivative of dUo: vK I ~ ~ - (vK XF(M»)I ~ at 
(g) is easily computed to be 

T(g) dUo: Tg(vK/~~)zS2(M)/ag(fF~) 

_T[(g, .. o) 1«(vKXF(M»/~) 

z(S2(M) ED TUoF(M»/a(g,Uo)(fF (M»), 

h + ag(fF~ (M» ~ h + a(g, Uo) (fF (M». 

Now T(g) dUo is well defined, since duo is well defined, or 
since ag(fF~ (M»~a(g,Uo) (fF(M»), and T(g) dUo is injec
tive, since dUo is an embedding. Alternately, if 

h1 + a(g,,,o) (fF(M» = h2 + a(g,Uo) (fF(M»), 

then h1 - h2Ea(g,UodfF(M»), and so h1 - h2 = Lxg 
-X(uo) for some XefF (M). Thus h1-h2=Lxg 

and X(uo) =0, and so h1-h2Eag(fF~(M»), 

or h1 = h2 + ag(fF~ (M»). 
To show that T(g) dUo is surjective, let h + ZUo 

+ a C6,Uo) (fF(M»)eT[(g~)1 (vKXF(M»/~, and let 
YefF(M) be such that Y(uo) = Z"o' Then 

T(g) dUo (h + Lyg + ag(fF~ (M») 
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=h+Lyg+a(g,Uo)(fF (M») 

=h +ZUo + (-ZUo + Lyg) +a(g,Uo)(fF (M» 

= h + ZUo + a(g,u.) (Y) + a(g,uo) (fF (M») 

= h + ZUo + a(g,uo)(fF (M»), 
"'-

since a(g,,,o) (Y) = Lyg - Y(uo) = Lyg - Z"o' Thus 
T(g) dUo is an isomorphism. The same arguments then show 
that 

d .... : vKSI(~S+l)~ _(vKSXF(M»)/~S+l 

is an embedding and a submersion, and hence an isomor
phism onto its image. That dUo is then an ILH diffeomor
phism onto its image then follows in the usual manner. 

If M is reversible or nonorientable, ~ acts transitively 
on F(M). Hence if [(g,u1)]e(vKXF(M»)/~ and/e~ is 
such that Uo =/*u1, then 

i"o (f*g) = [(f*g,uo)] = [(f*g,J*u 1)] = [(g,u 1)], 

sothatd".((f*g») = [(g,u 1 )].HencedUo is surjective. If Mis 
nonreversible, a similar argument shows that dUo is onto 
(vKXF:' (M»)/~. 

Now 1T'4odUo«g»)=1T'4([(g,u)]) = [g] =1T'3(g) so 
the bottom triangle commutes. 0 

Remark: The inverse of dUo is given by 

d.: 1: [1 FM - [1 "0' [(g,u)] ~ (f*g), 

where/is a solution to the equation u = /( uo) [assuming M 
is reversible or nonorientable; otherwise replace [§ FM with 
[1 F+M = (vKXF:' (M»)/~]. Thus .. 

dUo·(f*g) = [(f*g,uo)] = [(g,(f-1)*UO)] 

= [(g,/(uo»] = [(g,u)]. 0 

There is an interesting way to interpret the pentagon 
diagram associated with this theorem which shows the rea
sonability of the diffeomorphism d ... : [§ ". - [1 FM' This 
interpretation continues our interpretation of [1 FM - [§ as 
being the pseudofiber bundle associated with the pseudo-~
PFB .,R -.,R I ~ (see the discussion preceding Proposi
tion 3.6). 

For a G-PFB 1T'p: P _ M, let Hbe a closed subgroup of 
G, and let 

E = E(M, G IH, G, P) = (P X (G IH»/G 

denote the associated fiber bundle over M with the homogen
eous fiber G I H, and with projection map 

1T'E: E_M, (P,aH)·G~1T'p(P). 

Then E can be canonically identified with P IH, namely, 

iH : PIH-(Px(GIH»)/G, 

(p) = pH ~ (p,H)·G = [(p,H)]. 

Moreover, from the inclusion 

i: P-P X (GIH), p~ (p,H), 

we get the following pentagon diagram associated with the 
construction of the associated bundle E: 
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M=PIG 

whereP-P IHisanH-PFB, P X (G IH) _EisaG-PFB, 
'lTP/H: PIH-PIG, pH ........ pG and 'lTE : E-M, 
(p, aH)·G ........ pG are fiber bundles over M, i H is a diffeomor
phism,and (i, iH ) isareductionoftheG-PFBtotheH-PFB. 

Now if xoeM, f!);'" is a closed ILH Lie subgroup of f!) . 
Thus if we pretend that 1 _ 1 I f!) is a f!) -PFB, then the 
associated fiber bundle 

E(1 If!), f!) If!);"', f!), 1) = (1 X (f!) 1f!);"'»1 f!) 

with standard fiber f!) If!);'" is canonically diffeomorphic to 
1 I §;'" by the map 

1 If!);'" - (1 X (§ I f!) ~J )If!), (g) ........ [ (g, f!);"')]. 

If uoeF(M) is a frame at xo, then 

;Puo: f!)1f!);'" _F(M), fO f!);'" (M) ........ f(uo) 

is a diffeomorphism [if M is nonreversible, replace F(M) 
with F';:; (M) ]. If we identify § I §;'" with F(M) [or 
F u~ (M)], then 

duo: 1 If!);'" - (1 X (f!) If!);'" »)1 f!) 

::=(1XF(M»)/f!) 

[or (1XF';:; (M»)/§] 
is the diffeomorphism from ~ Xu = 1 If!);'" to the total 
space ~ FM = (1 XF(M»)I § of the fiber bundle with stan
dard fiber F(M) associated with 1 - 1 If!). Thus duo is 
analogoustothediffeomorphismiH : P IH - (P X (G IH»)I 
H, even though 1 _ 1 I f!) is not a bona fide fiber bundle. 
Moreover, the pentagon diagram of Theorem 6.1 is then 
analogous to the general pentagon diagram for the construc
tion of the associated fiber bundle E(M, G IH, G, P). Of 
course the projections ~ Xu - ~ and ~ FM - ~ are not 
fiber bundles since ~ FM - ~ is not a principal fiber bun
dle. 

We now make three other remarks regarding Theorem 
6.1. First, recall that the structure group G of a PFB 
P(M, G) is reducible to a closed subgroup Hifand only if the 
associated fiber bundle E = E(M, G IH, G,P) admits a cross 
section u: M _ P IH = E (see, e.g., Kobayashi-Nomizu,16 
p. 57). Thus since the structure group f!) of the PFB 
'lT1: 1XF(M) - ~ FM is reducible to the closed subgroup 
f!);'" (assuming M is reversible or nonorientable), the asso
ciated fiber bundle 
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must admit a cross section 

1XF(M) 1XF(M) 
u: - . f!) f!);'" 

Here the identification of ((1XF(M»)X(fPlfP;"'»)lfP 
with (1 X F(M»)I fP;'" is the canonical identification of 
(P X G IH)IGwithP IH discussed above, whereP - Mnow 
corresponds to the bonafide PFB 'lT1: 1XF(M) - ~ FM' 

and notthepseudo-PFB 1 - ~,since'ITI is the PFB whose 
structure group § is reduced to fP;",. 

For a frame uoeF (M) at xo, an explicit cross section is 
given by 

1 XF(M) 1 XF(M) -fP f!)' 
Xu 

[ (g,u)] ........ ((/-1) *g,uo).f!) ~o' 

wherefefP satisfiesf*uo = u [orf( u) = uo], and where we 
denote elements of (1XF(M»)lfP;'" by (g,u).fP;"'. To 
show u is well defined, we must show that it is independent 
of the cltoice of jefP that satisfies f*uo = u, and that it is 
independent of the choice of representative of [ (g,u) ]. Thus, 
first, iffl,f2efP are such thatfTuo = u andfruo = u, then 
(/2- 1 )*fTuo = (/1 0 f2- 1)*UO = uo, and so fl 0 f2-lefP~0' 
Thus 

u u.( [ (g,u) ]) = ((/1- I) *g,uo)'fP;'" 

= ((/2- I) *fT (/1- I) *g, (/2- I) *fTuo),fP;'" 

= ((/2- I) *g,uo)'fP;"', 

and so u Uo is independent of the choice of solutionf*uo = u. 
Second, if [ (g,U2)] = [(g l>U I) ], then (g2'U2) 

= (/TgI,JTu l ) for some fIef!). Thus if f*uo = UI then 
fTf*uo = (/0 fl )*uo = fTu I and so 

uUo ( [fTgI/Tu l ] ) 

= «((/0 fl)-I)*fTgI,uo).f!)~o 

= ((/-I)*gl,UO)·f!)~o = u ... ([ (gl>U I)]), 

sincef*uo = ul. Thus uUo is well defined and iff*uo = u, 
then 

'ITs (uuo([ (g,u])) 

= 'lTS«((/-I)*g,UO)'§~o) = [((/-I)*g,UO)] 

= [(g,f*uo)] = [(g,u)], 

so that u Uo is a cross section. 
As our second remark, we consider the question of 

whether or not the natural connection on the fP-PFB 'lT2: 
1XF(M) - ~ FM is reducible to a connection on the re
duced §;'" -PFB 'IT I: 1 - ~ Xu. Since the Lie algebra 
lP (M) of f!) admits a direct sum decomposition 
lP (M) = lP;'" (M) Ell C!!! (M), where lP;'" (M) is the Lie 
algebra of fP ;"" the natural connection on 'IT 2 is reducible to a 
connection on 'IT I if 

Ad(f!);"'),(C!!! (M») = C!!! (M) 

(Kobayashi and Nomizu,16 p. 83). But if he§;'" and 
YeC!!! (M) with flow fJ.., then 

Ad(h)·Y= d~ (hOhOh-I)IJ..=o 
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=Tho Yoh- 1 =h*Y. 

Since h * Y is not in ~ (M) for all he9' 
"0' 

Ad(9;"),~ (M)#~ (M). 

Thus the fif';" (M)-component of the connection one-form 
ofthenaturalconnectionon1T2: JlXF(M) - ~FM when 
pulled back to 1T 1: JI - ~ "0 is not a connection one-form 
on 1T 1. This is another way of seeing that there is apparently 
no natural connection on 1T 1: JI - ~ "0 [see also remark 
(2) following Proposition 5.2]. 

As a last remark regarding Theorem 6.1, we note that 
for [go]e~, the fibers 

and 

1T3-1( [go]) = 1TI (t1' Bo) 

= {if*go)e~ "0 Ife9}~ ~ "0 

1T4- 1 ([go]) = 1T2(t1' Bo XF(M») 

= ([ if*go,u) ]e~ PM1fe9, ueF(M)} 

= {[ (go,u) ]e~ FMlueF(M)}~ ~ PM 

are embedded submanifolds. Since the bottom triangle in 
Fig. 4 commutes, the diffeomorphism duo: ~ "0 - ~ FM re
stricts to these submanifolds to give a diffeomorphism (if M 
is reversible or nonorientable) 

d(B","') = duo t 1T;I( [go]): 

1T3-
1( [go]») -1T4-

1( [go]), 

if*go)'- [if*go,uo)] = [(go,if-I)*uO)]· 

From Proposition 3.6, there is also a diffeomorphism 

1T",,: I"" (M) \. F(M) -1T4-1( [go]), [u].- [(go,u)]. 

Thus another layer can be added to the commuting triangle 
of Proposition 4.3. 

Proposition 6.2: LetgoeJI and let uoeF(M) be a frame at 
xo. Assume M is reversible or nonorientable [otherwise re
place F(M) with F ~ (M) ]. Then the following rhombic 
diagram is a commuting diagram of diffeomorphisms: 

where "1/1' "1/2' "1/3 are given in Proposition 4.3, ,""g, is given in 
Proposition 3.6, and d(BooIlo): if*go)'- [if*go:uo)]. 

Proof: That the upper triangle is a commuting triangle 
of diffeomorphisms is Proposition 4.3. The lower triangle 
commutes since 

'""B.("I/3(F*go» = '""",,([{(uo)]) = [(go,j(uo»] 
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= [(go, if-I) *uo)) = [if*go,uo)] 

= d(BooIlo) ·if*go)· 

Since "1/3 and '""""are diffeomorphisms, so is d (Boollo) • 0 
Finally, we construct a fiber bundle 1TE: E - Masso

ciated with the frame bundle 1TFM: F(M) _ M, with stan
dard fiber ~ PM, and whose fiber at each xeM, 1T£' I(X) is 
naturally diffeomorphic with ~ x [assuming M is reversible 
or nonorientable; otherwise replace ~ FM with 
~ F,t;(M) =JlXF:' (M»)/9, where Do is a frame atxo]· 

Consider the right action ofGL(n) onJlxF(M), 

(JlXF (M»)xGL(n) -JlXF (M), 

(g,u),A).- (g,u).A = (g,u·A). 

Sincejo R.,4 = RA 0 jforallAeGL(n) andfe9, this action 
commutes with the action of 9 on JlXF (M), 

if*g,f*u)·A = if*g,f*u·A) 

= V*g,f*(u.A») =/*(g,u.A), 

and so passes to a right GL(n)-action on the quotient mani
fold ~ FM = (JlXF(M»)/9, 

~FMXGL(n) - ~FM' ([(g,u)],A) 

.- [(g,u) ].A = [(g,u).A ] = [(g,u.A)]. 
Let 

E = E(M, ~ FM' GL(n), F(M») 

= (F(M) X ~ FM)/GL(n) 

denote the resulting fiber bundle associated with the frame 
bundle 1TFM: F(M) - M and with standard fiber ~ FM, and 
let 

1TE : E_M, (u,[(g,ul)])·GL(n) '-1TFM(U) 

denote the projection map, where we denote elements of Eby 

(u, [(g,u 1) ])·GL(n) 

= {(u.A, [(g,ul·A) ])IAeGL(n)}eE. 

Then for xoeM, 

1T£' I (xo) = {(uo, [(g,u) ])·GL(n)I 

[(g,u)]e~FM and 1TFM(UO) =xo} 

(see Fig. 5). 
Now let 

1T: F(M) X ~ FM - E = (F(M) X ~ FM )/GL(n) 

denote the natural orbit projection map, so as previously 
discussed (see discussion preceding Proposition 3.6), 1T is a 
GL(n)-PFB over E. Moreover, if uoeF (M) is a frame at 
Xo = 1TFM (uo), there is a diffeomorphism 

1T ... : ~FM-1TEI(XO) ~ E, 

[(g,u)] .-11"(uo, [(g,u)]) = (uo, [(g,u) ]).GL(n) 

of the standard fiber ~ FM onto 1Ti l (xO). Remarkably, the 
fibers 1Ti I(X) can be naturally identified with the ~ x 's. 

Proposition 6.3: Let xoeM and let uoeF(M) be a frame at 
Xo. Then the map 

1T ... od ... : ~"o -1Til(xO)' 

(g) .- (uo, [(g,uo) ]).GL(n) 
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?= 1Ti"'(x)=AI/9; 

E = I F (M) x Y FM)lGL(n,R) 

I 

x 

is a diffeomorphism independent of the choice of frame Uo at 
x o, where 

duo: Y Xo -+ Y FM' (g) t-+ [(g,uo)] 

is the diffeomorphism of Theorem 6.1. 
Proof: For AeGL(n), 

1TUo ·A ([ (g,u)]) = (uo·A, [(g,u) ]}·GL(n) 

where 

= (uo, [(g,u) ].A -I)·GL(n) 

= 1TUo([ (g,u) ].A -1) 

= 1Tuo 0 R,r' ([ (g,u)]), 

RA: [§ FM -+ Y FM' [(g,u)] t-+ [(g,u) ]·A = [(g,u·A)] 

denotes the diffeomorphism of Y FM induced by A and the 
action ofGL(n) on Y FM' Thus 1TUo.A = 1TUo 0 RA - •. Simi
larly, the diffeomorphism d"o: (g) t-+ [(g,uo)] satisfies 

dUo.A (g») = [(g,uo·A)] = [(g,uo)]·A 

= RA ([g,uo]) = RA (d"o(g»), 

so that dUo.A = RA 0 dUo' Thus the composition 

1Tuo 0 dUo: Y Xo -+ Y FM -+1TE I(XO)' 

(g) t-+ [(g,uo) ] t-+ (uo, [g,uo]}·GL(n) 

satisfies 

1T"o.A 0 duo.A = (1T"o 0 RA -,) 0 (RA 0 dUo) = 1T"o 0 dUo 

and so is independent of the frame Uo at XO' 

Thus we have proven the following (see Fig. 5). 
Theorem 6.4: Let 

E = E(M, Y FM' GL(n), F(M») 

= (F(M) X [§ FM )/GL(n) 

o 

be the fiber bundle over M with the standard fiber [§ FM' and 
which is associated with the frame bundle F(M). Let' 

1TE: E-+M, (u,[(g,ul)]}·GL(n) t-+1TFM (U) 
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FIG. 5. The grand resolution 
E=E(M, YFM,GL(n),F(M)) of 
Y. The fiber bundle E has standard 
fiber the canonical resolution space 
Y FM' and has fiber at xeM the parti
cular resolution space Y x' Here E 
incorporates all the particular reso
lutions in its total space, parame
trized by xeM. 

denote the projection map for E. Then if xeM, the fiber 

1Ti I(X) = {(u,[g,ud )·GL(n) I 
[(g,uI)]eY FM and 1TFM (U) =x} 

is naturally diffeomorphic with [§ x = vii I Pfl ~ by the map 

1T" odu: (g)t-+(u,[(g,u)]}·GL(n), 

which is independent of the choice of frame u at x. 
If Uo is a frame at xo, then Uo induces a diffeomorphism 

1T"o: Y FM -+ 1TE I (xo), 

[(g,u)] t-+ (uo' [(g,u) ]}-GL(n), 

and a diffeomorphism 

d u: I: [§ FM -+ [§ Xo' [(g,u)] t-+ (f*u), 

wherefePfl satisfies!(u) = Uo• 0 
The above construction provides a "grand" bundle 

viewpoint of Theorem 6.1 in the following sense. The canoni
cal resolution of Y is [§ FM -+ [§ , and for each XeM' there is 
a particular resolution [§ x -+ [§ . Moreover, a frame u at x 
induces a diffeomorphism d ,,-I: [§ FM -+ Y x that gives a 
representation of the canonical resolution Y FM onto a parti
cular resolution [§ x' If each fiber 1T i l (x) in the bundle 
E -+ M is identified with the particular resolution [§ x' then 
the total space E contains all the particular resolutions Y x' 

E= U [§x. 
xeM 

Thus in this picture, the base space M parametrizes the parti
cular resolutions, and if a frame u at x is given, the diffeo
morphism 

d ,,- I: Y FM -+ [§ x 

is the usual identification of the standard fiber with the fiber 
at x that is induced in an associated fiber bundle when a point 
ueF (M) in the principal fiber bundle is chosen. This is the 
bundle viewpoint of Theorem 6.1. 

Moreover, inasmuch as the bundle E -+ M contains the 
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totality of all the particular resolutions [J" as its fibers, and 
each frame ueF(M) gives a representation of the canonical 
resolution fJ FM, or standard fiber of E, onto the particular 
resolution fJ",X=lTFM(U), or fiber of E at x, 
E = (F(M) X fJ FM)/GL(n) may properly be deemed to be 
the grand resolution 0/ [J . 

VII. FURTHER WORK 

The techniques used in this paper can be applied to de
singularize the moduli space of connections on a principal 
fiber bundle. In outline, this program would proceed as fol
lows. Let P = P(M, G) denote a principal fiber bundle over 
a compact connected manifold M with structure Lie group 
G. Let ~ (P) denote the space of all connections on P, and let 
Aut (P) denote the group of automorphisms of P that cover 
the identity of M. Then Aut(P) acts on ~ (P) on the right by 
pullback, 

C(P) x Aut(P)-+C(P); (w, F )-+F*w . 

The resulting orbit space 

C(P)/ Aut(P) 

is the space of moduli of connections on P. Because of the 
presence ofnonisomorphic isotropy groups at different con
nections, this action is not free, and thus the resulting orbit 
space in general is not a manifold. Here the isotropy group at 
a connection is just the symmetry group of that connection. 
Note that this situation is entirely analogous to the nonmani
fold nature of the space of Riemannian geometries 
(Fischer4

). Another remark is that the action of Aut(P) in 
general is not even effective, inasmuch as the center of G can 
be identified with a subgroup of Aut(P) that fixes every con
nection. This subgroup, however, is normal in Aut(P) and 
can be factored out to produce an effective action. 

Our idea to produce a free action is completely analo
gous to extending vii to vii XF(M) in order to get a free 
action of ~. Thus we extend ~ (P) to ~ (P) XP. Then 
Aut(P) acts on the right on this product. 

(~(P) XP) XAut(P)-+~ (P) xP , 

(w ,p), F)-( F*w, F-1(p»). 

This action is free, since if FeAut(P) satisfies F*w = wand 
F(p) = P for some peP, then F = idp • A further argument 
shows that Aut(P) acts smoothly and properly. It then fol
lows that the orbit space (~(P) XP)/ Aut(P) is a smooth 
infinite-dimensional manifold, and that the natural projec
tion 

17: (~(P)XPH~(P)XP)/Aut(P) 

has the structure of a principal fiber bundle with structure 
group Aut(P). The base space (~(P) XP)/ Aut(P) in tum 
covers ~ (P)/ Aut(P) by the further projection 

[(w,p)]-+[w] . 

In this sense, (~(P) XP)/ Aut(P) is a desingularization of 
~ (P)/Aut(P). Note that Aut{P) actsnaturallyonPon the 
left, so that if ~ (P)-+~ (P)/ Aut(P) were a princip8I fiber 
bundle over the manifold ~ (P)/ Aut(P), then 
('C (P) xP)/ Aut(P) would be the associated fiber bundle 
over the base manifold ~ (P)/ Aut(P) with standard fiber P. 
This situation is exactly analogous to the desingularization 
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of the space of Riemannian geometries (compare Sec. I). 
A similar desingularization can be accomplished by 

considering the subgroup Autp (P) of Aut(P) that fixes an 
arbitrary point p of P, and then taking the orbit space of 
~ (P) by this subgroup. The resulting orbit space 

~ (P)/ Autp (P) 

is then a manifold, since the action of this restricted group is 
free, smooth, and proper. Moreover, this desingularization 
is isomorphic to the one above. Also, these particular desin
gularizations can be tied together by an infinite-dimensional 
fiber bundle associated with P(M, G), analogous to 
Theorem 6.4, where the canonical desingularization 
(~(P)XP)/Aut(P) acts as a model for all the particular 
desingularizations ~ (P) / Autp (P). The details of these 
considerations will be published elsewhere. 

Finally, we remark that an announcement of the results 
contained in this paper is contained in Ref. 17. In that work, 
and occasionally in the current work, because of the geomet
ric suggestiveness of the term unfolding as a smooth cover
ing manifold of a singular manifold, we use it interchange
ably with the term desingularization. 
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For certain classical field theories, it appears as if spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces can occur 
in the solutions. In principle, this means that acausal propagation is allowed, and the Cauchy 
problem breaks down. To investigate if indeed this happens, a class of Kasner-like solutions of a 
generalized Einstein-Maxwell theory is examined. It is found that the spacelike characteristics 
almost never form, and when they do, they cause no trouble. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most useful ways in which to study a given 
classical field theoryl is by formulating it as a Cauchy, or 
initial value, problem. In such a formulation, initial data 
(possibly satisfying constraint equations) prescribed on a 
spacelike hypersurface in space-time is evolved (via evolu
tion equations) into a space-time solution of the field equa
tions. This is often a very practical way to obtain physically 
interesting solutions;2 and the form of the Cauchy problem 
for a particular theory (number and type of constraints, 
number of evolution equations, number of free variables) 
often reveals much about the nature of that theory.3 

How does one tell if a given classical field theory admits 
a well-posed Cauchy problem? While unfortunately there is 
no canonical "yes-no" test that settles the question for every 
theory, there are two criteria (one positive and one negative) 
that have proven to be very valuable. The first criterion, the 
positive one, is to attempt to show that the field equations are 
hyperbolic (perhaps in a slightly modified sense if the field 
theory involves gauge freedom). 4 This method has been used 
to show that most of the important established theories in 
physics--e.g., the Maxwell, the Einstein, the Yang-Mills
Higgs (any group), the Dirac, and (in a certain sense) the 
supergravityS theori~o admit Cauchy formulations. But 
it does not work6 for some of the theories appearing recently 
in the physics literature----e.g., some of the R + R 2 theories 
of gravity,7 certain versions of the skyrmion theory,8 and 
possibly some string theories.9

•
10 

The other critierion, the negative one, concerns the exis
tence of spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces. For a given 
field theory, a characteristic hypersurface is a three-dimen
sional submanifold embedded in space-time across which 
discontinuities in the second derivatives of the solutions can 
(in principle) develop. The existence of spacelike character
istics prohibits a Cauchy formulation in the usual sense be
cause initial data specified on such a hypersurface do not 
generally determine all the necessary second derivatives of 
the fields on the hypersurface, and hence evolution cannot be 
carried out. 

a) Portions of this research were done while working at the University of 
Waterloo. Waterloo. Ontario N2L-3Gl. Canada. 

Spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces can cause other 
problems as well. Characteristics, being the loci of second
derivative discontinuities, govern the propagation of wave 
fronts and shocks (the direction of propagation must be tan
gent to the characteristic hypersurface). Thus if a particular 
field theory permits spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces, 
there is (in principle) nothing to stop the acausal propaga
tion of signals. 

In view of these consequences, classical field theories 
that allow spacelike characteristics seem to be very unap
pealing. We might feel justified in throwing out theories that, 
like some of the R + R 2 theories and like the generalized 
Einstein-Maxwell (GEM) theory developed by one of us, II 
have this feature. Yet, it is important that we recall that a 
characteristic hypersurface is one across which second-deri
vative discontinuities can occur in principle. Nothing says 
that there necessarily are solutions that have such discontin
uities. 

To illustrate this point in a much simplified context, let 
us consider a particle mechanics problem with the equation 
of motion 

M(q, q) q(t) = F(q, q) , ( 1.1) 

where M and F are a pair of real-valued functions. Here, 
there are no characteristic hypersurfaces in the usual sense; 
however, the zeros of M can playa similar role, as we shall 
see. Now if M is bounded away from zero, then Eq. (1.1) 
together with it set of initial data {q (0), q (0) } is sufficient to 
determine the solution q(t) both into the future and into the 
past, regardless of the choice ofF. If M is identically zero for 
all values of q and q, then Eq. (1.1) becomes a constraint. 
The tricky situation occurs if M(q, q) is not identically zero, 
yet is zero for certain values of q and q (the set of which we 
label by Q). Then as q(t) evolves, whenever 
M(q(t), q(t»):fO,Eq. (1.1) determinesthecontinuedevolu
tion. YetifM(q,q) = 0, then Eq. (1.1)fails tospecifyq, and 
there can, in principle, be a jump in q (the analogy to charac
teristics is thus evident). 

Whether, in fact, such discontinuities can occur in oth
erwise smooth solutions q(t), depends critically upon the 
properties of F(q, q) as well as of M(q, q). For some choices 
of these functions, the jumps do occur in certain solutions. 
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For other choices of F and M. all solutions with initial data 
(q(O), q(O»EQ are forced by Eq. 0.1) to avoid the set Q 
while solutions with (q(O), q(O) )eQ stay in Q for all time. 
Finally, there are choices of the functionsFandM for which 
most trajectories avoid Q, but certain ones do not and these 
evolve smoothly in and out of Q. In none of these three cases 
can one claim that the initial value problem works in the 
ordinary sense. Yet in both the second and the third cases, all 
solutions evolve in an effectively deterministic way. 

It would be nice if one could demonstrate that this same 
phenomenon of "effective determinism" characterizes all of 
the solutions of some of the field theories that permit space
like characteristic hypersurfaces. While we have not been 
able to do this, we have been able to show that in the case of 
the GEM theory, 12 this behavior does occur if one restricts 
attention to a certain class of cosmological models. 

We describe these results in this paper. First, however, 
we briefly discuss characteristics in general field theories and 
note how the spacelike ones occur (Sec. II). Then in Sec. III, 
we describe the GEM theory and recall that it allows space
like characteristics 13 (timelike ones as well). In the first part 
of Sec. IV, we impose a number of symmetry conditions on 
the fields of the GEM theory and thereby vastly simplify the 
system of field equations (and also vastly restrict the class of 
solutions). Finally, in the latter part of Sec. IV, we use phase 
plane analysis to show that these simplified (Kasner-like) 
models are all effectively deterministic. 

II. CHARACTERISTIC HYPERSURFACES 

Characteristic hypersurfaces play an important role in 
the study of systems of partial differential equations, and so 
accordingly much has been written about them. 14 Here we 
only make a few remarks, focusing on what allows spacelike 
characteristics to occur. 

We start by considering a scalar field theory on Min
kowski space-time background, with the scalar field 
fJ: R4_R to satisfy the field equation 

HereM"''' and Fare both specified functions of fJ, ofVfJ, and 
of the Minkowski metric 1/. (We assume the summation con
vention.) Now consider a properly embedded submanifold 
~3 in Minkowski space-time. We wish to rewrite (2.1) in a 
form that isolates from the rest of the equation the term 
containing second derivatives normal to ~3. In this form, we 
can identify whether or not ~3 can be a characteristic hyper
surface, and we also have the appropriate setup for turning 
(2.1) into an evolution equation. So let us choose local c0-

ordinates (xo, Xl, xl, x 3
) compatible with ~3 in the sense 

that {a lax!, a liJx2
, a lax3

} are tangent to ~3. We may re
write (2.1) in the form 

Moo;p = - 2Mol VI tP - MY VIVj fJ +F, (2.2) 

where we use the "." to denote Vo and where the Latin in
dices run from 1 to 3 (Greek go from 0 to 3). 

Now let us presume that fJ and tP are known on ~3 (the 
derivatives of fJ and tP tangent to ~3 are then automatically 
known as well). If MOO is nonvanishing everywhere on ~3, 
then (2.2) determines;P everywhere on ~3. It follows that 
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there are no discontinuities in tP across ~3, and one has a 
chance of evolving fJ from ~3 into a space-time neighbor
hood of ~3. If, however, MOO has zeros on ~3, then ;p is not 
fully determined, discontinuities may occur, and the Cauchy 
problem (relative to ~3) fails. If MOO vanishes everywhere on 
~ 3, then ~ 3 is defined to be a characteristic hypersurface. 

The Klein-Gordon field equation, of course, takes the 
form (2.1). It has M"''' [fJ, VfJ, 1/] = Tt", and 
F [fJ, VfJ.1/] = m2fJ, so we have MOO = 1/-1 (dxO, dxo). 
This vanishes iff dx° is null, and so ~3 is characteristic iffit is 
a null hypersurface. Thus in the Klein-Gordon theory, 
space1ike characteristics do not occur. 

As an example of theory in which they do occur, consid
er the choice 

M"''' = Tt" - V'" fJV" fJ (2.3) 

and F= m2fJ. In this case, MOO = 1/-1 (dx°, dx°) - tPtiJ. 
Thus for any choice of ~3 (spacelike, null, timelike, or 
mixed) there exist sets of data (fJ, tP) lx' such that~3 is char
acteristic. 

Most field theories (including the one we shall be focus
ing on) have more than one field component, so we need a 
generalization of the notion of characteristic hypersurface 
for a field theory whose field equations take the form 

M~"''' [t/,c, V¢,c, 1/] V". V"Vf1 = EA. [t/,c, Vt/lc, 1/] 
(2.4) 

(where the capital Latin indices range from 1 to n, the total 
number of field components in the theory). The generaliza
tion is straightforward and obvious for those theories with 
no gauge freedom .. In such theories, if we again choose a 
hypersurface ~3 embedded in space-time and work with hy
persurface-oompatible coordinates (xo, Xl), we may rewrite 
(2.4) as 

A. 00 ;i.B A. .i.B A. .I.B 14 MB 'Y = -2MBol VI'Y -MBIi VIVj'Y +E . 
(2.S) 

Here, if M~oo is an invertible matrix (at each point in ~3) 
then we may solve (2.S) for ~ in terms of the data 
(Vf1 , ipB ) lx" and no discontinuities are allowed. If, how
ever, det(M~oo) vanishes anywhere, then (2.S) fails to de
termine iif1 and the problems discussed above follow. So in 
analogy with the definition above, the hypersurface ~3 is a 
characteristic hypersurface iff det(M~oo) = 0 everywhere 
on ~3 [for the given data (Vf1 , ipc) lx' ]. 

As in the one-component case, there are simple exam
ples of multicomponent field theories that have no spacelike 
characteristics-e.g., the vector Klein-Gordon field theory 
with field equation ~VfZ = m2VfZ -and there are also sim
ple examples that permit spacelike characteristics-e.g., the 
theory with field equation 

(Tt" - t/I p t/I" ) V". V" VfZ = m2VfZ . 
We need two more generalizations: We need to consider 

field theories with gauge freedom, and we need to allow the 
metric to be a nonfixed, dynamic field. Neither generaliza
tion causes much trouble. In the case of theories with gauge 
freedom (e.g., the Maxwell field) one finds that, regardless 
of the choice of~3 and regardless of the values of the fields on 
~3, there are some components of the fields (e.g., Ao) whose 
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second derivatives are not determined by the field equations. 
This seems at first to be a disaster; however, one also finds 
that the strange components can invariably be isolated, and 
one can then base one's analysis of characteristic hypersur
faces and of the initial value problem on the behavior of the 
other components (freedom of the strange components from 
determination just reflects the freedom of gauge). As for 
allowing the metric to be a dynamic field, it does follow that 
the determination of whether 1;3 is spacelike, timelike, or 
null becomes dependent on the field data. However, the de
finition of characteristic hypersurface does not change, and 
this new twist is harmless. 

To illustrate this, and also to provide a familiar standard 
with which to compare the GEM theory when we discuss it 
below, we shall now describe the Einstein-Maxwell theory 
and how its characteristic hypersurfaces behave. The Ein
stein-Maxwell action principle is given by 

YEM(g,A) = f M' [~ -g (R - ! F/LV F/Lv)] , (2.6) 

where the metric g/LV and the vector potential A/L are the 
basic fields, R is the scalar curvature based on the Rieman
nian connection associated to .g/LV , and F/Lv is the electromag
netic field associated to A/L' This action is invariant under 
gauge transformations A /L ---+A /L + V wit and also under 
space-time diifeomorphisms. Now varying (2.6) with re
spect to g and A, one obtains the Einstein-Maxwell field 
equations: 

G/LV = 1/2 (F/La F~ - 1/4g/LV ptJ FafJ) , (2.7a) 

V/L F~ = O. (2.7b) 

These may be cast into the form (2.4). Then if we choose a 
hypersurface 1;3 along with the appropriate coordinates, we 
get the following (analogous to 2.5): 

(etB 0) fKB) _ fCA) o pii \.4. - \vi . 
J 

(2.8) 

Here, we use the convenient "paired index convention" ex
emplified by the identity 

gl gIl 

g2 gl2 

gB -gab: 
g3 g13 

(2.9) -g4 g22 

gs g23 

3 

The matrices etB and P ij are defined by 

qIl 2q12 2q13 ql4 2qIS ql 
q21 2q22 2q23 q24 liS q26 

etB = 

q61 2q62 2q63 q64 2q6S q66 

(2. lOa) 

with 
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and 

qAB _ ifbcd: = ! (~ ~ (cgd)O + ~O ~ (cgd)O 

_ ~ ~o gcd _ ~ (cgd)b gOO 

_~b~~+~b~gcd) 

(2.lOb) 

(2.11 ) 

while the vectors c;A and Di are certain functionals of the 
field data (A/L' g/Lv, A/L g/Lv) 11:' that we do not need and 
therefore will not write out explicitly. 

Note that in (2.8), theKooandKooand theAoaremissing 
from the list of second "time" derivatives. These are the 
components of the gravitional and electromagnetic fields 
that are left out of the dynamics for any 1;3 and for any initial 
data. They are in a certain sense "pure gauge" (elsewherels 

we have labeled them "atlas fields") and can be disregarded 
in the analysis of the characteristics. 

For a given set of Einstein-Maxwell field data, 1;3 is a 
characteristic hypersurface iff either det( etB

) or det(P Ij ) 
vanishes everywhere on 1;3. One easily verifies that if 1;3 is a 
null hypersurface (which is true iffgoo = 0 andgOi #0) then 
etB and P ij both are degenerate. A bit more work shows 
that, in fact, Q or P is degenerate only if 1;3 is a null hypersur
face. It follows that for the Einstein-Maxwell field theory, 
the characteristic hypersurfaces are necessarily tangent to 
the local null cones and therefore are never spacelike (with 
the attendent problems). We note again that in the Einstein
Maxwell theory the notion of spacelike, etc. depends upon 
the fields. Regardless, we obtain well-defined causal propa
gation, and the Einstein-Maxwell theory is straightforward
ly shown to have a well-posed Cauchy problem.4 

III. THE GENERALIZED EINSTEIN-MAXWELL FIELD 
THEORY 

The GEM theoryll may be characterized as the most 
general classical theory which (I) involves (only) the two 
fields g/LV (gravitational metric) and A/L (electromagnetic 
potential); (2) is derived from an action principle Y (g, A ), 
which is invariant under space-time diifeomorphisms; (3) 
conserves both charge and energy-momentum (gauge invar
iance is a consequence of this assumption); (4) has second
order field equations; and (5) becomes the standard Einstein 
theory if F/LV = 0 and becomes the standard Maxwell theory 
if R /L va{J = o. These conditions together imply that the ac
tion must take the form 11 

Y GBM(g,A) 

=1 ~ -g[R _~)/LVF +!!:....F FyaRafJ*] 
M4 4 /LV 2 afJ * ya 

where R ':~A. = ~/LvR/LV MEMyA. (a double dual) and Il is a 
coupling constant. 
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Varying .Y oEM: (g, A), we obtain the field equations for 
this theory: 

G"w =! [F ".aF" a -1 gl'"FaiJF aiJ ] 

(3.2a) 

and 

VI'F"'" + (pJ2)VI'FpyR ~ = O. (3.2b) 

The physical consequences of the GEM theory, and the 
degree to which it is consistent with experiment and observa
tion, are discussed elsewhere. II Here, our main concern is 
with the characteristics and their consequences. So we pro
ceed to carry out the sort of analysis discussed in Sec. II. 
Since the fields and the gauge freedom are the same as in the 
Einstein-Maxwell theory, this analysis leads to an equation 
similar to Eq. (2.8). In particular, we getl3 

~:: Jl;:) (!) = ~:), (3.3) 

where 

plj:=PIj+JlR~~ [for plj from (2.11)] , (3.4) 

sAJ_sabJ: = + 1 (tfmdatfJeb + tfmdbtf}ea) V F 
2 (det g) e md' 

(3.5) 

A (qll ~12 ) 
QAB = same pattern as (2.lOa) , 

(3.6a) 

with 

q.tB _ qabcd: = rfbcd + [Jl/2(detg) ]FkA..FjA.ttak[c~lIbO, 

for rfbcd from (2.12b), (3.6b) 

and 

V

16

) V 26 
, 

V 36 

(3.7a) 

with 

V IB: = 1SBi. (3.7b) 
A A 

Again, the expressions for C A and D I are not needed. 
To see whether l;3 is a characteristic hypersurface for a 

given set offield data (AI' A/J glj' glj), we must calculate 
A 

detlQv ~~. 
This is, unfortunately, a real mess in general. One can show, 
however, that spacelike (as well as timelike and null) char
acteristic hypersurfaces can exist. As a simple example, let 
M4 = S3 X R, let l;3 = S3 X {O}, and pick data 

glj = uij' gij = 0, AI' = 0, Am = (lIx)'Pm , 

(3.8) 

where U Ij is the spherical metric of constant positive curva
ture with R = - 1I(3Jl), 'Pm is a divergence-free vector 
harmonic on roundS 3, and X is a normalizing constant set to 
guarantee that AmA"um" = ( - lIJl). If we take the cou-
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pIing constant Jl to be negative, then it is straightforward to 
check that, for this data, the matrices S AJ and V IB vanish, 
and det(QAB) = 0 everywhere on l;3. In addition, the fields 
(3.8) satisfy the constraint equations of Horndeski's theory 
[obtained by setting 'V = 0 in Eq. (3.2) ]. Thus we have valid 
data for which l;3 is a spacelike characteristic hypersurface. 

Does this mean that the Cauchy problem fails for the 
GEM theory? We address this question in the next section. 

IV. STUDY OF SPACELIKE CHARACTERISTICS IN A 
SMALL CLASS OF SOLUTIONS 

While the analysis of the entire set of spacetime solu
tions of the generalized Einstein-Maxwell theory is beyond 
the scope of this (or any other) paper, we can obtain a fairly 
complete picture of a very small subset of such solutions. 
This subset-or "minisuperspace" in the parlance of geome
trodynamicsl6-is defined by the following conditions: 

(a) M4 = R4 , 

(b) isometry group = R3XS I
, 

(c) AI' is pure electric. 

(4.1) 

The second of these conditions is the key one that makes 
this class manageable. It reduces us to the set oflocally rota
tionally symmetic (LRS) Bianchi type I homogeneous 
space-times. In appropriate coordinates (t, x,y, z) the fields 
in such space-times depend only upon t and so the field equa
tions are reduced from a system of partial differential equa
tions to a system of ordinary dift'erential equations. 

The fields may be written in the form 

g= -dt 2+a(t)[dx2+dy2] +/3(t)dzl, 
(4.2) 

A =a(t)dz. 

Then if we use a convenient set of conjugate variables L(t), 
K (t) and '8 (t) (these are essentially the canonical momen
tum variables conjugate to a, /3, and a, as defined via the 
Legendre transformation), the field equations are as follows: 

L 2 + 2KL = '82(1- 3JlL 2) , (4.3) 

a= -2aL, 

p= - 2{3K, 

( 4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

iz = (1I..[ci) '8 , (4.4c) 

t=~L2_! (l-JlL 2}'82 , (4.5a) 

k = K(K + L) + '82U + JlKL - L 2(1 + 2JL} + Jl'82] 

- JlL 2'82(1 + 2JLL 2)/(1 - JlL 2) , (4.5b) 

(1-JlL2)~ = '8L [(2-Jl'82) +JlL2(1 +Jl'82)]. 

(4.5c) 

Equation (4.3) is the one constraint on the choice of initial 
data for these space-times. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) spe
cify the evolution. 

Where are the spacelike characteristics? If the coupling 
constantJl is negative, then, in fact, there are none. However, 
for positive Jl, a spacelike hypersurface with specified data 
(a, /3, a, L, K, '8) is characteristic ift' 1 - JlL 2 = O. This is 
evident in (4.5c), and also in (4.5b). 

Before proceeding to analyze the behavior of solutions 
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ofthe system (4.3)-(4.5), we note that conditions (4.1)
which we have used to reduce the full system ofEq. (3.3) to 
the simplified (4.3 )-( 4.5 )-are consistent with the full sys
tem. That is, if one chooses initial data of the sort that condi
tions (4.1) demand, and if one then evolves using (3.3), the 
resulting space-time will satisfy conditions (4.1) for all time. 
The verification of this is straightforward. 17 

The most useful method, for our purposes, of studying 
how the solutions of (4.3)-(4.5) behave is via a qualitative 
trajectory (or "phase") portrait. For a six-dimensional sys
tem, which (4.3 )-( 4.5) appears to be, trajectory portraits 
are rather unwieldy. However, we can, in fact, reduce our 
system to one with only two essential dimensions as follows: 
First, we break the six-dimensional system into a pair of 
three-dimensional systems, one of which is a slave to the 
other. TheprimarysystemconsistsofEq. (4.3) and (4.5);it 
is independent of a, p, and a and hence may be solved by 
itself for L(t), K(t), and 1f(t). The slave system involves 
Eq. (4.4); using the fieldsL(t), K(t), and 1f (t), obtained as 
solutions to the primary system, one solves it for a (t) , p (t) , 
and a(t). Focusing on the primary system, we may now use 
the constraint equation (4.3) to reduce it to two dimensions. 
Specifically, we solve (4.3) for K, 

K = (112L)[ 1f2(1 - 3J.LL 2) - L 2]; (4.6) 

and then as long as we are careful with L = 0, we are left with 
just a two-dimensional unconstrained system with the evolu
tion equations 

~L=~L2_~(1-J.LL2)1f2 (4.7a) 
dt 2 2 

and 

(1 - J.LL 2) ~ 1f = 1f L [(2 - J.L1f2) + J.LL 2(1 + J.L1f2)] , 
dt 

(4.7b) 

for the variables Land 1f. 

2 

1 

o 

We have studied (4.7) both qualitatively and numeri
cally, with particular attention given to the behavior of solu
tions that have (at some time in their history) data that 

approach the characteristic values-namely L = ± 1I.,fji, 
1f = anything. 18 The trajectory portrait for this system is 
sketched in Fig. 1. The most striking feature of this portrait 
is the role of the locus of characteristics (by which we mean 

the points in phase plane with L = ± 1I.,fji) as an almost 
impenetrable fence. Only the "pure Kasner" space-times
those with 1f = O--have trajectories that intersect this lo
cus. Other solutions approach arbitrarily close but never 

reach it. Indeed, one finds that for L = ± 1I.,fji, Eq. (4. 7b) 
becomes a constraint that is only satisfied by 1f = O. 

What this implies is that the only space-times in the class 
under consideration, which contain spacelike characteristic 
hypersurfaces, are the pure Kasner space-times; and in 
these, there are no discontinuities of any sort across those 
spacelike characteristics. 

More can be said about the behavior of the full class of 
these Bianchi type I, LRS, pure electric space-time solutions 
of the GEM field equations, as portrayed by the trajectory 
portrait (Fig. 1). We shall briefly discuss some of this 
further in the Appendix. But regarding the main question
do spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces develop in solu
tions, and do they cause trouble-the issue is settled for this 
small class of space-times. Spacelike characteristics rarely 
develop; and when they do, they cause no trouble. The 
Cauchy problem essentially survives. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The set of space-time solutions of the generalized Ein
stein-Maxwell theory that we have examined is a very re
stricted one. And there is no sense in which the GEM theory 
is "generic" among all those classical field theories that seem 

FIG. 1. L-'B trajectory portrait tor 
Bianchi I LRS electric model space
time solutions of the GEM theory. 
These are representative orbits of the 
primary variables L and 'B for the 
model solutions of the GEM theory 
discussed in Sec. IV and in the Ap
pendix. Note the barrierlike behav
ior of the loci of characteristic data: 
L = ± l/,fji. We have not included 
any trajectories with 'B < 0; these are 
mirror images of the 'B > 0 trajector
ies. 

-2/~ -1/~ o +1//"il" +211il 

L 
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2 

1 

FIG. 2. L·~ trajectory portrait for 
Bianchi I LRS electric model space
time solutions of the Einstein-Max· 
well theory. These are representative 
orbits of the primary variables L and 
~ for model solutions of the Ein· 
stein-Maxwell theory (p-o limit of 
GEM).ForsmallIL landsmalll~I, 
the trajectories are much like those 
of Fig. 1. For larger IL 1 and I~I, the 
character of the trajectories is quite 
dilferent for the two theories. 

o ~------------------~~~~------------------~ 

-2/./'j; -1//i o ~l/fi ~2/ru 

L 

to allow spacelike characteristic hypersurfaces. Yet, our re
sults do give some measure of support to the contention that, 
even though certain field theories admit spacelike character
istics in principle, these almost never actually occur in solu
tions, and when they do occur there are rarely any discontin
uities across them. The solutions are then essentially 
deterministic. 
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APPENDIX: SOME FEATURES OF THE BIANCHI I LRS 
SOLUTIONS OF THE GEM FIELD EQUATIONS 

Here we mention some of the features of the solutions of 
(4.7) that, though somewhat peripheral to the main point 
regarding spacelike characteristics, are still interesting. In 
this discussion, it is useful to keep in mind how the behavior 
of K is related to that of L and ~ [via Eq. (4.6)], and how 
the behavior of the metric components a andpis determined 
by integrating over L and K: from (4.4), we get 

a(t) = exp ( - [ L ) , (Ala) 

P( t) = exp( - [K). (Alb) 

First, we recall that the pure Kasner (LRS) space-times 
(which solve the Einstein equations as the ~ = 0 limit of the 
GEM equations) are represented by the trajectories along 
the ~ = 0 axis in Fig. 1. The big bang in these cosmological 
models occurs at large IL I; as time proceeds and IL 1 de
creases to zero, the space-time approaches (but never 
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reaches) a large maximal static state. 
Other than these Kasner models, there are basically two 

types of solutions here (ignoring the direction of time). The 

first kind, those with IL 1 > (l..[ji) , are much like the 
Kasner models in the remote past: They start with a big 
bang, and then gradually decelerate their expansion (with 
IL 1 decreasing). As time proceeds however, Ilfl begins to 
grow exponentially regardless of how small its initial value 
was. Within a finite time, If blows up, carrying K along with 
it, and one reaches a singularity. (Note that for K-oo, 
/3-+0, and so the metric becomes singular.) Hence, space
time solutions of this kind, unlike the Kasner models, have 
finite lives with singularities on either end. 

The other kind of space-time-those with IL 1 < ( 1I..[ji) 
-are more like Kasner regarding their ultimate fate. They 
have one big bang type singularity in the past, and approach 
asymptotically a maximal static state. This is not apparent 
from Fig. 1, since L is finite throughout the trajectories of 
this type. Recall, however, that if L approaches zero with ~ 
finite, then Kblows up, therebyforcingp to vanish (hence a 
singularity). So a space-time represented by one of these tra
jectories must terminate (in the past) at the intersection of 
its trajectory with the L = 0 axis (for If #0) 

Note that the Kasner solutions in this system are unsta
ble to perturbations in If. That is, given any set of Kasner 

datawithL #O,andL # ± lI..[ji,ifoneperturbs If then the 
resulting space-time will have large If either in the past or in 
the future. 

It is interesting to compare the solutions just discussed 
with the analogous space-time solutions of the standard Ein
stein-Maxwell equations. The trajectory portrait for these is 
sketched in Fig. 2. We see that in many respects, these space-

times are much like the IL 1 < (1I..[ji) solutions of the GEM 
theory. 
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'For our purposes here, we shall adopt the loose definition that a classical 
field theory is simply a system of partial differential equations (or "field 
equations") for some functions (or "fields") on space-time. 

2Some discussion of the practical application of this method of constructing 
space-times appears in L. Smarr, Sources of Gravitational Radiation 
(Cambridge U.P., London, 1979). 

3See, e.g., J. Isenberg and J. Nester, in General Relativity and Gravitation, 
edited by A. Held (Plenum, New York, 1980), Vol. 1. 

·Y. Choquet-Bruhat, in Gravitation: An Introduction to Current Research, 
edited by L. Witten (Wiley, New York, 1962). 

50. Bao, Y. Choquet-Burhat, J. Isenberg, and P. Yasskin, J. Math. Phys. 
26,329 (1985). 

6One's failure to demonstrate hyperbolicity does not imply the nonexis
tence of a well-posed Cauchy problem. 

7Theories of the sort discussed by E. Fairchild, Phys. Rev. 0 16, 2438 
( 1977) have this problem, as is shown in unpublished work of J. Isenberg 
and P. Yasskin. 

B-f. Skyrme, J. Math. Phys. 12, 1735 (1971). 
9gee, e.g., L. Brink, "Superstrings," preprint, Institute of Theoretical Phys
ics, GOteberg, Sweden, 1984. 
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'OSince most of these new theories have been motivated by quantum consid
erations, some may treat the existence or nonexistence of a well-posed 
classical Cauchy problem as an irrelevant issue. However, we believe that 
one should be a bit suspicious of a quantum field theory whose classical 
version admits no Cauchy formulation. 

JIG. Homdeski, J. Math. Phys. 17, 1980 (1976); G. Homdeski, Phys. Rev. 
016, 1691 (1977). 

12We have studied this theory rather than some of the other more popular 
ones because it is considerably simpler. 

'3InJ. Math. Phys.lO, 1745 (1979), Homdeski first showed that spaceJike 
characteristics can, in principle, occur in solutions of his theory. 

14See, e.g., R. Courant and O. Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical Physics 
(Wiley, New York, 1962), Vol. II. 

uJ. Isenberg, Ann. Phys. 129,223 (1980). 
16C. Misner, in Magic Without Magic, edited by J. Klauder (Freeman, San 

Francisco, 1973). 
17J. Isenberg and G. Homdeski (unpublished). 
laBy "characteristic data" we mean data such that the hypersurface l:3 with 

that data is a characteristic hypersurface. 
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The structure of the space of solutions of Yang-Mills equations is examined for solutions that are 
required to have a specified set of infinitesimal space-time symmetries. It is shown that when the 
set consists of Killing vector fields, which are tangent to a compact spaceIike Cauchy surface, the 
space is a smooth ILH manifold near each solution that has only trivial gauge symmetries. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Armsl and Moncrief 2 have shown that when a space
time manifold has a compact spacelike Cauchy surface M, 
the Yang-Mills (YM) equations can be split up into evolu
tion and constraint equations on M. By considering infinite
simal isometries, we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a YM field to be homogeneous (see Sec. IV for defini
tion) relative to a given Lie algebra of Killing vector fields, in 
terms of the Cauchy data on M. 

Furthermore, Arms3 examined the structure of the 
space of solutions of the YM equations for such space-times. 
She has shown that this space is a smooth (lLH) manifold 
near each field that has only trivial gauge symmetries. In this 
paper, it is shown that this result also holds when we restrict 
ourselves to those fields that are required to be homogeneous 
relative to a set of Killing vector fields, which are tangent to 
the subspace M. 

The constructions and proofs use standard results about 
elliptic operators. These operators are defined on spaces of 
tensor fields, which are defined on the compact manifold M. 
The fact that the space of smooth gauge fields on M is an 
affine ILH space (an inverse limit of Hilbert spaces, as de
fined by Omori4) easily follows from the work of Kondracki 
and Rogulski. S The rest of the material uses this fact to estab
lish the main result. 

Notations and general definitions are given in Sec. II. 
Further notation is introduced in Sec. III, where the work of 
Arms on the structure of the space of YM fields is reviewed. 
In Sec. IV, symmetry of gauge fields6

•
7 is reviewed and some 

results of Sec. III are extended to the space of homogeneous 
gauge fields. Only the infinitesimial space-time symmetries 
are considered. 

In Sec. V, a symmetry of a YM field is expressed in terms 
of the Cauchy data on a compact spaceIike Cauchy surface of 
a four-dimensiorial space-time. This is followed in Sec. VI by 
the extension of the main results of Arms to the space of 
homogeneous YM fields. Homogeneity here is with respect 
to Killing vector fields, which are tangent to the Cauchy 
surface. The concluding remarks in Sec. VII discuss the cor
responding results when the vector fields are not all tangent 
to the Cauchy surface. A primary example in this respect is a 
space-time that is static. 

II. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Let G be an n-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g. 
Let Mbe a (real, paracompact) smooth manifold of dimen-

sion m; 1T: P-M, a principal G-bundle; a>, a connection form 
on P; and n, the corresponding curvature form. 

By an automorphism of P, we mean one that is also a 
bundle map. By a tensorial form on P, we shall mean one that 
is of type Ad G (cf. Kobayashi and Nomizu8

). A tensorial 
form on M is a pullback of one on P by a (local) cross sec
tion. 

The connection form a> represents a gauge field on M, of 
type P, with gauge group G (the internal symmetry group of 
the field). 

A gauge (on M, of type P) is simply a trivialization of 
the principal bundle. Relative to a gauge, the connection 
form a> on P can be expressed uniquely by a family of forms 
{Aa} each defined in an open subset Ua of M (see Ref. 8, p. 
66). A choice of gauge implies the use of the special cross 
sections Ua: Ua-P, which result from the trivialization. 
The local field Aa is related to a> by Aa = 0: a>. I~ the sequel 
we drop the subscript a and write u, A, and U. 

The g-valued one-form A is usually referred to as a (lo
cal) gauge potential of the field, and F= u*n is the corre
sponding field strength. 

Let .J<f denote the collection of all gauge fields on M, of 
type P. Each element of.J<f will be considered (relative to 
some fixed gauge) as being defined on M as described above 
and will be expressed by a representative A of the collection 
U a }. 

Similarly, each tensorial form on P, relative to a gauge, 
may be represented on Mby a collection oflocally defined g
valued forms. The set oftensorial r-forms !!Jr, will therefore 
consist of those g-valued r-forms on M that are pullbacks of 
tensorial r-forms on P. For example, the field strength F is an 
element of !!J 2

• The set !!Jr is a real vector space of infinite 
dimensions. 

Suppose that {Xl ,x2, ... ,xIl} is a basis for g. Then, any g
valued r-form f/J, say, may be written uniquely as the sum 
t/l'Xa (summed over the a's from 1 to n), where each t/I' is a 
real-valued r-form. 

Note: The summation convention will be used through
out. 

If ¢1 is another g-valued s-form defined on the same space 
as f/J, then the (r + s)-formdenoted by b~ (f/J) and defined by 
(the bracket) 

(2.1) 

is independent of the basis chosen. 
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As examples, of the use of this bracket, we have the 
curvature form 

{} = dw + ~b", (w) , 

and 

~=dt/J+b",(t/J) 

is the covariant derivative of any tensorial form t/J relative to 
the connection form w. 

In Secs. V and VI we use the notation in Ref. 1 for a 
space-time manifold as follows. 

Let 4S denote a four-dimensional space-time manifold 
that has a compact spacelike Cauchy surface M; 4g, the met
ric on 4S; and g, the restriction of 4g on M. 

The metric 4g has signature ( - + + + ) and so g is 
positive definite. 

In general, tensors on 4S have a preceding superscript 4, 
while tensors on M do not. 

For points of4S that are on M, we shall often use Gaus
sian normal coordinates (GNC) (xo ,x1,x2 ,x3), wherexo = t 
andt=OonM. 

Lowercase Greek indices range from 0 to 3 and are 
lowered or raised by 4g; Latin indices from the middle of the 
alphabet range from 1 to 3 and are manipUlated by g. 

Let 1 denote the future pointing unit normal to M. 
When we use the ONC, the resulting frame of vector fields 
aa = a la~ is such that 

ao=at =1· 

III. THE SPACE OF GAUGE FIELDS 

Several results on the space d of connections on a prin
cipal fiber bundle over a compact Riemannian manifold 
have been announced since Singer9 published his paper in 
1978. In particular, the action ofthe group Y of gauge trans
formations on d has been shown to have a slice (see, e.g., 
Refs. 5 and 10). More recently, Arms has pointed out a cor
responding slice for the action of Y on the cotangent bundle 
over d from a more general result concerning momentum 
mappings. II 

The latter result will be stated in this section in terms of 
the action of Y on the tangent bundle Y dover d. It will 
then be shown that with an appropriate definition of space
time symmetry for elements of Y d, the action of the more 
general group of automorphisms of the principal bundle cov
ering a given group of isometries, has a slice. In fact this slice 
may be chosen to coincide with the slice used in Refs. 3 and 
11 above. This will be useful in proving the main results. 

Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of 
dimension m, and G a Lie group of dimension n. Suppose 
that the Lie algebra g of G has a positive definite real inner 
product y, which is invariant under the adjoint action of G 
on g. Let Pbe a principal G-bundle over M. We introduce the 
usual (see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 12) inner product (,) on the 
vector space pj)' (and extend it componentwise to pj) 'X pj) S) 

as follows. 
If B and E are tensorial r-forms on M, then 

(B,E) = fM trace (B 1\ *E) 
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where * is the Hodge star operator and the trace is relative to 
y. In particular, relative to any basis {XI ,x2' ... ,x .. } of g, 

trace (B 1\ *E) = YedB e 1\ (*E d) , 

where Yed = y(Xe,xd) . 
It is easy to show that (,) is well defined if we recall that 

the values oftensorial forms on Mat each point are uniquely 
determined up to the action of Ad G, and Y is invariant under 
this action. 

Denote by d, the collection of all smooth gauge fields 
over M of type P, as described in Sec. II. Since any two con
nection forms differ by a tensorial one-form, the space d is 
an affine space modeled on the vector space pj) I. 

Let d k denote the collection of all gauge fields on M of 
Sobolev class H \ i.e., the components of each element of 
d k, in local coordinates, are locally H k-functions. Then 
d k carries the natural structure of an affine space modeled 
on the Hilbert space pj) 1 of tensorial one-forms of Sobolev 
classHk (see Ref. 5). 

It follows from the continuous inclusion ..@l + I ~..@ 1 
and the Sobolev lemma, that ..@ I can be identified with the 
intersection of all the Hilbert spaces ..@ 1 for k > ml2 + 1. 
Then pj) I, as an inverse limit of these Hilbert spaces (an ILH 
space), is a smooth ILH manifold, as defined by Omori.4 

The affine space d is therefore also a smooth ILH manifold. 
Note: All smooth ILH manifolds will be referred to sim

ply as smooth manifolds. 
Another example of a smooth manifold is ..@' for 

O<;r<;m. This follows from considerations similar to those 
for r= 1. 

We now review part of the work of Arms3 concerning 
the space of gauge fields, in order to establish notation and 
the slice theorem. 

Since the smooth manifold d is an affine space, we can 
identify its tangent bundle Y d with dX..@I; so 

Yd=dXpj)I. 

Now, < , ) is a (weak) Riemannian metric on d and hence 
also on Yd. 

Let K: Y d -...@o be defined by 

K(A,E) = -D*E, 

where D * is the adjoint of the operator D relative to the 
metric < , ), and D is covariant differentiation relative to A. 

Note: All adjoints of operators will be relative to the 
inner product < , ). Formulas for these adjoints are calculat
ed in the usual way of integrating by parts. They will differ 
from those of Arms because she uses the cotangent bundle 
Y*d (the natural phase-space) and tensor densities in
stead of our tangent bundle and tensor fields. 

It is easy to show that K is a smooth map whose deriva
tive at (A,E) is given by 

K'(a,e) = -D*e-b:E, (3.1) 

where ba is defined by Eq. (2.1) and the tangent space is 
identified with pj) I X pj) I. Moreover, its adjoint is given by 

K'*(V) = (bE V, -DV) (3.2) 

where V is a tensorial function. 
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The operator K'· is elliptic because the highest order 
derivatives inK '.(1/1) are given by - d1/l0fthe second com
ponent, and d is an elliptic operator on smooth functions. 

Note: Ellipticity here is in the sense of Douglis and Nir
emberg as extended by Hormander. 13 

Since K'· is elliptic, we have the orthogonal (direct 
sum) splittings (relative to ( , » 

~IX~I =lmK'*E9Ker K' 

and 

~IX~I = ImJoK'.E9Ker K'oJ, (3.3) 

whereJ(a,e) = (e, -a). 
Remark: Equation (3.3) is true if we replace ~ I by the 

Hilbert space fiJ 1 for suitably large k. Then, by applying the 
regularity lemmas (available because of the ellipticity of the 
operator), the result extends to fiJ I. 

Let Y denote the group of all gauge transformations, 
i.e., all automorphisms of P that cover the identity map of M. 
Then fJ acts on d and ~ I (and hence on their Cartesian 
product) in the usual way, viZ. by pullbacks. From the re
sults in Arms, we deduce that for each (A,E) in Y d, the 
orbit fJ (A,E) of (A,E) under fJ is a smooth manifold. Its 
tangent space at (A,E) is precisely 1m Jo K '., the first factor 
in Eq. (3.3). This space is a closed subspace of fiJI X fiJI 
because of the ellipticity of JoK ' •. 

The action of fJ on Y d has a (smooth) slice,Y at 
(A,E), which may be given by an open ball 

,Y = {(A + a,E + e): (a,e)e Ker K'oJ, 

p(a,e),(O,O»)<I5} (3.4) 

for some 15 > 0 and (strong) metric p, which may be chosen 
to be invariant under gauge transformations and the isome
tries of Mby using the inner product ( , ). This result implies 
the following: Let I be any gauge transformation. (1) If 
I(A,E) = (A,E), then/(,Y) ~Y. (2) If/(Y)nY is not 
empty, then/(A,E) = (A,E). 

Moreover, Y d is locally diffeomorphic to 
fJ (A,E) xY near (A,E). 

IV. SPACE OF HOMOGENEOUS GAUGE FIELDS 

We now consider homogeneous gauge fields. Although 
our main results concern symmetries relative to Killing vec
tor fields, we also use isometries in establishing.the results. 

Let 1T: P_M, G and w be as in Sec. II. By an automor
phism of w is meant any automorphism of P under which w is 
invariant. 

Let h be any transformation of M. The gauge field on M, 
defined by the connection form ~ on P, is said to have h as a 
symmetry if there is an automorphism L (h) of w that covers 
h. 

Suppose that H is a Lie group of transformations of M. 
The gauge field is said to be homogeneous6

,7 relative to H if 
each h in H is a symmetry of w. In such a case there is a map 

L: HXP_P 

such that 

L(h,p) =L(h)(p) , 

where L (h) is an automorphism of w covering h. 
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Remarks: In general, homogeneity does not imply that 
the connection is invariant under some action of H on P 
covering the given action on M. Moreover, the above defini
tion (of homogeneity) for symmetry may be more appropri
ate in certain important physical examples (see Refs. 6 and 
7). However, if the map L is smooth and His a one-param
eter group of transformations, then homogeneity is equiva
lent to the invariance of the connection under an action of H 
on P covering the given action (cf. Proposition 3.2 of Ref. 7). 
This result will be useful later. 

Now let H be a Lie group of isometries of M. Suppose 
that L (H) is the group of all automorphisms of P that cover 
the elements of H. Then the action of L (H) on P induces an 
action on the set of connection and tensorial forms. This 
action on d and ~ I is given (locally, for a fixed gauge) by 

L(h)(A) = O'*(L(h)*w) (4.1) 

and 
L(h)(E) = O'*(L(h)*;) , (4.2) 

where L(h) covers h, 0' is an appropriate (local) cross sec
tion of P (see Sec. II). and A and E are elements of .r;f and 
fiJI corresponding to wand;, respectively. The action ex
tends to. Ca.rtesien products componentwise. For example, 
on Y d the action is then given by 

L(h)(A,E) = (u*L(h) *w,u*L(h) *;) . (4.3) 

Proposition 4.1: Any automorphism of P that induces an 
isometry on M is also an isometry of fiJ'. 

Proof: Suppose L (h) is an automorphism of P that cov
ers the isometry h of M. 

Let 

L(h)(O'I (x» = 0'2(h(x»)· [TL(h) (x)] -I , (4.4) 

for some local cross sections 0'1 and 0'2' with TL(h) (x) an 
element of G. Then, for any tensorial r-form ; on P, 

ofL(h)*; = Ad TL(h)h *(01;) . (4.5) 

Note that, by our convention, of; and 01; are repre
sented by the same symbol on M because they represent the 
same tensorial form on P. Suppose then that a and e are 
tensorial r-forms on M. We calculate the inner product 

(L(h)a,L(h)e) = (Ad TL(h)h *a, Ad TL(h)h *e) 

= (h *a,h *e) (from invariance of r) 

= (a,e) . 

The last equation holds because h is an isometry (cf. defini
tion of ( , ». Hence, L(h) is an isometry of fiJ'. 

Definition: Let h be any diffeomorphism of M. We shall 
say h is a symmetry of (A,E)eY d if 

L(h) (A,E) = (A,E) 

[cf. Eq. (4.3)] for some automorphismL(h) oftheconnec
tion, which covers h. 

Proposition 4.2: Suppose that h is an isometry of M and a 
symmetry of (A,E)eY d. Let Y be the set defined in Eq. 
(3.4). Then, for any automorphism L (h) of P, which covers 
h, the following hold. 

(1) IfL(h)(A,E) = (A,E); thenL(h)(Y)~Y. 
(2) If L(h)(Y)nY is not empty, then 

L(h) (A,E) = (A,E). 
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To prove this proposition, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1: Suppose that (A,E)eY.r;f and L(h) is an 

automorphism of P that covers h and satisfies 
L(h)(A,E) = (A,E). ThenL(h) is an automorphism of the 
vector subspace Ker K ' oJ of !Ii 1 X g 1. 

Proof: Letfbe any gauge transformation. Then 

L(h)(f(A,E») = L(h) (f(L(h) -1 (A,E))) 

= (L(h)-1jL(h»)(A,E) . 

Since L (h) -1jL (h) is a gauge transformation, we conclude 
that L(h) maps f1 (A,E) into itself. 

Now,L(h)(A,E) = (A,E) impliesthatL(h) maps the 
tangent space 1m JoK'· of f1 (A,E) at (A,E) into itself. 

Since L (h) is an isometry of !Ii 1 X !Ii 1, we conclude 
fromEq. (3.3) thatL(h) maps KerK'oJintoitself. 

Proof of Proposition 4.2: Suppose L(h) (A,E) = (A,E) 
and (A + a,E + e) lies in Y. From the definition it follows 
that 

L(h) (A +a,E+e) =L(h)(A,E) +L(h)(a,e) 

= (A,E) +L(h)(a,e) 

= (A,E) + (al>eI ) , 

where (aI,eI ) lies in Ker K 'oJ, by Lemma 4.1. 
The metric p used to define the ball .Y, is invariant un

der f1 and the isometries of M. So p is invariant under L (h) 
( cf. proof of Proposition 4.1 ) . This implies that 
L(h)(Y) c;;. Y and so (1) is proved. 

To prove (2), suppose that L(h) (Y) AY is non
empty. Since (A,E) has symmetry h, there is a lift, LI (h) 
say, of h such that 

LI(h)(A,E) = (A,E). 

Since LI (h) covers h, there is a gauge transformationf 
such thatL(h) =LI(h)Of 

Since L(h) (Y)nY is nonempty, there exists (AI,EI ) 
and (Az,Ez) in Y such thatL(h)(AI,EI ) = (A 2,E2 ). But, 

L(h)(Al>EI ) =f(LI(h)(Al>EI ») =f(A 3,E3 ) 

for some (A 3,E3 ) in Y. The latter follows from (1) with LI 
instead of L. 

Hencef( Y )nY is nonempty. Since Y is a slice for the 
action of f1 on Y.r;f at (A,E), this implies that 
f(A,E) = (A,E). So, 

L(h)(A,E) =LI(h)(A,E) = (A,E). • 
Let us now examine the question of infinitesimal isome

tries. These are the kinds of symmetries that will be consid
ered in the main results. 

We recall from Refs. 6 and 7, that a vectorfieldXonMis 
a symmetry of the connection form CiJ if it lifts to a G-invar
iant vector field X on P such that 

LxCiJ=O. (4.6) 

We also recall that X is a symmetry of CiJ if and only if CiJ is 
invariant relative to the flow of X, i.e., if and only if the flow 
of X lifts to the flow of X which fixes the connection. Fur
thermore, X is a symmetry of CiJ if and only if 

LxA =DW=dW+ [A,WJ (4.7) 

holds (locally) on M for some g-valued function 
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W=A(X) + V, (4.8) 

where V is a tensorial function and A represents CiJ on M. 
The map W is called a symmetry function of A relative 

to X. It may be found as follows. 
Suppose that {L(h,)} is the flow of the G-invariant vec

tor field X on P [see Eq. (4.6)] covering the flow {h,} of X. 
For values of t near 0, we may use the same cross section 

u in Eq. (4.4) and write 

L(h, )(u(x») = o(h, (x) )T, (x) -I. (4.9) 

The function T, is referred to as a transformation function of 
A relative to the symmetry h,. 

Differentiation at t = 0 yields the required function 

d 
W(x) = - T, (x) (evaluated at t = 0) . (4.10) 

dt 
An equivalent form ofEq. (4.7) is 

ixP=DV, (4.11) 

where Vis defined in Eq. (4.8) and Pis the field strength. 
Thus X is a symmetry of A if and only ifEq. (4.11) holds for 
some tensorial function V. 

Let h be a Lie algebra of vector fields on M. A gauge 
field with connection form CiJ, is said to be homogeneous 
relative to h if each element of the Lie algebra is a symmetry 
of CiJ. In this case, each element of the connected Lie group H 
generated by h is a symmetry of CiJ. Hence CiJ is homogeneous 
relative to H. 

v. SPACE· TIME SYMMETRIES OF YANG-MILLS FIELDS 

In this section we discuss the symmetric properties of 
Yang-Mills (YM) fields relative to infinitesimal isometries. 
We express a symmetry in terms of the initial data on a 
Cauchy surface for the YM fields and the isometries. 

Some useful results from Moncrief and Arms3 will be 
stated in terms of our notation. Specifically, the YM equa
tion splits into evolution and constraint equations of the ini
tial data on a compact spacelike Cauchy surface. A neces
sary and sufficient condition for a Killing vector field to be a 
symmetry of a YM field is given by Proposition 5.1 in terms 
of the initial state. 

We use the notation as described in Sec. II for the four
dimensional space-time manifold 4S, which has a compact 
spacelike Cauchy surface M. The Lie algebra g of the gauge 
group G will be assumed to have a positive definite real inner 
product y, which is invariant under the adjoint action of G 
on g. 

Let 4A be a gauge field on 4S and 4p, the corresponding 
field strength. The gauge field defines a YM field if the YM 
equation 

4D * (4P) = 0 

is satisfied. Here 4D • is formally *4D ., where the latter stars 
are the Hodge star operators, and 4D is covariant differenti
ation with respect to 4A. 

The linearized YM equation at a solution 4A (of the YM 
equation) is 

4D· 4D(4a) + b r.a) (4F) = O. (5.1) 
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We shall often work with the Gaussian normal coordi
nates (GNC) as described in Sec. II. Relative to the GNC, 
the metric 4g of 4S has 

4goo = - 1 and 4g01 = 0, for i = 1,2, and 3. 

We define a generalized electric field E on M to be the 
restriction to M ofthe one-form - i, (4F). 

Note: This electric field differs from that defined in 
Arms where it is a vector density. The latter results from 
defining E as the momentum conjugate to the restriction A of 
4A to M, in the Hamiltonian formalism. The resulting Ha
miltonian equations then give the evolution and constraint 
equations. 

In our notation, the resulting equations are given as fol
lows. 

The constraint equation is given by 

K(A,E) =0, (5.2) 

where K is defined in Sec. III. The evolution equation for E is 
given by 

L,E=D*F+bc{E)+rE, (5.3) 

where C is the restriction of - i, (4A) to M, and 

rE = 2iE* (h) - trace (h)E , 

where E· is the g-valued vector field associated with E via 
the metric g on M, and h is the second fundamental form on 
M. InGNC, rE has 

(rE)i = 2r~iEk - r~kEi , 

where r~i are the Christoffel symbols for 4g. 
The result of the Cauchy problem for YM fields then is 

that for each tensorial function C, the evolution equation 
defines a unique YM 4A on 4S such that K{A,E) = 0 on M. 
A choice of C defines a choice of gauge. So, a solution of 
K{A,E) = 0 defines the YM field 4A uniquely up to this 
choice of gauge. 

Let 4Xbe a Killing vector field on 4S and let NI + Xbe 
its restriction on M, with X tangent to M. Define a map <P: 
y .PI_~IX~I by 

<P{A,E) = (NE - ixF, - LxE - N{rE) 

- [A(X),E] -D*(NF)), 

where r E is as defined before. 

Proposition 5.1: The Killing vector field 4X is a symme
try of the YM field 4A if and only if the corresponding (A,E) 
in Ker K satisfies <I> {A,E)elm JoK'*, i.e., 

(1) -NE+ixF=DV 

and 
(2) LxE + N(rE) + [A (X),E ] + D * (NF)= [E,V] 

for some tensorial function Von M. 
Note: Proposition 5.1 could also be expressed by saying 

that 4X is a symmetry of4A if and only if the vector field <P on 
Y.PI at (A,E) is tangent to the orbit of (A,E) under :1. 

To prove the proposition, we need the following results. 
Lemma 5.1: Suppose 4X is given by 4Xa aa in GNC, 

then 4X O is independent of t, whereas 

at (4Xi) = 4tk{akN) . 

Lemma 5.2: When restricted to M, the tensorial one-
form i, 4D(i(4X) 4F) becomes - D *(NF) - LxE 
- N{rE) - [A (X),E], where rE is as defined before. 

Proof of Lemma 5.1: Since 4X is a Killing vector field, 
Killing's equations 

4X}J;Y + 4XV ,Jl = 0 

hold. 
Let J,l = v = 0 in this equation and obtain 2 ao 4Xo = 0, 

using the fact that ~ = 0 in GNC. This proves the first 
result. 

Now letJ,l = 0 and v = k. Then the corresponding Kill
ing's equations are 

ak (4Xo) + ao{4Xk ) = 2r~k 4Xa . 

This implies that 

at (4Xk ) = 2r~k 4Xi - ak (4Xo) . (5.4) 

Also, 
at (4Xi) = at (4tk 4Xk ) = (at 4tk) 4Xk + 4tk(at 4Xk ) . 

Ifwe use Eq. (5.4), thefactthat 4Xo = - 4XO = - N, 
and also that r~ = ! 4gkl(at 4gik ), we obtain the second re
sult. 

Proof of Lemma 5.2: For any tensorial form 4B and vec
tor field 4Yon 4S, 

4D(i(4Y) 4B) + i(4Y) 4D{4B) = L(4Y) 4B + [4A (4Y), 4B ] . 

So, 

i, 4D(i(4X)4F) = -4DU, i(4X) 4F) +L,i(4X) 4F+ [4A(,,),i(4X) 4F] 

= 4Di.x i, 4F + i"'xL, 4F + i[I,4X J 4F + [4A {I ),i.x 4F] 

= 4Di'x i, 4F + i.x (LII 4F + [4A (I ),4F]) + i[II,4X 1 4F 

= 4Di.x i, 4F + i.x 4Di, 4F + i[I,4X J 4F = L4Xi, 4F + [4A (4X),i, 4F] + i[,,4X J 4F. 

On M, 4X=NI +X, 4A{I) = - C, and, by Lemma 5.1, 
[1,4X] = (a W)ai , where the latter expression is grad(N). 
So, when restricted to M, i, 4D(i.x) 4F becomes 
N{ -L,E) -LxE+N[C,E] - [A(X),E] +igrad(N)F. 
This last expression, by Eq. (5.3), is 
-ND*F+igradNF-N(rE) -LxE- [A(X),EJ. The 

result then follows from the fact that the first two terms add 
upto -D*(NF). 
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Proof of Proposition 5.1: Suppose that 4X is a symmetry 
of 4A. Then, By Eq. (4.11), 

i.x 4F = 4D(4V) 

for some tensorial function 4 V. 
Since 4X = NJ + X on M, the equation on Mbecomes 

-NE+ixF=DV (5.5) 

where V is the restriction of 4 V to M. 
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Also, 

[i, 4F,4V] = i, [4F,4V] = i, (4D)2(4V) = i, 4D(i4x 4F) . 

By using Lemma 5.2, we see that the last result implies that 

- [E,V] = -D*(NF) -LxE-N(rE) - [A(X),E]. 
(5.6) 

The two Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 imply that ~(A,E) is an element of 
1m JoK'*. 

Conversely, given that ~(A,E) = JoK'*( V) on M, we 
extend V to a tensorial function 4 V on 4S such that 

. 4D(4V) . (. 4F) 
I, = Iii I.x . (5.7) 

This result, together with what is given, implies that 

i4X(4F) = 4D(4V) on M. 

Now, i'X(4F) - 4D(4V) is a solution of the linearized YM 
equation (5.1) (see, e.g., Ref. 1). This solution vanishes on 
M and hence vanishes on 4S provided 

LiI(i.x 4F_4D(4V)) =0, on M. 

To prove the latter equation, note that on M, 

LiI(i.x 4F - 4D(4V)) 
=i,dU.x 4F_4D4V) +di

il
i4X 4F_4D4V) 

= iild(i.x 4F - 4D4V) [by Eq (5.7)] . 

But,onM, 

i d(i 4F_4D4V) =i 4D(i 4F_4D4V) 
iI 'x ,·X ' 

because 

iii [4A,i.x 4F - 4D 4V] = [4A (;: ),i.x) 4F _ 4D 4V] 

+ [4A,iil (i.x 4F - 4D 4V)] 

vanishes on M. 
On the other hand, we have on M (using Lemma 5.2) 

that 

i 4D(i 4F - 4D 4V) = i 4D(i 4F) - i [4F,4V] iI'X iI'X ii' 

= -D*(NF) -LxE-N(rE) 

- [A (X),E ] + [E,V] . 

The latter expression vanishes, by hypotheses. 
Thus we have, on 4S, that 

i(.x) 4F= 4D(4V) 

where 4Vis a tensorial form. 
By Eq. (4.11), we see that this implies that 4X is a sym-

metry of 4A • 

VI. THE SPACE OF HOMOGENEOUS YANG-MILLS 
FIELDS 

In this section we examine the structure of the space of 
YM fields that are homogeneous relative to a Lie algebra of 
Killing vector fields that are tangent to some compact space
like Cauchy surface in the four-dimensional space-time 
manifold. Our main result is Proposition 6.1, which shows 
that the space is a smooth manifold near each field with only 
trivial gauge symmetries. An outline of the proof of this 
theorem is as follows. 
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Suppose that 4S is a space-time manifold with a compact 
spacelike Cauchy surface M, then the YM fields on 4S are 
completely determined by the elements of ~ = Ker K (Sec. 
V). If h is an isometry of 4S that fixes M, it follows that an 
element of ~ has symmetry h if and only if the correspond
ing YM field has the same symmetry. A similar result there
fore holds also for Killing vector fields that are tangent to M. 

Let (A,E) be an element of ~ and let Y be the slice at 
(A,E) described in Sec. III. There exists3 a local diffeomor
phism @, defined near (A,E) in Y.r;/, which satisfies the 
property that if (A,E) has only trivial gauge symmetries, 
then @ maps a neighborhood of (A,E) in ~ nY to an affine 
ILH space. Thus ~nY is a smooth manifold near (A,E). 

Suppose h is a Lie algebra of Killing vector fields that 
are tangent to M. Let K be the set of all elements of ~ that 
are homogeneous relative to h. If (A,E) lies in K and has 
trivial gauge symmetries, then @ maps a neighborhood of 
(A,E) in KnY to an affine ILH space. Finally we show that 
near (A,E), K equals [§ (A,E) X (KnY) and so K is a 
smooth manifold near (A,E). 

Since each element of h is tangent to M, it follows that 
each element is independent of the t coordinate of the GNC 
(cf. Lemma 5.1). Thus 4X in h may be identified with its 
restriction X on M. 

We shall need several lemmas. 
Lemma 6.1: Suppose that (A,E)E~ and 

(AI,EI)E~nY have the same symmetry X of h. Further
more, suppose that the dimensions of their gauge symmetry 
groups are the same. Then the two gauge fields have the same 
set of symmetry functions relative to X. 

Proof: Since (AI>EI ) lies in the slice Y, its gauge sym
metry group [§ (AI,EI ) lies in [§ (A,E) [the isotropy group 
of (A,E) under [§]. This follows from the second property 
of a slice (see the end of Sec. III). So, the Lie algebra of 
[§ (A"E,) lies in the Lie algebra of [§ (A,E) • Since their dimen
sions are the same, they are equal. Hence (A,E) and (A I,E I) 
have the same set of infinitesimal gauge symmetries. 

SinceXis a symmetry of (AI,EI ), there is a lift {L(h,)} 
of the flow {h,} of X to the bundle space such that 

L(h,)(AI,EI ) = (AI,EI ) . 

Since X is a symmetry of (A I,E I)' there is a lift {L (h, ) } 
of the flow {h,} of X to the bundle space such that 

L(h,)(AI,EI) = (AI,EI ) . 

So, the function defined by Eq. (4.9) is a transformation 
function of both (A,E) and (AI,EI ). Therefore, there is a 
common symmetry function Wx ' 

Now, the lifts of h" which fix a connection, differ by a 
gauge symmetry of the connection. This implies, by Eq. 
(4.9), that the corresponding transformation functions dif
fer by a gauge symmetry. Hence the symmetry functions, 
which are given by Eq. (4.10), differ by infinitesimal gauge 
symmetries. The result then follows from the fact that the 
latter symmetries for (A,E) and (AI,EI ) are identical. • 

Let (A,E) be an element of ~ such that (A,E) has only 
trivial gauge symmetries (Le., those common to all fields) 
and is homogeneous relative to h. Then, for each X in h, 
Proposition 5.1 implies that 
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and 

LxE + [A (X),E 1 = [E,Vx ] , 

for some tensorial function Vx (since N = 0). 
This result can be written as 

LxA = DWx=dWx + [A,Wx ] 

and 

LxE= [E,Wx ] , 

where Wx = A (X) + Vx is the symmetry function [cf. Eq. 
(4.8) l. 

If we extend Lx to ordered pairs componentwise, then 
the two equations may be combined to give 

Lx(E, -A) =K'*(Wx )' (6.1) 

Let {L (h t ) } again be a lift of the flow {h t } of X that fixes 
(A,E). Define the linear operator ax by 

d 
ax(B) = dt (L(ht)B) (evaluated at t=O), (6.2) 

where B is any tensorial form on M. Extend a x to ordered 
pairs componentwise. The operator a x is also given by 

ax(B) =Lx(B) + [Wx,B] . (6.3) 

The latter follows from the fact that Eqs. (4.2) and (4.9) 
lead to 

L(ht)B = Ad Tt(h ~B) (for small values of t) . 
(6.4) 

Now, differentiation of the terms in Eqs. (6.4) at t = 0, gives 
the required result. 

Let us define Ker a as follows: 

Kera = {(a,e)e..@'I X gl: ax(a) = ax(e) = 0, 

for all X in A} . 

Lemma 6.2: YnJIY' = {(A + a,E + e)eYn'C: 
(a,e)eKer a}, where Ker a is as defined above. 

Proof: Let (A,E) = (A + a,E + e)eYn'C. Then Eq. 
( 6.1) yields 

(6.5) 

where K'* is the adjoint of the derivative of Kat (..4,E). 
Suppose that (a,e)eKera. Then ax(e, -a) = (0,0) 

and so Eq. (6.5) implies that X is a symmetry of (..4,E). This 
is true for all X in A and so (A,E)eYnJIY'. 
_ Conversely, suppose that (..4,E)eYnJIY' and XEh. Let 
Wx be a symmetry function of (A,E) relative to X. Then 
Lx(E,-A) =K'*(Wx ) and so 

ax(e, -a) =K'*(Wx - Wx )' 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the infinitesi
mal gauge symmetries of the YM field corresponding to 
(A,E) and the elements ofKer K'* (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Since 
(A,E) has _ only trivial gauge symmetries, 
Ker K ,* ~ Ker K '*. But Ker K ,* ~ Ker K ,* follows from 
an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6.1 (the 
first part). Hence, 

Ker K'* = Ker K'* . (6.6) 

By Lemma 6.1, the two fields have the same set of symmetry 
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functions. Again, by the argument at the end of the proof of 
Lemma 6.1, this means that Wx - Wx lies in Ker K'* and 
soax(e, -a) = (0,0). 

Since the latteris true for eachXin A, (a,e)eKera. This 
completes the proof. 

We now define the operator f!Ji as follows: Since K'* is 
elliptic, there is an orthogonal splitting 

..@'o= ImK' ~Ker K'* (6.7) 

[cf. Remark after Eq. (3.3) l. The linear map K'K'* is in
vertible as a map from 1m K ' into itself. Let f!Ji be its inverse 
on 1m K', and extend f!Ji to be zero on Ker K '*. 

Lemma 6.3: The operator ax [Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) 1 
commutes with K' and with f!Ji. Moreover, 

axb:'a = b:'axa - b:axe. 

Proof: Let h be an isometry of M. Suppose h lifts to an 
automorphismL (h) of the principal bundleP. A direct com
putation shows that 

Dh (B) =L(h)D(L(h)-IB), 

where Dh is covariant differentiation relative to L(h)A and 
B is any tensorial form. 

Let Vbe a tensorial function. Then we have the follow
ing result: 

(Dt(L(h)E),V) = (L(h)E.Dh V) 

= (L(h)E,L(h)D(L(h)-IV» 

= (E.D(L(h)-IV) (by Prop. 4.1) 

= (D 'E,L(h) -1 V) 

= (L(h)D'E,V). 

Hence, 

K(L(h)A,L(h)E) = -Dt(L(h)E) 

= -L(h)D'E=L(h)K(A,E) , 

i.e., L (h) commutes with K. This implies that 

K'(L(h)a,L(h)e) = L(h)K'(a,e) 

whenever L(h)(A,E) = (A,E) and (a,e) lies in ..@'IX..@'I. 

In particular, let {L(ht )} be a lift of the flow {h,} of the 
vector field X, which fixes (A,E). Then 

K'(L(ht )a,L(ht )e) = L(ht)K'(a,e) . 

Differentiation relative to t at 0 yields the result that 

K'ax(a,e) = axK'(a,e) , 

i.e., K' commutes with ax. This implies also that ax maps 
1m K' into itself. 

Now, by using the inner product ( , ), it is easy to show 
that K'* also commutes with ax. Therefore ax commutes 
with a =K'K'*. 

Let af!Ji = f!Ji a = fi be the orthogonal projection of ..@'O 
ontolmK' [seeEq. (6.7)]. Then 
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~ax(a) = ~fiax(a) (since ~ vanishes on Ker K'*) 

= ~axfi(a) (since ax commutes with K' 

and K '*) 

= ~axli~(a) 

= ~liax~(a) =fiax~(a) = axfi~(a) 

=ax~(a) (since Im~~ImK'). 

So, ax commutes with~. 
Lastly, if a and e are tensorial one-forms on M, then, in 

local coordinates, b :'a can be shown to equal [ak ,ek 
] • So, in 

local coordinates, 

axb:'a = Lx [ak,ek ] + [Wx [ak,ek ]] 

= [(LXa)k,ek ] + [ak,(Lxe)k] 

+ [[ WX,ak ],ek ] + [ak'[ Wx,ek ]]. 

Now observe that 

(Lxah =LX(ak) + (akXi)ai and 

= (Lxe)kLx(ek) - (aiXk)ei . 

From this we deduce that 

axb:'a = [(aXa)k,ek ] + [ak,(axe)k] 

because the other terms cancel out. • 
Proposition 6.1: Suppose that (A,E) lies in ~ and has 

only trivial gauge symmetries. Furthermore, suppose that 
(A,E) is homogeneous relative to h. Then the space Jr', of 
YM fields that are homogeneous relative to h is a smooth 
manifold near (A,E). 

Proof: Since Y is a slice for the action of [J on Y d, 

Y d = [J (A,E) xY 
near (A,E), where [J (A,E) is the orbit of (A,E) under [J. 
Hence, 

Jr'= [J(A,E) X (Yr¥) 

near (A,E). 
Since [J (A,E) is a smooth manifold, it suffices to show 

that Yr¥ is a smooth manifold near (A,E). 
From Lemma 6.2 follows that 

Yr¥ = {(A + a,E + e)eYn~: (a,e)eKer a} . 

Let fiI(A +a,E+e) = (A +a,E+e) +K'*~b:,(a), 
where ~ is as defined before Lemma 6.3. 

Since b :' (a) = [a k ,ek 
] in local coordinates, it follows 

that the derivative of fiI at (A,E) is the identity map. This 
implies that fiI is a local diffeomorphism at (A,E) in Yd. 

From Lemma 6.3, it follows that fiI maps (A,E) 
+ Ker a into itself. Also, from Ref. 3, we note that fiI maps 
Yn~ into (A,E) + Ker K'nKer K'oJ and also maps a 
neighborhood of (A,E) in Yn~ diffeomorphically onto an 
open subset of (A,E) + Ker K 'nKer K 'oJ. So, 

fiI (Jr'nY ) 
= fiI (Jr'nYn~) = fiI (~nYn{(A,E) + Ker a}) 

~(A,E) + Ker K'nKer K'oJnKera. 

Since fiI is a local diffeomorphism, it follows that fiI 
maps a neighborhood of (A,E) in Jr'nY diffeomorphically 
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onto an open subset of the affine ILH space (A,E) 
+ Ker K 'nKer K 'oJnKer a. Hence the result follows. • 

Note: From the proof of this proposition, it is clear that 
the same result holds if the condition about trivial gauge 
symmetries is dropped and Jr'is replaced by homogeneous 
YM fields that have the same dimension for their gauge sym
metry groups, so that Eq. (6.6) may hold. 

VII. GENERALIZATIONS 

Let 4S be a nonflat space-time manifold that contains a 
compact spacelike Cauchy surface of constant mean curva
ture. Marsden and Tipler14 have shown that, under certain 
generic conditions, 4S has a foliation by a family of Cauchy 
surfaces of distinct constant mean curvatures. This result 
implies that the Killing vector fields, if any, are tangent to 
the Cauchy surface. If4S is an Einstein space-time, the latter 
result also holds. Thus our results apply to a large class of 
space-time manifolds. A major class of examples, which do 
not satisfy the generic conditions stated above, are the static 
space-times. The latter contain Killing vector fields that are 
timelike, and hence are not of the type considered here. 

The results in this paper form part of a Ph.D. disserta
tion.6 Some generalization to the case of static space-times is 
included in the dissertation. Briefly, the Lie algebra h is al
lowed to include the unit normal 1, This algebra is shown to 
be spanned by 1 and vector fields that are tangent to the 
Cauchy surface. The problem then reduces to that of de
scribing the space of YM fields on M, which are homogen
eous relative to the Killing vector fields of M. Proposition 6.1 
then holds in this case provided the space ofYM fields itself 
has a tangent space at A. The latter may be expressed by 
saying that the space is linearization stable at A (a concept 
that is used by Marsden and others in the study of the struc
ture of the space-time manifold). 

This extension does not exhaust all space-times that are 
usually considered in physics, and therefore the general case 
remains to be examined. Also, the structure of the space of 
homogeneous YM fields has been determined only near 
those fields that have only the trivial gauge symmetries. 
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Via the hydrodynamical formulation of quantum mechanics, a unified protocol to treat the 
quantum time-dependent harmonic oscillator with friction is presented, described by two 
different models: an explicitly time-dependent, linear Schrodinger equation (Caldirola-Kanai 
model) and a logarithmic nonlinear Schrodinger equation (Kostin model). For the former 
model, an Ermakov system that makes it possible to obtain an invariant of Ermakov-Lewis-type 
is derived. For the latter model, a non-Ermakov system is derived instead and it is shown that 
neither an exact nor an approximate invariant of Ermakov-Lewis-type exists. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since Lewis' rediscovery of an exact invariant of the 
time-dependent harmonic oscillator,1 the theory of invar
iants (constants of motion or first integrals) has become a 
center of intense research with diversified applications in 
classical and quantum physics. 2-12 Essentially, Lewis 
showed that a conserved quantity for the time-dependent 
harmonic oscillator is given by 

1= H (qa - aq)2 + (q/a)2] , 

where q and a satisfy, respectively, 

ij + (JJ2(t)q = 0 

and 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

(1.3) 

In fact, this problem traces back to Ermakov13 who derived 
(1.1) (the Ermakov-Lewis invariant) by eliminating (JJ2(t) 

between (1.2) and (1.3) (the Ermakov system). 
Thus far, the solution of the so-called Ermakov-Lewis 

problem and its generalizations has been found, mainly, by 
the following four methods l 4-16: (1) Kruskal's method of 
(exact) adiabatic invariants,17 (2) Leach's method of time
dependent canonical transformations,16,18 (3) Noether's 
theorem as developed by Katzin and Levine, 19 Lutzky,20 and 
Ray and Reid,21 and (4) the tie theory of extended groups 
as presented by Leach22 and Gauthier.9 These methods have 
also been applied in the search of invariants for dissipative 
systems with an underlying explicitly time-dependent La
grangian23-26: this type of Lagrangian model can be inter
preted as a special example for a scalar in a Riemannian 
curvated configuration space where the metric describes a 
friction force27-39 or, alternatively, as an example of a system 
with a time-varying mass40--42 (the Caldirola-Kanai mod
el). 

Recently, there has been an increasing number of papers 
trying to remedy the conceptual difficulties of this model. 
Their main argument is that a physically reasonable descrip
tion of quantum dissipative systems by the Caldirola-Kanai 
model is attainable by an inclusion of a stochastic external 
force, representing the interaction of the particle with a 
chaotic bath27-43 or by considering times shorter than the 
inverse friction constant l/v (see Ref. 39). Furthermore, it 
has been shown that by a proper rescaling transformation 

one can reduce the Caldirola-Kanai Lagrangian/Hamilton
ian into another without dissipation. 11.25,38 This, then, may 
justify a priori the existence of an exact or approximate in
variant for classical or quantum dissipative systems de
scribed by the Caldirola-Kanai model.24,25 

In order to avoid some of the above-mentioned ambigu
ities, quantum mechanical treatment of dissipative processes 
also has been introduced through nonlinear Schrooinger 
equations. Among them, the Kostin nonlinear Schrooinger 
equation was the first to be discovered,44 and subsequently 
derived, within the realm of stochastic mechanics by Skager
starn,4S Yasue,46 and the author.47 Much work has been built 
upon this nonlinear Schrodinger equation: We point out the 
works of Weiner and Forman,48 Briill and Lange,49 Yasue, so 
Griffin and Kan51 for the compelling physical reasons that 
motivate the study of this model. In fact, Caldeira and Leg
gett52 have given a possible justification for the use ofnonlin
ear wave equations (such as the Kostin nonlinear Schro
dinger equation) for the description of non conservative sys
tems, based on their finding that damping tends to destroy 
interference effects of two Gaussian wave packets in a har
monic potential. 

In light of the above discussion, one important question 
motivates our work here: how could one treat phenomeno
logically different quantum dissipative models (such as the 
quantized Caldirola-Kanai and the Kostin models), and in
vestigate the possibility of finding (or not) Ermakov-Lewis
type invariants all in the same scheme? 

In this paper we answer this question from a new per
spective by studying the one-degree-of-freedom quantum 
dissipative time-dependent harmonic oscillator using the hy
drodynamica1 formulation of quantum mechanics, which 
has proven to be enormously advantageous vis a vis other 
formulations.53-66 

In Sec. II, we study the damped time-dependent har
monic oscillator described by the Caldirola-Kanai model 
and derive an Ermakov pair of equations (Ermakov sys
tem), which generates a corresponding Ermakov-Lewis
type invariant. In Sec. III, by proceeding in the same 
scheme, we show that this feature is not shared by the Kostin 
model: it comprises, conversely, a non-Ermakov pair of 
equations (non-Ermakov system), therefore not producing 
either an exact or an approximate Ermakov-Lewis-type in
variant. 
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II. AN ERMAKOV SYSTEM {IN THE CALOIROLA-KANAI 
MODEL) 

We begin with the quantum time-dependent harmonic 
oscillator with friction described by the explicitly time-de
pendent SchrOdinger equation (Caldirola-Kanai mod
e1)28-39 

. a", If _ a 2", 1 
z'lj - (x,t) = - - e vt --2 + - evtmoi(t)x2",(x,t) , 

at 2m ax 2 

(2.1) 

where ",(x,t), v, and (()(t) are the wave function, constant 
friction coefficient, and time-dependent harmonic oscillator 
frequency, respectively. 

To obtain the quantum ftuid dynamics description of 
(2.1), we write the wave function ",(x,t) in the form 

",(x,t) = ;(x,t)exp[iS(x,t») . (2.2) 

After substitution of (2.2) into (2.1) we obtain from its 
real and imaginary parts 

au au 2 1 aVqu 
-+u-+vv+(() (t)x= -~--
at ax m ax 

(2.3) 

and 

·a a 
!!..P...+-(pv) =0, (2.4) 
at ax 

where p==;2 is the quantum ftuid density, 
v=(liIm)e-vtaS/ax is the quantum ftuid velocity, and 
Vqu ==- (1f/2m)e- 2vt p -112 (a2/ax2)pI/2 is the quan
tum potential. 

An essential unique feature of the quantum potential is 
that the force arising from it is unlike a mechanical force of a 
wave pushing on a particle with a pressure proportional to 
the wave intensity. So it follows that the expectation value of 
the quantum force vanishes for all times, i.e., (aVqu/ 
ax) = 0 (see Ref. 43). Further if we prepare the ftuid parti
cle initially in a Gaussian wave packet centered at x = 0, 
p (x,O) = [1T0"(0»)-1/2 exp[ -x2/0"(0»), and any initial 
velocity vo, we may split (2.3) into 

av au . - + v- + vv + (()2(t)X = k(t)(x - q) 
at ax 

(2.5) 

and 

~[lfe-2vt -1/2 a2p1/2]=k(t) ( _ ) 
ax 2m2 p ax2 x q, (2.6) 

where q(t) is the expectation (classical) value of x 
[(x) = q(t») that will be determined in concomitance with 
k(t). 

Integrating (2.6) (assuming thatp vanishes for lxi-co 
at any time), one obtains 

p(x, t) = [1T0"(t») -1/2 exp[ - (x - q)2/0"(t») , 

(2.7a) 

where 

u2(t)==lfe- 2vt /m2k(t) . (2.7b) 

Next, substituting (2.7) into (2.4) and integrating, we 
find 

vex, t) = (u/20-) (x - q) + q , (2.8) 
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where the constant of integration must be zero since p van
ishes for lxi-co. 

Inserting (2.8) into (2.5) we have our main result 

~ __ +~+(()2(t) _ e (x-q) (
.. ~. If - 2vt) 

2u ~ 2u m2u2 

+ [q + vq + (()2(t)q) = O. (2.9) 

This equation is identically satisfied if 

a + va + (()2(t)a = e- 2vt /a3 

and 

q + vq + (()2(t)q = 0 , 

where we have made o==(liIm)a2. 

(2. lOa) 

(2.10b) 

Byeliminatingro2(t) between (2. lOa) and (2.lOb) and 
after some manipulations we find23-2S 

i=o, 
where 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

is an Ermakov-Lewis-type invariant. So, (2.10a) and 
(2. lOb ) constitute an Ennakov system. 

III. A NON-ERMAKOV SYSTEM (IN THE KOSTIN MODEL) 

Now, we consider the quantum time-dependent har
monic oscillator with friction described by the nonlinear 
SchrOdinger equation (Kostin model)44-S' 

Hi a", (x, t) = _ ~ a
2
", + [~~2(t)X2 

at 2m ax2 2 

+ ltv In ",(x, t) ] ",(x, t) , (3.1) 
2i "'·(x, t) 

where the nonlinear term (1tv/2i) In(",/",·) accounts for 
the dissipation. 

To obtain the quantum ftuid dynamics description of 
(3.1), we proceed as in Sec. II, we express the wave function 
",(x, t) as in (2.2) and obtain 

(3.2) 

and 

ao a 
~+-(pv) =0, 
at ax 

(3.3) 

where now p==;2, v==(liIm) (as/ax), and Vqu== - (If/ 
2m) p-1I2(a 2/ax2) pl/2. 

By following closely the same scheme developed in Sec. 
II, we split (3.2) into 

au + v ~ + vv + ro2(t)x = k(t) (x - q) (3.4) 
at ax 

and 

-' __ p-1/2 _ p1/2 = k(t) (x _ q) . a [ If a2
] 

ax 2m2 ax2 
(3.5) 

Equation (3.5) yields 

p(x,t) = [1T0"(t»)-1/2 exp [ - (X-q)2/0"(t»), 

(3.6a) 
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where 

a2(t)==I.f/n12k(t) . (3.6b) 

The fluid-particle velocity v(x, t) is obtained by substi
tuting (3.6) into (3.3) and integrating: we obtain (2.8) with 
u(t) given by (3.6b). 

Analogously, we have the main result 

..!!.. __ +~+((}2(t) --- (x-q) (
" iJ2' I.f) 

2u 4a2 2u n12a2 

+ [q + vq + ((}2(t)q] = O. (3.7) 

This equation is identically satisfied if 

ii + va + ((}2(t)a = Va3 (3.8a) 

and 

q + vq + ((}2(t)q = 0 , (3.8b) 

where (17ii!iE ( fz/ n1 ) a2
• 

By eliminating ((}2(t) between (3.8a) and (3.8b) and 
after some manipulations we find 

i = ve2vt (q/a)2 , 

where 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

So, (3.8a) and (3.8b) constitute a non-Ern1akov systen1, 
since no Ermakov-Lewis-type invariant can be found (ex
cept in the trivial case as v = 0).71 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the relevant advantage of our method vis a 
vis the previously mentioned methods is that we can deal 
with linear quantum systems as well as nonlinear quantum 
systems within the same scheme (the hydrodynamical for
mulation of quantum mechanics). This makes it possible to 
compare and distinguish, in a clear fashion, what we called 
Ermakov and non-Ermakov systems, based on whether or 
not one can find a general invariant in the form of (1.1). 
Moreover, the protocol developed here can be used toward a 
deeper understanding of the role of the theory of invariants 
in conjunction with other types of nonlinear wave mechani
cal theories.67

-
7o It poses some new perspectives and an alter

native route that suggests further research and generaliza
tions. Work in this direction is in progess and will be 
published in a forthcoming paper. 
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strict sense of Ermakov, although a trivial mathematical (non-Ermakov
Lewis) invariant quantity /* == / - vI' ez". (q(s)/a(s»2 tis can be 
formed [with / given by Eq. (3.9b)]. We may substantiate further on this 
remark, bearing in mind the very importance of a physical (Ermakov
Lewis) invariant: its use as an artifact to construct an exact solution for 
the underlying Scbriidinger equation. In other words, the presence of a 
physical (Ermakov-Lewis) invariant is a one-way link with a sure exact 
solution (the reciprocal may not necessarily be true). Thus, this comes 
about to corroborate, a /ortiori, the already known facts in the literature: 
(1) that the Caldirola-Kanai model is exactly solvable (see Refs. 27~2), 
while (2) the Kostin model does not yield an exact solution (see Refs. 27, 
48,51, and 67). 
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A generalization of Shannon's amount of information into quantum measurements of continuous 
observables is introduced. A necessary and sufficient condition for measuring processes to have a 
non-negative amount of information is obtained. This resolves Groenewold's conjecture 
completely including the case of measurements of continuous observables. As an application the 
approximate position measuring process considered by von Neumann and later by Davies is 
shown to have a non-negative amount of information. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A pertinent approach to quantum measurements should 
have at least two aspects. One is the statistical aspect that 
describes statistics of the results of measurements. The other 
is the dynamical aspect that describes the dynamics of the 
processes of measurements. The conventional approach due 
to von Neumann l harmonizes these two aspects in a very 
simple way. The statistical formula (E) (see Ref. I, p. 295) 
and the repeatability hypothesis (M) (see Ref. I, p. 335) 
describe the statistics of the measurements completely. On 
the other hand, it is proved that measurements with these 
statistical properties can be described by a quantum-me
chanical interaction between the observed system and the 
apparatus (see Ref. I, Chap. VI). However, this beautiful 
theory can be applied only to measurements of discrete ob
servables. For measurements of continuous observables, von 
Neumann proposes the approximation with step-function 
operators having a discrete spectrum. 

There are several reasons for going further beyond von 
Neumann's theory; some ofthem other than the discontent 
of von Neumann himself (see Ref. I, p. 223) are as follows. 

( 1) As pointed out by Wigner,2 if there is an additive 
conservation law throughout the process of a measurement 
then the measurement of the quantity that does not com
mute with the conserved quantity cannot satisfy the repeata
bility hypothesis (see Refs. 3 and 4 for general proofs). 

(2) Some results on approximate simultaneous mea
surements of noncommuting observables strongly demand 
new statistics for measurements of continuous observables 
(see Refs. 5 and 6). 

(3) von Neumann's device of approximating contin
uous observables with discrete observab1es destroys the sym
metry that continuous observables have naturally (see Ref. 
7, p. 66). 

In order to provide a basis of general considerations for 
the above nonidealized measurements, simultaneous mea
surements and covariant measurements, we have started4 

with an axiomatic approach. In our previous work,4.8-10 we 
have discussed the following problems. 

( 1) When is the statistical description consistent with 
the dynamical description? 

(2) How does the dynamical description determine the 
state change of the observed system caused by the measure
ment? 

( 3) How is the conditional expectation of the statistics 
of quantum measurements related to the state change? 

In order to resolve the above problems, we have intro
duced the mathematical notion of a measuring process, 
which is a mathematical generalization of the dynamical de
scription of quantum measurement. It is proved that this 
notion contains enough data to determine the state change 
caused by the measurement. On the other hand, a mathemat
ical generalization of the statistical description of quantum 
measurement was previously introduced by Davies-Lew
is,l1 which is referred to as an instrument. Then our solu
tions are based on the following result (see Ref. 4, Theorem 
5.1): The statistical description is consistent with the dyna
mical description if and only if it is described by a completely 
positive instrument. 

In the present paper, we shall introduce an information
theoretical aspect to our general theory of quantum mea
surements besides the above two aspects. Such a considera
tion was first done by Groenewold 12 for discrete idealized 
measurements. 

In information theory, the information obtained by ob
servation of a system is measured by the change of entropy in 
the observed system and it is proved that the average of a 
posteriori entropy is not larger than a priori entropy. 13 For 
the conventional description of quantum measurement due 

I .. 
to von Neumann and Luders, 14 the corresponding quantum 
mechanical analog of the above inequality is conjectured by 
Groenewold 12 and proved by Lindblad. 15 Suppose that a dis
crete observable X = ~iXiPi is measured by a conventional 
repeatable measuring process at the initial state p. Then we 
get the a posteriori state Pi = (l/Tr[Pi p] )Pi PPi with 
probability Pi = Tr [Pi p] for any measured value Xi . In this 
case, the a priori entropy is S [ p] = - Tr [ P log p] and 
the a posteriori entropy given the result Xi is S[ Pi] 
= - Tr[ Pi log Pi ]. Then the Groenewold-Lindblad ine

quality is as follows: 

S[p] - LPtS[p;]>O. 
i 

The left-hand side of the above inequality is just a quantum
mechanical analog of the amount of information introduced 
by Shannon in information theory. Thus conventional repea
table quantum measurements can be well interpreted as an 
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information transmission from the observed system to the 
apparatus. 

In the present paper, we shall consider the generaliza
tion of the above inequality to our general quantum mea
surements. It is natural to expect that every physically rel
evant description of quantum measurement admits the 
above information-theoretical interpretation, that is, a gen
eralized Groenewold-Lindblad inequality holds. However, 
since our most general description of quantum measurement 
is obtained axiomatically from the sole requirement of con
sistency of statistics and dynamics, it is not a priori true to 
hold the required inequality. Thus our problem is the follow
ing: What condition characterizes the general description of 
quantum measuring processes for which the average amount 
of information is always non-negative? In the following sec
tions, we shall discuss and resolve the above problem. 

In Sec. II, we provide necessary preliminaries for mea
suring processes and state changes. In Sec. III, we introduce 
a quantum-mechanical generalization of Shannon's amount 
of information. In Sec. IV, we obtain a necessary and suffi
cient condition for the generalized Groenewold-Lindblad 
inequality. Our main result can be stated using the terminol
ogy introduced in our previous work4

•
9 as follows: We say 

that a measuring process is quasicomplete ifwhen an a pn'ori 
state is pure then almost all a posteriori states are pure. Then 
the generalized Groenewold-Lindblad inequality holds for 
every a prion' state if and only if the measuring process is 
quasicomplete. In Sec. V this result will be applied to show 
that von Neumann's model of approximate position mea
surement (see Ref. 1, pp. 442-445) always satisfies the gen
eralized Groenewold-Lindblad inequality. 

II. MEASURING PROCESSES AND STATE CHANGES 

A quantum system is described by a Hilbert space K. 
Denote the algebra of all bounded operators on K by 
.!L' (K) and the algebra of all trace class operators on K by 
Y(K). A state is described by a density operator, i.e., a 
positive trace one operator on K. A semiobservable X with 
value space (A,.@ (Al) is a positive operator valued measure 
X: .@(A)-.!L'(K) on a Borel space (A,.@(A») such that 
X(A) = 1. A semiobservable is called an observable ifit is a 
spectral measure, i.e., projection valued. 

Consider the following description of a measuring pro
cess of a quantum system. The observed system S and the 
apparatus M are described by Hilbert spaces K and %, 
respectively. A measurement is carried out by an interaction 
during a finite time interval from time 0 to t, whose time 
evolution is given by a unitary operator U = exp( - itB) on 
K ® %, where B is the Hamiltonian ofthe system S + M. 
Before the interaction, Sis in the (unknown) statep andM is 
in the (known) state u, so that the system S + Mis inp ® u. 
Thus by the interaction the state of S + M changes into 
U( p ® u) U·. Let X be the semiobservable in S to be mea
sured and X be the observable in M to show the value of X. 
Then the probability distribution Prob [X E dx I p] of the 
value of X at time 0 should coincide with the probability 
distribution Prob [X E dxlU( p ® u) U·] of X at time t, that 
is, we have 
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Tr[X(dx)p] = Tr[(1 ®X(dx»)U(p®u)U·]. (2.1) 

Equation (2.l) is our sole requirement for the above 
interaction to be a measurement of X in the initial statep. We 
shall refer to any four-tuple (% ,X,u,U) consisting ofa Hil
bert space %, an observable X in % with value space 
(A,.@ (A»), a density operator u on %, and a unitary opera
tor U on K ® % satisfying Eq. (2.1) for any density opera
tor p on K as a measuring process of a semiobservable X in 
the observed system S (cf. Ref. 4, Definition 3.1). 

Denote by CP(Y (K») the space of all completely posi
tive maps on Y(K). A CP(Y(K»)-valued map f on 
.@(A) is called a CP instrument if it satisfies the following 
conditions (11) and (12). 

(11) For each disjoint sequence {Bt } in '@(A), 

f(l!Bt ) = 'Lf(Bt ), 
I t 

where the sum is convergent in the strong operator topology 
ofCP (Y(K»). 

(12) For each density operator on K, Tr [f(A)p] 
=Tr[p]. 

The dual f(B)· of f(B) is defined by the relation 
Tr[(f(B)·alo] = Tr[a(f(B)p)] , for all BE.@ (A), 
a E .!L' (K), andp E Y(K). 

As shown in Ref. 4, every measuring process 
(% ,x,u, U) determines a unique CP instrument f by the 
relation 

f(B)p =E% [(1 ®X(B»)U( p®u)U·], (2.2) 

forallB E .@(A) andp E Y(K), whereE% stands for the 
partial trace over %. In this case, we have 

f(B)·1 =X(B), (2.3) 

for all B E .@ (A). The CP instrument f determines the 
state change caused by this measuring process, as follows. 
For any B E .@ (A), let S B be the subensemble of the mea
sured system S in which the outcome of the measurement is 
in B and let p B be the state of S B at the instant after this 
measurement. Then, we have 

PB = (l/fr[f(B)p])f(B)p, (2.4) 

for all B E .@(A) with Tr [f(B)p] #0. For any x E A, let 
Sx be the subensemble of the measured system Sin which the 
outcome of the measurement is x and letpx be the state of Sx 
at the instant after this measurement. Then by our statistical 
interpretation, we should impose the following requirements 
(Al) and (A2) on the family {Px; x E A}. 

(Al) The function x -Px is strongly .@(A)-measura
ble from A into the space of all density operators on K. 

(A2) i px Tr[f(dx)p] = f(B)p, 

where the integral is a Bochner integral. 
We call any family {Px;X E A} satisfying conditions 

(A 1) and (A2) a family of a posteriori states with respect to 
the a priori state p. By Ref. 9, Theorem 4.5, a family of a 
posteriori states always exists and is unique in the following 
sense: If {p~;x E A} is another family of a posteriori states 
with respect to the a priori statep, thenp~ = Px for almost all 
x E A with respect to Tr[f(dx)p]. 
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For the detailed discussion, we shall refer the reader to 
Refs. 4 and 8-10. 

III. AMOUNT OF INFORMATION OBTAINED BY 
MEASUREMENTS 

From an information-theoretical point of view, a mea
surement gives us some information about the observed sys
tem. Since the state of the system is affected by our knowl
edge about the system, the information obtained by the 
measurement will be measured by the entropy change corre
sponding to the state change caused by the measurement. 

Let X be a semiobservable on a Hilbert space !It' with 
value space (A,@ (A»). Now, assume that a measurement of 
X is carried out in the initial stat~ of the observed system by 
a measuring process M = (% ,x,u, U >. Let f be the corre
sponding CP instrument. We call p the a priori state. Let 
{p,,;X e A} be a family of a posteriori states with respect to 
the a priori state p. Then the measurement changes the state 
from the a priori state p to the a posteriori states p", when the 
result X = x is obtained. The entropy of the a priori state p is 

S[p] = -Tr[plogp], (3.1) 

which we call the a priori entropy. The entropy of the a pos
teriori state p" is 

S[ Px] = - Tr[ Px logpx], (3.2) 

which we call the a posteriori entropy. Thus in this case the 
information of this measurement is given by the following 
entropy change I [ p,M Ix] : 

l[p,Mlx] =S[p] -S[Px], (3.3) 

which we call the conditional amount of information given 
X = x. Since the result X = x of measurement is probabilis
tic event distributed by the probability Prob [X e dx I p ] , our 
expected amount I[ p,M] of information of this measure
ment is the average of the conditional amount of informa
tion, i.e., 

l[p,M] = 1 l[p,Mlx] Prob [Xedxlp] 

= S[ p] -l S[ Px] Tr [f(dx)p]' (3.4) 

which we call the amount of information of the measuring 
process M with a priori state p. Since the family {Px;X e A} 
of a posteriori states is determined uniquely up to ,u-almost 
everywhere, where ,u(dx) = Tr[f(dx)p], the amount of 
information I [ p,M] does not depend on particular choice of 
the family of a posteriori states with respect to p. 

Now we can state our generalization of the 
Groenewold-Lindblad inequality as follows. 

(GL) l[p,M]>O, for any a priori state p with 
S[p]<oo. 

If the measuring process M is the conventional repeata
ble measurement of a discrete observable X = l:/Xj p/. Then 
f(B)p = l:{p/ pp/;X/ e B}. In this case, statement (GL) is 
proved in Ref. 15, Theorem 2. In the next section we shall 
discuss when a given measuring process satisfies condition 
(GL). 

In the rest of this section, we shall introduce another 
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information theoretical quantity motivated by more classi
cal interpretation. Let p = l:/w/ p/ be the orthogonal de
composition ofp into pure statesp/. Let v (dxli) be a transi
tion probability defined by 

v(dxli) = Tr[X(dx)p/]. (3.5) 

Then the measurement of X can be interpreted as an infor
mation channel with input space {i = 1,2, ... } and output 
space (A,@ (A») in the a priori distribution {w/} such that if 
the input parameter is i then the output distribution is 
v( dx Ii). As well as every information channel, we can define 
Shannon's information I [ v, {w/} ] for this information chan
nel as follows: 

I [v, w/ ] = L w/v(dxll) log . . {} I . {V(dXIi)} 
/ A l:/w/v(dxl,) 

(3.6) 

Let,u(dx) = Tr[X(dx)p] and v/ (dx) = v(dxli). Then we 
have 

l[v,{wJ] = L w/c-S[v/I,u], (3.7) 
/ 

where c-S [ v/ l,u] stands for the classical relative entropy of 
v/ with respect to,u, i.e., 

c-S[v/I,u] = 1 v/(dx) log (~:)(X). (3.8) 

Since the quantity I [ v, {Wi }] depends only on X and p, we 
shall refer to it as the classical amount of in/ormation of the 
measurement of X with a priori state p and write 
c-I[ pox] = I[v,{w/}], i.e., 

c-I[p,x] = L w/ c-S[Tr[X(. )pd I Tr[X(· )p1], 
/ 

(3.9) 

where p = l:/w/ p/ is the orthogonal decomposition into 
pure states. By the classical theorem (see Ref. 16, p. 11), we 
have 

c-I[ p,x] >0, 
for all semiobservable X and states p. 

IV. GENERALIZED GROENEWOLD-LINDBLAD 
INEQUALITY 

(3.10) 

In what follows, we shall fix a measuring process 
M = (% ,X,u, U > of a semiobservable X on a Hilbert space 
!It' with value space (A,@ (A») and the corresponding CP 
instrument f. A family {Px;X E A} of a posteriori states 
with respect to an a priori state p is called pure if Px is a pure 
state for almost all x E A with respect to Tr[f(dx)p]. A 
measuring process M is called quasicomplete if it satisfies the 
following condition. 

(QC) For any pure state p, a family {Px;X e A} of a 
posteriori states with respect to p is pure. 
A measuring process M is called complete if a family of a 
posteriori states is pure for any a priori states. To justify the 
terminology, consider the conventional repeatable measur
ing process ofa discrete observable X = l:/x/p/. In this case, 
the corresponding CP instrument f is of the form f (B)p 
= l:{Pj pP/;Xj eB}. Thus the a posteriori state Px for 

X = Xi' written as p(x/), is of the form p(x/) = (1/ 
Tr[P/ p] )p/ pp/. Then it is easy to see that this measuring 
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process is quasicomplete and it is complete if and only if the 
spectrum of X is simple, i.e., every PI is one dimensional. 

Theorem 1: If the measuring process M is quasicomplete 
then the amount of information is not less than the classical 
amount of information, i.e., 

I[ p,M] >c-I[ p,x], (4.1) 

for any a priori state p with S [ p] < 00. 

Proof: Letp (dx) = Tr [f(dx)p]. Letp = ~IWI PI be 
the orthogonal decomposition of p into pure states. Then we 
have 

S[p]= -Lw;logw;. 
; 

Let V; (dx) be the probability measure defined by 
VI (dx) = Tr[f(dx)p;1. Then V; (dx) = Tr[X(dx)p;1 
and VI <p, for all i. Let {p; (x);X E A} be a family of a poster
iori states with respect top;. By the assumption PI (x) is pure 
for p-almost all x and hence we can assume that PI (x) is 
pure for all x E A without any loss of generality. For any 
BE &J (A), we have 

f(B)p = L w;f(B)p; 
; 

= LW; r p;(x)Tr[f(dx)pd ; JB 

= L w; r p;(x)v;(dx) ; JB 

= L WI r p;(X)(dVI)(X)P(dX) ; JB dp 

= L {f w{~:)(X)PI(X) }P(dX). 

Thus Px = ~IW; (dvlldp) (x)p; (x) defines a family 
{p" ;X E A} of a posteriori states with respect to p. Letlt (x) 
= WI (dvtldp )(x) for alii. By Ref. 15, Corollary, p. 247, we 

have, for all x E A, 

S[Px) =S[+/;(X)p;(X)] 

<L S[/; (x)p; (x» 
; 

= - L Tr[1t (X)PI (x) log (f; (X)PI (x» ) 
I 

= - Lit (x) log/; (x) 
; 

( dVI) (dVI) = - LWI - (x) logw; - (x) 
; dp dp 

(
dVI) = - L - (x)wllogw; 

; dp 

( dVi) (dVI) - LWi - (x) log - (x). 
I dp dp 

Thus we have 
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1 S[ Px )p(dx) 

= S[p] - L w/c-S[v/lp)· 
I 

Consequently, if S [ p] < 00 then 

S[ p] - r S[ Px ] Tr[f(dx)p] > L wIC-S[VIIP], JA I 
whence, 

l[p,M]>c-l[p,x]. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2: A measuring process M is quasicomplete if 

and only ifthe amount of information I [ p,M] is non-nega
tive for any a priori state p with S [ p] < 00 • 

Proof: Suppose that a given measuring process M satis
fies I [ p,M] >0 for any a priori state p with finite entropy. 
Suppose that p is a pure state. Then S [ p] = 0 and hence 

-lS[Px]Tr[f(dX)p] =1[p,M]>O. 

Since S [ Px ] >0, we have S [ Px] = 0 for almost all x E A 
with respect to Tr [f (dx)p ]. Thus the family of a posteriori 
state {Px ;X E A} with respectto pis pure, so that M is quasi
complete. The converse part of the assertion follows from 
Theorem 1 and inequality (3.10). Q.E.D. 

Therefore, we have proved that a necessary and suffi
cient condition for the generalized Groenewold-Lindblad 
inequality (OL) isthequasicompleteness (QC) ofthemea
suring process. 

V. VON NEUMANN'S APPROXIMATE POSITION 
MEASUREMENTS 

In Ref. 1, pp. 442-445, von Neumann considers the fol
lowing measuring processes that measure the position ob
servable approximately. The measured system and the appa
ratus system are one-dimensional systems described by 
Hilbert spaces 71' = L2 (R) and % = L2(R), respectively; 
their wave function will be denoted by t/I(x) and 1/( y). The 
interaction is described by the Hamiltonian H of the form 
H = - ix(a lily). The measurement is carried out by the 
interaction from time 0 to i. The pointer position of the 
apparatus system is the position observable Yon the Hilbert 
space %. Assume that the prepared state of the apparatus 
system is a pure state u = IS') (S' I such that S'( y) is bounded. 
Thus we have a measuring process M = (%,Y,IS' ><S' I,U), 
where U = exp( - iH). 

By computations in Ref. 1, p. 443, we have 

UIt/I(x)1/(Y» = 1t/I(x)1/(Y-x». (5.1) 

The corresponding CP instrument f is obtained by Eq. 
(2.2) as follows: 

f(dy)p = Ey [( 1 ® Y(dy» U( p ® IS') (S' I) U*], (5.2) 

for all p E .r (71'). Let Ay be the multiplication operator on 
71' = L2(R) such that (Ay t/I) (x) = S'( y - x)t/I(x) for all 
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t/I e K. Then, we have, for all t/I e K, a e 2' (K), and 
Be 81(R), 

(t/llf (B) *a I t/I) 
= Tr[af (B)( It/I) (t/lI)] 

= Tr[ (a ® Y(B» U( It/I)(t/ll ® IS") (S" I) U*] 

= 11 (t/I(x)S"(y)1 

X U*(a® Y(B»)Ult/I(x)S"( y»dx dy 

= Ll (S"(y-x)t/I(x)1 

Xa ® 11S"(y - x)t/I(x) )dx dy 

= L (Ayt/llaIAyt/l)dy= (t/ll L A;aAy dylt/l)· (5.3) 

Thus, 

f(B)p= L AypA;dy, (5.4) 

forallp e Y(K) andB e 81 (R). Now, we have shown that 
the CP-instrument f corresponding to the measuring pro
cess M considered by von Neumann 1 is just the covariant 
instrument considered by Davies (see Ref. 7, Theorem 4.6.1; 
and see also Ref. 17, Theorem 4). By Ref. 7, Theorem 4.6.1, 
the corresponding semiobservable X is the approximate posi
tion observable such that 

X(B)t/I(x) = (I XB ( y) Is(x - yW dy)t/I(X). (5.5) 

It is easy to see that a family {py; y e R} of a posteriori states 
with respect to an a priori state p is given by 

py = (l/Tr[AypA;PAypA;. (5.6) 

Thus, this measurement is, obviously, quasicomplete. 
By Theorem 2, we can conclude that von Neumann's ap-
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proximate position measurement satisfies (GL), i.e., the 
generalized Groenewold-Lindblad inequality holds for ev
ery a priori state with finite entropy. 
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A commonly encountered n-dimensional integral associated with a relativistic quadratic 
Lagrangian is explicitly evaluated for arbitrary n. In the limit n~ (Xl, this integral is given by the 
usual Van Vleck-Morette determinant. The main advantage ofthe present approach is that it is 
simple and direct. 

t. INTRODUCTION 

Let Yk-y'keM4, where a, /3, ... = 1,2,3,4 and 
k = O,I, ... ,N. We set Yo = ° =YN and put 

vk =y'k -y'k_1 . (1) 

This paper is devoted to the explicit evaluation of the integral 

f
oo N-I 

FN =N
2 

-00 JI (-i1T-
2

d'Y,,) 

xexp{i f [Vkgvk +N-IKjkAVk]} , (2) 
k=1 

where - denotes the transpose, g++gafJ is the metric tensor 
onM4, 

ga./3 = diag( 1,1,1, - 1) , (3) 

A-Aa./3 = - Apa is a covariant rank-2, constant antisym
metric space~time tensor, and K is a constant. This type of 
integral arises in the phase space path integral evaluation of 
the Green's function associated to the Dirac equation for an 
electron moving in a constant background electromagnetic 
field. I.2 Heretofore this expression has only been evaluated 
in the limit N~ (Xl and by altogether different techniques3

-
s 

than employed here. 
In the next section we explicitly evaluate F N for arbi

trary N. The technique that we utilize is quite elementary, 
and it is gratifying to find a simple solution to a simple prob
lem, viz., a Feynman path integral over a quadratic Lagran
gian. The last section is devoted to an application of our 
results. 

II. EVALUATION OF FN 

For each N = 1,2, ... , we consider YkeM4' 
k=O,I, ... ,N+ 1 withYo=O=YN+I' TheYk' k= I, ... ,N, 
are our integration variables. We define, for each N, a real 
N XN matrix W N-W Nkh according to 

(4) 

where the Einstein summation convention over repeated in
dices is operative. The W N has matrix elements equal to + I 
along the main diagonal, - 1 directly ~low the main diag
onal, and zero elsewhere. We put (the tilde denotes trans
pose) 

TN= WN + WN , 

and note that 

(5) 

N+I 
L Vkgvk =Yi.ga./3TNhk yf y(g®TN)y· 

k=1 
(6) 

In addition we write 
N+I 
L YkAvk =y(A ® WN)Y· 

k=1 
(7) 

In this notation we find thatFN ofEq. (2) is given by 

FN = N 2( _ i1T-2)N- In'-CN-1) 

X [det{ - i(g® TN_ I + N-IKA ® WN_ I )}] -1/2, 

where we have used the well-known relation S d "x e - x.o: 

= 1T"12[detA ] -1/2. We factor out - ig®I, where I de
notes the (N - I) X (N - 1) unit matrix, and use 
det( - ig®I) = ( - i)2CN-1) to obtain 

FN =N2 [det(8® TN_ I + N-IKg-IA ® WN_ I >] -1/2, 

(8) 

where 6++lIp. The determinant in Eq. (8) may be evaluated 
as follows: We put a = (N + 1) -IK and consider 

det(8® TN + ag-IA ® WN) 

= det[8® (WN + WN) +ag-IA ® WN] 

= det(8® WN)det[8® W NIWN + (8 +ag-IA) ®I] 

=det[8® WNIWN + (8 +ag-IA) ®I] , 

where I denotes the N X N unit matrix, and we have used 
det( WN ) = 1. Clearly, once the characteristic polynomial 
of W N I W N is determined, this determinant may be explicit
ly evaluated. We shall proceed with a straightforward calcu
lation of this polynomial. 

In order to calculate W N I, we set W N = I - V N' From 
the definition of WN , we see that VN is nilpotent, verifying 
(VN)N = O. In terms of VN, 

00 N-I 
W N

I = L (VN )"= L (VN )"· 
,,=0 ,,=0 

Therefore, as the reader may readily verify, W N I is given by 
the lower triangular matrix with matrix elements equal to 
+ I on and below the principal diagonal, and zero else

where. We find that W N I W N is the matrix whose elements 
are equal to + 1 in the first column, - 1 directly above the 
principal diagonal, and equal to zero elsewhere. We denote 
the characteristic polynomial of W N I W N by DN (A.), which 
is defined according to 
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(9) 

We expand this determinant in terms of the elements in the 
last column and deduce the simple recurrence relation 

DN = -ADN_ I + 1. (10) 

Hence, 
N 

DN(A) = L (-A)" 
,,=0 

= [1- (-A)N+I](1 +A)-I. (11) 
1-

LetA", n = 1, ... ,N, denote the eigenvalues of W N WN , 

DN (A" ) = O. In terms of these eigenvalues we may express 
DN as a product 

N 

DN(A)=DN(O) II (A-A,,)(O-A,,)-I 
,,=1 

N 

= II (A" -A)).,;I, 
,,=1 

or 
N 

DN(A) = II (A" -A) , (12) 
,,=1 

since 
N 

II A" =det WNIWN = 1 =DN(O). 
,,=1 
We may now explicitly evaluateFN ofEq. (8), which we 

rewrite as (a = KIN) 

2 { -1-FN=N [det t5®WN_ I WN_ I 

+ (15 + ag-1A) ®I}] -1/2. (13) 

We denote the eigenvalues of g-IA by ± E, ± iB, and find 
that 

det[t5® W N.!.I WN_ I + (15 + ag-IA) ®I] 
N-I 

= II (A" + 1 + aE)(A" + 1 - aE) 
,,= I 

x (A" + 1 + iaB)(A" + 1 - iaB) 

= DN_ I ( - 1 - aE)DN_ I ( - 1 + aE) 

XDN_ I ( - 1 - iaB)DN_ I ( - 1 + iaB) 

= - (a4E2B2)-I[I_ (1 +aE)N] 

X [1 - (1- aE)N][1 - (1 + iaB)N] 

X [1 - (1 - iaB)N] . 

In this expression the last equality follows from Eq. (11), 
while the third equality is a consequence ofEq. (12). There
fore we arrive at our main result 

FN = (EB~) [ - {1- (1 + KEIN) N} 

xU - (1-KEIN)N}{I- (1 +iKBIN)N} 

xU - (1 - iKB IN)N}] -1/2. (14) 

Passing to the limit N-+ 00, we find that 

= ~EB [4 sinh(KE 12)sin(KB /2)] -I. (15) 
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III. APPLICATION 

Let FafJ =Ap,a -Aa,p, where Aa = l/2x PFfJa , de
scribe a constant electromagnetic field. In his classic realiza
tion of the Green's function for a Dirac electron a constant 
electromagnetic field, Schwinger6 employed a so-called 
proper time method to evaluate the propagator 
(x" ,slx',O) = (x"le- isll2 Ix'). Here n 2 = fig-1ft = nana, 
where na = Pa - eAa and e = - lei is the charge of the 
electron. As is very well known, this propagator may also be 
evaluated using the phase space path integral technique in 
which one writes 

(x",slx',O) = lim (x"I(1-isN- In2)Nlx'), 
N-><x> 

and inserts complete set of states to obtain 

(x" ,slx',O) 

J 
N-I 

= !~ (21T) -4N d'jJN JI d'jJ" d
4
x" 

xexp{i f [Pk (Xk - Xk_l) - sN-Inkg-Iftk]} 
k=1 

1 (N )2NJN-I 
= lim 'N -. II d

4
x" 

N-><x> 1 41TS " = I 

{
is N [_' , 2es _ , ]} X exp - L Vkgvk + - XkFvk , 

4N k=1 N 

where in the last step we have integrated over momenta and 
setxk -Xk_1 = vk' Here it is understood thatxN =x" and 
Xo = x'. We denote the argument of the exponential as 
is[x ]12, where S is the action associated with the Lagran
gian L = 19i/2 + exFi and the path {xk }. To further sim
plify this expression for (x" ,slx',O), we change integration 
variables to the Feynman variables Y = x - X, where x is the 
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations verifying 
x(O) =x' andx(s) =x". UsingS[x] =S[x] +S[y] (the 
Yk vanish at the boundaries of the interval, that is, 
Yo = 0 = YN) we find that the propagator is given by 

(x" ,slx',O) 

{is[x]}. N 2 I N- I (_id 4y,,) 
= exp hm 2 II ---:-~ 

2 N_<x> i(41Ts) ,,=1 r 

xexp{i k~1 [VkgVk + ~ XkFVk ]} . 

This is of the form of Eq. (2) with K = 2es. Hence 

is [x]l2 F 
(x" ,slx',O) = ~ 2 lim FN = eiS [x]l2 ---::-

1 (41Ts) N-<x> i(41Ts)2 ' 

which, using Eq. (15), we record as 

eiS [x]l2 esE esB 
(x" ,sIx' 0) - (16) 

, - i(41Ts)2 sinh(esE) sin (esB) 

For completeness we remark that S[X] can easily be com
puted, and is given by 

S [x] = ex'Fx" + ~;{(eF>coth(eFs)}r, (17) 

where r = x" - x'. An expression equivalent to Eqs. (16) 
and (17) was first given by Schwinger [see Eq. (3.20) of 
Ref. 6] using a proper time formalism. 
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Path integration of the time-dependent forced oscillator with a two-time 
quadratic action 

Tian Rong Zhang and Bin Kang Cheng8
) 
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Using the prodistribution theory proposed by DeWitt-Morette [C. DeWitt-Morette, Commun. 
Math. Phys. 28,47 (1972); C. DeWitt-Morette, A. Maheshwari, and B. Nelson, Phys. Rep. 50, 
257 ( 1979) ], the path integration of a time-dependent forced harmonic oscillator with a two-time 
quadratic action has been given in terms of the solutions of some integrodiiferential equations. We 
then evaluate explicitly both the classical path and the propagator for the specific kernel 
introduced by Feynman in the polaron problem. Our results include the previous known results as 
special cases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The propagator of a particle from position to position in 
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics can be expressed sym
bolically as 

K(x,T;xo'O) = rX(D=Xb exp{(~)S[X]}D[X]' (1) 
JX(O) =x. Ii 

where the symbol D[x] implies that integrations are per
formed over all possible paths x from x(O) = Xa to 
X (T) = xb • In this path-integral theory of polarons, 1 Feyn
man introduced for the first time a two-time quadratic ac
tion functional. The problem is to evaluate the path integral 
( 1) for an action of the form 

S[x] = iT [~ m(x2(t) -lU~X2(t») + /(t)x(t)] dt 

-iT dt iT G(t,s) [x(t) - X(S)]2 ds (2) 

with the symmetric kernel G(t,s) and the time-dependent 
force / (t). Following Feynman's polygonal approach,2 the 
path integral ( 1 ) has been evaluated exactly for the two-time 
quadratic action3 with lUo =/(t) = 0, for the harmonic os
cillator with a two-time quadratic action4 and for the con
stant forced harmonic oscillator with a two-time quadratic 
action.s 

Using the prodistribution theory proposed by DeWitt
Morette,6.7 Maheshwari8 and Bosc09 calculated the path in
tegration of the harmonic oscillator with different memory 
terms. Recently, Khandekar et al.1O have derived a general 
formula of a two-time quadratic action with generalized 
memory by the same technique. In this paper, we use the 
Cameron-Martin transformation 7 to derive the general for
mula for the propagator of a time-dependent forced harmon
ic oscillator with a two-time quadratic action. For the specif
ic kernel G(t,s) used by Feynman in the polaron problem, 1 

we are able to calculate explicitly the classical path and the 
propagator. 

aJ On leave from Departamento de Ffsica, Universidade Federal do Parana, 
Caixa Postal 19.081, 80.000 Curitiba, Brazil. 

II. GENERAL SOLUTION 

The propagator of the action (2) can be written 

K(xb,T;Xa'O) = L+ dlU~ (z) exp{ ~ V[Xb + ~z]} 
X8[Xb + (~Ii/m)z(O) -xa ], (3) 

with 

V[x] = iT [ - ~ mlU~x2(t) + /(t)x(t) ] dt 

-iT dt iT G(t,s)[x(t) -x(s)]2ds. (4) 

Here lU~ (z) is the Wiener prodistribution on Z+ with co
variance 

A~ (t,s) = ()(t-s)(T-t) +()(s-t)(T-s), (5) 

and Z+ is the space of continuous paths {zen} such that 
z( T) = O. The step function () is equal to one for positive 
arguments, and zero otherwise. 

Let Y + be a copy of Z + and make change of variable 
from z = Z+ to y =Y + defined by 

Xb + (~Ii/m) z(t) = u (t) + (~Ii/m) y(t), 

where u(t) is the classical path from (O,xa) to (T,xb)' Using 
the classical equation of motion, we obtain 

K(xb,T;Xa'O) = exp [ ~ SCI] L + dlU~ (y) 

X exp { - ~ im lU~ iT y2(t) dt 

- i iT dt iT G(t,s) [y(t) - y(S)]2 dS} 

(6) 
where 

ScI = iT [~ m(u2(t) -lU~U2(t») + /(t)u(t)] dt 

-iT dt iT G(t,s) [u(t) - U(S)]2 ds (7) 
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is the classical action function along the classical path u. 
Now by using the Cameron-Martin formula the inte

grand in (6) can be absorbed into a new prodistribution 
a> + ( y) on 0 + (also a copy of Z + ). Finally, by combining 
the c5-function with the integrator da>+ (y), the propagator 
can be reexpressed as an integral over the space 0 of paths 
vanishing both at 0 and T. The Gaussian prodistribution 
a>( y) on the space 0, which is Leray associated (Ref. 7, p. 
283) to the Gaussian prodistribution a> + ( y), is normalized 
to 

(8) 

Its covariance A (t,s) is the kernel of Jacobi operator, which, 
for the case of two-time quadratic action (see the Appendix 
for derivations), is 

! m[(:tY +a>~] A(t,s) - [IT G(1',t) d1'] A(t,s) 

+ IT G(t,1')A(1',s)d1'=c5(t-s), 

with A(O,s) = A(T,s) = o. (9) 

Furthermore, the classical path u(t) satisfies the following 
integrodifferential equation (see the Appendix) 

J.. m(u + a>~u) + iT G(t,s)[u(t) - u(s)] ds J.. (t), 
4 0 4 

u(O) =Xo, u(n =X. ( 10) 

With the help of (8)-( 10), the propagator has the form 

K(Xb,T;Xa'O) = (m/217'iIi) 1/21det A(O,n 1- 1/2 

xexp{ ~ [mu(t)u(t)ll 

+ ~ iT 1 (t)u(t) dt ]}. (11) 

In order to evaluate the determinent of A( O,T), we con
sider the function A,. (O,n satisfying the equation 

! m[(~r +O~]A,.(t,S)+p, iT G(t,1')A,.(1',s)d1' 

= c5(t - s) (12) 

A,.-I c5A,. = -IT G(t,1') {f A,. (1',s) c5P,} dr. (16) 

Finally, we obtain 

Idet A(O,n I = Idet Ao(O,T) I 

xexp{ -ITdt f$ i Td
1'[G(t,1')A,.(1',t)]}. 

(17) 

Here, Idet Ao( 0, n I = sin OoT is the well-known result for 
the harmonic oscillator. 

Therefore, the propagator has been given in terms of the 
classical path u (t) and the kernel A,. (t,s) ofa generalizedp,
parametrized Jacobi operator. But the integrodifferential 
equations (10) and (12) are usually very difficult to solve 
for the general G(t,s). 

III. A SPECIAL CASE 

For the kernel G(t,s) of the polaron problem, I we have 

G(t,s) = 1 m02a>2;(t,s), 

with 

;(t,s) = cos[a>(! T - It - sl»)/2a> sin(!a>n. 

Let O~ = 0 2 + a>~, then Eqs. (12) and (10) become 

[(:J2 

+ O~ ] A,. (t,s) - P,02a>2IT ; (t,1') A,. (1' ,s)d1' 

= c5(t,s), A,. (O,s) = A,. (T,s) = 0, 

and 

u + O~u = 02a>2 iT ;(t,s)u(s)ds +I(t), 
o m 

(18) 

(19) 

u(O) = xo, u( n = x. (20) 

Since; (t,s) is the kernel of operator (d / dt) 2 + a>2, after 
acting the operator on both sides, Eqs. (19) and (20) be
come 

[(:tY + 0 2
+ ] [(:tY + 0 2

_ ] A,. (t,s) 

= - [(:tY + a>2] c5(t,s), 

and 

(21) 

(13) [(:tY + a>2+ ] [(:J2 

+ a>2_ ] u(t) 

and boundary conditions 

A,. (O,s) = A,. (T,s) = 0, 

with 

O~ = a>~ + iT G( 1',t) dt, 

and p, a parameter. By using the well-known formula 

c5(ln det A,.) = Tr(A; I c5A,.), (14) 

we have 

Idet All = Idet Aol exp{ L=o Tr(A; I c5A,.)}. (15) 

Taking the variation of (12) gives 
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= [(:J2 

+a>2]/~) , (22) 

where 

and 

02± =! (O~ + a>2) ± {B(~ _ a>2)] 2 + p,02a>2}1/2 
(23) 

a>2± =!(O~ +a>2) ±{B(O~ _a>2)]2 + 02a>2} 1/2 
(24) 

The solutions ofEqs. (21) and (22) can be expressed as 
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A" (t,s) = [1/(02_ - 0 2+ )] Idet A(O,n I = Idet Ao(O,n I 

X [(Cl}2 - 0 2+ )A+ (t,s) - (Cl}2 - 0 2_ )A_ (t,s)], 
(25) xexp{ - LTdt fdll L

T
d1' [ G(t,1')A" (1',t)] } 

and 

u(t) = [1/(Cl}2_ - Cl}2+ )] 

X [(Cl}2 - Cl}2+ )u+ (t) - (Cl}2 - Cli_ )u_ (t)], 
(26) 

where A ± (t,s) and u ± (t) satisfy the equations 

(27) 

and 

(28) 

= Idet Ao(O,T) lexp{ - LT dt fdll 

X[02+0~~2_ (A_{t,t) -A+{t,t»)]} 

( 
(Cl}2+ _ Cl}2_ ) sin2(Cl}T /2) )112 

= 2D sin(Cl}+T /2) sin(Cl}_T /2) , 
(30) 

where 

D = (Cl}2+ Cl): Cl}2) sin( Cl};: T) cos( Cl}; T) 

In order to get the boundary conditions for A ± (t,s), we 
need to substitute the solutions (25) into the original equa
tion (19). Then we obtain 

_ (Cl}2_Cl)= Cl}2) sin( Cl};T) cos( Cl};:T). (31) 

The general solution of (22) can be written as 

u(t) = a+ sin(Cl}+t) + b+ cos(Cl}+t) 
A± (T,s) = A± (O,s), + a_ sin(Cl}_t) + b_ cos(Cl}_t) + up (t), (32) 

(Cl}2 _ 0 2+ )A+(O,s) = (Cl}2 - 0 2_ )A_(O,s), (29) with the particular solution 

(!!.- A+ (t,s) -!!.- A_ (t,s») I 
dt dt t=O 

up(t) = 21 2 rl (S)[Cl}2_Cl}2+ sinCl}+{t-s) 
m(Cl}_ -Cl}+)Jo Cl}+ 

= (!!.- A+ (t,s) - !!.- A_ (t,s») I . 
dt dt t=T 

Cl}2 _ Cl}2 ] 
- - sin Cl}_ (t - s) ds. 

Cl}_ 
(33) 

Then after lengthy but straightforward calculations, (17) 
becomes 

Substituting (32) into (20) and using the boundary condi
tionsofu(t) give 

b+ + b_ =xo, 

a+ sin Cl}+T + b+ cos Cl}+T + a_ sin Cl}_T + b_ cos Cl}_T= x - up (n, 

a+ sin Cl}+T - b+ (1 - cos Cl}+n + a_ sin Cl}_T - b_(1 - cos Cl}_n = _ up+ (n 
Cl}2+ _ Cl}2 Cl}2_ _ Cl}2 Cl}2+ _ Cl}2 

with 
± 1 it ( Cl}2 - Cl}2 ) ul (t) = I(s) ± sin Cl} ± (t - s) ds. 

m (Cl}2_ - Cl}2+) 0 Cl} ± 

Solving the system of equations (34) gives 

= ± ~ {(X -xo)(Cl)_ sin ~Cl}_Tcos ~Cl}+T - Cl}+ sin ~Cl}+Tcos ~Cl}_T) 
d 2 2 2 2 

+ LT/~) [cos ~ Cl}_TCOSCl}+(~ T-S)-cos ~ Cl}+TCOSCl}_(~T-S)]dS} 
2xoClJ Of (Cl}2_ - Cl}2+ ) 1 . 1 

± 2 2 cos -Cl}± TSlD-Cl}Of T, 
d(Cl}Of - Cl} ) 2 2 

a± = ± (1/sinCl) ± n {[ (Cl}2± - Cl}2)/(Cl}2+ - Cl}2_ )] (x -xo) - ul (n ± (1- cos Cl) ± n b ± }, 

where 

d=2(Cl}2+ _Cl}2_) {Cl}+ sin!Cl}+TcoSiCl}_T _ Cl}_ sin !Cl}_Tcos !Cl}+T} . 
Cl}2+ _ Cl}2 Cl}2_ _ Cl}2 

Integrating (10), we have 
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(36) 
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(38) 
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iT I iT u(T)=u(o)-(()~ u(t)dt+- /(t)dt, 
o m 0 

(39) 

since G(t,s) = G(s,t). Combining (11), (30), and (39), we obtain our principal result, namely the propagator, for the system 
(2), 

( 
m«(()2+ _ (()2_ ) sin2«(()T /2) )112 

K(xb,T;Xa'O) = 41ri1iD sin«(()+T /2) sin«(()_T /2) 

Xexp {(i/2/i) [m(x - xo) u(O) -x iT [m(()~u(t) - /(t)] dt + ~ iT u(t)/(t) dt]} . (40) 

Here we should mention that (40) is invalid when sin«(()+T /2) sin«(()_T /2) = 0, which will be considered in the following 
paragraph. After a lengthy but straightforward calculation, we can show that (40) reduces to (36) of Ref. 4 for / (t) = 0 and 
to (38) of Ref. 5 for /(t) =/. 

IV. DISCUSSION (WHEN roo = 0) 

For completeness, we consider the special case (()o = 0, which implies (() _ = 0, and the classical path is of the form 

uo(t) = s+ sin«(()+t) + C+ cos«(()+t) + Co + CIt + u~ (t), 

with 

(41) 

I it [02 
] u~(t) =--2- /(s) -sin(()+(t-s) +(()2(t-S) ds, 

m(() + 0 (()+ 

(42) 

and 

(43) 

- 0
2 

0
2 iT [ (() T ] C+=--2-(X-XO) + 3 /(t) cot-+-(cos(()+t-l)+sin(()+t dt, 

2m + 2m(() + 0 2 
(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Taking the limit value of (30) as (() _ -0, we obtain When a memory term is present, the exact solution of a qua
dratic system given by (47) is not of the form 

K( T:. 0) _ ( m )112 (()+ sin ~(()T x, ;Xo, - -- • ---':~-"'--
21Ti1iT (() sin! (() + T 

. exp [(i/Ii)ScI ], (47) 

1 iT it - 2 dt dsf(t)f(s) 
2m(() + 0 0 

x [(02/(()+) sin(()+(t-s) _(()2(t-S»). (48) 
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K(x,T;xo'O) = det __ c_1 • exp .!... ScI • 

1 
B2s 1112 [. ] 
BxBxo Ii 

Indeed here the Van Vleck-Morette determinant 

B2Scl = _ m0
2 

• cos ~ (()+T _ m(()2 

BxBxo 2m + sin! (() + T (()2+ T 
(49) 

is different from the normalization in (47). For the case of 
(()o =/(t) = 0, Eq. (40) reduces to (3.45) in Ref. 3 as we 
expect. 
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APPENDIX: LAGRANGE OPERATOR AND JACOBI 
OPERATOR FOR THE SYSTEM WITH A TWO-TIME 
QUADRATIC ACTION 

We derive the Lagrange equation and the Jacobi equa
tion for the system with a two-time quadratic action by using 
the one-parameter variation method.7

•
11 Let A(!l) be the 

space of C 1 mapping x on !l = (O,T) C R into R. Introduc
ing a one parameter family of functions a(u,t) E A(!l), 
where u E [0,1] such that a(O,t) is the classical path and 
a( l,t) = x(t), we can rewrite the action functional (2) as 

S[a] = iT {~ m[a2(u,t) -a>~a2(u,t)] +I(t)a(u,t) 

- 2a2(u,t) iT G(t,s) ds + 2a(U,t) 

xiT 

G(t,s) a(u,s) dS} dt, 

since G(t,s) = G(s,t). Furthermore, we have 

(So a)'(u) 

and 

_ . ( t) aa(u,t) IT -ma u, 
au 0 

+ iT[ 4iT 
G(t,s)a(u,s) ds - mii(u,t) 

- ma>~a(u,t) + l(t) - 4a(u,t) iT G(t,s)dS] 

x aa(u,t) dt, 
au 

(S 0 a)" (u) = ([4 rT 

G(t,s) aa(u,t) ds 
Jo Jo au 

aii(u,t) 2 aa(u,t) 
- m - ma>o -..:....-.;..-'-

au au 

(Al) 

(A2) 

_ 4 aa(u,t) iT G(t,s) dS] aa(u,t) dt 
au 0 au 

+ iT [4 iT G(t,s)a(u,s) ds - ma(u,t) 

- ma>~a(u,t) + l(t) - 4a(U,t) 

xiT 

G(t,s) dS] + a2~~,t) dt. (A3) 
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For variation, keeping the end point fixed, 

aa(u,O) aa(u,T) 
= =0, 

au au 

(A2) reduces to 

(S 0 a)'(O) = r [L(t)a(u,t) aa(u,t)] dt, 
Jo au u=o 

where 

L(t) = 4 iT G(t,s) (.) ds - m (~r -ma>2 

+ l(t) - 4 iT G(t,s) ds (A4) 

is an integrodifferential operator. By definition we obtain the 
Lagrange equation 

A 

L(t) a(O,t) = 0, (AS) 

which is exactly equivalent to (10) as needed. With the help 
of (AS), we obtain 

(S 0 a)" (0) == iT [J(t) aa(o,t)] aa(O,t) dt, (A6) 
o au au 

where the Jacobi operator 

J(t) = - m (~r -ma>o 

- 4 iT G(t,s) ds + 4 iT G(t,s) (.) ds 

is also an integrodifferential operator. 
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Time-ordering techniques based on the Magnus expansion and the Wei-Norman algebraic 
procedure are discussed and their relevance and usefulness to quantum optics are stressed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper has a twofold motivation: (a) to discuss rela
tively unknown time-ordering techniques, and (b) to show 
that these techniques are a useful tool to solve alarge class of 
differential finite difference equations, too. 

The problem of time-ordering expansion is as old as 
quantum mechanics and the most common treatment of it is 
the Feynman-Dyson' diagrammatic technique. However, 
alternative rigorous procedures, apparently not widely 
known, have been developed through the years by Magnus2 

and Wei and Norman. 3 These techniques offer definite ad
vantages with respect to the well-known Feynman-Dyson' 
expansion and are tailored to be suited for a class of Hamil
tonian operators appearing in many probl~ms of quantum 
optics. 

The considuations we develop here are general enough 
to be applied to diverse physical problems such as two-level 
molecular dynamics, stimulated Compton scattering, and 
the acousto-optic effect. 

Let us briefly review the problems underlying the opera
tor time evolution and time-ordering expansion. From ele
mentary quantum mechanics4 the evolution of the wave 
function of a physical system driven by a time-dependent 
Hamiltonian operator can be found formally by writing the 
solution of the Schrooinger equation 

as 

iii arp = H (t )rp 
at 

tfJ(t) = iT (t )t/I(O) , 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where iT (t ) is the time-evolution operator obeying the equa
tion 

(1.3) 

If the operator H is time independent or if it commutes with 
itselfat different times ([H(t ).H(t ')) = 0), the solution of(1.3) 
is straightforward, Le., 

(1.4) 

If the operator H (t) does not commute at different times, 

.) Permanent address: University of California at Santa Barbara, Quantum 
Institute, Santa Barbara, California 93106. 

b) Also at Istituto Nazionale eli Ffsica Nucleate. Sezione Napoli. Napoli. 
Italy. 

time-ordering problems arise and the solution of (1.3) cannot 
be expressed in the simple form (1.4). 

The technique most frequently adopted to deal with the 
evolution of iT(t) is the use of the Feynman-Dyson' expan
sion 

{exp[ ~ fH(t')dt']} + 

= 1 - .l...it dt, HU,) 
Ii 0 

+ (~r fdt,f
l 

dt2H(t,)H(t2) + .... ( 1.5) 

Where {.} + denotes the time ordering and plays the role of 
the "chronological" operator. The expansion (1.5) is a per
turbation 'series with all the practical disadvantages of the 
perturbative expansion. Indeed as noticed elsewhere,S the 
operator iT (II'(t ), obtained by truncating the series, is no more 
a unitary operator, furthermore it is expected to be accurate 
for a small time interval or when H (t) can be treated as a 
perturbation. In many problems H (t) cannot be considered 
as a perturbation or an accurate evaluation requires an ex
cessively large number of infinitesimal orders. However, it 
must be stressed that in many cases (1.5) can be easily han
dled and each term can be usefully understood in terms of 
the symbolic Feynman diagrams. 1 

To go beyond the expansion (1.5) we require at least (a) a 
functional form of iT (t I which preserves the unitary nature of 
the evolution operator; and (b) an exact form ofthe operator 
without any recourse to perturbation, or if perturbation is 
needed, a method that allows the expansion at any higher 
order. 

Two methods, essentially complementary, have been 
proposed that satisfy the above requirements. 

The first due to Magnus2 consists in writing 

iT(t) =exp{A (t)}, A(O)=O, (1.6) 

whereA (t) is a functional of H (t ), more precisely an infinite 
series whose nth term is a sum of integrals of n-fold multiple 
commutators of H (t ). 

This method is now briefly reviewed, we follow a 
simpler but rigorous version due to Pechukas and Light. S 

The search for the time-displacement operator expressed in 
the form (1.6) meets both the requirements (a) and (b) and is 
an immediate generalization to a more complicated case of 
the corresponding expression (1.4). 

According to Ref. 5, for the time derivative of iT (t ), 
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~if(t)=[eadA-l dA]if(t), 
dt adA dt 

(1.7) 

and the evolution equation (1.3), one immediately obtains 

dA (t) = [ a~ A ] H . (1.8) 
dt eadA 

- 1 i" 
(TheAoeerator adA is a linear operator defined as (adA)X 
= [A,x].) Expanding in series ofthe operator on the right
hand side of ( 1. 8) we get 

tiA(t) = (1 _ J..adA + f ( - )"+ IB (adA )2,,)H 
dt 2 ,,=1 (2n)!" i'" 

( 1.9) 

where the B" are the Bernoulli numbers B I = 1, B2 = Jb, .... 
Solving the above equation by iteration one ends up with the 
expression 

(1.10) 

where the (n + l)th term reads 

A 11+ I = f dt'[ - ~ adA" 

1 "-I A A ]H +- L adAmadA,,_m 7""' 
12 m=1 i" ( 1.11) 

The first four terms are 

AI(t) = - ~ ('H(t')dt' , 
" Jo 

A 2 (t) = - ~ (~r fdt'f'dt"[H(t"),H(t')], 

A 3(t) = - ! (~r fdt' f' dt" f" dt'" 

X{[H(t"'),[H(t "),H(t')]] ( 1.12) 

+ [[H(t"'),H(t") ],H(t')]}, 

A4(t) = __ 1_(~)4 (' dt' (dt" rt"dt'" ('-dt"" 
12 "Jo Jo Jo Jo 

X ([H(t""), [[H(t m),H(t")],H(t')]] 

+ [[H(t""),[H(t"'),H(t")]],H(t')] 

+ [[H(t"" ),H(t"') ],[H(t" ),H(t')]]} . 

We note that the structure of the Magnus expansion corre
sponds to the continuous version of the Baker-Hausdorff 
disentangling theorem. 6 

The second method we describe is the Wei-Norman al
gebraic procedure.3 This technique is complementary to the 
previous one, in the sense that it works when the Hamilton
ian operator H (t ) can be expressed in terms of the generators 
of an n-dimensional finite Lie algebra. The Magnus expan
sion, on the other side, applies when the multiple commuta
tors in (1.11) converge to a c number. 

According to Ref. 3 we write the Hamiltonian as 

(1.13) 
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where the Lj are the generators of the Lie algebra, the aj(t) 
are linearly independent functions of t, and the indexj runs 
from 1 to m<n, where n is the dimensionality ofthe algebra. 

The form of the solution (1.4), being valid, within this 
framework in the case of a one-dimensional algebra, suggests 
the following generalization to the case (1.13) 

A" A 

U(t) = II exp[gj(t)Lj ], gj(O) =0. (1.14) 
j=1 

The functions gj(t), entering the above expression, can be 
obtained from a set of nonlinear differential equations whose 
specific form depends on the aj(t), and the algebraic struc
ture constants involved in replacing (1.14) in (1.3) immedi
ately yields 

ttl gl (t) [iI: exp(gj (t)Lj ) ]Lt'[il; exp(gj (t)Lj )] 

" A A = L a; (t)Lt U(t) . (l.1S) 
;=1 

After a postmultiplication by the inverse operator if -I and 
the direct computation of the expression 

[iI: exp(gj (t )Lj ) ]L{ JII exp( - gj (t )Lj ) ] 

( 1.16) 

we find 

( 1.17) 

where the matrix elements S;j depend on the algebraic struc
ture constants and on the g functions. 

The linear independence of the generators reduces ( 1.17) 
into the nth-order system of differential equations 

(1.18) 

It is therefore clear that once the explicit form of a; (t) and 
Sl,k are known one can determine the functions g; solving a 
set of nonlinear differential equations. For the proof of inver
tibility of ( 1.18) see Ref. 3. Let us finally point out that it has 
been shown3 that uncoupling theorem holds for all solvable 
Lie algebras and for the real "split three-dimensional" sim
ple Lie algebra (see Sec. II). 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we will 
discuss systems that allow exact solutions, in Sec. III we will 
discuss perturbation methods, and finally in Sec. IV we pres
ent some conclusive remarks. 

II. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

In this section we will apply the above-discussed tech
niques to specific cases of physical interest in quantum op
tics. 

The first we consider is a Hamiltonian operator that is a 
generalization to the two-level case of the so-called Kano 
Hamiltonian,7 namely (" = 1) 

H={J)(tV3 + O*(tV+ + O(tV_ +,8(t), (2.1) 
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where Cd{1"), 0·(1"), 0(1"), andP(1") are time-dependent, com
plex nonsingular functions, furthermore the J operators 
obey the well-known angular momentum commutation rela
tions 

(2.2) 

Assuming, for simplicity, that the Hamiltonian (2.1) drives a 
system of coupled harmonic oscillators with n+, n_ initial 
quanta in the upper and lower level, the more general time 
evolution of the state can be described by the wave function 

n_ 

ltP(t) = L Cdt )In+ + I,n_ - I) , (2.3) 
/= -n+ 

where 1 is an integer accounting for the number of exchanged 
photons and the C/ (t ) are time-dependent coefficients denot
ing the amplitUde probabilities of 1 emissions at time t. The 
Schrooinger equation gives for the coefficients C/(t) the fol
lowing motion equation: 

i
dC

/ =W(t)[n+ -n_ +/]C/(t)+P(t)C/(t) 
dt 2 

+ Ott )y'(n_ -l)(n+ + 1 + l)C/+ dt) (2.4) 

+O·(t)~(n+ +/)(n_ -1+ l)C/_dt), 

C/(O)=c/. 

(To deduce (2.4) we have used the Schwinger realiza
tion of the angular momentum algebra, namely (see Ref. 4) 

J'" A + A JIt. A + A J" l(A + A A + A ) + = a + a _ , _ = a _ a+, 3 = 2 a + a+ - a _ a_ , 
where 0 ±' 0 t are creation annhilation operators 
<[ 0 t ,a ± 1 = - 1 [0 t ,0-1 = 0). The initial condition 
should be C/ (0) = 8/.0 , we have assumed a generic discrete 
function to discuss slightly a more general problem.) 

This differential difference equation already has been 
studied in Ref. 8 where it was pointed out that it belongs to 
the family ofRaman-Nath (RN) equations9 (i.e., spherical or 
SU2 RN). We must stress that, according to the discussion of 
the previous section, the introduction of Eq. (2.4) is not a 
necessary step. The analytical expression of the evolution 
operator indeed can be found by means of the Hamiltonian 
operator (2.1). We have introduced this rather artificial step 
to remark that the technique we discuss here is also a power
ful tool to solve equations of the RN type. 

Adopting the same procedure of Ref. 8, we use the trans
formation 

C/(t) = (-i)/exp{ -ifw(t/)dtl[n+ ;n_ +/]) 

xexp[ - if P(t ')dt 1M/ , (2.5) 

which, once inserted in (2.4), yields 

:tM/ = - o(t)exp{ - i fdt I W(t/)} 

. ~(n_ -/)(n+ + 1 + l)M/+ t 

+o.(t)exp { +ifdtIW(t/)} 

. ~(n+ + I)(n_ -I + l)M/_ t , (2.6) 
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M/ (0) = + ikCk8/,k • 

We now can solve the problem of finding the explicit 
solution of M/ (t) exploiting the Wei-Norman technique 
discussed in the previous section. 

The structure of(2.5) suggests the following equation for 
the evolution operator: 

dU(t) = Ttt)U(t), U(O) = i, 
dt 

Ttt) = - O(t)exP{ - ifdt l W(tl)}J_ 

+ O·(t )exp{ + i fdt' wIt I)}J + . 

(2.7) 

According to (14) the explicit solution of(2.6) can be written 
as 

U(t) = exp{2h (t).!3} exp{g(t).!+ 1 exp{ - f(t)'!-l i . 
(2.8) 

Before giving the differential equations from which one can 
derive the functions/' g, and h, we notice that, to calculate 
the functional form of (2.6), it will be sufficient to evaluate 
the following matrix element: 

(/IU(t)lk)= f f (-l)'[g(t)]m·if(t)]' 
m-O r=O mlr! 

X (II exp[2h(t)J3]J~ Jr_ Ik) . (2.9) 

After some algebra and exploiting the properties of the J _ 
operators we find 

(/IU(tllk) 
= exp{2h (tH!(n+ - n_) + I] 1 [g(t )]/- k 

X [(nl-_-/)(nt_: ) r2 

X~t( - n+ + k,n_ - k + 1;1- k + l;((t).g(t)). 
(2.10) 

Combining (2.5), (2.6), and (2.10) we finally easily find 

C/(t) 

=exp{ -ifp(t/)dtl}exp{[ ~ (n+ -n_) +1 ]K(t)} 

X~t( - n+ + k,n_ - k + 1;1- k + 1;g(t)1(t») , 
(2.11) 

where 

K(t) = 2h(t) - i LW(t ')dt I (2.12) 

and 2Ft ( ••• ) is the hypergeometric function. \0 The result (2.12) 
is a more general expression of that obtained in Ref. 8(b) . 

Let us now consider the problem of writing the differen
tial equations satisfied by /j,g,h). 

It is easy to derive from (1.18) and from the algebraic 
structure of the angular momentum operators the following 
equations: 
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h(n = n(t)exp{K(t)}g(t) , 

get) =n*(t)exp{-K(t)}-g(t).h(t) , (2.13) 

j(t) = .0 (t)exp{K(t)}, h(O) = f(O) = g(O) = O. 

It can be shown that the solution of (2.13) depends on the 
single Riccati equation 

U - u2 + r(t)u + q(t) = 0, h(t) = u(t), u(O) = 0, 

(2.14) 

r(t) = - ~ln n(t) + iw(t) , q(t) = - In(t) 12. 
dt 

The solution of (2.14) can be explicitly written in a restrict
ed number of cases. In the less general case 
w(t) = Wo = const; n(t) = .0 = const and real /3(t) = 0, 
we easily get 

h(t) = U/2wot-ln(l-p(t»)1/2 

- i arctan( ( ~o )tan( ~)) , 
g(t) = [p(t)] t/2[ 1 - p(t)] 1/2 

(2.15) 

f(t)= L ~(;(t)r2 exp{ -iarctan((~o )tan(~))}, 

p(t) = (n
sin 8t 12)2, 6 = ~w~ + 4.02

• 

8/2 

In the case of n+ = 0 we get [see Ref. 8(a)] 

Cr(t) = (n
l
_ Y/2exp{in_ arctan( ~o tan~)}(a(t»)r 

X (1 - la(t) 12) (n_ - /)/2, (2.16) 

a(t) = (-i)( nSin6~~2)exp[ -iarctan( ~o tan(~))]. 
The results obtained so far are very general. We can now 
discuss some interesting limiting cases, when the number of 
"excitation quanta" n ± are very large. 

A somewhat crude approach to the problem could be 
that of taking the asymptotic limits n ± ~ 00 in (2.11). This 
procedure gives the right functional form of the coefficient 
Cr but raises doubts on the correct expression of the func
tions f, g, and h. The appropriate and rigorous procedure 
requires the so-called group contraction method, II which 
will allow us to understand the intimate connection between 
the SU2 algebra and its contraction to the "harmonic oscilla
tor" and "shift" algebras. 

We !ntr~duce a tltree-dimensional Lie algebra with gen-
erators HI, H 2, and H3 with commutation relations3 

[HI' H 2] = UH2, 

[HI' H 3 ] = - UH3, 

[H2, H 3 ] = - 6HI, 

(2.17) 

where A and 6 are numbers which define the explicit form of 
the H operators. We leave, for the moment, the operators in 
(2.17) undefined and notice that an evolution operator driven 
by the iIs (we mean by this a Hamiltonian of the type 
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iI = [wIt )l2]HI + n*(t) H2 - n(t) H 3) [see (2.8)] exhibits 
f, g, and h functions defined by the differential equations 

h(t) = 6g(t)j(t) , 

get) = .0* (t)exp{ - Kit)} -Ag(t)h(t), 

j(t) = n(t)exp{Kr)}, 

Kit) = Uh(t) - j f w(t ')dt '. 

(2.18) 

It is easy to understand that when A = 6 = 1 theiI operators 
can be identified with 

(2.19) 

Furthermore if A = 0 and 6 = 1 the SU2 algebra contracts to 
the three-dimensional non-Abelian algebra with generators 
{a+, a, J}, where a+, a are creation annihilation operators. 
Finally when A = 6 = 0 all our algebra collapses in a "shift 
algebra" with generators {E +, E -, J}, where the E± are 
shift operators. 

Let us now discuss the cases n _ ~ 00 and n ± ~ 00. 

A. Large number of lower level excitation quanta 
(n_ -+00) 

In this case the SU2 RN equation (2.4) reduces to the so
called harmonic RN equation 12 

dCI - r-.,..----;-iTt = w(t )(n+ + ')Cr + n*(t hjn+ + I CI _ 1 

+ O(t)~n+ + 1+ lCr+ 1 +,B(t)Cr, 

Ott) = n(t)R, PIt) =/3(t) _ n_ + n+w(t). 
2 

(2.20) 

This expression suggests the following identification of the H 
operators: 

Therefore, setting A = 0, 6 = 1 in (2.18) we immediately find 
the solutions 

g(t) = f n*(t ')exp[if' w(t ")dt" Jdt " 

f(t) = f n(t ')exp [ - if' w(t ")dt " Jdt', 

h (t ) = ~ (' g(t ')1(t ')dt ' 
2 Jo 

- ~ (' LW '}fit ') - g(t '!fit ')]dt '. 
2 Jo 

(2.22) 

Furthermore, using the well-known asymptotic properties 
of the hypergeometric function, 12 we find for Cr the expres
sion 
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Cr(t) = exp{ - if P(t')dt'} 

xexp{ -i(n+ +l)f W(t')dt'lexp{ -+a(t).y(t)} 

xexp{ - ;i f rO*(t')y(t') + o(t')a(t')]dt'} 

X~Ck( _i)r-k~(n+ +k)!(n+ +/)! 

xyr- k(t)L~:! k(a(t).y(t»), (2.23) 

where the L ~ are the generalized Laguerre polynomials and 

Yet) = f o*(t')exp{ +i1" W(t")dtll}dt', 

a(t) = - iY(t)exp{ - if' w(t ")dt"}, 

y(t) = iff O(t ')exp{ - if' w(t II )dt II }dt'] 

xexp{i[ W(t')dt'}, 

(2.24) 

It is easy to derive from (2.23) the solution already found in 
Ref. 12whenCr(0) = or,o,P(t) = O,wo = const, and 0 = 0* 
const, namely 

Cr(t) = n+! a(t)l.e-ill+"'oI 
(n+ + l)! 

xexp{i~O [la(t'Wdt'} 

xexp( -la(tW/2)L~[la(tW], 

a (t) = _ i(n sin wot /2)e - l4Jot 12. 

wal2 

(2.25) 

B. Large number of upper and lower number of 
excitation quanta (n ± _ 00 ) 

Equation (2.4) reduces, in this hypothesis, to the so
called shift RN equation, namely 

dCr - - -i--=w(t)IC/ +0(t)C1+ 1 +0*(t)C/_ 1 +P(t)C/, 
dt 

0= ~n+n_O(t), P =P(t) + (n+ - n_)/2Ct.>(t). 
(2.26) 

The identification of the iI operators is straightforward: 

HA HA r.:-::-EA 

+ H'" r.:-::-EA 

1=0, 2="n+n_. , )= -"n+n_ -. 
(2.27) 

Therefore setting A. = 0 = 0 in (36) and exploiting again the 
asymptotic properties of the hypergeometric function for 
large n ± (see Ref. 10), we finally find 

C/ = exp( - ifp(t')dt) 
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x+ckexp( - ik f W(t')dt')[ ~:: r- k

)/2 

XJr_ k [2~a(t )·y(t )], (2.28) 

where Jr (.) is the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind 
and integer order, furthermore 

aCt) = -i[1'O*(t') .exp( -i.CW(tIl)dt")] 

xexp( -i[W(t')dt} 

y(t) = i[1'O(t ')exp( + i['W(t II )dt II)] 

(2.29) 

It is easy to see that when P( t ) = 0, O(t) = O*(t ) 
= const CI (0) = 01,0 (2.29) reduces to the well-known so

lution13 

C - ( ')1 ( ./woly [20- sin wol /2 ] r- -lexp-l- I . 
2 wal2 

(2.30) 

Before concluding this section we stress that the analysis 
we have presented is very general and based on the Wei
Norman technique. However, while this procedure is strictly 
necessary for the SU2 algebra in the case of the "harmonic 
oscillator" algebra, the Magnus expansion is equally useful 
(see the Appendix). 

III. PERTURBED SOLUTIONS 

In the previous section we considered particularly sig
nificant cases that admit exact solutions. In this section we 
will discuss different situations where exact solutions are not 
available but nontrivial perturbed solutions may be ob
tained. 

The analysis we develop in this section is relevant, e.g., 
to the evolution of quantum systems driven by Hamiltonians 
of the type 

if = W(t)J3 + E(t)J~ + [O*(t)J + + O(t)J _] + P(t), 
(3.1) 

where E(t ) is a nonsingular time-dependent function that can 
be treated as a perturbation. 

To illustrate the method we shall restrict ourselves to 
the algebraically simpler case of E, w, and 0 = 0* time-inde
pendent constants. However, we stress that the identical 
procedure applies to the Hamiltonian (3.2). 

We now will consider the specific problem of the stimu
lated Thomson scattering of two counterpropagating elec
tromagnetic waves. 14 

According to Ref. 14 this process can be described by a 
spherical RN equation of the type 

.dCI 
1--

dt 
= wJCI + E/ 2C/ + O[ ~(n_ -I) (n+1 + l)CI + I (t) 

+ ~(n_ -I + 1) (n+ + l)CI _ 1 (t)], CI(O) = 0/,0' 

(3.2) 
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The main difference between the above equation and the one 
considered in the previous section is the presence of the qua
dratic term in I. However, if this term can be treated as a 
perturbation (as happens in many cases of physical interest), 
one can find a perturbed solution to first orderin E[(3.2)]. We 
proceed as in the previous section. Namely we introduce the 
function 

C/(t) = ( - i)1 exp{ - i(wo + EI )It }M/(t ), (3.3) 

which, once inserted in (3.2), gives the new expression 

dMI(t) = O{J(n+ + I) (n_ -I + 1) 
dt 

Xexp[i(wo + E(2/- 1))(t) ]MI_ I (t ) 

- ~(n_ -I) (n+1 + 1) 

Xexp[ - i(wo + E(21 + 1))(t) ]MI+ I (t)}, 

MI(O) = i181,0. (3.4) 

The above expression, even if more complicated than those 
discussed in Sec. II, suggests the following structure for the 
motion equation of the evolution operator: 

~~ = 1'(t)U, 

1'(t) = {lel<»u
t exp{iE[U3 - (n+ - n_) - 1]t}J+ (3.5) 

- Oe-i<»utexp{ - iE[U3 - (n+ - n_) + l]t}J_. 

The presence of the J3 operator at the exponent, does not 
allow any exact solution of (3.5) in closed form. 

However, expanding the exponents up to the first order 
in E the l' operator can be written as 

1'(t ) ra&b 0(t )H2 + C°(t )H3 + E[b l(t )H2 
1 A A ,.. A. It. 

+ C (t )H3 + p(t )HIH3 + q(t )HIH 2], (3.6) 

where the H are the operators introduced in (2.19): 

b 0(t ) = Oei • .." b l(t ) = - tOi(f1n + 1 )el<»ut, 

C°(t) = Oe-i"'ot, CI(t) = - tiO(f1n - l)e-;"oI, 
(3.7) 

p(t) = ~CO(t), q(t) = ~ O(t), 
awo awo 

f1n=n+ - n_. 

A convenient form to find the time evloution of U (t ) is 
U = exp{E'(t )Hnexp{E11(t )HDexp{Ey(t )HD 

Xexp{E8(t )HI . H2} 

xexp{E8(t )HIH3}exp{EA(t )HP3} 

Xexp{gl(t )HI}exp{g2(t )H2}exp{g3(t )H3}], (3.8) 

where the functions in the exponents are specified by the 
following system of differential equations: 

gl(t) = h (t) + Eh I(t), 

g2(t) = g(t ) + EgI(t ), 

g3(t) = f(t) + Efl(t). 

(3.9) 

Here, f(t), g(t), and h (t) are the functions defined in the 
previous section and furthermore 
b I(t) = e2h(t) [gl(t)2 + g(t)2 jl(t)] + 2b °(t)h l(t) 

+ 2C°(t )gl (t ) - 2b 0(t )(2,(t ) 

+A(t») + 211(t )C°(t), 

C1(t) = 2b°(t)y(t) + e- 2h(t)[jl(t) - 2j(t)h l(t)] 

- ~(t )C°(t ), 

0= h l(t) - jl(t )g(t) - j(t )gl(t) - 28(t )C°(t), 

q(t) = ~(t ) + (~(t ) + A(t »b 0(1 ) - 211(t )C°(t ), 
(3.10) 

p(t) = 8(t) + 2y(t )b°(t) - C°(t )(~(t) +A(t »), 

0= A(t ) + 28(t )b 0(t ) - 28(t )C°(t ), 

0= ,(t) + 8(t )b°(t) - 8(t )C°(t), 

o = ~(t) + 28(t )b°(t), 

0= 1'(t ) - 28(t )C°(t ). 

Finally, using the properties of the iI operators we find the 
following expression for the CI (t ) coefficients: 

CI(t) = [(ni ) (n+ t )]112 eXP{i(n_ - n+)[arctan( ~o tan ~) - wt]}a(t )/(1-la(t )1 2
)(n_-n+-/)/2 
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X {[1- iE/ 2t + E(n+ - n_ + 2/) (h I(t) - ia(t) O-Ia(t) 12) 1I2exp[2i arctan(wo/8 tan 8t 12) ]fl(t») 

+ EA(t )(!(n+ - n_ + 2/)2 - (n+ + I) (n_ -I + 1) ]zFI ( - n+,n_ + 1;1 + 1;la(t) 12) 

_ iEexp [ - 2i arctan(wo/8 tan 8t 12)] [( l(t) + a(t )2(1 -Ia(t) 12) 
aCt )(1 - la(t ) 12)1/2 g 

Xexp[4iarctan(wo/8 tan8t/2)]fl(t» ·1 zFI( - n+,n_ + 1;1;la(t )12) 

+ (n_ -I) (n+ + 1 + 1) a(t )2(1 _ la(t ) 12)exp[ 4i arctan(wo/8 tan 8t 12)] 
(l + 1) 

Xjl(t )zFI( - n+,n_ + 1;1 + 2;la(t ) 12)] - if' (n+ - n_ + 2!) 1/2 
a(t )(1-la(t)1 ) 

X [18(t )e-i<»ut(1 -Ia(t W)zFI( - n+,n_ + 1;1;la(t W) 

+ 8(t )ei"'ot
n

- - 1 (n+ + I + 1 )a(t )2 zFI( - n+,n_ + 1;1 + 2; la(t ) 12)] 
1+ 1 
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- {11(t)e- 1 ...... t (1 -a~~\tlW) 1(1 + 1)~1( - n+,n_ + 1;1- 1;la(t W)] 

_ E (t)e1ill>ot: a(t)l (n_ -/)(n_ -1- l)(n+ + 1 + l)(n+ + 1 + 2) 

r (1 -la(tW) (I + 1)(1 + 2) 

X 2F1( - n+,n_ + 1;1 + 3;la(tW)} . (3.11 ) 

The results we have derived show that a perturbed analysis of quantum systems driven by Hamiltonians like (3.1) in principle 
can be carried out analytically. 

However, we must point out that (a) the system of differential equations (3.10) cannot be solved straight forwardly; and 
(b) the expression (3.11) is rather complicated and in the present framework further simplifications cannot be made. 

In any case these results can be usefully exploited when physical assumptions allow some simplifications or as a test of 
numerical analysis. 

Let us now discuss the "contraction" ofEq. (50) to (namely for large n_) 

. dC, 2 - [ r::-;-r ] 'Tt=woIC, +EI C, +0 .In +1+ lC'+l +vn +IC'_l , C,(O) =c,. (3.12) 

(This case is relevant to Hamiltonians ofthe type iI = waa+o. + E(o.+o.)2 + 0[0.+ + a].) The perturbed solution of (3.12) 
can be found using the same technique of group contraction discussed in the previous section. We omit the details of the 
calculations and write directly the solution 

C,(t) = expe~of la(r'W d1"')exp( ~ l la (tW) 

where 

A'_k (t) = L ~~kk ( . )[ 1 - EkC(t)] + -I _E_
I 

!Ja la(t)1 [Ia(t) 121L ~~kk~\ ( . ) + (n + k + 1)L ~~~~\ ( . )] 
a(t) (/Wo 

+ _E_[R(t) - .!~Ia(t )1 3] [la(t)1 2L ~~kk~\ ( . ) - (n + k + 1)L ~~~~l.< • )] 
la(t ) I 9 awo 

+~k~la(t)I[n+k+ 1)L~~kk~l.<.) 
la(t) 000 

-Ia(t) 12L ~~kk-=-\ ( . )] - -I E I !Ja la(t)I[ la(t)IY. ~~~~ll( • ) - (n + k + l)(n + k + 2)L ~~kk~12( . )], 
a(t) (/Wo 

D'_k (t) = - E[2t + E[2C(t ) la(t W + G(t) - 7/6t la(t W + (2(n + k) + 1)(2C(t) - t la(t) 12)]L ~~~ ( • ) (3.14) 

-E(t/2)[la(t)12L~~kk~\ (.) - (n +k+ I)L~~~~l.<. >] +E[2tla(t W- 3C(t)] 

X [la(t)12L~~kk~1.<.) + (n +k+ I)L~~kk~\ (.)] 

+Etk [(n+k+ l)L~~~~\(.) -L~~~~\(. )la(tW] 

-~[C(t) +..!.la(t)12][la(tWL~~~~11(') 
la(t) 1 2 . 

+ (n + k + l)(n + k + 2)L ~~kk~ll ( • )] 

and 

CIt) = (~r[t- s~:et], 
2 ( ii )4[ 1 13 1 2 3 3 .".. 4. ] G (1) = - - - - - cos 2wet - -1 - 21 cos wot + ---Wot + -- sm UJJot + - sm wot , 
3 Wo 4 4 6 4wo Wo 

(3.15) 

2 ( ii )3[ wet wot 7 . 3 15. wet] R (t) = -- - 7tcos-+ 2tcoswetcos----sm---wot---sm- . 
3 Wo 2 2 2wo 2 2wo 2 

[The L ~ ( . ) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials of argument 1 a( 1") 120] As final example we consider the further "contrac
tion" of (3.2) when both n ± are large quantities. In this case the spherical RN equation reduces to 

. dC, 2-
'Tt =wJC, + EI C, + O[C,+ 1 + C'_l]' C,(O) = c,o (3.16) 

Using the same procedure leading to (3.12) we find 
C = ~(_I'lI-ke-i["'o(I-k)tI21c {A + iD J I ~ 'J k l-k '-k , (3.17) 

k 

where 
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The argument of the Bessel functions left indicated by ( . ) is 
20(sin OJr/ 12)1(OJ0/2). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have discussed a rather general tech
nique that can be usefully applied to a number of physical 
problems. Furthermore the techniques we have developed 
may be of interest even for mathematicians, since they 
amount to a useful tool to construct solutions for a large class 
of differential finite difference equations. 

Concerning this last point we wish to add the following 
comment. 

In some cases when the structure of the RN equation is 
particularly simple, namely when it can be derived from 
Hamiltonians that do not involve noncommuting operators 
[as,e.g., therE + ,E -,l)generators] more direct methods can 
be used. 

To give an example we reconsider the shift RN equation 
with constant coefficients (see Sec. II): 

.dCI 
'Tt=OJoICI +O[CI+ I +CI-d, CI(O) =81,0' (4.1) 

Using the transformation (2.5) we get 

dMI _ iPxM iPxM 
dx = -e 1+1 +e I-I' 

MI(O) = ;181,0 (x = Ot, P = OJo/O). (4.2) 
Multiplying both sides of ( 4.2) by S' and summing over I we 
find 

dnx,s) (+I/JX 1 -ilJx)r( ) -..;......:......:... = se - --e x,s , 
dx s 

r(O,s) = 1, r(x,s) = i iMI(x), (4.3) 
1= - 00 

0< lsi < 00. 

Equation (4.3) can be solved straightforwardly, namely 

r() {
sin pxl2 [I/JXI2 1 -I/JXI2]} x,s = exp se - --e . 

f312 s 
(4.4) 

Therefore, using the Bessel generating function 
P:I~ 00_ 00 tlJI (x) = ~/2(t- lit)] we easily find [see also Ref. 
(10) ] 

CI(t) = (- ;le-ilwotI2JI [20 sinOJot 12IOJ0/2]. (4.5) 

This is only a particularly simple example that shows that in 
a few selected cases simpler and more direct techniques are 
available. In any case when noncommuting operators are 
involved with time-dependent coefficients, time-ordering 
techniques, of the type discussed here, are a necessary step. 
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(3.18 ) 

A further point, relevant to the differential finite differ
ence equation, that we want to touch upon is the fact that we 
have discussed only homogeneous equations. We have not 
mentioned inhomogeneous cases which may arise treating 
perturbed solutions of nonlinear differential finite difference 
systems [to give an example, ; dCI 1 dt = 0 (CI + I + CI _ I ) 

+ s I C, 12, with S an expansion parameter]. We want to give 
a simple example that shows that even in this hypothesis 
exact solutions can be found. 

The equation we consider is the following: 

.dCI 1-=0(C1+ I +C,_d+I,(t), CI(O) =810 , (4.6) 
dt ' 

where I I (t ) is a generic function depending both on the time 
and on the discrete index I. 

It is easy to verify that the solution of(4.6) can be written 
as 
CI(t) = C7(t) 

+ mX 00 ( - i) fCLm (t - t')1 m (t')dt', (4.7) 

where C 7 (t) is the solution of the homogeneous case 
[C7(t) = (- i)'J/(20t)]. 

In a forthcoming paper we will apply all the previously 
found results to particular physical problems. 
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APPENDIX: A NOTE ON THE MAGNUS EXPANSION 

The Magnus method has been discussed in the Intro
duction but, in the following sections, we have been mainly 
concerned with the Wei-Norman method, which has the 
advantage of being more general. 

We have exploited that method even for cases in which it 
is not strictly necessary. In this way, however, we have 
shown the intimate connection between apparently discon
nected problems. 

In this Appendix we will discuss some examples where 
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the Magnus expansion directly applies. 
We consider a Hamiltonian of the type 

H = O)c/l+a + O(a+ + a) (Ii = 1), (AI) 

from which we can write down an interaction Hamiltonian 
ofthetype 

Hint = He + I ... ta+a(o+ + ale - W.ta+a 

= O(a+e + w.t+ ae- I ... t ). (A2) 

The equation of the evolution operator writes 
A 

.dU It. A It. A 

1-= Hint U, UIO) = I, IA3) 
dl 

whose explicit solution, using the expressions 11.12), reads 

U(t) =exP{i~O[dl' 02ein~j;/2r} 

xexp{ - fn2ein~:;:2r} 

xexp[ _iO(Sin~::2)~+el(o>ot/2)] 

xexp [ _ iO(Sin(~oI 12) )ae-l(o>otl2)]. 
~012 (A4) 

Using the above expression and assuming that we start from 
the vacuum, we easily get the following expression 12 for the 
evolution of It/!): . 

It/!) = i exp{i~O (' la( 'T')2dr} 
1_0 2 Jo 

(AS) 
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If we consider the Hamiltonian 

H = ~c/l+a + E(a+a)2 + O(a+ + a), (A6) 

the situation is considerably more complicated than before. 
However, following the same steps as before one finds 

Hint = Oe+I[.,.a+a+E(a+I)')t(a+ +a) 
XE -I[.,.a+a + E(I)+/I)')t 

= O{exp[i( - ~o - E(2tJ+a+ 1»)I]a 

+ exp[i(O)o + E(2tJ+a - 1»1 ]a+}. (A7) 

If one is interested in a perturbed soIutionin E, the Magnus 
procedure can be applied. The calculations arc quite cum
bersome, the Magnus seriesll must be calcul8ted up to the 
fourth term and the results for CI (I ) coincide, as they must, 
with (3.13) (for further comments and details see llef. 12). 
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A unified treatment of Wlgner 9 functions, spin-weighted spherical 
harmonies, and monopole harmonics 
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A unified, self-contained treatment ofWigner g functions, spin-weighted spherical harmonics, 
and monopole harmonics is given, both in coordinate-free language and for a particular choice of 
coordinates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We show in this paper that three independent general
izations of the usual spherical harmonics on S2, namely 
Wigner ~ functions,l-4 spin-weighted spherical harmon
ics,5-7 and monopole harmonicss-9 are completely equiva
lent. 

It is well known that the Wigner ~ functions form an 
orthogonal basis for L 2 (S3), the square-integrable functions 
on S3. Monopole harmonics, on the other hand, form an 
orthonormal basis for (square integrable) sections of (all of 
the) complex line bundles over S2. A standard result from 
the theory of fiber bundles (see, e.g., Ref. 10), however, as
serts that these two concepts are entirely equivalent; this will 
be discussed in more detail in Sec. II below. Thus, monopole 
harmonics are equivalent to Wigner ~ functions. Finally, 
spin-weighted spherical harmonics can also be interpreted as 
sections of complex line bundles over S2 and are therefore 
the same as monopole harmonics. (This was checked in co
ordinates by Dray. II) Goldberg et al.6 showed directly that 
the spin-weighted spherical harmonics are equivalent to the 
Wigner ~ functions. Thus, all three of these concepts are 
equivalent; this paper is devoted to making this equivalence 
precise. 

The paper is divided into two parts. In Part I (Secs. 11-
V) we give precise mathematical definitions in coordinate
free language of all three kinds of harmonics and establish 
their equivalence. In Part II (Secs. VI-VIII) we repeat the 
results of Part I in a particular choice of coordinates, thus 
establishing a direct connection between the precise math
ematical definitions of Part I and the standard literature, 
which is mostly in the coordinate language of Part II. Parts I 
and II are written so as to be independent of each other; part 
of the purpose of this paper is to serve as a dictionary 
between the coordinate and coordinate-free versions of these 
results. Some readers may prefer to skip Part I on first read
ing. However, we feel that it is only in the coordinate-free 
language of Part I that the fundamental nature of the equiv
alence of the three kinds of harmonics becomes apparent. 

The equivalence of the monopole harmonics to the 
Wigner ~ functions is at least implicitly contained in Refs. 9 
and 12 while the interpretation of the spin-weighted spheri
cal harmonics as sections of complex line bundles, and thus 
their equivalence to monopole harmonics, is also known. 
However, several features of our presentation are new. Fore
most among these is the fact that the standard definition of 

0) Present address: Department of Mathematics, University of York, York 
YOI SOD, England. 

spin-weighted spherical harmonics does not make explicit 
the fact that they are sections of a fiber bundle.13 We inter
pret the standard definition as defining spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics to be functions on the (unit) tangent 
bundle to S2; we make this precise in Sec. IV below and show 
the equivalence of our definition to the standard definition in 
Sec. VIII. 

For monopole harmonics the situation is somewhat bet
ter in that the fiber bundle structure has been given explicit
ly.IO However, the monopole harmonics themselves have 
only been given explicitly with respect to one particular tri
vializing cover of the complex line bundles. 8.14 We introduce 
the monopole harmonics in Sec. Vas sections of the complex 
line bundles irrespective of local trivializations. The explicit 
coordinate version of both the monopole harmonics and the 
spin-weighted spherical harmonics in an arbitrary local tri
vialization ("spin-gauge"), given in Sec. VIII [(175) with 
(166)],isnew. 

The definition of the Wigner ~ functions in Sec. III as 
the matrix representation of SU (2) acting on irreducible re
presentations of SU (2) in L 2 (S3) is also new. This is usually 
done only for integer spin. IS Our approach has the advantage 
that it can be done in a coordinate-free way, i.e., without 
introducing a parametrization in terms of Euler angles. 

Finally, one motivation for this work was the desire to 
provide a self-contained, consistent presentation of these 
three types of harmonics in order to eliminate the necessity 
of worrying about which conventions have been used in the 
three different sets of literature. 16 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intro
duce the mathematical concepts and notation that we will 
use throughout Part I. Sections III, IV, and V define, respec
tively, Wigner ~ functions, spin-weighted spherical har
monics, and monopole harmonics in abstract, coordinate
free language. Each definition is compared to the previous 
definition (s) as it arises. Finally, in Part II the results of Part 
I are rewritten in coordinate language and related to pre
vious work. Section VI reproduces the notation of Sec. II in 
coordinate language, while Sec. VII does the same for the 
Wigner ~ functions of Sec. III. Section VIII then discusses 
both spin-weighted spherical harmonics (Sec. IV) and 
monopole harmonics (Sec. V) in coordinate language. 

II. NOTATION 

In this section we define angular momentum operators 
and give the basic properties of complex line bundles in order 
to fix our notation. The results are standard; our presenta
tion is largely based on Kuwabaral7 and Greub and Petry. 10 
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Explicit coordinate versions of most of the results appear in 
Sec. VI. The generalization of many of the concepts present
ed here to higher-dimensional vector bundles over higher
dimensional spaces is discussed by Guillemin and Uribe. 18 

Let the isomorphism of SU(2): = SU(2,C) and 83 be 
given by :::: 

T: SU(2) _ 83 (1) 

and let B E SU (2) act on 83 on the left via 

p t-+Bp: = T[B(T- I P ) J. (2) 
The corresponding action ofSU(2) onV(83

) is (L2denotes 
the set of square integrable functions) 

ft-+ D(B) f, (3a) 

D(B)flp : =fIB-'p' (3b) 

D(B'B)f=D(B')D(B)/ (3c) 

Similarly, letA E SO(3): = SO(3,R) acton 82 on the left via 

xt-+Ax; (4) 

the correspoading action of SOC 3) on L 2 (82) is 

gt-+D(A)g, 

D(a)gl.,,: =glr'''' 

(5a) 

(5b) 

Consider 

U(1) = {H( A.): A. E [0,21T)}CSU(2], (6a) 

H(a)H(b) = H(a + b), (6b) 

H( A.) = 1 ¢>A. = 0 (mod 217'). 

The Hopf bundle is defined to be the principal bundle 

U(1)--83 

~ 17' , (7) 
82 

where the (right) actionofU(1) on 83 is given by 

Pt-+pelA.:=T[(T-Ip)H(A.)]. (8) 

Thus, 1T(pelA.) =1T(p) and 17' (BpeIA.) =1T(Bp). We there
fore get an induced map 

17': SU(2) - SO(3), 

1T(B)1T(p) = 1T(Bp). 
(9) 

We will assume that the U ( 1) subgroup ofSU (2) in (6) 
has been chosen so that the Chern class of the Hopfbundle is 
[R], whereR = - (i/2)OandOisthevolumeformon82. 
Thus the Hopfbundle has Chern number 

! iR = + 1 (10) is, 217' 

instead of - 1 (the only other possibility). [This can always 
be achieved by replacing H( A.) by H( - A.) if necessary.] 

We wish to introduce a basis A,. E su(2), the Lie algebra 
of SU (2), which satisfies 

[A,.,Ab ] = EabcAe, (11) 

where the indices run from 1 to 3 and E,.bc is the totally 
antisymmetric tensor defined by E 123 = + 1. However, if we 
define 

Pa (T ) : = exp( TA,.) E SU(2), (12) 

for A,. satisfying ( 11 ), thenp,. is periodic in T with period 417'. 
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We define 

( 13) 

(the minus sign is conventional) and choose Al and A2 so 
that (11) is satisfied; note that we now have 

H( A.) =P3( - U). (14) 

Introduce angular momentum operators on 83 via 

J,.: L2(83 ) _ L2(83), 

i.e., 

Then we have 

[J,., Jb ] = iEabcJe' 

Define 

J ± : = J I ± iJ2• 

(15a) 

(I5b) 

(16) 

(17) 

Then [compare ( 131 ) below J J2 = -1 0 3, where 0 3 is the 
standard Laplacian on 83. 

Ifwe now define angular momentum operators on 82 by 
A 

Ja : V(82 ) _ V(82 ), 

(18) 

where a,. (T ) : = 1T( P,. (T »), then we have 
A 

J,.gl ... ( p) = J,. (g 0 17') I p [g E L2(82)]. (19) 
A 

Note that J,. and J,. are Hermitian operators. 
The complex line bundles En associated with the Hopf 

bundle can be defined as follows. Let U ( 1) act on C via 
multiplication, i.e., 

C_C, 
(20) 

Define 

En: = 83 X nC (21 ) 
= ([ (p,z) n, 

where the square brackets denote equivalence classes under 
the relation 

( p, z) _ (peIA. ,einAz) , 

En is a fiber bundle over 83 with fiber C, 

E,. 
, 17',., 

82 

and there is a U ( 1) action on E,. given by 

[( p, z)] t-+ [( peIA., z) J. 
The projection 17',. is given by 
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1Tn ([(P.Z)]): =1T(p). (25) 

There is a natural connection on En (Ref. 19) so that the 
curvature of En is [see (155) 1 

Rn = - (in/2)Cl. (26) 

where Cl is the volume fonn on S2. so that the Chern number 
of En is [compare (10)] 

i iRn 27 Ys. 21T = + n. ( ) 

We will assume throughout the remainder of the paper that 
this connection has been chosen. 20 

There is an existence and uniqueness theorem which 
says that a line bundle over S2 with curvature R exists if and 
only if 

i iR eZ (28) 
j 21T 

and that this bundle is unique up to strong bundle isomor
phism. 

Let 

En :={/eC""(S3) :/(pelA.) =e1nA/(p)}. (29) 
"'-

Given any/ e Fn we can obtain a C"" section CTt of En by 

(30) 
x~ [(p,J(p»1. 

for any p such that 1T( p) = x. Denote by Q the map 

(31) 

Note that Q is one-to-one: A C "" section CTt uniquely ~ter
mines a function/on S3 via (30) which much be in Fn in 
order to be well-defined. We write the inverse mapping as 

/0' : = Q -I(CT). (32) 

Given any smooth (C "") local section 

UA. C s2. 
A 3 
rA.: UA. -S. 

"'-
1T 0 rA. == I 

(33) 

of the Hopfbundle we can interpret a sectionCT e rn of En as 
a/unction 

I' "'- 2 
~:=JO'orA.eL(UA.)' (34) 

For x e UA. and sections CT. r of En we define the scalar 
product 

(CT.r)",:= /0' irA. (x») ·/,.(Ya(x»). 

(35) 
"'-

Note that since/O' and/,. are both elements of Fn the nonn is 
independent of the choice oflocal section r A. so long as x is in 
the domain of definition of r A.' We can now define 

(CT.r) : = i (CT.r)", dx. (36) Ys. 
Note that Qis not an isometry but satisfies [compare (144)] 

(J,/) == (1T12) (Q(/).Q(/». (37) 

Thus. if we define Fn: = En n L2(S3) and let 
r n : = L 2(S2 _ En ) denote the set of square integrable sec-
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tions of En. then Q clearly gives a one-to-one correspondence 

Q :Fn - rn' (38) 

We can now introduce angular momentum operators 
"'-
La on rn via 

A -I 
LaCT: = Q(Ja (Q CT»). (39) 

For the connection chosen above [compare (26)] the La
placian on rn is [see (157) belowj17,19 

fl. n == - L 2 + n2/4. (40) 

III. WIGNER ~ FUNCTIONS 

Wigner l introduced the functions ~~m as the matrix 
elements of finite rotations acting on irreducible representa
tions of the rotation group [SO ( 3 ) ]. Our presentation is 
largely based on that of Edmonds.2 Other standard refer
ences are Rose3 and the more modern treatment given by 
Biedenharn and Louck.4 

We can define an irreducible representation of SU (2 ) 
on S3 for each 1 as follows. 

Choose ¢JI/ e L2(S3) with 

J2¢J1/ = 1(/ + I )¢JI/. J3¢J1/ = I¢JI/. 

and define 

(41 ) 

¢JI,I-n = [n(2/-n+ 1)]-1/2J_¢JI,I_n+1 (n= 1.2 ..... 21). 
(42) 

Then 

J3¢Jlm = m¢Jlm' 

J ± ¢JIm = [(/ =+= m) (I ± m + 1)] 1I2¢JI,m± I' 

and 

(¢JIm .¢Jl'm') = (t/>I/.¢JI/ )8I/,8mm,. 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

where ( ' •. ) denotes the L2 nonn on S3. Note that since 
[J 2.J_] =0. (42) implies 

(46) 

this also follows directly from (43) and (44). From (43)
( 46) we see that there is a (matrix) representation of SU (2 ) 
on the vector spaces 

WI: = Span{¢Jlm : 0" I-Iml eZ}. (47) 

for each I. The representation is irreducible because W I is 
generated by the action of J _ on ¢JI/ [see (42)]. 

We can now define the Wigner ~ functions to be the 
matrix representation ofSU(2) acting on WI: 

D(B) : Wi _ WI. 
(48) 

¢JIm ~ L ¢Jlqg~m (B) 
q 

withD(B)as in (3). Note that this construction is indepen
dent ofthe choice of ¢JI/ satisfying (41). 

Before deriving the properties of the Wigner g func
tions we first show that. for integer spin (I e Z). our defini
tion is the same as the usual one in tenns of spherical har
monics on S2. We can introduce the usual spherical 
hannonics on S2 via 
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A 

13Y'm = mY'm' 
A In 
I ± Y'm = [(I =Fm)(1 ± m + I)] Y"m±" 

( Y'm' Yl'm') = 6/l.6mm, 
(49) 

(ieZ, 0 <:; I-Iml eZ) 

A A A 

and a choice of phase for each I, where I ± : = II ± il2 and 
the norm is now the L 2 norm on S2. Defining 
Y~m : = Y'm 0 17'eL2(S3) weseethatthe Y~m satisfy (43)
(46) and thus 

But 

D(B)Y~m == L Y~9~m(B). q 

D(B) Y~m Ip = Y'm 0 17'IB-'p 

= Y'm 1.(B-')1T(P) 

= D (iT(B) )Y'm 017', 

and therefore 

(SO) 

D(iT(B»Y'm == L Y,q9~m (B), (51) 
q 

which is equivalent to the standard definition of the func
tions 9 ~m in terms of SO (3). 

We now establish the various properties of the 9 ~m' 
From (45) we have 

(tP/l,tP/l )6/l.6mm· 

=" tP'm (p) tPl'm' (p)d$ is· 

== L" tP'q (p)9~m (B)tPl'q' (p)9~m' (B)dS q,q·is· 

= L 9~m (B)9~~. (B)(tP/l,tP/l) 
q 

and therefore 

L 9~m (B) 9~m' (B) == 6mm·· 
q 

From (3c) we also have 

9~ (B 'B) = L 9~1l (B ')9~m (B). 
II 

Setting B ' = B -I and relabeling indices we get 

6mm· =L9~(B-l)9~m·(B), 
q 

so that we finally obtain 

9~m(B) =9~(B-I). 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

In other words, the matrix (~')qm = 9~m is unitary; 
(9')-1 = (91),. 

Define the operatorsL" andK" on L2(SU(2») via 

(56a) 
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(56b) 

where he L2(SU(2». We then have 

tP,q(L,,9~m(B»)= -i~1 tP,q9~m(f;J,,(1')B) 
d1' ,.-0 

= - i ~I D (f;J" (1' )B)t/J1q 
d1' ,.-0 

== - I" [D(B)tP'q]' (57) 

whereas 

tPlq(K,,9~m (B» = i ~I tP,q9~m(B f;J" (1' » 
d1' ,.=0 

= i ~I D(Bf;J" (1' »)t/J1q 
d1' ,.=0 

== D(B) [/"tP'q]' (58) 

Using (43) and (44) it is now easy to compute 

L3~!m = - q9!m' (59) 

L± 9~m = - [(I±q)(1 =Fq+ 1)]1/29~'fl,m; 

K 39!m = m9!m' (60) 

K± 9!m = [(1 =Fm)(1 ± m + 1) ]1/29~,m±l; 

where L ± : = LI ± iL2 and K ± : = KI ± iK2• Note that 
both L" and K" satisfy the usual commutation relations, 
namely those satisfied by I", and that L 2 == K 2. 

From (59) and (60) we see that the 9~m are orthogo
nal, i.e., 

(9~m,9~m') = 6/l.69t/6mm·C" (61) 

where the norm is the L2 norm on SU(2) and where 
C,: = (9~,,9~,). [Note that by (59) and (60) the norma
lization depends only on I.] But from (52) we have 

L (9~m,9~m) == 2r, (62) 
q 

so that 

C, = 2r/(21 + 1) (63) 

[which shows that 9~m e L2(SU(2»)]. 
Note that V(S3) is of course isomorphic to L 2(SU (2») 

via 

T*: L2(S3) -+ L2(SU(2»), 

/1-+/ 0 T. 

We thus define 
~, nt' 31 qm :=T.31 qm , 

== 9!m 0 T- 1 e L 2 (S3). 

Under this isomorphism we have 

L,,(/o n ==1,,/0 T, 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

and we see that the matrix representation of SU(2) on the 
space spanned by the 9 ~m for fixed 1 and m [given by (59) ] 
is not the same as the matrix representation ofSU (2) on W, 
[given by (43) and (44)]. We can fix this by defining 
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and 

~~m (B) : = ~(21 + 1)/41r .@1_q,m(B -I), 

== ~(21 + 1)/41r .@~, _q (B), 

A 

~I '= ~I 0 T- I e L2(S3) qm· qm , 

(67) 

(68) 

where the factor ~(21 + 1)/41r has been added for conve
nience. 

Note that 

. fi!II d I .@I I = -l\l~ dr r=O -qm [P.(r)B)-' 

. fi!II d I ,.;}rl I 
= +l\l~ dr r=O :P_ qm B-'p.(r)' 

so that 

La~~mIB =~(2/+ 1)I41rKa.@l_ qm IB-. (69) 

and similarly 

Ka~~mIB ==~(2/+ 1)I41rLa.@l_ qm IB-.. (70) 

Thus 

L3~~m = m~~m' 
(71) 

(72) 

and 
(~~m'~~m') = (11'12)811·8qq.8mm·· (73) 

The matrix representation ofSU(2) on the spaces 

W~ :=span{~qm :O<.I-Iml eZ}, (74) 

foreachq(O<.I-lql e Z) is now precisely the same as on Wi 
and there are 21 + 1 spaces W~ for each I. Using the Peter
Weyl theorem21 we conclude that 

L2(S3) = ED W~, (75) 
I,q 

and that {~2/11'~~m} therefore forms a~orthonorma/basis 
for L2(S3). The Wigner.@ functions {.@~m} thus form an 
orthogonal basis for L 2 (S3) . 

We now derive a property of the ~~m that will be crucial 
in what follows. Note that 

La~~mIBH(..t) =La(~~m(BH(A.»)), 
but that 

(76) 

Ka~~mIBH(..t) =i dd I ~~mIBH(..t)P.(r)f (77) 
r r=O 

which, in general, is not equal to 

Ka(~~m(BH(A») =i.!!....1 ~~mIBP.(..t)H(r). 
dr r=O 

(78) 

However, since [ P3 (r ),H( A)] = 0 we see that we do have 
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(79) 

But since the ~~m are fully determined by their eigenvalues 
with respect to L 2, L 3, and K3 and since they form a basis for 
L 2(SU (2»), we conclude that 

~~m(BH(A») == C(A)~~m (B), (80) 

where c may depend on (/,q,m). Finally, using (14) we have 

q~~m IB = K3~~m IB 

= i dd I ~~m IBP,(..t) 
r r=O 

i d I oul I = --- o:J'qm BH(..t)· 
2 d A ..t=o 

Thus 

.!!....I c( A) = 2iq, 
dA ..t=o 

(81) 

which, together with c(O) = 1 and c(a + b) = c(a)c(b) 
[which follows from (6b)], implies c( A) = e2iq ..t, so that 

~~m(BH( A» = e2iq..t~~m (B) (82) 

and therefore 

~~m(pei..t) =e2iq..t~~m(P)' (83) 

i.e., ~~m eFlq' In fact {~2/11'~~m} forfixedq clearly forms 
an orthonormal basis for Flq' We can now write (77) as (79) 
together with 

K± ~~mIBH(..t) =e±21..tK± (~~m(BH(A»). (84) 

IV. SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS 

Newman and Penroses introduced spin weighted 
spherical harmonics in a particular choice of spin gauge. 
The (trivial) generalization to an arbitrary spin gauge (for a 
particular choice of coordinates) can be found in Dray. II (A 
spinorial definition has been given by Penrose and Rindler.7 

See also Refs. 22 and 23.) Consider the complexified tangent 
bundle 

TcS2 : = TS2 ® C , 
(85) 

S2 

and let m be a (complex) vector field on S2, i.e., a local 
section of the tangent bundle 

m : U -+ TcS2 (U c S2), 

which satisfies 

(m,m) = 0, (m,m) = 2, 

at each point of U. 

(86) 

(87) 

A quantity Q is said to haveS spin weight s [we write 
sw(Q) = s] if under the transformation 

m -+elKm, 

Q transforms according to 

Q.-eIsKQ. 

(88a) 

(88b) 

What does this mean? We interpret this imprecise definition 
as follows. 

Consider the space V consisting of all elements v of Tc S2 
satisfying (87). There is a natural decomposition 
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v= VouVo, (89a) 

where for any vo e Vo we have 

Vo = {eixvo; X: S2 ~ [0,217")}. (89b) 

Note that Vo is a subbundle of the tangent bundle (85), i.e., 

Vo 
'iT. (90) 
S2 

Furthermore, since we have a natural U ( I) action on Vo, 
namely 

Vo~ Vo, v~eIAv, 

and since 

iT(eiAv) = iT(v), 

(9Ia) 

(9Ib) 

Vo is clearly a circle bundle over S2. But since Vo ® R is 
equivalent to the real tangent bundle T S2 and since T S2 is 
bundle isomorphic to E I' there is a fiber-preserving isomor
phism24 

(92) 

We therefore interpret "quantities of spin weight s"to 
be functions on Vo, i.e., elements ofL 2 (S3), with a particular 
behavior under the circle action. We must, however, be ex
tremely careful here: The vector field m in the usual defini
tion of spin-weighted spherical harmonics has a definite be
havior under the circle action, so we are not free to specify 
this independently. We claim that the correct choice is to 
require m to behave in the same way as K + under the circle 
action, namely [compare (84) ] 

(93) 

[so that K=2..t in (88)]. We will see below [compare 
(177c)] that this correctly reproduces the standard defini
tion in coordinates. 

We thus define a "quantity of spin weight s" to be a 
function 

(94a) 

satisfying 

j(elAv) == e+ 2isA j(v). (94b) 

We can turnjinto a functionJ: =jo 11- 1 on S3, and we 
therefore define spin-weighted functions on S3 to be elements 
JofL2(S3) satisfying 

(95) 

i.e., J e F 2s for some s, and define s to be the spin weight of 
J(sw( J) = s). But note that from (83) we have 

(96) 

so that {~~m} for fixed q forms a basis ~r the functions of 
spin weight q for 2q e Z. We call the ~~m spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics on S3. 

Note further that, for integer spin (I e Z), (72) implies 
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[ 
(/ - q)!] 1/2 ( _ 1)9(K )q~1 
(/ + q)! + Om 

~~m = [(/ + q)!]1/2 ( _ 1)9(K_)191~1 
(/_q)! Om 

° 

(O<q<l), 

( -1<q<O), 

(1< Iql), 
(97) 

which is equivalent to the standard definition of spin-weight
ed spherical harmonics for integer spin. 

v. MONOPOLE HARMONICS 

Greub and PetrylO were the first to introduce the idea of 
using a Hilbert space of sections of complex line bundles to 
obtain a description of the Dirac magnetic monopole which 
is free of string singularities. Wu and YangB independently 
discovered the same idea and gave an Qrthonormal basis for 
this Hilbert space (with respect to a particular trivialization 
of the bundles) which they called monopole harmonics. (A 
combined treatment of these two approaches can be found in 
Biedenharn and Louck. 9 ) 

A 

Consider the electromagnetic field F of a Dirac magqet-
A 

ic monopole of strength g located at the origin. The field F is 
a spherically symmetric, time-independent two-form over 
R4 so it is sufficient to consider the pullback F of F to S2. 
Then we have 

F=gO, (98) 

where 0 is the volume form on S2, i.e., 

(99) 

Maxwell's equations imply that F is closed, i.e., dF = 0, but 
we do not assume that F is exact, i.e., we do not assume that 
there exists a globally defined vector potential A satisfying 
dA=F. 

The SchrOdinger equation for a particle with electric 
charge e and mass m moving in this field can be written 

iatt/J= - 2~(a~ + ~ a, + ~) t/J, (100) 

which we interpret as follows. Make the ansatz 

t/J = e - iEt P (r)q, 

where q is a section of the line bundle over S2 with curvature 
R = - ieF (see Ref. 25). Then a represents the natural La
placian [compare (26) and (40)] on this bundle. The 
SchrOdinger equation now becomes 

r(2mEp +p" + 2p'/r)q= -p(aq), (101) 

so that the angular part of the wave function, q, must be an 
eigensection of a. 

For the line bundle with curvature R = - ieF to exist 
we must have [see (28)] 

f ~~ e Z, (102) 

which is just the Dirac quantization condition 

2egeZ; (103) 

qis thus a section ofE2q forq = ego We thus have [see (40)] 
A 

a == a2q == - L 2 + q2 (104) 
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so that eigensections of!:1 are also eigensections of L 2 • We are 
only interested in sections u that are square integrable, so 
th~t ue r 2q' and thus Q -lue F2q • But we have seen that 
{<;?9'~m} forms a basis for F2q • We are thus led to define the 
monopole harmonics 

<;?9' qlm : = Q(~~m) e r2q • (105) 

The monopole harmonics can also be defined intrinsi
cally by the conditions 

<;?9'qlm e r 2q , 

L2
<;?9'qlm =/(/+ l)<;?9'qlm, 

L3<;?9'qlm = m<;?9'qlm' 

(<;?9'qlm,<;?9'q'I'm') =~II'~qq'~mm'; 

(106) 

these follow from the definition (105) together with (71), 
(73), and (37). 

We thus see that the monopole harmonics are complete
ly equivalent to the spin-weighted spherical harmonics on 
83, where the equivalence is given by the mapping Q. 

VI. COORDINATE NOTATION 

In this section we introduce a particular coordinatiza
tion of SU (2) [and thus also of SO ( 3) and 83] in terms of 
Euler angles. We then introduce the complex line bundles 
over 82 and angular momentum operators in terms of these 
coordinates. 

The group SU(2) : = SU(2,(;) can be defined as the set 
of 2 X 2 complex matrices satisfying 

B- 1 = JiT, detB = 1, 

or equivalently 

(
a b) -B = _ b a (aa + bb = 1). 

( 107a) 

( 107b) 

Similarly, SO(3) : = SO(3,lR) can be defined as the set of 
3 X 3 real matrices satisfying 

A -I =A t, detA = 1. (108) 

We choose the parametrization for SU (2) given by 

a = cos( /3 12) e- IHr + all2), 

b = sin ( /3 12) e + IHr- a l/2), 

where 

/3e [0,17'], a e [0,217'), re [0,41T); 

we write B(a, /3,r) for the matrix so determined.26 

(109a) 

(109b) 

We consider 83 to be the subspace of (;2 defined by 

83 
: = {(:) e (;2 : uu + vii = I}. 

We choose the parametrization 

u = cos(O 12)e-il("'+~l/2), 

v= _sin(012)e-iH"'-~l/2), 

where 

Oe [0,17'], t/Je [0,217'), f/Je [0,41T); 

(110) 

( 111a) 

(111b) 

we write (O,t/J,f/J) for the point so determined.26 The isomor-
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phism between SU(2) and 83 can be given as 

T: SU(2)-:'83
, 

B(a,/3,r) 1---+ (/3,a,r), 

or equivalently 

The metric on 83 is now 

dr : = du du + dv au 

( 112a) 

(112b) 

= l(dO 2 + dt/J2 + d~ + 2 cos Odt/J df/J), (113) 

so that the Laplacian on 83 is given by 

D3=4(a~ + cot oae ++a~ ++a~ sm 0 sm 0 

(114) 

We consider 82 to be the subspace of R3 defined by 

(115) 

and we choose the usual parametrization in terms of spheri
cal coordinates 

x + iy = ei~ sin 0, z = cos 0, (116) 

where 0 and t/J have the same ranges as in (111 b). Consider 
the elements H ( A) of SU (2) defined by 

(
e+ iA 0) H(A):= ., :=B(0,0,-2A). ° e-

IA 
( 117) 

Then {H( A) :A e [0,217')} is isomorphic to U( 1) so we can 
define the Hopf bundle via 

where the projection is the obvious map 

17'(0,t/J,f/J) : = (O,t/J) 

or equivalently 

(

Re( - 2UV») 
(:) 1---+ Im~ - 2~v) 

uu -vv 

and the circle action is defined by 

(O,t/J,f/J)eiA
: = T(B(O,t/J,f/J)H( A») 

= (O,t/J,f/J - 2A). 

(118a) 

(118b) 

(118c) 

(118d) 

From (118c) we see that we get an induced map 

17': SU(2) --+ SO(3) 

which can be defined by 

( 119a) 

( 119b) 

Direct calculation shows that under this map we have 
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17-: (_ ~ ~).- - Im(a2- b 2) 
( 

Re(a2 - b 2 ) 

b a _ Re(2Qb) 
so that 

A(a,P,r) : = 1T(B(a,P.r») 

Im(a2 + b 2
) 

Re(a2 + b 2
) 

Im(2Qb) 

Re(2ab) ) 
-Im(~b) , 
aa-bb 

( 119c) 

~a~P~r -~a~P.r ~a.p 
-sina sin r -sina~r 

- sinacosP~r -sinacospsinr sinasinp . ( 119d) 
+ cos a sinr + cos a cosr 

- sinpcos r sinp sin r 
NotingthatA(a,p,r) a:A(a,P,r + 217") we can choose the 
parametrization of SO ( 3) to be given by (119d), where26 

pe [0,17"], ae [0,217"), re [0,217"). (11ge) 

Defineaa (7') e 80(3), a = 1,2,3, to be the matrix which 
rotates S2 about the ath axis counterclockwise through an 
angle 7'. Thus 

- ~n 7') a: A (l!!.. 7'~) , 2 ' , 2 
cos 7' 

(

COS 7' 

a 2 (7') = ~ 
-SID 7' 

~ Si~7')==A(O'7"O)' 
o cos 7' 

(120) 

a,(T) =(~; - sin 7' 0) 
~7' ~ = A (0,0,7'). 

Note that 

A(a,P,r) = a3(a)a2( p)a3(r), (121) 

so that the parametrization (119d) of SO ( 3 ) is just the usual 
one in terms of Euler angles: A (a, P,r) is the element of 
SO ( 3) that rotates the sphere S2 first by r around the z axis, 
then by P around the (original) y axis, and finally by a 
around the (original) z axis. We wish to find matrices 
Pa e SU(2), a = 1,2,3, satisfying 

1T(Pa(7'») =aa(7')· (l22a) 

Although 17- is a two-to-one mapping, the additional require
ment that 

(I 22b) 

determines the P a (7' ) uniquely as 

P (7' ) = B (317" 7' 517") == (COS ( 7' 12) i sin ( 7' /2») 
1 2" 2 isin(7'/2) cos (7' 12) , 

( 
cos ( 7' 12) sine 7' 12) , 

P2(7') = B(O,7',O) = _ sin (7' 12) ~(7' 12) (123) 

(
e-

iT
/2 0) 

P3(7') = B(O,O,7') = 0 e+IT/2' 

From (109) weseethatthegenerale1ementofSU(2) can be 
written 

B(a,P,r) =P3(a) P2( P) P3(r). (124) 

Note that (121) and (124) imply 
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cosp 

A(a,P,r)-l =:A( -r, -P, -a), 

B(a,P,r)-l =:B( - r, -P, -a). 

Define 

Aa : = ~I Pa(7'), 
d7' T=O 

.A 

(125) 

(126a) 

(126b) 

and notice that both Aa and Aa satisfy the commutation re-
lations (11).27 Note that ( 13) and (14) are also satisfied. 

We now intoduce angular mometum operators. Using 
the chain rule the definition (18) of angular momentum on 
S2 is equivalent to 

J.g = + i(x y z)A. (;')g . (127) 

which yields the familiar result 
'" J3 = -iaifJ, 

J± =e±¥( ±a9 + icot OaifJ ). 
(128) 

Similarly, the definition (15) of angular momentum on S3 is 
equivalent to 

Ja /= + i(u v)Aa G:)f + i(u jj)Aa (~:)J, (129) 

which yields 

J3 = -iaifJ, 

J ± =e±lifJ( ±a9 + icot oaifJ - (ilsinO)a~) 

so that 

J2:=J~ -J3+J+J_== -103' 

(130) 

(131) 

Both of these operators satisfy the standard commutation 
relations (16), e.g., 

[J3,J ± J = ±J ±' [J+,J_] = 2J3 (132) 

(all others zero). 
We now introduce the complex line bundles E" over S2 

associated with the Hopfbundle ( 118). The points of E" are 
equivalence classes 

[(O,~,¢';z)] eS3 x"C (133a) 
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under the equivalence relation 

«(},t/J,r/J;Z) - «(},t/J,r/J- 2...t;ein
.tz ). 

We thus obtain the line bundle 

En 

~ 1Tn , 
S2 

where the projection 1T n is given by 

1Tn([ «(},t/J,r/J;Z)]): = «(},t/J). 

(133b) 

( 134a) 

(134b) 

There is a one-to-one correspondence Q between 
(smooth) functions on S3 satisfying 

/«(},t/J,r/J) = e- 1n.,,12F«(},t/J) (135) 

and (smooth) sections 

u: S2 --+ En (136) 

of the line bundles En, which is given by 

Q(/)«(},t/J) : = [((},r,r/J;f((},t/J,r/J»)]· (137) 

We will use the notation 

Q(/) = : up Q -l(U) = :/u. 
Given any (smooth) local section28 

UA C S2, 
A 3 
rA : UA --+ S , 

(138) 

( 139) 

of the Hopfbundle we can interpret any section (136) of En 
as a/unction on UA via 

~:=/UorA 
_ - i(n12) rAF 
=e u' 

(140) 

whereFu is defined from/u as in (135). There is thus a one
to-one correspondence QA between (smooth) functions on 
UA and (smooth) sections of En (restricted to UA ), which is 
given by 

QA- 1(U) :=Q-l(U) OrA =~, (141) 

i.e., 

QA(F) = [«(},t/J,r/J;e- l(nI2)(.,,-rA)F)]. (142) 

There is a natural norm on the space of sections ( 136) of 
En given by 

(u,r) : =" FuFr dS. (143) is· 
Note that for u,r both sections of En we have [compare 
(37)] 

[ i21T (- 1 = FuFr - sin (} d(} dt/J dr/J 
e=o ~=O .,,=0 8 

(144) 
= (1T/2) (u,r). 

Given any operator Z on the space r n of square-integra
ble sections of En we can obtain an operator on L2( UA ) 

defined by 
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Z A : = Q A- 1 0 Z 0 QA (145) 

and this is clearly a one-to-one mapping of the correspond
ing operator spaces. Here Z A will be referred to as the oyera
tor a with respect to (the section ofthe Hopfbundle) rA' 

A 

We can introduce angular momentum operators La on 
rn via 

A 

Lau: = Q(Ja (Q -lU » (146) 

and thus obtain the operators29 

L1 = - i B~ + (n/2) B~rA' 

L~ =e±i~( ±Be +icot(}B~ 

- (n/2)(lIsin(})=t=iBerA + cot (}B~rA»' 
(147) 

(L 2)A = _ D1 + n cos (} L A n
2 

2 '2(} 3+ 4 '2(}' sm sm 
on L2( UA ), where 

~ : = O2 + i(n/2) (02rA) 

+ in[ (BerA) Be + (B~rA )B~/sin2 (}] 

- (n2/4) [(BerA)2 + (B~rA )2/sin2 (}] (148) 

is the operator obtained from O2 by the substitutions 

Be f-+ Be + i(n/2)(BerA)' (149) 

B~ f-+B~ + i(n/2)(B~rA)' (150) 

where O2 denotes the Laplacian on S2. 
The natural connection on En is given byl0.l? 

du = Q(e- i(n/2)'" dFu + i(n12)/u cos (}dt/J), (151) 

where d denotes the exterior derivative on S2. The connec
tion one-form w~ of the bundle En with respect to 1'A is de
fined by 

d [«(},t/J,rA;l)] =: [«(},t/J,rA;W~]. (152) 

But 

Q -1([ «(},t/J,rA;1)]) = e - i(n12)(r..-"') (153) 

so that 

w~ === i(n/2)(cos (} dt/J + drA ). (154) 

The curvature En is thus 

Rn =dw~ 

= - i(n/2)sin (} d(} Adt/J 

=== - i(n/2)O 

as desired [compare (26) ] . 

(155) 

The Laplacian fl.n on En associated with the connection 
( 151) can now be defined as follows: 

fl.n : = QA 0 fl.~ 0 Q Ai, 
where1? 

fl.~ : = O2 + 2g"b(W~ )a Vb + g"b(Va (W~)b 

+ (W~)a (W~)b)' 

(156a) 

(156b) 

where gab is the standard metric on S2 and Va denotes covar
iant ditferentiation on S2 (so that O2 = g"bVa Vb)' Inserting 
our choice (154) for the connection w~ in (156) we obtain 
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(157a) 

so that 

fl." = - L 2 + n2 /4. (157b) 

VII. WIGNER ~ FUNCTIONS 

We now introduce the Wigner g functions 1-4 as the 
matrix elements of finite rotations acting on irreducible re
presentations of the group SU (2) . 

We introduce irreducible representations of SU (2) on 
S3 as follows. For (~) E S3 define 

ul-mvl+m 
r/Jlm . - -;::::::;:::==::::;:::::;::=:::::::;::;:

~ (1- m)!(1 + m)! 
(0<;21 E Z, O<;I-JmJ E Z). 

(158) 

It is easy to check that r/Jlm E L2(S3). The operators Ja 

[(129) and (130)] when acting on r/Jlm take the form 

J3 =!(vav -ua,,), J+=va", J_=uav ' (159) 

and direct calculation shows that Eqs. (43 )-( 46) are satis
fied so that there is an irreducible matrix representation of 
SU(2) on the vector spaces Wi defined in (47). We define 
the Wigner g functions by (3) and (48) and write 

~~m (a, /3,y) : = g~m (D(a, /3,y»). (160) 

Then the g~m (a, /3,y) of course satisfy properties (52) 
through (55), in particular, 

g~m (a, /3,y) = g!...r ( - y, - /3, - a), (161) 

where we have used (125). 
We now turn to the angular momentum operators 

La and Ka defined in (56). From (66) and the expressions 
(130) for Ja it is clear that 

L3 = -iaa , 

(162) 
L± = e±ia( ± ap + i cot/3 aa - (i/sin/3)ay )' 

We derive expressions for the Ka as differential operators by 
noticing that, using the chain rule, definition (56b) is equi
valent to 

Kah= +i(a b)Aa(;:)h+i(Q b)Aa(;:)h, (163) 

which yields 

K3= +iay , 

(164) 
K ± = - e+ iY( ± ap + (i/sin/3) aa - i cot/3 ay). 

Using (59)-(61) and (63) one can show thaeo 

g~m (a, /3,y) 

= [ (l + m)!(l- m)I]1I2 (Sin !!...)21 
(l + q)!(l- q)! 2 

X ! (/+q)f ~-~ )(_1)/+m-n 
"="min n \n q m 

Xe-iqa(cot(P /2) )2 .. - m -qe- imy, 
where 

( 165a) 

nmin = max(O,m + q), nmax = min(l + q,1 + m). 
(165b) 
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Defining ~~m via (67) and (68) we thus obtain 

~~m (f),r/J,r/J) 

= [ (I + q)I(I- q)I(21 + 1) ] 112 (sin !!...)21 
(I + m)!(1- m)!(41r) 2 

X ~(I+m)( l-m ) (_1)/-q-k 
k:t..... k k+q-m 

Xe + im~(cot(f) /2) )2k+ q- me -Iq"" 
where 

(166a) 

kmin = max(O,m - q), krux = min(l + m,l- q). 
(166b) 

The properties of the ~~m are easily obtained from (71)
(73) using the isomorphism (64). Define the operator 3 
("edth") on L2(S3) by 

(167a) 

[compare (66); the minus sign is conventional] so that 

3f=K_(fO T) 0 T- I • (167b) 

Explicitly, we have 

3 = e -''''(ae + (i/sin f)a~ - i cot f) a",), (168) 

and 
3 = e + ''''(ae - (i/sin f)a~ + i cot f) a",) 

[3,3] = - 2i a",. (169) 

Then we have 

and 

£1 £1 J3 o.Y qm = mo.Y qm' 

A I 1/2 A I 
J ± ~ qm = [(I =t= m) (I ± m + 1] ~ q,m ± I ; 

. £1 £1 
I a",o.Y qm = q-..:? qm' 

3~~m = [(I-q)(I+q+ 1)P/2~~+I,m' 
3~~m = - [(I+q)(I-q+ I)P/2~~_I,m' 

(170) 

(171) 

(~~m'~~:m') = (1T/2)~11'~qq'~mm" (172) 

so that {~2/1T~~m} forms an orthonormal basis for L 2 (S3). 
Comparing (128), (130), (170), and (172) we see that 

we can define the usual spherical harmonics on S2 to be 
[compare (49) ] 

Ylm (f),r/J) : = ~~m (f),r/J,O) (/ E Z, 0<;1- JmJ E Z). (173) 

VIII. SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND 
MONOPOLE HARMONICS 

Having defined the functions ~~m E L2(S3) in terms of 
Wigner ~ functions we now show how to obtain the usual 
coordinate definitions of both spin-weighted spherical har
monics and monopole harmonics. We first note that by com
paring (166) and (135) we see that we can define a section 
~ qlm of the line bundle Elq by (105) so that [compare 
(137) ] 

~qlm (f),r/J): = [(f),r/J,tP;~~m (f),r/J,r/J»)]. (174) 

The ~ qlm of course satisfy (106). 
Given a local section of the Hopfbundle defined by the 

function YA E L2( UA ) and (139), we thus obtain the func
tions [compare (141)] 
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t?Y:lm (O,t/J) : = Q A- I (t?Y qlm ) 
d»1 =..,.. qm(O,t/J'YA (O,t/J») 

=e - iqy.4(/J'~)~~m (O,t/J,0)eL2 ( UA). (175) 

The properti~ of the t?Y:lm are completely analogous to 
those of the t?Y:lm , i.e., (170)-(172). Before giving them 
explicitly, however, we need to introduce an operator on 
sections of En analogous to 3 . We do this by defining [com
pare (146)] 

(176a) 

and 
:It 
3: rn -rn_2 , 

~ -1 
3u: = + Q(K_(Q u»), 

(176b) 

so that [see (145) ]31 

3A = e- ir.4[a/J + ~ 
sin ° ~ 

+~(-cotO +ia/JYA -~~YA)]' 
2 slnO 

(177a) 

3A=e+ir.4[a/J __ i_a 
sin ° ~ 

-~(-cotO-ia/JYA -~~YA)]' 
2 SlO ° (177b) 

The vector m of Sec. IV is given byll 

m = e -lr.4(a/J + (i/sin O)a~), (177c) 

where the choice of the function YA (O,t/J) is referred to as the 
choice of a spin gauge, Note that since 

oern ~Oer -n' 
we have 

(178a) 

(178b) 

The properties of the t?Y:lm are thus [compare (169)
(171) ] 

Ltt?Y:lm = mt?Y:1m , (179) 

L ~ t?Y:1m = [(/ =F m) (/ ± m + 1)]1/2t?Y . q,I,m± I, 

3
A

t?Y:lm = [(/ - q) (/ + q + 1) Jl /2 t?YA 
q+I,I,m' 

3
A

t?Y:1m = - [(/+q)(/-q+ 1)P/2t?Y:_ I,I,m, (180) 

[3
A
,3A ]t?Y:lm = - 2qt?Y:1m · 

Furthermore, if Y A is chosen so that its domain of definition 
UA is dense in S2, then (172) becomes 

i t?Y:lm (O,t/J)t?Y:'l'm' (O,t/J) = 81l'8qq'8mm.. (181) Ys, 
Finally, note that for integer spin (/eZ), (173) and (175) 
imply 

t?Yglm (O,t/J) = Ylm (O,t/J) (182) 

and that from (180) we now obtain [compare (97)] 

(O<q<i), 

( -1<q<O), 

(I< Iql), 

(183) 

where defined [i.e., for (O,t/J) e UA ]. But the standard coor- each I) in the gauges32 

dinate definition of the spin-weighted spherical harmonics ° A. A. 
611 rae ,<p):= -<p, rb(O,t/J):= +t/J. (186a) 

for integer spin is just' (183) in the "standard" spin 
gauge32 With an appropriate choice of phase we have3s 

ro(O,t/J) : = 0, 

so that33 

q Y1m : = t?Y~/m ((;l,t/J) = ~~m (O,t/J,O) 

fI!TI XI = -V -;;;;;:- Pfl m, -q (O,t/J,O). 

(184a) 

(184b) 

In an arbitrary "spin gauge," (175) implies34 

t?YA (0 A.) - fI!TI?,;, I qlm ,<p =-V-;;;;;:- .;;L/m,-q(O,t/J,rA(O,t/J») 

=e-iqy.4(/J'~)t?Y~lm(O,t/J). (185) 

One normally defines the spin-weighted spherical harmonics 
in standard gauge for half-integer spin by (184). Thus, the 
standard spin-weighted spherical harmonics are just the 
t?Y:1m in a particular ( dense) trivialization of the line bundles 
E2q [namely the one induced by (184a)]. 

The monopole harmonics Yqlm are even easier. They are 
defined byl!,11 (179) and (181) (and a choice of phase for 
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Y a _ O)~a yb _ O)~b 

qlm = ..,.. qlm' qlm = ..,.. qlm' (186b) 

so that the monopole harmonics Yqlm of Ref. 8 are just the 
t?Y qlm in a particular trivializing cover of E2q [namely the 
one defined by (186) (Ref. 32)]. 
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Screen observables, which measure the arrival coordinates of free particles at a hyperplane 
containing a timelike direction, are defined by a covariance property with respect to an irreducible 
representation of the Poincare or Galilei group. For each representation with m > 0 the set of 
screen observables is constructed explicitly and a unique ideal screen observable of greatest 
intrinsic accuracy is singled out. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the classical concept of particle 
trajectories lias no proper analog in quantum mechanics. 
Only the position of a particle at a single time is usually 
considered as a quantum mechanical observable. This limi
tation seems strange in view of the standard laboratory tech
niques of particle detection; whereas the measurement of 
"position at time t" would somehow require the instantan
eous construction of a trap for the particle, measuring de
vices like counters, photographic plates, or scintillating 
screens are usually made sensitive for a long time interval 
during which the arrival of the particle is expected. The arri
val time itself, or the time at which the detector responds, is 
often considered an important part of the information. The 
purpose of the present paper is to show how such measure
ments may be given an idealized description within the 
quantum mechanical formalism. 

Observables describing the joint measurement of arrival 
time and arrival location of a particle at a screen will be 
characterized by a covariance condition with respect to a 
given irreducible representation of the group of (relativistic 
or nonrelativistic) space-time symmetries. Further condi
tions concerning the intrinsic "accuracy" of the measure
ment are then used to single out an essentially unique "ideal 
screen observable" for each representation. These condi
tions are in close analogy to Wightman'S characterization of 
the Newton-Wigner position observable. 1 However, Wight
man's assumption that the observable should be projection 
valued (rather than a general positive operator-valued mea
sure2

) turns out to be too restrictive in the case of screen 
observables and many similar problems, e.g., observables for 
the orientation of a rotator, phase-space variables, or the 
position of a photon. Therefore, this assumption was re
placed by the minimality of a certain quadratic form, de
scribing an "uncertainty" intrinsic to the measurement. This 
"variance form" (defined for general observables over Rn 

, 

see Sec. III) vanishes for projection-valued observables, but 
not only for these. Screen observables with vanishing vari
ance form exist in the nonrelativistic and spinless relativistic 
cases. For higher spin the variance form is necessarily posi
tive, since in this case the unbounded operators describing 
the expectation values of arrival time and location fail to 
commute. 

The general notion of covariant observables has been 
studied by several authors.2

,3 The basic structural result, a 

covariant version of the Naimark dilation theorem,4,s is pre
sented in Sec. II in a slightly extended version and leads to a 
general construction procedure for covariant observables. 
To the author's knowledge this procedure has not been ap
plied systematically to the case of screen observables. How
ever, some special cases have been obtained by Kijowski6 

and Ludwig.7 

II. COVARIANT OBSERVABLES 

An observable is the theoretical description of a measur
ing device. The possible outcomes of individual measure
ments form a set X and to each measurable subset uCX an 
observable F over X for systems described in the Hilbert 
space :K' associates an operator F(u)e~ (:K') with 
O<F(u) < 1. The quantity tr WF(u) is to be interpreted as 
the probability that measurement on systems prepared ac
cording to W ( W>O, tr W = 1) yields an outcome XEU. Ob
viously F must be a positive operator-valued measure on X. 
For technical reasons it is useful to consider not only the 
measure F but also its integrals over a suitable class of func
tions. More precisely we define for a Hilbert space :K' and a 
locally compact space X, with Crf o(X) the space of contin
uous complex functions on X, vanishing at infinity: An ob
servable F over X in:K' is a linear map F: Crf o(X)---+.@ (:K') 

such that 1>~F(/»Oand 11£(/)11<11/11. 
An observable F uniquely defines an operator-valued 

Baire measure, which we shall denote by the same 
letter, so thatF(/) = fx l(x)F(dx). The operator 
F(X): = sup{F( I) II < I} determines the probability that 
the apparatus measuring F responds at all. An observable is 
called normalized if F(X) = 1. [Every observable F can be 
considered to be normalized over the one-point compactifi
cation Xu{ oo}, when the measure of the "no event" result 
"00" is defined by F( {oo}) = 1 - F(X).] 

The set of observables over X is convex, and compact in 
the initial topology induced by the functionals 
F---+(9',F(/)"') for 9','" e:K' and 1 eCrf o(X), The subset of 
normalized observables is in general not closed in this topol
ogy. A decision observable8 is a normalized observable Fsuch 
thatF: Crf o(X)---+~ (:K') is a.-algebraic homomophism or, 
equivalently, the associated measure is projection valued 
with F(X) = 1. In many textbooks, beginning with von 
Neumann's, only this restricted class is used. However, since 
the aim of this paper cannot be achieved within this class, we 
have to make use of the more general concept above, which 
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was introduced by Ludwig, Davies, and others. 
Now let G be some physical symmetry group acting on 

the parameter space X by homeomorphisms and denote by 
Tg: 9!f o(X)--+9!f o(X) the action lifted to 9!f o(X) [i.e., 
(Tg/)(x) = I(g-IX)]. Suppose furthermore that G acts 
by symmetries on a quantum system described in a Hilbert 
space K, i.e., there is a projective representation U of G by 
unitary (and possibly antiunitary) operators. Then we shall 
call an observable F over X U-covariant, if UgF(/)U; 
= F( Tg I) for geG and I e9!f o(X). Equivalently, the mea-

sureFsatisfies UgF(u)U; =F(gu) forgeGanduCXmea
surable. The compact convex set of U-covariant observables 
over X will be denoted by vii ( U,x). An FevII ( U,x) will be 
c8.lledpure, ifit cannot be decomposed into a sum of nonpro
portional elements of vii ( U,x). [Not every extreme point of 
vii ( U,x) is pure.] In typical applications (e.g., arrival time, 
position, phase-space, or screen observables), G is a group 
characterizing the kinematic properties of a particle. 

One cornerstone of the constructions below is Mackey's 
theory of decision observables in vii ( U,x), called "systems 
of imprimity" by him. We can only indicate some basic re
sults of this theory and must refer the reader to the litera
ture.9 Suppose G acts transitively on X and FevII ( U,x) is a 
descision observable for some unitary representation U in 
K. Then, heuristically, we can diagonalize all operators 
F( I), so that K = 2'2 (X,dx;%), the space of square inte
grable functions over X with values in a Hilbert space %, 
andF(/) is multiplication by I(x). By covariance, Umust 
act as (Ug"')(x) =IP(g,x)"'(g-IX), where IP(g,x) is a 
transformation of %, which must be unitary if the measure 
dx is invariant. If IP (gl,x) IP (g2,g1-IX) =IP (glg2,x), Uis 
a representation. In particular IP (·,xo) restricts to a repre
sentation of the subgroup H = {geG / gxo = xo}. The repre
sentations of the conjugate subgroups belonging to different 
Xo are conjugate via a suitable transformation IP, hence only 
one representation of the abstract group H is involved, 
which in tum characterizes the pair F, U up to unitary equiv
alence: Let G be separable and locally compact, H C G a 
closed subgroup, and X = G / H. Identify X with a Borel sub
set of G, so that every geG has a unique decomposition 
g = x [g] h [g], with xeX, h e H, and suppose for simplicity 
that X has a G-invariant measure dx. Now let 
IP: H--+I7fI (%) be a continuous unitary representation. 
Define K=2'2(X,dx;%) and F(/), Ug e~(K) by 
(F(/)"')(x) = I(x)",(x) and (Ug"')(x) 
= IP (h[g-IX] -I)"'(g-IX). Then U is a continuous uni

tary representation of G and FevII ( U,x), where U is called 
the representation induced from IP, and {F, U} the canoni
cal system of imprimitivity induced from IP. The results 
used below are (1) every decision observable FevII ( U,x) is 
induced from a representation IP uniquely determined by F 
and U, and (2) IP is irreducible iff the set of operators 
{F(/), Ug I/e9!f o(X),geG} is irreducible. 

The second cornerstone of the constructions below is 
the following "dilation theorem," which reduces the con
struction of general covariant observables to the construc
tion of imprimitivity systems.· 

Proposition 1: Let G be a group acting on the locally 
compact space X and U a projective representation of G by 
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unitary and antiunitary operators on a Hilbert space K. Let 
FevII ( U,x). Then there is a Hilbert space K and a projec
tive representation U of G with the same factor as U and such 
that Ug is ,!nitaryJresp. antiunitary) iff Ug is. M~reover 
there is an FevII ( U,x) and a contraction V: K --+K such 
that 

( 1) F is a decision observable, 
A 

(2) V*F(/) V = F(/), for le9!f o(X), 

(3) VUg = Ug V, for geG, 
and 

(4) {F(/) V"'l/e9!f o(X), f/JeK} is total in K. 
A A A 

Moreover H, U, V, and Fare determined up to unitary equiv-
alence and are called the dilation of F. 

If G is a topological group, the action G XX--+X is con
tinuous, and U is a continuous ray representation, then U is 
also continuous. 

Sketch 01 proof: (For details see Refs. 4 and 5.) 
As a positive map on an Abelian C *-algebra, 
F: 9!f o(X)--+~ (K), is completely positive. Hence we may 
apply the Stinespring dilation theorem and only have to 
check that this construction is natuially covariant. IO Expli
citly, we construct K as the Hausdorff completion II of the 
algebraic tensor product K: = 9!f 0 (X) ® K with respect to 
the sesquilinear form (II ® "'1>/2 ® "'2): = ("'I.F( ~/2)1/!2)' 
which is ~sitive by the complete positivity of F. We then 
define F, U, and V* as the extensions by continuity of the 
linear operators 

F(I') I ® '" = (1'/) ® "', V* I ® '" = F(/)"', 
and 

Ugi ® '" = Tgi ® Ug"" 
resp. the antilinear operator Ug I ® '" = Tg I ® Ug", if Ug 
is antiunitary. if K', U', F', V' is another dilation, define 
S: K--+2" by SI®",=F'(/)V'",. The extension 
S: K --+2" is then a unitary equivalence with V' = Sv. 

Q.E.D. 
Similarly, as for the GNS case of the Stinespring dila

tion, we have the following "Radon-Nikodym" result. 
Proposition 2: Let G, X, K, and U be as above and F, 

FI evil ( U,x) be covariant observables with 
I>~FI(/)<J.F(/) withJ.>O. LetK, U, V,andFbethe 
dilation of F. Then there is a unique Re~ (K) such that 

(1) O<R<J..l, 

(2) [R,F(/)] =0, [R,Ug] =0, 

for le9!f o(X), geG, 

(3) V * RF( I) V = FI (I). 

Consequently Fis pureiffF(9!f o(X»)uU(G) is an irreducible 
set of operators. 

Proof: Since R commutes with F, Eq. (3) determines the 
matrix elements of R for a dense set of vectors. Define on K 
as in the proof of Proposition 1 the sesquilinear form 
R (II ® "'1>h ® "'2): = ("'I.FI (flh)1/!2)' This is positive by 
the (complete) positivity of FI and bounded by J. 1 by the 
positivity of J.F - Fl' Hence R extends to a bounded form on 
K, given by an operator R with the above properties. 

Q.E.D. 
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We may now combine the imprimitivity theorem and 
the dilation theorem to a general construction procedure for 
covariant observables on homogeneous spaces X = G I H. 
The dilating operator Videntifies U as a subrepresentation of 
the representation U, which by imprimitivity must be in
duced from some representation fJfl of H. 

Construction procedure: Let G be a separable locally 
compact group, H a closed subgroup, and X = G I H. Let 
U: G---+91 (JY) be a strongly continuous unitary representa
tion. In order to construct F e vii ( U,x), proceed as follows. 

Step 1: Select a continuous unitary representation 
fJfl: H---+91 (%). 

Step 2: Induce from fJfl the canonical system ofimprimi
tivity consisting of a unitary representation U:G---+91 (K) 
and a decision observable FevII ( U,x). 

Step 3: Find an intertwining operator V: JY---+K 
between the representations U and U, such that II V II < 1 and 
FrG' o(X»)VJY = K. 

Assertion:F(f): = V*F(f) V[fe Co(X)] defines a U
covariant observable. All FevII ( U,x) can be constructed in 
this way; fJfl and Vare uniquely determined by F up to uni
tary equivalence, and F is pure in vii ( U,x) iff fJfl is irreduci
ble. 

Of course, fJfl is not completely arbitrary if nontrivial 
intertwining operators V are to exist in step 3. 

III. Rn-COVARIANT OBSERVABLES 
Screen observables, will be defined as observables, 

which are based on a hyperplane X, and which are covariant 
with respect to a group containing the translations along X. 
Since some basic properties of screens depend only on this 
restricted covariance condition, it is useful to study covar
iant observables with G = X = lRn separately. Throughout 
this section a representation U: lRn---+91 (JY) will be as
sumed to be given. 

In order to construct a pure FevII ( U,x) we have to pick 
first an irreducible representation of the group H = {e}, 
which is trivial. The induction process then yields the regu
lar re{,resentation (Uy rp) (x): = rp(x - y) in ,2"2(lRn, d n x) 
and (F(f)rp) (x) = f(x),rp(x), i.e., the usual representa
tion of translations and position over X = lRn. (This in
stance of the imprimitivity theorem is known as von Neu
mann's uniqueness theorem.) Starting instead with a 
reducible representation of {e} we obtain a direct multiple of 
the system {U,F} and hence the following result: Every 
FevII ( U,x) is of the form F( f) = l:; vr F( f) V;, where 
for all i, V;: JY ---+,2"2 (X, dx) intertwines U and U, and 
F(X): = l:; VrV;<1. 

With each state WeY(JY) we may associate the posi
tive measures J-lw(dx) = tr WF(dx) over X and 
vw(dt) = tr(W F(X)I/2E(dt)F(X) 1/2) over the dual E of 
X, where E is the spectral measure of U. [If tr WF(X) = 1, 
J-l wand Vw are both normalized.] The relationship between 
these measures can be studied very easily by the above repre
sentation for F: /!'Y(dx) = tr WF(dx) and vw, with 
SVw (dt)eISX = tr WUx , are the distributions of "pseudopo
sition" and "pseudomomentum" for the Schrodinger system 
{F,U} in the state W: = l:; V; WVrey(K). In particular if 
tr WF(X) = 1, the product of the variances of the probabil-
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ity measures J-lw and Vw is bounded away from zero. For 
screen observables these are the uncertainty relations 
between energy and arrival time and between transverse mo
mentum and arrival location. 6 

BothJ-lw and Vw are absolutely continuous. If Eac de
notes the projector onto the absolutely continuous spectral 
subspace of U, then for all fe<tf o(X): F(f) (1 - Eac) = O. 
For example, if U describes the time evolution of the system 
(dim X = 1), this implies that a covariant arrival time ob
servable is insensitive to bound states of the Hamiltonian. In 
the case of the harmonic oscillator there are no covariant 
time observables at all. This is not surprising, since quanti
ties like "the time t at which the particle reaches the origin" 
make sense only modulo periods of U. In the classical case 
this difficulty is reflected in the nonexistence of variables 
globally canonically conjugate to the energy. Of course, in 
the case of the oscillator (but not in more complex cases) we 
may consider instead covariance with respect to 
G=X= lR/Z. 

The support of Vw is contained in the absolutely contin
uous spectrum l:: = supp{EacE(.)} of U. This imposes con
straints on the support of J-l w' For example, if there is a state 
W such that J-l w is nonzero and supported by a proper cone 
in X, then by the "edge of the wedge" theorem 12 we must 
have l: = lRn . In particular, unless l: = lRn, we cannot find a 
projection-valued FevII ( U,x), since for such F we could 
choose J-l w to be supported by an arbitrary set of positive 
measure. We may also use the edge of the wedge theorem for 
the reverse Fourier transform to conclude that if l: is con
tained in a proper cone the support of J-l w is equal to X (or 
J-lw = 0). Since this spectral condition is satisfied for screen 
observables, we conclude that there is no apparatus prepar
ing particles in such a way that they avoid with certainty 
some nontrivial patch of some translation covariant screen. 
Of course this does not mean that J-l w cannot be highly con
centrated. For example, some of the ideal screen observables 
constructed below (namely those for spinless and/or nonre
lativistic particles) are easily seen to be concentratable13 in 
the sense that we can make J-l w (u) > 1 - E for any open set 
u. 

Another characteristic difference between covariant de
cision observables and the more general type considered here 
is the following: For a decision observable, the weak closure 
of the rangeF(<tf o(X») is an Abelian von Neumann algebra. 
In the general case, however, this space will not be an algebra 
and the von Neumann algebra generated by the range of an 
observable may be considerably larger than the range itself. 
To be specific, suppose that FevII (U,x) is pure lRn -covar
iant. Since F(f) = V*F(f) V, the von Neumann algebra 
generated by F(<tf o(X») is the closure of V*vIIV, where 
vii c.%' (K) is the von Neumann algebra generated by 
F(<tf o(X») and VV*. It is usefulto thinkofF(<tf o(X»)" as the 
space of functions of "pseudoposition" Q and of VV· as a 
specific function A (P) of "pseudomomentum." Here, vii is 
clearly invariant under "position" translations and since it 
contains exponential functions of "position" it is also invar
iant under "momentum" translations. By the general theory 
of phase-space translation invariant operator spaces 14 the 
commutant of vii is generated by the operators exp(ip.Q) 
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with peR" a period of A.. A nontrivial period of A. is impossi
ble if ~ (and hence supp A.) is contained in a proper cone. In 
this case the range F('G' o(X») of every pure U-covariant ob
servable is irreducible on its support F(X)K. 

By the spectral theorem each decision observable F over 
R is uniquely related to a self-adjoint operator Z = fxF( dx), 
where Z is interpreted as an expectation value functional in 
the sense that tr WZ is the expectation value of the probabil
ity measure tr WF(.). This definition and interpretation of Z 
immediately generalizes to the case of general (i.e., not pro
jection-valued) observables. However, it is then no longer 
true that Z uniquely determines F. In particular, tr( WZ 2) 

need not be equal to the second moment of the probability 
measure tr WF(·). The failure of this equality is measured 
by the variance form ofF, introduced. in the following propo
sition. It is formulated for the multidimensional case and 
does not depend on a covariance condition. 

Proposition 3: Let F: 'G' o(R" )-1A (K) be an observ
able. 

( 1) Then the integrals Z"rp: = fX"F(dx)rp 
(v = 1, ... ,n) converge strongly for rp in the domain 

9(Z): = {rpeKIJCtlx~ ) (rp,F(dx)rp ) < ~}. 
The symmetric operators Z" defined by this formula are 
called the expectation operaf!}rs of F. 

(2) For rp, t/lE9 (Z) and v,p, = 1, ... ,n, define 

A",.. (rp,f/!): = fx"x~(rp,F(dX)f/!) - (Z"rp,Z~f/!), 
where A is called the varianceform of Fand is positive in the 
sense that for rp"e9 (Z): ~",.. A",.. (rp",rp.u) >0; F is called 
variance free, if 9 (Z) is dense and A = O. 

Proof: 
( 1) (The validity of this statement is erroneously denied 

in Ref. 15, p. 339.) Consider the set of cutoff functions 
he'G' o(R"), with O<h<1 and compact support, directed by 
pointwise ordering. The claim is that for rpe9 (Z) and 
v = 1 , ... ,n, h_F(x".h)rp is a norm Cauchy net. Consider the 
dilationK,Y, VofF (see Proposition 1 with trivial group). 
Then for two cutoffs h, h': 

IIF(x"h)rp - F(x"h ')rp 112 

= IW*F(x,,(h - h '»)Vrp 112 

<IIF(x,,(h - h '»)Vrp 112 

= (Vrp,F(x~ (h - h ')2)Vrp ) 

= JX~(h(X) -h'(X»)2(rp,F(dx)rp). 

As hand h ' increase to 1, this goes to 0 by dominated COnver
gence. 

(2) For the dilation F, de~e Z" and 9 (Z) analogous
ly. Then 9 (Z) = {rp I V rpe9 (Z)} and the above argument 
shows that for 

rpe9 (Z), Z"rp = V*Z" Vrp, 

then 

A,,~ (rp,f/!) = (Z" Vrp,Z~ Vf/!) - (V*Z" Vrp, V*Z~ Vf/!). 
Hence if 
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with 

t/J = ,rZ"Vrp" and 11V1I<1. Q.E.D. 

" The variance form A describes an "uncertainty," which 
is intrinsic to the measurement of F. Decision observables 
are variance-free. The converse is false, in general, but holds 
for normalized observables of compact support. Thus vari
ance-free observables are a natural extension of the class of 
decision observables. Even for variance-free observables, the 
symmetric operators Z" need not have any self-adjoint ex
tensions. They also need not commute, although they are by 
definition jointly measured by F; (/:1",.. - A,.w) is just the 
commutator of Z" and Z,.., written as a quadratic form on 
9 (Z). The following example shows that this form may 
indeed be nonzero. 

Example.' Covariant phase-space observables (cf. Refs. 
14). Let X = R2" be a phase-space, equipped with a sym
plectic form u(xJ') = u""'x" y~, and let U:X-OU(K) be 
an irreducible representation of the Weyl relations U" Uy 

= exp[ (i/2) u(xJ')·U" + y]. Then the self-adjoint genera
tors R" of U defined by U" = exp(ix"R") satisfy the ca
nonical commutation relations i[R" ,R"'] = u""'·1. The U
covariant observables F over X are all of the form 
F(f) = fdx f(x)U"FU:, whereF>Oisa trace class oper
ator. We shall assume a suitable normaliption of Lebesgue 
measure dx and tr F = 1, so that Fbecomes normalized. The 
measure P,w = tr WF(·) has the Radon-Nikodym density 
x-tr( WU"FU:), which should be thOUght of as a convolu
tion of Wand F. The moments ofp, w can be calculated quite 
simply from the "moments" of WandF (we set x" = u""'x~ 
and tr W= 1) 

Jx"P,w(dx) = tr WR" - tr FR", 

J x"~P,w(dx) = tr( WR "R ") + tr FR "R ~ + iu"'" 

- tr WR "tr FR ~ - tr WR ~ tr FR ". 

(Note that this is real symmetric by virtue of the commuta
tion relations. ) 

Since Ux 9 (Z) = 9 (Z) and Ux is irreducible, 
9J (Z) = {O} or 9J (Z) is dense. The above formula shows 
that the first case occurs iff one of the moments tr(FR" R"') 
diverges. <>therwise 

9J (Z) = n9 (R V) 

" 
is independent of F. Then Z" = R" - (tr FR,,).1 with 
u".u R" = R~. SinceFis normalized, A is invariant under U 
and hence must be the restriction to 9 (Z) of a multiple of 
the identity 

A,.." = {tr(FR"R,..) - tr FR".tr FR,.. + iu",..}·1. 

For calculating the second moments of P,w, it is suffi
cient to know Z" and the symmetric part of A",... However, 
A",.. + A,.." is constrained by the condition that the complex 
matrix A, with its prescribed antisymmetric part ;u",.., is 
positive. This implies inequalities also for the symmetric part 
of A, equivalent to the usual uncertainty relations for the 
trace operator F. Thus there is a lower bound to the intrinsic 
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variance A of any joint measurement of position and mo
mentum (even independently of the covariance condition). 
This supplements the usual uncertainty relations, which re
fer only to the impossibility of preparing certain states. The 
observables F for w~ch the variance A is minimal are given 
by coherent states F and are indeed the most widely used 
covariant phase-space observables. A similar condition of 
minimal variance form will be used below to single out ideal 
screen observables. 

IV. DEFINITION OF SCREEN OBSERVABLES 

In this section the only difference between the relativis
tic and the nonrelativistic case will be the choice of the kine
matic group K, which will be either the Galilei or the Poin
care group (including reflections). The group K acts by 
affine transformations on the four-dimensional space-time 
manifold, in which we shall consider a fixed three-dimen
sional hyperplane X containing a timelike direction. Thus in 
a suitable coordinate system, which will also be held fixed in 
thesequel,X = {(XO,xl,x2,x3}eR4Ix3 = O}. The intersection 
of the worldline of a classical particle with X can be inter
preted as the event of the particle hitting a screen that is 
stationary in the 1-2 plane. An ensemble of classical free 
particles will thus produce a probability distribution over X. 
Shifting this ensemble by a transformation gel( with gX CX 
will shift this probability distribution by the same transfor
mation g. This aspect of the classical trajectory concept can 
be transcribed into quantum mechanics as a covariance con
dition for an observable as follows. Let G denote the connect
ed component of the subgroup of gel( withgX CX. The kine
matic properties of the kind of quantum particles considered 
are characterized by an irreducible projective representation 
U of K in a Hilbert space /Jr with mass m and spin s. Then a 
screen observable is an observable F over X covariant for the 
restriction of U to G, i.e., FeJI( U t G,x}. 

The set of screen observables is very large, which is not 
u~reasonable, since there are many screenlike measuring de
VIces, supposedly associated with different observables over 
X. The detection of a particle by such a device generally 
depends on some scattering or ionization process in the 
screen. The cross section of this process (as a function of the 
particle's momentum) enters the expression for the prob
ability that the particle is detected at all, given by the opera
tor F(X}. On the other hand, for the observable associated to 
the classical kinematic concept of particles meeting a time
like plane, (almost) all particles will be "detected" so that 
F(X) = 1, independently of momentum, i.e., the kinematic 
concept abstracts from any material realization of the 
screen. In this sense the aim of constructing "ideal" quan
tum screen observables mimicking the classical kinematic 
concept is opposed to the construction offaithful models for 
real screens. Nevertheless the ideal screen observables de
scribed below can be useful in the analysis of concrete experi
ments, e.g., when a more detailed analysis is too difficult and 
can reasonably be expected to have little influence on the 
results. 

The nonuniqueness of screen observables arises largely 
because the representation U t G is reducible. (The commu
tant of U t G is generated by functions of the components P3 
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and S3 of momentum and spin normal to the screen.) Hence 
if AeflJ (/Jr) commutes with UG and F is a screen observ
~ble, then so isF( f) = A • F( f )A. In order to define unique 
ldeal screen observables, we therefore have to introduce con
ditions excluding such transformations. Specifically we shall 
define an ideal screen observable as a screen observable 
which can be decomposed into pure components F satisfyin~ 
the four conditions below. 

Condition 1: F(X) is a projection to a subspace of the 
spectral subspace [P3 > 0] of P3• 

This condition introduces the restriction that the screen 
should be "one-sided." We could also have restricted our
se~ves to P3 < 0 or a symmetric/antisymmetric subspace 
wlth respect to Pr -+ - P3• Together with condition 3 this 
condition implies that the total detection probability F(X) is 
~ual to one for P3 > O. It also forces the decomposition of an 
ldeal screen observable into pure components to be as simple 
as possible, namely a direct sum. 

Condition 2: F is also covariant for the transformation 
OeKwith8(xo,xl,x2,x3) = (-xo, -X1,x2, -x3). 

Without this condition a transformation of F with 
A = exp{iP3·a} would still be admissible, so that there 
would be no justification to associate F with the hyperplane 
X3 = 0 rather than X3 = a. The reflection 8 chosen here 
leaves P3 and S3 invariant. 

Condition 3: If tpe:Jr is a differentiable vector for the 
whole group K and f/J(P) has compact support in the half 
space P3 > 0, then the second moments of the measure 
(f/J,F(')f/J ) exist. 

This "regularity condition" rules out transformation by 
self-adjoint unitary functions of P3' 

Condition 4: The variance form Av,.. of F is minimal. 
The variance form A (see Sec. III) describes the intrin

sic "uncertainties" in the measurement of F. The first three 
conditions single out one parameter families of pure screen 
observables. The variance form [or more precisely, all ex
pressions ~v,.. Av,.. (f/Jv,f/J,..) with f/Jve~ (Z)] depends mono
tonically on this parameterr. Thus condition 4 demands the 
choice of the minimal value of r. A pure screen observable is 
characterized by conditions 1-4 up to the choice of the sub
set rC { - s, ... , + s} of the spectrum of S3 by which it is 
supported. By forming a direct sum of such observables with 
r = {n}, we obtain the following result. 

Main result: Given an irreducible representation of K 
with mass m and spin s, there is a unique ideal screen observ
able such that F(X) is the projection onto [P3 >0] and 
F( f) commutes with the spin component S3' The latter con
dition is redundant in the nonrelativistic case and for s = 0, 
!, 1. 

With the necessary changes for a spacelike hyperplane X 
these conditions define an "ideal position observable," 
which turns out to be the standard position observable in the 
nonrelativistic case and the Newton-Wigner-Wightman ob
servable in the (massive) relativistic case. In this sense the 
above conditions characterize the exact analogs of the stan
dard position observables in the screen case. 16 

V. CONSTRUCTION OF SCREEN OBSERVABLES 
We shall begin by introducing some notations and the 

explicit form of the representation U describing the particle. 
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It will be convenient to take the symbol K now for the cover
ing group of the Poincare/Galilei group. (The action of K on 
space-time is defined in the canonical way.) Then GCK will 
be the connected component of the subgroup leaving X in
variant, He G the subgroup leaving the origin invariant 
(i.e., boosts along the screen and rotations of the screen) and 
TCH will denote the subgroup of rotations (i.e., 
T,....,R mod 41r). Here T is also a subgroup of the rotation 
subgroup SU2 CK serving as "little group" in the construc
tion of representations of K. 

In order to define U in the relativistic case let {3(P )eK, 
for peR4, pO> Ipl, denote the pure boost taking 

p: = (~JI'Pp. ,0,0,0) to p. Later we shall also need the pure 

boost b(P)eH taking .0: = (~p~ - pf - pLO,O,p3) to p. 
This b(P) is independent ofp3' We will denote by p(P)€SU2 
the rotation, which is the product of the pure boosts from p 
to P top and back top. Now let m > 0 and s be an integer or 
half integer. (We shall not consider m = 0, for the sole rea
son of saving space. ) 

Let PJ: Su2-ott (Y) be the irreducible representation 
with dim Y = 2s + I, and let J¥': = .2"2 (R3,d 3p/PO'Y) , 
where Po = (m2 + p2)1/2. Then for (y,A)eK, 

[U(y,A) )tP(p) = eiyop PJ(p(P) -INJ(A -lp»tP(A -lp). 

In the nonrelativistic case the group elements will be 
parametrized as (Yo.,Y; u,R)eK, where yoeR,y,ueR3

, and 
R€SU2. Here K acts on R1+3 via 
(YoJ1;R)(xo,x) = (xo + yo,Rx + UXo + y). 

Now let m > 0 and s be an integer or half integer and 
PJ: Su2-ott (Y) as in the relativistic case. Let 
K = .2"2(R3,d 3p,Y). Then 

[U(xoJ1,u,R)tP)(P) = eXPi{m U'y + p2 :Yo-P-Y} 
2 2m 

xPJ (R)(R -ltP(p - mull 

defines a projective representation of K. For later use we 
introduce the notation b(P): = (O,O;PI/m,P2/m; 1 )eH. 

The main results of this section are collected in the fol
lowing theorem. 

Proposition 4: Let 9: H-ott (%) be a continuous uni
tary representation and ~: R-~ (Y ,%) a measurable 
function such that for each P3eR, ~ (P3): Y -% inter
twines PJ t T and ~ t T and 

~ (P3) ~ (P3)· + 1f ( - P3) ~ ( - P3)· <: 1. 

LetK= .2"2(X,d3x;%),F(f)e~(K) theoeerator 
of multiplication by f e~ o(X), and define V: K -J¥' by 

(Vf/!)(xo,x) = (21T)-3/2fd3p 1P31 1/2 

Po 

Xexp( - ipoXo + ipox)~(b(P»)~ (P3) 

X~fp(p»)tP(P) 

in the relativistic case, and 
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(VtP)(xo,x) = (21T)-3/2f d3pl~ 1112 

xexp( - i:~ Xo + ipox )9(b(P») 

X ~ (P3)f/!(P) 
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in the nonrelativistic case. ThenF(f): = V·F(f) V defines 
a screen observable, and all screen observables are construct
ed in this way. Moreover, Fis pure and satisfies conditions I, 
2, and 3 of Sec. IV iff ~ is irreducible, ~ (P3) = 0 for P3 < 0, 
~ (P3)==~ is a constant isometry for P3 > 0, and 
~ (O)~ = ~ PJ (0) for some antiunitary operators ~ (0) 
and ~ (0) in % and Y, representing the reflection 

P2--P2' 
Proof: Both relativistic and nonrelativistic construction 

follow the scheme outlined in Sec. II. In the following proof 
these two cases will be distinguished by labels (R i) and 
(NR i), i = 1,2,3. In step (1) the representation 
A A 

U: G_ ott (J¥') will be induced from the given representa-
A 

tion ~. According to the scheme, we then have to find all 
intertwining operators between the reducible representa-

A A 

tions U and U L G. T,E this~nd U is transform~ in step (2) 
by an isometry V·:K-K: =.2"2 (S:,d3s,Y) to a repre
sentation fI whose irreducible components are more readily 
analyzed. In step (3) the intertwining operators V·: K_K 
between fI and U are constructed and parametrized by ~. 

A_ 

Then V = vv takes the form given in the theorem. By the 
results of Sec. II we thus obtain the most general screen ob
servable. The remaining properties l,U'e checked in step (4). 

(R 1) Identify X with the translation subgroup of G. 
Then the decomposition g = x [g) h [g) e XH is simply 
(y, A) = ()"l) (0, A). Hene.!: h[g-IX)-1 =h[g), and 
hence [U( y, A)tP)(x) = PJ (A)tP(A -lex - y»), for 
f/!e~: = .2"2(X,dx;%). 

_ A 

(R 2) Set K: = .2"2(s:+,dsodsl ds2;Y), where 
s: + = {S e R3 lso> (S f + s ~) 1/2} is considered as a subset 
of the dual space of X. Then 

(fI( y, A)tPHs) = etY"~(b(s)-IAb(A -ls»tP(A -IS), 

for ( y, 4J e G, tP e K defines a re~resentation; fI depends 
only on PJ t T. The commutant of 9; (T), together with the 
funct~n {~ - if - S ~, generates the commutant of fl. 
Now V: K -J¥', defined by 

(Vf/!)(x) = (21T)-3I2fd3se-t""9(b(S»)f/!(S) 
_ A 

is an isometry intert!ininj U and U. ,." 
(R 3) Suepose V·: K-K intertwines U and U t G. 

Then since V· intertwines the translation subgroups, 
(V·f/!) (PI,P2'1!.3)eY can only depend on 
tP( J?9o PI' P2l e Y. Assume_this correspondence to be given 
by ~.(p): Y _Yo Then V· intertwines iff 
_ A 

~ (p). PJ(b( p) -IAb(A -lp») 

= PJ({3(p)-INJ(A -lp»)~.(A -lp) 

for all P and A e H. Using the identity 

p (P){3(p)-INJ(A -lp) = b( p)-IAb(A -lp)p(A -Ip ), 

with 

pcp) ={3(p}- lb(p)-I{3(p), 

and the definition 

~(p) = Ip311/2~(p)9'(p(p»), 
this condition becomes equivalent to 

~(p) = ~(Ap) = 9(r)~(p)PJ(r)·, 
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for A e H, reT, i.e., 9!f ( p) = Ctf ( P3) intertwines rotations. 
The bound on 9!f results from II V *t/l1I2.;;; II t/lil 2, where the fac
tors Ip31 1/2 cancel in the substitution (PI,P2,P3) 

-(So, SI' S2)' 
(NR 1) In this case U is a projective representation of 

K. The associated central extension K-::JK has typical ele
ments ( Yo, y, u, R, t) with t e C, It I = 1, and a multiplica
tion law g" = gg' extended by 

t" = tt' exp[ (im/2) (u·Ry' - y.Ru' - you.Ru')]. 

Now. Ubecomes a true representation of K with the defini
tion U(O.O.O,I.t) = t·t. The subgroup of K generated by 
G(resp. H) and the center of K will be denoted by G(resp. 
H). Then X = G / H = G / H. Identifying X with the trans
lation subgroup in G we obtain the Mackey decomposition 
g = x[g].h[g]eG given by (Yo.y.u.R. t) = (Yo.y.O,I.I) 
(0.0.u,R.t·exp[(im/2)xu·y]). We may now apply the 
construction procedure to G and if. Proposition 1 yields the 

'" additional information that U can be considered as a projec-
tive represen~tion of K with the same factor as U or. equiv
alently. that U(O.O.O.I.~) = t·t. This imposes on the repre
sentation lP: H_Of/(%). from which {U.F} is induced. 
the constraint lP (O.O.O.I.t) = t·I. and. since the extension 
H=H",® U(1) is trivial. lP(O.O.~R.t) =t.~(u.R). 
where I» is a representation of H in %. Then the induction 
procedure yields K = ,Y2(X.dx.%) and 

[U( Yo.Y. u. R. t)t/I] (xo• x) 

= t exp[ (im/2)u.{2x - y - (xo - yo)-u}] 

.~ (u,R)t/I(xo - Yo;R -I(X - Y - (xo - yo)u». 

'" lNR}) Choose K = ,Y2(R3.dSo dSI ds2;%) and 
V: K_Kas 

(Vt/l)(x): = (21T)-3I2fd3S 

'" Xexp( - iSoXo + is'x)I>>(b(S))t/I(S)' 
_ A. A A 

This operator is clearly unitary and Ug : = V * Ug V takes the 
form 

(U( Yo. y;u.R.t)t/I)(So.S) 

= t exp i{(m/2) you - y·S + ycto}~ (O,R) 

XtP(So - u-S + (m/2)u2• R -I(S - mu»). 
'" - -(NR 3) If V*: K _K intertwines U and U t G. we 

conclude as before that 

_ Ip 11/2 (p2 ) 
(V*t/I)(PI,P2,P3) = ~ 9!f(p)*t/I 2m ,PI,P2 • 

with 
A 

9!f (p)*.@ (O,R) = I» (R) 9!f(R -I( P - mu»)*. 
A 

Thus. 9!f ( p) depends only on P3 and intertwines I» t T and 
I» t T. We check easily that V is contractive iff 
9!f ( P3) 9!f ( P2) * + 9!f ( - P3) 9!f ( - P3) *.;;; 1 for each P3 and 

A:_ '" 

that V = VV: K -K is given by the formula in the 
theorem. 

A 

( 4) Purity ofF and irreducibility of.@ are equivalent by 
the general results of Sec. II. Here F(X) is supported by 
[P3>0] iff V vanishes off this subspace. i.e .• 9!f ( P3) = 0 for 

P3 < O. and F(X) is a projection iff V is an isometry iff in 
addition almost every 9!f ( P3) is an isometry for P3 > O. Con-
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sider now the transformation () of condition 2: Since it con
tains a time inversion and the Hamiltonian is positive. it can 
only be represented by an antiunitary operator U( (). which 
is unique up to a phase by the irreducibility of U: 
K_Of/(K). In both theories (U«()t/I)(p) = I» «()t/I(Op). 
where I» (9) is an antiunitary operator in % and 
o (PI,P2,P3) = (PI' -P2,P3)' Now supposeFis also co
variant for 9. Then by proposition 1 there must be an antiun-

A A '" 
itaryoperator U(9) on Kextending the representation U to 

A A A ....... 

9. satisfying U«()F(j)U(9)* =F(Tej). These condi-
A '" A 

tions imp~ (U(9)t/I)(x) = I» «()t/I(9x) J'ith I» (9) antiuni-
tary in %. Moreover V intertwines U(9) and U«() iff 
A A 

I»«()9!f(P3) = Ctf(P3)I»«(). Note that if I» is irreduci-
'" ble. I» (9) is also unique up to a phase. We may then pick 

eigenbases {t m} C %. {z. m} C % for the generators of 
A A A A 

I» t T. I» t Twith I» (9)tm = tm • .@(9)tm = tm. Then 
9!f (P3)tm = 9!f m (P3)z.m with 2s + 1 functions 
9!f m: R+ - {- I,O.l}. 

Finally suppose that the variance of (t/I. F( -) t/I) is finite. 
Then certain combinations of first derivatives of 
'" '" I»(b( p»)9!f (P3)I»( p( p) )t/I( p) [resp. I»(b( p»)9!f (P3) 
X t/I( p) ] are square integrable. In particular. this function is 
absolutely continuous. Condition 3 requires that this is the 
c~se for a large class of differentiable functions t/I. Since 
I» (b ( p») and I» (p ( p») are clearly continuous. this implies 
that Ctf is continuous on R +. Since 9!f ( P3) is contained in a 
discrete set. this function must be constant. It will be seen in 
Sec. VI that the properties stated in the theorem indeed im
ply condition 3. Q.E.D. 

This theorem characterizes the direct summands of 
ideal screen observables up to the choice of two elements. 
One of these is the isometry 9!f: % _%. Since 9!f inter
twines the representations of rotations and the reflection 9. it 
is characterized completely by the subset 
r C { - s. - s + 1 ..... + s} of the spectrum of the generator 
of.@ t T by which it is supported. The second object to be 

'" A chosen is an irreducible representation I»: H_Of/ (%). 
which is only constrained by the condition that r must also 
b~ contained in the spectrum u(L) of the generator L of 
I» t T. We now briefly describe the relevant representations 
A 

I» ofH. 
'" In the relativistic case H~SL(2.R). and I» has three 

generators MI' M 2• and L. With M ± : = ± iMI + M 2, the 
Lie algebra is defined by [L.M ± ] = ± M ± and 
[M+.M_] = - 2L.

A
BothM ± and L commute with an

tiunitary involutioIJ.. I» «(). We may choose a basis In) with 
Lin) = nln) and I» (9) In) = In). Then 

M+ln) =A(n)ln + 1). M_(n)ln) =A(n -l)ln -1) 

withA.<n) e R and 

IA(n)1 2 -IA(n - 1)1 2 = 2n. 

Hence IA(nW = n(n + 1) + r. where r =Mr 
+ M; - L 2 is the Casimir invariant. For n e u(L). both 
IA(n) 12 and IA(n - 1) 12 must be non-negative. 

Ifthe spin s and hence u(L) is integer. we obtain a con
tinuous series with u(L) = Z for r > 0, the trivial represen
tation for r = O. and two series with r = - noCno - 1). 
no>O. in which u(L) is bounded above and below. respec-
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tively. If s e Z + ~, the discrete series is given similarly and 
the continuous series is obtained for r>l. 

In the nonrelativistic case, H is the twofold covered Eu
clidean group, i.e., a semidirect product of a2 with 
T--R/41rZ. We shall write the elements of Has (p,a) with 
(p,a) (p',a') = (p +Ra p',a + a'). Then for each m e! Z, 
l!} (p,a) = e'ma is a one-dimensional representation. For the 

'" other irreducible representations we take % to be the sub-
space of ,!L'2(T,da) with 'I/J(a + 217') = ± 'I/J(a), where the 
sign distinguishes the integer and half-integer spin cases. 
Then we set 

'" (9 (O,a)'I/J) ( f3) = 'I/J( f3 - a), 

'" (9 (O)'I/J)(a) = 'I/J( - a), 

and 

(.@-(p,O)'I/J)(a) = exp(im,ffe-p)'I/J(a), 

with 

(
-Sina) 

ea = cosa' 

The quantity ,ff parametrizes the orbital radii in Mackey's 
construction of representations of semidirect products and is 
a characteristic length for the screen observable in question. 
This is seen in the following example. 

Example: For nonrelativistic, spinless particles we have 
r = {O}, so that we obtain a one parameter family of pure 
screen observables satisfying conditions 1,2, and 3. When 
'" '" % C 'y2( T,da) , ~: % -+% maps to the constant func-

tion and, for r>o, 

(Vr'I/J)(x, a) 

= (217')- 3/21 d 3plp31 1/2 
P3>O 

Xexp i{ - :~ Xo + ip·(x + ,ffea ) }'I/J( pl. 

ThusFr(f) = V~F(f)Vr = Fo(Mr (f»),where 

denotes the average of f over circles of radius ,ff. 
Evidently, this smearing out of the observable Fo will 

not change the expectation operators Zo, Zl' and Z3' while 
strictly increasing the variance form 11. Thus condition 4 of 
Sec. IV singles out Fo as the unique ideal screen observable 
for nonrelativistic spinless particles. For higher spin and rel
ativistic particles, the calculation of 11 and hence the evalua
tion of condition 4, is more involved and will be carried out 
in Sec. VI. 

VI. EXPECTATION AND VARIANCE OF SCREEN 
OBSERVABLES 

In this section we shall compute the expectation opera
tors Zv and variance form 11",.. (11, JL = 0,1,2) introduced in 
Proposition 3 for the screen observables characterized by 

'" '" Proposition 4. We have Z" = V·Z" V, where Zv is 
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the operator of multiplication by x" in 
K = ,Y2(X,dxo dx1 dx2;Y). It is useful to consider also 

_ "'" A A 

the operators '" Zv = V·Z" V in the space 
J1' = 'y2 (S,d 3€,%) from the proof of Proposition 4. Here, 

(V'l/JHxo,x) = (21T)-3/2Jd 3€eXp( -i€o%o + is·x) 

'" X 9 (b (€) )'I/J(€) 

is a Fourier transform with an additional twist depending on 
'" the representation 9 of H. It is then easy to check that 

- . a -
Zo = - 1-+ Yo(€), 

a€o 
and 

- . a -Zk = 1-+ Yk (€) (k = 1,2), 
aSk 

where 

Yk(€) = i.@-(b(€»)· a~k .@-(b(€»). 

These operat9-,rs ar~ -dependent linear combinations of 
the generators of 9 in % and will be computed below. Then 
Z" = V·ZV, where Vis the transformation from the proof 
of Proposition 4. In calculating this expression, we use that 
the isometry ~ ( P3) determining Vis constant, by omitting 
terms like ~(p3)·(alap3)~(p3)' This is also important 
for _ c~culatinl_ th.z _ variance form 11",.. ( t/J,'I/J) 
= <Zv Vt/JL(1 - VV·)Z", V'I/J): sin~ ~ is constant, 
i(a la€,.) V'l/Jis again in the range of V. Thereforethecontri
butions from the differential operators in Z,. to the variance 
form vanish, and 

l1"p ( t/J,'I/J) = J d 3€ < (Vt/JH€) , ~"P (€HVt/JH€» y, 

where 

~",.. (€) = Py Y" (€) (1 - Py) Y,. (€)Py, 

and P = ~ ~. = the spectral projection of the generator 
'" y 

of 9 ~ T for the set r C {-s, ... , +s}. 
Consider first the slightly simpler nonrelativistic case. 

Then Yo(€)=O and Y1 and Y2 ar~ independent of €, and 
equal to the boost generators for g. Thus in an eigenbasis 

{In)} of L, ( ± iY1 + Y2) In) = ,ffln ± I). Then ~ is pro
portional to r. For example, if r = { - s, ... , + s} the com
mutator form is 

(1li)(11 12 -1121) = (l/i)[Zl,Z2] 

=r·(p+ s -P- s ), 

which vanishes only for s = 0 or r = O. The choice r = 0 is 
the only case in which the screen observable becomes vari
ance free, and is thus demanded by c,Qndition 4 for ideal 
screen observables. This means that 9 represents boosts 

'" trivially, so that the factor 9(b( p»)can be omitted from the 
definition of Vin Proposition 4. For Z" = V·Zv Vwe then 
obtain 

Z - m -112~p-1/2 
O-~P3 3, 

1 ap3 

Z . a +Pkz. k =1-- - 0 
apk m 

(k = 1,2). 
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These operators are defined on the domain 
!P(Z} C 2'2(R2XR+,dp3,%} of functions tP such that 
ZvtP E K and lim p.--<> P3- 1I2tP( p} = O. Since Zo has defect 
indices (00 ,O), it is maximally symmetric. [The functions 

tP(P} =..JP; exp( -pV2m},~(pI'P2} are in the defect 
space.] Also, ZI has defect indices ( 00,00 ) [with 

tP± (p) =..JP;e±P'~(p2/2m,P2)] and thus admits self-ad
joint extensions. However, there is no proper extension A of 
ZI that still satisfies the covariance condition U)CAU~ 
= A - x l ·l for translations (XO,xI,x2) along the screen. 

Formally, the operators Zv can be obtained by substituting 
operators for position and momentum in the formulas 
Zo = - m(q~P3}' Zk = qk + (Pklm}zo for the arrival co
ordinates of a classical free particle at X3 = O. 

In the relativistic case the calculation of Yv (s), or, what 
is the same thing, the calculation of the Lie algebra valued 
form b(S}-1 db(s) requires a little more work and yields 
the following result: 

-1 
Yo(s) = V(SIMI + S#2), 

Y (I:) _ - 1 M ~y. (I:) _ S2 L 
I ~ - A. I + A. + So 0 ~ A. (A. + So) , 

Y2(s) = ~ 1 M2 + A.!2 So Yo(S} + ...1.(...1. ~ So} L, 

where A. = (S~ - sr - S~ }1/2 and M I , M 2, ~d L are the 
self-adjoint generators of the representation !P of H. Then 
with M ± = ± iMI + M2 and 

A± =HpyM+O-Py)M_Py 

± PyM _ 0 - Py)M +Py}, 

and assuming that Y has no one-element gaps 
[PyM+O-Py}M+Py =0]: 

Kvl' (S) = A. -4(S"SI' - A. 2g,,1' )..:~+ - iA. -3E"I'TS T·/L. 

Independently of assumptions about y, we have 
Kvl' (s)g"l' = - 1/2...1. 2, so that the variance form is predo
minantly spacelike. The commutators i[Z",ZI' ] are all pro
portional to A _. The va,.tiance form depends on the charac
teristic parameter r of!P via the matrix elements of MI and 
M _. The following lemma asserts that choosing r smaller 
decreases A in a very strong sense. 

Lemma 5: Let y C { - s, ... , + s} and Ar the variance 
form of the relativistic screen observable characterized by y 
and r. TheniftPv (v = 0,1,2) are in the domain of Ar , for r 
in some interval, 

2 

r 1-+ L A~I' ( tPv, tPl') 
".1' = 0 

is an increasing function of r. 
Proof; By the above formula for A in terms of A(s), the 

assertion is equivalent to the monotonicity of 

L ( tP", Py Y" (s) (1 - Py) YI' (s)PytPl') 
VI-' 
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A 

foranychoiceofsandtPv E %. Since O-Py}LPy = 0, we 
may write tP = (1 - P l' )(M +tP + + M -tP _) with tP ± inde
pendent of r. Then 

IItPII2 = L I (n,M+tP+> + (nIM_tP_> 12 
,"11' 

= L I(n(n - 1) + r)1I2(n - l,tP+> 
nlly 

+ (n(n + I) + r)1/2(n + l,tP_> 12. 

We can check by differentiation that each term in this sum 
increases with r for any choice of (n + l,tP=t= >. Q.E.D. 

By definition, an ideal screen observable F is a direct 
sum of screen observables F i , determined by the parameters 
ri and Yi' The sets Yi must be disjoint and we may as well 
assume uri = { - s, ... , + s} or, equivalently, F(X) = pro
jection onto [P3>0]. By condition 4, we have to choose each 
r i as small as possible consistent with Yi' For any choice of 
the partition {Yj } there is hence a unique ideal screen observ
able. It may happen that different choices of {Yi} yield the 
same observable: If r is taken to be the infimum of the values 

A 

admissable for y, the representation !P may become reduc-
ible. Forexampleify = {- s, ... , + s} andsis an integer, the 
minimal choice of r is r = 0, in which case the representa
tion is decomposed into three parts with L > 0, L = 0, and 
L < O. (The critical value for half-integer spin is r = 1.) In 
particular, for spin s = 0, !, or 1, there is only one normalized 
ideal screen observable. 

For higher spin, condition 4 does not single out a unique 
partition {Yi}' For example, for the partition of 
{ - s, ... , + s} into one-element sets, the variance determin
ing operators are A <.!) = ! IL I and A <!.) = ! L. On the other 
hand, for Y = { - s, ... , + s}, A <;.) = 1(s(s + 1) + r) 
{I - s> ( - sl ± Is> (sl}, i.e., contributions to the variance 
come only from the largest and smallest eigenvalue of S3' For 
s>~ the resulting variance forms are clearly not comparable 
in operator ordering. In order to characterize a unique ideal 
screen observable in these cases we have to impose an addi
tional condition. The choice of the one-element partition is 
equivalent to the condition that each F( f) commutes with 

S3' 
Explicit expressions for Zv and Avl' in the Hilbert space 

2'2 (R3
, d 3plpo; %) of the given re£resentation can be as

sembled from the above formulas for Y(s) and an expression 
for v*(a las,,) in terms of a lap" and the form 
p( p) -Idp( p). Since we did not find the result very illumi
nating, we shall only note the resulting differential operators 
in the case s = 0: 

. a Pk Pk Zk =1--+-ZO=Qk +_oZo (k= 1,2), 
aPk Po Po 

where QI' Q2' Q3 denote the Newton-Wigner position ob
servable and A 0 B = ! (AB + BA ). the Jordan product. 
Once again these expressions are formally the same as the 
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arrival coordinates of a relativistic free classical particle. 

VII. DISCUSSION 
A basic interpretation rule of quantum mechanics states 

that to each measuring device we may associate an operator
valued measure in Hilbert space, called an "observable." 
However, there is no theory of measurement that would-at 
least in principle-allow the computation of this measure 
from a blueprint of the measuring apparatus. Thus, if quan
tum mechanics is not to be left empirically vacuous, we have 
to make a preliminary choice of observables at least for some 
basic methods of measurement. By combining a few basic 
observables with the quantum mechanical descriptions of 
motion in external fields and scattering with test particles, a 
fairly detailed theoretical description of many measuring de
vices can be developed. At a later stage in the development of 
the theory the initially chosen basic observables may be re
placed by more realistic descriptions of actual measuring 
devices. The screen observables constructed above may 
serve as basic observables in this program. 

The characterization of screen observables in Sec. IV is 
formulated entire~y in terms of an axiomatically postulated 
representation of the kinematic group K. In this sense a 
screen observable measures a "kinematic property" of quan
tum particles. Other choices of covariance conditions corre
spond to different aspects of "quantum kinematics", e.g., to 
observables for position and momentum (and phase-space 
variables in the nonrelativistic case). In some of the sets 
dI (U t G, G / H) (H C G C K) of covariant observables 
"ideal" elements may be singled out that measure the given 
property as sharply as quantum mechanics allows. Ideal ob
servables satisfying different covariance conditions are 
usually incommensurable (e.g., positions at two different 
times), but as the example of phase-space observables 
shows, it is possible to have a joint covariant measurement of 
nonideal covariant observables (smeared out position and 
momentum). There are, however, limits to this joint mea
surability: If we choose G C K and X = G /H too large, 
dI (U t G, X) may be empty. For example, there is no 
phase-space observable that is covariant under the Galilei 
group including time translation. 

In the nonrelativistic case, Wigner-Weyl quantization 
is a map f ~ F w (f) from functions on phase space to oper
ators on Hilbert space, which is covariant under the entire 
affine symplectic group (including the Galilei group). Thus, 
by the preceding remark F w cannot be an observable and 
"probabilities" calculated via F w may indeed be negative or 
infinite. Since classically the coordinates of arrival at a 
screen can be expressed as functions on phase space, 
Wigner-Weyl quantization induces a screen "observable" 
which is not positive (hence not an observable in the sense of 
Sec. II) but automatically possesses the correct covariance 
properties. It turns out that the operator F w (Xu) thus asso
ciated to a subset u C x of the screen is just the integral of 
the so-called probability current over u. The kernel for 
F w (Xu) in momentum representation contains a factor 
! (P3 + pi ), which is clearly not positive-definite. Replac

ing this arithmetic mean by the geometric mean ~ 11'3 pjl 
and hence by a positive-definite kernel, we obtain precisely 
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the ideal nonrelativistic screen observable constructed 
above.7 

For the Wigner-Weyl quantization it is inessential 
whether the hypersurface describing the screen is flat. But 
we may also construct a positive-operator-valued measure 
for any hypersurface having everywhere a timelike tangent 
vector: The hypersurface is approximated by flat pieces on 
each of which an observable is defined as the Galilei/Poin
care translate of a corresponding piece of "flat" screen ob
servable. (The covariance condition for the flat screen ob
servable makes the result unique.) The problem with this 
approach is that the resulting measure need not satisfy the 
condition IIF( f ) II <: II f II, even if the trajectories of classical 
free particles meet the given hypersurface at most once. This 
shows that even for a flat screen the measurement of an effect 
F( u >, u eX, is not to be considered as localized near the 
space-time set u but depends on the whole hyperplane X. 
This phenomenon has a well-known analog in the case of 
Newton-Wigner position observables: Since the Poincare 
translates of its projections do not commute, reassembling 
such translates to form a measure on a curved, spacelike 
hypersurface necessarily leads to probabilities :> 1 [i.e., 
IIF(f>II<:lIfll fails]. 

Experimentally, a curved screen can be realized asa 
curved piece of photographic film. In order to obtain a rea
sonable theoretical description of such measuring devices, it 
is necessary to take into account that upon "first contact" 
with the screen the particle is absorbed or at least perturbed 
in its free motion. One framework in which this influence of 
measuring devices on the dynamics can be expressed is Da
vies' theory of quantum stochastic processes.2 It would be 
interesting to work out a theory of screens in this context and 
to see its relationship to the covariant observable approach 
presented above. 

In the relativistic case, the question oflocality that arose 
in the discussion of curved screens suggests the following 
line of research: There is a natural "second quantization" 
procedure also for non-projection-valued observables. 17 Ap
plying this construction to the screen observables, we obtain 
observables for the free quantum fields measuring the num
ber of particles arriving at any part u e X of the screen. It is 
easy to see that such observables are not strictly localized 
near u in the sense of quantum field theory. Are these obser
vables in some sense approximately localized? Is it possible 
to describe the counting of particles at a screen by an observ
able that is strictly localized? These problems lead back to 
the fundamental interpretation problem indicated at the be
ginning of this section: the strategy of postponing the de
tailed analysis of measuring devices in quantum mechanics 
by studying at first only their covariance properties has its 
analog in quantum field theory in the program of developing 
an interpretation of the theory in terms of localization prop
erties alone (i.e., in terms of a net ofloca1 algebras1B

) and 
postponing the working out of a detailed theory of measure
ment. Thus quantum field theory and relativistic quantum 
mechanics both intrinsically contain a description of the spa
tio-temporal properties of physical systems. It would be in
teresting to see whether these descriptions can be united in a 
coherent view. 
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The one-dimensional inverse scattering problem is considered for potentials that grow without 
limit for large values of x. The Marchenko method is established for this class of potentials, and 
several properties of the solution to the SchrOdinger equation are developed. In the derivation of 
the Marchenko equation an extension of the triangularity condition is used. Some brief remarks 
on the relation to the inverse radial problem and the generalization to hard core potentials are 
made. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The inverse scattering problem on the whole x axis has 
been analyzed extensi\lely by several authors; for a review 
see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2. The starting point is the SchrOdinger 
equation, 

-y" +qy=k 2y, - 00 <X<oo, 

where the potential q(x) is assumed real and satisfies 

L"""" (1 +x
2
)lq(x)ldx< 00. 

For such potentials the Marchenko equation can be con
structed and the potential q successfully recovered from the 
Fourier transform of the scattering data. 1 

The solution of the inverse radial scattering problem is 
also well known, see Ref. 1 for a review. For s-waves this 
half-line problem can, at least formally, be extended to a 
scattering problem on the whole x axis, where the potential 
on the complementary half axis is defined as infinite (hard 
core). In this paper we consider potentials defined on the 
whole axis that eventually go to infinity for large values of x. 
Potentials of this kind have similarities with both the prob
lems discussed above. Being defined on the whole x axis, 
they are, of course, connected to the line problem. However, 
many properties of our inverse problem have a direct coun
terpart in the radial problem, since we have a perfectly re
flecting potential (generalization of hard core). Thus, in this 
sense the potentials treated here can be considered as inter
mediate between, and extensions of both, the full- and half
line problems, but it should be emphasized that the analogy 
is partly formal. 

The class of potentials discussed in this paper has been 
studied by Kulish3 in a short mathematical note. In this pa
per we develop his results further and also extend tl\e results 
in several directions. We also give the proofs in detail, some
thing that is missing in Ref. 3. 

Problems and applications relevant to this class of po
tentials can be found in, e.g., Refs. 4-6, and references given 
there. Applications to the Stark effect are discussed in Ref. 4. 
Interesting applications are also found in solitary-wave be
havior in solutions to the nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries 
equation. 1.4-6 We refer to these papers for more details. 

We now introduce some definition and notation that are 
useful later on. Let L denote the SchrOdinger operator 

d 2 

L = - dx2 + q(x), 

where the potential q(x) is a real-valued, locally integrable 
function and is defined on the whole axis. The potentials that 
are of interest in this paper belong to the class Q, which in 
addition to the assumption above has the following property: 

Q={qlqeL~nLL and q(x)-oo, as x_oo}. (1.1) 

The space L; is 

L; = {ql ["" IxPq(x)ldx< 00, for all finite b}. 

( 1.2) 

In some applications below we strengthen the assump
tions on the potentials somewhat so that in addition qeL ~. 
At any rate, these aSsumptions include most potentials of 
physical interest, e.g., piecewise continuous potentials with 
finite jump discontinuities. 

Notice that we do not specify how the potential grows as 
x-oo.1t can grow arbitrarily fast or slow as long as it even
tually goes to infinity asx_oo. Nor do we assume the poten
tial to be differentiable. 

This class of potentials is, roughly speaking, well be
haved as x_ - 00, where q is "small." However, for large 
positive values of x, q grows beyond all limits, and serves as 
an impenetrable barrier. It is in fact possible to extend the 
class Q somewhat, so that the divergence point of q can be 
finite, i.e., q(x)-oo, as x-h< 00, and q(x)=oo for x>b, 
provided the potential q gives a differential operator of the 
limit-point case (cf. Sec. II) at the singular point b. The 
definition of L ; spa~ then also has to be modified accord
ingly, but we do not pursue this extension any further, except 
for some short remarks below. 

Potentials of class Q are, as we discussed above, interme
diate between the full-line problem and the radial problem. 
The analysis presented in this paper follows the standard 
treatment of the Marchenko formalism quite closely. How
ever, it is important to take a fresh look at the proofs since 
this class of potentials is not included in the classical inverse 
problems. Th1l&, we go through the various steps in the in
verse Marchenko formalism, to see what modifications and 
extensions have to be made for a potential in class Q. 

We define some more notations that are convenient for 
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the analysis below. Let Y (X,A.) be a solution of the Schro
dinger equation 

Ly= -y"(x,A.) +q(x)y (X,A.) 

=AY (x,A.), - oo';;;;X';;;;oo, 

where A is an arbitrary complex number. Throughout this 
paper a prime denotes differentiation with respect to x,. an~ 
the real and imaginary parts of a complex number are mdl
cated by indices 1 and 2, respectively, i.e., A = A I + u2• This 
parameter A (also denoted E in the literature) is, in suitable 
units, the energy in the Schrodinger equation. It is also con
venient to introduce the wave number k, defined by A = k 2, 

and k = kl + ik2• For arbitrary real a and b we obtain by 
partial integration (a bar denotes the complex conjugate) 

A f1Y12dX= -y'.YI~~:+ f (ly'1 2 +qlyI2)dx. 

(1.3 ) 

The real and imaginary parts are 

Al i b 

lYI2 dx = _ ~ ! IYI21~~: 

+ f (lY'1 2 + qlyI2)dx, (1.4) 

A2 rb 

lYl 2dx= _.i. Wx(y,.Y)I~~:, Ja 2 
( 1.5) 

where the Wronskian Wx (f,g) =f(x)g'(x) - j'(x)g(x) 
is used. 

This paper is organized in sections, and each section 
provides an important step in the derivation of the Mar
chenko equation. In Sec. II we introduce a solution, well 
behaved at infinity, called the regular solution, which has 
similarities with the regular solution in the radial problem. 
Several properties of this solution are developed, some brief
ly discussed in Ref. 3, some new. We continue in Secs. III 
and IV by defining the Jost solution and the Jost function, 
and derive some of the specific properties they have for a 
potential in class Q. The Marchenko equation is derived in 
Sec. V by taking the Fourier transform of the relation 
between the regular solution and the Jost solution, and using 
the properties of the support of the Fourier transform. This 
can be considered as a generalization of the triangularity 
condition used in the standard treatment. In this context we 
also introduce the theory of Hardy spaces, and for the conve
nience of the reader we have collected some important and 
useful results on Hardy spaces in the Appendix. Section V 
also contains a uniqueness theorem. Some simple examples 
of the theory are given in Sec. VI. 

II. THE REGULAR FUNCTION 

At the beginning of this century Weyl7 developed the 
theory of singular boundary value problems. The results 
were further extended by several authors, and for this paper 
the results of Hille8,9 are the most interesting. Consider the 
differential equation 

Ly= -Y"(X,A.) +q(x)y (x,A.) =AY (X,A.), (2.1) 

where q(x) is real and locally integrable [not necessarily 
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belonging to the class Q defined in Eq. (1.1)]. [More gen
eral differential equations of the type 

-w"(x,A.) +P(x)w'(x,A.) +Q(x)w(x,A.) = AW(X,A.) 

can always be reduced to this form by the transform 

y (x,A.) = w(x,A.)exp { - ~ fX P (S)dS}, 

q(x) = Q(x) - P'(x)/2 + P2(x)/4.] 

WeyF showed that the following properties hold for the so
lution of Eq. (2.1) restricted to x;;;.O. 

(i) For every nonreal value of A, Eq. (2.1) has at least 
one nontrivial solution of L 2 (0,00 ). 

(ii) If for a particular value of A, Eq. (2.1) has two 
linearly independent solutions (and hence all solutions) in 
L 2 (0,00 ), then this property holds for all values of A, real or 
complex. 

If the second property holds, L is said to be of the limit
circle case at infinity, otherwise L is said to be of the limit
point case at infinity. Thus in the limit-point case there ex
ists, for every nonreal value of A, exactly one solution to Eq. 
(2.1) that belongs to L 2(0,00 ). 

For a special kind of potential q(x), the theory ofWeyl 
can be extended somewhat. The following theorem shows 
the existence of a L 2(a, 00) solution for every a (see also 
Refs. 8 and 9), and in Theorem 3 below we collect the main 
result of this section. 

Theorem 1: Let q(x) be real and locally integrable in 
[a,oo), and let q(x)-oo as X-oo. Then for all complex A 
there exists one and only one linearly independent, nontri
vial solutionyeL 2(a, 00) to Ly = AY, x;;;'a. Furthermore, y' 

and ~Iq - A I yeL 2(a, 00). 
Notice that no boundary conditions are imposed ony at 

x = a. The theorem can be further extended so that the sin
gular point where q(x)-oo can be finite, as commented 
upon in the Introduction. The proof of this theorem has 
similarities to the one given by Weyl7 and Hille,8,9 but several 
extensions occur; intermediate results in the proof will be 
used later on in this paper, so we prefer to give the proof in 
detail. 

Proof: The potential q (x) defines an operator L of the 
limit-point case at infinity, see, e.g., Coddington and Levin
son.1O The uniqueness of the solution is therefore already 
clear by the resultsofWeyl[ (i) and (ii) above], and to com
plete the proof we have to prove the existence of such a solu
tion (in fact, only real values of A are necessary, but for later 
use we treat also complex A) . 

Let YI (x,A.) and Y2 (x,A.) be solutions of Ly = AY for 
x;;;'a, satisfying the boundary conditions 

YI(a,A) =0, y;(a,A.) = -1, 

Y2(a,A.) = 1, y;' (a,A.) = 0. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The solutions Yi (x,A.), i = 1,2, are linearly independent, 
since 

Wx (Yl>Y2) = Wa (YI'Y2) = 1=1=0, 

and any solution (up to a multiplicative constant) of 
Ly = AY can be written as 

Y (x,A) =YI(X,A) + mY2(x,A.). (2.4) 
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We will now show that it is possible to choose the constant m 
so thaty(x,A.)eL 2(0,00). 

Let A =AI +;A.2 be a fixed complex number, band c 
real numbers such that a<b<c< 00, and choose b = b(A) 
such that 

q(x) >AI for all x>b. (2.5) 

Equation (1.4) gives 

Re{y (c,A.) y'(c,A.)} - Re{ y (b,A.) y'(b,A.)} 

= [[[Y'12 + (q-AI)[YW]dx. 

Define 

F (m,c) = Re{y (c,A.) y'(c,A.)}, 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

which depends on m according to Eq. (2.4), and defines a 
quadratic form in m. In the complex m plane, F (m,c) = ° 
defines a circle Ce : 

1m-mel =re· 

The center me and the radius re of the circle Ce are, after 
some algebra, found to be 

me = - (y; Y2 +YI Yi ),,=J(2Re{YlYi}.=e)' 

re = 12 Re{YlYi},,=el- l. 
Two possibilities can now occur. 

(i) Re{ YlYi}" = e < ° for all c>b. In this case we obtain, 
by means ofEq. (2.6) applied to the solutionY2(x,A.), 

[[[YiI2 + (q-AI)IY21 2]dx< -Re{YlYi},,=b' 

for all c>b, 

and, letting c-+ 00, we obtain that Yi and 

~Iq - All Y2eL 2(b, 00), and they obviously also belong to 
L 2 (a, 00 ). In this case the theorem is proven since Y = Y2 is 
the solution satisfying the theorem. 

(li) Re{ YlYi},,-c' >Oforsomec'>b. NowRe{ YlYi} is 
a monotonically increasing function for x>b, since q (x) > AI 

for x>b, and we conclude that Re{ YlYi}" _ e >0 for c>c'>b. 
From the definition of F (m,c) and Re{ Y2yi},,_e>0, for 
c>c' we have that 

{
inSide} , 

F (m,c) SO 'd Ce , for c>c. 
outSl e 

For all m values inside Ce we thus have 

[ [ly'1 2 + (q - AI) I Y 12]dx < - Re{jiy'}" = b' c>c'. 

(2.8) 

Furthermore, we see that Cel CCe, for CI>C2>C', i.e., the 
circles Ce are nesting for increasing values of c. The family of 
circles Ce then converge to a single point m (A), as C-+ 00. In 

fact, Re{ YlYi t = e is monotonically increasing for large 
values of c and its limit must be + 00, so re -0, otherwise all 
m values inside the circle lime-"" C e would give us a solution 
Y =YI + mYleL 2(0,00), which contradicts the fact that Lis 
of the limit-point case at infinity. For this value of 
m = meA), bothy' and~lq -AIl.yeL 2(b,00), by Eq. (2.8), 
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and they obviously also belong to L 2( 0,00 ), and the 
theorem is proved. 

From the proof we see that the solution 
Y (x,A.)eL 2(0,00 ) has the following property 

~[y(X,A.)12<0, for X>b(A), (2.9) 
dx 

and no other linearly independent solutions have this prop
erty. 

The function m (A) plays a fundamental role in the anal
ysis presented below. We now prove some important proper
ties of this function. Equation (2.9) shows that the positive 
function I Y 12 is monotonically decreasing for sufliciently 
large x. Thus, I Y 12 must have a limit as x-+ 00, which neces
sarilyhas to be zero, sinceyeL 2(0,00). Thefunctionm(A) is 
thus 

,,--+"" 
On the other hand we have 

meA) = W" (YI..Y ) = Wa (YI..Y ) = Y (a,A.). (2.11) 

From Eq. (1.5) and Eqs. (2.2 )-( 2.4) we see that 

A2 L" I Y 12dx = - J.- w" (yJ) + Im{m(A)}. (2.12) 
a 2 

As X-+oo, the left-hand side converges and thus W" (yJ ) 
must converge as X-+oo. However, this limit has to be zero, 
since y-o as x-+ 00 , as proved above, and I y'l is bounded for 
all sufficiently large x. To see this, we use the differential 
equation Ly = AY to prove the following equation for a gen
eral A + AI + ;A.2: 

~I y'12 = (q _ AI) ~ I Y 12 + 2A.2 Im{y j}. 
dx dx 

Equation (2.9) gives, for X>b(A), 

1y'(x,A.W<1 y'(b,A.W + 2A.2 f: Im{y ,Y'}dt 

<I y'(b,A.W + 21A21 L" I Y II y'ldt. 

Both Y and y' are in L 2(0,00 ), the integral converges, and 
I y'l must be bounded for sufliciently large x (we will actual
ly prove below that lim" .... "" I y'l = 0). As a corollary to 
Theorem 1 we thus obtain, by lettingx-+oo in Eq. (2.12), 

(2.13) 

We see that the imaginary part of m (A) andA have the same 
sign. Furthermore, it is shown in Hille8 that m (A) is a holo
morphic function in the upper and lower half planes orA. and 
there satisfies 

mel) = meA), Im{A}:;o!:O. (2.14 ) 

We can in our case say even more. The function m (A) is 
closely related to the spectral function of the following self
adjoint operator A on [a, 00 ): 

Ay=Ly, y'(a,A.) =0. (2.15) 

Hille8 shows that the spectrum of A consists only of a point 
spectrum of isolated points {All}' bounded from below, and 
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with no limit point in the finite A plane. All An'S are, of 
course, real. Furthermore, Hille8 shows that the solutions 
Yi (X,A.) [andy;(x,A.)], i = 1,2, for any fixed value of x, are 
entire functions of A of order ~ and of finite type (normal 
type of this order). 

We now state an important property of meA). For the 
proof we refer to Hille. 8 

Theorem 2: The function m (A) is a meromorphic func
tion with simple poles at {An}. It satisfies Eq. (2.14) for 
AE{An}. The function m (A) has the representation 

(2.16) 

where the sum converges absolutely for all AE{An}, and 
where the residues Un are real and nonpositive for all n. Here 
U IS are the jumps in the spectral function corresponding to 
the self-adjoint operator A in Eq. (2.15). 

From Eqs. (2.1 )-(2.4) it is easy to obtain 

m(p,) - meA) = (p, -A) Loo y (x",,) y (x,A.)dx, 

and we get as p,_A 

- meA) = Y(x,A.)dx. d Loo 
dA a 

The solution y (x,A.) EL 2 (a, 00 ) constructed in Theorem 
1 and given by Eq. (2.4) with m = meA) has a unique con
tinuation to the whole real axis ( - 00, 00 ). Furthermore, it 
is a meromorphic function of A and its only singularities are 
simple poles at {An}, which have no limit point in the finite A 
plane. These poles are, of course, not of any importance in 
our scattering problem, but have their origin from the con
struction of the solution y (x,A.). However, we can remove 
these poles by multiplying the solutiony (x,A.) with an entire 
function with simple zeros at {An}' and nowhere else. The 
existence of such an entire function is given by Weierstrass's 
factorization theorem. II In the following theorem we collect 
the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3: For every real a and every complex A, there 
exists a solution t/JEL 2(a, 00) to Lt/J = At/J, where q satisfies 
the assumptions in Theorem 1. It is possible to choose this 
solution such that t/J (x,A.) and t/J' (X,A.) for each fixed x are 
entire functions of A; t/J(x,A.) is unique up to a multiplication 
with an entire function of A without zeros, and t/J can be 
chosen real for real A. The t/J (x,A.) is called the regular solu
tion of the scattering problem. 

The regular solution has a number of important proper
ties, some of which will be useful later on in this paper. First 
we prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Let t/J (x,A.) be the regular solution found in 
Theorem 3 and assume that a is chosen such that q (t) >0 for 
t>a. Thent/J'(a,A.) + ikt/J(a,A.) has no zeros as a function ofk 
in the closed upper half plane of k, i.e., k2>0 (A = k 2). 

Proof Assume that k is a zero. Then t/J'(a,k 2) 
= - ikt/J(a,k 2), and by use ofEqs. (1.4) and (1.5) we ob

tain 

k21t/J(a,k 2) 12 = - LOO [1t/J'1 2+ (q-A I )It/J1 2]dx, 

kllt/J(a,k 2) 12 = - A2 i OO 

1t/J1 2dx, 
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since limx-.oo t/J'¢ = ° as proved above. The second equation 
implies that kl = 0, since k2>0. The first equation is then 
simplified to 

k21t/J(a,k 2W = - Loo [1t/J'1 2 + (q + (k2)2)1t/J12]dx. 

However, this equation cannot be satisfied for any nontrivial 
t/J since q(x»O for x>a; we have a contradiction, and the 
lemma is proved. 

The next lemma is a simple consequence of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 2: Let A be the operator defined in Eq. (2.15) 

and let the spectrum of A, u( A ) = {An}: = i' be ordered 
such that 

AI <A2<· ... 
Then Im{km(A)}>O for all k, provided k2>0, and 
IA I;;;. - A I' (Do not confuse the firsttwo points of the spec
trum A I and A2 with the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex number A.) 

Proof Theorem 2 provides us with a representation of 
m (A) in terms of the spectral function 

00 U 
meA) = L _n_, 

n= I A-An 

where {An} are the values of the point spectrum of A and 
{Un} are all nonpositive numbers. Simple calculations give 
(A = k 2

) 

00 An + IA I 
Im{km(A)} = - k2 L Un 2 >0, 

n= I IAn -A I 
for all k2>0, IA I> - A I' 

and the lemma is proved. 
Note: The result of the lemma is in fact valid for a larger 

class of self-adjoint operators A for which y'(a,A.) = 0, 
namely those operators that have a spectrum that is bounded 
from below. In such cases the representation of meA) is 

meA) = f dp (t) , 
I-A 

and the lemma can be proved in analogy with the proof 
above. 

In the rest of the paper we assume for simplicity that 
A1>0. There is in fact no loss of generality in this assump
tion, and an analogous treatment can be made for A 1 < 0, but 
the details become more complicated. 

Lemma 3: The regular solution t/J (x,A.) of Theorem 3 
satisfies 

I ikt/J(a,A. ) - t/J' (a,A.) 1/1 ikt/J (a,A. ) + t/J' (a,A) 1<1, (2.17) 

for all k2;;;'0. Here a is any number such that q (t) >0, for t>a. 
Proof From Lemma 1 we see that the denominator of 

Eq. (2.17) is never zero, so the quotient is well defined. Fur
thermore, we see from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), and the construc
tion of the regular solution t/J (x,A.), that 

m(A.) = - t/J(a,A)/t/J'(a,A.). (2.18) 

From Lemma 2 we have Im{km(A.)};;;,O, or equivalently 

l-ikm(A) -11/I-ikm(A.) + 11<1. 

However, this inequality is equivalent to Eq. (2.17), and the 
proof of the lemma is completed. 
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Lemma 4: The regular solution ; (x;' ) of Theorem 3 
satisfies 

lik;(x,A.)e -''''''111 [ik;(a,A.) +;' (a;') )e -Ibl <;;e«"9(X), 

for all x<;;a, k2>0. Here K is a numerical constant, 

8(x) = [ (t-x)lq(t)ldt, 

and a is any number such that q( t) >0 for t>o. 
Proof: The regular solution ;(x,A.) satisfies the Volterra 

equation 

;(x,A.) = ;(a,A.)cos k(a - x) 

- ;'(a,A.) [sin k(o - x)]/k 

+ [ sin k(t -x) q(t);(t),)dt. (2.19) 
x k 

Define 

h(x).) = ik;(x),)e'k(a-x)/[ik;(a),) + ;'(a,A.». 
(2.20) 

Then h (x,A.) satisfies 

h(x,A.) =2..(1 +e2Ik(a-x) ik;(a).) -;'(a,A.) ) 
2 ik;(a).) + ;'(0).) 

+ [ Dk (t - x)q(t)h(t).)dt, 

where 

Simple calculations give 

g'(x,A.) = q(X)e2k..x(! \;(x,A.>j2 - 2k2\;(x,A.) 12). 
The solution t/> satisfies Eq. (2.9) and we have 

g'(x,A.) <;0, for x>a, and k2>0, 

where a is defined such that O>b(A) in Eq. (2.S) and 
q(x»O,x>a. Thepositivefunctiong(x)') is thusmonoton
ical1y decreasing, the limit lim.-oo g(x),) must exist, and 
we show that this limit has to be zero. For real values of k this 
is easy to see. Then lui = 1;1 and I;I-oasx-oo,sinceboth 
; and;'eL 2(0,00). Thus WI converges and this limit must 
be zero, otherwise;'flL 2(a,00). 

From the differential equation in Eq. (2.24) we obtain 
the following integral expression by partial integration: . 

[ (lu'12 - Ukiiu' + qlul2)dx = iiu'I~::, 
and we choose a as above. The real and imaginary parts are 

[ (Iu' 12 + qlu 12 + 2kt Im{iiu'})fix 

= {2..~luI2_k2IuI2}lx=b, 
2 dx x-a 

(2.25) 

2k2 [ Im{iiu'}dx = {kt lul2 + Im{iiu'} }I~::. (2.26) 

For real k we have already proven that limx-+ oo g(x),) = 0, 
Dk (x) = (lIUk) (r tlex 

- 1). 

For x<;;a and k2>0, we have by Lemma 3 

(2.21) so assume k2 > 0, and eliminate the integral over Im{au'}. to 
obtain 

Ih(x,A)/<;;l + [IDk(t-x)llq(t)llh(t)')ldt. 

Using the estimate 

(2.22) k2 i\IU'12 + qlul2)dx 

IDk (x) I <Kx/(l + Ik Ix) <;;Kx, 

for k2>0. x>O, (2.23) 

where K is an appropriate constant independent of x and k. 
we obtain by iteration 

Ih(x,A.) \ <;exp{K [ (t-x)lq(t)ldt}, 

and the lemma is proved. 
We close this section by proving an additional property 

of the regular solution. 
Theorem 4: Let; (x,A.) be the solution of Theorem 3 and 

assume that the potential q belongs to class Q. Then the inte
gral 

f~ 00 q(x);(x),)e- llex dx. 

is convergent for all fixeciA = k 2, such that k2>0, and holo
morphic in k2 > O. 

Proof: We define a real positive function 

g(x,A) = lu'(x).) + Uku(x),)j2 

where 
= rk..xW(x),) + ik;(x),) 12

, 

u(x,A.) = ;(x,A.)e- 'Iex• 

Here u(X,I) satisfies 

- u" ...;.2iku' +qu =0. (2.24) 
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= e2k..x(2..k2 ~ \;\2 - kt lm{H'})!X-". 
2 dx x-a 

This equation can be simplified by using [cf. the derivation 
ofEq. (2.13») 

A2 Loo It,W dx = Im{H'} x =". 

We get 

~ [ (lu'12 + qlul2 )dx 

= ~ k2rk..x ! 1;121~:: + kl Im{~(a)4>'(o)}e2k,a 

- 2k: k~1c," i OO 

14>12 dx. 

The integral on the left-hand side either converges to a tlnite 
limit or diverges to + 00, as h 00, for every potential II in 
class Q. The right-band side, however, cannot diverge to 
+ 00 for k2 > 0 as hoo, due to Eq. (2.9), and we conclude 

that both u' and uv'lifeL 2(a,00), and, hence also u. Since 
both u and u'eL 2(0,00), lim,,-.oolul = 0, and again, since 
g(x),) bas a limit, /u'/ must converge as x-co, and this 
limit must be zero, since u'eL 2(0,00). 

We collect the conclusions made above and find that 
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ib 

q(x)t/J(x,).)e- ilex dx 

= [u'(x,).) + 2iku(x,).)] I~:: 

converges as h-00, and the first part of the theorem is prov-
en. 

The remaining part of the proof is to show that the inte
gral over the interval ( - 00 ,a] is convergent. With the same 
notation as in the proof of Lemma 4 and the estimate Eq. 
(2.23) we get 

Ih(x')')I<l +K [ (t-x)lq(t)llh(t,).)ldt. 

There is no loss of generality assuming a> ° and by use of 
Lemma 4 we get 

Ih(x')')I<l +K [tlq(t)llh(t,).)ldt 

+Klxl [lq(t)llh(t')')ldt 

< 1 + KeKlJ(O) [ t Iq(t) Idt 

+Klxl [lq(t)llh(t')')ldt 

<C+Klxl [lq(t)llh(t')')ldt, 

where the constant C is independent of x and A, but depends 
on a and q. Define H(x,).) = Ih(x')')I/[C(1 + Ixl)] and 
Q(x) = K(1 + Ixl) Iq(x) I. We obtain 

H(x,).) < 1 + [ Q(t) H(t,).)dt. 

Iteration gives 

H(x,).) <exp{ [ Q(t)dt } <exp{ [ .. Q(t)dt} . 

For a potential in class Q we thus get 

1t/J(x,).)e- ilex l<K'(1 + Ixl), fork2>0, x<a, 

where the constant K ' is independent of x, but depends on t/J, 
a, and k. Since qeL ~nL : we can conclude that 
r-.. qt/Je - flex dx is finite and the integral f ~.. qt/Je - flex dx 
is convergent. The holomorphic properties now easily follow 
from above and the theorem is proved for all potentials in 
class Q. 

We see that in the integrand both the potential and the 
exponential function are increasing functions of x. However, 
the regular solution t/J compensates this increase by a de
crease, as x- 00 , so that the integral in Theorem 4 converges. 

III. THE JOST SOLUTION 

In the preceding section the regular solution of Ly = AY 
was investigated. This solution has the property of being well 
behaved at large positive values of x. The Jost solution is 
instead well behaved at large negative values of x. For the 
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Jost solution it is more convenient to let the dependence of 
the parameter A be in terms of the wave number k(A = k 2

). 

For convenience we introduce three positive, monotoni
cally increasing functions a(x), /3(x), and rex) defined as 

a (x) = f: .. Iq(t)ldt, (3.1) 

/3 (x) = f: .. (x - t) Iq(t) Idt, 

r (x) = f: .. (1 + It I) Iq(t) Idt. 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

The main result of this section is collected in the follow
ing theorem. 

Theorem 5: For each k, k2>0, there exists a unique solu
tion f (x,k), the Jost solution, to the differential equation 
Lf = k 2 f, where q is in class Q, such that f satisfies the 

boundary condition 

1· f k ilex 1m (x,)e = 1. (3.4) 
x_- 00 

f(x,k) satisfies the integral equation 

f(x,k) =e- ilex + f: .. sink~-t) q(t)f( t,k)dt. 

(3.5) 

For each fixed x, f(x,k) and j'(x,k) are holomorphic in 
k2 > ° and continuous in k2>0, and f(x,k) satisfies 

f(x,k) =f(x, - k), for k2>0. (3.6) 

Furthermore,j(x,k) satisfies 

If(x,k)eilex-ll<[a(x)/lkl]ea(X)/lkl, k2>0, k=l=O, 

(3.7) 

If(x,k)eilex - 11<K'[ 1 + max(O,x)] 

xeKP (x+\}r(x)/(1 + Ikl>, k2>0, 

I j' (x,k)eilex + ik I <K" [1 + max(O,x)] 

(3.8) 

Xt/'P(x+ \}r(x), k 2>0, (3.9) 
where K, K " and K " are appropriate constants independent 
of x and k. We also have that 

d . 
dk f(x,k) =f(x,k) 

exists for all k2>0, k =1=0, and that kj(x,k) is continuous in 
~2>0 with limk---+IJ j(x,k) = 0. If furthermore, qeL ~ then 
f (x,k) exists and is continuous at k = 0. 

Proof: The proof of this theorem follows closely the 
proof of the corresponding results for the full-line problem 
with more well-behaved potentials given by Deift and 
Trubowitz.2 We refer to their paper for details, and give here 
only details of the proof where alterations from Ref. 2 are 
needed. We thus refer to Ref. 2 concerning the existence and 
uniqueness properties of f, as well as its holomorphic prop
erties. 

By standard iteration of the Volterra equation in Eq. 
(3.5) we easily get Eq.(3.7) by means ofEq. (2.21) and the 
estimate 

IDdx)I<1!lk I, k2>0, k =1=0, x>O. 
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To derive Eq. (3.8) we start by iterating the Volterra 
equation using the estimate Eq. (2.23). We get 

I f(x,k) e1b I <exp{ K/J(x)}. (3.10) 

By means of the Volterra equation, Eq. (2.23), and Eq. 
(3.10), we now obtain for allx>O 

lj(x,k)eib-ll<K [oo (x-t)lq(t)llf(t,k)eiktldt 

<Kx f:oo Iq(t)llf(t,k)eiktldt 

+K loo (-t)lq(t)llf(t,k)eiktldt 

<Kx e"I1 (x)a(x) + C I , 

for some appropriate choice of the constant C I , which de
pends on q, but not on x and k. For x<O we similarly have 
some constant C2 such that 

I/(x,k)e'b -11<C2 f:oo (-t)lq( t)ldt. 

Equation (3.8) follows from these inequalities and Eq. 
(3.7), and a (x)</J(x+ 1). 

The estimate Eq. (3.9) can be obtained from the identity 

f'(x,k)e'b + ikl(x,k)eib 

= f:oo q(t)f(t,k)e1k(2x-t) dt, 

whichfollowsfromEq. (3.5). ByuseofEq. (3.8) we get, for 
k 2>0, 

1f'(x,k)e1b + ik I 
< Ik I I l(x,k)e1b - 11 

+ f:oo Iq(t) I 11(t,k)elkt -1Idt+a(x) 

<K" [1 + max(O,x)]e"I1 (x + 1) rex) 

+ K" JO: (1 + It I )Iq(t) le"I1 (t+ 1) r (t)dt 

-oo 1 + Ik I 
from which we obtain Eq. (3.9). 

What remains to be proved are the properties of i (x,k). 
However, they are quite similar to Ref. 2, and we do not 
repeat the details since the generalization is obvious, and the 
theorem is proved. 

From Eq. (3.8) we see that f(x,k)e1b - 1 
eL 2 ( - 00, 00 ) as a function of k I' for each fixed value of x, 
and k2>0. Furthermore,f(x,k)eib 

- 1eH 2 for each fixed 
x. For the convenience of the reader we have collected some 
important results on the Hardy space H 2 in the Appendix. 
From Theorem A.1 we find that there exists an 
L2( - oo,oo)-function A (x,t) of t, with support in 
( - oo,x], for each x, and we have the representation 

I(x,k) =e- ib + f:oo A(x,t)e-1ktdt. (3.11) 

For real k the Wronskian between the two solutions 
I(x, ± k) is 

Wx(j(x,k),f(x, - k») = Uk, k real, (3.12) 
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so for real k ¥=O, we see that f(x, ± k) are two linearly inde
pendent solutions of Lf = k 2j. 

IV. THE JOST FUNCTION 

We define the Jost function F (k) as usual: 

F(k) = Wx(¢(X,A.),f(x,k»). (4.1) 

This function is holomorphic in k2 > 0 and continuous in 
k2>0 as seen from the analysis in Sees. II and III. 

Theorem 6: The Jost function F (k) defined in Eq. 
( 4.1 ) has the following properties for a potential q in class Q. 

(i) F(k) =;::; F( - k), k2>0. (4.2) 

(ii) F(k) = f:oo q(t)¢(x,A.)e- lkt dt, k2>0. (4.3) 

(iii) The only roots of F(k) in k2>0 are simple and 
purely imaginary (except possibly k = 0). 

(iv) F(k) has a root in k2 > 0 if and only if ¢(x,A.) is in 
L 2( - 00,00). 

(v) For every a, 

F(k) = -e-1ka[ik¢(a,A.) +¢'(a,A.)][l +O(lIlkl)], 

(4.4) 

Proof: Property (i) is a simple consequence of the fact 
that¢is evenink (rememberA = k 2

) andrealforrealA,and 
Eq. (3.6). 

To prove Eq. (4.3) we assume for a moment that k is 
real ¥= O. Equations (3.12) and (4.1) and the fact that ¢ is 
even in k and real give 

2ik¢(x,A.) = F( - k) f(x,k) - F(k) I(x, - k), k real. 
(4.5) 

Insert Eq. (3.5) and use Theorem 4 

2ik¢(x,A.) 

= F( - k)e - ib - F(k)e1b 

+ 2ik f:oo sin k~ - t) q(t)¢(t,A.)dt 

=e- ib{ F( -k) - f:oo q(t)¢(t,A.)e1kt dt+0(1)} 

_eib{ F(k) - f:oo q(t)¢(t,A.)e- 1kt dt+0(1)}, 

Sinceboth¢and¢' gotozeroasx-oo, Eq. (4.3) follows for 
real k ¥=O. However, the integral f~oo q(t)¢(t,A.)e- lkt dt 
also has a uDique analytic continuation in the upper half 
plane of k as shown in Theorem 4, and F(k) is continuous 
on the real axis; thus we have proved (ii). 

To prove (iii) we assume that F(k) = O. First assume k 
is real ¥=O. Then by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5), ¢(X,k2) == 0, 
which is the trivial case. Thus the root cannot be real ¥=O. 
Now assume k2 >0, and use Eq. (1.5) with 
y (x,A.) =f(x,k). We get 

2klk2 [oo If(x,k) 12 dx 

= - (i12){/(a,k) f' (a,k) -I' (a,k) f(a,k)}, 
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since the Wronskian vanishes for the lower limit for k2 > O. 
We also have from Eqs. (4.1) and (2.18) that 

F(k) = -t/J'(a,k 2){m(k 2)/,(a,k) +/(a,k)} = 0, 

and since t/J' (a,k 2) =1= 0, for k2 > 0 [see the discussion below 
Eq. (2.15)], we have 

2klk2 [00 if(x,k)1 2dx= -1/,(a,kWIm{m(k 2)}. 

(4.6) 

Equation (2.13) shows thatlm{m (k 2)} has the same sign as 
A2, i.e., Im{m(k 2 )}sO, for k1SO, k2>0. Equation (4.6) 
then gives that k 1 = 0, and all roots are purely imaginary. 
We now prove that all roots of F( k) in k2 > 0 must be simple. 
Assume that k is a root of F. Then according to Eq. (4.1), t/J 
and I are linearly dependent and there exists a constant 
A =1= 0, such that 

(4.7) 

We also use the following identity: 

d . d . 
- Wx(t/J,j) =- Wx(f,t/J) =2kj(x,k)t/J(x,k 2). 
dx dx 

We can now compute (d /dk) F(k) = F(k) at the root 
k: 

F(k) = Wx(~,j) + Wx(t/J,j) 

= 2k A f: 00 t/J2(x,k 2)dx =1= 0, (4.8) 

where we have used Eq. (4.7), the derived properties of I as 
x_ - 00 and t/J as x- 00 , and we conclude that the roots of 
F are simple; thus (iii) is proved. 

Assume that k is a root of F such that k2 > O. For this 
value of k Eq. (4.7) holds. On the left-hand side ofEq. (4.7) 
there is a function eL 2( - oo,a), on the right-hand side a 
functioneL 2(a,00); thust/J(x,k 2)eL 2( - 00,00). We prove 
the converse by assuming F(k) =1=0, k2 > O. Then the kernel 
of the resolvent 

G(x,x') =/(x< ,k)t/J(x> ,k2)/ F(k), 

wherex< (x> ) = min (max) (x,x') is well defined. For any 
geL2( _ 00,00) we have 

[( L -A)-lg](X) 

= I: 00 G(x,x')g(x')dx' 

= F-1(k) {t/J(x,).) I: 00 I(x',k)g(x')dx' 

+/(x,k) Loo t/J(X',).)g(X')dX'} ' 

and no nontrivial L 2 ( - 00,00) function exists satisfying 
Ly=Ay· 

We also show that for k = 0 there does not exist any 
eigenfunction, i.e., k = 0 is never in the point spectrum of the 
self-adjoint operator L on ( - 00, 00) without boundary 
conditions. This is easy to see, since we have f(x,O)-I, as 
x- - 00; a second solution is given by 

l(x,O) IX [((t,0)] -2dt_x, as x_ - 00; 
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and Ly = 0 has no nontrivial solution in L 2( - 00,00). 
Finally, we prove (v) simply by using Theorem 5: 

F(k) = t/J(a,).)e-1ko[/,(a,k)e1ko + ik] 

- t/J'(a,).)e-1ka[/(a,k)e1ko - 1] 

- e-1ko{ikt/J(a,).) + t/J'(a,).)} 

= - e-1ko{ikt/J(a,).) + t/J'(a,).)} 

X{I + O(lIlk I)}, 

and (v) and the theorem are proved. 
Note that by Lemma 1, for large enough Ik I (and a 

proper choice of a), F(k) cannot be zero, and there are at 
most a finite number of roots to F( k) in the upper half plane 
of k. We can rephrase this by saying that the self-adjoint 
operator L on L 2( - 00,00) (no boundary conditions) has 
only a finite number of eigenvalues. 

The fundamental relation between the solutions of the 
scattering problem given by Eq. (4.5) is more conveniently 
written as 

r/J(x,k) =1 (x, - k) - R (k) I (x,k), k real, (4.9) 

where we have defined the scattering solution r/J and the re
flection coefficient R for real k as 

r/J(x,k) = - 2ikt/J(x,k 2)/ F(k), 

R(k) = F( - k)/ F(k). 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

Equation (4.9) has, of course, the physical interpretation 
that the solution r/J(x,k) consists of two parts, one incoming 
wave, represented by I (x, - k), and one reflected wave, giv
en by -R(k)/(x,k). 

From the definition of r/J in Eq. (4.10) we immediately 
see that r/J can be continued analytically into the upper half 
plane of k and thus r/J is meromorphic in k2 > 0 with simple 
poles at the roots of Fin kv = iliv, Pv >0, i = I, ... ,n (n 
bound states), and the residues are [use Eqs. (3.11), (4.7), 
and (4.8)] 

Res{r/J(x,k)h . = -if(x,iPv) 
-!P. f~ 00 12(t,iPv)dt 

= - if (x,ipy ) My 

= - {~.x + f: 00 A (x,t)~"t dt) Mv' 

( 4.12) 
Since the left-hand side of Eq. (4.9) is a meromorphic 

function in k2 > 0, there must be a cancellation of the singu
larities in the right-hand side of the equation, since the right
hand side, in general, is not defined for these complex k. 

The reflection coefficient R (k) satisfies 

I R(k)1 = 1, kreal, (4.13 ) 

due to Eq. (4.2), which is nothing but energy conservation 
in our problem, and the fact that we have an impenetrable 
barrier. From the definition of R (k), we see thatR (k) is in 
general only defined for real k and for such k we have, due to 
Theorem 6, 

R(k) = e21ka t/J'(a,).) - ikt/J(a,).) {I + 0 (_I_)} 
t/J'(a,).) + ikt/J(a,).) Ik I 

= Roo (k) + R2(k), k real, (4.14) 
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where Roo is defined as 

R = e2ika ~'(a,A.) - ik~(a,A.) . 
... ~'(a,A.) + i~(a,A.) (4.15) 

In this expression a acts as a parameter. 
However, from what has been said above, R .. (k) can be 

continued analytically into the upper half plane of k, and 
there it satisfies. due to Lemma 3 (a is assumed to be chosen 
according to the assumptions in Lemma 3), 

1 R .. (k)e- Uka l<l, for k2>0. (4.16) 

The other part of R (k), here called R 2 (k), belongs to 
L 2 ( - 00,00). Do not confuse R2 (k) with the imaginary 
part of a complex number. The index 2 here is used to indi
cate that the function R2 (k) belongs to L 2 ( - 00, 00 ). Simi
larly, the ind~ 00 on Roo (k)is to indicate that R .. (k) 
X exp{ - 2ikaHs bounded in the upperbalf plane of k. No
tice that, since a is arbitrarily large, ROo is decaying, as a 
function of k, faster than exp{ - 2k~} for any real a. 

v. THE MARCHENKO EQUATION 

We start this section by proving an important theorem, 
which has certain analogs to Theorem A.l in the Appendix, 
cf. also Ref. 12 on analyticity in tubes. 

Theorem 7: Let u(z) be holomorphic in Im{z} >0 and 

lu(z)I<K, in Im{z}>O, 

i.e., ueH" . Then the Fourier transform 

u(k) = J:", u(x)e-ikxdx, 

is a tempered distribution with support in [0, 00 ). 
Proof: It is clear that ue..9'" [..9" = ..9" ( - 00,00) is the 

Schwartz space, and ..9'" is the space of tempered distribu
tions], since the function ue..9'" (Theorem A.2 in the Appen
dix), and the Fourier transform maps..9'" into ..9"'. We show 
that 

J: .. u(k)~(k)dk = J: .. u(x)~(x)dx = 0, 

forallfunctions~(k)e..9" withsupp{~}C ( - 00,0). Forev
ery such ~ there exists an E> 0, such that ~ = 0, for x> - E. 

We also have that as a function of the complex variable 

z=x+iy, 

~(z) = J: .. ~(k)e-ikz dk = J:~ ~(k)e-ikz dk, 

is well defined for allz,y>O, and, furthermore, ~(z) is holo
morphic in y > O. For y>O, we have 

I~(x + iy) 1 <J--~ I~(k) I~Y dk<Ce - EY, 

and similarly for all derivatives of~. Thus we get for y>O 

I~(x + iy)I<CN e- EY (1 + IzIN)-t, 

for all integer N>O. 

Here C N is a constant dependent on N and~. For every y > 0, 
we have 
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L"co u(x)~(x)dx = L .... u(x + iy)~(x + iy)dx, 

by the Cauchy theorem, the assumption lu (z) 1 <K in y > 0 
(and by Theorem A.2 in the Appendix a.e. on the real axis), 
and the estimate on ~(x + iy) abOve. Now choose N large 
enough so that 

I Lco .. U(X)~(X)dxl <Ce- EY
, for ally>O, 

and we conclude that 

L"'co u(k)~(k)dk = 0, for all ~(k)e..9", 
supp{~}C ( - 00,0). 

Therefore, supp {u} C [0, QO ), and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 7 is not stated in its weakest form. The 

theorem also holds for functions u with certain polynomial 
growth along the real axis,12 but the present formulation of 
the theorem is sufficient for our purposes. 

Note that a holomorphic function/(z) in Im{z} >0, 
defined by fez) = u(z)eitz, where u(z) satisfies the assump
tions in Theorem 6, has supp{Jlc [t,oo). 

The relation between the scattering solution .p and the 
Jost solution / for real k is given by Eq. (4.9) 

.p(x,k) =/(x, - k) - R(k)/(x,k). (5.1) 

By Theorem 6 and Lemma 4 we find that .p as a function of k, 
for fixed x<a and in the absence of bound states, satisfies 

(5.2) 

where the constant C is independent of k (but depends, of 
course, on x, a, and q). 

We are now ready to tie everything together and derive 
the Marchenko equation for our scattering problem. This is 
done simply by taking the Fourier transform ofEq. (5.1), 
after the following rearrangements and use of Eq. (3.11): 

.p(x,k) + R .. (k)(e- ikx + J: .. A(x,t)e- ikt dt) - eikx 

= - R 2(k)(e- ikx + J: .. A(x,t)e-
ikt 

dt) 

+ J: '" A (x,t)e
ikt 

dt. 

If no bound states are present we take the Fourier transform 

I( y) = J: .. /(k)e-
iky 

dk, 

for y < x and apply Theorem 7. Since the parameter a that 
appears in R co (k) can be arbitrarily large, it suffices to con
sider the case x<a. We get 

or 

A(x,y) =Ao(x + y) + J: .. A(x,t) Ao(t + y)dt, y<x, 

(5.3) 
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where 

Ao(Y) =- R (k)e- iky dk=-R2(y), 1 foo 1 ~ 
2fT' - oo 2fT' 

(5.4) 

and where the last equality holds for y < 2a due to the sup
port of the tempered distribution R.., ( y). When bound 
states are present at i/3 .. , i = 1, ... ,n, we replace Ao(y) by 

n 

Ao(y) = Ao(y) + L Mv~vY, 
v=I 

where the normalization constant Mv is given by Eq. (4.12) 

Mv = {f: ",/2(t,iPv ) dt} -I. 

To see the correspondence and the similarities between 
the formalism presented here and the Marchenko equation 
for the radial scattering problem for s-waves, we write Eq. 
(5.4) as 

Ao(y) =_I_foo [R(k) -Roo (k)]e-1kYdk, y<2a, 
2fT' - 00 

(5.S) 

where R GO (k) is given by Eq. (4.1S). Compare this expres
sion with the corresponding expression for the radial prob
lem, with S-matrix S(k) (see Ref. 1) 

Ao(Y) =_I_foo [S(k) -1]e- 1kY dk. 
2fT' - oo 

This expression can be obtained formally from Eq. (S.5) by 
introducing the boundary conditions for the radial problem 
inEq. (4.15) ata=O,i.e.,t,6(O,k) =O,andt,6'(O,k) = 1. 

The reconstruction of the potential from the solution of 
the Marchenko equation is now identical to the standard 
case. I The potential is obtained from 

q(x) = 2.!£ [ A (x,x)], (S.6) 
dx 

and A(x,t) satisfies the hyperbolic equation 

( ~-~)A(X,t) =q(X) A (x,t), t<x. 
dx dt 

(S.7) 

Finally, we prove a uniqueness theorem for the potential 
q in this class Q. 

Theorem 8: A potential q (in class Q) without bound 
states is uniquely defined by its reflection coefficient R (k). 

Proofi Let,pi and};, i = 1,2, be two scattering and lost 
solutions, respectively, giving the same reflection coefficient 
R(k), where IR(k)1 = 1. Introduce 

u(x,k) = [,pI(x,k) -,p2(x,k)]e- ik.x, 

h(x,k) = Ih (x,k) - .t;(x,k) ]eik.x. 

In the absence of bound states, u(x,k)eHoo , see Eq. (S.2), 
and h(x,k)eH2. Furthermore, we have for real k, 

u(x,k) = h(x,k) _R(k)e- 2ik.xh(x,k). (5.8) 

The left-hand side is a boundary function of an Hoo function, 
which also is in L 2 ( - 00,00), since the right-hand side is in 
L 2( - 00,00). The rest of the proof is an application of the 
Plancherel theorem (see the Appendix) and the results on 
the support of the Fourier transformation. We get 
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° = f: oo u(x,t)h(x, - I)dt = 2fT' f: 00 u(x,k)h(x,k)dk 

= 2fT' f: 00 [lh(x,kW - R(k)e- 2Ik.xh 2(x,k) ]dk. 

On the other hand we have 

f" 00 lu(x,kWdk 

= fO oo [2Ih(x,k) 12 

- 2 Re{R(k)e- 2ik.xh 2(x,k)} ]dk = 0, 

so u(x,k)==<> and ,p1(x,k)==,p2(X,k). Thus q1 
= (,pI' + k 2"1) /"1 = q2 and the theorem is proved. 

Note: Ifbound states are present the potential is unique
ly determined by its reflection coefficient R(k), its bound 
state energies - P~, v = 1, ... ,n, and its normalization con
stants M v ' v = 1, ... ,n. 

VI. EXAMPLES 

A simple example that illustrates some of the results 
above is the linear potential 

q(x) = xH(x), 

where H(x) is the step function [H(x) = 1,x;>0, and zero 
otherwise]. The scattering solution is easily calculated 

{
eik.x_R(k)e-ik.x, x<O, 

,,(x,k) = C(k)Ai(x _ k 2), x;>O, 

where Ai is the Airy function13 and 

It is easy to see that 

Loo 
tAi(t_k 2)e- ikt dt= -Ai'( _k2) -ikAi( _k2), 

which is equivalent to Eq. (4.3) in Theorem 6. It is also 
straightforward to evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the 
reflection coefficient R (k) in Eq. (6.1). We get 

R(k) =el{(4/3)/k
3

+1T/2} {1 + O(k -3)}, as k-oo. 

Potentials of a general power of x can be analyzed by 
asymptotic methods given by Brander. 14 

An example of an exponential potential is ( P> 0) 

q(x) = (ef»' - 1) H(x). 

The solution to this problem is 

{
~k.x _ R(k)e - ik.x, 

,,(x,k) = C(k)Kv«2IP)ef»'I2), 
x<o, 
x;>O, 

where v = (UIP) (k 2 + 1) 1/2,K is the modified Bessel func
tion of second kind, 13 and 

R k 
_ K ~ (2IP) - ikKv (2IP) 

( ) - , 
K ~ (2IP) + ikKv (2IP) 

(6.2) 

C(k) = 2ikl[K~(2IP) + ikKv (2IP)]. 
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Now KIa( (a2) is real for real a 1 and a2 (see Ref. 13). The 
asymptotic behavior of R (k) in Eq. (6.2) is given by 

R(k) ={32V r(1 + v) {1 + O(k -I)} 
r(1- v) 

= exp{v1n(1- v2) + 2vlnU1!e) + i17"/2} 

x{1 + O(k -I)}, as k- oo . 

Similarly, for the pure exponential potential (a,{3 > 0) 

q(x) =a (/l". 

We get (v = 2ik 1{3) 

R(k) = r(l + v) ({32 )v. (6.3) 
r(l-v) a 

A more complicated potential is the Morse potential 
(a,{3> 0) 

q(x) = a 2(e2"/fJ_ uctfJ ). 

The scattering solution 1/J(x,k) is 

1/J(x,k) = exp(a{3e"lfJ) 

X {e1kx IFI (ik{3 + ~ + a{3;2ik{3 + 1; - 2a{3e"/fJ) 

- R(k)e-ikxIFI( - ik{3 +~{3; - 2ik{3 + 1; 

- 2a{3e"/fJ)}, 

where 

R (k) = e - 2i1Tk/1( - 2a{3) - 2ik/1 

n! - a{3 - ik{3)n 1 + 2ik{3) 

X n! - a{3 + ik{3)r(1 - 2ik{3) , 

and I FI is the Kummer's function. 13 
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APPENDIX: HARDY SPACES HP 

For the convenience of the reader we collect in this ap
pendix some useful resplts on the Hardy space H p. A gen
eral introduction to H 2 is given by Dym and McKean,15 p. 
160. For general H P, 0 <p<:" 00 we refer to Ref. 16. 

We introduce the notation D for the open upper half 
plane, i.e., 

D= {z=x + ;y\y>O}, 

and define the translation of the argument of a function f 
defined in D by 

/y (x) I(x + ;y). 

The Hardy space H P, 0 <p < 00, is defined as 

H P = (f(z) if holomorphic in D and supll/Yllp < oo}, 
y>O 

(AI) 

where 

{f'" } lip 
Ilflip = _ co If(x)jPdx . 
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H '" is defined as 

Hoo = {f(z)lf holomorphicinD 

and If I bounded in D}. (A2) 

The Fourier transform is defined as 

/(k) = J:",f(x)e-ikxdX, (A3) 

ilk) =-I-f'" f(x)eikxdx. 
217" - '" 

(A4) 

For L 2 functions we have (in the L 2 sense) 
y 

f(x) =/(x), 

and the Plancherel theorem 

II/liz = -i21Tllfllz, 
or more generally 

J: '" /( -y)g(y)dy = 217" J: '" f(x)g(x)dx. 

For a functionfin H 2 we have the following important 
theorem. 16 

Theorem A. 1: A functionfis in H2 if and only if there 
exists a function/eL 2 (0, 00 ) with support in [0, 00 ) such that 

fez) = Sa'" /(k)eikz dk, zeD, (AS) 

and 

supllJ;,lb = (l/-i21T)IIflb. 
y>O 

(A6) 

This theorem shows that we can identify H 2 with the 
Fourier transform of functions in L 2(0,00), more precisely 

H2={feL 2( - oo,oo)I/(k) =0, for almost all k<O}. 

Similarly, we define H 2 

H2={feL 2( - oo,oo)lf(k) =0, for almost all k>O}, 

which has corresponding holomorphic properties in the low
er complex half-plane. The isometry 

L2( - 00,ook:::dI 2 (lJH 2 (A7) 

holds and the following orthogonal projections on L 2 onto 
H2 andH 2 show that the decomposition ofEq. (A7) is or
thogonal: 

(P-f) (x) =_1_[ {f'" f(t)e-iktdt}eikxdk 
217" - '" - '" 

= (1( _ ",.0»)) Y (x), (AS) 

(P +f) (x) =_1_ rOO{f
OO 

f(t)e-iktdt}~kxdk 
217" Jo - 00 

= (1(0,00»)) Y (x). (A9) 

We close this Appendix by giving the following impor
tant theorems for functions in H P (see Ref. 16). 

Theorem A.2: If feB P, I <.p<:.. 00, then the boundary 
function 

f(x) = limf(x + ;y) 
y_O 

exists pointwise almost everywhere andfeL p. 
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Theorem A.3: Let ° <p,r< 00. If/eH P and if its bound
ary function is in L " then / is also in H '. 

Theorem A.4: IfjeH P, 1 <p< 00, then 

fez) = L J'" /(t)dt . 
1T _ "" (x - t)2 + y2 

Furthermore, 

fez) = ~ J"" /(t) dt, Y> 0, 
2m - "" t - z 

and/(z) = O,forally<O. Conversely,if/U)eL P ( - 00,00), 

1<p<00, and 

/*(z) == L J"" /(t):t . 
1T - '" (x - t) + T 

is holomorphic in D or alternatively (p =1= 00 ) 

/*(z) =~J"" /(t) dt=O, y<O, 
2m - "" t - z 

then/*eH P and its boundary function/(x) = /* (x) in the 
sense of mean convergence (LP norm). 

and 

815 

Theorem A.S: If/eH P, 1 <p < 00 then 

limlll,lI~ = Ilfll~, y_o 

lim lit;. - fll~ = 0. y_o 

Furthermore, ifO<Yl <Y2, then 

lit;., lip < II 1,. lip < II flip· 
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A non-self-adjoint Sturmian eigenvalue equation of the form Av = f, encountered in quantum 
scattering theory, is solved as a complex general matrix eigenvalue problem. The matrix form is 
obtained on expansion of the solution in a discrete set of spherical Sturmian-Bessel functions of 
complex argument. This set of basis functions gives better convergence behavior for both the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions when compared to the results of a Chebyshev polynomial method 
reported previously. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of potential scattering can be formulated by 
expansion of the scattering waves in terms of a set of basis 
states. For low incident energies, when compound nuclear 
resonances dominate,1 a convenient set of basis states are the 
Gamow functions,2 as was shown by Kapur and Peierls3 in 
1938. A great deal of effort has already been devoted to the 
numerical evaluation of Gamow states, either in configura
tion space4 or in momentum space. S.6 

For high energies, where a smooth optical potential 
gives an adequate description of the nucleon-nucleus inter
action, it is usual to solve the Schr6dinger equation numeri
cally, and avoid unnecessary expansions. However, when 
the optical potential is replaced by a set of coupled equations, 
as is done in the case of a microscopic description of the 
nucleon-nucleus interaction, and if the number N of chan
nels becomes large (larger than -40), then an expansion in 
a set of Sturmian basis functions7

•
8 can become preferable. 

The conventional numerical method of solving the equations 
on a mesh of radial steps involves a large amount of comput
er time, which increases as N 3, and at the same time becomes 
unreliable, since it is not easy to numerically satisfy the out
going wave boundary conditions in all N channels. On the 
other hand, the computing time for an expansion in terms of 
a basis ofSturmian states, increases as N 2, and the validity of 
the boundary conditions is automatically assured. 

One such basis is the set of Sturm ian eigenfunctions for a 
square well potential. They are proportional to the product 
of the radial distance r times a spherical Bessel function of 
complex argument Kj r, where the Kj 's are discrete complex 
wave numbers. A general Sturmian function is defined in a 
radial interval from 0 to a. At the upper limit the logarithmic 
derivative of this function is required to be the same as that of 
the outgoing Hankel (or Coulomb) function for the real 
physi~ ener~ of~he channel in question. At the origin this 
~turnnan function IS required to vanish, and between 0 and a 
It o~ys th~ SchrOdinger equation for the given optical po
tenual, which, however, is multiplied by a complex scalar 
(called the eigenvalue) such that the boundary condition is 
satisfi~. :rus differs from the Gamow states case, where the 
potential IS kept fixed and the energy is made complex in
stead. For the Sturmian-Bessel case the potential is a square 

well of radius a, which is added to the centripetal potential 
for angular momentum 1. For this case the Sturmian-Bessel 
functions and the Gamow functions are identical. 

The Sturmian-Bessel basis, has already shown its use
fulness in that it gives rise to expressions for the scattering T
matrix in complex momentum space, which can be solved 
numerically without difficulty.9 Furthermore, the required 
integrals of products of two such functions times a potential, 
over the finite radial interval [O,a] can be computed rapidly 
and with great accuracy for the case that the potential is a 
Gaussian function, by employing semiana1ytical expressions 
for the error function. 10 A fast algorithm for obtaining the 
complex Bessel wave numbers Kj is also available. 11 

A basis of Sturmian-Bessel functions is also useful for 
calculating the Sturmian eigenfunctions for a general poten
tial, be it for the case of a single channel or for a set of coupled 
channels. These general Sturmian eigenfunctions in tum are 
useful for providing succinct separable representations for 
the multichannel Green's functions that occur in a set of 
coupled equations 12 for the corresponding T-matrix opera
tor, and for the nonlocality of the corresponding optical po
tential. These general Sturmian states are also useful in as
sessing the strength of the potentials through the size of the 
eigenvalues, and for producing corrections to the distorted 
wave Born approximation. 12 

In view of the usefulness of Sturmian functions in scat
tering theory it is of interest to assess the accuracy with 
whiC?h such functions v can be calculated for a general poten
tial Vby expanding them into a set of basis functions. 

The eigenvalue equation to be solved is 

Av=aVv, (1) 

where A is a linear second-order differential operator that is 
not necessarily self-adjoint because it can contain a complex, 
diffuse, local interaction potential Vo' For the choice of 
boundary conditions discussed above and in Ref. 13, a and v 
are the corresponding complex eigenvalues and eigenfunc
tions. In this case the v's are not Gamow states because the 
energy, contained in A, is still real while the potential V is 
made complex (with a positive, or emissive, imaginary part) 
through the multiplication by the scalar a. 

In a previous paper13 we solved Eq. (1) for an uncou-
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pled general complex potential by expanding v in terms of a 
set of Chebyshev polynomials, and we have examined the 
feasibility and accuracy of this method for several examples 
that are commonly used in nuclear physics applications. It is 
the purpose of the present paper to make a similar type of 
analysis with a basis set of Sturmian-Bessel functions, and 
compare the accuracy achieved in this case with that for the 
Chebyshev basis. 

An advantage of the Bessel function basis (BFB) over 
the Chebyshev polynomial basis (CPB) is that the quantities 
a and v converge more rapidly with the size of the basis. A 
disadvantage of the BFB is that it may not have the stable 
numerical properties characteristic of the CPB. Further
more, the standard operations of differentiation and integra
tion on expansions in the basis, while trivial in the Cheby
shev case, often need to be evaluated numerically in the 
Bessel function basis. 

For certain pathological potentials it could happen that 
the corresponding Sturmian functions do not form a com
plete set, for example, when the integral of the square of such 
a function from 0 to a vanishes. We have not encountered 
this situation in our various applications. This possibility, 
however, does not invalidate the general usefulness of these 
functions, and the need to understand their convergence be
havior. 

This study is divided into six sections and an appendix. 
Sections II and III describe the Sturmian-Bessel functions 
and explain how they are obtained. Sections IV and V dis
cuss application of the method to case five of Ref. 13 and 
compare the results for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
with the Chebyshev polynomial basis of Ref. 13. Section VI 
summarizes the conclusions, and the Appendix describes a 
method of finding the complex wave numbers of the spheri
cal Bessel functions. 

II. THE STURMIAN-BESSEL FUNCTION BASIS 

The Sturmian-Bessel function basis set is related to the 
regular solution of the equation 

[
d

2 
k2 1(1+1)]1" fl.1" dr + - r Jln (r) = In (r)Jln (r) , (2) 

where k 2 = 2pE /fil , 

Uln (r) = (2p/fil) (Vln + j Win), r,a, 

=0, r>a, (3) 

with fin and iffn real constants determined by the boundary 
condition on Ii .. (r) at r = a (see below); E is the center-of
mass energy in Me V of a particle mass p" k 2 is a real constant, 
and 1 refers to orbital angular momentum and has only in
tegervalues. The interior (r,a) solution ofEq. (2) with the 
potential (3) is 

(4) 

where jl is the spherical Bessel function of complex argo
ment14 with 

(5) 

and the SUbscript n in Eqs. (4) and (5) indicates that Eq. (2) 
has solutions only for a discrete set of complex potentials flln 
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for fixed I. This set is discrete because the boundary condi
tion onli1l (r) at r = a is 

r _ 1 dlin (r) ] [ 1 
I);,,(r) dr r=a = hf+> (kr) 

dh f + > (kr) ] , 

dr r=a 

(6) 

where 

hf+> (kr) =il+l krhfI> (kr) , (7) 

and h f 1> (kr) is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind 14 

of real argument. If 1 = 0, then the right-hand side of (6) is 
ik, while if 1 ~O, but ka < I, it is not too different from ik. 

The boundary condition (6) is a complex transcenden
tal equation for the roots Kin, and has been solved IS for 1 = 0 
by Nussenzveig and Joftily with a complex square well po
tential and by Kaus and Pearson for I = 0,1 with the real 
case. A numerical method of obtaining the solution, using a 
rapidly convergent Newton iteration technique is described 
in the Appendix. 

The solutions (4) form a discrete set corresponding to 
the discrete set of complex numbers 

(8) 

which solve the boundary condition (6) for each I. For dif
ferent values of the asymptotic wave number k (or energy 
E), or different I, another set of numbers (8) is obtained. As 
n increases by unity, the corresponding functionlin (r) ac
quires an additional node inside r = a and the real part of the 
square well potential (3) becomes more negative. The corre
sponding values of the imaginary part are all positive since 
the square well has to be "emissive" in order that thelin (r) 
have an asymptotic boundary condition of only "outgoing 
waves" (see Appendix A of Ref. 13). As n increases, the real 
part of K I .. a in (8) increases by approximately 11'. The corre
sponding magnitude of BI .. (which is always negative) ini
tially increases slowly as a function of n and then decreases 
(see the Appendix). 

The Sturmian BFB, ¢/ .. (r), n = 1,2, ... , is defined by 

¢/ .. (r)=NI .. KI .. rj/(Klnr), r,a, (9a) 

=N; .. hf+> (kr) , r>a. (9b) 

The basis is orthonormal with the normalization constants 
Nln chosen such that 

(VI .. + iWln ) [ ¢/ .. (r)¢/ .. · (r)dr = 8 ..... , (10) 

which follows uniquely from the boundary condition ofEq. 
(6). 

The Sturmian BFB set defined by Eqs. (9) and (10) is 
used to expand solutions ofEq. (1) corresponding to diffuse 
complex interactions as described in the next section. 

III. SOLUTION OF EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS WITH THE 
BASIS 

The solutions of Eq. (1) are also denoted as positive 
energy channel Weinberg states in Ref. 16. They are regular 
at the origin, asymptotically "outgoing waves" (with real 
wave number k) and obey the eigenvalue equation 

(TI - E)vlj (r) = - (alj + 1) V(r)vlj (r) . (11) 
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Here 

TI = !!:. [ _ !!..:.. + 1(1 + 1)] . 
2p, dr r (12) 

The potential Vis complex. and a lI.j = 1.2 •.. :. is the discrete 
eigenvalue. Equation (11) is a special case ofEq. (3) of Ref. 
13 with Uo set equal to fl. 

In the present study an approximation to vlj is obtained 
by expansion on the BFB t/JII (r) described in Sec. II. 

N 

v~N) (r) = L t/Jln (r) e~r . (13) 
n=1 

The coefficients in the expansion of Eq. (13) are the eigen
vectors of the matrix equation 16 

N 
~ V. (N) _ ( (N) + 1)-1 (N) 
~ nn' en,) - all en} • n = 1 •... .N. 

,.'=1 

(14) 

obtained by inserting (13) into (11). multiplying both sides 
by t/J'n' (r). integrating over rfrom 0 to a. and using the nor
malization property (10) written in the form 

[ t/Jln (r)(TI - E)t/Jln' (r) dr = - ~nn' . (15) 

The matrix elements Vnn· are given by 

Villi' = [ t/J," (r) V(r)t/Jln' (r)dr . (16) 

The accuracy of the expansion as a function of the basis 
size N is studied for eigenvalues all in Sec. IV and eigenfunc
tions VII in Sec. V. A comparison is made with the results of 
Ref. 13 for the expansion of VII (r) on a basis of Chebyshev 
polynomials. 

IV. CONVERGENCE FOR EIGENVALUES 

Case five. as discussed in Ref. 13. corresponds to a neu
tron at 15 MeV (Lab) scattering from 1~ and therefore the 
mass of the projectile and target are those of a neutron and 
the nucleus 160. The value of 2p,/1f is 0.047 832X 16/17 
fm -2 Me V-I and I' is the reduced mass. The center-of-mass 

S 
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2 1 3 4,5 6 7 8 

2 1,3 4 5 6 7,8 

energy is 14.11 MeV, the wave number k is 0.797 215 2 fm.- 1 

and the matching radius a. beyond which the potential V is 
set to zero. has the value of7 .39 fm.. The values of the angular 
momentum quantum number 1 range from 0 to 10 in the 
calculations reported here. 

The functions t/J In (r), defined in Eq. (9) were calculated 
by solving Eq. (2) in single precision by means of the Nu
merov method16 with a step size 4r= 7.2168X 10-3 fm. 
The required depth V," + i W'n of the square well potential 
( 3) is obtained by solving the transcendental equation (6) 
by the iterative procedure. described in the Appendix. The 
integrals required for the normalization condition (10) and 
the matrix elements Vnn·• Eq. (16), were calculated by qua
drature using Simpson's rule. The diagonalization of the ma
trix equation ( 14) was performed with the BISPACK routines 
using IBM double precision arithmetic17 and the resulting 
values of a~N) and V~N) (r) were studied as a function of N. 
Eigenvalues obtained by the Bessel function method of the 
present work for 1=0 to 10 andj<; 10 were compared with 
the previous results13 obtained for case five with the Cheby
shev polynomial method. Differences were typically of the 
order of one digit in the fourth significant figure and exceed
ed this by several digits only in a few instances. 

Figure 1 shows the rate of convergence of aJr to a pre
scribed error of one digit in the S th significant figure as a 
function of N the number of BFB elements used in ( 13) for 
1 = O. This figure. when compared to Fig. (2d) of Ref. 13. 
shows a substantial improvement over the CPB. The BFB 
requires approximately half the number of basis states used 
by the CPB and the rate of convergence from S = 1 to S = 4 
is twice that of the CPB. Figure I shows a result which is 
typical for the BFB, namely, a rapid convergence beyond 
S = 1. whereas convergence in the CPB is slower for case 
five. Thus the difference in basis size (N{=8_N{=I) re
quired to produce an accuracy of S = 4 for all eigenvalues 
upto j = 8 is smaller for the BFB case (- 16) than for the 
CPB (-24). 

Another measure of convergence for the eigenvalues is 
given in Fig. 2. This figure shows all eigenvalues of magni
tude <; 110 (for 1 = 0 to 10), which have converged to four 

FIG. 1. Rate of convergence to one 
digit in the S th decimal as a function 
of matrix order for j = 1 to 8 and 
1 = O. The numbers on the curves 
give the j of the eigenvalue. 

o 1-----r---~----_r----._--_.----_.----._----r_--J 
o 10 15 20 25 30 

ORDER OF MATRIX N 
35 40 
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significant figures as a function of the matrix order N re
quired to achieve this limit. The squares correspond to the 
results of Fig. 40fRef. 13 for the CPB and the circles are the 
results of the BFB for the present calculation. This type of 
plot is important in assessing how large a matrix is required 
to ensure convergence of all complex eigenValues lying in
side a circle of prescribed radius. For both the CPB and the 
BFB, the points are clustered along a line, an estimate of the 
efficiency of either basis is given by the slope of such a line. A 
comparison shows that in the BFB case such a line has a 
slope -4.6 compared to - 2.7 for the CPB. This comparison 
confirms the result of Fig. 1, namely, that for eigenvalues of 
similar magnitude the BFB requires approximately half the 
number of basis states when compared to the CPB results. 
However, the members of the BFB are complex while those 
of the CPB are real. Thus a direct comparison of the two 

TABLE I. Comparison of maximum error on 0<r<7.39 fm." 

Chebyshev polynomial basisb 

j Ns Real Imaginary 

0 12 0.46( - 2) 0.41( - 2) 
16 0.68( - 3) 0.65( - 3) 
18 0.3l( - 3) 0.29( - 3) 
22 

10 30 0.37 0.38 
36 0.76( -1) 0.76( -I) 
40 0.12( - 1) 0.11( -1) 
48 

4 8 2.7 1.4 
12 1.3 0.26 
18 0.28( -1) 0.13 
26 

8 30 1.6 1.2 
40 0.34 0.31 
44 0.18 0.20 
52 

"The maximum error is the maximum value of IvbN.) - vi:') I for S = 1,2,3. 
b From Ref. 13. 
cThe number in parenthesis is the exponent of 10. 
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FIG. 2. The matrix order N required 
to produce convergence of one digit 
in the fourth figure for I = 0 to 10, as 
a function of the magnitude of the 
eigenvalues. All eigenvalues that 
have reached this prescribed error 
are included. The circles and squares 
correspond, respectively, to the Bes
sel function and Chebyshev polyno
mial basis. 13 

bases should take account of the fact that one complex func
tion is equivalent to two real functions. 

V. CONVERGENCE FOR EIGENFUNCTIONS 

The expansion coefficients eJM on the BFB are the ei
genvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues at) for the 
N XN matrix eigenvalue equation (14). The eigenvectors 
may be normalized by the same condition as used in Sec. III 
of Ref. 13. In the comparison of different basis sizes Ns • 
error curves 

As [vIt·) (r) - V~Ns) (r) ], S = 1,2,3, (17) 

were produced, withAs as a scale factor and (as in Sec. IV) 
S = 1,2,3, and 4 correspond, respectively, to convergence to 
within one digit in the first to fourth significant figure for 

Bessel function basis 
Ns Real ImaginaryC 

6 0.16( - I) 0.2l( - 1) 
8 0.42( - 2) 0.26( - 2) 

10 0.84( - 3) 0.73( - 3) 
12 

22 0.29 0.26 
24 0.29( - 1) 0.32( - 1) 
26 0.53( - 2) 0.68( - 2) 
28 

4 0.37 0.37 
6 0.55( - 1) 0.38( - 1) 
8 0.1l( -1) 0.9l( - 2) 

10 

20 0.34 0.36 
22 0.28( -1) 0.41(-1) 
24 0.76( - 2) 0.96( - 2) 
26 
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real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue alj' Thus the area 
under the modulus of the error curve is a measure of the 
magnitude of the error remaining on truncation after N s 
terms. Error curves (17) were produced for I = 0 (j = 1 
and 10),1 = 4 (j = 1, and 8), and 1 = 6 (j = 1). 

Table I shows a comparison of the maximum error pro
duced on the interval of approximation [0,7.39] by the BFB 
and theCPBfor 1 = o and 4. For the case ofl = Oandj = 1, 
with approximately twice the number of basis states, the 
CPB has a maximum error that is as much as five times 
smaller than that of the BFB. In this example, the two meth
ods give a comparable (maximum) error if the CPB has 
approximately four terms more than the BFB. Thus, for 
1 = O,j = 1, the rapid convergence of the eigenvalue in the 
BFB when compared to the CPB does not necessarily imply 
a smaller error for the eigenfunction. However, for 1 = 0, 
j = 10 and 1 = 4,j = 1, similar maximum errors are obtained 
only when the CPB has approximately 14 basis elements 
more than the BFB. For 1 = 4,j = 8 the difference in basis 
size is ofthe order of 22 and in the case of 1 = 6,j = 1 (not 

R 
E 1 
1'1 
L 0.8 

(a) 

N1 = 6, I'll =10 
N z = 8, 1'1 2 =100 

shown) this becomes a difference of 30 terms more for the 
CPB. 

The error curves ( 17) for the real part of the eigenfunc
tions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 with parts (a) and (b) 
corresponding, respectively, to BFB and CPB. For 1 = 0, 
j = 1, it is seen in Fig. 3 that the CPB with N3 = 18 provides 
a much better approximation than does the BFB with 
N3 = 10 over the whole interval in that it differs from zero 
less than the BFB does. However, in Fig. 4, the converse is 
the case, with the BFB providing the better approximation. 

For 1>6, neither the BFB nor the CPB performs well, 
and large basis sizes are required to reduce errors in the ei
genfunctions even though eigenValues have converged. As 
noted in Ref. 13, this is due to the eigenfunctions of case five 
inside the potential having oscillations of amplitude orders 
of magnitude greater than the eigenfunction outside. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel method of solution for a non-self-adjoint Stur
mian eigenvalue equation has been proposed. The method 
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FIG. 3. Real part of the eigenfunc
tion (unbroken line) and error 
curves (broken lines) for I = O,j = 1 
corresponding to the (a) Bessel 
function and (b) Chebyshevpolyno
mial basis, 13 respectively. The values 
of Ns and As used in Eq. (17) are 
given in the symbol key; N4 is the val
ue used to generate the eigenfunc
tion. 
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FIG. 4. Real part of the eigenfunc
tion (unbroken line) and error 
curves (broken lines) fori = 4, and 
j = 8 corresponding to the (a) Bessel 
function and (b) Chebyshev polyno
mial basis, 13 respectively. The values 
of Ns and As used in Sq. (17) are 
given in the symbol key; N. is the val
ue used to generate the eigenfunc
tion. 
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consists of expansion of the eigensolution on a discrete basis 
of suitably normalized spherical Bessel functions of complex 
argument. The basis functions are members of a discrete set 
of functions corresponding to distinct roots of a complex 
transcendental equation obtained from an asymptotic 
boundary condition. Substitution of the expansion into the 
second-order differential equation of interest leads to a com
plex matrix eigenvalue problem that is solved by convention
al techniques. The complex eigenValues of the matrix are 
those of the required complex two-point boundary value 
problem. The corresponding eigenvectors are the expansion 
coefficients on the Bessel function basis. 

The method has been compared in detail with one using 
a Chebyshev polynomial basis reported in another study13 

for a realistic case. Comparison of the rate of convergence for 
eigenvalues showed that the Bessel function basis method 
was approximately 70% more efficient in terms of the num
ber of basis states when compared with the Chebyshev po
lynomial method. Convergence for eigenfunctions was in
vestigated by comparison of error curves, on the interval of 
approximation, for different truncations of the Bessel func-
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5 6 7 

tion and Chebyshev polynomial bases. For small orbital an
gular momentum I and eigenValues of small magnitude, the 
two types of bases produced similar errors for similar basis 
size. However, for larger I and eigenvalues of larger magni
tude the Bessel function basis proved superior in that a sub
stantially smaller number of basis functions was required for 
a prescribed error compared to the Chebyshev polynomial 
basis. 

In conclusion, this and the previous report!3 have estab
lished the stability of two independent methods of generat
ing numerically, in realistic cases, the elements vlj of a set of 
basis functions used in the construction of finite rank ap
proximations to non-self-adjoint integral operators. Investi
gation of the applicability of the Sturmian expansion method 
to scattering theory9,!2 is in progress.s 
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APPENDIX: ROOTS OF THE SQUARE WELL 
TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATION 

In the case that the potential fJ in Eq. (2) is a square 
well, the solutions are spherical Bessel functions as given by 
Eq. (4). The argument of these functions is the complex 
variable Z = Kr. At the matching point r = a, Z is denoted as 
Z=A +iB. 

The boundary condition (6) on the solution, Eq . (4), at 
r = a for the square well case reduces to the requirement 

DI(Z,zo) =0 (AI) 

with 

DI(Z,zo) =Z[jl_dZ)/j/(Z)] - (1+zo) , (Al) 

where 

Zo = a dh ~ +) (kr) I 
h~+) (kr) dr r=a 

=xo+iyo. (A3) 

The roots ZIII = AlII + i Bill of Eq. (AI) are found by 
Newton's iteration method14 in the complex plane, using as 
starting values Z ~~), which are arrived at by a method de
scribed below. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting values of A I" 
and Bill for the kinematic conditions of case five, with 
a = 7.39 fm andk = 0.797215 2fm- 1

• Forlarge values ofn 
and even I, AlII is close to a half-integral multiple of 11', while 
for odd I, A, .. lies close to an integral multiple of 11'. As n 
decreases, a bend in the trajectory of points (A 111 ,B I" ) occurs 
(close to AI" -211'). This behavior can be understood by ex
amining the behavior of D, (Z, zo) For large values of Z the 
asymptotic form of the Bessel functions can be utilized, and 
we find 11 two branches for the solutions, denoted as ( + ) 
and (-). Theylieclosetothepointsa~II+) anda~ .. -) given 
by 

a~,,-) = (2n + 1- 1)(11'/2) , 

a~,,+) = (2n + 1)(11'12) . 

For the ( - ) branch the asymptotic solutions are 

-1.0 

-1.5 

-2.0 

822 

x 

0-1 =0 

x- .t. I 

.- l = 2 
6- 1 = 3 
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(A4) 

(AS) 

A ~1I-) = a~,,-) + ral(a~ .. - »3 + 1(1 + 1)/(2a~1I-» , 
(A6) 

For the ( + ) branch these solutions are 

A ~1I+) =afll+ )(1- lira) , 

Bf,,+) = - a~ .. + )Iyo. 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

Here Xo andyo are the real and imaginary parts of ZOo defined 
inEq. (A3). 

The behavior of the solutions described above arises 
from the fact that asymptotically the Bessel functions in 
(Al) contain sines or cosines (of complex argument). The 
solutions are multivalued because the real part of the circu
lar functions are oscillatory functions of the real part of the 
variable. A detailed discussion of the properties of DI (Z, zo) 
is given elsewhere. 11 

The numerical procedure consists in starting the itera
tive solutions at large values of n on the ( - ) branch. The 
starting values Zf~) are taken from Eqs. (A6) and (A7). 
The result is illustrated in Fig. 5 by the points lying to the 
right of the minimum, i.e., AlII> 311'. The value of n is de
creased successively by one unit, the previously found values 
of ZIII serving to construct the guess for the next value of n. 

This procedure is continued until we arrive near the 
bend of the curve, where the ( + ) branch of the solution is 
reached. Even though ZI" is not so large that the asymptotic 
expressions for the Bessel functions are valid, it is neverthe
less found that Eqs. (A8) and (A9) provide adequate 
guesses for the starting values of the iterative procedure. 

The procedure developed usually requires three or four 
iterations in order to achieve an accuracy of 1 part in lOS for 
each n. For the parameter values used, i.e., 0<.1<.10 and 
10<.ka<.6O, no roots were found to be missing. The valleys of 
convergence around each root appear to be sufficiently 
broad to make the method reliable. The results have been 
checked for I = 0 and I = 1 by comparison with a graphic 
method. 11 

Another check lies in the comparison with the Cheby
shev basis expansion for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of Eq. (1) for the square well case of Ref. 13. 

The CPU time required on an IBM 360 model 168 com-

PIO. 5. Argand plot of the complex roots 
A,. + iBho ofEq. (At) for lvaluesOto 3 as 
indicated in the symbol key. The integers on 
the points are the values of II and the value of 
/co for this case was 5.891 420. 
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puter with double precision arithmetic is typically less than 
three seconds in order to obtain 1200 different complex roots 
of the transcendental equation. 
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It is pointed out that, even if restricted to only self-dual (or anti-self-dual) fields, photon and 
linearized graviton states of both helicities can be constructed by dropping the restriction to 
positive-frequency fields. Consequently, contrary to the usual belief, it may not be necessary to 
work with both self-dual and anti-self-dual fields to obtain the Hilbert space of all quantum states 
in full quantum gravity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For free spin-I and spin-2 fields, the helicity operator is 
generally defined in textbooks 1 in the momentum represen
tation. This representation is not available for self-interact
ing fields of Yang-Mills theory and general relativity. 
Therefore, recently, Birulaetal.2 translated the usual defini
tion in terms of space-time fields themselves, without any 
reference to Fourier transforms, and obtained the relation 

s= -ilslD (1) 

between the helicity operator S and the duality operator D, 
where s is the spin of the field. This relation immediately 
implies that self-dual fields (eigenvectors of D with eigenval
ue + i) have positive helicity while the anti-self-dual fields 
(eigenvectors of D with eigenValue - i) have negative heli
city, in agreement with usage implicit in literature. Birula et 
al. then used Eq. (I) to define the helicity operator for non
linear Yang-Mills and Einstein fields. 

The purpose of this note is to point out an oversight: 
Already for linear fields, Eq. (1) holds only if one restricts 
oneself to positive frequencies. We shall see that, for nega
tive-frequency fields, the correct helicity operator requires 
an extra minus sign on the right side of Eq. (1), so that 
negative-frequency, self-dual fields have negative helicity. 
For a field that has both positive- and negative-frequency 
parts, therefore, there is no simple relation between duality 
and helicity. Thus, although as pointed out in Ref. 2, Eq. (1) 
itself makes no reference to decomposition into momentum 
states, its domain of validity cannot be specified without re
course to the positive- and negative-frequency decomposi
tion. Since the operation of taking positive-frequency parts 
of fields is nonlocal, contrary to appearances, the helicity 
operator is also nonlocal. Consequently, a priori it is not 
clear how to extend the definition of this operator to Yang
Mills and Einstein fields except in the asymptotic and weak 
field limits. 

Section II discusses the main result. While the correc
tion of the oversight in Ref. 2 serves only to clarify a techni
cal issue, the final picture that emerges from this correction 
does have significant conceptual implications to certain pro-

a) Dedicated to the memory of Dr. N. R. Gordon. 
b) Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow. 

grams that are being pursued in the general context of quan
tum gravity. These are briefly discussed in Sec. III. 

II. HELICITY AND DUALITY 

Let us begin with Maxwell fields in Minkowski space
time. Since we do not wish to tie ourselves to positive- or 
negative-frequency fields from the beginning, it is conven
ient to introduce the one-photon Hilbert space using real 
solutions of Maxwell's equations. Since details of this con
struction have appeared in the literature,3 we will only recall 
the main steps without entering into issues of rigor involving 
functional analysis. 

Denote by V the vector space of real solutions F ab to 
Maxwell's equation in Minkowski space, which induce, on 
any Cauchy surface, C'" initial data of compact support. 
The vector space V is equipped with a natural symplectic 
structure 0; 0: Vx V_R: 

- f - b -b n(F, F): = 1: (F ""A - FabA )fisG, (2) 

where Aa is any smooth vector potential of Fab . This sym
plectic structure governs the classical Poisson brackets as 
well as quantum commutators between Maxwell fields. To 
construct the Hilbert space of one-photon states, one needs 
to make V into a complex vector space. This is achieved by 
introducing4 a linear operator J: 

J ·F= iF+ + (- i)F-, (3) 

where F a'i are the positive- and negative-frequency parts of 
Fab . Note that, since Fab is a real tensor field, so is J. Fab . 
However, since J2 = - 1, J can be thought of as the oper
ation of multiplication by i. Thus, one can simply define 

(a + ib) ·F: = aF+ bJ .F, (4) 

for all real numbers a and b; Eq. (4) endows the space Vof 
real Maxwell fields with the structure of a complex vector 
space. Next, it is easy to verify that the complex structure J 
so introduced is compatible with the symplectic structure n: 

(F,F): = (1/411) [0 (F.JF) + i!l(F,F}] (5) 

is the Hermitian inner product on the complex vector space 
V. Denote the Cauchy completion of ( V, ( , » by H. This H 
is the Hilbert space of one-photon quantum states. Thus, to 
obtain the one-photon Hilbert space, one has to introduce a 
complex structure J such that (V, J, !l) is a Kahler space. 
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TheJ defined above is the unique such complex structure for 
which the natural action of the Poincare group on the result
ing H is unitary. 

Let us now examine the relation between the Hilbert 
space H constructed above and the more familiar Hilbert 
space H + of positive frequency solutions Fat to Maxwell's 
equation. Consider the mapping A +: H_H + defined by 
A + . F = F +. The definition of J gives 

(6) 

Thus, the operation of Jon a real solution just corresponds to 
multiplying its positive frequency part by i. Furthermore, it 
is easy to show that 

(F,F}=(i/2Ii)O(F- ,F+) 

= 1 3/2 . ~IA :(K,IKI)A a(K,IKj)d
3

K 
(211') Ii 21KI 

= (A+ .F,A+ .F)+. (7) 

Here, Aa (K.Ko) is the Fourier transform of any potentialAa 
(of Fab ) satisfying the Lorentz gauge condition aaAa = 0, 

A (X) = 1 I[A (K IKI)e,1i:'X-iIK lt 
a 2( 11')3/2 a' 

+A (K _IKI)e,1i:'X+iIK 1t]d
3
K (8) 

a', 21KI' 
and ( , ) + is the usual, textbook! inner product on the H +. 
Thus, (H, J, ( , ) ) is, via A + , naturally isomorphic to (H +, i, 
(,)+). 

Next, let us consider the mapping A - that sends any Fab 
to its negative frequency part F ab' Now, we have 

(9) 

It is easy to verify that (F, F) = (A - . F, A - . F), so that 
(H, J, ( , ) ) is naturally isomorphic to (H -, ( - i), ( , ) _ ). 
The extra minus sign in Eq. (9) relative to Eq. (6) will tum 
out to be crucial. 

We are now ready to examine the unitary representation 
of the Poincare group on H. Given by Killing vector field S a 

on Minkowski space, we have a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator ~ and H: 

~.F:= -IiJ.LsF, (10) 

where LsF LsFab is the Lie derivative of Fab with respect 
to (w.r.t.) Sa. [Note that Eq. (10) is a direct generalization 
of the expression P", = -Iii a lax of the momentum opera
tor, which generates space translations in the x direction in 
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The presence of the 
complex structureJin the right side of (10) ensures thatsis 
a self-ad joint-rather than anti-self-adjoint-operator on 
H.] The four-momentum operator Pa , is given, in terms of 
its component Pa t a, along any vector t a by 

(11 ) 

where t is the self-adjoint operator on H corresponding to the 
translational Killing vector defined by t a. [The choice of 
sign in the definition ( 10) of S is dictated by the requirement 
that Pa be future-rather than past-pointing. Note that, in 
our convention, 'TJab has signature - + + +.] The angu
lar momentum operator Mab is defined (w.r.t. an origin 0 in 
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Minkowski space) in terms of its contraction lab Mab with 
any skew tensor lab by 

l ab'M . - ~ abo - ~f' (12) 

where Sf is the Lorentz Killing field Sf = 21ab Xb, Xb 
being the position v~ctor (w.r.t. the origin 0) of the Point at 
which S a is evaluated. Finally, the Pauli-Lubanski spin vec
tor operator S a is given by 

sa:=!((,bedPbMed' (13) 

where (('bed is the alternating tensor field defined by the Min
kowskian metric 'TJab' For classical zero rest mass particles, 
the spin vector is parallel to the four-momentum and the 
proportionality factor gives the helicity. We wish to find the 
corresponding helicity operator S on the Hilbert space H. 

To find S, we proceed as follows. Fix a constant vector 
field Jl" on Minkowski space. Then the component Va S a of 
the spin operator S a on H is given by 

(Vasa) . Fmn 

= !(('bedVaPb . Med • Fmn 

= (('bedVaPb • ( -iii) 

• [XdVeFmn +Fme VnXd + Fen VmXd ] 
= (('bed Va ( _ iii) 2 

· Vb [Xd VeFmn + Fme'TJnd + Fen'TJmd] 
= (('bed Va ( _ iii) 2 

· [(VbFme)'TJnd + (VbFen)'TJmd] 
= _ !(('bed Va ( _ iii) 2 

• [(VmFeb )7Jnd + (VnFbe )7Jmd] 

= V a( _1iI)2. [V!Fan + V:Fma] 

= V a( _1iI)2. (V:Fmn) 
= vaPa( -iii)· *Fmn , (14) 

where V is the derivative operator compatible with 'TJab' 
(Here, we have used the source-free Maxwell equations; 
V[aFbel = 0 is used in the fifth step and VfaFbel = 0 in the 
seventh.) Thus, on the Hilbert space H of one-photon states, 
we are led to the defined S: 

S.F= -1iI·D·F, (15) 

where D is the duality operator, D . Fab = * Fab . Note that, 
although neither J nor D admits real Maxwell fields Fab as 
eigenvectors, S does! IfFab is such thatF at is self-dual (i.e., 
*F+ = iF+),or,equivalently,F ab isanti-self-dual,Fab is an 
eigenvector of S with eigenvalue + Ii, while if Fat is anti
self-dual, Fab is an eigenvector of S with eigenvalue - Ii. (It 
is interesting to note that S is, modulo Ii, just the product of 
two complex structures J and D.) 

One can repeat the above analysis for linearized gravity. 
The helicity operator on the Hilbert space of (linearized) 
gravitons turns out to be 

S= - 21i1·D, 

and, in general, we have 

S= -lslliI.D, 
where s is the spin of the field. 
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TABLE I. Relation between duality, frequency, and he1icity. 

Duality/Frequency Positive-freq. fields Negative-freq. fields 

Self-dual fields 
Anti-self-dual fields 

+ ve he1icity - lie he1icity 
- ve helicity + ve helicity 

The above framework based on real solutions is well 
suited to compare and contrast results emerging from the use 
of positive and negative frequencies. Using the isomorphism 
A + between Hand H + we can transport various operators 
onH, associated with the Poincare action, to H + . ~uations 
(6) and (10) imply that the Poincare generator ~ on H +, 

associated with a Killing field sa , is given by 

g .F+: = A+. g. (A+)-I.F+ = (iili)LsF+, (18) 

whence it follows that the helicity operator on H + is 

S·F+ = Isl(li/i)D·F+. (19) 

Hence if a positive-frequency field F + is self-dual, it is an 
eigenvector of S with positive eigenvalue, Is Iii. On the nega
tive-frequency Hilbert spaceH -, on the other hand, we have 

~.F-:=A-.~.(A-)-I.F-=;liLsF-, (20) 

and, consequently, the helicity operator is given by 

S·F- = Isli-liD.F-. (21) 

Thus, negative-frequency, self-dual fields are eigenvectors of 
the helicity operator with the negative eigenvalue - Islli. 

Our results can be summarized in Table I. 
Remarks: (i) In our presentation, we purposely avoided 

tying ourselves to positive- or negative-frequency fields from 
the beginning. Instead, we began with real Maxwell fields, 
constructed the one-particle Hilbert space, introduced the 
correct Poincare generators, and then translated our results 
to the positive- and negative-frequency Hilbert spaces H± . 
However, one could have also just begun with H + and H -. 
How would one then know that, given a Killing field sa on 
Minkowski space, the corresponding self-adjoint generator S 
on H± [Egs. (18) and (20)] should differ by a relative 
sign? The answers lies in the fact that, on H + as well as H - , 
the choice of sign is forced upon us by the requirement that 
the four-momentum operator Pa should be future pointing 
(i.e., that taPa should be a negative definite operator for all 
future pointing time translations t a; recall t~at 1Jab has sig
nature - + + +). 

(ii) If one works with spaces of solutions to nonlinear 
equations such as Yang-Mills or Einstein, one cannot repeat 
the above analysis because the space of solutions to these 
equations does not have a natural vector-space structure. 
However, one can then work with asymptotic states. This 
can be done, without linearizing the equations, by using the 
structure at future or past null infinity /± of space-time. S On 
/± ,one can isolate the radiative modes of the exact, nonlin
ear theories. The space of radiative modes has a natural af
fine space structure. One can use ihis, together with the ac
tion of the symmetry group at/± to obtain a Hilbert space of 
one-particle states. These are asymptotic states of the exact 
theories. One can then introduce the four-momentum and 
helicity operators. Although in technical details this con-
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struction differs from the one given in this paper, the final 
results are the same. The asymptotic Yang-Mills particles 
and gravitons have zero mass, and spin-1 and -2, respective
ly. The relation between positive and negative frequencies, 
duality, and helicity is the same as in Table 1.6 

III. DISCUSSION 

The belief that self-dual fields always correspond to 
positive helicity and anti-self-dual ones to negative helicity 
was implicit in literature on self-dual and anti-self-dual solu
tions to (Lorentzian) Yang-Mills and Einstein equations 
for several years before the publication of Ref. 2, and has had 
significant impact on the general way of thinking on many 
problems. In particular, it had led one to believe that it is 
essential to have both self-dual and anti-self-dual fields to 
incorporate gravitons of both helicities in quantum gravity. 
This scenario has been a major motivation behind attempts 
to understand the "interaction" between the H-spaces and 
the dual H-spaces as well as efforts aimed at "combining" 
self-dual and anti-self-dual solutions to Einstein's equation 
using twistor methods.7 As we have seen, the correct picture 
in linear theories is that one can incorporate states of both 
helicities in either of two ways: one can work with positive 
frequency fields, both self-dual and anti-self-dual ones; or, 
one can work just with self-dual fields without any restric
tion on frequency. Consequently, in quantum gravity, a 
priori,· there are two possible types of avenues. The first 
would involve the introduction of a generalization of the 
notion of positive-frequency fields and a study of the interac
tion between positive-frequency-rather than arbitrary
self-dual and anti-self-dual configurations. The second pos
sibility is to work with all self-dual configurations (or, "self
dual parts" of real configurations8

) without worrying about 
frequencies. This attractive strategy would not have been 
viable if one were forced to use both self-dual and anti-self
dual fields to incorporate both helicities. 
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7 Another major motivation came purely from classical general relativity: to 
find "the general solution" to Einstein's equation. 

8More precisely, one would work with the usual phase space of general rela
tivity and introduce a (complex) polarization on it that contains precisely 
the (appropriately defined) anti-self-dual directions. Then, the quantum 
wave functions would depend only on the self-dual part of the curvature. It 
is conceivable that one can introduce an appropriate Hermitian inner pro-
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duct on the space of these states without having to introduce the analog of 
the complex structureJ, or, of the positive- and negative-frequency decom
position. If this turns out to be possible, one would obtain the analog of the 
full Fock space of both helicity gravitons. However, one would be able to 
introduce the notion of particle number, spin, mass, and helicity only in the 
asymptotic or the weak field limit. For details, see A. Ashtekar, Notes on 
Quantum Gravity (Bibliopolis, Naples, in press), Chap.III.E. 
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Let A be a relativistic local field. If its two-point function in momentum space W2 ( p) has a falloff 
such that for some a > 0, W2 ( p ) ea& is still a tempered distribution, then A is necessarily a 
generalized free field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let A be a relativistic local field in n space-time dimen
sions. We assume that A fulfills all Wightman axioms. 1 

It is well known, since the early days of axiomatic quan
tum field theory, that if the two-point function of a scalar 
field A in momentum space W2 (p) has the form 
W2(p) = ()( pO)8( p2 - m2), then A is a free field ofmassm 
(Jost-8chroer theorem2). Of course this is true for integer 
spins, too. Some years later Greenberg3 and Borchers (un
pUblished) proved independently that if W2 (p) ==:0 for 
p2 > M 2> 0, then A is a generalized free field. In 1966 Vasi
lev4 got the same result if A ( p) decreased like e -,..11"1, f.L > O. 
In this paper we extend these results further: If there exists 

ana> Osuch that W2 ( p )ea& eS', thenA has to be a general
ized free field. We want to emphasize that for this result we 
do not have to assume that A transforms finite covariantly 
under Lorentz transformations. So this result remains true 
even if A has infinitely many components. 

applied in Sec. III to solutions of the wave equation. We 
show how restrictions to timelike planes of such solutions 
cannot look alike. Therefore this part may be of independent 
interest. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give the 
precise formulation and the proof of our result. This will be, 

II. MAIN THEOREM 

Theorem 1: Let A (x) be a relativistic quantum field in n 
space-time dimensions, obeying all Wightman axioms. If 
there exists an a > 0 such that we have the bound 

W,4 +,4 (p)e8a&eS'(R") 

for the Fourier transformed two-point function, then (i) 
A (x) is a generalized free field, if n>3, and (ii) for n = 2, 
A (x) is a generalized free field, if there are no zero mass 
states in the energy-momentum spectrum. 

Proof: 

( 1) By the very assumption A ( p) Oe4a& defines a vec
tor-valued tempered distribution. 

(2) In the following we shall consider the matrix ele
ment 

where the minus, resp. plus, sign has to be chosen for bosons, resp. fermions, and f/! is any vector with compact momentum in 
the domain of A + (j). By the spectrum condition we get 

(i) peV +nsupp{E( p)f/!}, 

(ii) suppF+(p,.)~ -p + V+, 

(iii) suppF_(p,. )~p - V+. 

We have to show F(p,q)==:O forpeV+\{O} and all f/!. 

and 

(3) Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we see that 
(iv) F+(p,q)e2a~(p+q)2 

(v) F_(p,q)e2a~(p-q)2 

exist as tempered distributions. This implies immediately the existence of 
F(p,q)coshuR, aeR, lul<2a 

as a tempered distribution. For example, for qe - p + V + we have 

F + (p,q) cosh uR = F + (p,q) cosh 2a~ (p + q)2 cosh uR . 
\. ___ J ,-cosh 2a~ + q)2 / 

exists as a C co and all derivatives 

distribution are bounded by polynomials 

onsuppF+ 
a) This work contains parts of the author's "Habilitationsschrift," accepted 

by the Physics Department, University of Gottingen. 
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and 

(4) For our convenience we define 

Gp(q,q): =F(p,q) coshqR 

Gp(q,x):=( 2~ r12

f e;Q"Gp(q,q)d"q. 

Lemma 1: (i) Gp(q,x) is, for Iql<2a, a weak solution of 
the ultrahyperbolic equation 

(a 2 +a2 _a 2 _···_a 2 )G (q,x) =0. 
U Xo Xl Xn_l P 

(il) Gp(q,x) =0, if x2 <0, Iql<2a· 

Proof.· (a) a;Gp(q,q) =q2Gp(q,q), which is equiva
lent to (i). 
(b) Gp (O,x) 

= ( 2~ r12 

fe;Q" 

X (t/I, [A ( p ; q ) , A ( p ~ q )] OF O)d "q 

= ( 2~ r12

fe
iPY 

X (t/I, [A Cy + X), ACy - x)] OF O)d"y 

= 0, ifx2 <0 
by the locality of [A(x),ACy)] OF; 

(auGp ) (q,q) = 1'( p,q)R sinh qR 

and therefore 

(auGp) (O,x) =0. 

(c) By repeated use of the mean value theorem of As
geirsonS for ultrahyperbolic equations, we get for Iql < 2a, 

Gp (q,x) = 0, if u2 + ro - x2 <0. 

(d) For fixed values of q we have Gp (q,x) = 0, if 
x2 < - u2. But Gp (q,x) = G p+ (q,x) += G p- (q,x), where 
G p+ (q,x), resp. G p- (q,x), are boundary values of functions 
analytic in R" + iV+, resp. R" - iV+. By the double cone 
theorem we get Gp(q,x) = 0, ifx2 <0. 

(5) For smooth functionsieg ([ - a,a]) we define 

which is obviously possible. Now we have 

G~(q,x):= fi(r)Gp(q-r,x)dr. 

The following properties are obvious for Iql <a: 

(i) (a; +a~ -alt)G~(q,x) =0, 

(ii) G~ (q,x) = 0, if x2 < 0, 

(iii) G~ (q,q) = fi( r)Gp (q - r,q)dr 

=F(p,q){}.(Fff) coshqR 

+ fA (Fff)sinh qR}. 

By this convolution we have achieved that G~ (q,q) de
creases quite fast in all directions of q space! 

(6) Lemma 2: G~ (q,x) = 0, for Iql <a and all x. 
Outline oithe proof We shall show first that G~ (q,x) is 

a C ~ function. Together with the locality (ii), this implies 

(a ~a ~o G~) (O,O,x) =0, for all k, I and all x .. 
Then we use a theorem by Strichartz6 on solutions of the 
ultrahyperbolic equation (i), which states that the vanishing 
of all these derivatives rules out all nontrivial solutions. 

Proof.· (a) Let us treat first the case where p varies only 
over V +, e.g., by using testing functions h ( p) with 
supp he V+ and defining G{ (q,x) = Sh( p)G~ (q,x)d"p. 

(b) We claim that G{ (q,x) is a C ~ function: 

G~(q,x) = fF(P,q)Vs(Fff) coshqR 

+ fA (Fff) sinh qR}eiqx d "q, 

and F(p,q) =F+(p,q) +=F_(p,q). We decompose 
l' + ( p,q) further into 

F+(p,q) =1'1+ (p,q) +FI~ (p,q), 

with 

and 

fs(Fff) coshqR +fA (Fff) sinhqR iq"d n 
~--------~~~==~~-------e q 

, cosh 2a~(p + q)2 I 

and 

distribution "'-restricted to supp FI+ (p, . ), 

this is a testing function 

restricted to supp l' I~ (p, . ), this is a testing 

function because of the rapid decrease of 

f for real arguments 

Therefore after integrating with h ( p) both integrals define C ~ functions. For 1'_ ( p,q) we use an analogous decomposition. 
In this way we have shown that G{ (q,x) is a C ~ function in q and x. 
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(c) Now we make use of the following theorem given by 
Strichartz.6 

Theorem: Let u(y)e.,q' (R3
) be a weak solution of 

(a;. -a;, -a;,>u(y) = Mu(y), MeR. 

If (a :, a !. u) (Yo,O,O) ==0, for all k,l, then u (y) ==0. 
If the space-time dimension is 2 (n = 2), we have 

(a; + a!. - a~,>G{ (u,x) = 0 

and because G{ (u,x) is a C ... function that vanishes if x2<0, 
we have (a !a!.., G{) (0,0,x1)==0, for all k,l. By identifying 
Yo = XI' YI = Xo> Y2 = u, and putting M = 0 we get from a 
local version of the above theorem G{ (u,x) =0. If the space
time dimension is greater than 2 (n>3), we do a Fourier 
transformation with respect to x 2,· .. ,x" _ I : 

H{ (u,xo,xllq2, ... ,q,,_I) 

: = J G{ (u,x) exp - i(X~2 + ... +X,,_lq,,_I) 

Xdx2 .. -dx" _ I 

and H{ is analytic with respect to q2, ... ,q" -I because the 
support of G{(u,.) is contained in V+uV-. But 

H{ (U,xO,xI[q2, ... ,q" _ I) = 0, ifro -.r. < 0 and is still a C'" 
function. Therefore we can apply the above theorem with 
M = l:k:~~ and we getH{==O. 

(d) Up to now we have shown that under the assump
tions of Theorem 1, F( p,q) vanishes for peV+. Therefore 
the support ofF( .,q) is contained in {P2 = O,Po>O}. 

Let us treat the case n>3 first: Assume supp it is con
tained in a small neighborhood of p = poe 1,1,0, ... ,0). Then 
G{ (u,q) will not decrease for large q's if qo is approximately 

equal to ql because (cosh 2a~ (p + q)Z)-1 does not decrease 
if p and q are parallel andlightlike. To circumvent this diffi
culty we takege.,q (R) and consider instead ofG{ (u,q), the 
product G{ (u,q)g(ql)' which will decrease for large ql' In 
all other directions we argue as earlier. Its Fourier transform 

f G{ (U,xO,x1 - y,x2,· .. ,x,,-1 )g(y)dy 

is therefore a C 00 function, fulfills the ultrahyperbolic equa
tion, and vanishes if x~ - x~ - ... - x~ _ I < O. By contin
uity we get 

f (a!a!.., G{) (0,0,x1 - y,x2"",x" - I )g(y)dy==O, 

for all values of XI,x2, ... ,x,,_I' Then we proceed as in part 
( c ). The above trick is obviously only possible if n > 2. 

(e) What happens in two-dimensional space-time? The 
following example shows that certain peculiarities show up 
in two-dimensional models. 

Take a free vector fieldj II (x) with canonical dimension 
1 obeying the conservation laws a,.j II = 0 = aile' v j v. 

Therefore 

/=j+ (t) +j-(TJ), l =j+(t) -j-(TJ), 

where t and TJ denote the light cone coordinates. The com
mutation relations are 
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(l/i)U-(TJ),j-(TJ')] = -8'(TJ' - TJ), 

U+(t),j-(TJ)] = o. 
Now take the Wick products 9+(t) = !f+ :(t) and 
9 _ ( TJ) = !f- : ( TJ ). These local fields still obey the massless 
Klein-Gordon equation 09 + = 0 = 09 _ because 
o = 4iJ1a., but both are genuine Lie fields and we have 

(1Ii) [9+ (t), 9+ (t')] 

= (11241T )8'" (t' - t) 

- 8' (t' - tH 9 + (t) + 9 + (t ') ] 
and a similar relation for 9 _ ( TJ ). 

Therefore, we have to exclude zero mass states in two 
space-time dimensions in the sense that 

[A ( p ~ q ), A ( p ; q )] OF 0 = 0, 

for all pe V + implies 

[A( p~q ).A( p;q )]OF 0 

= ( 0, [A ( p ~ q ). A ( p ; q )] OF 0). O. 

III. REMARK ON THE WAVE EQUATION 

There is a remarkable connection between local distri
butions in n dimensions and weak solutions of the wave 
equation in n + 1 dimensions given by Girding (see Ref. 5). 

Let FI and F2 be local distributions, i.e., F, (t) = 0 if 
t2<0, then 

G(q,q,,): = fkl(t) cos(q",Jp) 

+ F
2
(t) sin(q",Jp) } elql dt 

,Jp 

is a solution of the (n + 1) -dimensional wave equation 

( :~ - i :: )G(q,q,,) =0, 
U'lo 1= I dql 

with 

- - aG -G(q,O) =FI(q) and- (q,O) =F2 (q). 
aq" 

(This looks like an "initial value problem" on the time1ike 
plane q" = 01) The converse is true, too. The restriction of a 
tempered solution of the wave equation to a timelike plane is 
the Fourier transform of a local distribution. 

Therefore, by similar methods as used in the above 
proof, we get the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: Let G€S' (R" + I) fulfill the wave equation 

( :~ - i :~ )G(q,q,,) =0. 
VIIo '=1 VIII 

If the restrictionsFI (q) andF2(q) ofGandofaG laq" tothe 
plane q" = 0 fulfill the conditions (i) there is ape V + such 

- - - - + thatF, =F,+ -F,_, i= 1,2, withsuppF1+ ~ -p + V 
and SUPpFi_ ~p - V+; and (ii) there is an a>O and a 
p> 0 such that 

F1+ (q)ea~(q+l1p)'eS'(R"), 

Klaus Baumann 830 



                                                                                                                                    

Ft _ (q)ea~eS'(R"); 

thenG=O. 
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A condition is found so that the Wick-ordered power series of scalar fields in four-dimensional 
space-time is defined as a Fourier-hyperfunction field, and the derivative coupling model is 
investigated in the framework ofhyperfunction quantum field theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since Wightman and Gardingl formulated the quantum 
field theory in an axiomatic way by regarding fields as opera
tor-valued tempered distributions, many authors have at
tempted to generalize the theory to take in more fields repre
sented by more singular generalized functions by restricting 
the class of test functions. Among others, we only mention 
the strictly localizable field theory of Jaffe,2 and the hyper
function quantum field theory of the present authors.3 For 
the choice of test functions in quantum field theory, the read
er should refer to a short review of Wightman.4 One of our 
motivations to generalize the theory in this way is the wish to 
manage so-called nonrenormalizable fields in some appro
priate framework, since it has been said that the exclusion of 
nonrenormalizable fields from the theory is due to the axiom 
of temperedness. For example, the model of neutral scalar 
field with derivative coupling in four-dimensional space
time is concerned with the interaction of the second kindS 
and usually classified as nonrenormalizable by a simple pow
er-counting argument. In the present paper we revisit this 
model in the new light of the hyperfunction quantum field 
theory and it will be shown that its Wightman functions are 
inevitably not tempered distributions. This problem was 
once treated quite fotmally by Okubo.6 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we examine 
the singularity of the two-point Wightman function ofneu
tral scalar field. The main result of Sec. II is that entire func
tions of the two-point function are well defined as Fourier 
hyperfunctions. In Sec. III, Wick-ordered entire functions of 
the free field operator are studied. A condition is found so 
that the Wick-ordered formal power series of the free field 
has well-defined Wightman functions in the sense of the 
Fourier hyperfunction (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4), and it is 
shown that, thanks to the equivalence between Euclidean 
field theory and Minkowski (hyperfunction) quantum field 
theory (see Nagamachi and Mugibayashi'), these Wight
man functions satisfy the axioms of Ref. 3. In Sec. IV, the 
derivative coupling model is investigated. To accomplish the 
infinite renormalization rigorously, we use the Euclidean 
lattice formulation with an infinitesimal lattice spacing and 
represent it in the language of nonstandard analysis. It is 
proved that this model is renormalizable by the infinite field 
strength renormalization and its Wightman functions satisfy 
the axioms of Ref. 3, but they are never tempered distribu
tions. 

II. SINGULARITY OF THE TWO-POINT WIGHTMAN 
FUNCTION OF THE FREE NEUTRAL SCALAR FIELD IN 
FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPACE-TIME 

It is well known that the two-point Wightman function 
of the free neutral scalar field in four-dimensional space
time, 

D~-)(x) = (211')-3 fe-ik.XI5(k2-m2)O(ko)dk 

= (211') -3 f [2m(k)] -le-ia>(k)Xoelkx dk 

[k.x = kOXo - la, k 2 = (ko)2 - k2 , 

w(k) = (k2 + m2)1/2] , (2.1) 

is a boundary value of the analytic continuation of the two
point Schwinger function of the free field, 

= (211') -3 f [2m( p)] -Ie - ... ( p)iYoie/P)' dp 

[p.y = PaVo + py, p2 = (Po)2 + p2] , (2.2) 

which is analytic in Yo#- O. That is, we have 

lim Sm (ixo + €,x) = lim D ~ - ) (xo - i€,x) 
~+o ~+o 

It is also well known that the bilinear form C(f,g) on 
..9' (R4) X ..9' (R4 ), defined by 

C(f,g) = f Sm (x - y)f(x)g(y)dx dy, 

determines a unique Gaussian measure d«l>c on 'y' (R4) sa
tisfying 

e- c(fJ)12 = fe~(f) d«l>c, .fe,Y(R4). (2.3) 

If m = 0, we can evaluate D ~ - ) (x) explicitly: 
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D~-l(X) = [2(21T)3]-J Ikl-le-ilkIXoelladk 

= lim [2(217')3]-1 f Ikl- I 
E-++O 

Xexp[ - ilkl (xo - iE) ]exp(ilkllxl cos B) 

X Ikl 2 sin B d Ikl dB dtfJ 

= lim [2(217')2] -I rco [ilkl]-I 
E-+ +0 Jo 
X exp[ - ilkl (xo - iE)] 

X [eilkll"l - e-1kll"l]d Ikl 

= lim (21T)-2[(xo -iE)2- X2]-I. 
E-++O 

Thus D ~ - l (x) has singularity on the light cone with order 
E- 2 at the origin of the space-time. 

In the massive case D ~ - l (x) is shown to have a similar 
singularity as follows (see Glimm and JaffeR). Let 

geE) = [2(217')3] -J m(k)-le-Q)(klE dk 

= (21T)-21com(k)-le-Q)(klElkI2dlkl, 

then we have 

ID~-l(xo-iE,x)l<g(E) =D~-l( -iE,O) (2.4) 

and 

Cg(E) = (217') -2 SoCO exp [ - s{ 1 + (E: Yl 1/2] 

Xs/{l + (Em/s)2}1/2 ds , 

where we have let Ikl = S/E. Thus we have 

cg(E)_(21T)-2 Socoe-sSdS= (217')-2, as E-+O, 

and D ~ - l (x) has the singularity of order E- 2 at the origin. 
The expression (2.1) of D ~- l (x) shows that the sup

port of its Fourier transform is contained in the forward light 
cone. Therefore D ~ - l (x) is the boundary value of the func
tion D ~ - l (z), which is holomorphic in the backward light 
cone (see Theorem 3.3.1 of Kawai9

). 

Here we give an estimate for Sm (y) of (2.2). Since 
Sm (y) is rotationally invariant, we may assume 
y = (Yo,O,O,O). Then 

ISm(Y)1 =Sm(Y) = (21T)-3f[2m(p)]-le -Q)(PlIYol dp 

=g(IYoi> . 

For sufficiently small E> 0, we have 

{
m+ EIPI2, for Ipl<l, 

m(p» m + Elpl, for Ipl>l. 

Therefore 

833 

g(t) <const e - mt [fe - tEry2 dr + i eo 

e - tETy2 dr] 

<Const e - mt [t -3/2 + t -3] , 
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and we have for large Y 

ISm(Y)I<const e-mIYllyl-3/2. (2.5) 

The n-fold product [D ~ - l(X)]" of D ~- lex) is also a 
boundary value of the holomorphic function [D ~ - l (z) ] ", 
and defines a hyperfunction; moreover it is a distribution 
since the order of growth is E - 211 when it approaches the real 
axis. But 

eo L bn [D~-l(x)]n (2.6) 
n=O 

is a distribution if and only if all except finite bn 's are vanish
ing (see VogtIO ). On the other hand, if 

(2.7) 

is an entire function, then (2.6) is a hyperfunction. More
over it is a Fourier hyperfunction because D ~ - l (xo - iE,x) , 
for E fixed, is a bounded function by (2.4). The power series 
(2.7) determines an entire function if and only if its coeffi
cients bn satisfy the condition 

(2.8) 
n~eo 

Finally we look into the relation between the condition 
(2.8) and the infraexponential condition for the Fourier 
transformation of (2.6). We start with a series of proposi
tions. 

Proposition 2.1: The Fourier transformation of 
[ D ~ - l (x)] 2 is 

[4(217')3] -IB(Po)B (P2 _ (2m )2)[P2 _ (2m )2p/2 /(p2) 1/2 . 

(2.9) 

Proof See (B. 1) of Bogolubov, Logunov, and To
dorov. ll See also the Appendix. 

Proposition 2.2: The Fourier transformation Fn (p) of 
[D~ - l(X)]" for n>2 is 

Fn(p) = (21T)1- 2n41- n(n -l)-l[(n _2)!]-2 

X (p2)n- 2B(po)B(p2) . (2.10) 

From (2.9) and (2.10) we have 

[D~-l(X)]"= (21T)4- 2n42- n(n _1)-1 

X[(n-2)!]-2( _o)n-2D~-l(x)2 

for n>2. 
Proposition 2.3: The Fourier transformation of 

[D ~ - l(X)] n is dominated by the function Fn (p), (2.10). 
The proof of the latter two propositions will be given in 

the Appendix. 
It is well known that the entire function 

eo 

h(p) = L Cn (p2)n-2 (2.11 ) 
n=2 

is a Fourier hyperfunction if and only if it is infraexponen
tial; this is equivalent to saying that ~;:; = 2 Cn (p2) n is infraex
ponential, i.e., ~: = 2 C nzn is an entire function of order! and 
type O. More explicitly, (2.11) is a Fourier hyperfunction if 
and only if the coefficients satisfy the condition 

lim [(2n)!lcn I] 1I2n = 0 (2.12) 
n~co 
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(see Theorem 2.2.lO ofBoas I2
). 

The condition (2.12) coincides with the requirement 
that the operator 

(2.13 ) 

be a local operator (see the Appendix). In order that the 
function 

00 

L b"F" (p) 
,,=2 

be a Fourier hyperfunction it is necessary and sufficient that 

e" = b"/[ (217')2" - 14" - I (n - 1){(n - 2)1}2] 

satisfy (2.12), that is, 

lim Ib" 1112
" = 0, 

and this is equivalent to the condition (2.8). Since exp z is an 
entire function, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4: exp{D ~ - lex)} is a Fourier hyperfunc
tion, but not a distribution. 

" Ri = Lrll' III =D~-l(X, -x), 
)=1 

R I = IT (rll)l, TR = IT (t1l)'U, 
I <.1<)<." 1<.1<)<." 

" A(R) = ITa~}. 
)=1 

(3.4) 

Corollary 3.2: In the case of 

(ll( ) _ .-H~(xl. _ ~ ".,.:;(xY: p x -.e . - ~ 5i , 
,,=0 nl 

(3.3) becomes 

(O.,o(l)(xl )"1'("l(X" )0) = exp{ L g,g)III}' (3.S) 
I <.I<J<." 

For the random field 4>(/) defined by (2.3), we also 
define the Wick product by 

(1/2) 

:4>(/1) .. ·4>(/,): = L (- 1), 
,=0 

III. WICK PRODUCTS AND ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF THE X 4>( Ik, ) ... 4>( Ik/_ 2') , (3.6) 

FREE NEUTRAL SCALAR FIELD where l:c, is the same as (3.1). Then we have 

For the free field operator ;(x), the Wick product is 
defined by 

[/12) 

:;(xl), .. ;(x/):= ,.~o (-l)'~ [xh,,,xh,] 

X;(Xk
l 
)"';(Xk/_

2
) • (3.1) 

Here [112] is the greatest integer less than or equal to 112. 
The sum l:c is over all partitions of the integers 1, ... ,/ into 
two subset~ VI, ... ,j2'} and {kl, ... ,kl _ 2,} for which 
jl <J2 < ... <J2,' kl <k2 < ... <kl _ 2,. The hafnian 
[ xl. , .. ·,xh,] is defined by the vacuum expectation value 

[xh, .. ·xh,] = (O,;(xh ) ... ;(xh)O) 

, 
= ~ IT D~-l(Xi, -Xk) , 

pauing. = I 

where the summation is over all pairings (i l,k I ) , ... , (i, ,k,) of 
VI' .... 'j2,} such that i. <k. for s = 1, ... ,r. Then :;(X)/: is 
defined (formally) as 

:;(X)/: = lim :;(xl) .. ·;(x/):. 
XI~···.xr+X 

It is a well-defined field operator (see Wightman and Gird
ing l

). 

Let be defined 

p(l)(x) = i a~/):;(~)": , (3.2) 
,,=0 n. 

then Theorem A.1 of Jaft'e13 reads as follows. 
Theorem 3.1: As a formal power series we have 

00 A(R)TR 
(O,p(1)(x l )"1'("l(X" )0) = L (3.3) 

'u=o;l<.I<)<." R I 
where 
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:e'I>(f): = i :4>(/)": =e- C(f,f)/2e""(fl, 

,,=0 n! 

and 

f'e""(f,l. ·e""(f.l·dd-. . ..... . ""c 

= exp[ - i cU;,/')]fexp[;(iA)]d4>c 
/=1 2 "=1 

= exp{ L C(/"fj)}. 
1<.1<)<." 

(3.7) 

If/, converges to the point measure g,6x/ in such a way that 
x, =/=x) for i =/=j, the right-hand side of (3.7) converges to 

exp{ L g,g)Sm(xi -X)}, 
1<..1<)<.." 

which is the Schwinger function corresponding to (3.S). 
Theorem 3.3: If 

lim [la~1)12Inl] II" = 0, (3.8) 
" __ 00 

then the right-hand side of (3.3) is an entire function of III' 
ProoF Let 

(3.9) 

then it follows from Lemaire's theorem that (3.3) is an en
tire function of til if 

lim [IA(R)IIR!]II I1RII=O. (3.lO) 
IIRII--oo 

Since the multinomial theorem implies 

R/! = (i rll)1< n
R

/ IT (rll)1 , 
1=1 )=1 
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and it follows from (3.4) and (3.9) that 
n n n 

LR; =211R II, 
;=1 

II II (rij)! = (R !)2, 
;= Ij=1 

we have 

and 

n 
n 1 (1)1 2 

[ 
IA(R)I]2 = 1=1 aRt 

R I (R !)2 

[ 
IA (R) 1 ] III1R II n [a(i) 2 n

R
, ] 11211R II 

R! <III 1 R,I R;! 

n [la~:12]1I2I1RII =nII -
1=1 RI! 

Since [la~:12/RdIlIlRIl (i= l, ... ,n) remain bounded as 
IIR 11-+00 , andatleastoneR; satisfies nR; >211R II, thecondi
tion (3.10) follows from (3.8). 

Theorem 3.4: The condition (3.8) is necessary so that 

is an entire function of t\2' 

Proof: Obvious. 
By virtue of Theorem 3.3, if the coefficients a~i) of 

p(i)(x) in (3.2) satisfy the condition (3.8), then the right
hand side of (3.3) defines a Fourier hyperfunction (of type 
I). Next we have to show that these Fourier hyperfunctions 
satisfy the (modified) Wightman axioms, formulated in Na
gamachi and MugibayashP: (RO) Fourier hyperfunction 
property, (RI) relativistic covariance, (R2) positivity, 
(R3) local commutativity, (R4) spectral condition, and 
(R5) cluster property. Of these, (RO) and (Rl) are obvi
ously satisfied. 

In order to show other properties, we define p~p (x) as a 
truncation of p(i)(x), that is, as a Wick polynomial of the 
form 

N .A.(x)n. 
pW(x) == La~)-''f'--', 

n=O n! 

so that the Wightman functions for pW(x) satisfy all the 
(unmodified) Wightman axioms (see Wightman and Gard
ing l

). Since the right-hand side of (3.3) is an absolutely con
vergent series, (O,p~P (XI)"'P~) (xn )0) converges to 
(O,p(\)(x\)"'p(n)(xn )0) as N-+oo in the sense of Fourier 
hyperfunctions. Thus we easily see the positivity (R4). 
However, it is difficult to verify (R3), (R4), and (R5) in 
this manner, so we use the Euclidean theory. 

The theory of Osterwalder and Schraderl4 states that 
the Schwinger functions for pW (x) satisfy the Osterwalder
Schrader (OS) axioms, namely, (EO) distribution property, 
(El) Euclidean covariance, (E2) positivity, (E3) symme
try, and (E4) cluster property. The Schwinger function cor
responding to the Wightman function 
(O,p(1)(x l )··-p(n)(xn )0) is just the right-hand side of (3.3) 
with tij replaced by Sm (Yi - Yj ). 
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Now we show that they satisfy the modified OS axioms 
(EO') - (E4') of Nagamachi and Mugibayashi.7 Axiom 
(EO') follows from the estimate (2.5); (El') and (E3') are 
obvious from (2.2) and (3.3); and (E2') follows from the 
positivity of Schwinger functions of pW (x). Finally we show 
(E4'). Let Sn(YI, ... ,yn) be the Schwinger function (3.3) 
with tij = Sm (y; - YJ)' From (2.5), tij converges to zero as 
Yi - Yj goes to infinity. Ify; - Yj' l<i<k <j<n, goes toinfin
ity, 

TR = II (tij)'ij 
I<;;<j<;n 

converges to zero unless all rij for l<i<k<j<n are zero. 
Therefore we have 

Thus, Sn (YI, ... ,yk'Yk+ I + Aa, ... ,Yn + Aa) for a( :;i:O)eR4 

converges toSk (YI, ... ,yk )Sn _ k (Yk+ I ,···,yn) aSA goes to in
finity. This proves (E4'). 

The theory of Nagamachi and Mugibayashi7 states that 
the Schwinger functions satisfying (EO')-(E4') uniquely 
define Wightman-Fourier hyperfunctions (of mixed type) 
satisfying (RO')-(R5') of Ref. 7. Since (3.3) is a Fourier 
hyperfunction of type I, the resulting Wightman-Fourier 
hyperfunctions satisfy all the (modified) Wightman axioms 
(RO)-(R5) of Ref. 3. 

Let p(;)(x) of (3.2) be either ¢(x) or 
P± (x) = :e±ig~(X):, then by the reconstruction theorem 
(Theorem 6.1 of Ref. 3), the Wightman functions (3.3) de
fine the system offields¢(x) andp ± (x), that is, there exists 
a system of Hilbert space H with a unique vacuum 0, unitary 
representation U(a,A) of the Poincare group, and field oper
ators ¢(x) and p ± (x) defined on a dense subset D of H 
satisfying the modified Wightman axioms (WO)-(W5) of 
Ref. 3. 

IV. DERIVATIVE COUPLING MODEL 

The Lagrangian density of the derivative coupling the
ory of neutral scalar meson in four-dimensional space-time 
is 

L(x) =LF(x) +L/(x) , 

with 

LF(x) = - ¢(x)(Y" aJi. + M)f/!(x) 

- !{(aJl.¢(x»)2 + m2¢(x)2} , 

L/(x) = ig{¢(x)Y"f/!(x»)aJl.¢(x) . 

(4.1 ) 

Since the coupling constant g has the dimension of length in 
natural units, the power-counting argument suggests that 
this theory belongs to the class of nonrenormalizable quan
tum field theories. 

We quantize it by path integral; more precisely, we cal
culate the Schwinger function in Euclidean lattice theory (of 
infinitesimal lattice spacing). The reason the Schwinger 
function can be calculated explicitly is that a set of transfor
mations 
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t/I(x) = e~(JC)t/I'(x), ¢,(x) = e-Ig~(JC)¢"(x) 

convertsL(x) of (t/I(x), ¢,(x), t,6(x») intoLF(x) of (t/I'(x), 
¢" (x), t,6(x». 

From now on we use the nonstandard analysis (see Da
vis1

'). Let N be an infinitely large hyperreal number and 

define L = N Z and an infinitesimal 11 = [iiI N. Let *Z be the 
set of all hyperintegers and r = I1*Zl2LI1*Z be a lattice 
with an infinitesimal lattice spacing 11 and an infinitely large 

length 2[ii N. The number of lattice sites of r is equal to L. 
Let e,. be the vector oflength 11 parallel to the Ilth coordinate 
axis (Il = 0, ... ,3). Let *R be the set of all hyperreal numbers. 
We define a measure G(<I» on **RL by 

G(<I» = C exp{.!. L <I>(y) 
2yer4 

X [ ± <I>(y + ell) + <I>(yz - e,.) - 2<1>(y) 

,.-0 11 

- mZ<I>(y) ]l1tD. d<l>(y) , (4.2) 
where C is a normalization constant. We also define a mea
sure D( \(11, \(12) on the hyper-Grassmann algebra A generat
ed by {\(I~ (y),\(I; (Y); a = 1, ... ,4, yert} by 

D(\(Il,\(I2) 

= C' exp{J \(I2T(y) Ltor!V,. +M ]\(11 (y)114} 

4 

X IT n d'I'~ (y)d'I'; (y) , 
~~a=1 

(4.3) 

where C' is another normalization constant, 

and 

\(I2(y) = (\(If (y), ... ,\(1~ (y»)T, 

\(Il(y) = (\(I~ (y), ... ,\(Il (y»)T, 

n = (0'00 0), 11 = ( 0 - 0' J iO'J 

j= 1,2,3, 

0'0 = (~ ~), 0'1 = (~ ~) , 

- iO'j) 
o ' 

0'2=e ~ '). 0'3 = (~ ~ 1) , 

{

Vlt \(Ik (y) = (\(Ik (Y.+ e,.) - \(Ik (y»)/I1, 

If k = 1,2, 
V,.\(Ik(Y) = _ 

V,. \(Ik (y) = (\(Ik (y) - \(Ik (y - e,. »)/11, 

if k = 3,4. 

Namely V,. = H(V,.+ + V,.-) + n(V,.+ - V; )}. Theinte
gration of the Grassmann algebra is given by the rule 

I d'I' ~ (y) = 0, I \(I~ (y)d'I' ~ (y) = 1 

(see BerezinI6
). 

Now, G(<I» is a Gaussian measure whose covariance 

f <I>(Yl)<I>(Y2)G(<I» 

has the standard part that coincides with the Schwinger 
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function Sm (Yl - Y2) offree neutral scalar field of mass m. 
The covariance 

I \(I~ (yl)\(I~ (Y2)D(\(Il,\(I2) 

of the measure D(\(Il,\(I2) has the standard part that coin
cides with the Schwinger function R M;a,fJ of free Dirac field 
of mass M without suffering from the doubling problem of 
lattice fermions (see Nagamachi and MugibayashP7). 

Let us define the Euclidean lattice interaction Lagran
gian density L [(y), which corresponds to L [(x) of ( 4.1), by 

L[ (y) = ! \(I2T(y)eig<l>(y) ,.tor! [P + \(II (y + e,.) 

X (exp [ - ig<l>(y + e,.)] - e - ig<l>(Y»1 11 

+ P _ \(11 (y _ e,. )(e - ig<l>(y) 

- exp[ - ig<l>(y - e,.) ]>/11] , (4.4) 

where P ± is the projection operator defined by 

P ± = (1 ± n)/2 . 

If we replace infinitesimal differences by derivatives, L[(y) 
becomes (the Euclidean version of) L[(x). 

Now we calculate Schwinger functions. The two-point 
Schwinger function is calculated as 

I \(I~ (yl)\(I~ (Y2) exp(~ 4L[ (Y)114)D(\(Il,\(I2)G(<I» 

X {I exp(~4L[(y)114r(\(Il,\(I2)G(<I»} -I. (4.5) 

If we change the variables of integration by 

\(Il(y) = elg4>(Y)\(I,I(y), \(I2(y) = e- ig<l>(Y)\(I,2(y) , 

then (4.5) becomes 

I elg4>(YI)\(I~1 (YI)e - ig<l>(Y2)\(Iil(Y2)D(\(I' I , \(I,2)G( <1» 

= I \(I~I(yI)\(Iil(Y2)D(\(I'l,\(I'2) 
X I elg4>(Ylle - ig<l>(Y2lG(<I» . 

The standard part of S\(l~I(yl)\(Ip2(y2)D(\(I'l,\(I'2) is the two
point Schwinger function 

RM;a,fJ(y)={± r!(:' )+M} Sm(y) (4.6) 
,.=0 VY,. a,fJ 

of the free Dirac field, where y = Yl - Y2 (see Nagamachi 
and MugibayashiI7 ). But Selg4>(ylle -lg<I>(Y2lG(<I» is infinitely 
large and has no standard part. This infinity, however, can 
be removed by Wick ordering with respect to the Gaussian 
measure G(<I», that is, S:elg4>(Y1 l: : e-Ig4>(Y2l:G(<I» has the 
standard part exp{g2sm(y)}, where Y=YI-Y2 with 
YI ;6yz· Thus, after the infinity is removed, the two-point 
Schwinger function of the derivative coupling theory defined 
by (4.1) turns out 

RM;a,fJ (y)'/Sm(Yl (4.7) 

and the corresponding Wightman function is 
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Here x = XI - x 2, and 

GM;a./J(x) = Ut'al" +M)a./JD~-)(x) = W~:!./J(x) 

is the two-point Wightman function of the free Dirac field 

W~:!./J (x) = ?r~:!./J (X I,x2) = (.o,t/r~ (x l )V1p (x2).o), 

where t/r1(XI) = t/r(x l ) and ~(X2) = ~(X2)' 
Let 

Z -1/2 = exp{r f <I>(0)2G(<I»} (4.8) 

be an infinitely large number corresponding to 
exp{g2Sm (O)}, then 

:e±lg4>(y): =Z-1/2e±lg4>(y). 

If we define renormalized fields \fIk (y), i = 1,2, by 

\fIk(y) =Z-1/2\f11(y) (4.9) 

and the renormalized Lagrangian density L R.] (y) and a 
measure DR (\fI1,\fIi) by 

L R.](\fI1 (y), \fIi (y),<I>(y») = L](\fI ' (y),\fI2(y),<I>(y») , 

DR (\fI1,\fIi) =D(\fI I,\fI2), 

then the quantity 

f \fI1.a (y,)\fIi./J (Y2)exP(J.LR./(Y)a
4
) 

XDR (\fI1,\fIi )G(<I» 

X {fexp(~ LR.I(y)a4)DR (\fI1,\fIi )G(<I»} -I 

has the standard part (4.7), since this is equal to the expres
sion (4.5) multiplied by Z -I. 

Let 

ro.a (xl, .. ·,x,,) = (.o,t1r;, (xl) .. ·t/r:: (x" ).0) 

be the n-point Wightman distribution of free Dirac field, 
where r = (rl, ... ,r,,), a = (al, ... ,a,,), rJ = 1,2, aL = 1, ... ,4. 
Then the corresponding Wightman function of t/r, t/r in (4.1) 
is 

~(XI"",x,,) 

=exp { L (-I)"+'J-'D~-)(XI-xJ)} 
I <.kJ<." 

X ro.a (xl,. .. ,x,,) . (4.10) 

Thus the theory defined by (4.1) is renormalized by the field 
strength renormalization (4.9), but its Wightman functions 
( 4.1 0) are not tempered distributions. 

Let {H, .0; t/J(x), p ± (x); U(a,A)} be the system de
fined at the end of Sec. III, and let {K, <1>; t/r(x), ~(x); 
V(a,A)} be the system ofthe free Dirac field, then each of 
these systems separately satisfies the (modified) Wightman 
axioms. Therefore the system 

{H®K,.o ®<1>; <I>(x) ®IK,p± (x) ®IK , 

IH ® t/r(X),lH ® ~(x); U(a,A) ® V(a,A)} 

also satisfies the axioms. Let p(S)(x) stand for either 
t/J(x) or P± (x). If the product p(')(x) 
® tfa (x) [ = (,0(0) (x) ®IK)o(IH ® tfa (x»)] at the same point 
x is defined, we can say that the original model (4.1) satisfies 
the modified Wightman axioms. 
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The vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctions 

"7= tP(S,) (XI ).0 [resp. "~= I t/r~,(XI )<1>] are the boundary 
values of vector-valued holomorphic functions 

P(')(~o'~"''''~''-I) [resp. \fI~ (~O'~I""'~"-I)] defined in 
3'"""+ = R4

" X iV"+ where V + is the forward light cone and 
~o = ZI' ~J = zj+ I - zj' zJ = Xj + iYJ (see Theorem 4.3 of 
Ref. 3). The functionP (.) (~o,· .. ,~,,- I ) ® \fI~ (~o, .. ·,~,,- I ) is 
holomorphic in 3'"""+ and defines the Fourier hyperfunction 

"7= I (,0(5,) (XI) ® t/r~, (xl»)(.o ® <1» , 

which takes on its values in H ® K. Thus the product 
p(S) (x) ® tfa (x) at the same point is defined. 

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF PROPOSITOINS. A CONDITION 
FOR THE LOCAL OPERATOR 

Proof of Proposition 2.1.' By (2.1), the calculation of the 
Fourier transform of [D ~ - ) (x) ] 2 reduces to the convolu
tion of 8(k 2 - m2){J(ko); 

(217') -4f 8(k 2 - m2)8( (p - k)2 _ m2) 

X (}(ko)(}(Po - ko)dk. (AI) 

Since the distribution (A 1 ) is Lorentz invariant, if m =1= 0 we 
may evaluate it in the rest frame in whichp = (E,O,O,O). 

Introducing independent variables ko, k 2, (), and t/J by 

k, = r sin () cos rfJ, k2 = r sin () sin rfJ , 

k3=rcos(}, r= [(ko)2_k2]1/2, 

0<(}<17', 0<rfJ<217', 

(A 1) becomes 

(217') -4f 8(k 2 - m2)8(E2 - 2Eko + k 2 - m2)(}(ko) 

X (}(E - ko) (r/2)sin () dk 2 d() drfJ dko 

= (217') -4f 8(E2 - 2Eko)(}(ko - m)(}(E - ko) 

X [(ko)2 - m2] 1/2( 1I2)sin () d() drfJ dko 

= (217') -3(2E) -I [(E /2)2 _ m2] 1/2(}(E - 2m) 

= (4(217')3)-1 [E 2 _ (2m)2] 1/2(}(E - 2m)/E. 
(A2) 

Since this function is Lorentz invariant, we may write this 
result in the following invariant form: 

(4(217')3)-1()( Po){J (p2 _ (2m )2) 

X [p2 _ (2m)21'/2/(p2)1/2. 

Since 

,J"'x,J"'3(f,g)-f®ge,J'" ®,J'" 

is continuous (see Treves18
), and 

(217') -4«(}(ko)8(k 2 _ m2) 

® (}(qo)8(t/ - m2), rfJ(k + q» 

= 4-1(217')-3«(}(pO){J(p2 - (2m)2) 

X [P2 - (2m)21'/2/(p2)1/2, rfJ(p», 

(A3) 

the Fourier transformation of [ D ~ - ) (x) ] 2 turns out to be 

4 -I (217') -3(}(PO) (}(p2) • (A4) 
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Proof of Proposition 2.2: For n = 2. (2.10) coincides 
with (A4). For general n we can prove it by induction as 
follows: 

lim (211') -If(k 2)" - 2()(k 2)()(ko) 
m-o 

X c5( (p - k) 2 - m2)()( Po - ko)dk 

= ~(211')-J(k2)"-Z()(k2) 

Xc5(E 2 
- 2Eko + k 2 - m2)()(ko)()(E - ko) 

X (r/2)sin () dk 2 d() dtfJ dko 

= limJ(2Eko - E2 + m2)"-2()(2Eko - E2 + m2) 
m-o 

X ()(ko)()(E - ko) [ (E - kO)2 - m2] 1/2 dko 

= rE 

E"-I(2ko -E),,-2(E - ko)()(E)dko 
JElZ 

= 4 -I[n(n - 1)] -IEZ(,,-I)()(E) 

= [4n(n _1)]-1(p2)"-I()(PO)()(p2) . 

The last equality follows from the same reasoning as that 
leading from (A2) to (A3). 

Proof of Proposition 2.3: The following inequality holds. 

(211') -J (k 2)" -2() (k 2 - (nm)2)()(ko) 

Xc5(P - k)2 - m2)()(Po - ko)dk 

= (211')-J(k 2)"-Z()(P - (nm)2)()(ko) 

Xc5(E 2 - 2Eko + k Z _ mZ) 

X ()(E - ko) (r/2 ) sin () dk Z d() dtfJ dko 

= f< _E2+2Eko+m2)"-z 

X()( - E2 + 2Eko + m2 - (nm)Z) 

X ()(ko)()(E - koH (ko)2 + E2 - 2Eko - mZ]'/2 

X()(ko)z + E Z - 2Eko - m2)dko 

= rE

-

m 

(_E2+2Eko+m2)"-z 
JEIZ+ (,,'-I)m'12E 

X [(E - ko)2 - m2]' I20(E - (n + 1)m)dko 

L
E-m+m'IZE 

-< (_E z + 2Eko)"-z 
E12 + ,,'m'12E 

X [(E - ko + m2/2E)2 _ m2] lIZ 

X()(E - (n + l)m)dko 

= [4n(n - 1)] -IE Z(" -1)0 (E - (n + 1)m) 

= [4n(n _1)]-1(p2)"-1 

X ()(Po)()(pz - {en + 1 )mF) . (AS) 

The last equality follows in the same way as (A3) coming 
from (A2). Using (A3) and (AS) we can prove by induc
tion that the Fourier transform of [ D ~ - ) (x) ] " is dominat
edby 

[(211')z" -14" -I(n - l){(n _ 2)IF]-1 

X (pz)" - 28(Po)0(pz _ (nm)z) 
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for n>2. which is turn is dominated by (2.10). 
The condition that (2.13) is a local operator: Equation 

(2.13) is a local operator if and only if the support of 

00 

L c" ( - O)"c5(x) (A6) 
,,-0 

is concentrated at the origin. Since c5(x) is represented as a 
hyperfunction by 

and 

3 • 
I 

c5(x) = 11-
j_o(217%j) 

(-0)"= L (-a~)110 iJa:",_n_I_. 
110+"'+",-" I-I nOI .. ·n31 

( - O)"c5(x) is represented by 

( _ O)"c5(x) = ~ d llo ..... ,,'. 
~ -'.n..+ I Z"3 + I no+···+ 1I3=n zo--u ···Z3 

where 

3 (2nj )1 
d ......... ", = (no + ... + n3)1( - 1)110 II 1 

j-O 211'(nj ) 

The support of (A6) is concentrated at the origin if and only 
if 

is analytic for Zj :l:O.j = 0 ..... 3. in other words. 

is entire. that is 

lim [ Ic" I Id ......... ".I] \/(Z" + 4) = 0 . 
110+ ••• + n,-"""""oo 

Since the inequality 

Id ............ I-<ld".o.o.o 1= (2n)1I(211')4 

holds for n = no + ... + n3• (A 7) is equivalent to 

lim [(2n)llc" I] \12" = O. 
"-00 

which is (2.12). 
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The diagonalization of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the absorptive part of the amplitude is 
reconsidered. In particular the mathematical tools required by the diagonalization, like the 
Volterra algebra and the related spherical Laplace transform, are investigated in detail. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past some attention has been paid to the problem 
of a partial diagonalization of the Bethe-Salpeter equation at 
fixed momentum transfer. The interested reader is referred 
to Refs. 1-5. In this paper we return to these problems with 
particular attention to the mathematical aspect of the ques
tions. 

The main points are the following: (a) to utilize to its 
full extent the symmetry of the problem; and (b) to diagona
lize the equation with a mathematical tool that allows deal
ing with a class of amplitudes sufficiently large that their 
growth properties have physical interest. 

Concerning the point (a), it has been recognized long 
ago l

•
2 that, taking the momentum transfer Q to be fixed, the 

equation is invariant under the action of the SOo( 1,2) group 
in the case of nonforward scattering (Q 2 < 0), and it is invar
iant under the action of the SOo( 1,3) group in the case of 
forward scattering (Q = 0). Next it was observed that the 
diagonalization of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the ab
sorptive part of the amplitude is considerably simpler than 
that involving the whole amplitude.3

,4 Indeed the support 
properties of the absorptive part of the amplitude are such 
that the integral in the Bethe-Salpeter equation is carried by 
a bounded region. Furthermore if we suppose, following 
Refs. 2-4, that the external momenta are spacelike (as we 
shall indeed assume hereafter), then it follows that the inter
nal momenta are spacelike, too. 

Concerning the point (b), the diagonalization was tried 
by means of the Laplace transform in order to deal with 
amplitudes, which show a power growth, in agreement with 
theoretical asymptotic bounds and with experiments.3

-
5 In 

spite of these efforts, a safe mathematical formulation of the 
spherical Laplace transform, as well as of the Volterra alge
bra, has not been given up to now, as it has been explicitly 
remarked in Ref. 3. The purpose of this paper is precisely 
that of covering this gap. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we consider 
the generalized Volterra equations in R"; in Sec. III we intro
duce the so-called Volterra algebra on the hyperboloid with 
one sheet, and the associated spherical Laplace transform. 
This algebra may be regarded as the analog of the algebra of 
zonal functions on the upper sheet of the hyperboloid with 
two sheets, associated with the spherical Fourier transform. 
In Sec. IV we show that the analytical tools developed in the 

previous sections can be applied to the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tion for the absorptive part of the amplitude in the case of 
spinless particles. 

II_ VOLTERRA KERNEL AND VOLTERRA INTEGRAL 
EQUATION 

Let X = R" and 0 be the forward light cone in R" de
fined by 

x~ -x~ - ... -X~_I >0, xo>O. (2.1) 

We consider onX the ordering associated with 0: for x and y 
inXwe note x>y if x - y belongs to 0, and X)y if x - y 
belongs to the closure ii of O. For this ordering, the set 

D( y,x) = {zeX I y<z<x} (2.2) 

is bounded. It is empty if (x - y) does not belong to ii. 
A kernel K(x,y) is said to be a Volterra kernel if 

K (x, y) is continuous on r = {(x, y) I (x - y)eii} and van
ishes out of r. The product of two Volterra kernels K 1 and 
K2 is given by 

K 1#K2(x, y) = 1 KI (x, z)K2(z, y) dz, (2.3) 
D(y,x) 

where KI#K2 is again a Volterra kernel. Hence, the space 
VeX) of Volterra kernels is an algebra: the Volterra algebra 
of the ordered space X. 

If K is a Volterra kernel we define K Ilk by 

Kill = K , (2.4a) 

Kllk=KII(k-l)#K. (2.4b) 

Problem: For K and B given in VeX) find a kernel A in 
VeX) such that 

A(x,y) -1 K(x,z)A(z,y)dz=B(x,y). (2.5) 
D(y,x) 

This is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. It can 
be written as follows: 

A-K#A=B. (2.6) 

Theorem 2.1: Equation (2.5) has a solution that is 
unique. It is given by 

A(x,y) = B(x,y) + r R(x, z)B(z,y) dz, (2.7) 
JD(Y,x) 

where 
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R(x,y) = f K1k(X,y) . (2.8) 
k=1 

The series (2.8) converges uniformly on bounded sets and R 
is a Volterra kernel. 

Proof: This result was proved by Riesz6 in a more gen
eral setting; the following proof is essentially due to him. 

For (x,y)eO we let 

r(x, y) = [(xo - YO)2 - (XI - YI)2 

- .•. - (x" _ I - y" _ I )2] 1/2, 

and define 

(2.9) 

H" (a) = 1T(,,-2)/22(a-l)r(aI2)r( [a + 2 - n]!2) , 

(2.10) 

where r denotes the Euler gamma function. Riesz defines 
the kernels Ia (generalized Riemann-Liouville kernels): 

{

lIH" (a) r(x, y) (a - It) , 

Ia (x,y) = if (x - y)eO; 

0, if not. 

(2.11a) 
(2.11b) 

The kernella is locally integrable if a > n - 2, and satisfies 
the following composition relationship: 

(2.12) 

(a) Let K be a Volterra kernel. For xo, Yo fixed, there 
exists a constant M> 0, such that for x and y in D( yo,xo) , 
IK(x, y) I <M. Therefore 

IK(x,y)I<MH" (n)I" (x,y) , (2.13) 

and 

The composition relationship (2.12) gives 

I~k =I"k . 

Finally we obtain, for x and yin D( yo,xo) 

IK1k(X,y) I < {[MH" (n)]k IH" (kn)} 

x [r(x,y)],,(k-I) . 

(b) We define 

R(x,y) = f K1k(X,y) . 
k=1 

(2.14 ) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

By the inequality (2.16) it follows that the series (2.17) con
verges uniformly on bounded sets and its sum is a Volterra 
kernel. 

We verify easily that 

A =B+R#B (2.18) 

is a solution of Eq. (2.5). For proving uniqueness, let us 
assume that 

K#A =A, 

then 

KIk#A =A, 

and as k goes to infinity, we obtain A = O. 
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(2.19) 

• 

III. VOLTERRA ALGEBRA ON THE HYPERBOLOID 
WITH ONE SHEET 

A. The hyperboloid with one sheet 

LetXbe the hyperboloid with one sheet in 1It3, defined 
by 

-x~+x~+x~=I. (3.1) 

The Lorentz group G = SOo( 1,2) acts transitively on X. The 
pseudo-Riemannian metric induced on X by the Minkowski 
metric 

dr = dx~ - dxf - dx~ (3.2) 

is invariant under G. We shall denote by du the correspond
ing surface element. The isotropy subgroup of the point 
e2 = (0,0,1) is H = SOo(1,I); i.e., the one parameter sub
group of the following matrices: 

(

cosh {} sinh {} 0) 

h" = sin~ {} cos~ {} ~. (3.3) 

We introduce also the one-parameter subgroup A of the fol
lowing matrices: 

(

cosh 5' 0 

Os = 0 
sinh 5' 0 

sinh 5') o , 
cosh 5' 

(3.4) 

and we define 

(3.5) 

Let n be the forward light cone in 1It3, defined by 
x~ - x~ - x~ > 0, Xo> O. As illustrated in Sec. II, we can 
associate with n an ordering in 1It3 : for x = (XO,xI,x2)' 
y = (YO,YI'Y2), we note x>y if x - y belongs to n, and 
x> y if x - y belongs to the closure 0 of n. For this ordering, 
the set 

D( y,x) = {zeX I y..;;z..;;x} (3.6) 

is bounded. This ordering is invariant under G. Let G + be 
the set ofg in G such thatg e2 > e2, e2 = (0,0,1). The set G+ 
is a semigroup and A + = AnG +. 

Proposition 3.1: The semigroup G + has the following 
decomposition: 

G+ =HA+H. (3.7) 

Proof: It is enough to prove that, if x belongs to X and 
satisfies x > e2, then there exist 5' > 0, and {} real such that 
x = h"Ose2' i.e., 

Xo = sinh 5' cosh {} , 

XI = sinh 5' sinh {} , 

X2 = cosh 5' . 

The point x belongs to X, 

-x~+x~+x~=I, 

and x - e2 belongs to n, 
x~ - x~ - (x2 - 1)2> 0, Xo > 0 . 

Therefore x 2 > 1, and there exists 5'>0 such that 
x 2 = cosh 5'. We have 

~ - x~ = (sinh 5') 2, Xo > 0 , 
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therefore there exists {J real such that 

Xo = sinh s cosh {J; Xl = sinh s sinh {J. • 

The numbers (s,{J) will be called the polar coordinates of X. 
In terms of them, the surface element is given by 
du = sinh s ds d{J. 

B. The Volterra algebra 

Let r be the graph of the ordering, defined in Sec. III A, 
restricted to X: r = {(x,y)eX xX I y<x}. A function 
K(x, y) on X xX is called a Volterra kernel if K is contin
uous on r and vanishes out of r. In order to make clear our 
exposition, let us restate the composition product of two 
Volterra kernels Kland K2 in the case of the hyperboloid 
with one sheet; this product is defined by 

K l#K2(x,y) =1 K l(x,z)K2(z,y) du(z), (3.8) 
D(y.x) 

where the set D( y,x) is defined by Eq. (3.6). The integral 
makes sense without boundedness assumption on the ker
nels Kl and K 2, since the set D( y,x) is bounded. Further
more the kernel Kl#K2 is again a Volterra kernel, hence the 
set of Volterra kernels is an algebra which is called the Vol
terra algebra VeX) of the ordered space X. 

-The kernel K is said to be invariant under G if, for any g 
inG 

K(gx,gy) =K(x,y). (3.9) 

The set VeX) ~ of the invariant Volterra kernels is a subalge
bra of VeX). 

We can identify an invariant Volterra kernel K with a 
function I on G, which is continuous on the closure G + of 
G +' vanishes out of G +' and it is bi-invariant under H. The 
identification is given by 

K( ge2,e2) =/( g) . (3.10) 

Hence we shall consider the elements of the algebra VeX) ~ as 
functions on G as well. 

Theorem 3.1: The algebra V(X)~ of invariant Volterra 
kernels is commutative. 

Prool: We define 

(

-1 0 
J= 0 -1 

o 0 
(3.11 ) 

and we consider the automorphism u of G defined by 

u( g) =JgJ. (3.12) 

The set of elements of G fixed under u is the subgroup H. 
This automorphism is associated with the symmetry of X 
given by x_ Jx, in the following sense: 

J( ge2) = u( g)e2 . (3.13) 

The fixed points of this symmetry are e2 and - e2. With 
respect to the ordering associated with the forward light 
cone this symmetry is decreasing, i.e., 

y<x¢:,?Jx< Jy. (3.14) 

For a function f on G we let 

feT( g) =f(u( g»), (3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Next we have the following lemma. 
Lemma: For a function I in VeX) ~ we have 

leT =Iv. (3.17) 
Proof If I belongs to G +' then by Proposition 3.1 we 

have 

g= hlas h2 , 

with hI and h2 in H, s> 0; then 

u( g) = hlu(as ) h2 = hla _ s h2 , 

g-l = h 2- la _ s h 1- I • 

Therefore, if I is bi-invariant under H 

I(u( g» =/( g-I) , 

and the lemma is proved. Theorem 3.1 follows from the 
lemma because, if It and 12 belong to VeX) -. we have 

(11 #/2)eT =It#lt, (3.18) 

(3.19) 

Indeed for the corresponding Volterra kernels we have 

KeT(x,y) =K(u(x),u(y»), (3.20) 

KV(x,y) =K(y,x), (3.21 ) 

and the prooffollows easily. • 
Remark: For a function I belonging to VeX) ~ neither 

leT nor IV belongs to VeX), but to the Volterra algebra 
related to the ordering associated with the backward light 
cone. 

A function belonging to VeX) ~ depends only on one 
variable; for such a function I and for s>O, we will use the 
following notation: 

I(h l as h2) =/[coshs] . (3.22) 

The following proposition provides an explicit formula for 
the composition product in VeX) ~. 

Proposition 3.2: For two functions II and 12 in VeX) ~ we 
have 

II # f2 [cosh s] = 2 f {[(S'T) II [cosh s cosh 1" 

- sinh s sinh 1" cosh {J ] d{J } 

><f2 [cosh 1"] sinh 1" d1" , (3.23) 

where a = a (S,1") is the positive root of the equation 

cosh S cosh 1" - sinh s sinh 1" cosh a = 1 . (3.24) 

Proof Let K I and K2 be the corresponding Volterra ker
nels. We have 

K I#K2(x,e2) = L KI(x,z) K 2(z,e2) du(z). 

We let 

X = as e2 , Y = h"aT e2 • 

Then the integral becomes 

X sinh 1" d1" d{J . 
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Because of the invariance of the kernel KI we have 

KI (asez,h{JaTeZ) = KI (a _ Th _ {Jasez,ez) . 

Ifg = a _Th _{Jas belongs to G+, then for Proposition (3.1) 
we have 

a _ Th _ {Jas = h las h2 , 

with h I and hz belonging to H; furthermore 

cosh s = cosh S cosh r - sinh S sinh r cosh {J 

>1. (3.27) 

• 
C. The Poisson kernel and the spherical functions 

We introduce now the one parameter subgroup N of G 
consisting in the following matrices: 

n(Z)=(I+}r ~ ~;) (3.28) 

-!r -z l-!r' 
The map 

N XA~X, (n (z),ad--+n (z)asez 

is a diffeomorphism of N XA on the open set 
{xeX Ixo + Xz > O}, which contains the set {xeX Ix> ez}. If 
x = n(z)asez, we have 

Xo = sinh S + ! reS, XI = zes , Xz = cosh s - ! res, 

and n(z)as belongs to G +' i.e., gez > ez, if and only if s> 0 
and Izl < 1 - e - s. It follows that G + is contained in NA +H. 

The numbers (z,s) are called horicyclic coordinates. In 
terms of them, the surface element is given by du = eS dz dS' 

For a complex number A. we define the function pA. by 

pA.(x)=e-A.S, ifx=n(z)asez , (3.29) 

and the Poisson kernel pA.(x,{J) by 

pA.(x,{J) = PA.(h _ {Jx) . (3.30) 

We have 

pA.(x) = (xo + x 2 ) -A. (3.31) 

pA.(ase2,{J) = (cosh s. + sinh S cosh {J) -A. . (3.32) 

Proposition 3.3: (a) The function pA. satisfies the rela-
tionship 

pA. (n (z)asx) = e-A.SpA.(x) . (3.33) 

(b) For x>ez, ReA. >0, 

II pA.(hx)ldh = f_+","" I pA.(x,{J)ld{J< 00 • 

(c) Furthermore, if g belongs to G +' 

LpA.( ghx) dh = pA.( gez) LpA.(hX) dh . 

Proof: To prove (a) we let 

x = n(z')aTe2 , 

then 

n(z)asx = n(z")aS+TeZ ' 

with 
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(3.34) 

(3.35) 

z" =Z +e-sz' 

because 

n(z") = n(z)asn(z')a -s . 
(The point is that the subgroup A normalizes the subgroup 
N.) Hence 

pA.(n(z)asx) = e-A.CS+ T) = e-A.SpA.(x) . 

To prove (b) we may assume that x = asez, with S > 0, then 

LIPA.(hX)ldh 

= f-+",,"" (cosh s + sinh s cosh {J) -ReA. d{J< 00 • 

To prove (C) we let 

F( g) = LpA.( ghx) dh. 

ThefunctionFis right invariant under H. If g = n(z)as we 
have 

F(n(z)as) = LpA. (n (z)as hx) dh, 

and using (a) we obtain 

F(n(z)ad = e-A.S L PA.(hx) dh. 

Since G + is contained in NA +H, (c) is proved. • 
For Re A. > 0 we define the spherical function <I> A. on G + 

by 

(3.36) 

The function <I> A. is biinvariant under H and 

<l>A.[cosh S] = L+",,"" (cosh s + sinhscosh {J)-A.d{J. 

(3.37) 

This function is essentially the Legendre function of the sec
ond kind. With the classical notation we have 

<l>A. [cosh S ] = 2QA. _ I (cosh S) 

[see Ref. 7, Vol. 1, formula 3.7(3), p. 155]. 
Next we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2: The spherical function <I> A. satisfies a pro

duct formula: for gl andg2 in G+ 

(3.38) 

This formula can also be written, whengl = as andg2 = aT' 
as follows: 

f _+ ",,"" <I> A. [cosh S cosh r + sinh S sinh r cosh {J ] d{J 

=<I>A.[coshS]cI>A. [coshr]. (3.39) 

Proof: Using formula (3.35) [see Proposition (3.3)], 
we have for h and h ' in H: 

L PA.(h 'gl hgze2 ) dh = PA.(h 'gle2 )cI>A. (gz) . 
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The product fomlula is obtained by integrating with respect 
toh'. • 

A more general product formula has been proved by 
Durand for the Legendre functions of the second kind [Ref. 
8 formula (13), p. 359, or Ref. 9, formula (3.5), p. 80]. 

D. The spherical Laplace transform 

We define the spherical Laplace transform i ofa func
tion I belonging to the Volterra algebra VeX) - by 

jv.) = LI(X)pA(X) du(x) , (3.40) 

whenever the integral converges. Integrating in polar co
ordinates and using the previous notations, we obtain 

i(ti) = i+ 00 I [cosh S ]<J>A [cosh s ] sinh s ds . (3.41) 

Theorem 3.3: Let a > 0, and let V(X)! be the space of 
functions I in VeX) such that 

II/l1a = LI/(X) Ipa(x) du(x) < 00 • (3.42) 

The space Vex)! is a subalgebra of V(X) \ and for two 
functions II and h in Vex)! we have 

(3.43 ) 

The spherical Laplace transform i of a function I in V(x)! 
is defined for Re ti>a, analytic for Re ti > a, and, for II and 
12 in Vex)!, we have 

IdU2(ti) =il(ti)j;(ti) . (3.44) 

Remark: Since 

<J>A[cosh s] Nc(ti)e- AS (s-oo) , 

with 

c(ti) = 2(A+ I) L+ 00 (1 + cosh {}) -A d{} 

= 2 .,fiT rcA. )lr(ti + !> ' 
a function I of V(X)~ belongs to Vex)! if and only if 

(+ 00 

Jo I I [cosh s ] I eO - a)s ds < 00 • (3.45) 

Proot (a) Let I belong to Vex)!. For Reti>a, and for 
gin Gwehave 

LI( g-IX)PA(X) du(x) = LI(X)pA( gx) du(x) . 

Using polar coordinates we obtain 

i I(as )PA ( ghas) dh sinh S ds , 
HXA+ 

and using formula (3.25) [Proposition (3.3)] we get 

L+ I(as )PA( g)(ipA(has) dh )sinh s ds 

= PA( g)f(ti) . 

If K is the corresponding Volterra kernel, the previous rela
tionship can be written 

J!(X,Y)PA(X) du(x) = P A( Y) L K(x,e2) PA(X) du(x) . 
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(b) Let II and 12 belong to Vex)!; KI and K2 be the 
corresponding Volterra kernels. We have 

LL K I(x,y)K2( y,e2)PA(x) du(x) due y) 

= L KI (x,e2)PA(x) du(x) Ix K 2( y,e2)PA( y) due y) , 

and therefore 
.." "" II #/2(ti) =il(ti)j;(ti) . • 

Let us compute the spherical Laplace transform of a func
tion f, using horicyclic coordinates: 

i(ti) = (+ 00 [( I(n(z)as) dz] e- (A-I)s ds. 
Jo JIZI<1 - e- t 

(3.46) 

We define the Abel transform of I as 

!JI/(s) =es12 ( I(n(z)as)dz, (3.47) 
Jlzl<t-e- t 

so that the spherical Laplace transform is the composition of 
the Abel transform and the usual Laplace transform: 

(+ 00 

i(ti) = Jo !JI/(s)e- (A-t/2)s ds· (3.48) 

It follows that, under the Abel transform, the composition 
product of the Volterra algebra V(X)- is transformed in the 
usual convolution. 

We have 

!JI/(s) = eS 12 ( I [COSh s - .!. reS] dz 
JI%I<t-e- t 2 

= I coshs--z2 dz i [ 1] 
1%1<2 sinh (S /2) 2 

f sinhr 
= ~ I [cosh r] dr. 

o ~cosh S - cosh r 
(3.49) 

Let us recall the classical inversion of the Abel integral trans
form: if 

g(v) = [ I(u) du, (3.50) 
o ~v-u 

then 

I(v) =2. (V g'(u) du=.!.~ (V g(u) duo 
1f Jo ~v - U 1f dv Jo ~v - u 

(3.51) 

Therefore the Abel transform !JI is inverted in the following 
way: if F(s) = !JI/(s), then 

I[coshs] = _1_ r F'(r). dr 
~1f Jo ~cosh s - cosh r 

=_I ___ I_~f F(r)sinhr dr. 
~1f sinh S ds 0 ~cosh s - cosh r 

(3.52) 

Finally, using the inversion formula for the usual Laplace 
transform, we obtain the following inversion formula for the 
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spherical Laplace transform. 
Proposition 3.4: Let I be a function in V(x)! such that, 

forO'>a, 

f

+OO 
_ 00 I i(O' + iv) Ilvldv < CXJ , (3.53) 

then, for s> 0, 

1 f+ 00 -I[coshs] = - "'(S,O' + iv)/(O' + iv) dv, 
217' - 00 

(3.54 ) 
with 

1 - 1 i~ etA - 1/2)r 
"'(S.A) =~ dr. 

1TV"2 0 ~cosh s - cosh r 
(3.55) 

Proof: As a function of v, i( 0' + iv) is the usual Fourier 
transform of 

e - (CT-1/2)~F(S) = e - (CT- 1/2)~IJ1I(s) 

[see formula (3.48)]. Therefore 

F(S) = -1-f+ 00 e(CT-I/2+iV)~i(O' + iv) dv, 
217' - 00 

and, since 

f-+ 0000 I i(O' + iv) Ilvl dv < CXJ , 

we have 

1 f+ 00 F'(S) = - (0' - 1/2 + iv) 
217' - 00 

Xe(CT-1/2 + iv)~ i(O' + iv) dv. 

Therefore, using the inversion formula for the Abel trans
form and interchanging the order of integration we obtain 
the result. • 

Remark: Since for S < ° we have F(S) = 0, and there
fore F'(S) = 0, then, for S> ° 

f+ 00 ( 1) . -
_ 00 0' -"2 + iv e- (CT-1/2+1V)~ 1(0' + iv) dv = 0. 

Therefore 

If+OO( 1 ) F'(S) =- O'--+iv 
17' -00 2 

X cosh [ (0' - ~ + iV)S ]i(O' + iv) dv, 

and 
1 f+ 00 -I[coshs] =- {}(s,O' + iv)/(O' + iv) dv, 

217' - 00 

(3.56) 

with 

{}(S.A) = vl(A - P rs cosh(A - p r dr. 
17' Jo ~cosh S - cosh r 

This function can be expressed in terms of the Legendre 
function of the first kind as follows: 

{}(S.A) = (A - V PA - I (coshS) . (3.57) 

The inversion formula of Proposition (3.4) and the last one 
[Eq. (3.56)], have been obtained by Cronstrom and 
Klink. 10 The spherical Laplace transform has been studied 
in a more general setting by Mizony.ll 
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E. Volterra algebra on the hyperboloid with one sheet In 
R4 

A Volterra algebra can be associated to the hyperboloid 
with one sheet in R" defined by 

-x~ +xt +x~ + ... +~_I = 1 (3.58) 

in a way similar to that exposed above; indeed the results are 
essentially the same. 

We will write below, without proof, the explicit form of 
the results concerning V(X) ~ for X being the hyperboloid 
with one sheet in JR4: - x~ + xt + x~ + x~ = 1. Indeed, in 
the latter, we shall need these results. 

A function I of V(X) ~ depends only on one variable. 
For s>o, we write 

I(hla~ h2 ) =f[coshS]; hl,h2eH. (3.59) 

For two functions 11 and 12 in V(X) ~ we have 

II # h [cosh S] = 217' f {[(s.,.) II [cosh S cosh 'T 

- sinh S sinh 'T cosh {} ] sinh {} d{} } 

><.h [cosh 'T] (sinh 'T)2 d'T, 

where a (S,'T) is the positive root of the equation 

cosh S cosh 'T - sinh s sinh 'T cosh a = 1 . 

(3.60) 

This product is related to the ordinary convolution product 
in the following way: if we let 

FI [ cosh S] = f II [cosh 'T] sinh 'T d'T , 

we obtain 

II #/2[coshS]sinhS 

= 217' f Fdcosh (S - 'T)] h [cosh 'T ] sinh 'T d'T . 

(3.61) 

The spherical functions are given for Re A > 1, by 

<l>A [cosh S] 
{+ 00 

= Jo ( cosh s + sinh s cosh {}) - A sinh {} d{} 

1 1 _ (A-l)~ =----e . 
A- 1sinh S 

(3.62) 

The spherical Laplace transform reduces to the ordinary La
place transform as follows. If we assume that, for a > 2, 

{+ 00 Jo I I [cosh s ] I e - (a - 2)~ dS < CXJ , (3.63) 

then, for Re A>a, 

j(A) = 217' i + 00 <l>A [cosh s ] I [cosh s ](sinh S)2 dS 

= 217' i+ oo 

e-(A-l)s/[coshS]sinhSdS. 
(A - 1) 0 

(3.64) 
If we let 

F [ cosh S] = f I [cosh 'T] sinh 'T d'T , (3.65) 
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then we obtain 

i(;1.) = 21T i+ 00 e - (A -l)lp [cosh s] ds. (3.66) 

The spherical Laplace transform carries a convolution pro
duct into an ordinary product: 

~ "'" 
Jl 1/2(;1.) =il(;1.).i;(;1.) . (3.67) 

If we assume furthermore that, for u>a, 

f_+oooo li(u+ iv)llvl dv< 00 , (3.68) 

then 

I[coshs] =_I __ ._I_..!£f+oo e(0'-I+ M1i(u+iv) dv 
4r sinhS ds - '" 

=_I--.-I-f+'" (u-I +iv) e(0'-1+Ivl1i(u + iv) dv 
4r sinh S -'" 

I f+'" ( 1 +. ) sinh[(u-l +iv)s]/(- +')d =--:3 u- IV u IV V. 
2." - '" sinhS 

(3.69) 

The proof of the last equality uses the same argument as for 
proving (3.56). 

IV. BETHE-8ALPETER EQUATION 

A. The Bethe-S8lpeter equation as a Volterra equatfon 

We consider the following integral equation for the scat
tering amplitude A (see Refs. 1-5): 

A( P,K,Q) 

=B(P,K,Q) + r N(P,P',Q)A(P',K,Q)d 4P'. 
JR" 

(4.1) 

In this equation, A is an unknown function and represents 
the amplitude; B and N are supposed to be known and repre
sent the potential and the int~raction kernel, respectively. 
The four momenta P,P', K,Q are graphically represented in 
Fig. 1 [see also Ref. (3)]. 

In some instances it may be useful to introduce the so
called Mandelstam variables: s = ( P + K)2 = squared en
ergyinthecenterofmasssystem;t = Q2 = squaredmomen
tum transfer in the center of mass system. 

We restrict our attention to the absorptive part of the 
amplitude; indeed it satisfies an integral equation with the 
same kinematic structure as the whole amplitude.3

•
4 But the 

support conditions of the absorptive part of the amplitude 
A, of the potential B and of the interaction kernel N imply 
that the integral equation (3.1) is a Volterra equation. 

Indeed the absorptive part of the amplitude vanishes if 
(P + K)2 <Oorif( Po + Ko) <0 (see, for instance, Refs. 12 

P-~ 

P!Q. 
2 

+ 
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P' Q +-
2 

and 13). It follows that, as a function of P and K, the support 
of A is contained in the set 

{( P,K)I (P + K)2>0 and (Po + Ko»O} . (4.2) 

The function B has the same property. and N satisfies a simi
lar one: the support of N is contained in the set 

{( P,P')I( P-p')2>Oand (Po-Po»O}. (4.3) 

Moreover we suppose that the amplitude A, the potential B, 
and the kernel N are continuous functions on the sets con
taining the support; this latter assumption is quite restric
tive, but at this stage of our research we do not take care of 
specific and more realistic models for the kernel and the p0-

tential. 
Therefore by letting P = x, K = - y, P' = z, and for

getting about Q, which is regarded as a fixed parameter (re
call that we are working at fixed momentum transfer), the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation becomes a Volterra equation of the 
type we considered in Sec. II and we can apply to it the 
results of that section. 

B. Partial dlagonallzatlon of the Batha-Salpater 
equation 

The functions A, B, and N involved in the Bethe-Sal
peter equation are functions depending on three four-vec
tors, invariant under the Lorentz group SOo( 1,3) acting si
multaneously on the three vectors. For fixed Q. the functions 
A, B. and N are functions depending on two four-vectors, 
invariant under the subgroup G of the Lorentz transforma
tion fixing the vector Q. We will look at the two following 

FIG. 1. Graphic representation of the Bethe
Salpeter equation. 
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cases: (a) forward scattering, in this case Q = 0 and the 
group Gis SOo( 1,3) itself, and (b) nonforward scattering, in 
this case t = Q 2 is negative. We may choose a coordinate 

system such that Q = (0,0,0,..r=t); in this case the group G 
is then SOo(1,2). 

1. Forwllrd sCIIlttlrlng 

Before analyzing the Bethe-Salpeter equation, let us 
consider a Volterra kernel A (x, y) in a4 invariant under the 
Lorentz group 800 0,3), acting simultaneously on the two 
vectors x and y. If x and y are spacelike we let 

x = pu, p > 0; - u~ + uf + u~ + u~ = 1 , (4.4a) 

y = ro, r>O; - Wo + vf + v~ + v~ = 1 . (4.4b) 

The invariance property of A(x,y) implies that A(x,y) 
depends only on p,r, and the inner product (u,v) 
= uovo - U.V. - U2V2 - U3V3: 

A(x,y) =A [p,r;(u,v)] . (4.5) 

The support condition of the kernel A implies that 

- (u,v»(r2 +p2)/2rp. (4.6) 

Let us analyze explicitly the product of two Volterra kernels 
N and A, invariant under SOo( 1,3): 

N#A(x,y) = r N(x,z)A(z,y)dz. (4.7) 
JD()I.X) 

To this purpose we can choose the following coordinates 
(see also Ref. 4): 

x = (p sinh $',0,0, p cosh $'), p > 0 , 

y = (O,O,O,r) , r>O, 

z ::;; (p' sinh 7 cosh fJ, p' sinh 7 sinh fJ cos tp , 

p' sinh 7 sinh fJ sin tp, p' cosh 7) , p' > 0 . 

From (z - y)eO, we get 

7>0, cosh 7>(r2 +p'2)/2rp' , 

which implies 

7> Ilog( p'lr) I . 

From the condition (x - z)eO we get 

p sinh $'>p' sinh 7 cosh fJ, 

cosh $' cosh 7 - sinh $' sinh 7 cosh fJ 

>(p2+ p'2)/2pp'>I, 

which imply 

6>0, 6- 7>llog(p'lp)l, 

and 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.8c) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where a = a($',7) is the positive root of the equation 

cosh 6 cosh 7 - sinh 6 sinh 7 cosh a = 1 . (4.14) 

Then 

O<llog(p'lp) I <7<$' -llog(p'/p)I<$', 

and it follows that 

..[ip e-&12<p'<..[ip e&12. 

We obtain finally 
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(4.15) 

(4.16) 

N# A [ p,r;cosh $'] 

= 217' r.,l/2 p'3 dp' r d7(sinh 7)2A [p',r;cosh 7] 
J.;rp e-,/2 Jo 

X {[(&'T) N [p',r;cosh 6 cosh 7 

- sinh $' sinh 7 cosh fJ ]sinh fJ dfJ } , (4.17) 

which is, precisely, for the integration with respect to 7 and 
fJ, a convolution product of the type considered in Sec. III E. 

Under suitable conditions we can consider the partial 
spherical Laplace transform of the amplitUde A with respect 
to the angular variables 

A (p,r"i) = 217' 1+ DO <1>..1. [cosh 6 ] A [p,r;cosh $'] 

X (sinh $')2 d$' 

= A. ~ 1 1 + DO e - (J. - 1)& A [p,r;cosh 6 ] 

X sinh 6 d$' . (4.18) 

Since the spherical Laplace transform carries out the convo
lution product of Volterra kernels on the hyperboloid into 
the usual product, it is possible to analyze the Bethe-Sal
peter equation. We obtain a partial diagonalization of the 
equation as follows: 

A( p,r"i) 

r+ DO 

=B(p,r"i) + Jo N(p,p';A.)A(p',r"i)p,3dp'. 

(4.19) 

2. NDnfDl'Wllrd SCIIttering 

We consider now Volterra kernels A (x, y) in a4
, invar

iant under the Lorentz group SOo( 1,2) acting simultaneous
lyon the two four-vectors x and y. We write x = (X',x3) 
with x' = (XO,x.,x2)' and also y = (y"Y3) with 
y' = (yo,Y.'Y2)' The vectors x' and y' are the components 
ofx and y orthogonal to the fixed momentum transfer Q. We 
will further assume that x' and y' are spacelike. 

Next we let 

x' = pu, p > 0 ; - u~ + uf + u~ = 1 , (4.20a) 

y' = ro , r> 0 , - v~ + vf + v~ = 1 . ( 4.20b) 

The invariance property of A(x,y) implies that A(x,y) 
depends only on p, r, (u,v), x3' and Y3: 

A(x,y) =A[p,r;(u,v);X3'Y3] . (4.21) 

For computing the explicit form of the product of two 
Volterra kernels Nand A, invariant under SOo( 1,2), we use 
the following coordinates: 

x = (p sinh 6,0,P cosh$',x3)' p>O, 

y= (0,0,r'Y3) ' r>O, 

z = (p' sinh 7 cosh fJ, p'sinh 7 sinh fJ, 

( 4.22a) 

(4.22b) 

p' cosh 7, Z3)' p' > O. (4.22c) 

Now let us determine the limits of integration. Since 
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x - Z belongs to O. we have Xo - zo> IX3 - z31. and therefore 

X3 - P sinh s + p' sinh ". cosh {} 

<Z3 <X3 + psinh S - p' sinh". cosh {}. (4.23) 

Similarly. from (z - y)eO we get 

Y3 - p' sinh". cosh {} < Z3 < Y3 + p' sinh ". cosh {} • (4.24) 

and adding the inequalities (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain 

(x3 + Y3)/2 - ~p sinh s 

(4.25) 

The determination of the limits of integration for p'.".. and {} 
is similar to the forward scattering case. Indeed we have 

Nt A [ p,r;cosh S:X3' Y3] 

= 2 r dZ
3 
r el

12 

p,2 dp' 
P, J,Jrpe- f12 

X f d". sinh ". A [p' .r;cosh r,x3' Y3) 

X {[(~ .. r) N [ p. p' ;cosh s cosh ". 

- sinh s sinh ". cosh {};Z3' Y3] d{} } • (4.26) 

PI and P2 being the lower and upper bounds for Z3 given by 
formula (4.25). 

As in the forward scattering case we consider the partial 
spherical Laplace transform of a Volterra kernel A with re
spect to the angular variables 

with 

cJ».dcoshs) = 2Q,t_ I (coshS) • 

where Q" denotes the Legendre function of the second kind. 
Finally we obtain a partial diagonalization of the Beth~ 
Salpeter equation as follows: 
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A ( p." ,A.;X3' Y3) 

= B( P,,,,A.;X3.Y3) 

+ f-+ "," dz3 i+" p,2 dp' N( P,p';).,;X3' Z3) 

X A ( p' .",A.; Z3' Y3) • ( 4.28 ) 

Remark: As observed by Banarjee et al. 14 and by Nus
sinov and Rosner.2 the Bethe-Salpeter equation can be 
further diagonalized. if the equation remains invariant under 
dilatation. To this purpose we perform a Mellin transform 
involving the radial variables p. P'. and r. Recall that this 
dilatation invariance holds true in the limit of zero mass for 
the internal particles.2 
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It is known that there is a close relationship between the theories of scattering and orthogonal 
polynomials. Here variational principles analogous to those of scattering theory are shown to hold 
for problems involving difference equations such as those for orthogonal polynomials. Some 
applications are indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Previously, 1 we have seen an important relation 
between scattering theory and the theory of orthogonal poly
nomials. A theorem about one implies a theorem about the 
other. 

For some time variational principles have been known 
for scattering theory.2 Unfortunately, these tend to be 
neither minima or maxima. Hence, their usefulness in ap
proximation schemes is rather limited. However, we have 
recently seen that such variational principles can yield exact 
results for some quantities of interest. One suspects then that 
there are variational principles for orthogonal polynomials. 
This we demonstrate here. As application, we obtain an ex
act result relating small changes in the spectral function to 
small changes in the coefficients of the difference equations 
satisfied by the polynomials. 

Our program is (a) we summarize the basic facts of the 
relation between orthogonal polynomials and scattering the
ory; (b) a variational principle is obtained; and (c) an appli
cation is made. 

Closely related to the difference equations describing 
orthogonal polynomials are the difference equations de
scribing discrete scattering in one dimension. These are of 
importance in applying the inverse scattering transform to 
discrete problems-such as the Toda lattice. The variational 
principles for discrete one-dimensional scattering can readi
ly be found paralleling the approach in this article. 

II. SUMMARY 

Here we collect known results 1 which will be needed 
later. 

In the theory of orthogonal polynomials, we are given 
some nondecreasing function p (A.) defined on the real axis. 
We are to find polynomials t/I(A.,n) such that (i) t/I (A. ,n ) is a 
polynomial of exact degree n and its leading coefficient is 
positive; and (ii) the orthonormality relations hold, i.e., 

{'''"" t/I(A.,n)t/I(A.,m)dp(A.) =8(m,n). (1) 

It is then shown that the polynomials satisfy the three
term recursion relation 

a(n + 1)t/I(A.,n + 1) + b(n)t/I(A.,n) + a(n)t/I(A.,n - 1) 

= A.t/I(A.,n), n = 0,1,2, .... (2) 

[Here we have defined a(O)t/I(A., - 1) to be zero.] From the 
orthonormality relations, we readily obtain the explicit for
mulas 

ben) = J: "" A.~(A.,n)dp(A.) , (3) 

a(n + 1) = J: ac A.t/I(A.,n)t/I(A.,n + l)dp(A.) . (4) 

The question we (almost) will address is what are the 
relations between small changes in a, b, andp. (This will be 
made more precise later.) 

From the viewpoint of scattering theory we take Eq. (2) 
for n>O with the boundary conditions a(O)t/I(A., - 1) = 0, 

t/I(A.,O) = C = lI~f~ ac dp(A.) as fundamental for the dis
cussion of orthogonal polynomials. Further, we restrict at
tention tothecasewhena( ~) andb( ~) exist and the limits 
are approached at least as fast as lin 2. [This is the situation 
when the support of dp (A.) is compact.] 

Some simplifications are possible (without loss of gener
ality). Thus, we will take b( ~) = ° and a( ~) =!. If 
b( ~) #0, the spectrum obtained below is merely shifted by 
b( ~). If a( ~) # !, the continuous spectrum is merely 
stretched by a factor 2a ( ~ ). 

Denote as "regular" those solutions ofEq. (2) with the 
given initial conditions which for a fixed A. are bounded as 
n-+~. With the assumed conditions it is readily shown that 
such solutions exist for all A. such that 

(5) 

These solutions are conveniently described by z such that 

A. = Hz +Z-l] . (6) 

The statement then is that the Jacobi matrix formed from the 
a(n), ben) has a continuous spectrum in the region defined 
by Eq. (5), or alternatively for z lying on the unit circle 
(z = ei8

). In addition, there may be some discrete eigenval
ues A. i corresponding to square summable solutions of Eq. 
( 1). It has been shown that these eigenvalues are (i) real, 
(ii) simple, (iii) finite in number, and (iv) lie outside or at 
the edge of the continuum. (Inz, they are real and within the 
unit circle or at z = ± 1.) These results imply that the p (A.) 
used to form our orthogonal polynomials has only a finite 
number of jumps outside the interval - 1 <;A. <; 1 plus a con
tinuous part in the interval. 

Useful auxiliary solutions of Eq. (2) are defined for 
Izl>1 by 
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and for Izl" 1 by 

lim,,-+ .. It/t- - z-"I-O. 
Further, we use Eq. (2) to define I± (z) as 

I± (z) =a(O)t/t± (z,-l). [/+(z) is called the lost func
tion since it plays the same role as the function of that name 
in scattering theory. ] 

Some needed properties are (i) on the unit circle 

t/t + (z,n) = "'*-- (z,n) = t/t _ (z- I,n); 

(ii) t/t(A,n) = (C Ii sin 0) 

X [1- (z)t/t + (z,n) - 1+ (z)t/t_ (z,n)], 

forz=t/J; 

(iii) in particular, the asymptotic behavior as n - 00 is 
t/t(A,n)-[2C 1/+ (z) IIsin 0] sin(nO + '7]), where 

(7) 

and (iv) the zeros of 1+ (z) in the unit circle determine the 
discrete eigenvalues. 

It is clear thatl + plays a fundamental role in the theory 
of orthogonal polynomials. From its definition, 1+ depends 
only on the coefficients a(n),b(n). The principal applica
tion of the variational principle we will develop will be to 
elucidate this. 

First, we will need a representation for 1+. 

III. A REPRESENTATION FOR f+ 

This follows from the following properties of/+ (z). 
(i) On the unit circle S = e21

., = 1+ (lIz)1 1+ (z). 
(ii) 1+ (z) is analytic within the unit circle except for a 

simple pole at z = 0 where the residue is 

R 1 II'" I (8) =2 /=1 2a(n) . 

(iii) There are at most a finite number of simple zeros of 
1+ within the unit circle. These are at real points Zj' 

These then imply that 

(9) 

where 

1 f '7]' (z' )dz' 
r(z) = -- , , 

11" c z-z 
(to) 

, - 1 N (z' - Zj ) 
'7] ='7] +-arg II ' ~ = '7] (z') -0', 

2 j=1 (liz' -z;) 
(11 ) 

and c is the unit circle. [The argument leading to Eq. (9) is 
essentially one previously given.3 The only difference is that 
herel + has a simple pole at z = 0 with known residue. Pre
viously, the function P(z) had no pole but the value of P(O) 
was known.] 

IV. A QUESTION 

We now can ask what are the first-order changes in/+ 
when we consider small changes 8a(n), tSb(n) in the coeffi
cients. 
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From the integral representation of Eq. (9) we see we 
needcSR 18a,cSR IcSb,cSz1loo,cSzllcSb, andcS~/oo,cS~/cSb. The 
first two of these variations follow trivially from the explicit 
expression of Eq. (8). Indeed, 

and 

cSR R --=---, 
tSa(n) a(n) 

~=O. 
cSb(n) 

(12) 

( 13) 

The functional derivatives cSzl/oo and cSzllcSb can be ob
tained by a simple argument which then suggests how to find 
cSiJlcSa and cS~/cSb. Note that 

(14) 

is a discrete eigenvalue. Therefore, 

AI t/t(AI,n) = a(n + 1 )t/t(A/tn + 1) + b(n)t/t(A/tn) 

+a(n)t/t(AI,n - 1). (15) 

Multiplying by t/t(A/tn) and summing over all n, gives the 
expression 

A; = [2 ~ a(n + 1 )t/t(A;,n)t/t(AjJn + 1) 

+ ~ b(n)~(AjJn)] [~~(A;,n)] -I (16) 

Now regard this as a functional A ( t/t). Consider variations of 
this A in the vicinity of tP==t/t(AI,n). (Here we imagine the 
a,b held fixed.) Then, in virtue ofEq. (15), 

cSA I - 0 
cSt/t 1/1= I/I(A.~") - • 

(17) 

This, of course,. is merely a discrete form of the Rayleigh
Ritz principle. In the usual quantum mechanical applica
tion-to obtain approximations to the eigenvalues-we 
most often consider the lowest eigenvalue and make use of 
the minimum property to improve accuracy. However, 
while not necessarily a maximum or a minimum, the func
tional is stationary at each eigenvalue. 

LetusnowuseEq. (16) to compute the change in A; due 
to small changes in a (n), b(n). Since we have demonstrated 
the stationary property, we need only calculate the change in 
Aj due to the changes where a and b occur explicitly. Thus, 

tSA; 2t/t(A; ,n) t/t(A/tn - 1) 

tSa(n) = :Im ~(AjJm) 
(18a) 

and 

(18b) 

From Eq. (14) we see cSA; = ~(1 - lIit)cSzl , 

... ~ = ( 2 2) 2t/t(A/tn)t/t(A/,n - 1) (19a) 
tSa(n) 1 - Zj- :Im ~(AI,m) 

and 

cSz, (2) ~(AI,n) 
--- (19b) 
cSb(n) - l-zj-

2 :Im ~(AjJm) . 

This derivation suggests how we may calculate the func
tional derivatives ~/oo(n) and tS~/cSb(n). If we can con
struct a functional for~, which is a stationary problem, then 
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the functional derivatives can be computed using only the 
explicit changes in a (n) and b (n). We tum to the construc
tion of such a variational principle. 

V. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

Let us construct an integral form ofthe difference equa
tion. From this several expressions for the phase shift will be 
given. Combining these will give the variational principle. 

Rewrite Eq. (2) in the form 

!{t/I(A,n + 1) + t/I(A,n - I)} - At/I(A,n) = r(n) , 
(20) 

where 

r(n) = - [a(n + 1) -!]t/I(A,n + 1) 

- [a(n) - !]t/I(A,n - 1) 

- b(n)t/I(A,n) . 

The homogeneous form ofEq. (20), 

Ht/lo(A,n + 1) + t/lo(l,n - I)} - At/lo(A,n) = 0 , 

has as a solution vanishing at n = - 1 

t/lbl)(A,n) = zn+ 1 - z- (n+ 1)==2i sin(n + 1)0. 

A second solution ofEq. (22) is 

t/lb2 ) (A,n) = zn + 1 + z - (n + I) • 

Then, t/lb I) and t/I~2) are linearly independent since 

W [t/lbl),t/lb2
)] = t/lbl) (A,n + 1)t/lb2)(A,n) 

- t/lb2
) (A,n + 1)t/lbl) 

= 2(Z-Z-I)#0. 

A Green's function satisfying 

HG(A,m + l;n) + G(A,m - l;n)} -AG(A,m;n) 

= t5(m,n) 

is then readily constructed as 

t/lbl) (A,n )t/lb2
) (A,m) 

G(A,m;n) = - -I' 
z-z 

m">n, 

t/lb2
) (A,n)t/lbl) (A,m) 

m<n, 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

An "integral equation" for the scattering problem in
corporating both the boundary condition and the difference 

Since z"+I_z-(n+1) =2isin(n + 1)0 and z"+1 
+ z - (n + I) = 2 cos(n + 1 )0, we see on comparing Eqs. 
(28) and (30) that D cos ~ = 2i, D sin ~ = 2E, and, there
fore, 

tan~= 2E =L t/I~I)(A,m)r(m) =~. 
2i m 2sinO 2sinO 

(31) 

An alternative expression is readily obtained. Let 

J = L r(n)t/I(A,n) - L G(A,m;n)r(m)r(n) . (32) 
n mn 

But for the solution of our problem 

L G(A,m;n)r(m) = t/I(A,n) - t/lbl)(A,n) , 
m 

.. .J = L r(n)t/lbl) (A,n) = 2 sin 0 tan ~, 
n 

i.e., 

tan~=J/(2sinO) (33) 

is another expression. 
Combining the two expression ofEq. (31) and (33), we 

also have4 

tan~= [11(2 sin 0)]K 2IJ. (34) 

It is now maintained that this expression as a functional 
of t/I is stationary when the t/I satisfying the integral equation 
is used. Thus, consider variations in t/I keeping a(n), ben) 
fixed. We have 

t5 tan ~ = [11(2 sin 0) ]{2t5K - t5K} , 

since when t/I is the correct solution K = J. One has 
t5K =:Im t/lbl)(A,m)t5r(m) with 

and 

t5r(m) = - L ([a(m + 1) - !]t5t/1(A,m + 1) 
m 

+ [a(m) - !]t5t/1(A,m - 1) 

+ b(m)t5t/1(A,m)} , 

t5J = L t5r(n)t/I(A,n) + L r(n)t5t/1(A,n) 
n n 

- L r(n)G(A,m;n) t5r(m) 
mn 

- L t5r(n)G(A,m;n)r(m) . 
mn 

(35) 

equation is then But 

t/I(A,n) = t/lbl)(A,n) + L G(A,m;n)r(m) . (27) 
m 

L r(n)G(A,m;n) t5r(m) 
mn 

As n -+ 00, we then see that 

t/I(A,n) -+ z" + 1 _ z(n + I) + E [z" + 1 + z(n + I)] , (28) 
= L r(m)G(A,n;m) t5r(n) 

mn 

with 

1 
E= - -1 L t/lbl)(A,m)r(m). 

z-z m 

The phase shift TJ is defined so that 

(29) 

= L [t/I(A,n) - t/lbl)(A,n) ]t5r(n) , 
n 

... t5J =2 Lt5r(n)t/lbl)(A,n) 
n 

t/I(A,n) - Dsin(nO+TJ) =Dsin[(n+ 1)0+~]. + L r(n)t5t/1(A,n) - L t/I(A,n) t5r(n) . 
n_«> n n 

(30) (36) 
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Inserting Eq. (35) for c5r(n) and doing some relabeling, we 
find the last two terms on the right just cancel, 

(37) 
n 

and so c5 tan ~ = 0 as claimed. 
We have shown tan ~ is stationary with respect to small 

variations in the wave functions. Hence, to calculate changes 
due to small changes in a(n), ben), we merely need to look 
at the explicit changes in our variational expression. 

As before 
- 1 { c5 tan 7J = -- UK - c5J}, 

2 sin () 

c5K = L rp~ll (A.,n)c5r(n) , 
n 

where now 

c5r(m) = -c5a(n + l)rp(A.,n + 1) -c5a(n)rp(A.,n -1) 

- c5b (n) rp(A.,n) , 

c5J = L c5r(n)rp(A.,n) - L G(A.,m;n) c5r(m)r(n) 
n mn 

- L G(A.,m;n)r(m)c5r(n) . 
mn 

Since 

L G(A.,m;n)r(m) = rp(A.,n) = ,Wl(A.,n) , 
m 

c5J= L rp~l)(A.,n)c5r(n) - L G(A.,m;n)c5r(m)r(n), 
n mn 

we have 

L G(A.,m;n) c5r(m)r(n) = L G(A.,n;m)r(m)c5r(n) 
mn mn 

= L rp(A.,n) - rp~l)(A.,n) , 
n 

:. c5J = 2 L rp~l) (A.,n)c5r(n) - L rp(A.,n)c5r(n) . 
n n 

Hence, 
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- 1 
c5 tan 7J = - -. - L rp(A.,n) c5r(n) , 

2sm(} n 

and then 

(38) 

c5tan~ 1 
-~-- = - -.- rp(A.,n)rp(A.,n - 1) , (39) 
ua(n) 2 sm () 

c5tan~ 1 
c5b(n) = - 2 sin () f/?(A.,n) . (40) 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It has been demonstrated that the difference equations 
describing orthogonal polynomials have variational princi
ples completely analogous to those occurring in the theory of 
scattering by potentials. These are principles for the eigen
values and phase shifts. 

As an application, it has been seen how the functional 
derivatives of the Jost function for discrete problems can be 
found via the variational principles. 

It may be mentioned that there are other problems in
volving difference equations which are closely related to 
those discussed here. For example, in applying the inverse 
scattering methods to discrete problems-such as the Toda 
lattice-one is interested in difference equations like Eq. 
(2), but for - 00 <n < 00. Then the primary quantities of 
interest are the reflection and transmission coefficients. 
Variational principles for these are readily obtained. These 
are straightforwardly obtained discrete forms of the princi
ples discussed in Ref. 5. From these the functional deriva
tives of the reflection and transmission functions with re
spect to the coefficients in the difference equations are easily 
found. 
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Dirac spinors for vector space-times R .,1 are considered as real spinors of appropriate extended 
vector spaces R ."t'. This extension is determined by the condition R."I' S!!R ~,. The catalog of 
reality, chirality conditions allowed for Dirac spinors by the analysis of corresponding Clifford 
algebras and their left minimal ideals are completed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In supersymmetric field theories, as well as in some uni
fied theories of gravitation and gauge interactions, we are 
specially interested in various space-time dimensions. The 
fundamental problem for all such theories is an analysis of 
the kind of spinors that can be defined in the n-dimensional 
space-time of the signature (s,t ); s + t = n. 

In this article we will investigate algebraic properties of 
spinors and their consequences on the possible physical the
ories. In some sense we shall follow in the spirit of the articles 
in Refs. 1-3, however, some of our conclusions will be differ
ent. 

In supersymmetric field theories we have to deal with 
different kinds of division algebras and for some space-time, 
appropriate spinor spaces are also modules over some divi
sion algebras. Hence the idea arises to link the properties of 
supersymmetric field theories in various space-time dimen-
sions with the properties of spinors. ' 

Although this idea has been used previously in the liter
ature! the conclusion arrived at is doubtful. First, the associ
ation of the given space-time with one of the divisionalge
bras R,C, or II does not lead us to the conclusion that there is 
some relationship between the dimension n (or "transverse" 
dimension n - 2) and division algebra. Also we cannot anti
cipate the further association n = 10 with the algebra of oc
tonions O. The known relation between Spin(7)!;SO(8) and 
the subgroup of GLR (0) generated by right multiplication 
by unit octonions, which are purely imaginary, has a com
pletely different origin. It comes from the fact that every 
linear transformation of R 8 can be written4 as a sum of eight 
transformations ofthe form x -- (ax)b, where the product is 
taken from the algebra of octonions. The similar situation is 
met in the four-dimensional case. Then every linear transfor
mation of R 4 can be written as a sum offour transformations 
of the form x __ axb with the product from the quatemion 
algebra H. It implies that the Spin (4) group is given by 
x __ pxq-!, where p and q are pure imaginary unit quater
nions. 

In this paper we shall consider spinors as elements of the 
left minimal ideals of the corresponding Clifford algebra. 
However, if we start with some vector space-time R ',1 then 
the left minimal ideals Y (s,t) of its Clifford algebra R.,t are 
modules over R, C, or H, respectively, depending on the con
crete signature (s,t) , Unfortunately, for even (s + t = 2r)
dimensional vector space-time R s,t, spinor spaces are over R 
or H. For these reasons we construct Dirac spinors as ele-

ments of a left minimal ideal of the complexified Clifford 
algebra R ~,. However R ~, is isomorphic to the universal 
Clifford algebra Cn of the complexified vector space-time 
(R s,t)c = en. Thus we see that Cn does not reflect the alge
braic properties of the appropriate Clifford algebra prior to 
the complexification. In other words we lose the algebraic 
properties of R.,t related to concrete signature (s,t). Some
times we may rediscover the relation between the starting 
vector space-time and one of the division algebras R, C, or II 
but only when using isomorphism between Spin (s,t) group 
and one of the classical groups. 

In this paper we proceed in a slightly different way, 
Namely we embed the vector space R ',t into the correspond
ing vector spaceR ",1' (where2r = s + t = s' + t' - 1) deter
mined by the condition R ~, er,R""" The advantages ofsuch 
an approach are the following. 

(a) So defined Dirac spinor space inherits the symme
tries determimed by scalar products induced by anti-involu
tions of real Clifford algebras. 

(b) The above symmetries are closely related to the sym
metries of maximal supergravities in higher-dimensional 
space-times. It suggests that we should work with real Clif
ford algebra approach. 2 

(c) We obtain a precise interdependence between a di
mension and signature of any space-time R ',1 on the one side 
and the division algebras related to pinor and spinor mo
dules of Rs,1 on the other.s 

However, if we take into account the Ogievetsky and 
Sokatchev construction of the supergravity potential by 
means of complex space-time coordinates then we should 
consider also the complexified Chevalley approach. 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATION 

Let R S,I be an (m = s + t )-dimensional vector space
time with the space dimension s and the time dimension t. 
Let us denote by R." its corresponding universal Clifford 
algebra (CA). It is known5 that any CA Rs,t can be realized 
by its matrix representation. It exhibits the character of Rs,l 
as the real algebra of endomorphisms of a right F-linear 
space Y(s,t )==Y, i.e., 

(2.1) 

Here F is an appropriate ring uniquely related with a given 
CA R s,t. A space Y is called the "real" spinor space of the 
orthogonal vector space R .,t. Thus we treat the spinors as 
elements of the underlying vector space of the faithful matrix 
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representation of the CA R',I' This underlying vector space 
can be given by an minimal left ideal of Rs,I: 

Y(s,t) = R.,lf (2.2) 

Herejisaprirnitiveidempotentj2 =jofR •. o which unique
ly determines Y(s,t). Sometimes, the left minimal idealY 
as a right F-module is called a pinor module,6 whereas one 
introduces also the notion of spin or module l:==l:(s,t) as a 
left minimal ideal of the even subalgebra R !,~) of the CA R.,I' 

The first to introduce spinors as elements of a left minimal 
ideal of corresponding CA was Sauter.' 

Although for a fixed dimension n = s + t the geometric 
properties of a given CA R',I depend on the concrete signa
ture, we have only a few possibilities for their algebraic types. 
Namely, for n = s + t = 2r, CA R.,I can be realized only as 
the algebra of 2'X 2' real matrices .R(2') or as the algebra 
8(2'-1) of2,-1 X2,-1 matrices with quaternionic entries. 
Forn odd, i.e., n = 2r + I, CARs•I can be only in one of the 
following algebraic types: 

2R(21, C(21, 28(2'-1). (2.3) 

Moreover, because we have algebraic isomorphisms between 

R (O) R 
3,t s. s,t - 1 , for t> I, 

and (2.4) 

R~?l'!!!!!!.RI,._I' fors>I, 

we see that we can obtain a link between a given space-time 
R '.1, but only one of the division algebras R, C, or H. Thus 
the suggestion 1 that octonion algebra could come naturally 
to our spinor analysis when we increase the dimension of 
space-time is not true. 

Any space Y(s,t) is the underlying space not only for 
the faithful representation of the corresponding CA R S,I' but 
among others also for Spin (s,t ) group and for the group G ± 

determined by scalar products on Y (s,t). The former group 
is related with the symmetry of the whole physical theory 
based on a given space-time R s,l whereas the latter groups 
are related2 with symmetries of maximal supergravities in 
dimension n. 

In the physical theories one of the most fundamental 
equations is the Dirac equation 

(2.5) 

Here r'" are the complex matrices that satisfy the relations 

and "" is a sufficiently differentiable function from R _,I to a 
2' -dimensional complex vector space equipped with Spin(s,t ) 
symmetry. 

We see that only in the case when Rst has C(21 realiza
tion, matrices r", generate CA R.,I and'; can be taken as a 
function from R S,I to .9'(s,t). 

Although in the case when CA has its matrix represen
tation with the quaternionic entries, we can still believe that 
(by means of the well-known realization of the quaternions 
in terms of Pauli matrices) we are able to preserve the valid
ity of (2.5); it is obvious that this is completely impossible 
when the algebraic type of R." is given by R(2r). 

The main obstruction against the validity of Dirac equa-
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tion (2.5) in terms of the geometric objects related to R s,l is 
the presence of the imaginary unit i. For this reason in the 
relativistic quantum mechanics we have to pass either to the 
complexified space-time (R 3,1) C or to a one-dimensional ex
tension R 4,1 of our space-time R 3,1. In both cases we intro
duce the imaginary unit i to appropriate Clifford algebras as 
well as to related spinor spaces. Of course it is in contradic
tion with Dirac's original intension of factoring the wave 
operator in four-dimensional real space-time. 

We can consider the just mentioned two possibilities be
cause the algebraic types of R f.1 and R 4,I are the same and 
are given by the full matrix algebras C(4). Let.us return to the 
Dirac mass equation (2.5). By construction it can be satisfied 
only in the case when r", matrices have complex entries as 
well as when the field"" has complex components. Such a 
complex matrix representation of the generators r '" of an 
appropriate Clifford algebra will be called the Dirac algebra 
and related with its spinor space will be called the Dirac 
space. However, for even-dimensional vector space R ',1 we 
can never obtain the dirac algebra as its Clifford algebra. The 
simplest way is to pass to the complexified picture. But in 
this case we lost the dependence on the concrete signature 
(s,t) and we lost the natural possibility of aditional symme
tries of Dirac spinor spaces related with scalar products; be
sides, we have to introduce more than one additional real 
dimension. For this reason it seems to be more natural and 
convenient to pass to the only one-dimensional extended 
vector space R n + I. We can do this by considering our start
ing vector space R S,' as a subspace of an appropriate 
(n + I)-dimensional vector space formed by deleting from 
the canonical basis (eo,el> ... ,en) for R n + 1 a vector eo. 

The additional dimension eo is timelike or spacelike de
pending on the signature (s,t ). 

Our aim is to pass to such a bigger vector space whose 
corresponding Clifford algebra is algebraiclly isomorphic to 
the complexified CA of the starting orthogonal space R S,I, 

RS,I"""Ri,l' 

.r .r 
(2.6) 

Heres+t=s' +t'-1. 

We shall denote a left minimal ideal of R $I (i.e., a "real" 
spinor space) by Y = .9'(s,t); a left minim~l ideal of R !,~) 
(i.e., a space of "even" spinors) by l: = l:(s,t) and a left 
minimalideal ofDs,l: = R i ,,' (i.e., a space of Dirac spinors) 
by 'I' = 'I'(s,t). 

As we have told for even-dimensional vector space-time 
R S,I, S + t = 2r, we have two algebraic types of universal 
Clifford algebras: 

(I) Rs,l '!!!!!!.R(2r) and (II) Rs,l '!!!!!!.H(2r- I
). (2.7) 

It appears that for each of these cases we have to consider 
two possibilities: with additional spacelike dimension, and 
with additional timelike dimension. This space- or timelike 
character of the extension of R S,I to R i,l' depends on the 
concrete signature (s,t). 

For odd-dimensional vector space-time R "', s + t 
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= 2r + 1, we have that either R.,t is realized as a matrix 
algebra with complex entries, i.e., C(2r

), or as a matrix alge
bra over some, the so-called double field. Thus in the former 
case we have just what we need, whereas in the latter cases 
our Clifford algebras do not possess "one generator's" exten
sion having the complex matrix realization. Hence in these 
cases all we can do is to pass to the complexification en of a 
starting vector space R ',t itself. 

III. DIRAC, WEYL, AND MAJORANA SPINORS 

Let R •. t be an even-dimensional orthogonal vector 
space. Let R ",t', Sf + t ' = s + t + 1 be a vector space whose 
corresponding universal Clifford algebraR .. ,t' is algebraical
ly isomorphic to R ~t. As we have told, a Dirac spinor space 
'I1(s,t) is (by definition) formed by a minimal left ideal of 
R .. ,t' , i.e., 'I1(s,t) = Y(s't'). 

Now the additional dimension eo allows us to construct 
the projective operators W ± according to the formula 

W ± = ~(1 + 71eo)' (3.1) 

It is easy to see that W2± = W ± if 71 = 1 for e~ = + 1 and 
71 = i when ~ = - 1. 

We shall call operators W ± Weyl operators. They de
compose the Dirac 2' complex-dimensional space '" onto 
two Weyl subspaces '" + and '11_, respectively. Although the 
space'" is equipped with higher symmetries G + and G _ the 
operators W ± break them and subspaces '" + and '11 _ in
herit only appropriate Spin(s,t) symmetry. 

Let {el, ... ,e. + t l form an orthogonal basis for the corre
sponding vector space R s,t. Let us denote their product by 
eJ , i.e., 

(3.2) 

Because the product eOeJ plays the role of a pure imaginary 
unit in CA R",I' = Ds,1 for any (s,t), the Weyl operators can 
be written 

TABLE I. Relations between Cli1ford algebras. 

A 

B 

855 

R;f~~tf::H 
RH I,t aoC(2') - '11 ± ,.,.c 

s-t=2mod8 

!.:~:~:~2·'f'I:~c" 
\Co= -I 

R"t+ I ,.,.C(2,) _ '11 ± ,.,.C2·-
1 

s-t=Omod8 
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(3.3) 

(ieJ=eofore~= -landieJ = -eofore~= + 1). It can 
be checked that for s - t = 2, 6 mod 8 the additional dimen
sion eo has to be a space-line, i.e., e~ = + 1. We shall denote 
these cases by A (see Table I). Although the algebraic type of 
R.,t for s - t = 2 mod 8 is given by R(21 algebra, and for 
s - t = 6 mod 8 is given by H(2,-1) algebra, their even Clif
ford subalgebras are isomorphic. They are realized as the 
matrixalgebraC(2,-1). Namelyfors - t = 6 mod 8 we have 
t - s = 2 mod 8. Hence the known isomorphism 

R ~?)~R ~?1 
tells us that the Clifford algebras to type A have algebraically 
equivalent even subalgebras. 

Moreover, the product eJ given by (3.2) plays the role 
of the pure imaginary unit in these even Clifford algebras. 
Thus we obtain the vector space isomorphism between the 
Weyl subspaces '11 ± and even spinor space ~, respectively. 
Moreover we always have a vector space isomorphism 
between the Weyl subspaces and the Dirac space of corre
sponding lower-dimensional vector space R s - 1,t - 1. Hence 
for s - t = 2,6 mod 8 we have 

'" ± ¢:> ~(s,t) ¢:> "'(s - 1 - t -1) = .7.,1-1 (3.4) 

as vector spaces. 
The situation will change when we have to enlarge our 

starting vector space R s,1 by a timelike dimension eo, 
e~ = - 1 to get Rs,l+ 1 er.R ~t. Then for both possible alge
braic types of universal Clifford algebras, the even spinor 
spaces are not isomorphic to the Weyl subspaces (see Table 
I). For these cases the product eJ of the basis elements of 
corresponding generating vector space R s,t has the property 
e~ = + 1. It implies that the even Clifford subalgebras, and 
hence their left modules, have to be over double fields. We 
obtain that ~.,I ~2R(2'-1), for s - t = 0 mod 8 and ~s,t 
~2H(2'-2), for s - t = 4 mod 8. Now let us return to the 
general case of even-dimensional vector space-times. Let rl' 
denote the matrix representation of el' in the Dirac algebra 
Ds,1 ~C(21- It is known (by the Noether-Skolem theorem) 

II 

R)~~~:.'I ?;~~:', 
RH I.t ,.,.C(2,) -- '11 ± ,.,.c 

s-t=6mod8 

l~:::':"- '~l~~" 
\Co= -1 r-

R"t+I,.,.C(2')-'I1± ""C2
'-1 

s-t=4mod8 
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that any two matrix representations of R .. t are related by the 
similarity transformations. Thus we see immediately that if 
R •. t is algebraically equivalent to R(21, i.e., if it is of type I, 
then we can find the representation of e I' E R ",t' , 
Jl = 1, ... ,s + 1 by the real matrices ~. It implies that any 
other representation r I' can be obtained as 

rl' =Eod-l~ d, Eo= + 1. (3.5) 

Hence 

r: = d- 1*drl'd- 1d*. (3.6) 

In other words for any matrix representation of the Dirac 
algebra of type I we have . 

r: = B rl'B -1, (3.7) 

withB = d- 1d. It implies that 

BB*=1. (3.8) 

However, the relation (3.7) means that when we transform 
the spinor space'll by means of an operator C, 

t/J - Ct/J: = B -1t/J*, (3.9) 

then elements el' are represented by the same matrices rl" 
We shall call C the charge conjugation operator, and t/f 

= Ct/J the charge conjugated spinor. 
It is easy to see that C 2 = 1. The property allows us to 

construct the projective Majorana operators 

(3.10) 

which decompose the Dirac spinor space into two so-called 
Majorana subspaces 

'IIR =! (1 + C)'II, 

(3.11) 
'III =! (1 - C)'II. 

Now we see that if a primitive idempotent f, which deter
mines our Dirac spinor space'll, is also a primitive one of the 
Clifford algebra R. t then B = id and the Majorana decom
position is given ~ the decomposition onto real and pure 
imaginary real subspaces of the Dirac space'll. Namely, let 

'II = R",t' f. (3.12) 

Now any primitive idempotent/can be written as 

/ = (l/2X)(1 + CiJd ... (1 + CiJx )' (3.13) 

where {CiJ/ 1 is a set of square one pairwise commuting ele
ments of R",t' . Then number X is uniquely determined by the 
signature (S',I') (see Ref. 8). It can be checked that 

X(S,/)=X(S',I'), (3.14) 

for CA of type I. Hence we can fix a primitive idempotent of 
corresponding Dirac algebra D.,t = R",t' as exactly the same 
as of CA R.,t. Thus we obtain immediately the vector space 
isomorphism between the Dirac spinor space 'II(s,1 ) and the
complexification YC(s,/) of the "real" spinor space Y(s,t ), 
or equivalently we obtain that 

'IIR = Y(S,/). (3.15) 

However, we should notice that although the algebraic prop
erties ofthe pure imaginary units in 'II(S,I) and Y(s,t) are 
the same, their geometric features are diff'erent. They behave 
differently under the anti-involutions induced by identity 
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and reflection transformation of the starting vector space. 
This implies diff'erent symmetry properties of 'II(S,I) and 
Y(s,1 )C, respectively. 

Now we can ask the question ofwhen Weyl spinors are 
Majorana ones, i.e., when is the subspace M + 'II equal to the 
subspace W + 'II? This is the case when 

Cy=yC, where y= 1Jrl ... r.+t, 

but 

Cji= 1J*rlY.+tC 

(3.16) 

{ 
- ye, for s - 1= 2 mod 8, 

= yC, for s - 1 = 0 mod 8. (3.17) 

Thus for s - I = 0 mod 8 Weyl operators are equiValent to 
their complex conjugates. 

Now let us consider the case when the universal Clifford 
algebra Rs,t is realized by the matrix algebra with quater
nionic entries, i.e., let us consider the algebraic type II. We 
can check that for these Clifford algebras we have 

X(s',t') = X(s,l) + 1. (3.18) 

Thus we see that 'II(S,I ) cannot be considered as a vector space 
isomorphic to the complexification YC(S,I) of Y(s,I). The 
elements el' E R s,t are represented by the complex matrices 
rl' E Ds,t, which cannot be made real. However, r: matrices 
also generate the same Clifford algebra R.,t. Again by the 
Noether-Skolem theorem we have 

--1 -rl' = EB r:B, (3.19) 

with 11 *11 = ± 1 and E = ± 1. 
Now let 11 *11 = 1. Then we can factor 11 in the following 

way: 

11=A*A-l. (3.20) 

This implies that 

A - l
r l'A = EA *-Ir:A *. (3.21) 

Thus if E = + 1, the r/s have their matrix representation 
given by real matrices, i.e., we have the case ofCA of type I. 
If E = - 1, rl"s have their matrix representation given by 
pure imaginary matrices. We have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Let ri be a matrix representation of the uni
versal Clifford algebra R.,t with pure imaginary entries. 
Then matrices irl' generate the universal CA Rt,s. 

Proof: Obvious. 
We see that in the considered case matrices, ir I' have to 

be real. Because for s - 1 = 2 mod 8 we have 
1 - s = 6 mod 8, we obtain that in the case II A we have 
1111* = 1 and E= - 1. In other words fors- 1= 6 mod 8 
we can fix such a basis of the Dirac space 'II in which the 
elements e I' are represented by pure imaginary matrices r I' • 
In this basis 

r: = - rl' (3.22) 

and the charge conjugation t/f = Ct/J is given by 

t/f = t/J*. (3.23) 

In the general case we have that similar to (3.9) 

Ct/J = t/f = 11 -1t/J* (3.24) 

and Majorana operators 
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(3.25) 

Example: Let the r,.. be real 4 X 4 matrices that generate 
R 3,1 C R4,1' Then pure imaginary matrices ir,.. E R 2,3 gen
erate a subalgebra of R2,3 isomorphic to R 1,3' In other words 
because we can construct Majorana spinors for the vector 
space R 3,1 (3 - 1 = 2) this is also possible for vector space
time R 1,3 (1 - 3 = 6 - 8). Nevertheless in both cases (i.e., 
s - t = 2,6 mod 8) Majorana spinors tP = t/f cannot be giv
en as Weyl spinors because the necessary conditions (3,16) 
cannot be satisfied. 

Now let us consider the last possibility s - t = 4 mod 8, 
i.e., the type II B. We see that in this case we are not able to 
find a representation in which matrices r generating R . ,.. s,t 
are pure lmaginary ones. If they were, then the CA R 
would be isomorphic to the algebra of real matrices. Ho~~ 
ever, this is impossible because also t - s = 4 mod 8. Thus in 
this case B * B = - 1 and we cannot factor B as previously in 
Eq. (3.20). Of course we can introduce a charge conjugation 
operator C by (3.24), but it does not allow us to construct 
the Majorana operators. Although in this case we also can 
take the decomposition of the Dirac spinor space \II onto its 
real and pure imaginary part, but these subspaces will never 
be invariant with respect to the Spin (s,t) group. Besides 
they are not underlying spaces for a faithful representation 
of endomorphisms generated by r . As a matter of fact the 

f 
. ,.. 

case 0 slgnature s - t = 4 mod 8 can be considered as hav-
ing the true quaternionic nature. Already we have seen that 
then both algebraic (s,t) spinors (i.e., left minimal ideals of 
Rs,t) and even spinors (i.e., left minimal ideals of even subal
gebra R !,~» are right modules over the quatemionic ring. 
Moreover we can see that owing to the property B * B = - 1, 
the Dirac spinor space \II possesses also a quatemionic struc
ture. Let us take the Weyl decompostion of \II onto \II sub-

- ± 
spaces. We can define an operator C by 

(3.26) 

where tPl E \II + and tP2 E \11_. Now we have C2 = 1 and we 
can look for spinors that satisfy the following generalized 
Majorana condition 

c(tPI) = (tPI) . 
tP2 tP2 

We can write (3.27) as 

tPj = c': B - ItPt, 
with 

~=(O -1) , 1 O· 

(3.27) 

(3.27') 

Because the relation (3.27') is preserved under the transfor
mation of tPi by the group SU(2), we have defined the multi
plication of the Dirac space by quatemions [SU(2) is equiva
lent to the group of unit quatemions]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we treat spinors as elements of the univer
sal Clifford algebra Rs,t generated by a vector space-time 
R s,t. We have introduced Dirac spinor \II (s,t) as "real" spin-
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ors of an appropriate extended starting vector space. As a 
matter of fact we have considered only the cases of even
dimensional vector space-time s + t = 2r because for odd
dimensional vector spaces we can do nothing except com
plexification. 

An additional dimension eo allows us to construct the 
product eOeJ = eoel ... es+ to which plays the role of a pure 
imaginary unit i. Also, by means of eo we construct the Weyl 
operators W ± =!(l + "leo)' Thus for any signature (s,t) 
we can decompose the Dirac spinor space onto two sub
spaces ofWeyl spinors. For some signature (s,t) we can in
troduce a charge conjugation operator C; c2 = + 1. In these 
cases we can decompose the Dirac spinor space \II (s,t) also 
onto the so-called Majorana spinor subspaces. 

For s - t = 0,2 mod 8, any primitive idempotent of the 
Clifford algebra Rs,t is also a primitive one of the Dirac alge
bra Ds,t = R s',t' • Hence we can fix such a base of Dirac spinor 
space IJI in which charge conjugation means only complex 
conjugation, i.e., t/f = tP*. In other words in these cases just 
S(s,t) forms the Majorana spinor space \IIR = ~(1 + C)\II. 
Moreover in this base the elements e,.. E R S,f, Ji. = 1, ... ,s + t 
are represented by real matrices r,.. E DS,f' Of couse matrices 
{ir,..} also belong to the Dirac algebra D s,t. However in the 
case of s - t = 0 mod 8, they generate a subalgebra of D 
which is isomorphic to the starting Clifford algebra its;if. 
For s - t = 2 mod 8, {ir,..} generate a subalgebra that is iso
morphic to Rt,s; t - s = 6 mod 8. Hence for 
s - t = 0 mod 8, Majorana spinors can be taken also as 
Weyl spinors, whereas for s - t = 2 mod 8 it is impossible. 
Nevertheless this fact implies that elements e E R s,t ,.. , 
S - t = 6 mod 8 can be represented by pure imaginary ma
trices r,.. in the Dirac algebra Ds,t. Hence we can introduce a 
ch~rge conjugation operator C, C 2 = 1, as well as Majorana 
spmors also for a vector space-time of signature 
s - t = 6 mod 8. For s - t = 4 mod 8, matrices rED as 

II 
. ,.. ~ 

we as matnces i r,. E Ds,t create isomorphic subalgebras of 
Ds,t' which are algebraically equivalent to the Clifford alge
bra R s,t. Thus in this case either r,. or ir,. matrices cannot be 
given as real matrices. Moreover although r: matrices gen

erate:, a~~ th~ R",f ~b~gebra of D s,t' we have in this case r: 
= EB r,..B wlthB * B = - 1. Hence in this case we can not 
construct an operation of charge conjugation with property 
C 2 = 1. It means that we cannot fix any subspace of the 
Dirac space IJI as the Majorana spinor space. Nevertheless 
we can use the Weyl decomposition (which always exists) 
and introduce the so-called SU(2) charge conjugation. This 
fact together with the quatemionic of the "real" spinor mod
ule Y(s,t) and of the "even" spinor module reflects the 
"true" quatemionic nature of spinors for signature 
s - t= 4 mod 8. 
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The reduction of irreducible representations of the superalgebra spl ( 1,2) to the subsuperalgebra 
osp( 1,2) is given explicitly. The oscillator representations are discussed in detail and their 
relevance for nuclear physics is outlined by a simple model containing three ground-state nuclei. 
The results have important implications on a recently suggested mechanism for the symmetry 
breaking of spl ( 6,2m) via osp ( 6,2m ) . 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Foreword 

While considering a well-defined problem of nuclear 
physics we realized the necessity of a simple model in the 
framework of which all calculations can be carried out expli
citly. Such a model is presented in this paper where we sepa
rate two aspects, namely the mathematical one and the phys
ical one. 

In the mathematical part (Secs. II and III) we describe 
the reduction of the superalgebra spl( 1,2) to its subalgebra 
osp ( 1,2) explicitly in terms of generators, irreducible repre
sentations, and ordinary oscillator representations. This 
part can be read clearly without the rest and its scope is, of 
course, more general than needed for the physical applica
tion. 

In the physical part we discuss the implications for nu
clear physics. Here the reader always should keep in mind 
that our simple model has been constructed in order to facili
tate a well-founded understanding of the analogous, but 
much more complex, structure in realistic models. 

B. Physical motivation 

Since its introduction by Arima and Iachello l in the 
mid-1970's the interacting boson approximation (lBA) for 
the collective excitations of even-even nuclei has been well 
established from the theoretical as well as from the experi
mental point of view. 2.3 

The generalization to odd-even nuclei consequently 
lead to the so-called interacting boson fermion approxima
tion4 (lBFA) and, in a further step, to boson fermion super
symmetries5

-
7 (SUSY). 

In the last case, one starts with the supergroup U ( 61 
2m), where the 6 stems from the bosonic degrees offreedom 
(ones-boson and one d-boson) and 2m reflects the fermionic 
degrees of freedom. For realistic applications, 2m is at least 
of the order of 10 which obviously leads to a huge number of 
possible group chains for the desired dynamic symmetry 
breaking. Since presently a microscopic theory of nuclear 
SUSY is missing, the relevance of the several chains can be 
tested only phenomenologically. 

In what follows, we use the terminology of Lie superal
gebras, and write spl(n,m) for the algebra that belongs to 
U(nlm). 

Apart from the standard route, breaking SUSY in the 
first step by going to the maximal Lie subalgebra, one can 
keep SUSY for one or more further steps by first going to a 
Lie subsuperalgebra. 

For several reasons-two ofthem being the importance 
of the 0 ( 6) limit in the IBA and of the concept of seniority in 
both even-even and odd-even nuclei-it looks very promis
ing to introduce the Lie superalgebra osp ( 6,2m) with its 
subalgebra 0(6) Xsp(2m), i.e., to consider the chain 

spl(6,2m) ::> osp(6,2m) ::> 0(6) Xsp(2m) ::> .... (1.1) 

This has been suggested recently by Morrison and Jarvis.s 

As is well known,9-11 the rep theory of Lie superalgebras 
shows some pathological properties, unknown from the the
ory of ordinary Lie algebras, which may cause problems for 
physical applications. Especially for the chain ( 1.1 ), the Ha
miltonian turns out to be non-Hermitian and the reduction 
spl (6,2m) ~osp (6,2m) produces a mixture of different boson 
and fermion numbers equivalent to a mixture of different 
nuclei. 

In order to make the whole structure transparent, one 
needs a simple model, in the framework of which one can 
calculate each step explicitly. Such a model is presented in 
this paper while a discussion of (1.1) and other realistic 
chains is deferred to a forthcoming publication. 

The necessity to simplify the physical structure is ob
vious since reps of, let us say, spl(6,12) are too large to be 
dealt with explicitly. Omitting the bosonic degrees of free
dom normally attached to the d-boson, i.e., keeping only the 
s-boson, one arrives at spl ( 1 ,2m) with 2m fermionic degrees 
of freedom. In this paper, we will consider the case m = 1, 
i.e., spl( 1,2), since the pathologic properties already arise in 
this simple example. To see this one has to consider the two 
chains 

(i) spl(1,2)::> osp(1,2) ::> sl(2). 
( 1.2) 

(ii) spl(1,2)::> gl(1) xsl(2). 

In this model, a nucleus is defined as the set of all irredu
cible sl( 2) multiplets belonging to the same numbers NB and 
NF ofbosons and fermions, respectively. Since we have sole
ly an s-boson we can only describe ground states, i.e., a nu
cleus is a single sl(2) multiplet. 
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Clearly, from what has been said above, we need an os
cillator rep of spl ( 1,2) containing one boson s and two fer
mions a and b, the reduction of which then yields the whole 
structure of our simple model. 

C. SUrvey of contents 

After this long discussion of motivation we can now de
scribe how the paper is organized and give some of the main 
results. 

Sections II and III are devoted to the mathematical 
structure. As the explicit reduction of spl(1,2) reps to 
osp ( 1,2) is an interesting problem in itself and a direct pur
suit of Ref. 9, we do this job first in Sec. II. 

Then, in Sec. III, we present the oscillator reps of 
spl( 1,2) and its decomposition. Although for the physical 
application only the rep with one boson and two fermions 
(Sec. III B) is needed, we shortly present, for the sake of 
completeness, the oscillator rep built of one fermion and two 
bosons (Sec. III A). In both cases the reduction to osp( 1,2) 
is given. Through this reduction, a non-Hermiticity occurs 
in one case for the quadratic Casimir operator of osp ( 1,2), 
which turns out to be not even a normal operator with all the 
consequences like state mixing and change of metric. This is 
discussed in detail in Secs. III C and III D. 

Last but not least, in Sec. IV, we consider the physical 
implications of the preceding sections. First, we discuss the 
direct consequences of the non-Hermiticity that arose in Sec. 
III C. Then, in Sec. IV B, we consider the relevance of dy
namic symmetry breaking via osp( 1,2) by inverse analysis. 
There we obtain the remarkable result that with the ansatz of 
a Hermitian sl(2)-invariant Hamiltonian-from which one 
surely would have started if one had not known anything 
about SUSY-it is impossible to establish a true osp(1,2) 
supersymmetry . 

Normally, a simplified ansatz for the Hamiltonian con
sists of a sum oflinear and quadratic Casimir operators that 
is motivated-but not justified-by a special property of 
IBA, namely that this ansatz yields the most general Hamil
tonian quartic in the creation and annihilation operators, 
except for one term that is the product of two linear Casimir 
operators.4

,12 For this type of ansatz, dynamic symmetry 
then simply means that one only has to take the Casimir 
operators of a suitably chosen chain of subalgebras. 

In general, one cannot expect the same property and, 
indeed, in our simple model already several terms exist that 
are linearly independent of the Casimir operators. Perhaps 
the most striking example is a transition operator between 
two nuclei belonging to the same supermultiplet. 

II. REDUCTION OF spl(1,2) TO 0SP(1,2) 

To give an explicit reduction of the irreps of spl ( 1,2) to 
those of osp ( 1,2) we will use the results of Scheunert et al.9 

The even generators of spl ( 1,2) are Qm (m = 1,2,3) andB, 
the odd ones are V ± and W ± . The commutation relations 
of the algebra read 
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[Q3,Q± ] = ± Q±, [Q+,Q-1 = 2Q3' 

[B,Q±] = [B,Q31 =0, [B,V±] =!V±' 

[B, W ± ] = - ~ W ±' [Q ± ' V ± ] = [Q ± ' W ± ] = 0, 

[Q3,V±] = ±~V±, [Q3'W±] = ±~W±, (2.1) 

[Q±,V=F]=V±, [Q±,W=F]=W±, 

{V ±,V ± } = {V ±,V =F} = {W ±,W ± } 

= {W ± ' W =F } = 0, 

{V ± ' W ± } = ± Q ±' {V ± ' W =F } = - Q3 ± B, 

where 

Q± = Ql ±iQ2' 

The generators of the osp(1,2) algebra are Qm 
(m = 1,2,3) and V ± 112' satisfying the commutation rela
tions 

[Q3,Q± ] = ± Q±, [Q+,Q-1 = 2Q3' 

[Q ± ' V ± 112] = 0, [Q3' V ± 112] = ± ~ V ± 112' 

[Q±,V=FI12] = V±1I2, 
(2.2) 

{V ± 112' V ± 112} = ± ~Q ±' {V ± 112, V =F 112} = - ~Q3' 
We will use the notation of Ref. 9 with the following modifi
cations: In order to distinguish between the ( ± q,q) rep and 
the (b,q)lb= ±q repofspl(1,2) we willlabelthe first one by 
[ ± q,q1 and the second one by ( ± q,q). We label the odd 
generators of osp( 1,2) by V ± 112 instead of V ± and we will 
choose V ~ 112 = += V =F 1/2 instead of V~± 1/2 = ± V =F 1/2' 
where ~ denotes the grade adjoint operation. 

The irreps ofthe algebra osp( 1,2) are labeled by a half
integer q. For q > ~, such a rep contains two sl(2) multiplets 
with isospin q and q - !, respectively (for the notation, cf. 
Ref. 9 or the Appendix). The dimension therefore is 4q + 1. 
The generators of the osp(1,2) algebra in the q rep can be 
written in matrix notation, 

1 ( 0 
V±1I2 =2~±tA ~f 

where 

A (q) -
+ -

A <.!) = 

o 
o 

~2q - 1 0 

o 

{i 0 

o ~2q - 1 

o 
o 
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and D (q) (Qk) is the usual matrix rep of sl (2) of dimension 
2q+1. 

The irreps ofthe algebra spl( 1,2) have been systemati
cally constructed.9 The different reps as well as the different 
possibilities (one has to normalize the states relative to each 
other) are characterized by constants a, P, r, I), E,~, r, and 
{d. In order really to define a rep these constants have to 
fulfill a system of nonlinear equations. For the sake of com
pleteness, we list the most important relations in the Appen
dix. 

To come now to an explicit reduction of spl ( 1,2) reps to 
osp(1,2) reps we first consider the [± q,q) repsofspl(1,2). 
Here and in what follows we exclude the case q = 0 since this 
gives the trivial representation. 

Before we can directly compare the rep matrices we 
have to localize the subalgebraosp( 1,2) in terms ofspl( 1,2) 
generators. Since the sl (2) part, given by the generators Qk' 
1 < k < 3, is the same for both algebras, we only have to 
express V ± 112 by the odd generators of spl ( 1,2). One finds 

V±I12 =!(V± + W±), (2.5) 

which can directly be verified by the commutation relations. 
Choosing a = 1 (P= 1) for the [q,q) ([ -q,q) rep

resentation, one obtains 

(

D (q)(Qk) 
Qk = o 

-V W =-1 1 ( 0 
2 ( ± + ±) 2 ± tA ~) 

(2.6) 

and a comparison with (2.3) immediately gives the follow
ing theorem. 

Theorem 1: 

[±q,q).pl!osp~(q)osp, (2.7) 

i.e., the [ ± q,q) reps ofspl(1,2) stay irred on osp(1,2). 
Now consider the (b,q) representation of spl(1,2). In 

what follows, b 01= ± q is assumed and b is called the baryon 
number according to Ref. 9. We shall prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2: 

(b,q).pl !osp ~ (q)osp + (q - !>osp· (2.8) 

Notice that we are not writing the direct sum. To show the 
equivalence we will have to use a nonunitary matrix, which 
results in a change of the metric. 

Proof' Consider first the case q = !. This representation 
contains only three multiplets, namely Ib,q,q3)' 

Ib + !,q - !,q3)' and Ib - !,q - !,q3) (hence 
I) = ~ = r = (d = 0). In this case one has 

_(
D

U/2
)(Qk) 0 ) 

Qk - D(O)(Qk) . 

o D(O)(Qk) 

(2.9) 

In general we order the blocks with decreasing isospin q and 
if the isospin is the same with decreasing baryon number b. 
Notice that in the (!) + (0) rep of osp(1,2) Qk reads as 
(2.9). Hence, in order to show (2.8), we have to find a ma
trix M that commutes with Qk and satisfies 

M!(V± +W±)M-I =V±1I2' (2.10) 

From [M,Qk] = 0 we obtain 

M = (:2 11.2 0 f.L1)' 12 = (~ 
f.L2 11.3 

~) , (2.11 ) 

where an overall constant has already been fixed. 
Now, since b 01= ± q we can choose the two indepen

dent constants a and P as follows: 

a=~b+!, P=~-b+!, 
so that 

!(V± +W±) 

= ! (± a . ~A ~2) 
±p. tA ~2) 

a.A (1/2) 
± 

o 
o 

Choosing 

we obtain 

=~(±;(1I2) 
2 '+ 

o 

A 0/2) 
± 

o 
o 

(2.12) 

P.A<J:2») 
o . 
o 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

where V ± 112 is given in the (!) + (0) rep ofosp(1,2). Note 
that there are other possible choices of M that satisfy (2.10), 
but that it is not possible to choose M unitary. 

Let now q> 1. In the (b,q) rep of spl (1,2) and in the (q) + (q - !> rep of osp (1,2) Qk reads 

D (q- 112)(Qk) 

(2.16) 

o 

From Schur's lemma the most general nonsingular matrix M (up to an overall factor) that commutes with Qk is 
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(

AI . ~lq+ 1 

M= o 
o 

0 0 

A2 ·1lq #1 . 1 2q 

#2' Ilq A3 ·1lq 

0 0 

(2.17) 

Since b =f ± q the constants a, {3, and 8 are nonzero, so that without loss of generality we choose 

a=~(q+b)I2q, {3=8=~(q-b)I2q. (2.18) 

Thus, in the (b,q) rep we have 

aA (q) 
± {3A <±) 

1 1 ±atA~) 0 0 
- V W =- (2.19) 

0 0 _ aA (q-ll2) • 
± 

( 0 
2 ( ± + ±) 2 ±{3~A W 

±{3'A ~-1I2) + ar.4 ~ - 1/2) 

{JA ,"0_ "" ) 

0 

Now choosing A2 = aAt> A3 = - a, #1 = Al {3, and #2 = {3 one obtains 

o =V±1I2' (2.20) o A '"0- 1/2») 
± tA ~-1I2) 

where V ± 112 is given in the (q) + (q - ~) rep of osp(1,2). 
This completes the proof of (2.8). 

If b = ± q, q>~, one gets, for each sign, two inequiva
lent not completely reducible representations. After restric
tion to osp(1,2) one obtains for each case separately (2.8). 
Here again it is not possible to choose the corresponding 
matrix M unitary. 

III. OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATIONS 

Let us now proceed to an explicit construction of oscilla
tor reps of spl( 1,2) and osp ( 1,2), which, in principle, have 
been discussed by Palev13,14 in a more general context with
out regarding the connection between spl( 1,2) and 
osp(1,2). 

A. One fermion and two bosons 

In this section we shortly present the infinite-dimen
sional representation S containing one fermion a and two 
bosons rand s, with 

{a,a+} = [r,r+] = [s,s+] = 1, 
(3.1 ) 

[r,s] = [r+,s] = [r,a] = [s,a] = [r+,a] = [s+,a] =0. 

Concentrating first on sp1( 1,2) we obtain 

V+=a+r, V_= -a+s, W+=as+, W_=ar+, 

Q+ = s+r, Q_ = r+s, Q3 = !(s+s - r+r), (3.2) 
.... .... 

B=NF +!NB' .... .... 
where NF =a+a and NB =r+r+s+s. Since vt = W_ 
and V ~ = - W +' this defines a star representation of 
spl(1,2). 
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It is easy to calculate 
-2 A A I A A. 

Q = (NB/2)(NB/2) + 1), K'{ = NF (1- NF) == O. 
(3.3) 

Hence, the spin of a single s1(2) multiplet contained in the 
oscillator representation is given by q = ! . NB, NB e No. For 
every value of NB we can have NF = 0 or NF = 1. Now, an 
irreducible spl( 1,2) constituent consists of one s1(2) multi
plet with q = ~ ·NB,NF = 0 (henceb = q) and another one 
with q = ~. (NB - 1), NF = 1 (hence b = q + ~), where 
NB = 0 gives the trivial representation. 

Consequently, the infinite-dimensional oscillator repre
sentation S contains exactly all nontypi!:al representations of 
type [q,q], i.e., 

ao 

S= ED [q,q]. (3.4) 
lq=O 

For example,· taking q = 1, one gets 

11;1,1) = (1Iv1z)(s+)210), 11;1,0) =r+s+IO), 

11;1, -1) = (1Iv1z)(r+)210), (3.S) 

I!;M) = a+s+IO), I!;~, -!> = a+r+IO), 

where the vacuum 10) is defined by 

alO) = riO) = slO) = 0, (010) = 1. (3.6) 

Simultaneously, the vacuum spans the rep space of the trivial 
[0,0] constituent. 

Going now to the subalgebra osp(1,2) by V ± 1/2 

: = ~(V± + W±), we obtain 

V +1/2 = ~(a+r + as+), V -1/2 = ~( - a+s + ar+), 
(3.7) 

Q+ = s+r, Q_ = r+s, Q3 = ~(s+s - r+r). 

Consequently, 
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A A A A 

[V+ I/2,V_ I/2 ] =!(2NF -NB +2NFNB), 
(3.8) 

"" " K':P = (NF + NB/2)(l/2 + NB/2). 

By comparison to spl( 1,2) one can see that K':P takes the 
eigenvalues q(q +!) with q =! . NB, since NF +! . NB 
= b = q. This, of course, agrees with 

(3.9) 

In this case no splitting occurs, which means that no dynam
ic symmetry breaking can be created by osp ( 1,2). Therefore 
we turn to the next case. 

B. One boson and two fermlons 

We now construct the oscillator representation T con-
taining one boson s and two fermions a and b, with 

[s,s+] = {a,a+} = {b,b +} = 1, 

[s,a] = [s,b] = [s+,a] = [s+,b] = 0, (3.10) 

{a,a} = {b,b} = {a,b} = {a,b +} = O. 

Then we have for the generators of spl ( 1,2), 

V+ =s+a, V_ = -s+b, W+ =sb +, W_ =sa+, 

Q+=b+a, Q_=a+b, Q3=!(b+b-a+a), (3.11) 

" " B=NB +!NF, 

where 

NB=s+s and NF=a+a+b+b. (3.12) 

As in the previous case, these relations define a star represen
tation with V t = W _ and V:: = - W +. Calculating the 
quadratic Casimir operators of spl( 1,2) and its s1(2) con
stituent one gets 

81 A A2 A A A 

Kl =N-N, N=NB +NF, 
(3.13 ) 

81 -2 A A 

K2 =Q =~.NF(2-NF)· 

The possible values of NF are 0, 1, and 2. For NB E No, Q2 
takesthevaluesOand~,andB thevaluesNB,NB + !,andNB 
+ 1. Thus, for NB ;;;.1, the irreducible constituents of this 

oscillator representation are star representations of type (N B 

a = r = ..[il+T, /3 = - E = Jii, {j = {; = T = W = O. 

The matrices become 
(3.16) 

(3.17) 

("+l 0 
0 

~) . B= °on+! (3.18) 
n+l 

0 

V+~(~ 0 0 

:01· 0 

..[il+T 
0 

(3.19) 
0 

:~1' ( 0 V = 
0 

- - ~~ + 1 0 

0 

W+~( 0 

..[il+T 

~1 · 0 
o 0 

o Jii 
0 

(3.20) 
0 

~, 
0 

..[il+T W ~( - 0 0 

-Jii 
0 

0 

+ !,!), all being four dimensional. The case NB = 0 gives For the case N B = 0 we obtain 
the sum of two reps, namely [0,0] EEl [!,!], which will be 
treated separately. Altogether we have I!;M) = b + 10), I!;!, - P = a+ 10), 

(3.21 ) 
"" T= [0,0] EEl [!,!] EEl EEl (n + !,!). 

n~1 

(3.14) 

With the vacuum 10), defined by the relations 
alO) = b 10) = slO) = o and (010) = 1, one can construct an 
explicit basis of the (NB + !,!) constituent for NB = n;;;.l, 
namely 

In + !;!,!) = (lI/iif)b +(s+)nIO), 

In + !;!, -!> = (lI/iif)a+(s+)nIO), 

In + 1;0,0) = (lI~(n + 1)!). (S+)H 110), 

In;O,O) = - (lI~(n - 1)!)a+b +(s+)n-IIO). 

(3.15) 

This corresponds to the following choice of parameters, 
which causes the representation matrices of the generators 
to be real: 
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11;0,0) =s+IO), 10;0,0) = 10). 

The matrices read as above but with n = O. Since now 
/3 = E = 0, we have a four-dimensional, fully reducible rep 
that is block diagonal from the beginning, namely 
[0,0] EEl [!,!]. 

Hence, Eq. (3.14) is obvious. If r denotes the infinite
dimensional rep space of T and r n : = span ( In + !;!, ± p, 
In + I;O,O),ln;O,O», we can also write 

(3.22) 

where only r 0 is further decomposable with respect to T. 

c. Reduction of Tto osp(1,2) 

We will now investigate the reduction of T to the subal
gebra osp( 1,2). Clearly, from Sec. II, the net result will be 
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.. 
Tloap~ ED (q=O)oap + (q=!)osp)' 

n=O 
(3.23) 

where the problems concerned with the reduction will be 
discussed explicitly. For NB = n> 1 we reduce the represen
tation (n + !.!) in detail. The generators of osp(l,2) are. in 
this context, 

Q+ = b +a, Q_ = a+b, Q3 = !(b +b - a+a), 
(3.24) 

V+ 1/2 =!(s+a+sb+), V_ I12 =!( -s+b+sa+). 

In the spl(l.2) basis In + !;M). In + !;!, - p. In + 1;0,0), 
In;O,O). the last two operators have the matrices 

( 0 

..In+T -9· 1 ° V --
+ 1/2 - 2 ° ~ n + 1 

° ° ..In 
(3.25) 

° -~) ( 0 ..In+T 1 
V --

-1/2 - 2 -..In+T 
° ° -..In ° 

matrices of Q+. Q_, and Q3 we will use the transformation 
matrixM, 

..In+T ° -..Jn~, 
-..In ..In+T) 

M-I=f-~ ..In+T ° ..In ~, 
\ ..In ..In+T) 

This gives V ± 112 = MV ± 112M -I with 

(

0 ° 1 

- 1 ° ° ° 
V+ I

/2 ="2 ° 1 ° 
° ° ° 

(3.26) 

det(M) = 1. 

(3.27) 

Clearly. the transformation defines a new basis on the repre-
In order to block-diagonalize them without changing the sentation space r n' namely 

I 

I(n)!;!.!) = (lI/ii1)b +(s+)nIO), I(n)~;!, -!) = (l//iil)a+(s+)nIO), 

l(n)!;O,o)=[_I_(s+)n+l- ..In a+b+(s+)'.-I] 10), 
/iii ~ (n - 1)1 

(3.28) 

l(n)O;O,o)=[ ..In (S+)'·+I_..Jn+T a+b+(s+)n-I] 10). 
~(n+1)1 ~(n-l)! 

The matrix M is not unitary and, furthermore, it is impossible to block-diagonalize V + 1/2 and V -1/2 with a unitary matrix. 
Hence, the Hermitian inner product must be destroyed by this transformation. Indeed one obtains the dual basis 

«n)!;!,!1 = (Olsn. b· (lI/ii1), (n)!;!, - ~I = (Olsn· a· (lI/ii1), 

(n)!;O,OI = (0/ [sn+ I. _1_ + sn- I • ba. ..In ] , (3.29) 
/iii ~ (n - 1)1 

(n)O;O,OI = (01 [ - sn + I. ..In _ sn - I. ba. ..In+T ], 
~(n+1)1 ~(n-l)1 

with the result that 

«n)!;O,OI:F I (n)~;O,O)+, (n)O;O,OI:F I (n)O;O,O)+. 
(3.30) 

Hence, we no longer have the canonical dual basis. This 
forces us to distinguish between the bilinear form ( . , . ) 
defined on r:X r n , where r: is the dual space, and the 
inner product of r". The latter results from the old bilinear 
form ( . , • ) by the mapping 

t: r" ---. r:, 
4 

19' } t-+ (9' I = tl9' ): = L 019' )*(jl (3.31) 
}=I 
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I. 
VIa 

(3.32) 

Here, (jl, 1" j " 4, denotes the canonical dual basis to the 
Fock space basis constructed above. 

For the new bilinear form ( ',' ), the map t induces 

*11(n)!;~.~) + c21(n)~;!, -~) 
+ c31 (n)~;O,O) + c41 (n)O;O,O») 

= «n)~;MlcT + (n)~;~, - !Icf 

+ (n)~;O,OI [(2n + l)cr + 2~r-n(-:-n-:+-:l;-:')c:] 
+ (n)O;O,OI [2~n(n + 1)cr + (2n + 1)ct]. 

(3.33) 
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As a consequence, we get, for the new basis vectors, 

III (n)!;O,O) 112 = III (n)O;O,O) 112 = 2n + 1 

and 

(tl(n)!;O,O),I(n)O;O,O» = 2~n(n + 1). 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

This means that the reduction of the spl ( 1,2) representation 
to the subalgebra osp(1,2) results in a basis that is neither 
normalized nor even orthogonal in the old metric (3.32), 
which cannot be changed for physical reasons. 

In the previously discussed oscillator rep S with one fer
mion and two bosons (Sec. III A) we avoid the problem 
since only nontypical spl reps of type [q,q] occur that stay 
irred after restriction to osp ( 1,2) . 

D. Quadratic Casimir operator of osp(1,2) and Its non
Hermltlclty 

To get a deeper insight into the problems mentioned 
above, let us calculate the quadratic Casimir operator K ~sp 
in the oscillator rep T. We obtain 

K~SP = ~ +!, 
where 

(3.36) 

A. A. A A AA A. 

~ = (Np + !NB) + lNp(l-Np ) - !Np(NB +Np), 

! = - !(s+as+b + a+sb +s), (3.37) 

~+ =~, !+ = -!. 
in the old spl(1,2) basis, defined by Eq. (3.15), one has, for 
the several irreducible constituents, the block matrices 

n+1 

~n(n+l) 

(3.38) 

while, after the similarity transformation by M, one has 

K~ = (~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~j. (3.39) 

Clearly, this means that the new basis vectors I (n )!;M), ... , 
I (n)O;O,O) form an eigenbasis of K~sp to real eigenvalues. 
This is only possible, if [~,!] :;60. Indeed, 

'" A + !(s+as+b. NB - NB . a+sb +s), (3.40) 

and, consequently, 

(3.41) 

But the last relation shows that K ~P in this oscillator rep is 
not even a normal operator, which explains the appearance 
of nonorthogonal eigenstates. 

IV. PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS 

In this section we try to translate the mathematical 
structure of our simplified model to the language of nuclear 
physics. 
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A. Consequences of the reduction spl(1,2hosp(1,2) 

The rep theory of graded Lie algebras possesses some 
properties unknown from ordinary Lie algebras. Concepts 
like Hermitian reps, complete reduciblity, and the Schur 
lemma have to be generalized. 10 Consequently, one should 
expect some problems for application to physics; we deal 
with one in our simple model. 

In the oscillator rep T of Sec. III B the quadratic Casi
mir operator of osp ( 1,2) reads 

K~P = ~ +!, (4.1) 

with 

~+ =~, !+ = -!, and [~,!] :;60. 

Hence, K ~P is neither a Hermitian nor even a normal opera
tor. If K~sp is now part ofa Hamiltonian, as is suggested by 
the usual scheme of dynamic symmetry breaking, we get in 
general a mixture of states correlated with a change of the 
metric. This means that the new state vectors are neither 
normalized nor even orthogonal with respect to the original 
metric (cf. Sec. III C). 

In the context of our model the reduction 
spl(1,2Hosp(1,2) causes a mixture of states that corre
spond to nuclei with different nucleon numbers since the 
definition of what we call nucleus has been given in terms of 
spl( 1,2) state vectors. Recalling Eq. (3.15) from Sec. III B, 
we obviously have 

NB = n + 1, N p = 0, for the state In + 1;0,0), 

NB =n-1, Np =2, forthestateln;O,O), (4.2) 

NB = n, Np = 1, for the states In + ~;!, ± !). 
Hence, the total number of quasiparticles is N = NB + Np 
= n + 1, while the numbers of real particles are 2n + 2, 2n, 

and 2n + 1, respectively, defining ground-state nuclei with 
spin-O or + As the reduction mixes the nuclei In + 1;0,0) 
and In;O,O), one cannot hope to find any meaningful expres
sions for transition elements or selection rules. 

Let us add a further note to the reduction discussed in 
Sec. III C. As the reader may have noticed. no problem is 
present in the case NB = 0 [Eq. (3.21)] since then the 
osp ( 1,2) part is block diagonal from the beginning. But the 
states then contain at most either a fermion or a boson. As, 
additionally, one of the states is the vacuum, this case is 
irrelevant for nuclear physics. That is why we only investi
gated the case NB ;;;. 1. 

B. An Inverse analysis for dynamic symmetry breaking 

We will now discuss the relevance of the dynamic sym
metry breaking in the context of our simple model with one 
boson s and two fermions a,b. To this end, we will proceed 
backwards, Le., we will start with the most general s1(2)
invariant Hamiltonian H that is compatible with the under
lying physics. Then H should be a function of the creation 
and annihilation operators, Le., 

H = H(s,s+ ,a,a+ ,b,b + ). (4.3) 

and should consist only of a sum of terms that are bilinear or 
quartic in the operators, where we disregard an overall con
stant in H. Furthermore, we demand that in every term the 
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number of creation operators equals the number of annihila
tion operators. Then, the most general expression for H 
turns out to be 

A A """'2 """'2 A. A 

H=a.NF +p. NB +r·NF +6·NB +E.NF .NB 

+:.s+as+b+1l·a+sb+s. (4.4) 

The non-Hermiticity problem occurring with the last two 
terms will be discussed later on. If we now rearrange the 
Hamiltonian for terms that are spl( 1,2) and osp( 1,2) invar
iant we obtain 

A _ _ 

H=a·N +p.K~PI+r·K'fP+6.K~1 
A A i- 2 

+E' (NB -NF ) +~. (NB -NF ) 

+ ij(s+as+b - a+sb +s), 

with 

K?I=N-N2, 
A A. """"'2 A A 

K'fP=iNF +!NB -iNF -!NFNB 

- !(s+as+b + a+sb +s), 
I A A. 

K~ =iNF(2-NF). 

The coefficients are related via 

C)~'MG). 
I I 0 0 0 0 

1 1 -1 -1 -2 0 

i ! -i 0 -! -! 
M= ~ 0 -i 0 0 0 

-1 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 -2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

det M = - 6=1=0. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

0 

0 

-! 
0 

0 

0 
-1 

(4.7) 

Let us pause for two remarks. First, we have two linear
ly indCJ)e!ldent terms that are spl(1,2) invariant, namely 
K ~pl and N. Second, by the appearance of seven linearly inde
pendent s1(2) invariants, we truly cannot write the Hamil
tonian as a pure sum of Casimir operators without suppress
ing some terms. The most striking one is 

0: = s+as+b - a+sb +s, (4.8) 

which is a consequence of the imposed combination of a bo
son with two fermions. Furthermore, 0 can serve as transi
tion operator, which will be discussed below. 

The only non-Hermitian expression in Eq. (4.5) is now 
K'fP, which can be written as (cf. Sec. III D) 

K'fP=1: +I, 

with 

I = - !(s+as+b + a+sb +s), 1:+ = 1:, I+ = - I. 

(4.9) 
If we arrange the Hamiltonian to be Hermitian from the 
beginning, i.e., if we take 11 = -:, it will be impossible to 
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establish a true osp( 1,2) symmetryl This is because we will 
get 

A A A 

H=a'·N +P' .K~PI+r' .K~ +6'· (NB + !NF) 

+ E'. (NB -NF)2 +:'. (s+as+b - a+sb +s), 

(4.10) 
where the primed coefficients are related to the unprimed 
ones by 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 -1 -1 -2 0 

~ 0 -I 0 0 0 
M'= 

! 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 -2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

detM' =~=I=O. (4.11) 

One has to conclude that the appearance of an osp(1,2)
invariant term that is not automatically spl ( 1,2) -invariant is 
equivalent to the appearance of a term proportional to 
(s+as+b + a+sb +s) in the original Hamiltonian. 

Clearly, the two possibilities to rearrange the Hamilton
ian shown above are correlated to the chains 
spl(1,2) :J osp(1,2) :J sl(2) and spl(I,2) :J gl(1) 
Xsl(2), respectively. The first one produces a non-Hermi
tian Hamiltonian with all its problems discussed above while 
the second one avoids the whole trouble by throwing out the 
non-Hermitian contribution. 

Furthermore, for the second chain, the operator 0 de
fined by Eq. (4.8) can be interpreted as a transition operator. 
In the spl ( 1,2) basis we find 

0= (- 0 0 0 ~n(no+ 1) i , 
\ 0 ~n(n + 1) } 

(4.12) 

which means that 0 describes an interaction only between 
the states In + 1;0,0) and In;O,O), i.e., replacing two bosons 
by two fermions or vice versa. In terms of selection rules this 
reads as 

!J.b = 0, ± 1, !J.q = 0, !J.Q3 = O. (4.13 ) 

This may serve as a verification of the impossibility of 
writing the Hamiltonian as a sum of Casimir operators, since 
this at least means dropping the operator 0, which is a direct 
consequence of supersymmetry. 

v. CONCLUSION 

In the mathematical part of this paper, the reduction of 
the simple Lie superalgebra spl( 1,2) to its subalgebra 
osp( 1,2) has been presented. The decomposition of repre
sentations was outlined explicitly in terms of similarity 
transformations, whereby the necessity emerged to change 
the metric. 
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The same program was carried out with the ordinary 
oscillator representations after separating out their irreduci
ble constituents. In one case, the quadratic Casimir operator 
of osp( 1,2) was not normal. This reflects the fact that the 
osp superalgebras do not have star reps but at most grade 
star reps. 10,11 

In the physical part of this paper, the reduction 
spl( 1,2) ~osp( 1,2) served as a simplified model for the inves
tigation of dynamic supersymmetry breaking in nuclear 
physics. We found that the chain 
spl(1,2) ::> osp(1,2) ::> sl(2) produces a Hamiltonian that 
is neither Hermitian nor even normal. Its diagonalization 
causes mixtures of different nuclei and, simultaneously, a 
change of the metric. Hence, selection rules and expressions 
for transition elements will have no satisfactory physical in
terpretation. For these reasons, we claim this breaking 
mechanism to be unphysical. 

One can avoid all these problems by taking the chain 
spl(1,2) ::> gl(1) Xsl(2), which, of course, breaks super
symmetry already in the first step. 

Although the restriction of our model is obvious, the 
consequences are quite far reaching. The whole structure, 
like non-Hermiticity, state mixing, and so on, is also present 
in a realistic model involving the chain 
spl(6,2m) ::> osp(6,2m) ::> ... , which was recently pro
posed by Morrison and Jarvis.s A more detailed discussion 
of this model as well as an alternative approach without the 
problems described above will be given in a forthcoming 
publication. 
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APPENDIX: IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
spl(1,2) 

In what follows we briefly present the main results on 
the classification ofspl( 1,2) taken from Scheunert et al.9 

The states of an irrep are labeled by the baryon number b 
and the isosp~ q with its projection q3' corresponding to the 
operators B, Q 2, and Q3' respectively. For convenience, this 
terminology has been taken over from high energy physics 
(cf. Ref. 9) although the numbers b and q may have a differ
ent meaning in the context of nuclear physics. 

In a single irrep we have at most the states 

Ib;q,q3)' Ib + !;q - !,q3)' 
(AI) 

Ib - M - !,q3)' Ib;q - l,q3)' 

The generators act on these states as follows: 

Q3Ib;q,q3) = q3Ib;q,q3)' 

Q ± Ib;q,q3) = ~ (q += q3)(q ± q3 + 1) Ib;q,q3 ± 1), (A2) 

V ± Ib;q,q3) = ± a~q+=q3Ib + !;q - !,q3 ± p, 
W± Ib;q,q3) = ± ,o~q+=q3Ib-!;q-!,q3±!)' (A3) 

V ± Ib + !;q - !,q3) = 0, 
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W ± Ib + !;q - !,q3) 

= y~q ± q3 + ! Ib;q,q3 ± !) 
± s.jq+=q3 - !Ib;q - l,q3 ± p, 

V ± Ib - !;q - !,q3) 

= E~q ± q3 +! Ib;q,q3 ± p 
± ~~q+=q3 - !Ib;q - l,q3 ± p, 

W ± Ib - !;q - !,q3) = 0, 

V ± Ib;q - l,q3) = r~q ± q31b + !;q - !,q3 ± p, 

(A4) 

(A5) 

W ± Ib;q - l,q3) = w~q ± q31b - !;q - M3 ± p, (A6) 

where the constants a, ,o, ... ,r,w are independent of q3' but 
may depend on q and b. 

We can now classify the irreps of spl ( 1,2) . 
(a) q = ° gives the trivial rep ofspl( 1,2). 
(b) Setting q>!, ,0 = 8 = E = ~ = r = w = 0, b = q, 

a· y = 1, where a=l 1 is arbitrary, yields the rep of type 
[q,q] that contains the multiplets Ib;q,q3) and 
Ib + !;q - !,q3) but not the multiplets Ib - !;q - !,q3) and 
Ib;q - l,q3) The dimension is 4q + 1. 

(c) Setting q>!, a = y = 8 = ~ = r = w = 0, b = - q, 
,0. E = 1, where ,0 =10 is arbitrary, yields the rep of type 
[ - q,q] that contains the multiplets Ib;q,q3) and 
Ib - !;q - !,q3) but not the multiplets Ib + !;q - !,q3) and 
Ib;q - l,q3)' The dimension again is 4q + 1. 

(d) Setting q=!, 8=~=r=w=0, a·y=!+b, 
,0. E = ! - b, defines the four-dimensional rep oftype (b,!), 
where only the multiplet Ib;q - l,q3) is missing. Solutions 
with nonzero a and ,0 are equivalent. For b = +=! we will 
exclude the solutions with vanishing a or ,0, since they are 
irrelevant for our purpose. 

(e) If an irrep (q> 1) contains all four multiplets, the 
constants a, ,o, ... ,r,w must solve the following nonlinear sys
tem of equations: 

aE + ~r = 0, ,oy + 8w = 0, 

ay +,oE = 1, ,oE+~W= 1, 

ay+8r= 1, 8r+ ~w = 1, 

a8 + ,o~ = 0, yr + EW = 0, 

ay-,oE= blq, 8r- ~w = - blq, 

ay(q + !) - 8r(q - !) = b + !, 
- ,oE(q + !> + ~w(q - !) = b - !. 

(A7) 

For b =I ± q the solution of these equations may be giv
en in terms of the constants a, ,0, and 8. The only possible 
solutions require these constants to be nonzero. Representa
tions with different (nonvanishing) values for a,,o, and 8 are 
equivalent. If b = ± q, there are some additional solutions, 
where some of the free constants vanish. Since for our pur
pose these additional solutions are irrelevant, we will not go 
into details. 
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Coherent states of the real symplectic group in a complex analytic 
parametrization. II. Annihilation-operator coherent states 

c. Quesnea) 
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In the present series of papers, the coherent states ofSp(U,R), corresponding to the positive 
discrete series irreducible representations (Ad + nI2, .. ,AI + nI2), encountered in physical 
applications, are analyzed in detail with special emphasis on those of Sp ( 4,R) and Sp ( 6,R ). The 
present paper discusses the annihilation-operator coherent states, i.e., the eigenstates of the 
noncompact lowering generators corresponding to complex eigenvalues. These states generalize 
the coherent states introduced by Barut and Girardello for Sp (2,R), and later on extended by 
Deenen and Quesne to the Sp (U,R ) irreducible representations of the type «(A + nI2)d). When 
AI, ... ,Ad are not all equal, it was shown by Deenen and Quesne that the eigenvalues do not 
completely specify the eigenstates of the noncompact lowering generators. In the present work, 
their characterization is completed by a set of continuous labels parametrizing the (unitary
operator) coherent states of the maximal compact subgroup U (d). The resulting coherent states 
are therefore of mixed type, being annihilation-operator coherent states only as regards the 
noncompact generators. A realization in a subspace of a Bargmann space of analytic functions 
shows that such coherent states satisfy a unity resolution relation in the representation space of 
(Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + nI2), and therefore may be used as a continuous basis in such space. The 
analytic functions and the differential operators representing the representation space discrete 
bases and the Sp(U,R) generators, respectively, are found in explicit form. It is concluded that 
the annihilation-operator coherent state representation provides the mathematical foundation for 
the use of differentiation operators with respect to the noncom pact raising generators in symbolic 
expressions of the Sp( U,R) generators. This is to be compared with the habit of replacing a boson 
annihilation operator by a symbolic differentiation with respect to the corresponding creation 
operator, accounted for by the Bargmann representation of such operators. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the present series of papers is to study the 
generalized coherent states ( CS) of the real symplectic 
group Sp(U,R), corresponding to the positive discrete se
ries irreducible representations (irreps) (A) = (Ad + nl 
2, ... ,AI + n12) (see Refs. 1-3). Special emphasis is laid on 
the CS ofSp(4,R) and Sp(6,R), amenable to some interest
ing applications in physical problems. 

The present paper deals with a generalization to 
Sp(U,R) of the Sp(2,R) CS introduced by Barut and Girar
dello.8 The latter are defined as the eigenstates I w) of the 
noncompact lowering generator D = DII, 

The first paper in this series4 (henceforth referred to as I 
and whose equations will be subsequently quoted by their 
number preceded by I) was devoted to the unitary-operator 
CS, as defined by Klauder, S Perelomov,6 and Gilmore.7 As is 
well known, such CS exist in one-to-one correspondence 
with the points of the coset space Sp(U,R)IH, where H is 
the stability group of the irrep (A) lowest weight state 
I (A)min)' chosen as reference state. It was shown in I that a 
convenient parametrization of the CS is provided by a com
plex symmetric d X d matrix u, subject to the condition 
I - u*u> 0, and by a set of parameters z characterizing the 
CS of the maximal compact subgroup U(d), corresponding 
to the irrep [A] = [AI + nI2, ... ,Ad + nI2]. Suchaparame
trization is based upon a factorization of the coset space 
Sp(U,R)IH into the product of coset spaces Sp(U,R)1 
U(d) and U(d)IH. 

• Maitre de recherches F.N.R.S. 

D Iw) = w*lw), (1.1 ) 

corresponding to a complex eigenvalue w*. They can be 
termed annihilation-operator CS because the lowering gen
erator D annihilates the lowest weight state of the Sp (2,R ) 
irrep (A ), and therefore plays the same role with respect to 
that reference state as the oscillator annihilation operator 
with respect to the oscillator ground state. 

When we consider Sp(U,R) instead of Sp(2,R), as 
shown in Eq. (I 2.5a), the lowest weight state I (A)min) is 
annihilated by the set of noncompact lowering generators 
DIj = DjjO i,j = 1, ... ,d. Since the latter commute with one 
another, we may search for their common eigenstates Iw), 

Dljlw) =wtlw), i,j= 1, ... ,d, ( 1.2) 

corresponding to some complex eigenvalues wt = wJi. Here, 
w denotes the complex symmetric d X d matrix whose ele
ments are wlj' In the case where Al = ... =Ad =A, Deenen 
and Quesne9

,l0 proved that for any complex symmetric ma
trix w, Eq. (1.2) does have a uniquely defined solution, and 
they exhibited the latter in explicit form for Sp(4,R) and 
Sp(6,R). 

In contrast, when all the Aj'S are not equal, Deenen and 
Quesnell demonstrated that for any complex symmetric ma-
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trix w, Eq. (1.2) has more than one independent solution 
(actually the number of independent solutions is equal to the 
dimension A ofthe U(d) irrep [A)), hence the CS are not 
completely specified by w. The missing labels cannot be de
fined as the eigenvalues of some extra lowering generators, 
since no such operator commutes with the whole set of gen
erators Dij' This means that a straightforward generalization 
of the Barut-Girardello Sp(2,R) es does not exist for 
Sp(2d,R) whenever AlO ••. ,Ad are not all equal. To face this 
difficulty, Deenen and Quesnell used as missing labels the 
Gel'fand patterns (A) characterizing the rows of the ir
rep12-14 [A], thereby introducing partially coherent states 
(peS) IW;(A», specified by the continuous parameters w 
and the discrete labels (A). 

The present paper proposes an alternative to this proce
dure, wherein instead of the discrete labels (A), continuous 
parameters z are used to completely specify the eigenstates of 
Dg, i,j = 1, ... ,d, which are therefore fully CS in contrast to 
the pes of Ref. 11. As in I, the parameters z characterize the 
U(d) es corresponding to theirrep fA]. 

The es Iw,z) are defined in Sec. II, and some of their 
properties are reviewed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the U(d) CS 
representation is realized in a subspace of a Bargmann space 
of analytic functions, IS wherein the complex parameters z 
are given a well-defined meaning. In Sec. V, a similar proce
dure is applied to both the parameters w and z, thereby 
showing that the es Iw,z) satisfy a unity resolution relation 
in a subspace of a Bargmann space. Finally, Sec. VI contains 
some concluding remarks. 

Before proceeding, a few words about notations are in 
order. In I, we used an angular bracket for the unitary-opera
tor es lu,z), and a caret above the symbols denoting the 
corresponding quantities, such as the measure do-(u,z), the 
functional representation ~(u,z), etc. In the present paper, a 
round bracket is used as the notation for the annihilation
operator es Iw.z). The measure du(w,z), the functional 
representation t/J( w,z) , etc., corresponding to such states are 
denoted by the same symbols as in I, but without the caret. 
For the quantities not associated with CS, such as boson 
operators, generators, etc., the definitions and notations ofl 
are used without change. 

II. DEFINITION OF THE ANNIHILATION-oPERATOR 
COHERENT STATES 

In the case where Al = '" =Ad =A, (see Refs. 9 and 
10) it has proved convenient to rewrite Eq. (1.2) in the uni
tary-operator es representation, corresponding to the states 
lu) defined in Eq. (13.3), 

(uIDglw) = wt(ulw), i,j= I, ... ,d. (2.1 ) 

Since the corresponding representation of Dg is the partial 
differential operator 

A a 
gg = !:t.uq = (1 +e5lj) -, (2.2) 

aUg 

Eq. (2.1) is indeed equivalent to the following system of 
first-order partial differential equations for the overlap 
(ulw), 
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!:t.uq (ulw) = wt(ulw), i,j = 1, ... ,d. (2.3) 

Its solution is given by 

(ulw) = G(w*)exp,! tr uw*), (2.4) 

where G( w*) is an arbitrary function of w*. If we fix the 
normalization of Iw) in such a way that 

«A)minlw) = 1, (2.5) 

then 

G(w*) = I, 
and Eq. (2.4) becomes 

(ulw) = exp(! tr uw*). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Equation (2.7) uniquely determines the states Iw), which 
can be expanded as follows: 

Iw) = J do-(u)exp(! tr uw*) lu), (2.8) 

where do-(u) ~ the measure corresponding to the es lu) 
given in Eqs. (16.2), (16.10). and (16.13). Therefore, for 
any complex symmetric matrix w, Eq. (1.2) has a unique 
solution Iw), subject to the normalization condition (2.5). 

For those cases where the AI'S are not all equal, the 
above procedure converts Eq. (1.2) into the following rela
tion: 

(u,z'IDIj Iw) = wt(u,z'lw), i,j = 1, ... ,d, (2.9) 

where lu,z') is now the unitary-operator es defined in Eq. 
(I 3.6). Since from Eq. (I s.3a), Eq. (2.2) remains valid, we 
obtain the system of partial differential equations 

!:t.u/u,z'lw) = wt(u,z'lw), i,j= 1, ... ,d, (2.10) 

which only differs from Eq. (2.3) by an extra z' dependence. 
The solution ofEq. (2.10) is given by 

(2.11) 

where G(z',w*) is an arbitrary function ofz' and w*. If we 
retain the normalization condition (2.5), then 

(2.12) 

Hence the z' dependence of the right-hand side ofEq. (2.11) 
remains arbitrary. Therefore, for any given complex sym
metric matrix w, Eq. (1.2) admits more than one indepen
dent solution. 

Let us consider the states I w,z) defined by the relation 
A 

(u,z'lw,z) =K(z';z*)exp(pruw*) = (z'lz}(ulw), 

(2.13 ) 
where z has the same meaning as z', i.e., parametrizes the 

" A 
U (d) es corresponding to the irrep [A], and K(z';z*) is the 
U(d) es overlap. whose explicit expression is given in Eq. 
(I 4.22). As in I, we may choose for z either the x or y 
parameters. From Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), it is obvious that 
the states Iw,z) are solutions of Eq. (1.2) and satisfy the 
normalization condition (2.5), i.e., 

Dglw,z) = wtlw,z), 

and 

«A ) min Iw,z) = 1. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Moreover, they are uniquely determined by Eq. (2.13), 
since they can be expanded as 
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Iw,z) = J du(u,z')K(z';z*)exp(! truw*)lu,z'), 

(2.16) 

by making use ofEq. (16.1). 
For any complex symmetric matrix w, the states Iw,z) 

form an uncountably infinite set of linearly dependent solu
tions ofEq. (1.2). In Ref. 11, it has indeed been shown that 
Eq. (1.2) has exactly A independent solutions I W; (A», 
which may be labeled by the Gel'fand patterns (A) associat
ed with the irrep12-l4 [A], and may be defined by the relation 

(U;(A') IW;(A» = 6(A'),(A) (ulw), (2.17) 

where I U; (A '» is the PCS given in Eq. (I 3.4), 
We now proceed to prove that the known expansion of 

the unitary-operator CS into PCS, given in Eq. (18.5), 

lu,z) =} [~(A) (z)]*IU;(A», 
tr> 

(2.18 ) 

leads to a similar expansion of the annihilation-operator CS 
in terms of the A independent solutions ofEq. (1.2), 

Iw,z) = } [~(A) (z)] *IW;(A». 
tr> 

(2.19) 

For such purpose, all we have to show is that the overlap of 
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.19) with the bra (u,z' I satisfies 
Eq. (2.13). From Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), we immediately 
obtain the result 

(u,z'l) [~(A) (z)]*1 W;(A» 
tr> 

= {~~(A) (z') [~(A) (z)] *} (ulw), (2.20) 

where the factor between curly braces may be rewritten as 

} ~(A) (Z')[~(A) (z)]* =} (Z'I(A»«A)lz) 
tr> tr> 

= (z'lz), (2.21) 

thus completing the proof of Eq. (2.19). 
In the next section, we shall review some properties of 

the states Iw,z). Their demonstration could be based on Eq. 
(2.19) and the corresponding properties of the PCS Iw; (A) ) 
established in Ref. 11. As an alternative, for the sake of easi
ness we shall start from the definition (2.13) of Iw,z). 

III. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE ANNIHILATION· 
OPERATOR COHERENT STATES 

To begin with, let us determine the overlap of the states 
Iw,z) with the discrete basis states of Y(A)' introduced in 
Eq. (12.6), 

(3.1 ) 

where FN (D+) is defined in Eq. (12.7). From the Hermi
tian conjugate ofEq. (2.14), it results that 

fJN(A) (w,z) = (w,zIN;(A» 

=FN(w)(w,zl(A». (3.2) 
I 

To calculate (w,zl (A», it is convenientto expand I (A» on 
the continuous basis ofU(d) CS associated with the irrep 
[A]. For such purpose, we need their unity resolution rela
tion, Eq. (16.20), rewritten in the following form: 

J dp(z)lz)(zl =I[A]; (3.3) 

we obtain 

(W,ZI(A» = J dp(z')(w,zlz') (z'l (A», (3.4) 

wherefrom Eq. (2.13) 

(w,zlz') = (w,zIO,z') = (zlz'). (3.5) 

By using Eq. (3.3) again, Eq. (3.4) becomes 

(W,ZI(A» = (ZI(A» =~(A)(Z). (3.6) 

Finally, by combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6), we get the de
sired result 

(3.7) 

Similarly, the overlap of Iw,z) with the discrete basis 
states ofEq. (12.9), 

I([/][A ])a[h ] P(k)q) = [P[l](Dt) X I ( » ]plZ~q, 
(3.8) 

classified according to the group chain Sp(2d,R) 
::> U(d) ::> SO(d), is given by 

fJ[l]a[h] P(k)q (w,z) == (w,zl ([I ][A ])a [h ] P(k)q) 

= [P[I](W)X~( )(z)]plZ~q. (3.9) 

Anticipating the results of Sec. Y, where the set of states 
I w,z) will be shown to form a continuous basis of Y (A) , we 
may interpretthe functions (3.7) and (3.9) as the respective 
annihilation-operator CS representation of the states (3.1) 
and (3.8). By contrast to the unitary-operator CS represen
tation, the present representation is very simple, and actually 
can be written in explicit form for Sp( 4,R) and Sp (6,R). For 
such purpose, we only have to introduce into Eqs. (3.7) and 
(3.9) the explicit form of ~(A) (z) given by 

~I'(z) = [(AI -A2)!]1/2[(A l -f..l)!(f..l- A2)!]-1/2r'-A., 

(3. lOa) 
or 

~m (z) = [(2j)!]1/2[ (j - m)!(j + m)!] -1/2zJ+m, 

(3.lOb) 

in the U(2) case, and by 

~ (x) = NAIA,A, ,,(f..ll - f..l2 - k) (f..ll - A2) 
1',1'." 1',1'." -i' f..ll - v k 

xxt,- A• - kX3"-I'· - k(X2 - X
l
X3)1'·-A, + k, 

(3.11) 

in the U (3) case. Here the Gel'fand patterns (A) are denoted 
by (f..l + n/2) and (1'1 +,,~2nti + n/2) for U(2) and U(3), re
spectively, j = (AI - A2)/2, m = f..l - (AI + A2)/2, and 
N ;:~~ is the following normalization coefficient: 

N;:~~ = ( - 1)1'. -A,[ (f..ll - f..l2 + 1 )(A l - A2)I(A l - A3 + 1 )!(A2 - A3)!( f..ll - v)!(v - f..l2)!F/2 

X [(AI - f..ll)l( f..ll - A2)!( f..ll - A3 + 1)1(Al - f..l2 + 1)!(A2 - f..l2)!( f..l2 - A3)!] -1/2. (3.12) 
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Equations (3.10) to (3.12) are valid for generic irreps, and 
are demonstrated in Appendix A. The results for U (3) ir
reps, for which Al >A2 = A3, or Al = A2 >A3, can be easily 
obtained by specializing Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), and by us
ing Eq. (I 3.16) relating the x and y parametrizations. They 
are given by 

A 1/2 
;J'IA.,V(X) = [(AI -A2 )!] 

X[(A I -P,I)I(II-I-V)I(v-A2)I]-1/2 

(3.13 ) 

and 

~A,I'2V(Y) = (_1)I'2-A3 [(A I -A3 )W I2 

X [( 11-2 - A3 )I(A I - v)I( v - 1I-2)!] -1/2 

Xy2J',-A3Y3 V-I'2, (3.14) 

respectively. 
Let us now consider the action of the Sp(2d,R) genera

tors on the annibUation-operator CS Iw,z). We shall proceed 
to prove that any generator X is equivalent to some partial 
ditrerential operator ~ with respect to w and z when applied 
to a bra (w,zl, 

(w,zIX= ~(w,zl, (3.15) 

and find the explicit expression of ~. Then by taking the 
Hermitian conjugate ofEq. (3.15), it will result that 

Xtlw,z) = ~·Iw,z), (3.16) 

where~· is the complex conjugate of ~, i.e., a partial 
ditrerential operator with respect to w· and z·. Once again 
anticipating the results of Sec. V, we may interpret ~ as the 
annihilation-operator CS representation of X. 

From the Hermitian conjugate ofEq. (2.14), it is ob
vious that the representation of Dt is simply given by 

9 t = w. (3.17) 

To find the representation of 3' and 9, it is convenient to 
take the scalar product of both sides ofEq. (3.15) with a 
continuous basis state lu,z'), and to use the Hermiticity 
properties and the unitary-operator CS representation of the 
Sp(2d,R) generators, respectively, given in Eqs. (12.2) and 
(15.3). In this way, we obtain the following relations: 

(w,zIEula,z') = (a,z'IEj1Iw,z)· 

(3.18) 

and 

(w,zIDu Iu,z') 

= (a,z'IDblw,z)· 
~ 0 } 

= {a·'''· + 3"·a· + [a·A". - (d + 1)1]a· u 
X (w,zla,z'), (3.19) 

U(dn) U(d) 
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where ~'u. is a ditrerential operator with respect to z'·. It is 
now straightforward to convert the dUferential operators 
with respect to a· and z'· into ditrerential operators with 
respecttowandzinEqs. (3.18) and (3.19), byapplyingEq. 
(2.13) and the following relations: 

ut exp(! tra·w) = /:"wu exp(! tr a·w), (3.21) 

(a·A". )jl exp(! tr a·w) = (wAw)u exp(! tr a·w), 
(3.22) 

~;I·(zlz') = (z'IEj1Iz)· = (zIEulz') 

= ~u(zlz'). (3.23) 

The results for 3' and 9 read 

(3.17') 

-
9 = Aw~ + tAw + Aw [wAw - (d + 1)1], (3.17" ) 

where if is given by Eqs. (15.9) and (I 5.10) forU(2) and 
U(3) respectively. We note that Eqs. (3.17) have the same 
structure as the corresponding equations in the PCS repre
sentation corresponding to the states IW;(A», Eq. (6.15) of 
Ref. 11. 

In Sec. V, we shall realize both the functions ~(A) (w,z) 
and the differential operators ~ in a subspace of a Barg
mann Hilbert space of analytic functions, thereby showing 
that the annihilation-operator CS satisfy a unity resolution 
relation in Y (A) • For such purpose,}t is useful to first estab
lish similar results for the functions ;(A) (z) and the differen
tial operators ~ iJ' corresponding to the U (d) CS representa
tion. This is the topic ofthe next section. 

IV. REALIZATION OF THE U(tI) COHERENT STATE 
REPR£SENT'ATION IN A BARGIMNN SPACE OF 
ANALnIC FUNCTIONS 

Let us consider the U (d) group generated by the opera-
tors 

EiJ = i 7J1s Sj< + !!.. 6u, i,j = 1, ... ,d, 
<=1 2 

(4.1) 

where 7J1s' Sis' i = 1, ... ,d, s = 1, ... ,n, are the boson creation 
and annihilation operators introduced in I. This U (d) group 
can be embedded into a larger group U (dn) in the fonowing 
way13: 

X U(n) 

[A]' == [AI + d 12, ... ,A.d + d 12,(d 12)" -d]. 
(4.2) 
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Here U(dn) and U(n) are generated by the operators 

Eis,}t =!(1]isSjt +S}t1]is) =1]isS}t +!t5,A" (4,3) 

and 

d d 
Est = i~1 1]isSit + 2" t5st , (4.4) 

respectively. In Eq. (4.2), underneath each group we have 
indicated the labels characterizing its irreps. All N-boson 
states belong to a single U (dn ) irrep characterized by 
[N+!,(!)dn-I). Within any such irrep, the U(d) and 
U(n) groups are complementary.13,16 This means that the 
reduction of the U(dn) irrep into irreps ofU(d) xU(n) is 
multiplicity free and that any U(d) irrep [A], for which 
l:iA{ = N, occurs with multiplicity equal to the dimension of 
the U (n) irrep [A]', and conversely. The representation 
space of [A] may therefore be realized by selecting all N
boson states transforming under a U (n) irrep characterized 
by [A]', and belonging to a definite row of the latter, e.g., the 
highest weight state. 

In the Bargmann representation,15 1] is and Sis are, re
spectively, represented by some complex variables wis ' and 
the corresponding differential operators a / Owis ' Any boson 
state It/!> is represented by an analytic function t/!(w) in the 
dn complex variables w is ' i = 1, ... ,d, s = 1, ... ,n. The space 
spanned by the analytic functions t/!(w) is a Hilbert space, 
whose scalar product is defined by 

(X,t/!) = J dJL(w)[X(w) ]*t/!(w), (4.5) 

where 
d n 

dJL (w) = II II dJL (wis ), (4,6) 
1=1 s= I 

and 

(4.7) 

In Bargmann space, the operators E is,}" Eij, and Est are 
represented by partial differential operators, denoted for 
simplicity's sake by the same symbols, for instance, 

n _ a n 
Eij = L Wis --+-t5ij' (4.8) 

s=1 Ow}S 2 

The functions t/!o.) (w) of the d 2 variables wij' i,j = 1, ... ,d, 

which are the simultaneous solutions of the system of partial 
differential equations 

± Wkl :., t/!().) (w) = Ait/!(A) (w), 
k= I uWki 

(4.9) 

~ - a ./. (-) 0 . . 
~ Wkl--'f'(A) W = , l<}, 

k=1 Owk} 

span a subspace of Bargmann space, which provides us with 
arealizationoftheU(d) irrep [A] representation space. The 
functions t/!(A) (w) can be written as13,17 

W13 ... d,12 ... d-1 ) , ... , - , 
W2 ... d,I ... d_1 

(4.10) 
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in terms of the lowest weight state function 

./, (w) = MIA] (W )A, - A2(W )A,2 - A" 'f'(A)min did - Id,12 

and of some polynomials Z(A) in the indicated ratios, subject 
to the condition that t/!(A) (w) should be a polynomial in wij' 

Here Wi, ... i,.}, ... }, denotes the minor of order r of det w corre
sponding to rows il, ... ,i" and columnsjl, ... ,j" and M IA] is a 
normalization coefficient given by 

[ ]

V2 

MIA] = n. (Ai -Aj +j-i) 
1<1 

[ ] 

- V2 

X I;I (Ai + d - i)! . ( 4.12) 

From Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), both t/!(A)min andZ(A) are 
only depending upon some special combinations of the var
iables wij' If we make the following change of variables 

if i = 1, ... ,j - 1, 

ifi =j, 

ifi=j+ 1, ... ,d, 

(4.13) 

for any j = 1, ... ,d, then t/!(A)min becomes a polynomial in Xii> 

i = 1, ... ,d, 

t/!(A)min (xll, .. ·,xdd) 

=MIA](X )A,-A2(X )A2-A, 
dd d-I,d-I 

X ... X (X22 )Ad- 1 -Ad(X ll )Ad, (4.14) 

whereas Z(A) is converted into a polynomial il! Xji> j> i, 

which coincides with the U (d) CS representation tP(A) (x) of 
the Gel'fand state I (A) > in the x parametrization, 

Z(A) (Xd I , .. ·,xd,d - I ,xd - 1,1 , .. ·,xd - I,d - 2 , .. ·,x21) 

= ~(A) (x). ( 4.15) 

The latter assertion can be easily checked for U (2) and U ( 3 ) 
by explicit construction of Z(A) using the raising operator 
technique of Appendix A. By way of illustration, it is proved 
for U(2) in Appendix B. 

Up to some fixed, irrelevant dependence on XW ... ,xdd' 

the bases t/!(A) (x) ofthe subspace of Bargmann space, char
acterized by a given U(d) irrep [A] and of highest weight 
with respect to U (n), therefore provide us with a realization 
of the U (d) CS functions ~ (A) (x) corresponding to the same 
U(d) irrep. This is corroborated by the fact that the CS 
representation i'ij of the U(d) generators, given in I, coin
cides with the differential operators with respect to x, de
fined by the following relation: 

( 4.16) 

whereEij isgivenbyEq. (4.8). This statement is again easily 
checked for U (2) and U (3), It is proved for U (2) in Appen
dixB. 

Finally, the U(d) CS measure djJ(x), defined in Eqs. 
(3.3), (I 6.17), and (I 6.20), can be derived from Bargmann 
measure dJL(w), given in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). For such 
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purpose. we start from the orthogonality properties of the 
U(d) irrep bases "'().,) (w) in Bargmann space. 

f djJ(w) ["'(,n (w)] *"'().,) (w) = 8().,,),().,). 

and of the U(d) CS functions ~().,) (x), 

f djJ(x) [~()., ') (x)] *¢J().) (x) = 8()., ,).().,). 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

By comparing Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18). we get the following 
equation: 

f djJ(w) ["'w) (w>] *"'w (w) 

= f djJ(x) [~()., ') (x)] *~().,) (x). ( 4.19) 

To obtain the U(d) CS measure djJ(x). we therefore only 
have to make the change of variables (4.13) and successively 
integrate over Xji • j < i. and XII' in the left-hand side of Eq. 
(4.19). This procedure, although straightforward, becomes 
quite tedious for d values greater than 3. As an example. we 
detail the derivation for d = 2 in Appendix B. 

The above results are valid for generic U(d) irreps, i.e .• 
irreps for which A.I >A.2 > ... >A.d' and for the x parametri
zation of CS. To conclude the present section. let us briefly 
indicate how the y parametrization of the CS representation 
can be realized in Bargmann space. and the results extended 
to nongeneric irreps. 

As for the former point. it is straightforward to check 
that the polynomial Z().,) in the d(d - 1)/2 variables Xji> 
j> i. can alternatively be written in terms of the d (d - 1) 12 
variables 

Yji = wI+ I ... }-I ij+ 1 ... d,l ... d-IIWI+ 1 ... d,I ... d-i. j>i, 
(4.20) 

related to the previous ones by the determinantal relation 

Sp(2dn.R) Sp(2d,R) 

Yjl = Xji - '\' XjkXki + L XjlXlkXkl 
i<'7t<j i<k<l<j 

- ... + ( - 1)j - I - IXj,) _ I Xj _ I,j _ 2 ... XI + 1,1' 

(4.21) 

Since Eq. (4.21) is nothing but the relation between the x 
and y parameters. Eq. (l3.23b). the transformed polyno
pial Z().,) (y) coincides with the U(d) CS representation 
¢J ().,) (y) of the Gel'fand state I (A.) ) in the y parametrization. 

As for the latter point. we note that the transition from 
the generic irreps to nongeneric ones can be carried out by 
setting some of the x or y parameters equal to zero. In Barg
mann space, this arises quite naturally ff'om the fact that for 
nongeneric irreps Z().,) does not depend on the whole set of 
variables Xjl or Y}I.j>i. In deriving the U(d) CS measure 
from Bargmann measure. extra integrations over the missing 
variables can then be performed. For instance. for cases b or 
c U (3) irreps (corresponding to A.I > A.2 = A.3 or 

A.I = A.2 >A.3' respectively). Z().,) is independent of the vari
able X21 = WI3,I2IW23,I2 or Y32 = W2IIW31' which is set equal 
to zero in the corresponding CS representation. Integration 
over X2\ or Y32' in addition to Xii' j<i. leads to the results 
contained in Eqs. (16.12). (16.17). and (16.22). 

After these preliminaries on a realization of the U(d) 
CS representation in a Bargmann space of analytic func
tions. we can now proceed to derive similar results for the 
Sp(2d.R) annihilation-operator CS representation. 

V. REALIZATION OF THE Sp(2d,R) ANNIHILATION
OPERATOR COHERENT STATE REPRESENTATION IN 
A BARGMANN SPACE OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

As is well known. I the Sp(2d.R) group can be embed
ded into the larger group Sp(2dn,R). whose generators are 
the operators EIs,it> defin(:d in Eq. (4.3), and 

DL,jt = DJ,.1s = 1'/1s1'/jt, (is)<(jt). 
(5.1 ) 

Dls,it = Djt,1s =SIsS}t. (is) < (jt). 

As a matter off act. we have the following group chain: 

x O(n) 

(A. ) = (A.d + nI2 .... ).1 + n12) 
(5.2) 

where O(n) is generated by the operators 

A.t = -A,. = -i(E., -E,.). l<s<t<n. (5.3) 

In Eq. (5.2). underneath each group we have indicated 
the labels characterizing its irreps. All the boson states be
long to one of two irreps of Sp(2dn.R), (q)dll) or 
«!)dll -I~), according to whether the total number N ofbo
sons is even or odd. Within each one of them. the Sp(2d,R) 
and O(n) groups are complementary. 1, 16 The representation 
space Y ().,) of (A. ) may therefore be realized by selecting all 
the boson states transforming under an O(n) irrep charac
terized by (A.I ... A.d ). and belonging to a definite row ofthe 
latter. e.g .• the highest weight state. 
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For practical purposes made clear later on. we now de
note by gls instead ofwis the complex variables representing 
the boson creation operators 1'/1s in Bargmann representa
tion. Let K be the corresponding Bargmann space. i.e., the 
Hilbert space spanned by the analytic functions ",(g). and 
endowed with the scalar product defined in Eqs. (4.5)
(4.7) with g substituted forw. In such a space. theO(n) and 
Sp(2d,R) generators are represented by the differential op
erators 

.d( a a) A., = -1.L gia -a -glt-a · 
I = I 'KIt 'Kia 

(5.4) 

and 
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n 

DL = L g/s gjs' 
s= I 

n a2 
D"=L ' 

IJ s= I ag/s agjS 
(S.S) 

nan 
Eij = L g/s --+ - ~ij' 

.=1 agls 2 

respectively. 
The functional images of the boson states belonging to 

:T (A) span a subspace of Bargmann space, denoted by 
Jt"(A)' By definition, the functions in Jt"(A) have definite 
transformation properties under the O(n) group generated 
by the operators (S.4), that is, they are the highest weight 
states of all the 0 (n) irreps characterized by the same labels 
(AI "'Ad)' 

To construct such functions, an explicit procedure was 
devised in Ref. 18. To begin with, we introduce the new var
iables 

2- 1/2 ( .) aia = gi,2a - I - Igi,2a , 

b 2-1/2( .) ia = gi,2a - I + Igi,2a , 

ci = gin (only when n = 2v + 1), (S.6) 

i = I, ... ,d, a = I, ... ,v = [n/2]. 

Under transformation (S.6), Bargmann measure remains 
invariant. Next, we define 

n 

wij = wji = L g/s gj. 
s-I 

v 

= L (aiabja + ajabia ), when n = 2v, 
a=1 

v 

= L (a'"abja + ajab'"a) + cjcl ' when n = 2v + I, 
a=1 

Wja = aia , a = I, ... ,v, 

wip = bip, P = I, ... ,v - i, 

=Cj ' p=v-i+ I (onlywhenn=2v+ 1). 

i,j= I, ... ,d. (S.7) 

Then, when using Wong's definition of weight and raising 
generators, 19 it turns out that the highest weight states of all 
the O(n) irreps characterized by (AI ",Ad) only depend 
upon thevariableswij = wj,., andwij,i,j = I, ... ,d, and are the 
simultaneous solutions of the following system of partial dif
ferential equations: 

± Wki ~"'(w,w) = Ai"'(W,W), 
k= I Owkj 

(S.8) 

± Wkj~"'(W,w)=O, kj. 
k= I Uwkj 

The restriction of the Sp (U,R) generators to :T (A) is 
easily determined from the relation 

/. "'(w,w) = [~glSt:.Wij + Ys :.. ] "'(w,w), 
'KIS J vW,a 

S = 2a - I or 2a, (S.9) 

where 
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Ys = {2~~~1/2i' 
0, 

The result reads 

if s = 2a - 1 < U, 
ifs= 2a<U, 
ifs>U. 

(S.lO) 

DL ",(w,w) = wij "'(w,w), (S.l1a) 

Dij ",(w,w) = (+ [t:.W'k (~Wkl ~jl + ; ~kJ) 

+ (~Wkl :Vii + ~ ~kj) t:.w~] 

+ {.l1w [w4w - (d + 1)I]}ij) ",(w,w), 

(S.l1b) 

Eij ",(w,w) = [(W4w)ij + LWik ~ +!!....~ij] "'(w,w). 
k Uwjk 2 

(S.l1c) 

Since the Gel'fand states I (A» are annihilated by the 
generators Dij, it results from Eq. (S.l1b) that their func
tional images "'(A.) (w,w) do not depend upon the variables 
wij' For such functions, Eq. (S.8) reduces to Eq. (4.9). Tak
ing into account that wij = aij are Bargmann variables, we 
conclude that all the results of Sec. IV are applicable to 
"'(A) (w). In particular, the transformation (4.13) converts 
it into the following product: 

(S.12) 

From Eq. (S.l1a), it now results that the functional 
image of IN;(A» is given by 

"'N(A) (w,w) = FN (W)"'(A) (w). 

Comparison with Eqs. (3.7) and (S.12) shows that 

"'N(A) (w,w) = "'(A)min (XW .. ·,xdd )rpN(A) (w,x). 

(S.13 ) 

(S.14) 

Apart from a fixed, irrelevant dependence on Xli , ... ,xdd , con
tained in "'(A)mm (XlJ, ... ,xdd)' the Bargmann representation 
"'N(A) (w,w) of the :T(A) discrete bases IN;(A» therefore 
coincides with their annihilation-operator CS representation 
rpN(A) (w,x). Hence the subspace Jt"(A) of Bargmann space 
carries a realization of the annihilation-operator CS repre
sentation, wherein the variables wij = wji and Xji (j > i) are 
those combinations ofgis defined in Eqs. (4.13), (S.6), and 
(S.7). 

The corresponding realization of the Sp (U,R) genera
tors X results from Eq. (S.l1) where Eqs. (4.8) and (4.16) 
are considered. It is straightforward to check the coinci
dence between the differential operators f¥' with respect to w 
and x, defined by the relation 

X"'N(A) (w,w) = "'(A)mm (XlJ, .. ·,xdd) f¥' rpN(A) (w,x), 
(S.IS) 

and the annihilation-operator CS representation of the 
Sp(U,R) generators, given in Eq. (3.17), as expected. Note 
that a preliminary account of the derivation of f¥' in Barg
mann space was already given in Ref. 20. 

Finally, by the same way as the U(d) CS measure was 
deduced from Bargmann measure in Sec. IV, it can be 
proved that the annihilation-operator CS satisfy a unity re
solution relation with a measuredu(w,z), which, at least in 
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principle, can be obtained from Bargmann measure. For 
such purpose, let us calculate in Jf"(A) the overlap of two 
discrete bases of Y (A) , 

(N';(..t ')IN;(..t» 

( 5.16) 

After performing the transformations (5.6), (5.7), and 
(4.13), then introducing Eq. (5.14) into the right-hand side 
of Eq. (5.16), the integrations over Wia , i = 1, ... ,d, 
a = d + 1, ... ,v, wip' i = 1, ... ,d, P = 1, ... ,v - i or v - i + 1 
(according as n = 2vor 2v + 1), and Xji' 1 <.j<.i<.d, can, at 
least in principle, be carried out. It remains an integral over 
wij' 1 <.i<.j<.d, andxji> l<.i < j<.d, containing some measure 
du(w,x), 

(N';(..t ')IN;(..t» 

= f du(w,x) [t/JN'W) (w,x)] *t/JN(A) (w,x). (5.17) 

By taking the definition (3.2) of t/JN(A) (w,x) into account, 
Eq. (5.17) can be transformed into the following relation: 

(N';(..t') IN;(..t» 

= f du(w,x) (N';(..t ')lw,x)(w,xIN;(..t». (5.18) 

As a result, we obtain the searched for unity resolution rela
tion 

f du(w,x) Iw,x)(w,xl = I(A), (5.19) 

showing that the annihilation-operator es form a contin
uous basis of Y (A)' Although the procedure described 
above enables us to prove Eq. (5.19), it is not suitable for 
deriving the explicit form of du(w,x). A more convenient 
alternative method for such purpose has been described else
where.9 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the present paper, we have extended to all positive
discrete series irreps ofSp(2d,R) the annihilation-operator 
CS introduced by Barut and Girardello for Sp (2,R) (see 
Ref. 8) and later on generalized by Deenen and Quesne to 
the Sp(2d,R) positive-discrete series irreps of the type 
«..t + nI2)d). The es we have introduced for such purpose 
are of mixed type, in the sense that they are annihilation
operator es as regards the noncompact generators only, 
while presenting some features of the unitary-operator es 
(namely their parametrization) as concerns the compact 
generators. 

We did show that such es form a continuous basis of the 
irrep representation space Y (A) , and we did obtain in com
pact form the corresponding representation of both the dis
crete bases of Y(A) and the Sp(2d,R) generators. In addi
tion, quite detailed formulas were written down for Sp( 4,R) 
and Sp(6,R). 

In contrast to what was done in I for the unitary-opera
tor es, we did not address ourselves to the determination of 
the explicit form, the reproducing kernel, nor the measure of 
the annihilation-operator es. Even for the simplest case of 
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the irreps «..t + nI2)d) treated in Ref. 9, such a determina
tion is indeed quite tedious. As a matter of fact, the lacking 
quantities are irrelevant to the most important application of 
the annihilation-operator es, that is of conceptual nature 
and will now be reviewed. 

One of the many interesting properties of the standard 
es consists in the resulting Bargmann representation, 
wherein the boson creation and annihilation operators 1/ and 
S are, respectively, realized by the operator of multiplication 
by the complex variable g, and by the corresponding differ
ential operator a lag. Bargmann representation therefore 
provides the mathematical foundation for the widespread 
habit of replacing S by a symbolic differentiation with re
spect to 1/. In the same way, in the Sp(2d,R) annihilation
operator es representation, each noncompact raising gener
ator D ij is realized by an operator of multiplication by a 
complex variable wlj' while the remaining generators be
come differential operators with respect to the variables wlj 
[and some extra variables Zjl parametrizing U (d) CS]. The 
annihilation-operator es representation, therefore, provides 
the mathematical foundation for the recently introduced use 
of differentiation operators with respect to D t in symbolic 
expressions of the Sp(2d,R) generators. 21.22 In conclusion, it 
presents some of the simplifying features of Bargmann repre
sentation that are lacking in the unitary-operator CS repre
sentation. 

APPENDIX A: U(2) AND U(3) BASIS FUNCTIONS IN THE 
COHERENT STATE REPRESENTATION 

The purpose of this appendix is to derive the explicit 
~orm of the U(2) and U(3) basis functions ~~ (z) and 
t/J~II'2" (x), respectively, given in Eq. (3.lOa) and in Eqs. 
(3.11) and (3.12). 

As explained.in Sec. 7 on, the functional image ~ (A) (z) 
of a U (d) Gel'fand state I (..t» in the es representation can 
be obtained from that of the U(d) irrep lowest weight state 

~(A)"" (z) = 1, (AI) 

by applying an
o 
appropriate polynomial P(A) in the differen

tial operators ~ ij' 

~(A) (z) = P(A) pf)1. (A2) 

This polynomial can be expressed in terms of U(d), 
U (d - 1), ... , U (2) raising operators. A U (n) raising opera
tor R :., m = 1, ... ,n - 1, is herein defined as a polynomial in 
the U (n) generators, transforming any Gel'fand state char
acterized by a U(n - 1) irrep [hI'" h,. -I]' and of lowest 
weight in U (n - 1), into a Gel'fand state specified by the 
U(n - 1) irrep [hI'" hm + I··· h"_1 ], and still of lowest 
weight in U (n - 1).1t differs from a Nagel-Moshinsky rais
ing operator,23 in the substitution of U(n - 1) lowest
weight states for their highest-weight ones, and can be con
structed by using similar techniques. 

For U(2) and U(3), our raising operators read 
2 0 

R I = ~12' (A3) 
30 300 a 00 

R I = ~ 23' R 2 = ~ 13( ~ 11 - ~ 22 - 1) + ~ 12~ 23' 
(A4) 
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and the normalized polynomials p(A> (~) are given by 

PI'(~) =JV~,.t.(R~)I'-A" (A5) 
where 

(A6) 

JV~,.t. = [(AI - I' )1] l/Z[ (AI - Az)I( I' - Az)l] -lIZ, (A7) 

JV~:~; = [( 1'1 - Jtz + 1 )(Al - 1'1 )I(AI - Jtz + 1 )!(Az - Jtz)I( 1'1 - v)!] lIZ 

X [(AI - Az)I(A I - A3 + l)!(Az - A3)!( 1'1 - Az)!( 1'1 - A3 + l)1( Jtz - A3)1( v - Jtz)l] -1/2. (AS) 

For U(2), from Eqs. (A3) and (15.9) we obtain the relation 

(R DOl = (AI - Az)![ (AI - Az - a)!] -lrz, (A9) 

which can be proved by induction overa. Then Eq. (3.lOa) results from the combination ofEq. (A9) with Eqs. (A5) and 
(A7). 

Proceeding through the same way for U(3), from Eqs. (A3), (A4), and (15.10) we get the following results 

(R ~ )°1 = ( - l)°(AI - A3 + l)!(A2 - A3)I[ (AI - A3 - a + 1)!(A2 - A3 - a) I] -1(XZ - XIX3)0, (AlO) 

(R ~ )p(xz - XIX3)0 = (AI - A2)![ (AI - Az - .8)!] -IX/(X2 - XlX3)0, 

and 

(All) 

(R Z)r p( )0 .,,>(Az-A3+.8-a-k)(lfLp_k r-k( o+k 
1 Xl X2 -XIX3 =" 7' U

2 
-A

3 
+.8 _ a _ r .kr l X3 Xz -XIX3) . (A12) 

Their combination with Eqs. (A6) and (AS) finally leads to Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). 

APPENDIX B: REALIZATION OF THE U(2) COHERENT 
STATE REPRESENTATION IN A BARGMANN SPACE OF 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

The purpose of this appendix is to detail, for the d = 2 
case, the realization of the U (d) CS representation in a Barg
mann space of analytic functions as introduced in Sec. IV. 

For U(2), the normalized lowest weight state function 
"A, (w) is given by 

"A,(w) = (A I -A2 + l)I/Z[(AI + 1)1A.21]-1/2 

X (W21)A, -A'(W12,IZ ).t.. (Bl) 

From the latter, any function 

"I' (w) = ".t. (w)ZI' (~Il) 
WZI 

(B2) 

can be obtained by applying the relation 

"I' (w) = JV~'A'(EI2)1' - ..1.'''..1., (w), (B3) 

where El2 and JV~'A2 are defined in Eqs. (4.S) and (A7), 
respectively. The result reads 

"I' (w) = [(AI - A2 + l)!j1/2 

X [(AI + l)lA.z!(AI - Jt)!( I' - A2)!] -lIZ 

X (wll )1' -A'(WZI )..1., -1'(W12,IZ )..1.'. (B4) 

By making the transformation 

WIl -
XZl = =- , X22 = W Zl' 

WZI 

(B5) 

we obtain 

"A, (XwXZz ) = (A I -A2 + l)I/Z[(AI + l)IA.Z!]-I/Z 

(B6) 
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and 

ZI' (X2l ) = [(AI - A2)W/2 

X [(AI -Jt)!(Jt -Az)I]-1/2(XZl )I'-A,. 

(B7) 

ThecomparisonofEq. (3.lOa) withEq. (B7), where we set 
z = Xw leads to the conclusion that 

ZI' (z) = ~I' (z). (BS) 

From Eq. (B5) and the fact that" I' (x) does not depend 
on X IZ, it results that 

a (_ a 1 a) =-= "I' (x) = W22 -a. + =--a. "I' (x), 
uWIl !Xli W21 !XZl 

a: "I' (x) = - WZI a.a "I' (x), 
lZ !Xli 

(B9) 

a .1. () ( - a WIl a a ) -'f/I' X = -w12------+-- "I'(x), 
i!iJjZl aXil ~l aXZl aX22 

Let us now introduce Eq. (B9) into the left-hand side ofEq. 
( 4.16), and take into account that 

a 
Xll -- "I' (x) = Az "I' (x), 

aXll 
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( a a n) = XII --+ X21 --+ - rPp (x) 
aXil aX21 2 

= rPA2 (x) (z a + 42 + n/2)~p (z), (B11) 

where we set again z = x 21 and a = a / ax21 • Hence, by com
paring with the right-hand side ofEq. (4.16), we get 

~ 11 =za +42 + n/2. (B12) 

For the remaining generators, the results read 

~22= -Za+41 +n/2, ~12=Z(41-42-Za), 
~ 21 = a, (B13) 

in accordance with Eq. (15.9). 
For the determination of the U(2) CS measure from 

Bargmann one, we first note that the inverse of transforma
tion (B5) and the corresponding Jacobian are 

(B14) 

and 

a(w,w*) = Ix 1-2 (B15) 
a(x,x*) 21' 

respectively. Then the left-hand side ofEq. (4.19) becomes 

f dp,(w)rPp' (w*)rPp (w) 

= 17'-4 (M [J. 1)2 f dX21 dxfl IX211-2Zp' (Xfl )Zp (X21 ) 

X f dX22dxf2 

Xexp[ - (1 + IX2112) Ixd2] Ixd 2
(AI-A2

) 

X f dXII dx11 exp( - IX2IX221-2IxII12) IxlIlU, 

X f dX I2 dx12 exp {-IX21 1-2 

[ 
2 2 X11 XII. ]} X (1 + IX211 )Ixd +-,-X12+- XI2 . 

X22 X22 
(B16) 

It is straightforward to perform the integrations over X12' 
Xl\I and X 22• The result reads 
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f dp,(w)rPp' (w*)rPp (w) 

= 17'-1(41 - 42 + 1) f dz dz* 

X (1 + Iz12) - (A, -A2 + 2)~p' (z*)~p (z), (B17) 

inaccordancewithEq. (4.19), whenEqs. (14.24), (16.11), 
(16.17), and (16.21) are taken into account. 
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